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[Chapter 23, Stat, at L., 1895.]

I \ \ ACT providing for the public printing and binding and the distribution of public documents.]*******
Section 73, paragraph 2:

The Annual Report of the Secretary of Agriculture shall hereafter be submitted

and printed in two parts, as follows: Part One, which shall contain purely business

and executive matter which it is necessary for the Secretary to submit to the Presi-

dent and Congress; Part Two, which shall contain such reports from the different

Bureaus and Divisions, and such papers prepared by their special agents, accompa-

nied by suitable illustrations, as shall, in the opinion of the Secretary, be specially

suited to interest and instruct the farmers of the country, and to include a general

report of the operations of the Department for their information. There shall be

printed of Part One, one thousand copies for the Senate, two thousand copies for the

House, and three thousand copies for the Department of Agriculture; and of Part

Two, one hundred and ten thousand copies for the use of the Senate, three hundred

and sixty thousand copies for the use of the House of Representatives, and thirty

thousand copies for the use of the Department of Agriculture, the illustrations for

the same to be executed under the supervision of the Public Printer, in accordance

with directions of the Joint Committee on Printing, said illustrations to be subject

to the approval of the Secretary of Agriculture; and the title of each of the said

parts shall be such as to show that such part is complete in itself.
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PREFACE.

In view of the recent somewhat active discussion with regard to

Government publications, more especially annual reports, and in view

of the fact that, under the law providing for its issue, the Yearbook

is designated as Part II of the Annual Report of the Secretary of

Agriculture, it may be of interest to indicate the circumstances which

have given to the Yearbook its present special character.

The publication of the Yearbook is called for by "an act providing

for the public printing and binding, and the distribution of public

documents," approved January 12, 1895, which is quoted on the

opposite page. This act was the result of a careful and protracted

investigation by the Joint Committee on Printing of the Senate and the

House of Representatives concerning the character of public documents

and the manner of distributing them. Of the publications issued under

the law then existing, the Annual Report of the Department of Agri-

culture was necessarily the object of special consideration, owing to

the very large edition, 500,000 copies. It was recognized that in its

old form the Annual Report of the Department contained a large

amount of administrative detail of interest to comparatively few read-

ers outside of Congress, and consequently quite superfluous in a

volume intended for widespread popular distribution. Besides these

administrative details, the Annual Report was made the vehicle for a

considerable amount of scientific matter. This matter was of interest

chiefly to specialists in some one but rarely in all of the lines of

scientific work pursued in the Department. Moreover, the growth of

the Department and the creation of new offices threatened to increase

greatly the bulk of the volume. It was, therefore, wisely determined

to divide the Annual Report of the Department into two parts, sepa-

rately bound.

The first part, known as the Annual Reports of the Department of

Agriculture, and issued in an edition of 6,000 copies, contains, first, the

personal report of the Secretary of Agriculture, addressed to the Presi-

dent, and, second, a detailed report from each division chief addressed

to the Secretary.

The Yearbook, forming the second part, is issued in an edition of

500,000 copies. It is made up of three sections. The first is the per-

sonal report of the Secretary, reprinted from Part I in order to fur-
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nish a "general report of the operations of the Department." The
sond consists of papers prepared in the various offices or l>\ special

agents, with the object of presenting the Latest and best practical and

scientific information at the command of the Department in such form

as to be readirj understood by each reader of t In* Yearbook. The
third section, Under the title Appendix, contains a large amount of

statistical matter of interest to the farming public.

In the present volume the tirst section covers V22 pages, while -1-10

pages arc devoted to the papers composing the second section.

Although information of immediate use and value to actual farmers

holds the first place in the Yearbook, an important place is given to

agricultural progress. As an educator, the Yearbook also gives space

to the discussion of the problems underlying successful agriculture,

avoiding as much as possible scientific and technical language, which

would deprive it of its popular character. It is hoped that the Year-

book for 1905 will be found to meet these requirements. In the second

section every article but one was prepared in some one or other of the

offices of the Department, only one office being unrepresented. The
third section, the Appendix, may itself be subdivided into three parts,

the tirst consisting of a sort of agricultural directory, brought up to

date; the second, a brief review from each office, setting forth the

progress and conditions throughout the year of the special line of

work assigned to it; the third, the statistics of agriculture covering

the year 1905, but including, for purposes of comparison, various

periods from three to ten years preceding.

The thirty special papers in the second section of the Yearbook aver-

age less than 15 pages, and every effort has been made to confine

the illustrations to such as will clearly assist the reader in his appre-

hension of the text.

Geo. Wm. Hill,

Departinent Editor.

Washington, D. C, June i, 1906.
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YEARBOOK
OF THE

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

REPORT OF THE SECRETARY.

To the President:

I have the honor to submit herewith my Ninth Annual Report as

Secretary of Agriculture.

INTRODUCTORY.

The well-being of the American farmer is a matter of profound

interest to the entire country. It is, therefore, in the highest degree

gratifying to present for your consideration the following evidences

of the unprecedented prosperity which has in this and recent year-

rewarded the diligence of the farmer and the efforts of this Depart-

ment on his behalf.

farmer's wealth and well-being.

UNSURPASSED PROSPERITY.

Another year of unsurpassed prosperity to the farmers of this coun-

try has been added to the most remarkable series of similar years

that has come to the farmers of any country in the annals of the

world's agriculture. Production has been unequaled; its value has

reached the highest figure yet attained; the value of the farmers'

National surplus still maintains the magnitude that has built up

the balance of trade by successive additions for many years suffi-

cient to change the Nation from a borrower into a lender; there is a

continuation of the unprecedented savings that have embarrassed

local banks with their riches and have troubled farmers to find

investments; and, as if all of these manifestations of a high degree

of well-being were not enough, the farms themselves have increased

in value to a fabulous extent.

Farm crops have never before been harvested at such a high gen-

eral level of production and value. The partial failure of two or

three second-class crops makes no apparent impression upon the

great aggregate of all crops.
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After much laborious collection of information an estimate of the

value of the crops of 1905 and of all other f:irm product been

made, as was done Last year. The census's detailed statement of the

value of all farm products was taken a- the ha-i-. and the rarious

items have been brought down from year t«> year in their quantities

and values. For such crops as will later receive a final estimate

by the Bureau of Statistics of this Department, the figure* herein

used are subject to small correction. All value- adopted lor the

various products are farm values, and are in no wise to be mistaken

for exchange, middleman's, or consumer's values.

HIGH CROP VALUES.

Corn has reached its highest production with 2,708,000,000 bushels,

a gain of 42,000,000 over the next lower year, 1899. In value, also,

the corn crop of this year is higher than that of the next lower year,

1904, by $128,000,000, and the total value may be $1,216,000,000.

No other crop is worth more than half as much.

Hay.—Second in order of value among all kinds of crops is the hay

crop, which takes the second place back from the cotton crop, which

held it for the two preceding years. Many hay crops have exceeded

in tons the product of this year, but because of high prices the crop

reaches a value of $605,000,000, which is higher by $34,000,000 than

the value of the crop of 1893.

Cotton, including seed, stands third in value among the leading

crops of the year, although some uncertainty still remains concerning

its quantity and value. It can only be said that its value, including

seed, is expected to rise well toward $575,000,000, and will be nearer

to that figure, or above it, in proportion as the expectations of cotton

planters are realized with regard to higher prices.

Wheat.—Fears last year that the United States had fallen to the

level of its consumption in the production of wheat were ill-founded.

The short crop of that year is followed this year by the second wheat

crop in size that this country has ever produced, 684,000,000 bushels,

and the value of this crop, $525,000,000, overtops the highest value

before reached, in 1891, by $11,000,000.

Oats.—Fifth in order of value among the crops of the year is

the oat crop, with 939,000,000 bushels, or 50,000,000 bushels under

the highest production, in 1902. In value as well as yield the oat

crop of this year has been exceeded in only two previous years,

amounting to $282,000,000, only $22,000,000 under that of 1902.

Potatoes.—Next after oats comes the potato crop, which has been

a partial failure and falls below the highest production of preceding

years, that of 1904, by 72,000,000 bushels; but in value the crop has

done better, since it occupies the fourth place from the highest, and
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is valued at $188,000,000, or only $13,000,000 below the highest pre-

ceding value, that Tor L908.

Barley,—The high price of barley during the last three years has

much increased the size and value of this crop, so that it now occupies

seventh place among the leading agricultural crops. In quantity

the crop of this year, 133,000,000 bushels, is third among annual bar-

ley crops, though only 7,000,000 bushels under the highest crop, that

of 1904, and has a value of $58,000,000, or only $4,000,000 under the

most valuable crop of this cereal, that of 1902.

Tobacco, like potatoes, is an undersized crop this year, as it was
last year, and, considering the difficulties in the way of placing a

value upon it at this time, an estimate of $52,000,000 may be too low.

At any rate, because of high prices, the entire crop almost exceeds

the highest value yet reached, that of 1899.

Sugar cane and sugar beets.—Although unrelated in culture, the

common purpose of growing sugar beets and sugar cane permits

their combination in a statement that their united value this year

is estimated to be in the neighborhood of $50,000,000. This is a farm

value for the raw material from which sugar, sirup, molasses, and

feeding stuffs are derived in processes of manufacture.

Rice.—The rice crop is not as valuable as some other crops which

are not mentioned here, yet its remarkable position entitles it to

notice. Its production increased from 250,000,000 pounds of rough

rice in 1899 to 517,000,000 pounds in 1903 and to 928,000,000 pounds
in 1904 ; but the extraordinary production of 1904 fell to 637,000,000

pounds this year, and, although second in quantity, this year's crop

is probably worth more than the crop of 1904, which was valued at

$13,892,000.

Exceptional general level.—While it may be observed that only one

crop—corn—reached its highest production this year, four crops

reached their highest value—namely, corn, hay, wheat, and rice. The
general level of production was high and that of prices still higher,

so that no crops for which separate estimates can be made fall below

third place in total value compared with the crops of preceding years,

except potatoes, barley, tobacco, rye, and buckwheat. The cereals,

including rice,more than maintained their previous strong position in

production, and their aggregate yield is 4,521,000.000 bushels, with

a farm value of $2,123,000,000, or $145,000,000 over last year.

DAIRY AND POULTRY PRODUCTS.

Butter and milk.—Both butter and milk have higher prices in 1905

than in 1904, and these, combined with increased production, per-

mit an estimate of the value of dairy products at $005,000,000, or

$54,000,000 above the estimate for last year. No crop but corn pro-

duces the income that the dairy cow does.
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The farmer's hen is becoming b worthy companion to hi The
annual production of eggs is now a score of billion . and, after sup-

plying the needs of factories, tanneries, bakeries, and other trt

they are becoming a substitute for high-priced meats, besides entering

in. generally into the everyday food of the people. Poultry

products have now climbed to a place of more than half a billion

dollars in value; and so the fanner's hen competes with wheal

precedence.
TOTAL WEALTH PRODUCTION ON FARMS.

Dreams of wealth production could hardly equal the preceding

figures into which various items of the farmer's industry have been

translated; and yet the story is not done. When other items, which

can not find place here, are included, it appears that the wealth pro-

duction on farms in 1905 reached the highest amount ever attained

by the farmer of this or any other country, a stupendous aggregate

of results of brain and muscle and machine, amounting in value to

$6,415,000,000.

The deduction from wealth produced, made in the report of last

year on account of products fed to live stock, is not continued this

year because the duplication of produced wealth in the consumption

of products by farm animals is much less than has been assumed

and is undoubtedly more than offset by the amount of wealth pro-

duced on farms which can not be estimated or even ascertained prac-

t it-ally by census enumerators.

It might reasonably have been supposed in 1904 that the wealth

produced by farmers had reached a value which would not be

equaled perhaps for some years to follow, and yet that value is

exceeded by the value for this year by $256,000,000, just as the value

for that year exceeded that for 1903 by $242,000,000.

The grand aggregate of wealth produced on farms in 1905 exceeds

that of 1904 by 4 per cent; it is greater than that of 1903 by 8 per

cent; and transcends the census figures for 1899 by 36 per cent, and

this after a lapse of only six years.

If there is no relapse from this high position that the farmer now
holds as a wealth producer, three years hence he may look back over

the preceding decade, and, if he will add the annual figures of his

wealth production, he will find that the farming element, or about

35 per cent of the population, has produced an amount of wealth

within these ten years equal to one-half of the entire National wealth

produced by the toil and composed of the surpluses and savings of

three centuries.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Horses.—In the last annual estimate made by this Department of the

number and value of domestic animals on farms, nearly a year ago. it

appears that the farmers' horses had never before been so numerous
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nor in the aggregate so valuable, First threatened by the bicycle,

mid Later by the electric trolley car and the automobile) neither one

of these, uor all combined, have -cared the farmers' horses into dimin-

ished numbers or lower prices. On the contrary, horses on farms

Lasl winter were worth $ 1 .200,000,000, or nearly as much as the corn

crop of (his year, and their number was over 17,000,000. Mule- also

are steadily increasing, and are worth $252,000,000.

Cattle.—Milch cows also are advancing in numbers and have

reached a total of 17,570,000, worth $482,000,000. Other cattle, how-

ever, have not participated in this advance, and in recent years have

declined in number and total value so that last winter they numbered
1:>.GG9,000, worth $602,000,000.

Sheep and swine.—Sheep, too, are declining in number and in

total value, but swine are holding their previous position of many
years, the number being 47,321,000, valued at $283,255,000.

Aggregate increase.—In the aggregate, the value of farm animals

of all sorts has increased a few million dollars within a year and has

increased $249,000,000 since the census of 1900, or 9 per cent.

FEATURES OF FOREIGN TRADE.

Unparalleled agricultural surplus.—Out of the enormous produc-

tions of the farms of this country the wants of 83,000,000 people have

been supplied, and there remains a surplus large enough to become a

generous contribution to the other nations of the earth and unparal-

leled among them as a National agricultural surplus.

During the last fiscal year (ending June 30, 1905) the exported

domestic farm products were valued at $827,000,000. This was

851,000,000 below the annual average of the five preceding years,

although it was $132,000,000 above the average of the five years

1895-1899, and $157,000,000 above the average pf 1890-1894.

There was a loss of $32,000,000 as compared with the exports of

farm products for the fiscal year 1904. In accounting for this it is

proper to notice that the decrease in the exports of grain and grain

products, due to the short wheat crop, equaled $41,000,000. To this

decrease is to be added a reduction of $5,000,000 in exports of pack-

ing-house products, and another of $5,000,000 in fruits, and various

minor items.

On the other hand, however, there were increases of $9,350,000 in

exports of cotton; $4,700,000 in oil cake and oil-cake meal; $4,000,000

in vegetable oils; $2,000,000 in rice, and various minor increases.

The relative position of farm products in domestic exports is a

declining one on account of the gain in exports of manufactures,

so that, while the exports of the former averaged 62.6 per cent of all

domestic exports for the five years 1900-1904, the percentage for 1905

was only 55.4 per cent.
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During the last sixteen yean the domestic export of farm prod-

have amounted to $1-2,000,000,000, or 11,000,000,000 more than

enough u> buy all the railroads oi the country at their commercial
valuation, and thi> with a mere surplus for which there vras do de

mand at home.

Imports mostly noncompetitive.—In the matter of import* of farm

products the total of the last fiscal year w;i (554,000,000, or

£125,000,000 more than the annual average of the preceding five

years. Over 1904 the gain was $92,000,000, which is accounted for

by large increases in the imports of silk, wool, hides and skins, coffee,

sugar, and molasses, against which there were relatively small de-

creases in imports of feathers, rice, tea, and vegetables The import-

i)f farm products in 1905 were 49.6 per cent of all imports, as com-

pared with 46.7 per cent during the preceding five yew

Apparent balance of trade.—While the farmer has been a pro-

ducer and a trader, he has also been an international paymaster. In

his foreign trade of 1905 he had a net balance in his favor amount-

ing to $285,000,000; in the preceding five years this favorable bal-

ance averaged $461,000,000; during the five years 1895-1899 it

averaged $338,000,000, and in the five years preceding that the aver-

age was $271,000,000.

During the sixteen years past the farmer has secured a balance of

£5,635,000,000 to himself in his international bookkeeping, and out

of this he has offset an adverse balance of $543,000,000 in the foreign

trade in products other than agricultural, and turned over to the

Nation from his account with other nations $5,092,000,000.

Foreign trade in forest products.—Notwithstanding the constant

weakening of the National forest resources, the exports of forest

products had been increasing for many years, but during the fiscal

year 1905 their value was $63,000,000, which was a decline of

^6,300,000 from the preceding year.

Imported forest products are either noncompetitive with those of

the Nation or introduced from Canada because of insufficient domes-

tic production. The imports of 1905 were valued at $92,000,000, an

increase of $12,000,000 over the preceding year, mostly on account of

increased imports of india rubber, but partly on account of increased

imports of lumber and wood pulp from Canada.

farmers' support of manufacturing.

Not content with his other achievements, the farmer lends his

strong shoulder to the support of the manufactures of the country

by furnishing raw materials. Computations based upon census in-

formation disclose the fact that farm products, to some extent

obtained from other countries, constitute 56.4 per cent of the total

products, and 86.8 per cent of the total materials, of the industries
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utilizing agriculturaJ products as materials, and these industries

produce 36.3 per cent of all manufactured products and use 42 per

ccni of nil materials employed in manufacturing.

At the same time these industries using agricultural materials

employed 37.8 per cent of all persons engaged in manufacturing,

and the capital of these industries is 42.1 per cent of the capital of

all manufacturing establishments.

Restated in absolute terms, during the last census year the farm

products employed in certain manufactures were valued at $2,679,-

000,000; the value of all materials, including the preceding amount,

was $3,087,000,000; and the products of the industries using these

materials were valued at $4,720,000,000. These industries employed

2,154,000 persons and had a capital of $4,132,000,000.

Such are the enormous interests, not engaged in agriculture, but

in industries that could not maintain themselves without the farmer

and his extraordinary productive ability.

FARMERS BECOMING BANKERS.

Naturally such a large class of the population as the farmers, pro-

ducing wealth and surpluses to the extent that they are, have savings

which they invest in various ways, since in this country the stocking

and its hiding place are not the savings bank. One of the most nota-

ble outgrowths of savings by farmers is the very great multiplication

of small national banks in recent years. Under the amendment to

the national banking act, permitting the organization of banks with

a capital of less than $50,000, as many as 1,754 of these banks were

organized from March 14, 1900, to October 31, 1905, excluding those

organized in the noncontiguous possessions. These banks are dis-

tributed mostly throughout the South and the North Central States

in rural regions, where they depend for their business primarily and

directly upon the farmers' prosperity and, secondarily, upon the vil-

lage merchants and persons of other employment, who themselves

are dependent upon the prosperity of the farmers.

In the Southern States 633 of these banks were organized, repre-

senting 36.1 per cent of the total number; in the North Central

States the number was 792, or 45.2 per cent of the total. To one who
is familiar with State and regional conditions it is significant to

notice that in the North Central States west of the Mississippi

River 513 of these banks were organized, representing 29.3 per cent

of the total number, and that in the Southwestern region, embrac-

ing Texas, Indian Territory, and Oklahoma, 397 new small banks

stand for 26.2 per cent of the total.

If the capital of these banks had been sent from Boston and New
York it would have been such a proceeding as was common fifteen

years ago; but, instead of coining from such an origin, the capital
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oi these bank* has comic from the farmers. The State bank com-

: ioner of Kansas, in his reporl for L904, statee thai
M

it has been

an era of small hank-- in isolated communities, and bo many have been

Btarted that to day every hamlet in the State where any considerable

business is done has a bank. This Increase in the number of Bmall

banks arises, first, from the fact that farmers and business men in

these communities had idle money that they desired to invest and

banking appealed to them," etc. The same cause for the establish-

ment of these hanks is reported from the South and North Central

and Western groups of States.

DEPOSITORS IN BANKS.

In the North Central States farmers have been depositing money
in tin' hanks until the rate of interest on deposits has fallen so low

that they have diverted a large portion of their savings to permanent
investments. In spite of the fact that the banks do not receive and
keep all or most of the farmers' savings, the increase of bank depos-

its in agricultural States and larger regions is most extraordinary.

The following are some examples of the increase of the deposits in

all banks in the agricultural States during the year ending June 30,

1905: In Iowa and South Dakota the increase was 14.9 per cent; in

Nebraska, 13.5; in Kansas, 9.7; in North Dakota, 25. During the

same time bank deposits in the great capital State of Massachusetts

increased 9.1 per cent.

Still more remarkable is the bank statement for the South Central

States. During the past year the deposits increased 18.1 per cent

in Texas, 21.4 in Oklahoma, 24.1 per cent in Arkansas, and 45.7 per

cent in the Indian Territory, while throughout the whole area of

that geographic division the increase was 22.8 per cent. The general

average increase for the United States was 13.5 per cent.

If a comparison is made with 1896, within the latest prolonged

financial depression, the comparisons are still more striking. During

the ten years from that year to June 30, 1905, the bank deposits of

the United States, all banks included, increased 129.2 per cent. In

comparison with this is the increase of the South Atlantic States,

167.4 per cent; of the Western or Kocky Mountain and Pacific States,

169.8 per cent; of the North Central States, 185.5 per cent; and

still more striking is the percentage of the South Central States,

255.7 per cent ; while during the same time the deposits in the North

Atlantic States increased only 102.3 per cent.

For individual States there are such increases during the ten

years as 190.9 per cent for Iowa, 239.3 per cent for Kansas, 294

per cent for North Dakota, and 355.7 per cent for South Dakota.

The progress of the South Central States was still more rapid, as
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evidenced in particular by Mississippi, with an increase of 847.1 per

cent in bank deposits; by Texas, 248 per cent; by Oklahoma, L72.6

per cent; and by Arkansas, with 503.8 per cent.

For the first time in the financial history of the South, deposits

in the hanks of that region now exceed $1,000,000,000.

The foregoing remarkable increases in hank deposits in agricultural

Stales, as well as the increase in the number of small country hank's,

are directly and indirectly because of the profits that have come to

(he fanners from the operation of their farms. The man with the

hoe lias become the man with the harvester and the depositor and

shareholder of the bank.

DECADENCE OF THE CROP LIEN.

Nothing has been of greater financial moment to the cotton planters

than the profitable price of cotton during the past three years. It has

been the means of lifting them out of a rut that at times filled them
with despair. The crop lien, which was a necessity immediately after

the civil war, is disappearing where it has not already gone and

released the planters from its bondage.

For the first time in nearly half a century the cotton planter's un-

secured note is now good at the bank, and his land is a safe security

and is salable.

INCREASE IN FARM VALUES.

Such an account of the farms of the United States as is given in

the foregoing matter may seem too optimistic in tone and too extrava-

gant in expression. With the expectation that the story of the year

would present this appearance, and to verify or discredit it, the

Department undertook and has just completed an investigation of

the changes in the values per acre of medium farms since the census

of 1900. The net result of these changes is an enormous increase in

the values, which increase is entirely consonant with the period of

high prosperity that the farmers have enjoyed since 1900, the only

considerable blot upon an otherwise clean record of these years being

the very deficient corn crop of 1901.

Inquiries were addressed to 45,000 correspondents, representing

almost every agricultural neighborhood in the United States, and the

returns of these correspondents warrant the statements that follow.

The values asked for and reported include the buildings and all

improvements, but no personal property.

Percentage of gain.—During the five years last past the value of the

real estate of medium farms of this country has increased 33.5 per
cent, as compared with the census increase of 25 per cent for the

real estate of all farms from 1890 to 1900. The highest percentage
of increase—10.3 per cent—is found in the South Central group of

3 A1905 2
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\i to this is K)il for the W '••
tern group, which includes

the Rocky Mountain and Pacific States, Third in order is the South
Atlantic group, with 86 per cenl of increa The North Central

States, containing most of the great cereal and Live-stock Burplm
-ion, increased 35.8 per cent, and Lowest of all was the increa e of

the North Atlantic States L3.5 per rent. Thus it appears that the

medium farms of the South have increased in value in a greater

degree than the medium farms of the entire North as far west as the

Rocky Mountains.

Farms are classified according to their principal sources of income,

conforming substantially to the census classification for 1000. With
this understanding, correspondents report an increase of 48.2 per cent

in value per acre for the medium cotton farms during the five years,

35 per cent for the hay and grain farms, 34.3 per cent for the Live-stock

farms, and 33.2 per cent for the farms devoted principally to sugar
cane and sugar beets. Rice farming follows with an increase of 32.2

per cent in value per acre, while close to this is 32.1 per cent for tobacco

farms. Next in order are the farms devoted to general farming,
with an increase of value per acre amounting to 30.1 per cent, after

which are the fruit farms, with an increase of 27.9 per cent; vegetable

farms, 2G.7 per cent; and, lowest of all, the dairy farms, with an
increase of 25.8 per cent.

Dollars of gain per acre.—When a comparison is made among the

various regions of the country and among the various classes of farms
with regard to the number of dollars of increase, rather than the per-

centage of increase, the results are very different from the preceding.

The medium farms of the North Central division increased on the

average $11.25 per acre during the five years. In the Western divi-

sion of States the increase was $5.33; in the North Atlantic States,

$5.20; while the increases were lowest in the South, where in the

South Atlantic division the gain was $4.93, and in the South Cen-

tral, $4.66. The average increase per acre of medium farms in the

United States, all classes combined, was $7.31.

Although the rate of increase for cotton farms wTas highest of all

specialized farms, the amount of increase per acre was lowest, or $5.21

Next above this is rice, with $5.97; live stock, with $0.40; and general

farming, $6.78. Rising considerably above this was the increase for

dairy farms, $8.53; tobacco farms, $9.13; and hay and grain farms,

$9.43. The highest increases are for vegetable farms, $11.10; sugar
farms, $12.34; and fruit farms, $15.29.

Causes of increase.
—"While some decreased values were found in a

few places, due to local causes, the general fact of large increases in

farm values was explained by correspondents with much particu-

larity. The increase is chiefly due to better prices and more profitable

results of farm operations, leading to a higher capitalization of land
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on account of increased net profit. But this by no means fully ac-

counts for the marked increase discovered in farm values, when sec-

ondary causes an 4
, considered. Everywhere is revealed a more intelli-

gent agriculture; the farmers are improving their cultural methods

and are changing from less profitable to more profitable crops. They
are discovering that high cost of production attends extensive agricul-

ture, and that, on the contrary, intensive culture and intensive crops

increase the net profits per acre. As disclosed in the preceding

increases of average acre values, the farms of the less intensive culture

and crop have increased in value less than the farms having the more

valuable crops receiving high culture.

Other causes for higher values are the erection of new buildings,

the keeping of buildings in better repair, better fences, tile draining

of land that has been too wet, and a general improvement in farm

thrift. New facilities for transportation, where existing, are every-

where reported as at once raising the value of farm lands, whether

new railroads or wagon roads that will permit the hauling of larger

loads and for longer distances.

Another cause of increase which has had a distinct effect by itself

is the growing desire and ability of farmers, and townspeople also,

to invest in farm lands as affording a safe investment, even though

the rate of interest, as values now are, is not high.

Many minor causes have cooperated with the foregoing to bring

about the wonderful increase in farm values during the past five

years that the Department has discovered.

Grand aggregate increase of value.—The correspondents report-

ing with regard to this matter were requested to state increases and

decreases for medium farms. There are reasons for believing that

the increases for this class of farms may be extended to farms below

and above the medium without a material distortion of the fact as

representing all farms. While the increases reported for medium
farms are higher than for the more poorly kept and less productive

farms, on the other hand they are lower than for the better kept and

more productive farms of the highest class, which are not covered in

the reports of correspondents.

Accepting, then, the increased average acre values of the various

classes of medium specialized and general farms as applicable to

all farms, including those above and below medium, with such per-

tinent qualifications as may be made, these increases are applied to

the total number of farms of the various classes with results which,

it is believed, are approximately correct.

With this understanding it is found that the cotton farms have

increased in value $460,000,000, the most prominent increase among
the States being Texas, with $115,000,000, while Georgia stands second

with $77,000,000, and Mississippi third with $62,000,000. Therefore,
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it 1 1 1 ; i \ be Bftid thai during the la t live year the cotton plantations

Lave bad six crops of cotton, one of these crops being :i permanent
investment and promising t<> paj a good return year by year.

Sugar farms have increased in value $-j!0,000,000, more than half

of which is found in Louisiana and one-sixth in California.

Hay and grain farms have Buch an immense acreage that the

increase for them amounts to $2,000,000,000, three-fourths of which is

in the North Central State-; and an even greater gain, or $2,
k

J<'.o.-

000,000, was made by the live-stock farms, nearly three-fourths of

this also being in the North Central States. In the case of farms

having dairying a- a specialty the increased value was $309,000,000;

tobacco farms increased $57,000,000; rice farms, $3,300,000; fruit,

$94,000,000; vegetable farms. $113,000,000; and farms devoted to

general and miscellaneous purposes, $768,000,000.

In the grand aggregate of all farms of all classes the increased

value equaled the enormous total of $0,131,000,000.

Every sunset during the past five years has registered an increase

of $3,400,000 in the value of the farms of this country; every month
has piled this value upon value until it has reached $101,000,000: that

portion of the National debt bearing interest is equaled by the in-

creased value of farms in nine months, and this increase for a little

over a year balances the entire interest and noninterest bearing debt

of the United States.

This increased value that has come to farms is invested better than

in bank deposits or even in the gilt-edged bonds of private cor-

porations.

ECONOMIC POSITION OF FARMERS.

If the farmers' economic position in the United States is to be con-

densed to a short paragraph, it may be said that their farms pro-

duced this year wealth valued at $6,415,000,000; that farm products

are yearly exported with a port value of $875,000,000; that farmers

have reversed an adverse international balance of trade, and have

been building up one favorable to this country by sending to for-

eign nations a surplus which in sixteen years has aggregated

$12,000,000,000, leaving an apparent net balance of trade during that

time amounting to $5,092,000,000 after an adverse balance against

manufactures and other products not agricultural, amounting to

$543,000,000, has been offset. The manufacturing industries that

depend upon farm products for raw materials emplo}^ed 2,154,000

persons in 1900 and used a capital of $4,132,000,000. Within a

decade farmers have become prominent as bankers and as money
lenders throughout large areas; and during the past five years pros-

perous conditions and the better-directed efforts of the farmers them-

selves have increased the value of their farms 33.5 per cent, or an

amount approximately equal to $6,131,000,000.
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In presenting this the first Annual Report of the third term of the

present incumbent of the office of Secretary of Agriculture U has

seemed desirable, to deviate somewhat, from the usual character of this

document. As a rule, these reports cover the operations of the Depart-

ment for a single year, and give considerable space to recording

instances of new work undertaken and of partial progress made in

the work being carried on. The principal purpose of the present

report is to review the work of the Department during the past eight

years, and to present for consideration work not only begun but

actually accomplished during that period on behalf of the farmer.

WEATHER BUREAU.

SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS.

The results accomplished by the Weather Bureau for the benefit

of the farmer, the mariner, the shipper, the manufacturer, and the

seeker after health or pleasure prove that there is no weather service

anywhere in the world comparable with it. In recent years it has

been equipped with standard instruments, apparatus, and furnish-

ings of the latest design; daily maps are printed at nearly 100 of its

local stations; large glass maps, containing the current weather re-

ports, are exhibited each morning before important commercial asso-

ciations ; maps, printed or milleographed, are distributed within three

hours from the time that the observations are made. Climatic sta-

tistics for the various States are collected from nearly 4,000 voluntary

observers using standard instruments, and printed in the form of

monthly State bulletins, so that the climate of one region can be

readily compared with that of another. It has extended its network

of stations around the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, so

that no destructive tropical storm may come without warning. It

has established stations in Bermuda and in the Bahamas, and ar-

ranged for cable cooperation in the Azores and along the western

coast of Europe, which enables it to make forecasts for two or three

days in advance for steamers leaving this country, and to warn
steamers leaving Europe for America of severe storms which they

may encounter on their western voyage. With kites and mountain

stations it has explored the upper air and gained useful knowledge.

It has conducted experiments in wireless, or space, telegraphy, and

developed one of the best wireless systems now in use. It has ex-

tended its system of telegraphic and climatic observations, so that

now, except in some portions of the Rocky Mountain States, the tem-

perature and rainfall conditions of nearly every county can be ascer-

tained. These observations are of great value in the development of

the arid and subarid regions, especially in the organization of the

extensive irrigation works recently authorized by Congress.
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Th per annum increase in the co I of the weather ervice

during the past ten years is -i.-ii per cent. During the same period

tin* daily distribution of forecasts ami warnings, or of printed charts

containing the daily meteorological data of the United states, has

increased from 22,582 t<> 622,880 copies, of which 158,000 represent

printed reports.

INCREASE OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH.

The present appropriation for the support of the Bureau is $1,392,-

990. This is the amount to be expended during the current fiscal

year in applying the inexact science of meteorology to the commerce

and the industries of the United States, and to the saving of human
life. A knowledge of the coming weather enters so intimately into

every contemplated human action that the question is often asked

:

What are the prospects for further improvement in the accuracy of

weather forecasts, and can the seasons ever be foretold? The answer

is that the Government has a corps of forecasters, the members of

which are the survivals of the fittest in a thorough system of elimi-

nation by competition. Since they are now applying all of the knowl-

edge of the atmosphere that has been revealed, little hope for ma-

terial improvement in their work can be held out until a substantial

addition is made to the pure science of the problem. This can only

come through experimentation, study, and research. With 200 sta-

tions engaged in applying the science, it is a wise economy to devote

at least one of them to the work of adding to the knowledge that we

are annually spending nearly a million and a half of dollars to apply.

Accordingly, we have endeavored to lay out a plan of study and re-

search leading to an increase in our knowledge of the lawT
s governing

the atmosphere such as should eventually make it possible to add to

the accuracy of weather forecasts and to make them for a longer

period in advance.

The last thirty years has witnessed such remarkable progress in

new branches of science that fields of research formerly closed to the

meteorologist are now open to him and must not be neglected. Re-

cent observations have led to the discovery of a possibly large vari-

ation in the amount of heat that is received from the sun or an equiva-

lent possible variation in the transparency of the highest portions

of the earth's atmosphere.

In such studies the Weather Bureau has hitherto taken a subordi-

nate part, whereas in so-called practical meteorology it has always

occupied the leading position.

The highest efficiency in any art requires a perfect knowledge of the

higher science behind it. To establish lawr is necessarily antecedent

to correct forecasts of rains, frosts, or storms.
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MOUNT WEATHEB RESEARCH OBSERVATORY.

Under the authority of Congress, three years ago, the Department

undertook the establishment of a station at Mount Weather, Virginia,

devoted to meteorological research, and has established there, a plant

especially adapted to atmospheric research. The temperature, moist-

ure, and movements of the air at great heights will be ascertained by

menus of balloons and kites; the absorption of solar heat by the at-

mosphere will be measured; the dissipation of solar light and heat

will be determined; the special analysis of the sunbeam will be car-

ried out, and the electric condition will be determined. In addition

to this we have added apparatus for stud}dng the relations to the

atmosphere of the magnetism of the earth, the temperature of the

soil, and even the motions of the earth. All these phenomena have

been shown to have a more or less intimate connection with mete-

orolog}^.

In so far as aerial research may require it, sounding balloons will

be liberated from many of the weather stations in distant parts of

the county in cooperation with those at Mount Weather, since it

is considered very important to know the condition of the atmosphere

above the land every day of the year up to the greatest attainable

height, especially during the passage of storms and cold waves.

Therefore, Mount Weather may be expected to do as much for the

science of meteorology and the future improvement of the service

as the service has already done during the past thirty-five years

for the material interests of the United States. The employees at

this station must necessarily live close by their apparatus, and pro-

vision must be made for all the ordinary needs of domestic life

precisely as is done in all large astronomical observatories and in

military establishments. This has been done economically and in

accordance with established usage.

RIVER AND FLOOD SERVICE.

Neither the year 1904—5 nor its immediate predecessor was pro-

ductive of serious floods in the larger rivers, although several dam-

aging floods occurred in the smaller rivers, notably in the upper

Sacramento in January, 1905 ; in the Purgatory and upper Arkansas

rivers of Colorado; the Rio Grande, Pecos, and upper Canadian

rivers during the latter part of September and the early part of

October, 1904; and in the Grand River of Michigan in June, 1905.

The floods in the rivers of the southwest in September and October,

1904, were peculiar in that they occurred in the semiarid region and

at a time of the year when heavy rainfall is not anticipated. Their

coming was not announced, since no flood service had yet been organ-

ized in that part of the country. The damage done by the floods in
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Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Indian Territories, and I

amounted to at least $4,000,000, of which the greatest share fell upon

the railroads. The loss to the inhabitants was no1 Less than $1,000,000.

These very destructive floods brought to the attention of the Weather
Bureau the need of a flood service in the States mentioned. Such a

service has therefore been organized, with L5 river and L0 rainfall

stations, the headquarters of the district being at Denver. Although

the service is not complete, it has done much good in giving warning

of the floods in the Rio Grande during May and June, 1905.

The flood of June, 1905, in the Grand River of Michigan, while

not as great as that of 190-1, was nevertheless a disastrous one, and

that it was not even more so was without question due to the forecast

and warning service given by the Weather Bureau.

METEOROLOGY IN SCHOOLS.

The Weather Bureau has encouraged the study of meteorology in

educational institutions by allowing its scientists, outside of their

official duties, to deliver courses of lectures to students, so that there

are nowr 20 institutions of learning where meteorology form

part of the curriculum, thereby giving preliminary training to young

men who, in after years, may succeed to the duties now7 performed by

the meteorologists of the Government.

At every station of importance occupied by the Weather Bureau

it is the custom for the official in charge to deliver such lectures as

are desired by the public schools in his immediate neighborhood, and

to instruct such classes as visit the offices of the Weather Bureau. In

this way a general knowledge of the wOrk of the Bureau is being dis-

seminated in the community. During the past year several hundred

such lectures have been given.

BUREAU OF ANIMAL INDUSTRY.

The work of the Bureau of Animal Industry is of great value to the

country, and no part of it is of greater importance than the study and

investigation of contagious animal diseases with a view to their pre-

vention or control. In the war waged in the interest of stock raisers

against contagious diseases the work of the Bureau of Animal Indus-

try has been unremittingly carried on.

BLACKLEG.

In 1897 was begun an investigation for the immediate control of

blackleg, or symptomatic anthrax. Losses from this disease were

found to be very heavy in Texas, Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Kan-

sas. Nebraska, Colorado, the Dakotas, and it was more or less preva-

lent in many other States. A series of experiments was made to
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determine the effed of vaccines, which wen- finally successful in de-

veloping a vaccine efficacious in producing immunity by a single

vaccination. The preparation and distribution of this vaccine, with

circulars giving methods for using it and containing a full account of

the cause and nature of the disease, were undertaken on a Large scale

Beginning with 355,000 doses distributed in L898, the annual distri

billion was increased until it, amounted to nearly 1,750,000 in L903,

with a little reduction since then, the distribution in L905 amounting
to 1,400,000. The effect has been to reduce losses from this disease

from 10 to 12 per cent to about one-half of 1 per cent, and recent

reports show that the dread disease is rapidly disappearing.

SWINE DISEASES.

In 1897 experiments were made looking to the control of infectious

diseases of swine by administering a serum from animals inoculated,

respectively, with the hog-cholera and the swine-plague germs. As
a result of these experiments and the stamping-out wTork under-

taken in July of that year. 49 entire herds, aggregating 2,904 animals,

had been destroyed and the pens disinfected by the end of the

year. This work demonstrated that the losses might be promptly

checked by the stamping-out method, but many farmers objected to

these measures being carried out, and it was difficult so to enforce the

regulations as to prevent the spread of the disease from farm to farm.

Continued experiments with the serum treatment showed that there

were cases known as hog cholera which did not yield to the treatment,

and the very careful work of the Biochemic Division of the Bureau
extending over several years has proved that acute hog cholera is

caused by a virus which has not yet been cultivated and identified, but

which passes through filters which will entirely remove both the hog-

cholera and the swine-plague bacilli. The discovery of this hitherto

unsuspected contagion has opened up an entirely new field of investi-

gation, which is being energetically developed, and experiments are

under progress which, it is hoped, will throw some light upon
methods of prevention adapted to this disease.

TEXAS FEVER.

Investigations have been conducted to throw further light upon
the microbe organism which causes the Texas fever. It was found
that this organism was fostered in the blood of southern animals for

as long, in certain cases, as twelve years or more after the removal
of the animals from infected districts. It was found, however, that

the animal retains its immunity three years after the disappearance

of the microbe organism from its blood.

Another point of interest was to determine whether Texas fever

ticks were capable of transmitting the disease to susceptible cattle
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at any time or only when fchej bad recently ab orbed Mood of cattle

from Infected districts, It has been found possible to develop ticks

in which the power of producing tli ea e i ab ent. The e ticks <lo

not necessarily carrj the Texa fever contagion, but obtain the germs

of the disease from Infected cattle. Other interesting experiments

are now being conducted m connection with tin- Bubjed with a view-

to acquiring a knowledge which will enable the Department to render

more and more dlieacious its control of this disea

SHEEP SCAB.

Sheep scab has been one of the greatest obstacles to successful

sheep raising, and the Department has experienced ;i great deal of

difficulty in fighting it. Even after the order of June 18, 1807, was

issued diseased sheep continued to arrive in large number- at the

principal markets. In 1898 a bulletin, entitled "Sheep Seal): It-

Nature and Treatment," was issued, giving full information upon

this subject and specifying the treatment by which the disease might

be eradicated. This bulletin had remarkable influence in educating

sheep raisers in checking the disease and in informing the public as

to a possibility of curing infected animals. In July, 1899, an impor-

tant order was issued describing the manner in which affected sheep

should be dipped, instead of leaving this to the discretion of the

owners and commission merchants. This order approved of the

tobacco-and-sulphur and the lime-and-sulphur dips; formulas were

given for their preparation, and the animals had to be dipped in one

or the other before they were allowed shipment in interstate com-

merce.

While this action of the Department specifying dips to be used

has been much criticised, it has proved a most important step toward

the eradication of sheep scab. The number of sheep dipped under

official supervision in 1899 was 672,944. The number increased after

the year 1900 by leaps and bounds, nearly 17,000,000 having been

dipped in 1905. At the same time it has been found that the dips

become more and more efficacious. Reliable returns received in

regard to 6,000,000 sheep in 1904 showed an effective percentage of

99.35. It is doubtful if such a measure of success has been achieved

in any other country in treating animals for this disease. As the

result of this work, sheep scab has almost or quite disappeared from

several States that were badly infected and is much less prevalent in

most others. By continuing the work and slightly increasing the

number of inspectors for a few years it can undoubtedly be

eradicated.
MALADIE DU COIT.

An outbreak of maladie du co'it, a venereal disease of horses, was

discovered in Nebraska in 1898. The disease is a dangerous and
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insidious one, many of the affected animals showing but very slight

symptoms, and yet being capable of transmitting it. While there-

fore, in the earlier Stages apparently mild, il may be very serious and
even fatal, and iis existence threatens the horse industry in any sec-

tion where it gains a foothold. It was important to undertake the

suppression of the disease promptly to prevent at any cost its spread

to other sections of the country. In 1901 twelve diseased animals

were destroyed.

The semiwild condition of the country through which the disease

had spread and the prejudices of the horse owners and their lack of

cooperation made it a difficult matter to discover diseased animals.

Yet in 1902 there were 95 diseased animals slaughtered and 29 dis-

eased stallions castrated. In 1903 there were 16,287 horses inspected,

511 diseased animals slaughtered, 277 suspected animals quarantined,

and 1,889 stallions castrated. An order was issued June 20, 1903,

prohibiting the transportation of horses from the infected districts

unless first inspected by an inspector of the Bureau, and the meas-

ures adopted in 1903 continued throughout 1904 and 1905, over 9,000

being inspected in the latter year without finding any actually dis-

eased; also 23 suspected animals wrere slaughtered, and 9 stallions

castrated. It appears from the investigations of the last year that the

disease has been practically eradicated.

CATTLE MANGE.

The animals affected by mange were frequently found in im-

portant central markets, and accordingly a regulation was issued in

June, 1903, prohibiting the shipment from one State to another of

affected cattle, and making regulations for the inspection and certi-

fication of cattle from the infected districts, and the cleaning and dis-

infecting of cars. The number of cattle inspected under this order

in 1904 was 1,124,321, and the number of dippings exceeded 157,000,

and 535 infected cars were disinfected. The number of horses in-

spected for mange was 752; 453 were found diseased, and 138 were
dipped. In 1905 the number of inspections of cattle was over 14,-

000,000, the number of dippings 563,394, and 29,897 cars were cleaned

and disinfected. There wrere also inspected for mange 15,971 horses.

FOOT-AND-MOUTH DISEASE.

In the fall of 1902 there occurred an outbreak in New England of

the foot-and-mouth disease, and arrangements wTere at once made witli

the authorities of the affected States—Massachusetts, Rhode Island.

and Vermont—for the eradication of the disease. About 3,000 ani-

mals were known to be affected in December; the infected animals
were placed under quarantine, a carefully selected force of inspectors

organized, and arrangements were made for slaughtering the diseased
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herds and disinfecting the premise . I >w ing to the extreme cold

hard freeze, the work of disposing <»t* the cai and disinfecting

the premisi eery difficult In spite of this, the work was pushed

energetically and the spread of the di promptly checked.

In all, 244 herds, containing l,7li; cattle, were affected; ittie

were slaughtered, besides a number of hogs, sheep, and goats which
had been exposed.

Over Sl_>8,000 was paid in compensation for these animal-. In the

meantime the disease had spread somewhat extensively into
v

Hampshire, and thorough investigation was made of a considerable

pari of that State. It was found possible to remove the quarantine

May 9, 1903, from lihode Island, while the port of Bo-ton. which had

been closed to the exportation of animals during the outbreak, was
reopened July 20, 1903, the quarantine of animals in Massachusetts

being removed the following October. It would be impossible to

commend too highly the fidelity and energy with which the force of

the Bureau carried on the work of eradication in spite of many diffi-

culties. This campaign against a contagious animal disease stands

unrivaled, if we consider the celerity, the economy, and the sati>-

factory results of the work.

TUBERCULOSIS.

Tuberculosis has been studied both as to its effects upon the animal

industry of the country and as to the danger of its being communi
cated from animals to man. It is not uncommon to find herds of

dairy cattle where 50 to 90 per cent of the animals are affected with

this disease, and in our meat-inspection service there have been found

in some large abattoirs nearly 3 per cent of hogs with tuberculo-i-.

The disease, therefore, deserves the most careful study. The studies

of the Bureau have been much helped by certain discoveries made by

our own employees by which methods of investigation have been

greatly improved. Experiments with monkeys showed that these

animals are susceptible to both forms of the disease—bovine and

human—and that there is little difference to be seen in the results 6i

the infection with either. Careful observations soon indicated that

with cattle the disease is more frequently contracted by taking in the

bacilli with the inspired air than with the ingested food. A study

was made of a herd of 102 cows, 7G of which showed reaction to the

tuberculin test, to determine the infectiveness of milk from cows that

had reacted to the test. As a result of this study the following con-

clusions were reached

:

(1) The tubercle bacillus may be demonstrated in milk from

tuberculous cows when the udders show no perceptible evidence of

disease, either macroscopically or microscopically.
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(2) The bacillus of tuberculosis may be excreted from such an

udder in sufficient numbers to produce infection in experimental

animals both by Ingestion and inoculation.

(8) In cows suffering from tuberculosis the udder may, therefore

become a ffected a( any moment.
(I) The presence of the tubercle bacillus in the milk of tuber-

culous cows is not constant, but varies from day to day.

(f>) Cows secreting virulent milk may be affected with tuber-

culosis to a degree that can be detected only by the tuberculin test.

(6) The physical examination or general appearance of the animal

can not foretell the infectiveness of the milk.

(7) The milk of all cows which have reacted to the tuberculin

test should be considered as suspicious, and should be subjected to

sterilization before using.

(8) Still better, tuberculous cows should not be used for general

dairy purposes.

SURRA.

In 1901 a serious disease known as surra was found to exist among
horses in the Philippines. Upon the request of the War Department
for information on the subject an emergency report on this disease

was at once prepared in the Bureau. There is reason to believe that

the information thus made available has greatly assisted in the work
of repression undertaken in those islands, besides aiding the in-

spectors of the Bureau in their efforts to keep out animals so infected.

On account of this disease the Department has prohibited the landing

of any animals from those islands at ports of the United States.

Surra is very destructive in its effects on horses, and its introduction

into the United States would be a great disaster.

TRICHINOSIS IN GERMANY.

In order to study this subject and to counteract statements con-

tinually made by the German press concerning American pork, an

employee of the Bureau was sent to Berlin as an attache of the

American embassy to get a correct statement of available records

bearing upon the subject. His report, published in 1901, is a clear

exposition of the whole matter, and shows conclusively the harmless-

ness of the American pork shipped to Germany.

MEAT INSPECTION.

The subject of meat inspection grows in importance every year.

It is not too much to assert that upon the success of this branch of

our work depends a foreign trade worth many millions of dollars

yearly to our stock raisers. The meat-inspection law provides for

an ante-mortem and a post-mortem inspection. It has increased
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steadily from year to year. In 1898 the total number i mala

inspected before slaughter aggregated over 51,00
of them being cattle, 10,000,000 sheep, and 81,000,000 bog . In L905

the total number inspected aggregated nearlj >. At the

same time it is important and interesting to know that the incr

in the number of animals rejected was much Less proportionately than

the increase in the number inspected.

In L898 the number of animals inspected after slaughter

31,000,000, of which over 4,000,000 were cattle, 5,500,000 sheep, an-!

21,000,000 hogs. The total number inspected after slaughter in L905

was something over 40,000,000. There were tagged with the label

of inspection in the year 1905 nearly 22,000,000 quarters of

nearly S,000,000 carcasses of mutton, 845,000 carcasses of veal.

1,000,000 carcasses and 800.000 sacks of pork. Meat-inspection

stamps indicating the regular post-morten inspection were all

to 7,000,000 packages of beef in 1905, and to more than 15,000,000

packages of pork. The inspection of cars amounted in 1898 to

18,031, and in 1905 to 66,846. The number of live cattle inspected

for export in 1905 was 824,914, of sheep 423,780, and of horses 2,358.

In the same j^ear 731 vessels which carried animals for export v.

inspected. The inspection of live animals at British ports by in-

spectors of the Bureau included in 1905, 401,623 cattle, 232,925 sheep.

and 1,710 horses. Besides these inspections for our export trade,

many thousands of inspections were made of imported animals.

NECESSITY OF ADEQUATE APPROPRIATION.

The importance of the cattle and meat inspection work of the

Bureau of xlnimal Industry can not be exaggerated. It is only the

certification, under the Government seal of the United States, as to

the healthfulness of these products that enables us to place them in

foreign markets. The withdrawal or even the restriction of our

ability to supply such certification would mean the utter annihila-

tion of our foreign trade in cattle and animal products. At the

same time the Department is very much hampered by its inability to

meet the demands for inspection for want of adequate appropria-

tions. Requests for inspection—perfectly legitimate and having

equal claims upon us with others already conceded—are constantly

being received and continually increasing in number, so much so that

even if the appropriations asked for for this Bureau last year had

been allowed they would still have been inadequate to carry on the

work. In the estimates submitted for next year these conditions are

provided for, but it is only possible for the Department to carry on

this important work adequately by the full compliance of Congress

with the estimates submitted for this purpose. If an emergency ap-

propriation be not allowed and made immediately available, the
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Department will be compelled t<> :il>;ni<lon a Large pari of this Impor-

tant work. I deem it Impossible to emphasize this situation too

strongly.
ANIMAL NUTRITION.

The construction of a respiration calorimeter at Middletown, Conn.,

by Professors At water and Rosa for the study of human nutrition

in cooperation with the Department suggested similar work with

animals. Work along this line was authorized in June, 1898, to be

conducted by Dr. H. B. Armsby, of the Pennsylvania Experiment
Station, and his assistants. The calorimeter was constructed on

the plans of the Atwater-Rosa apparatus, specially adapted for use

with animals. Experiments were made on the available energy of

timothy hay; later, of clover hay and maize meal. The work is now
in progress, concluding with a study of the influence of age and

individuality on the nutrition of animals.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY.

An expert in animal husbandry was appointed July 1, 1001, and

his attention was chiefly devoted to the investigation of questions of

animal husbandry and to the practical or economic side of stock

raising. July 1, 1904, an appropriation of $25,000 became available

for experiments in animal breeding and feeding in cooperation with

the State stations, and this work was placed under the supervision of

the expert in animal husbandry. Experiments have been begun in

cooperation with the Colorado Experiment Station in breeding Amer-
ican carriage horses; with the Alabama Experiment Station in beef

production ; with the Maine Experiment Station in poultry breeding,

and with the Maryland Experiment Station and the National Zoolog-

ical Park in breeding zebra hybrids. A study has been begun on the

fecundity of Poland China sows, with a view to determining whether

sows of this breed have decreased in fecundity, and, if so, whether

such decrease is chargeable to particular families. The effect of

cotton seed and cotton-seed meal wThen fed to hogs is also under inves-

tigation. Several valuable publications on animal husbandry have

already appeared.

ANGORA GOAT INDUSTRY.

The Bureau has aided the establishment of this industry in every

way. The goats have been taken into every State and Territory,

and reports of their success as mohair producers are numerous.

MILCH GOAT INDUSTKV.

Careful investigation of milch goats of European countries have
been made and the results printed in a bulletin. The demand for this

publication has been large, very many physicians applying for it.
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During the past year an expert v... ant bo Europe to inve » the

industry in the leading goat countries, and an importation oade
ol ."- ,

.» does, I bucks, and 5 kids of the Maltese breed. These animal*
are being employed in cooperation with the experiment stations

at Storrs, Conn., and College Park, Md. At the former place ch

making has been undertaken and milk will be supplied to tuberculous

patients and to children's hospital-; at the latter, milk will be fur-

nished in Washington, D. C, to be used in the treatment of various

diseases.

THE DAIRY INDUSTRY.

Dairying constitutes one of the main branches of animal industry.

This line of agricultural effort in the United State- yields good re-

turns to a great number of producers. A large amount of capital is

invested in dairying, and the development of the industry has been

marked by the intelligence and enterprise of those engaged therein.

The interests of this industry have been looked after by the Dairy

Division of the Bureau of Animal Industry. This Division was

organized June 30, 1895, and during the past eight years its work has

steadily expanded in scope, amount, and importance. At first its

efforts were limited to the collection and dissemination of informa-

tion regarding the dairy industry. Statistics and general informa-

tion were collected and published; and bulletins were prepared

describing the principal breeds of dairy cattle and outlining the most

approved methods employed in the several branches of the dairy

industry in this country and in Europe.

As time passed and larger funds became available new studies and

original investigations were taken up. These included studies and

investigations relating to the conditions and demands of domestic and

foreign markets; the production of milk and its distribution to the

people of cities ; imitations of and substitutes for dairy products ; and

the number and distribution of pure-bred dairy cattle and grades, with

their effect upon production and results.

WORK RELATING TO MILK.

Milk, an important product in its new state, and the basis for the

manufacture of all other dairy products, has naturally received the

first and largest share of attention. Popular bulletins have been pre-

pared and issued in large and repeated editions, the object of which

has been to raise the standard of production by educating both the

consumers and producers of milk. The most approved methods of

feeding, handling, and milking dairy cows, antl of cooling, handling,

storing, and transporting milk have been presented, and the common

errors and dangers involved in careless dairying forcibly pointed out.

Butter exports.—Experimental exports of butter have received

considerable attention. Special agents of the Department have
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visited Great Britain, France, Germany, China, Japan, ;m<l the Phil-

ippine Cslanda and arranged for experimental exports of butter to

places in b '. Trial shipments have been made to Germany, France,

and Englai 1. The shipments to Manchester, England, have been

mosl numerous and the most satisfactory, and a good reputation lias

been established for our butter in that quarter.

Colo storage of butter.—To determine the best temperature at

which to hold butter in storage, experiments were eondueted in Chi-

cago in 1903-4. The cream was collected and the butter made by the

usual methods of a first-class creamery; the butter was put up in G0-

pound tubs and stored at temperatures ranging from 5° F. below zero

to 30° above zero. The results proved that a temperature a few

degrees below zero is most desirable. The lot stored at 5° below

kept almost perfectly for eight months, while the lots stored at 10°

and 20° above zero deteriorated greatly.

Renovated buttee.—To the Dairy Division was assigned the duty

of assisting in the administration of the act of Congress approved

May 9, 1902, which authorized the Secretary of Agriculture to pro-

vide for inspecting the materials, factories, and processes employed
in the manufacture of renovated butter, the object being to insure a

sound and wholesome product and to see that renovated butter was
labeled and marketed as such. This inspection work was assigned to

nine inspectors located in commercial centers. The results have been

very satisfactory. The character of the product of renovated-butter

factories has been improved, and its price has become steadier; the

total product of such factories has increased from 54,500,000 pounds
in 1902-3 to 60,000,000 hi 1904-5 ; and the law has not proven in any
way detrimental to the makers of country butter, whose product forms

the bulk of the stock worked up in such factories. In 1903^ the

inspectors of the Dairy Division reported inspections of 76 factories,

and visited the markets in 274 cities located in 44 States and Terri-

tories, to investigate and correct the conditions under which the reno-

vated product was marketed. All renovated butter exported is

inspected and certified by the dairy inspectors.

WORK RELATING TO CHEEBE.

Cold curing of cheese.—In 1902-3 experiments were carried on

in cooperation with the State experiment stations of New York and

"Wisconsin in the cold curing of cheese. In these experiments about

5j tons of cheese were used, including all types of American cheese.

Cheeses were cured at three temperatures, 40°, 50°, and G0° F. The
commercial quality of the cured cheese was tested by a jury of experts.

The advantage of curing at low temperature was established. More

3 a!905 3
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entlj mi important experiment has been made in the oold storing

of cheese, and the results were quite similar to fch< ured in the

cold-curing experiment.

K\n ki \n \ i uiiii soft cheese. An interesting experiment now

in progress in cooperation with the agricultural experiment station

at Storrs, Conn., relates to the manufacture in this country of soft

cheese of the Brio and Camembert types, so largely made in western

Europe. About 1,000,000 pounds of this kind of cheese are imported

into tli is country annually.

WORK RELATING TO DAIRY CATTLE.

Realizing that the dairyman's success is so largely dependent on

the character of his herd, the Dairy Division has given much atten-

tion to dairy cattle and has issued several publications on the subject.

The object has been to improve the dairy stock of the country, and

two lines of effort promising the largest measure of improvement

have been kept continually before those engaged in the industry—

(1) the increase of pure-bred stock of recognized dairy breeds, and

(2) selection and breeding to secure cows of dairy type.

BUREAU OF PLANT INDUSTRY.

Plant investigations have been a feature of the Department's work

since its establishment, although the organization of the Bureau of

Plant Industry was not effected till July 1, 1901. It consists now of

eleven offices, each of which is charged with the handling of a group

of important plant problems. The work is carried on by 508 em-

ployees, about 60 per cent of whom are engaged in scientific work.

The work of the Bureau is designed to bear directly on the practical

questions which daily confront the tiller of the soil.

PROGRESS IN TREATING PLANT DISEASES.

Extensive investigations have been made in the treatment of plant

diseases, with excellent results.

Peach-curl, a disease which occurs wherever the peach is grown,

but is especially severe on the Pacific coast, has been brought under

control. Experiments on the Pacific coast have resulted during one

year alone in a saving of nearly a quarter of a million dollars' worth

of fruit.

The little-peach disease, which at one time threatened the orchards

of Michigan, New York, and other States, has been studied and its

nature and method of control determined. The systematic destruc-

tion of the trees, under careful scientific inspection and regulations,

is making possible rehabilitation of the peach fruit industry in a

number of sections.
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rcai- blight has received special attention during the past six or

eight years. Its nature lias been thoroughly determined, and the

methods of treatment recommended by the Department are now
being followed by large pear growers in a number of parts of the

country. Wherever the work of handling the disease is conducted

systematically and scientifically, success has followed.

The Department has devoted special attention to the study of dis-

eases of citrus fruits, recognizing the great value of this crop. A
method of controlling wither-tip, orange blight, and sooty mold of

citrus fruits has been developed and is now in actual use in a number
of regions.

The cranberry crop of this country is valued at about $2,000,000.

Some years ago the crop was seriously threatened by a disease known
as " scald." The Department's investigations resulted in the discov-

ery of the cause of the disease and a method of prevention, thoroughly

practicable, which is now in use.

Conservative estimates have placed the annual loss from bitter

rot of apples in certain seasons, in the United States, at over

$10,000,000. This disease has been successfully treated by spraying.

In the past season 90 per cent of the fruit in large orchards was saved,

while in adjacent orchards, not treated, the loss was nearly complete.

A number of important crops, such as cabbage, turnips, etc., have

from year to year been seriously troubled by certain forms of

bacterial diseases. These diseases have been studied, their natures de-

termined, and in most cases remedies developed and put into prac-

tical use.

Some destructive diseases of the most important agricultural crops

of the South, notably cotton, the cowpea, and the watermelon, have

been studied and remedies found for them. One of the most serious

diseases of cotton, which for years caused great loss, was wilt. This

trouble was especially destructive in the Sea Island districts. Care-

ful scientific investigations showed the cause of the disease to be a

minute fungus working in the roots, and it was further shown that

certain plants were able to resist this fungus. Selection of seed from

year to year from these plants has resulted in the establishment of

resistant types. At the same time that resistance was being devel-

oped it was necessary to maintain the value of the types in other

directions, notably in lint production, length of fiber, etc. This has

all been done.

Cowpeas, which are used extensively in rotation with cotton, are

also subject to the same disease, and it therefore became necessary to

secure resistant varieties of this crop. This has been accomplished.

The great importance of intensive horticultural work has been fully

recognized by the Bureau of Plant Industry in the study of plant
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Plants grown under gla« are neo sarily subject to a num-
ber of serious troubles. The Bermuda lily, a very important crop,

for years been subject to a disease which investigations have

shown is primarily due to improper methods of cultivation. Methods
of avoiding these troubles have been developed by the Department,

and in most cases the disease may now be successfully controlled.

Di of the violet, the calla lily, the carnation, and other crops

have been studied, and important discoveries in reference to their

causes and control have been announced.

One of the most important lines of investigation conducted by this

Bureau during- the past eight years, in cooperation with the Forest

Service, has had to do with a study of the decay of construction

timber and methods of preventing such decay. This work has

resulted in improved methods of handling construction timbers and

impregnating them with protective substances. Only recently a

cheap and effective method of treating fence posts has been discovered.

Within the past few years a serious disease appearing in the rice

fields of South Carolina has threatened a most important industry of

the State. Investigations of this disease, made in cooperation with

the South Carolina Experiment Station, have resulted in the dis-

covery of the cause of the disease and a comparatively simple remedy

therefor.

AGRICULTURAL EXPLORATIONS.

Systematic work in securing new plants and seeds from foreign

countries for introduction into the United States was inaugurated in

1897. "Remote parts of the world have been searched by agricultural

explorers for new crops, and valuable additions to our agricultural

productions have been made. The aim of our agricultural explorers

has been to seek living seeds and plants in quantity for extensive

trial throughout the country. - Their explorations have included the

desert regions of Asia and Africa, the sub-Arctic regions of Russia,

Norway, and Sweden, the climatically east-American regions of

China and Japan, the tropical regions of the Dutch East Indies, the

Pacific islands and Central America, and the Australian, South

American, and South African regions of the southern hemisphere.

Our explorers have brought back large numbers of useful plants,

which have been distributed to carefully selected experimenters.

ACHIEVEMENTS IN COTTON BREEDING.

In the breeding and improvement of cotton the first experiments

of the Department were begun in 1899. At this time little had been
published regarding cotton breeding. Careful methods of breed-

ing were devised and methods of judging cottons by score cards

worked out, which have become standards for work in this field of
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Investigation. The frequency <>f natural crossing in the field was

studied, so thai different varieties might be grown without risk of

mixing and deterioration. The con-elation of characters, the laws

governing the splitting up of hybrids, the form of plant, and other

important matters have been carefully studied. Reliable advice can

now be given to cotton seed growers and breeders.

A most Important problem in the cotton industry is the securing

of varieties as productive as the ordinary staple sorts but producing

Longer and better lint. This can be done by two distinctly different

methods.

The first method is to secure hybrids of the long-staple Sea Island

cotton with the standard short staples, with a view to obtaining new

sorts which combine (1) improved length of staple with the large

bolls, opening well, and (2) the productive character of plant of the

short staple. Many thousands of such hybrids have been made and

carefully tested in the course of the Department's experiments, and

three new sorts have been secured which possess distinctly valuable

characters and are believed to be worthy of general propagation.

These have been carefully bred until they are now nearly as uniform

in type as the standard varieties, but require to be carefully se-

lected for one or two more generations before they are generally

distributed to planters. One of these hybrids, wdiich is a distinctly

Upland type of plant and produces large round 5-locked bolls, has

fine silky lint from 1J to If inches in length and a smooth black seed,

so that it may be easily ginned on roller gins if desired. The fiber of

this variety wTill rival the Egyptian and lower grades of Sea Island.

The other two varieties are similar, but have lint averaging only

about If inches.

A second method of securing improved staple, which has given

very striking results, is the straight selection of the standard short-

staple varieties. It was found by careful examination of such va-

rieties as Russell and Jones Improved, which are both excellent stand-

ard sorts, that there was considerable variation in the length of lint

produced by different plants. Careful selection experiments have

been conducted with both of these varieties, and the average length

of lint in the breeding stock of these twTo varieties has been increased

from the ordinary 1 to 1-J inches until it is now from 1^ to If inches

;

meanwhile the plants have maintained their full productiveness and

all other good characters. These varieties, now clearly distinct from

the original stock, should be propagated and placed with growers

as rapidly as possible. King cotton, which has been so extensively

immended for cultivation in boll-wTeevil districts, but which has

D condemned because of its poor lint qualities, has also shown itself

capable of great improvement in the same manner.
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All varieties of cotton have been found to rary greatly id their

productivity in the case of different individuals and diffei hi strains

of the same variety. One strain of Pride of Georgia which for

everal years has been selected for increased yield by a careful system

of pedigree breeding, has shown marked improvement. A consider-

able quantity of tin- seed will be distributed to planter- in the 3pring

of 1 DOG, and in 1907 a still higher grade of select seed of the same
variety will be available.

In the boll-weevil infested area there is great demand for earlier

varieties of big-boll types. The extensive experiments inaugurated

in 1901 on this subject have not yet reached a stage where safe con-

clusions can be drawn, but preliminary experiments started the year

preceding have given one very early strain, selected from a native

Texas big-boll sort, which has proven very productive and is con-

siderably earlier than the big-boll sorts with which it has been com-

pared. A L'mited trial distribution of the seed of this variety will

be made in the spring of 190G.

A large quantity of Egyptian cotton is imported into this country

annually and used in our mills. It seemed probable that with our

extensive cotton area some soil and climate could be found . where

this cotton could be successfully grown. Experiments were conducted

in various parts of the country and careful manufacturing tests were

made with the fiber. These experiments have shown conclusively

that we can in many places produce an excellent quality of fiber, pos-

sessing all the characteristics of the best Egyptian-grown fiber. The
yield in most places, however, has been so low that these cottons can

not compete with the ordinary Uplands. If they are to succeed, more

productive and earlier sorts will have to be bred, or the cultivation

will have to be conducted in the extreme southern part of the cotton

belt, where there is a very long growing season.

MEETING THE RAVAGES OF THE COTTON BOLL WEEVIL.

As the spread of the cotton boll weevil extended north and east in

Texas it became evident that there were problems connected with the

invasion of this pest other than those purely entomological. The

invasion of the wTeevil necessitated, in many cases, a complete revolu-

tion in agricultural practices. The Bureau of Plant Industry, in

order to meet this exigency, has had for the past two years a corps of

workers in the field carrying on important investigations in the mat-

ter of breeding new types of cotton better adapted to the conditions

which have arisen since the invasion of the weevil. It has been con-

ducting demonstration work to point out and emphasize the value of

the discoveries which have been made by the Bureau of Entomology

and other branches of the Department and to encourage diversification

of crops. It has been searching the cotton regions of this and other
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countries in the hope of discovering types of cotton better mited to

the new conditions in the invaded territory. In connection with this

work some important discoveries have been made in the matter of

types of cotton which have, through a long series of years, been able

to adapt themselves to the presence of the weevil.

The mos1 important work-, however, in this connection, has been the

field demonstration work which lias had for its object the bringing

home to the people themselves practical methods of tillage, cultiva-

tion, and planting to enable them to grow cotton despite the presence

of the weevil. This general demonstration work has been pushed

energetically in Texas and also extended into Louisiana in advance of

the insect.

NEW CITRUS FRUITS PRODUCED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

The two great freezes of the winter of 1894 and 1895, which killed

to the ground practically every orange and lemon tree in Florida

except in the extreme southern part of the State, served to emphasize

the great importance of securing hardy varieties of these fruits. Ex-

periments were started by the Department, and the results which have

been obtained are very valuable and encouraging. It has been shown

that valuable hardy races can be produced by crossing the very hardy

cold-resisting trifoliate orange with the different varieties of the ordi-

nary sweet orange. Two of these hybrids which were found to pro-

duce valuable fruits were propagated, and in the spring of 1905 dis-

tributed broadcast to interested growers in South Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama, Louisiana, southern Tennessee and Arkansas, eastern and

southern Texas, and regions of low altitude in Arizona, New Mexico,

Washington, and Oregon. These fruits, being different from any

known group of citrus fruits, were named citranges, and the two

varieties distributed were named, respectively, the " Rusk " and the

" Willits."

Four other varieties of hardy oranges, or citranges, have been

obtained, each possessing special features of merit. One of these

produces a fruit so similar in size and appearance to the ordinary

orange that it can only be distinguished by an expert. This fruit

has been named the Morton.

Another variety, similar to the Morton in appearance, but differing

in flavor and tree characters, is also believed to be valuable and will

be propagated for distribution as soon as possible.

A special feature of these hybrids is their fine foliage characters,

which adapt them to propagation as lawn trees and as hedge plants.

Some of the hybrid oranges are far superior in general adaptability

to the trifoliate oranges often grown for this purpose, having much

denser and handsomer foliage, and being largely evergreen, retaining

the greater part of their foliage throughout the winter. The Rusk

and Willits citranges and the two varieties last mentioned, however,
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are hardly satisfactory to use i'<»r general hedge pur] bhey arc

nearly seedless and would require t<> be propagated by buddi

Fortunately, two hybrids have been secured which have the desirable

i haracters and have fchus far produced an abundance of a

indicating that they will be very desirable for use in this way. These

two varieties will be tested as hedge plants and distributed if they

continue to form numerous seeds, which will allow of their easj and

cheap propagation.

In the course of the experiments two new tangerines have been pro-

duced, which have been named the " Weshart " and the "Trimble."

These produce fruits considerably larger than the ordinary tangerine

and are nearly two weeks earlier in season—two very desirable charac-

ters. These varieties have been propagated as rapidly as possible,

and a limited distribution of budded trees will be made.

One of the most interesting of the Department's productions is the

new tangelo. This fruit, a hybrid of the pomelo with the tangerine,

may be described as a small, loose-skinned (" kid-glove ") pomelo.

It has a good sprightly acid flavor, which it is believed will render

it a popular fruit. It has been named the " Sampson," and a lim-

ited distribution of stock will be made next spring.

One very excellent variety of sweet orange has been secured, which

will probably be propagated and introduced. It is a large, round

blood orange, nearly seedless.

NEW PINEAPPLES PRODUCED BY THE DEPARTMENT.

The so-called fancy varieties of pineapples grown and tested in the

United States have as a whole proved unsatisfactory, so that their

cultivation has been largely abandoned for the cultivation of the

inferior but more robust and hardy varieties, such as the Red Span-

ish. It is thus desirable that varieties of better fruit qualities be

secured, which at the same time will have a vigorous, hardy consti-

tution, adapting them to general cultivation. To secure such im-

proved sorts many hybrids have been made by the Department, the

experiments having been started mainly in 189G and 1897. These

have as a whole produced fruits of exceptionally good quality.

WORK ON NITROGEN FIXATION.

The great value of leguminous crops for forage and as soil im-

provers, especially in their ability under certain conditions to fix

atmospheric nitrogen, led this Department in 1899 to undertake a

study of the Old World legumes with a view to introducing into

the United States such as promised to be valuable in regions not now

well supplied with these crops. Early in this work it became evident

that Ave must also introduce the tubercle bacteria, especially for those

species of legumes not having closely related species in cultivation in

the United States. During the following three years a large number
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of introductions of these crops was made, and in all cases where it

seemed desirable rool samples containing tubercles wen- also secured.

The isolation and distribution <>f these nodule-forming bacteria, with

their appropriate crops, was believed to be one of the prime factors

in their successful introduction. The common practice of inoculat-

ing Leguminous crops by the use of soil which was known to contain

the proper bacteria was not only expensive, especially where the soil

had to he transported for long distances, but was fraught with great

danger of introducing noxious weeds, plant diseases, and insects.

An investigation was therefore made of the method proposed by
Nobhe and Hiltner, of Germany, for inoculation by the use of pine

cultures under the name of " nitragin." It was found that these

cultures had been tested very carefully in this country and in Europe

and had proven unsatisfactory.

In the course of the investigations, moreover, it was soon found that

the pure-culture method, as then practiced, was a failure, owing to

the fact that the bacteria were cultivated artificially on a substratum

rich in nitrogen, thus obtaining all of the nitrogen they desired for

growth direct from their food supply without depending upon the

atmosphere for it. It was found that as soon as the nitrogen was

removed and the bacteria were required to depend upon the atmos-

phere for their supply of nitrogen it was possible to secure strains

of bacteria with greatly increased nitrogen-fixing power. It was
further found that these bacteria thus secured could be dried on an

absorbent medium like cotton, retaining their vitality undiminished.

Extensive tests of this method of culture and distribution were

made in the laboratory and field during 1902 and 1903. These tests

under careful scientific control were so successful and the method was
simplified so greatly that it seemed desirable to give it a careful test

in the hands of practical farmers. It was believed that a method
to be of any value should be simple enough to be used by an intelli-

gent farmer. As a result of a general distribution of cultures in the

latter part of 1903 and in the spring of 1904, it is evident that the

method of distribution perfected by the Department has great advan-

tages over any other method of soil inoculation yet devised. While
there is much j

7et to be done in determining the conditions under

which the use of these tubercle-forming bacteria will give the most

favorable results, it is evident that we have a very successful method
of growing and distributing them and increasing their nitrogen-

fixing powers. No new development of this kind can be successful

in the hands of everybod}7
. Failure may come from many causes.

Usualty these causes are easily determined and corrected. Sometimes
they are obscure and must be carefully investigated in order to be

determined. On the whole, however, the intelligent farmer is able

to use the cultures under favorable conditions with success and profit.
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WOBM 0» w \ ni CONTAMINATION.

In L902, under authority from Congress, ifn^ Departmenl began an

investigation of alga] and bacterial contaminations of water applies.

Some preliminary fcesi made in L90J in removing algae from c

beds were ^<> successful that it seemed desirable t*> t«-~t ili«' method

under a wider range of conditions, Although sand filtration in the

case of water supplies for domestic use had proved successful in

removing bacterial contamination, it failed completely in the matter

of algal organisms that give disagreeable tastes and odors to water

in which the alga? occur. Extensive tests were made in the laboratory

during 1902 and 1903, and also in large reservoirs and other water

supplies in various parts of the country. The results of these tests

were first published in May, 1904. In this report it was shown that

minute traces of copper, so small as to be entirely harmless to man
and to the higher animals (and even to fish, if properly used), would

successfully destroy not only contaminating alga? but also bacteria of

the typhoid and cholera groups. The method has been further tested

in cooperation with boards of health and water engineers in many
parts of the country during the past two years, and in nearly every

ease where the work has been done according to directions of the

Department it has resulted successfully. Many intelligent boards of

health and water engineers are recognizing the value of the method

when used under proper conditions.

ADVANCES IN GRASS AND FORAGE PLANT INVESTIGATIONS.

The Department has made considerable progress in grass and forage

plant investigations. Largely through its efforts, alfalfa has been

thoroughly established in almost every State, including the Eastern

States. The new Turkestan variety, introduced by our explorers,

has proved to be of special value for the Northwest and other cold,

dry sections.

Methods of restoring denuded ranges and maintaining a productive

condition have been worked out. Several spineless varieties of cactus

have been introduced from Mexico, the value of this plant as a forage

crop having been demonstrated.

It has been found possible to control drifting sand by vegetation,

and valuable results have been secured in covering railroad embank-

ments and cuts with plant growth.

Cowpeas, soy beans, and new varieties of sorghum have all been

effectively studied, and their growth extended. Several new vari-

eties have been studied, and their value for hay and pasture dem-

onstrated. A number of wild grasses have been introduced into

cultivation. As a winter pasture and forage for the South the hairy
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vetch lias assumed importance. A cheap and complete method of

eradicating Johnson grass, which is probably the worst weed in the

United States, has been worked out.

BETTEB SEEDS FOR THE FARMER.

Methods and apparatus for testing seeds for mechanical purity and

germination have been studied and perfected. By means of publi-

cations giving descriptions and drawings of weed seeds and the seed

of our economic plants, farmers have been warned of the adulterants

frequently found in field seeds and have been advised as to the gen-

eral quality of those in the trade. They have been invited, in all cases

of doubt, to submit samples to the Department for testing before

buying.

Through samples of imported seed received from the custom-

houses, information has been obtained as to the quality and kinds of

seed being imported both for legitimate use and for purposes of

adulteration.

The proper conditions for the storage of seeds under unfavorable

climatic conditions have been determined. The handling of Kentucky
bluegrass has been studied and the proper treatment to economically

produce seed of high vitality has been pointed out.

IMPORTANT RESULTS IN GRAIN INVESTIGATIONS.

Durum wheat.—Durum wheat was first introduced from east and
south Russia in the spring of 1899. During the next year a much
larger quantity of seed was imported, including varieties from North
Africa. In 1901 there were produced probably 50,000 bushels of

durum wheat. The following year there appear to have been grown
considerably over 1,000,000 bushels. The production has steadily

increased until in the season of 1905 it is conservatively estimated by
grain dealers to be between twelve and fifteen million bushels for the

three States of North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota. Add
to this about 5,000,000 bushels for Kansas, Nebraska, Colorado, and
the Rocky Mountain and Pacific Coast States, and the result is a

production of probably 20,000,000 bushels for the entire country.

It is reported that during October about 0,000,000 bushels of

durum wheat were shipped to Europe and that the prices recently

offered by importers were an advance of 12 cents over the price

paid for the first shipments. The question of marketing the wheat,

therefore, can no longer be a doubtful one, as our reputation for

furnishing a good quality of grain is well established. As stated

recently by an official of the board of trade of Duluth, durum wheat
has " passed the experimental stage and is now a regular commodity."
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Swedish beleci oat. Another valuable new crop i a rariety of

oat known Swedish Select," introduced in the spring of l

This oat is a pedigreed variety, developed man)
;

in Sw<

and afterward thoroughly acclimated in the cold region of northern

Russia. It is admirably adapted to our Northern States, and long

ago became the most popular oat throughout the region from Wis-

consin to Montana.

Sixty-day oat.—This variety of oal was introduced from south-

tern Russia four years ago, and is now giving results in the terri-

tory o( the Middle West comparable to those obtained with the

Swedish Select in the North. Being much earlier than ordinary

oats, it is able to escape rust and other fungous and insect pests in

seasons when other varieties are badly affected. For the same reason

it also sometimes escapes the worst stage of a drought.

Extension or the winter-grain area.—One of the most impor-

tant things in grain cultivation is to be able to grow fall-sown crops,

as both the yield and quality of a winter grain are invariably better

than those of spring grain in the same locality. A valuable achieve-

ment of the Department in this line is the successful introduction of

winter barley, known as " Tennessee Winter," into northern latitudes.

This barley is uowt thoroughly acclimated as far north as Kansas and
gives yields so much greater than those of spring barleys and is so

important on certain occasions for winter pasturage that it is causing

little less than a revolution in grain cultivation in a number of

localities.

Tavo Algerian barleys have been introduced with much success in

the Southwest. They are thoroughly adapted to desert conditions

and alkali soils and have so far given yields per acre that are from
50 to 80 per cent greater than those of other varieties in the region

between Texas and southern California.

In the grain experiments carried on in cooperation with the Mary-
land Experiment Station it has been discovered that there are a num-
ber of important varieties of tw7o-rowed hull-less and other kinds of

barleys that are perfectly hardy when sown in the fall.

The winter-wheat area is being extended north and wr
est, largely

through the introduction of the Kharkof winter wheat, which has

become almost as popular as the Swedish Select oat. It is closely

allied to the well-known Kansas Turkey wheat, but is hardier both

for the winter and in seasons of drought. The winter-wheat area

has already been extended almost entirely over the State of Nebraska,

to a considerable extent in Minnesota, and to a lesser extent in South

Dakota.
encouragement of rice production.

Rice has received special attention during the past six or seven

years. The Japanese, or Kiushu, variety was brought into the country

and disseminated. Since this introduction the development of the
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rice industry in the South 1ms been phenomenal. Between 1899 and

190-1 the rice acreage of Louisiana and Texas Increased from 210,396

acres, yielding L79,919,293 pounds of rough rice, in L899 to 010,700

acres in L904, yielding 869,426,800 pounds, an increase of upward of

190 per cent in acreage, by far the greater increase being in Texas.

In 1889 Texas had ITS acres of rice, in 1899, 8,711 acre.-, while in

1901 the acreage had increased to 370,500, or more than forty-three

times the area under this crop six years ago.

PROGRESS IN THE BEET-SUGAR INDUSTRY.

In 1897 there were but nine beet-sugar factories in the country,

and the total amount of sugar manufactured was 30,000 short tons.

A great change has since taken place, and the estimated output for

1905 is 280,000 short tons.

Extensive practical demonstrations carried on throughout the

sugar-beet belt have clearly and positively proved that if the farmers

will properly prepare and fertilize the soil, sow a high grade of seed,

cultivate and care for the growing crop, and treat it for diseases and

insects in accordance with the methods recommended by the Depart-

ment, not only will their yield be increased but their beets will be of

better quality and higher sugar content, while the cost of their pro-

duction will be materially decreased.

The failure of more than one factory has been due to the use of

poor seed, and the establishment of high grades of seed has been one

of the most difficult problems with which we have had to contend.

The Department has, however, within the last year or two, succeeded

in establishing farms in sections of the United States where the

climate and soil conditions are favorable for the supply of pedigreed

seed of superior quality.

Last year one of the largest growers of this seed had to refuse more

than 50 per cent of his orders on account of his inability to grow a

sufficient quantity of seed. These results warrant the assertion that

within the next few years the quantity of seed grown in the United

States will not only greatly exceed that grown heretofore, but by its

use beet-sugar factories will greatly increase their percentage of

sugar extraction. The fact that an increase of 1 per cent in the sugar

extraction for last year would have increased the output of refined

sugar by more than 40,000,000 pounds is in itself sufficient reason to

warrant the Department in exerting every energy to continue the

encouragement and assistance it has given to sugar-beet seed grower-.

The work the Department has undertaken in establishing single-

germ beet seed has proved eminently satisfactory, and it is now
assured that a high-grade strain of single-germ seed can be produced,

which will greatly reduce the cost of thinning. This will mean the

saving of thousands of dollars to farmers throughout the sugar-beet

belt, and will give a new impetus to sugar-beet growing.
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The yield of sugar beets has been greatly Increased not only by

scientific cultivation, bui by the judicious use of fertilizers, which in

some case have increased the yield From 10 to 50 per cent, and ;it the

same time improved the quality of the beets.

BECENTL5 ESTABLISHED FACTS IN TROPICAL AGBICULT1 KE.

A special branch of the Bureau of Plant Industry has devoted a

Large part of its attention to various crops suitable for the Tropi<

Coffee has received special study in Porto Rico. Studies of coffee

in other regions have been made with a view to profiting by the results

obtained in those regions. Several of the supposed principles of coffee

culture have been found, on being subjected to scientific study, to

have only local application. It has been shown that the value of

shade, which is recognized in a number of coffee-growing sections, is

due primarily to the fact that the shade trees are of the leguminous

family.

Important investigations have been made of the rubber industry in

Central America. These studies have developed two important facts

:

First, that the rubber tree does not require to be grown in regions of

great and continuous humidity, as heretofore believed, but thrives

and produces better in districts subject to a distinct dry season. The
second important fact is that, contrary to previous popular and

scientific opinion, the same species of rubber does not extend through-

out the Central American region. The reports which the Department

has published have served as a warning to the public of the essentially

uncertain character of a number of undertakings in rubber culture

and have undoubtedly saved to the American public millions of

dollars.

Cacao is another crop which has received special study. The culti-

vation of this crop is confined almost entirely to humid localities, in

accordance with the belief that such a climate is necessary to the

welfare of the tree. This belief is erroneous, and it is expected that

with better cultural methods the growing of this important crop will

become an established industry in all the tropical possessions of the

United States.

Millions of dollars are paid annually by this country for tropical

products grown outside of our territory. The efforts of the Depart-

ment have been in the direction of encouraging the production of

these crops, as already indicated, in our own tropical dependencies.

ADVANCES IN POMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS.

Along the line of pomological work much of immediate practical

value to fruit growers and handlers has been accomplished. Thou-
sands of specimens of fruits forwarded by growers for identification

have been passed upon by the pomologist and his expert assistants.
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A fairly comprehensive t<'si of a Large number of Vinifera grapes

on resistant stocks in North Carolina and Florida lias demonstrated

that certain choice sorts of this type hitherto considered impossible

of cultivation in the open air in the South Atlantic States can he

Successfully gTOWD for home use, at least, when grafted upon such

stocks and when thoroughly sprayed to protect against fungous

diseases. A systematic and comprehensive experimental investiga-

tion of the relative adaptability of resistant stocks to the various soil

types of the Pacific slope and of the relative congeniality of the

important commercial Vinifera varieties to these stocks is in progress

in California. The continued prosperity of the viticultural indus-

try of the Pacific coast, in which over $85,000,000 is now invested,

depends in large degree upon the accurate determination of these

important questions.

In recognition" of the fact that the avoidance of disastrous gluts

in our markets is one of the most important factors in developing

and maintaining a thrifty fruit industry, special attention has for

several years been paid to the encouragement of export trade in

American fruits and the improvement of methods and practice in

fruit storage and transportation. Comprehensive experimental

investigations to determine the best methods of harvesting, packing,

handling, and transporting such fruits as are most promising for

export have been conducted. Through cooperative experimental

export shipments during the last four seasons it has been demon-

strated that eastern-grown " Bartlett " pears can be successfully and

profitably exported in seasons when the European crop situation

justifies the effort.

A large and rapidly developing export trade in eastern-grown
" Bartlett " and other autumn pears has developed along the lines

pointed out by these experiments. It has been further demonstrated

that early varieties of apples from the Middle Atlantic States can

be delivered in British markets in excellent condition when proper

precautions as to harvesting, packing, and forwarding are observed;

also that " Elberta " peaches from Georgia, Oklahoma, and Connec-

ticut, and later varieties of this fruit from the mountain orchards of

Virginia and West Virginia, can be delivered in the United Kingdom
in sound and attractive condition whenever the market conditions

warrant. It is believed that the establishment of these facts has laid

the foundation for a normal and thrifty development of a profitable

future export trade in these fruits.

When the Bureau of Plant Industry began the fruit transportation

and storage investigations there was little exact information con-

cerning the factors that influence the shipping and keeping qualities

of fruits. Very serious losses occur in transit in small fruits and
in fruits such as the peach and the orange, as well as in fruit in cold
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age. It has not been known whether these 1" e are due to the

cultural treatment, to the methods of handling the fruit, or to the

conditions surrounding the fruit in transit and in warehoi

There have been much Litigation and many misunderstandings o

these difficulties. The Bureau of Plant Industry has succeeded in

establishing some of the fundamental factors that govern these ques-

tions. It has applied the results to the commercial fruit business

of the country in such a way that it has been a distinct benefit to the

grower, the shipper, the warehouseman, and the transportation com-

panies.

It has been determined that fruit is not likely to keep well if it is

forced to growth. The apple handler has been told to watch the

fruit more carefully and sell it relatively early in the season if it has

been grown on rank-growing young trees. It has been demonstrated

that the apple scald, one of the worst troubles with some varieties in

cold storage, can be practically controlled by letting the fruit reach

the stage of hard ripeness on the tree, by storing it quickly after pick-

ing in a temperature not above 32° F., and by selling relatively early

in the season the varieties that are likely to scald. A large proportion

of the losses from decay in the transportation and storage of fruit

such as the apple and the orange is the result of breaking the skin,

thereby making the fruit susceptible to the attacks of the common
mold. Fruit is injured by rough handling to a far greater extent

than the most experienced fruit growers and shippers have supposed.

We have gone into the field and have shown howT these injuries occur.

Extensive shipping experiments have shown that the losses in in-

jured fruit may be very heavy in transit and in storage, while perfect

fruit of the same varieties may be transported or kept in storage in

sound condition. It has been clearly proved that the delays that

commonly occur in shipping and storing the fruit in warm Aveather

cause the decays and the ripening processes to develop prematurely,

and, in connection with improper handling, cause a large proportion

of the storage and transportation losses.

The Bureau has demonstrated that the ripening processes and the

development of rots must be checked by cooling the fruit as soon as

it is picked. Quick-ripening fruits, like " Bartlett " pears, do not

cool quickly enough in the center of a barrel when placed in cold

storage, and such fruits should be stored in small packages; fruit

that is to be stored several months should be packed in closed pack-

ages to prevent it from shriveling; a wrapper lengthens the storage

period, and a temperature as lowT as 32° F. keeps apples of all varie-

ties, pears, peaches, and small fruits longer and in better condition

than a higher temperature. It has been shown also that the losses

from the ripening of fruit in the top of a refrigerator car may be

reduced to an important extent by cooling it quickly, after picking,
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to a temperature of 35° to 40° F., and, Further, thai a refrigerator car,

kepi well iced, will maintain such a uniform temperature if the fruit

is first reduced (<> that degree of cold. These Investigations are hav-

ing an important influence on improving the methods of conducting

the fruit industry of the United States.

DKlC AM) POISONOUS PLANT INVESTIGATIONS.

In the drug-plant investigations a field study of small areas of

many kinds of drug-producing plants has been made in Vermont, in

the District of Columbia, and in South Carolina, and it has been

shown that many of the most important kinds will do well, e. g.,

poppy, belladonna, digitalis, wormwrood, peppermint, etc. Curing

processes have been studied and some of the most important features

worked out. A method of utilizing the poppy plant or its parts as a

crude source for morphine has been developed on a laboratory

>^cale, and through the Office of Seed and Plant Introduction,

a larger test of the commercial possibilities is planned. The pro-

duction of camphor and licorice is being studied. Distillations from
Florida camphor plantations have given a good yield of crude gum
camphor. The production of camphor on a commercial scale will be

tested in the near future. Certain important wild drug plants

threatened with extermination have been successfully brought under
cultivation. The utilization of weeds used in medicine has received

some attention as a source of profit.

The object of poisonous-plant investigations is to study the relation

of stock losses to the eating of poisonous plants. Extensive field

studies, especially in Montana and other Western States, have shown
that great and often sudden losses are not infrequently due to the

eating of harmful plants growdng on the range. The chronic trouble

known as " locq disease " is now under study.

TEA-CULTURE INVESTIGATIONS.

In conducting experiments in the cultivation of tea in the South
it has been demonstrated that the most important varieties of the tea

plant, that from Ceylon excepted, make a growth and give a yield

comparing very favorably with the results produced in their own
lands. It has also been shown that negro children make expert tea

pickers when properly trained. Several new and valuable machines
have been invented: (1) A rotary sterilizing machine for withering

the leaf to be made into green tea
; (2) an attritionizer which at mini-

mum cost polishes the tea, thus enhancing its appearance and market
value. A new type of rolling machine is now being perfected to give

a better " roll " to the tea than is given by the machines now in use.

Twenty-five acres of tea have been planted at Pierce, Tex., and a

3 A1905 4
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preliminary plucking Indicate! that i ver} high grade of tea will

probably be produced, During the pa I ea on 9,000 pounds of tea

were made at Summerville, S. C.

I Slfi;. >\ 1 MENTS IN SEED D1STH11U [TON.

One of the most Important tasks which the Department lias to

perform is the securing and distribution of the large quantity of

seeds made necessary by the Congressional seed distribution. In the

earlier work of the Department it was the practice to secure this seed,

put it up, and send it out entirely with a departmental force. As the

demand for seed increased and the work grew, it was found difficult

to handle the complicated questions involved in this way. For a

time the handling of the seed for the Congressional distribution was

placed in the hands of contractors, but this was found unsatisfactory.

The Bureau of Plant Industry was charged with all matters per-

taining to the seed work, and for the past four years has been giving

special attention to improvements in the methods of securing, hand-

ling, and distributing. The Department has made a special effort to

secure home-grown seed from growers and dealers in the United

States.

A special effort has been made in the matter of encouraging bulb

culture. While the actual number of miscellaneous vegetable seeds

distributed has increased, the cost of the work has been diminished

and the saving effected thereby has been devoted to the purchase,

distribution, and encouragement of the use of improve^ seeds of

various kinds. A special feature has been made of encouraging

school garden work through the seed distribution. Formerly it was

the practice to send the same kind of seeds to the cities as was sent

.to the country districts. Now special arrangements have been made
for placing in the hands of Senators and Members of Congress who
have city constituents seeds especially designed for encouraging gar-

den work in the public schools. Circulars of instruction have been

prepared and issued with these seeds. Special attention has also

been given to the securing and distribution of improved forage-crop

seed, cotton seed, and other seeds.

FARM-MANAGEMENT WORK.

The Office of Farm Management has been developed in the Depart-

ment during the past four years. Until recently its most important

work has consisted in the study of farm practice. This study has re-

sulted in finding many farmers who are preeminently successful in

their chosen occupation. A careful study of their methods has been

made. It has been completely demonstrated that preeminent success

in farming consists in combining scientific knowledge with business

methods. The publication of the results of these studies has aroused

among farmers great interest in agricultural science. Some farmers
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who are following closely the teachings of agricultural science have

been found who regularly secure a net income greater than the price

of good farm land in this country.

As a result, of the study of farm practice and of scientific investiga-

tion, it has been possible to establish object-lesson farms in various

parts of the country, and 35 snch farms are now in operation. The
results obtained on these farms have surpassed expectations. On
one dairy farm in the South the net income was doubled in one year.

In another instance, a cotton farm with a net profit of $5 per acre

was converted into a hay and stock farm with net profits three times

the value of the land when work upon it was begun by the Depart-

ment.
FOREST SERVICE

.

During the past year the Government work in forestry entered

upon a new phase. Practical work in the actual introduction of

forestry began in 1898, but it was not until February 1, 1905, when
the care of the National forest reserves was transferred to the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, that the Forest Service became an administra-

tive organization.

This transfer was a logical outcome of the recent work of the

Service. During the last six or seven years it has passed through a

remarkable development, which has followed but not kept pace with

its demonstration of capacity for public usefulness. On July 1,

1898, the Division of Forestry employed eleven persons, of whom six

filled clerical or other subordinate positions, and five belonged to the

scientific staff. Of the latter, two were professional foresters. The
Division possessed no field equipment; practically all of its work was
office work.

At the opening of the present fiscal year the employees of the

Forest Service numbered 821, of whom 153 were professional

trained foresters. Field work was going on in 27 States and Terri-

tories, from the Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada to Mexico.

Over 900,000 acres of private forest were under management recom-

mended by the Service, and applications on file for advice from

owners contemplating management covered 2,000,000 acres more.

During the year nearly 62,000 letters were sent out from the offices

at Washington, the majority of them in reply to requests for infor-

mation and advice from the public, of a kind which could not be met
by printed information.

This contrast imperfectly indicates the full extent of the change

which has taken place, and the progress which has been made. Seven

years ago there were in the whole United States less than ten profes-

sional foresters. Neither a science nor a literature of American for-

estry \\;is in existence, nor could an education in the subject be

obtained in this country.
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The ival need of forestry wae argent A time bad come which

anted at once a great opportunity and a dangero . Foi

ruction had reached a point where doua men mo I of all,

sagacious lumbermen could plainly discern the not distant end.

The Lumber industry, vital to the Nation al large, was rushing to its

own extinction, yet with no avenue of escape apparent until foi

management for future crops should be forced by famine prices.

Meanwhile, however, the ruin would have been wrought already.

Timber-land owners \ tiling their holdings or their stumpage

with little evidence of an understanding of their future value, and

lumbermen were compelled by business competition to keep down
the cost of operation to the lowest terms or market their product at

a lo

Forestry was both an evident economic need and an apparent

economic impossibility. Few well-informed persons believed that

the obstacles to its introduction could be overcome sufficiently to bring

it into common practice among private owners during the lives of

the present generation.

That the whole situation is profoundly altered is directly and

chiefly due to the work of the Forest Service. With its offer of prac-

tical assistance to forest owners made in the fall of 1898, its field of

action shifted from the desk to the woods. The lumberman was met

on his own ground. Uncertain speculations were converted into

business propositions and untried theories into practical rules.

Actual management for purely commercial ends has been taken up

and applied on their own holdings by some of the best known lumber-

men in the country. What lumbermen as a body now think of forestry

is illustrated by the recent effective movement in their National as-

sociation to endow a chair of lumbering at one of the forest schools.

Forestry is a matter of immediate interest to every household in the

land. Forest destruction is no imaginary danger of a distant future.

If it is not speedily checked its effects will sooner or later be felt in

every industry and every home. To make these facts known is a

National duty. The work of education must continue until public

opinion will not tolerate heedless waste or injudicious laws.

PRESENT STANDING OF FORESTRY.

The period which has passed since 1898 has been, in forest work,

a period of large definite accomplishments and of effective prepara-

tion for the future. Of the exact knowledge concerning our Amer-
ican forests, upon which the practice of scientific forestry depends,

vastly more has been gathered during the last seven years than pre-

viously from the time Columbus landed. In 1898 the Division of

Forestry had hardly approached the specific problems of forest

management in the United States, and had developed no efficient
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methods of attacking them. The records now on file arc based on

the measurements of millions of individual trees. Commercial tree

Btudies Looking toward management have been prosecuted for 32

important species. Working plans have been prepared in 28 States,

and field work lias been conducted in every State and Territory in

the United States, and in 1*0110 Rico, Alaska, and the Philippini

The scientific knowledge gathered in the held has taken form in a

rapidly growing literature of the subject, and has furnished the

basis for a system of professional education. To-day there is scarcely

more occasion for the American to go abroad to study forestry than

to study medicine or law.

Besides creating a science of American forestry, the Forest Service

has worked out the methods of operation by which forestry may be

put in practice. It found in existence a fully developed system of

lumbering, which had brought efficiency and economy of labor to the

highest point, but was often wasteful of material and regarded

forests as simply so much standing timber to be cut. Men taught

to regard cheap logs at the mill as the supreme test and sole end of

good lumbering, justly proud of their proficiency in a highly spe-

cialized industry, and impatient of restraint, could not be expected

to welcome with cordiality changes for a purpose whose utility they

were necessarily slow to recognize. To work a reform it was neces-

sary to begin with existing conditions and improve them instead of

criticising them. Had not the Forest Service taken the lead in

finding out just how practical rules for conservative lumbering

might be laid down and carried out, forestry could not have reached

the point at which it now stands in the United States.

In the field of economic tree planting the same story is repeated

and shows definite, important, and permanent results. It is true that

in 1898 farmers throughout the Middle West, where tree planting

finds its largest field of economic usefulness, were already alive to

their need of planted timber. But the knowledge of what kinds of

trees to plant and how to make them grow7 was imperfect. These were

the fundamental problems: (1) The comparative adaptability of

various species to regional and local conditions of climate, soil, and

moisture
; (2) the comparative usefulness of the species which can be

made to thrive; (3) the protective benefits of planted timber; and,

(4) the rate of groAvth and the future yield which can be expected.

Substantial progress toward the solution of all of these problems

ha- been accomplished. The Forest Service has made in all 300

separate planting plans for private owners, covering an aggregate

area of over 50,000 acres, in 3G States and Territories. It has com-

pleted regional studies of the broad conditions in the New England
States, California, Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, eastern South Dakota,

tern Minnesota, Illinois, Oklahoma, and the Ohio Basin in Ohio,
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Pennsylvania, and We i Virginia, rhese budie largely supersede

the necessity of Future individual studies on the ground. It is now

in a position to exercise great helpfulness in the whole planting

movement throughout the United States. It has established in the

minds of western farmer generally the fact that tree planting can

be made successful and that it adds to the money value of their farms.

It has also called attention to the great hygienic importance <>f tree

planting on the watersheds; of public water supplies of cities,

and west; has developed practical methods for reforesting denuded

mountain slopes and for establishing new forest growth in regions of

little rainfall, and has powerfully contributed to the great work of

reclaiming desert lands through water conservation and to the whole

irrigation movement.

THE GAIN IN ECONOMY OF USE.

The Forest Service has in the last seven years added greatly to our

visible forest resources. In the saving of waste it has enriched the

country by many millions of dollars, and in this way alone has added

vastly more to the National wealth than its total expenditures for all

purposes during its entire history.

Its most important achievements in decreasing the drain upon our

forests by providing for their more effective utilization have been

along four lines—determination of the strength of different kinds of

timber, studies of methods by which timber may be made more dur-

able, efforts to decrease waste in lumbering, and the discovery and

introduction of better methods of gathering forest products other

than lumber.

By its timber tests the Forest Service has established the suitability

of various little-used but abundant woods, especially for structural

uses, and has made possible the more economical use of other woods
by an exact determination of their strength. By its studies of the

effects of seasoning and the value of different methods of preserva-

tive treatment, it has opened the way to an enormous reduction in the

drain upon our forests for railroad ties. What this demand at

present is may be realized when it is considered that if a tree were

growing at each end of every railroad tie laid in the track in the

whole United States all the timber produced would be needed for

renewal alone. In other words, two trees must always be growing in

the forest to keep one tie permanently in the track.

By its studies of lumbering methods the Forest Service has shown
lumbermen how timber formerly wasted in high stumps, tops, and
logs left in the woods could be utilized without added expense. And
a not less serious waste of a great resource was cut off when the inven-

tion of a new method of turpentining made it possible to eliminate
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the destruction of our southern forests through boxing the trees, and

at the same time to gather a far Larger value in turpentine than be-

fore.

FOREST EXPLORATION.

Finally, the Forest Service has rendered a great service by its

explorations of forested regions. Useful contributions to the knowl-

edge of our forest resources have been made through specific studies

of important regions. The guiding principle of this policy is, of

course, that all land should be put to its best use. This principle the

Forest Service has assisted to put into effect by its recommendations

as to what lands should not as well as what should be reserved.

RESERVE ADMINISTRATION BY THE FOREST SERVICE.

The Forest Service had become fully qualified, by its past work,

for the responsibility laid upon it by the transfer of the reserves to its

administrative charge. The immediate effect of the change was the

opening of the reserves to much wider use than ever before. This is

the natural consequence of intrusting the care of these great forests

to the only branch of the Government which has the necessary tech-

nical knowledge. The inevitable consequence of a lack of such knowl-

edge must be the restriction of right use or the practical certainty of

misuse. Only under expert control can any property yield its best

return to the owner, who in this case is the people of the United

States.

Under the system of administration now in force everything affect-

ing the reserves is determined or executed by men of expert knowl-

edge, familiar with local conditions. This entire force has become

a part of the classified civil service. Timber is cut only under the

supervision of trained men in accordance with a plan carefully pre-

pared to safeguard the permanent welfare of the forest
;
yet the sales

of timber have many times increased since the Forest Service took

charge. A far more complete control is exercised than formerly,

yet the net cost to the Government of all the work of the Service will

be less for the present year than that of the Bureau of Forestry alone

before the transfer. A property worth in cash not less than

$250,000,000 is administered at a cost of less than one-third of 1 per

cent of its value, while increase in that value of not less than 10 per

cent per annum is taking place. As the use of the reserves increases

the cost of administration must, of course, increase also, but receipts

will certainly increase much more rapidly. The forest reserves are

certain to become not only self-supporting but a source of large

public revenue.

Work of the Year.

The transfer of the National forest reserves to the care of the De-

partment of Agriculture was effected on February 1, 1905. The
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administration of these \ : * i forests fell quietly into its place in the

Service, and hat since been conducted with steadily advancing effi-

ciency. Every office in the Fore I Service le actively concerned ii

their management, working and planting plans arc in preparation

and have been prepared for various parts of them, and they arc ab-

sorbing and will continue t<> absorb a greater and greater part of the

work of the Forest Service

FOREST MANAGEMENT.

PUBLIC LANDS.

On the public lands greater strides were made in the introduction

of forest management than ever before. Wherever on the reserves

timber is in present demand working plans are being prepared which

will insure the best use of the forests. On the Chippewa Indian

Reservation, in Minnesota, the complete success of the plan to secure

the perpetuation of the forests is assured. In California, Colorado,

Montana, South Dakota, and Wyoming studies of leading commer-

cial trees have provided a basis for the intelligent management of

the forests in which these trees hold an important place, including

many of the reserve forests.

PRIVATE LANDS.

The movement to introduce forest management on private lands is

spreading rapidly, especially in the Pacific Coast States and the Mid-

dle West. Nearly four-fifths of the applicants for cooperative assist-

ance were small owners. The total area for which assistance was

asked was nearly 1,500,000 acres. Examinations to determine the

practicability of management were made of 22 large timber tracts in

15 States, and detailed working plans were made for 8 large and 81

small tracts, with a total area of almost 2,000,000 acres.

FOREST EXTENSION.

Up to the present year the work in extension found altogether its

largest field of usefulness in the preparation of planting plans for

farm protection and local timber supply in the scantily timbered

regions of the Middle West. It is certain that tree planting will

always hold an important place in farm econonry, but it is more and
more becoming possible to supply the needed information for this

work from the central office as a result of regional studies. The large

projects involved in the establishing or replacing of forests on
reserve lands now unforested, and in demonstrating to the consumers

of timber that they must provide for their future needs, will probably

for the next few years increasingly claim the attention of the Forest

Service.
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During the year a revision of the terms of cooperative assistance

was made to induce wider acceptance by small owners. Up in the

present time 380 planting plans have beer made, of which zl!> were

made during the pasl year.

Reserve planting during the year included the establishment of

nurseries in the Santa Barbara and Gila River reserves, broadcast

sowing and field planting on the Black Hills Reserve, and field

planting in the San Gabriel and Dismal River reserves, besides the

extension of previously established nurseries. The experiment in

broadcast sowing in the Black Hills is especially notable, because the

results obtained now appear to be entirely favorable and because

success has never before been gained under this method in this

country. The significance of this fact lies in the enormous difference

in the cost of reforesting by sowing seed on ground not previously

prepared and of rearing and transplanting nursery stock for large

areas.

By the completion of the cooperative study conducted in the State

of California valuable information was secured concerning the rela-

tion of chaparral to water conservation and forest renewal and con-

cerning fire protection.

FOREST PRODUCTS.

Lines of cooperative work now completed have brought definite

and important results in introducing preservative treatment as a

means of increasing the durability of ties, and thereby decreasing the

drain upon the forests. The results give good reason for the belief

that tie preservation will shortly become practically universal.

The study of the preservation of telegraph and telephone poles

promises further economies of the same kind.

In timber tests, studies of red gum, red fir, western hemlock, and
loblolly and longleaf pine have furnished facts which will lead to

the wiser use of these species and of structural timber generally.

Strength tests of woods for other purposes have been begun, and
methods have been prepared for the more extensive prosecution of

this very practical work; but the full utilization of the opportunity

presented for public usefulness must wait until the necessary facili-

ties are provided.

DENDROLOGY AND FOREST EXHIBITS.

Progress was made during the year in the general study of forest

distribution, classification, and composition throughout the United

States, especially through regional studies. Previous studies of bas-

ket willows and turpentining methods have been continued with

further helpful results.
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BUREAU OF CHEMISTRY.

During the period begun July L, 1897, and ended June 30, 1005,

tin- present Bureau of Chemistry has increased its activities, and by

on of its enlarged work was raised from b division to tlie rank

of a bureau July L, L901. Hie work of the Bureau bas been seriously

retarded, both during the past eight years and prior thereto, by

reason of the Large number of employees who, having attained a

reputation for efficiency and ability, have been induced by superior

opportunities of advancement to resign from the Bureau and enter

work for other institutions or corporations. Nineteen of the prom-

ising members of the Bureau, during these periods, have resigned to

enter more lucrative employment in other positions.

CEREAL INVESTIGATIONS.

The chemical investigation of the cereal products of the United

States has been one of the principal items of work, and several bulle-

tins have been published embodying the results of the investiga-

tions. Starting from the mean composition of the principal cereals,

the chemical studies of the products made therefrom have included

flours, meals, breads of every description, breakfast foods, cakes, and

biscuits.

The changes which take place in cereal products during the process

of milling are fully discussed in the above publications.

PREPARED MEATS.

Important investigations, also, were made in the study of prepared

meats. As a result of these investigations it was shown that the pro-

cess of parboiling, or " shrinking," as it is technically called, is prac-

ticed to produce a marketable article, since meat must be cooked

before it is canned. The process was shown to detract little from

the muscle-forming elements of the meat. The only substances re-

moved in any considerable quantity are fat, soluble ash, and meat

bases. In addition to this work, a systematic examination of the

canned goods sold in the American markets was undertaken, and a

total of 513 samples of such products were examined. It is interest-

ing to note in connection with this work that in addition to the above

39 samples of horse meat were obtained, designed, according to state-

ments made, for export to foreign countries.

The investigation of canned meats has proved of particular advan-

tage, both to the manufacturers and consumers. That meat can be

preserved unharmed for a long time when thoroughly sterilized in

cans has been fully established as the result of the investigations. It

has further been shown that it is not necessary in preserving the meat

in this condition to add any chemical preservative whatever. The
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incuts thus prepared preserve their wholesome properties and nutri-

tive value and do not lose appreciably in palatability when not kept

for too Long a time.

FOOD PRESERVATIVES.

Elaborate studies have been made of the character of preservatives

used in food products and the best methods of detecting them. These

investigations have proved most useful to all workers in this line in

the United States and foreign countries.

An important investigation has also been made to determine the

effect of preservatives and coloring matters, when added to foods,

upon the health of the consumer. To this end a class of young men
was secured to whom were fed foods containing these articles. In

so far as the investigations have been completed, it has been found

without exception that the addition of the ordinary preservatives to

foods is prejudicial to health. The same is true, also, of at least one of

the coloring matters commonly employed, namely, sulphate of copper.

The results of these investigations show the need of protecting the

public by legislation against the addition of such articles to foods,

either by prohibiting their use altogether or by regulating the amount

thereof and securing a statement of composition upon the label of

each package.

FOOD STANDARDS.

Important investigations have been conducted by the Bureau of

Chemistry looking to the establishment of standards of purity for

foods. The results of these investigations have been laid before the

food standards committee of the Association of Official Agricultural

Chemists, a body authorized by law to advise the Secretary of Agri-

culture, which has been instrumental in forming the standards al-

ready published as well as those which are still under consideration.

The lack of uniformity in the food legislation in the various States

is a source of great annoyance to manufacturers and dealers. The
Bureau of Chemistry has cordially cooperated with the officials of the

various States in their efforts to regulate the manufacture and sale

of adulterated foods, drinks, and drugs. It is becoming more and

more evident, however, that for the complete control of evils of this

kind interstate regulation of commerce in such articles is necessary.

THE INSPECTION OF FOODS INTENDED FOR EXPORT.

The Congress of the United States has authorized the Department
of Agriculture, through the Bureau of Chemistry, to inspect all food

products intended for export to countries whose laws require a physi-

cal or chemical inspection of foods. This privilege, however, is

optional with the exporter. He is not compelled to secure such an

inspection, but is authorized to do so if he so desires. Under this law
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a great many of the exporters of food product* in tin country h

applu-d to the Department for inspection of their goods. 1 hey have

thus boon enabled to send with the foods to foreign countrie

tificate of inspection, which as a rule is accepted ;( prima facie

evidence of purity. It is evident (hat our foreign commerce in (

products would be greatly promoted if this practice should become

general, and our foods would thus acquire a standing in for<

countries which would remove from them all suspicion of impurity.

INSPECTION OF IMPORTED FOODS.

Congress has also authorized this Department to inspect all food

products o tiered for entry into the United States from foreign coun-

tries and to refuse delivery to the consignee of all products which are

found to contain any added substance injurious to health, or to be

misbranded in any particular, either as to their contents or origin,

and of such products as are forbidden or restricted in sale in the

country from which they come or from which they are exported. In

order to carry this law into effect, branch laboratories of the Bureau

of Chemistry have been established in the ports of New York, Boston,

Philadelphia, New Orleans, San Francisco, and Chicago.

As far as the facilities at hand will permit, all food products enter-

ing this country are inspected and analyzed before delivery to the

consignee. As a result of this inspection a great improvement in the

character of our imported foods has already been secured. There has

been developed also among the exporters from foreign countries a

desire to send only such articles as may conform to the requirements

of the laws of the United States.

During the period between July 1, 1903, when the enforcement of

the law began, and June 30, 1905, 3,576 invoices of food products were

inspected, among which 712 were found to be of a character forbidden

by law.

TABLE SIRUPS.

Important investigations have been made in the last few years

looking to the improvement of the character of the table sirups so

largely used in the United States. These sirups are made chiefly

from the maple tree, from sorghum, and from sugar cane. These

investigations have shown the best methods of procedure in all these

cases to secure a product of the highest quality, free from added

chemicals. Several bulletins have been published embodying the

results of these investigations.

INSECTICIDES.

An elaborate study has been made of the insecticides in use in the

United States, in collaboration with the Bureau of Entomology.
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These investigations have, show n thai many of the insecticides offered

to our fanners are of little value, and that the price demanded and the

value of the goods are not always proportionate. These studies

haw (ended to protect the fanner- of the country and secure for

them a much better quality of insecticide for the money expended.

CONTRACTS.

In the Contracts Laboratory studies are made of the materials

submitted for the Department of Agriculture, and other Departments
of the Government which may ask for such studies. The results of

these studies are of the greatest practical benefit in securing for the

use of the United States Government materials which fully conform
to the requirements of the contract and the character of the samples

submitted. The extension of this inspection to all materials supplied

the United States Government would undoubtedly prove advan-

tageous.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS.

The importance of pure drugs from the hygienic and remedial

standpoint is evident to everyone. Congress has authorized the study

by the Bureau of Chemistry of the purity of drugs, their nature, and

the sophistications to which they are subject. The Drug Laboratory

of the Bureau of Chemistry pursues investigations of this kind, as

well as of the purity of chemicals and reagents offered for the use of

the Bureau.

COOPERATIVE WORK WITH THE ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTS.

The work of the Bureau of Chemistry in connection with the Asso-

ciation of Official Agricultural Chemists of the United States has

been of a most useful character. This association is composed of all

chemists connected with agricultural colleges, experiment stations,

State and municipal boards of health, boards of agriculture, etc.

;

hence it represents some of the most important activities in connection

with agriculture. By act of Congress this association is made the

adviser in certain respects of the Department of Agriculture, and
this Department has extended its patronage to the association from

the beginning, with great mutual benefit, and still greater benefit to

the agricultural interests of the country.

CIDER AND WINE INVESTIGATIONS.

It is well understood that the character of ciders, wines, etc., is due

to the chemical reactions which take place during the process of fer-

mentation. Special studies have been made by the Bureau of Chem-
istry of these chemical reactions, especially with relation to cider, and
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numerous cultures of yeast, producing specific properties have :

made and distributed.

Careful studies of the wines of this and other countries hai

been made which have proved of great practical benefit.

COLLABORATION WITH OTHER DEPARTMENTS.

Under the authority of Congress the Bureau of Chemistry is

authorized to collaborate with other Departments which may require

its aid. Under this authority work is constantly done for nearly all

the Departments of the Government. A large number of investiga-

tions has been made for the Treasury Department; also for the War
Department, especially for the Commissary-General ; for the Interior

Department ; for the Navy Department ; for the Department of Com-
merce and Labor, and for the Department of Justice.

During the last two or three years the most important of the col-

laborative work with the Departments is that which has been done in

connection with the Post-Office Department. The Postmaster-Gen-

eral submits constantly to the Department of Agriculture for investi-

gation samples of various substances which are intended either to be

sent through the mails or advertised in newspapers, magazines, and
circulars sent through the mails. Under the law poisonous matters

and those which are combustible in character or dangerous to other

wares are not allowed to be sent through the mails. Samples of such

suspicious bodies are constantly submitted for investigation.

There are continually appearing advertisements of remedies said

to possess most remarkable characteristics and to effect marvelous

cures. Where such advertisements appear to be fraudulent in char-

acter, they are submitted, together with samples of the remedies, to

the Bureau of Chemistry. After careful examination of the samples

and of the literature reports are made to the Postmaster-General,

embodying the results of our investigations and the conclusions based

upon them. On these investigations and conclusions the Post-Office

Department bases its action in either continuing the use of the mails

for the distribution of such advertisements or debarring them from

the mails as fraudulent. Much benefit must necessarily come to the

people of the country from work of this kind.

BUREAU OF SOILS.

The work of the Bureau of Soils is of such a fundamental character

that its results are being more and more widely used, not only by the

other Bureaus and Divisions of the Departmental work, but by State

agricultural experiment stations and State geological and economic

surveys, as a foundation for further work along highly special-

ized lilies. At the same time that the demands upon the Bureau for
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additional work are increasing, t lu* facilities for accomplishing this

work have remained stationary or, in one case, been decreased.

During the past eighteen months the Soil Survey has lost by

transfer to the United States Geological Survey, by assignment to

alkali reclamation work within the Bureau of Soils, by the coopera-

tion with other Departments of the United States Government and of

the Philippine government, by special detail to educational institu-

tions, and by resignations twenty of its most highly trained and

efficient assistants. The Survey force, even with these depletions,

mapped over 28,000 square miles during the calendar year 1904.

With twenty parties of two men each continuously engaged in field

mapping, about 35,000 square miles per annum could be surveyed and

mapped.

The Bureau of Soils has on file at the present time requests for the

mapping of two hundred and fifteen counties, located in forty States

and Territories, and aggregating upward of 150,000 square miles.

These requests are supported by 265 organizations and individuals.

Requests are on file either from the directors of experiment stations

or from the State geological survey organizations for surveys of all

of the areas of several States.

The Soil Survey at the present time is equipped with a force of

29 field men and some of the necessary executive and special assist-

ants. In order that the work of this survey may be kept at its former

efficiency, in view of the recent depletions, it becomes necessary to

increase the number of field men engaged upon actual survey wrork

to 40 persons, thus allowing the maintenance of 20 parties upon con-

tinuous field work. On account of the necessity of providing for

resignations, for annual leave of absence, and for necessary sick leave,

additional men are needed to keep these field parties constantly at

their full efficiency. For this maintenance of the field force at least

12 more men are required for the Soil Survey service. To keep in

close touch with all of the work as it is being conducted in the field

and in order that the necessary correlations of the soils of one area

with those of other areas which are in progress of mapping or have

already been mapped may be made, it is necessary to have two in-

spectors, both highly trained men, appointed from the present Survey

force, who will visit each area during the progress of the work and

advise the men in regard to all difficulties which can not be solved

through correspondence. Through their personal contact with the

men the inspectors will keep the field wTork up to the highest state

of efficiency and economy. The places on the Survey thus made

vacant would need to be filled by the appointment of two new men

at smaller salaries.

The character of the work already accomplished and the broad

scope of the problems encountered in the areas already surveyed are
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shown bj a recapitulation of the work of the Soil Survey from its

inception u> June 80, 1905. All of the problems encountered in the

field require additional research work in the laboratory for their

complete solution. This is particularly true of the two great prob-

lems of American agriculture which concern, respectively, the arid

lands and the humid lands of the United States. The first study

concerns the accumulation of soluble salts, known as alkali; the

second problem is that of soil fertility, or, as it is sometimes stated,

that of " worn-out soils." Both of these problems are being- studied

by the laboratory force, and the results obtained are published in the

form of special bulletins, which summarize the scientific fact- dis-

covered, and also in the form of circulars or additions to the Soil Sur-

vey reports, in order that the results may be placed in such a form as

to constitute a practical working- basis for the persons whose farms
are concerned. .In the same way the Tobacco Investigation work fol-

low s and supplements the Soil Survey. Recently arrangement- have

been made whereby cooperation has been secured with certain agri-

cultural experiment stations and with the Office of Farm Manage-
ment of the Department of Agriculture. Through this arrangement

it is hoped to come into very close touch with all branches of Ameri-

can agricultural activity.

EARLY WORK OF THE SOIL SURVEY.

The first work of the Soil Survey consisted of preliminary studies

of the tobacco soils of the United States and of the alkali soils of the

Yellowstone Valley. These investigations showed that a field map
could be constructed which would represent graphically the classifi-

cation, occurrence, and distribution of distinctive types of soils. It

was also found that in the arid regions of the West a second map
should be constructed which would show the amount and character

of the alkali, which frequently interferes with crop production or

totally prohibits it. It was also found in the case of the arid regions

that a map showing the depth to permanently saturated soil was

necessary. For this reason, in the conduct of soil surveys in the arid

regions, a soil map, an alkali map, and a ground-water map are pre-

pared, whereas in the humid regions the soil map alone is sufficient.

Each of these survey maps is accompanied by a report upon the cli-

matic surroundings of the region, its transportation and market facil-

ities, and the special adaptation of different crops to the different

soil types, together with an outline of the transportation problems

and of such other commercial, economic, and other essential facts as

directly influence agricultural welfare and agricultural life.
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THE VALUE OP THE BOIL.

The soils of the United Slates are considered as the greatest natural

economic endowment of the American people, far exceeding in the

value of their annual products all of the returns secured from

mines and fisheries. It is the purpose of the Soil Survey work to

outline the most economical method of securing the utmost efficiency

in the handling of these soils and in the production of food products

from them. The questions involved concern not only the farmers

themselves, but also every person interested in labor, commerce, man-

ufacturing, or professional life. The problems are fundamental.

The studies thus far made of the soils of the United States include

the survey of 197 separate areas, located, in 44 States and Territories.

These surveys aggregate 63,621,120 acres, or 99,408 square miles.

They have been so distributed as to constitute a study of soil condi-

tions in all the different physical divisions of the United States and

for all of the chief staple crops. In addition, the special conditions

favoring the production of special crops under intensive methods

of agriculture have also been studied.

Surveys of the tobacco soils of the United States have been made
in 16 different States. Their results show that the variety of leaf

produced is controlled largely by the texture of the soil upon which

the crop is raised. Thus, the heavy clay soils produce a thick,

gummy leaf, while the lighter sands produce wrapper leaf and

bright tobacco.

The soils of the truck-producing regions along the Atlantic and

Gulf coasts have been studied from Rhode Island to Texas. It has

been found that the Norfolk sand is the best soil for the production

of early truck crops in all of the tide-water districts of the eastern

coast line. Where market facilities and transportation are favorable

the land values upon the Norfolk sand have risen from $5 or $10

per acre under general farming conditions to $100 or $200 per acre

for the production of sweet potatoes, early Irish potatoes, melons,

small fruits, and small vegetables. The interior truck regions of

the Central States have b:2n similarly studied, and in this region

the Miami sand has been fo:nd to be the type of soil best adapted

to truck farming.

The grape soils of the United States have been studied in the Lake
Erie region and in California. It has been found that the sandy and

gravelly soils adapted to the production of the eastern wine and

grape-juice grapes do not furnish a product well suited for shipping,

and the production of table grapes for distant markets is best accom-

plished upon the heavy clay and shale-loam soils of what is known as

the Dunkirk series. In the California grape belt of the San Joaquin

Valley the alkali problem was found to be serious. The soil-survey

3 A1905 5
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work around Fresno has been followed by alkali reclamation work.

It has been shown that with an expenditure <>f Less than >in per acre

soils \\ hich have decreased to the \ alue of $20 or $30 per acre fo]

and grain production can be restored to their runner value of 3

to $700 per acre for grape production.

STUDY OF APPLE SOILS.

The apple industry has been served in two notable instances. The
soil survey of the Lyons area in Wayne County, N. Y., was followed

by an orchard survey made under the direction of the horticultural

department of Cornell University. Thus, a map showing the adapta-

tion of apples to the various soils has been supplemented by a com-

prehensive bulletin which discusses the question of the varieties to

be raised for commercial marketing, the methods of culture and the

fertilizer to be employed, questions of storage and shipment, and even

the facilities offered by the different domestic and foreign markets.

In the same way the great pippin belt of Maryland, Virginia, and
North Carolina has been studied. It was found that the profitable

production of pippins was confined to a single soil type—the Porters

black loam—occurring in the coves and small valleys of the eastern

ranges of the Allegheny Mountains. It was also found that not only

were the most successful orchards located upon this soil type, but

that a distinct climatic belt also existed within which the pippin

production was especially favored. On account of differences in lati-

tude this belt descends from higher elevations in the South to lower

elevations northward. In Virginia it occurs between altitudes of

1,200 and 3,000 feet.

SOILS ADAPTED TO CITRUS FRUITS.

On the Pacific coast extensive studies have been made of the soils

adapted to citrus fruits. Here it has been found that not only the

soil played an important part in the location of groves of citrus fruits,

but that the alkali problem and the conservation of irrigation water

constituted dominating factors. The use of irrigation water contain-

ing considerable amounts of soluble salts for the safe irrigation of citrus

and pomaceous fruits has been studied in this district. The melon-

producing areas around Rockyford, Colo., and Indio, Cal., have been

studied and the soils best adapted to the production of high-grade

cantaloupes determined. It is found that the fine sandy loams of

both regions, under proper irrigation conditions, constitute the best

melon soils.

SUGAR-BEET SOILS.

In conjunction with the extension of the sugar-beet industry into

eastern areas, it has been found necessary to take up the study not only

of eastern sugar-beet soils, but the study of the soils upon which sugar
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beets have Long beer produced to advantage in the irrigated districts.

It has been found thai the soils best adapted to raising sugar beets in

(hi» arid regions arc not at all the soils adapted to sugar-beet produc-

tion under humid conditions. In the former the sandy loams and
adobe soils constitute the main sugar-beet producing types. In Wis-

consin, Michigan, northern Ohio, and central New York the heavier

loams or clay loams well supplied with moisture and still not too stiff

to interfere with root development constitute the best soils for this

crop. In Michigan and northern Ohio these soils are the Clyde loam,

Clyde sandy loam, and Miami black clay loam. All of these are

dark in color and contain considerable quantities of partially decayed

organic matter. In New York the Miami stony loam and Miami silt

loam are the soils upon which the best results are obtained.

ALFALFA SOILS.

The introduction of alfalfa into the Eastern States and its pro-

duction under humid conditions have necessitated a study of alfalfa

soils from New York to Alabama and Texas, and also throughout

the central prairie region. While the soil factor is not the only one

controlling the introduction of this crop, it has been shown that when
other conditions are reasonably favorable the Miami stony loam of

the Northeastern States almost invariably gives the best results for

alfalfa growing. Similarly, in the Gulf Coast States, when proper

drainage can be secured, the Houston black clay or the black " waxy
land " of the Cretaceous prairies, as it is locally known, constitutes a

soil type upon which alfalfa grows almost spontaneously.

RICE AND SUGAR CANE SOILS.

The rapid development of the rice industry in Louisiana and
Texas within the last decade has necessitated a study of the soils

of that general region. It has been shown that under the modern
conditions of production, with the use of heavy power machinery
and under copious irrigation, the heavier silt loams and clay loams
of the low-lying Louisiana and Texas prairies are best adapted to

this modern industry. The Crowley silt loam, Lake Charles fine

sandy loam, and other similar t}^pes are the ones upon which this

crop is meeting with the greatest success.

The sugar-cane interests have been served by a number of surveys

along the Gulf coast. One area of special interest was mapped
around the sugar station of the Louisiana Experiment Station. The
results obtained upon the soils mapped in this area can readily be
applied in connection with the same soil types mapped in the other

Gulf coast areas.

While the Soil Survey is thus serving numerous special interests

and in a great many instances obtaining new results which are
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striking and gratifying, the total value of these i po riblj small

compared with thai which conic- from .1 stud) of the »ilfl which
produce our great staple crops like gra , wheat, com. oat . and
cotton.

IDEAL CORN SOILS.

The study of soil conditions in the great central cereal belt of the

United States has demonstrated that three types—the Marshall silt

loam, Marshall loam, and the Miami black clay loam—art beyond
dispute the ideal corn soils of the central prairie States. The study

of the extent and distribution of these three types, whose products

dominate one great branch of American agriculture, has led to a

better understanding of the conditions which lead to successful corn

production. As the studies of corn breeders have led to new inspira-

tion in the plant side of corn production, so the delimitation of these

types of soil so admirably adapted to the production of maize will

furnish direction for increased specialization in the selection of the

best possible soil conditions for corn production.

At the same time it has been shown by the soil surveys that the

typical corn soils of the central prairie States are not at all the most

desirable corn soils for the northeastern and eastern tide-water States.

Owing to greater elevation and a consequent shorter season the corn

crop can be matured only upon those soils which are at once well

drained, well warmed, and sufficiently retentive of moisture to satisfy

the demands of a heavy7
, rank-growing crop. So in New York and

the northeastern States in general the gravelly and stony loams lying

below an altitude of 1,500 feet constitute the corn soils.

Again, in the Piedmont and Coastal Plain regions of the southern

seaboard States it has been found that another entirely different set

of conditions must be met. Corn does not thrive below an altitude

of 100 feet, just as it is not successfully cultivated above 1,500 feet.

Again, certain climatic peculiarities intervene to alter conditions of

production. As a result the heavy loams and clays of the Cecil and

Penn series and the heavier loams of the Orangeburg and Norfolk

series constitute the soils best adapted to corn culture in these regions.

In addition to these uplands suited to corn production in the

Southern States the narrow alluvial bottom lands, frequently subject

to overflow, are found to constitute by all means the best corn soils

of the region, and only their limited extent and the difficulty of pro-

tecting them from destructive inundation prevent these soils from

being recognized as among the most desirable of any in the United

States for corn production. The problem of the proper protection

of these bottom lands, either by watershed forestation or by local

levees, constitutes one of the most important problems of local pro-

duction of provision crops throughout the South.
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SOILS ADAPTED TO SPECIAL CROPS.

Several soils of the Northeastern States upon which an unsuccessful

attempt is being- made at the present tunc to produce cereal crops

actually constitute the best grass lands of the region. This is par-

ticularly the case of the Volusia silt loam of northeastern Ohio, north-

ern Pennsylvania, and southern New York. This soil Lies at an

altitude of L,300 to 2,000 feet above sea level, and the production of

corn is an uncertainty on account of the occurrence of unseasonable

frosts. As a result, the farming population of this general district,

particularly in the hill lands, is becoming discouraged and disheart-

ened, while the soil with which they are dealing is admirably adapted

to the production of grasses, oats, and buckwheat. The abandonment
of grain farming and the turning to dairy industry and stock raising,

based upon hay and oat production, would seem to be highly desirable

throughout this general region.

STUDY OF COTTON SOILS.

A constant study is being made of the cotton soils of the Southern

States. These communities have shown wonderful progress both in

agriculture and manufacturing during the past decade. The study

of soils in the Yazoo and Red River basins of Mississippi and Louisi-

ana has shown ideal soil and climatic conditions for the continued

production of maximum cotton crops. The annual overflows natu-

rally enrich the plantations and render the soils subject to this influ-

ence of almost inexhaustible fertility. It was pointed out in the Yazoo
report that the chief problem of these regions was to secure adequate

protection from destructive inundation, while still securing the fertil-

izing benefits of the overflow waters.

Similarly the Upland cotton regions have been found to present

two dominant soil problems. The first is that of preventing the

bodily removal of the fertile surface soil through erosion ; the second

is that of securing such a -rotation of crops and use of green manures

as will restore the organic matter to soils depleted- by long-continued

clean cultivation in one crop. Both of these problems can be met

and are being met by enterprising farmers in nearly every community
where soil surveys have been made. The mere statement of these

problems and the accounts given of cases where their solution has

been worked out are of inestimable value to the planters whose atten-

tion has not formerly been called to the work already done by their

own neighbors and by their local authorities.

ARID AND SEMIARID REGIONS.

The introduction of durum wheat into the regions sometimes defi-

cient in rainfall, but not naturally arid, requires a careful investiga-

tion of the soils to which this new crop is best adapted. So soon
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as the proper soil conditions can be ascertained there i a good p
thai a \.i I region marked formerly by uncertain harve i

>me dependent on a totally new industry adapted to it* peculiari-

ties of soils and climate.

The interests of agricultural areas as yet undeveloped have also

been served. The new irrigation areas of the arid State are being

investigated and maps made which show not only the kind- of soils

which exist and their proper crop adaptation, but also the locations of

land too alkaline to be of any present value for crop production.

PRACTICAL UTILIZATION OF THE SOIL SURVEYS.

Surveys of single areas of this description have furnished prospec-

tive settlers with information which has prevented the unwise

investment or total loss of thousands of dollars, in many instances

constituting every dollar possessed by the individual. At the same

time these settlers have been directed to lands within the same areas

where their investments could be made with safety and their new
homes established without risk of disappointment. The actual settler

has thus been benefited, and new communities have secured advance

information which only years of bitter experience would have fur-

nished them under their own undirected efforts.

It will thus be seen that the Soil Survey reports and maps concern

not only those engaged in the broad study of economic agriculture

and its resources in the United States, but that they are of high value

for daily use by a great variety of agricultural and commercial inter-

ests. The increase of the use thus made of the maps and reports is

evidenced both by the requests received for reports already published

and by the requests which are continually being made for additional

surveys. It is possible only to enumerate the interests which make
these requests. These include canning companies, granges, farmers'

clubs, and other agricultural organizations; the leading educational

institutions, not only those practically interested in agriculture, but

also those which study agriculture as a portion of the economic

system of the United States; the geological departments of the lead-

ing universities, and botanical, geological, agricultural, forestry, and

irrigation surveys. The use of these maps by individual farmers, and

particularly home seekers and those desiring to engage in special

intensive forms of agriculture, is rapidly increasing. This is shown

by the fact that maps of areas which are being developed along new

lines of fruit growing, trucking, or market gardening are in great

demand by individuals. Thus, Long Island, N. Y., Wayne County,

N. Y., Norfolk, Va., and other areas mapped in the older settled States

have met with the largest demand for single copies of the report and

map of any of the areas published during the last two years.
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MAINTENANCE and RESTORATION OF soil FERTILITY.

The study of the main agricultural question of the humid sections

—

that of maintaining soil fertility, or of restoring lands to their former

crop-producing power — has been taken up. It has been Found

through centuries of experience that there are three chief methods for

maintaining the fertility of soils. The first of these—manuring or

fertilization— is most generally practiced in the United States; the

second method—crop rotation—is also widely practiced, and its im-

portance is becoming thoroughly understood; the third method—that

of proper culture or tillage, which would include drainage and

irrigation—is of more modern origin, so far as the American people

are concerned, and is less thoroughly understood and less widely

practiced. A study of the relative values of each of these methods

and of the relationship of each to the other must be made in order to

meet the requirements of recent growths of agriculture in the United

States. The broad areas of virgin soil which formerly existed in the

United States invited the most superficial cultivation. Crop rotation

was neglected or carried on in a haphazard fashion. Under misman-

agement and unwise methods, engendered by long periods of abundant

cheap land, the time must sooner or later arrive when the soils do

not respond to cultivation with profitable crops. Recourse is then

had to some form of fertilizer. This point has already been reached

in certain portions of the United States.

NEW METHODS FOR TESTING FERTILIZER REQUIREMENTS.

In order that the restoration of these lands through the application

of different manurial and fertilizer compounds may be accomplished

most economically, the problems of soil fertility and of soil manage-

ment have been taken up by the Bureau of Soils. New methods have

been devised for testing the fertilizer requirements on each of the

principal soil types encountered by the Soil Survey. This method

gives results in about six weeks' time which have been found to be

practically comparable with the results of plot experiments carried

on over longer periods. The new method has been tested against the

fertilizer and manurial plots of tAvo leading experiment stations, one

in Rhode Island and one in Ohio. The results of these tests have

been highly satisfactory, not only to the Bureau of Soils, but also to

the directors of the two stations. Letters from them are on file which

show their appreciation of this new line of work. In order that the

method may be completely tested, work has been arranged for the

ensuing year in cooperation wTith four additional stations.

The parties assigned to this work will study not only the manu-

rial requirements of soils occurring at the stations, but they will also
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study the fundamental questions of the principles Involved in the

maintenance of oil fertility. In addition to this use of the new

methods devised in the Bureau laboratories, work is being carried

on for the determination of the manurial requirements of each of

the principal soil types of the United States as they are encounfc

in the different areas which are being surveyed. The soils from

thirty-nine different localities have already been investigated and a

circular giving the results of these investigations has been published

in three of these cases. It will thus be possible in connection with

each survey to include directions for the fertilization of each of the

different soil types encountered, with the reports upon the areas as

they are published. It is only natural that investigations into such

fundamental problems as those concerning soil fertility and manurial

requirements should attract general attention and bring numerous

comments from other investigators along the same lines. This has

been more pronounced in the fertility studies, because not only the

results obtained, but also the viewpoint and even the methods em-

ployed, were essentially new. It has been found necessary, in addi-

tion to the publication of the usual bulletins and circulars, to meet

many of these inquiries by lectures upon the principles of the work
and by exposition of its method of operation before the faculties and

students of several scientific institutions. As these methods are

becoming more thoroughly understood they are being gradually

adapted for scientific work along the same lines by investigators who
are working outside of the Department of Agriculture.

RECLAMATION OF ALKALI LANDS.

Another of the important problems of American agriculture

—

that of the control of alkali—chiefly concerns the arid regions of the

United States. As a result of the very first survey work in such

areas, it became manifest that certain methods should be employed to

prevent the accumulation of alkali in irrigated lands and to reclaim

those lands which had already been damaged by accumulations of

soluble salts. This situation was met in earlier reports by recom-

mendations concerning proper methods to be employed, but it was
found that in order to bring this matter convincingly before the people

most concerned and to get them to follow the recommendations made,

it would be necessary to conduct actual demonstrations ; consequently

in 1902 the work of the Alkali Reclamation Service was begun upon
the Swan tract, near Salt Lake City, Utah. This tract has been

thoroughly underdrained, and frequent applications of irrigation

water have been made by the method of flooding. After three years

this land, which at the inception of the demonstration produced
only greasewood and saltbushes, has produced fair crops of wheat
and alfalfa. At the expiration of another year this tract should
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be completely reclaimed, and in addition should produce good yields

of farm crops adapted to the soil and climate.

Similar demonstrations have been undertaken in Montana, Wash-

ington, California, and at an additional station in Utah. These

demonstrations will be completed in about the same time required

for the original Swan tract. This reclamation of alkali land by-

thorough underdrainage, on account of the expense involved, is

adapted only to the reclamation of lands of relatively high value.

TEXAS TOBACCO SOILS.

In Texas the possibilities of certain soils of the Orangeburg series

for the production of high-grade filler tobacco have been investigated

by field parties with headquarters at Palestine, Anderson County,

and with substations in Nacogdoches County and Houston County.

Experimental fields aggregating 103 acres have been planted in coop-

eration wTith thirty-four different farmers. The entire production of

the Texas fields has already been bought by a Chicago firm at a very

satisfactory price, and it was bought before the crop was even fer-

mented. It is thus evident that a ready market for the Texas

product can be secured.

The people of this general region are totally unskilled in the

technical details of the production, curing, and marketing of tobacco.

At the same time, the invasion of the boll weevil has rendered the

introduction of some crop in addition to cotton highly essential to

the welfare of this agricultural community. It is therefore neces-

sary for the Department to maintain these tobacco stations in this

region long enough to encourage and advise the individual farmers

in firmly establishing this new line of crop production. A great

interest is taken in this tobacco work by individuals and business

organizations in eastern Texas. The same line of work has been

taken up in Alabama, around Marion, with the same general results.

TOBACCO WORK IN OHIO.

In Ohio the Bureau has practically finished its experimental

work. The crop grown upon 32 acres in cooperation with eight

different farmers in Montgomery County was purchased at very

remunerative prices even before it was cut. The work of tobacco

fermentation in cooperation with the Ohio tobacco men has been

continued. This is the fourth season for this line of work, and prac-

tically all of the Ohio packers have now abandoned the old practice

of case fermentation, substituting the Bureau method of bulk fer-

mentation. This change has resulted not only in the saving of thou-

sands of dollars formerly lost through imperfect curing and through

black rot, but it has also added materially to the profits of all

tobacco by a general improvement in the quality of the different

crops.
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TOBACCX) WORE IN VIRGINIA.

Work has been extended in the dark-tobacco districts of Virginia,

where tobacco growers were securing very unsatisfactory returns for

their labor. A station was established in Appomattox County and a

number of experimental plots established upon the Cecil clay. Dif-

ferent methods of fertilization and of handling were tested. The
result of a single season's work indicates that the methods introduced

bv the Bureau of Soils will result in profits on the investment of

fertilizer and labor of from 13 to 35^ per cent. These conclusions

are drawn from the results of actual field experience. Although

only one year's work is concerned it has been clearly shown that by

a judicious use of fertilizers and with thorough and proper cultiva-

tion it will be possible for the Virginia tobacco raiser to increase his

yield and his profits materially.

SHADE-GROWN TOBACCO IN CONNECTICUT.

The work in the Connecticut Valley upon shade-grown wrapper
leaf has been continued. The object of this work is to develop a

type of tobacco which at the same time is adapted to the soil and

climatic conditions of Connecticut and to the market demands.

During the year nearly 100 bales of this tobacco have been sold for

domestic use. The prices obtained range from 20 cents per pound to

$1.75 per pound, with an average of 75^ cents. Eighty-six bales

unsuited to the domestic demands were sold for export at prices

ranging from 10 to 70 cents per pound, with an average price of

27.8 cents per pound.

MISCELLANEOUS TOBACCO WORK.

The tobacco work of the Bureau of Soils includes the improvement

of domestic filler tobacco through the introduction of the Cuban
seed-leaf industry into the Southern States and into Ohio; the

introduction and supervision of the bulk fermentation process in

Ohio; the completion of the experiment for producing a shade-

grown wrapper tobacco in Connecticut which will meet trade require-

ments: improving the lire-cured types of shipping tobacco in Vir-

ginia'; and it is very desirable that investigations of the same kind

should be made in the tobacco districts of New York, Pennsylvania,

Maryland, Wisconsin, Kentucky, and Tennessee.

Requests for this work have been received from many farmers,

from various tobacco growers' associations, and from a variety of

trade interests. The importance of this work is obvious, and the

Bureau is prepared to carry on and enlarge this line of work in the

future as rapidly as appropriations can be made available.
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BUREAU OF ENTOMOLOGY.

The work of the Bureau of Entomology during recent years has

greatly increased, and beneficial results nave been obtained in many
lines of work, while several new and important branches of investi-

gation have been entered upon.

THE MEXICAN COTTON BOLL WEEVIL.

The large-scale experimental work made possible by the emergency

appropriation of Congress was carried on to the close of the season of

1904, and was taken up again in the spring of 1905. The territory

infested by the boll weevil had unfortunately considerably increased

both northward and eastward by the close of the season of 1904, at

which time it covered approximately 98,000 square miles in Texas and

Louisiana.
EXPERIMENTAL FARMS.

The territory in question probably exhibits as great variation in

rainfall, temperature, and other particulars as any area of like size

in the United States. Therefore it was necessary to establish fourteen

experimental farms, where all sorts of experimental work were car-

ried on. The adaptability of the weevil to new conditions, as has

been shown by its having acquired an ability to become perfectly

acclimated in the United States, is also witnessed in local variations

due to climatic and other conditions. The general cultural method
was tested in these various localities, as well as the benefit of planting

selected varieties, of fertilization, and of thorough cultivation to

accomplish the same result and at the same time to cover the infested

squares with earth. Important and suggestive conclusions were

reached which will have an important bearing on modifications of the

general system.

COOPERATION WITH THE LOUISIANA CROP PEST COMMISSION.

This cooperation was continued and an energetic attempt was made
by the State to check the further advance of the weevil. Five experts

were placed at the disposal of the State authorities, and were sta-

tioned at various points where the progress of the weevil could best

be investigated. While the Louisiana authorities did not succeed in

checking the advance of the weevil, many important features of the

dissemination of the pest have become well known, and the knowledge

gained will be of direct benefit to other States which may at any time

attempt to prevent invasion by the pest.

It has been known for some time, as pointed out in publications of

the Bureau of Entomology, that the late summer and autumnal work

of the cotton-leaf caterpillar is detrimental to the progress of the boll
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weevil, The early fall destruction <>t* the leaves, when this all

complete, exposes the boll weevil to the action of the Bun, which

inimical to it and deprives it of its food supply. The i ve

defoliation of the cotton crop in September and October, L904, in

Texas is in a measure responsible for the late start of the boll weevils

in the summer of 1905. In Louisiana this phase of the cotton qu<

tion is much more marked than in Texas. The cotton caterpillar

present ever] on, and planters generally poison against it. If the

late poisonings are omitted and the caterpillar is allowed to increa

the dense foliage of the cotton plant, which is so abundant in the

moist bottom lands of Louisiana, will be done away with and the

autumnal ravages of the weevil decidedly checked. In this fact lies

possibly a practical measure of considerable importance.

POSSIBILITY OF CONTROLLING THE WEEVIL AT GINS.

It has been evident for some time that gins have been very impor-

tant factors in disseminating the boll weevil, and during the year this

subject has been investigated very carefully. An especially trained

expert was employed in this work, and a large number of experiments

were carried on with gins in actual operation. Important results

were obtained, and a series of recommendations have been sent to all

ginners in the infested territory, by the observance of which, and at

no very great expense, the danger existing from these establishments

may be totally overcome.

INSPECTION OF FARM PRODUCTS QUARANTINED AGAINST BY STATE LAWS.

Nearly all of the cotton-growing States quarantined against certain

products of Texas, on account of the danger of introducing the weevil.

Some of the rules operating under State laws were too stringent, and

at the suggestion of the Bureau they were modified by several States

in order to permit the shipment of such products as should be certi-

fied by the Bureau as not dangerous.

THE COTTON BOLLWORM.

An investigation of this dangerous insect carried on and concluded

within the past few years has resulted in the ascertaining of a com-

plete knowledge of its habits and life history and in the elaboration

of a system of treatment which will reduce its ravages in the southern

cotton fields to a minimum. The investigation has been concluded

and the final report published. The work that is still being carried

on with regard to this species is demonstration work undertaken to

show cotton planters on a large scale that the recommendations of

the Bureau are sound.
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THE INTRODUCTION OF BENEFICIAL INSECTS.

Very important results have been gained in the introduction of bene-

ficial insects. One of the most striking of these results is the importa-

tion and establishment of the fig-fertilizing insect of south Europe.

This was established at Fresno, Cal., with almost immediate results of

great interest. A properly planted orchard had existed at that point

for some time, but efforts to import the fertilizing insect had failed.

As a result of the Department's efforts, the insects were brought

over alive and were thoroughly established, enabling, after one

year, the production of 10 tons of Smyrna figs of a quality

slightly superior to those imported from Europe. The crop has con-

tinuously increased, new orchards of Smyrna figs have been set out

in parts of California, and a new industry has been established as a

result of this importation.

The black scale has for many years been a serious enemy to the

citrus and olive crops of California, and although a ladybird enemy
of the scale had been imported from Australia, it was efficacious

only in certain portions of California, not thriving in other portions

where these crops have a great monetary value. After several unsuc-

cessful attempts to establish a parasite, known as Scutellista cyanea,

from Italy, it was found that this species also inhabits South Africa,

and from that point specimens Avere introduced which at once took

hold in California and have multiplied with such rapidity as to

prove of enormous benefit to the growers of oranges, lemons, and
olives.

The native home of the San Jose scale was found bv one of the

experts of the Bureau to be northern China, and from that point he

secured specimens of a ladybird, known as Chilocorus similis, which
were brought to Washington, propagated in numbers, and sent out to

different portions of the United States infested by the San Jose scale.

The insect does not seem to do well in the Northern States, but has

become established in the Southern States. It is prolific and will

probably maintain itself and become more and more useful every

year. The lime, sulphur, and calt wash and other remedies for the

San Jose scale, however, have proved so efficient and are so cheap as to

be practically universally adopted, and this adoption takes away the

possibility of a very rapid multiplication of the imported ladybird.

An interesting antlike insect, known as the " kelep," was discovered

in 1904 in Guatemala by an officer of the Bureau of Plant Industry,

and was found to be such an important enemy of the cotton .oli

weevil in that country as to hold it distinctly in check and to permit
the cultivation of cotton where otherwise it would be impossible on

account of the weevil. Colonies of this insect have been introduced

into the United States, and while it is as yet impossible to state
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whether it will establish itself and become an important feature bo

cotton cultivation, it prom od re alt . and the fad ha si
'

been established thai in tropical regions it ma} be used to

adi anta

v j tematic effort has been begun within the pa I iimmer to

Import the European and Japanese natural enemies oi the

moth and the brown-tail ninth. The Chief of the Bureau v\

Europe and secured wr\ many parasites and Ben1 them to Massachu-

setts, where they are being cared for. The trip has demonstrated

effectually thai the natural enemies of these two important ii

pests may be easily brought from Europe to the infested territory in

the United States, but it is as yet too early to state whether they will

establish themselves in such a way as to afford relief. The outlook,

however, is hopeful.

THE SENDING OF USEFUL INSECTS ABROAD.

During this period many sendings of important parasitic and

predatory insects have been made to foreign countries where it was

thought they would be of assistance in warfare against injurious

insects. The most striking instance of the value of this work oc-

curred in 1898, when the orange groves of Portugal were threatened

with extinction by the ravages of the white scale. The officials of

the Portuguese department of agriculture appealed for assistance,

and through the cooperation of the State board of horticulture of

California specimens of Novius cardinalis, the ladybird enemy of the

white scale, imported from Australia into California by an employee

of the Bureau some years previously, were secured. The Entomolo-

gist had these specimens carried in the refrigerating compartment of

a steamer to Portugal. The success of the experiment was almost

immediate and very great, and the scale was practically annihilated

in a little more than a year.

Parasites of American scale insects have been, and are still being,

sent to the official entomologists of Italy, France, and other countries,

and good results are constantly being secured. No results, however,

have as yet proved as striking as those in Portugal, just described.

WORK ON SCALE INSECTS.

Careful investigations have been made into the habits and life

histories of very many species of injurious scale insects, and the

Bureau has built up what is probably the largest collection of these

insects in existence. Its publications on the life histories of these

insects are standard, and its especial publications on the San Jose

scale are the basis of all of our knowledge of this important pest.

The work of the Bureau on remedies for scales has been very exten-

sive, and for the past eight years has formed an important part of
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the output of the Bureau. Nearly all of the standard remedies

against this class of insects a re the*: result of these labor .

When various foreign governments passed regulations forbidding

(ln> importation of American plants and Fruits, on account of the

danger of Introducing the San Jose scale, some of the edicts went too

Ear, and forbade the Importation of unpeeled American dried fruits.

An important investigation was therefore carried on to determine

the effed on the San Jose scale of the different methods in use in this

country in drying fruits for exportation. The results showed the

unnecessary nature of the foreign regulations, not a single scale hav-

ing been found which showed the slightest signs of life after drying

by any o\' the processes in use. The result of this investigation was

of distinct benefit to dried-fruit exporters, and necessitated the revi-

sion of tlu^ laws of several foreign countries.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO FRUIT AND FRUIT TREES.

While scale insects form many of the important enemies of or-

chards, there are many others which have also been investigated. In

1901 the necessity developed for a careful investigation of the cod-

ling moth in the Northwestern States, where it seemed the remedies

applied in the East were not effective. It was supposed that the dif-

ference in climatic conditions had. brought about a change in the life

history and habits of the insect which rendered eastern remedies less

useful. Consequently a thorough investigation was carried on, which

lasted for three years and cleared up all doubtful points in life-his-

tory conditions as applied to the Northwest, and resulted in the pub-

lication of results wrhich have been of great value to the fruit

growers of that region. In the course of this investigation demon-
stration work was carried on in one of the largest orchards in Idaho,

and fruit growers from different parts of Washington, Oregon, and
Idaho were invited to inspect the methods and the results. Many
did so, and were convinced of the value of the work. Fruit growers

in California and other States have written to the Department stat-

ing that their operations had been rendered much more profitable as

the result of this investigation.

While more or less work against fruit insects has been constantly

carried on, an effort has been organized to make a very especial and
widespread investigation of this class of pests, and several experts

have been assigned to the work, which is now being carried forward
on a broad scale.

INSECTS DAMAGING FORESTS.

Beginning with 1899, an investigation of the damage to forests by
the work of insects was begun by the Bureau of Entomolog}r in co-

operation with the Bureau of Forestry. The importance of these
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investigations was immediately recognized, and fchej have been ex-

tended until they form a distinct section of the Bureau's work.

Many important results nave been reached, in 1902, for example,

great Loss of pine timber, to an amount of more than 226,000,000

(board measure), was found to have resulted in the Black Hills

Forest Reserve from the work of a bark beetle mining under the bark

of living tree

An investigation resulted in the discovery of practical method
which the ravages may be entirely checked. The cost of carrying

out the recommendations is not great, and the investigation mean-,

not only the saving of threatened loss of forest property valued at

many millions of dollars, but also the prevention of the crippling of

great mining and commercial enterprises representing many more
millions. In the course of this work especial cooperation has been

entered into with lumbering companies, manufacturers of wooden
articles of trade, importers of exotic woods, and forest rangers, which
is rendering the work more efficient and bringing it close to the

people directly interested in its results.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO STORED FOODS.

An extended investigation has been made of insects injurious to

stored foods. The full life history of practically every species known
has been worked out, extensive experimental work has been carried on
with remedies, and a thoroughly practical and efficient system of

fighting these insects has been ascertained. The publications of the

Bureau on this class of insects have been in great demand among
grain and milling men, and the efficacy of the Bureau's recommenda-
tions is undoubted. The number of species of insects which infest

stored food supplies is very great, and the labor of working out the

full life histories has been prolonged and arduous.

INSECTS WHICH CARRY DISEASE.

Specia 1 and important studies have been made of certain of the

insects ] nown to carry disease, with results of great importance.

The publications of the Bureau on the subject of mosquitoes have

been in g.vac demand by members of the medical profession, and to a

large extent the knowledge w^e have in this country of the mosquitoes

which carry malaria has been due to the work of this Bureau. Im-
portant studies have also been made of the yellowT-fever mosquito,

and the quarantine regulations of the Public Health and Marine-

Hospital Service, in the recent yellow-fever emergency, are based on
the results of this wTork. The Bureau was a pioneer in work against

mosquitoes, and its constant reiteration of the possibility of con-

trolling mosquitoes has been in a large measure the cause of the large-

scale antimosquito wTork now being carried on.
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The Bureau lias also paid special attention to the study of the

house fly, especially in relation to i(s agency in the carriage of dise

These studies revealed the very great danger that exists of the carriage

of typhoid fever by the house fly and by certain other insects. This

investigation is the only one of its kind that has ever been carried on,

and its results are considered of great value by the medical profession.

INSECTS AFFECTING LIVE STOCK AND FIELD CROPS.

Studies of the insects affecting live stock have been continued, and
new material of value has been published about several of the more
important. An investigation into the natural history of the cattle

tick is now being carried on, which will have an important bearing

on the cattle industry of the South, since upon such an investigation

may depend the important question of rotation in pasturage to do

away with the so-called Texas, or splenetic, fever.

Careful studies have been made of a number of the principal field-

crop enemies of the country, and as a result special bulletins were

published on the Hessian fry, on the chinch bug, and on the general

subject of insects injurious to grains and grasses.

SILK CULTURE.

In 1902 the Bureau began once more, after an interruption of a

number of years, a systematic effort to introduce the culture of the

domestic silkworm into the United States, and this effort has con-

tinued since that time. Guaranteed eggs were purchased in Italy,

mulberry cuttings of best varieties were also purchased abroad,

manuals of instruction in the raising of silkworms and in the care of

silkworm food plants were issued, and two silk reels purchased in

France. Tavo skilled French reelers were brought over from France,

and remained in Washington for some months instructing several

American girls in the process of reeling thread from cocoons. The
eggs purchased abroad were sent, on application, to all persons in the

United States wdio possessed mulberry trees, upon the leaves of which

the worms are fed. Persons not possessing mulberry trees were sup-

plied with cuttings, rooted seedlings, or seed of the mulberry.

Following the instructions given in the manuals, the correspondents

of the Department raised their silkworms, harvested their cocoons,

and sent them to the Department, for which they were paid the cur-

rent European prices. The cocoons were then reeled by the Depart-

ment's employees, and the silk resulting will eventually be sold. This

process has been repeated each year. The establishment of commer-
cial filatures in the United States without a guaranteed crop of

cocoons is obviously an impossibility. Therefore it has been the aim

of the Department to get mulberry trees planted in favorable situa-

tions, to educate as many people as possible in the care of the worms,

3 A1905 6
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and, l>\ purchasing the cocoon . to keep il correspondent* inl

and engaged In the culture until fche time comes thai the e tablishment

tmmercial filatures will be possible. The recent invention of silk

reels which greatrj reduce the cos! of reeling and the establishment

o( colonies of Italians and others skilled iii silk culture at different

places in the United States seem to point to the establishment of the

industry before Long.

WOKK IN APICULTURE.

There have been carried on during the period mentioned certain

investigations in bee culture which have in the past year become

extended and which promise to be of much assistance to the keepers

of bees in the United States. The lines of work being carried out

are principally in the studies of bee diseases, in the investigation of

new forage crops, and in the introduction and establishment of

valuable races of bees from other parts of the world.

BAVING FROM [NSBCT LOSSES RESULTING FROM THE WORK OF THE BUBEAU.

Some indication of the cash value of the work outlined should

be given.

The boll weevil, which in 1904 caused the destruction of $22,000,000

worth of cotton in Texas, did not prevent, in that year, the produc-

tion of the largest cotton crop grown in this State, and the very

regions where the crop in the earlier years of the invasion of the

weevil had been utterly destroyed produced cotton this year in very

profitable quantities. The enormous cotton crop of Texas for 1904

affords an evidence of the value of the methods of control elaborated

by this Bureau. In the case of the bollworm, which has caused a

loss annually of about $12,000,000 throughout the cotton-producing

area of the South, the careful experimental field work of this Bureau

has shown means of preventing a very large percentage of this loss,

and these means of control are being gradually adopted, to the great

profit of cotton growers.

The methods of controlling the San Jose scale, the most important

pest of the deciduous fruit trees in this country, are so effective that

commercial orchard growers no longer fear this scale insect. The

proof of the efficiency of these methods and their general exploita-

tion have largely come about within the last eight years, and chiefly

as the result of the experimentation conducted by the Bureau of

Entomology. The saving effected amounts not only to millions of

dollars in value of the fruit product, but also to the very life itself

of the trees and the continuance of large commercial orchard enter-

prises. The cost per tree of this treatment is not heavy, but it is

expected that this charge will be still further reduced by the importa-

tion of natural enemies of the San Jose scale.
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The saving which has already resulted from work against the insect

enemies of forests is illustrated by the outcome of the investigation

in the infested Black Hills district. Here a loss of more than

$10,000,000 worth of timber occurred in a single year. Simple and

effective means of preventing repetitions of such losses were

discovered.

In the case of stored products, such as cereals, tobacco, and

woolen and manufactured goods, the processes of fumigation with

bisulphid of carbon and hydrocyanic-acid gas, which have come

into general use during the last eight years, are preventing enormous

losses every year. The annual loss in stored products is probably

fully 5 per cent, which gives the enormous total of $100,000,000, and

certainly one-half of this loss can be prevented by the proper use of

the fumigants mentioned. These same fumigants are also coming

into ver}r common use for the eradication of insect pests in houses

and stores, and the saving in this field is already very great.

The lessening of the diseases due to mosquitoes and house flies,

such as malaria, typhoid fever, and yellow fever, has been very

greatly assisted by the investigations of the breeding habits and

means of controlling these pests conducted by the Chief of the

Bureau of Entomology. The cash value of such work is almost

beyond computation when the stagnation of business enterprises

and general commerce which results from epidemics of yellow fever

and, to a less extent, of typhoid fever and malaria, is considered.

The same is true of insect parasites and disease conveyors affecting

domestic animals.

Many other items of equal importance could be added relating to

field-crop insects and insect enemies of fruits and other farm and

orchard products. In the case of the latter more particularly the

benefits resulting from the work of the last eight years have been

in continuation and accentuation of work of earlier years, but a

good share of the present benefits must be ascribed to the increased

effectiveness and knowledge gained by the more recent investigations.

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL. SURVEY.

The work of the Biological Survey began in 1885, and at first con-

sisted chiefly of the study of the food habits of birds and mammals
for the purpose of determining their exact relations to agriculture.

A second line of investigation was soon added, for it was perceived

that the distribution areas of indigenous plants and animals were

closely correlated with those of cultivated crops. The determination

of the boundaries of the natural life zones of the United States and
the corresponding crop zones, therefore, became an important division

of the work of the Survey.
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In Huh*, as a result »>l* fchi p of certain Federal laws, a third

division of the work, that of game protection and introduction,

came n< ry.

The work of the Survey is now pursued along these three distinct

lines.

DETERMINATION OF LIFE ZONES and CROP ZONES.

Early attempts at agriculture in the United States were necessarily

almost wholly experimental, and the particular locality, climate, and

conditions suited to special crops were ascertained only after many
and costly individual trials. The chief purpose of a biological survey

of the several States is to ascertain and make known, by means of

maps and reports, the boundaries of the natural life zones, together

with the physiographic and climatic conditions that determine them.

The life zones of a State once ascertained with precision, the farmer is

greatly aided in selecting the crop best adapted to his own district

and, what is scarcely less important, in avoiding crops unsuited to it.

Thus the uncertainty and cost of farming experiments may be greatly

reduced.

In a publication entitled " Life Zones and Crop Zones of the United

States " the life zones of the country were defined and mapped, and

the adaptation of various crops to the several zones was indicated

so far as the data collected to 1898 permitted. Future and more

detailed work in the several States will enable the life zones to be

defined with greater precision and the selection of crops to be made
with great accuracy.

Biological field work in the State of Texas, which was begun in

1899, has been completed and final reports are being prepared. A
report already published contains an account of all the mammals and

reptiles of the State, with especial reference to their economic status.

The life zones of the State are defined and, as a means of identifying

them, the mammals, birds, reptiles, and plants characteristic of each

zone are specified.

A biological survey of California was begun in 1891 and is far

advanced toward completion. Its size, peculiarly diversified surface,

its mountains and deserts, and its climatic conditions render Cali-

fornia a difficult field for biological surveys, while the varied re-

sources of the State and its immense agricultural interests make the

work exceedingly important.

Work in outlining and mapping the life zones of Colorado and

New Mexico along lines similar to those indicated above was begun

in 1904, and is progressing satisfactorily.

Preliminary work has been carried on in most of the States whose

agricultural interests are large, and detailed surveys of the several

States will be undertaken as rapidly as means and the exigencies of

work already begun permit.
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Investigations in Alaska were begun in 1890, when the increase of

population and growing commercial importance attracted atten-

tion to that Territory. Little accurate information was then avail-

able regarding the game and fur-bearing animals which add so

largely to the resources of the region. Moreover, important problems

connected with the study of the life zones and crop zones of the

United States could not be solved satisfactorily without contributive

data from more northern regions. An assistant, therefore, has been

engaged in field work in Alaska each season since 1898, excepting 1901

and 1905, and the results are found to have an important bearing

upon many phases of the work of the Biological Survey. Of par-

ticular value has been the direct knowledge of local conditions thus

obtained, which is necessary for use in connection with the admin-
istration of the Federal game law of Alaska. A part of the results

of these investigations has been published in three faunal reports.

Other reports of similar nature are in preparation.

From 1900 to 1903 a small party of the Survey was engaged in

studying the geographic distribution of birds, mammals, and plants

in the Boreal and Arctic zones of Canada, particularly for the pur-

pose of connecting the results of work in Alaska and the home ter-

ritory by means of investigations in the intervening regions. Part

of the results appeared in 1902 under the title " A Biological Inves-

tigation of the Hudson Bay Region," and a report upon the work
in the Athabasca and Mackenzie valleys is nearly ready for publica-

tion.

In 1897 the work of the Survey was extended into Mexico for

the purpose of tracing into that country the life zones of the United
States, to determine the northern limits of the tropical zone of Mex-
ico, to ascertain its extent within the United States, and to obtain a

knowledge of the distribution, abundance, and habits in Mexico of

American plants, birds, and mammals. A general zone map of

Mexico has been completed, and a large amount of scientific and eco-

nomic data is on file.

ECONOMIC ORNITHOLOGY.

This section of the Biological Survey is engaged in the study of

birds in their various relations to man. Two principal lines of in-

vestigation are followed. In the first, the habits of birds are studied

in the field, especially with reference to their food. Orchards, gar-

dens, and grain fields are visited in order to determine whether birds

damage crops, attack insects, both injurious and beneficial species,

and to what extent they feed upon wild fruits and weed seeds. In this

field study it is desired to enlist the cooperation of every cultivator

of the soil. In the second, stomachs of birds are examined in the

laboratory and their contents tabulated. In addition to the stomachs
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collected by cur own . many are obtained from ornitholog

throughout the country. From 1885 to L897, 124,000 stomachs bad

collected, and of these about L2,000 bad been examined. Since

then Btomachs have been received at an average rate of more than

4,000 annually, and the number is constantly increasing from year to

ir. The total number now on hand is about GG,000.

In 1903 an article was published upon the "Economic Value of

the Bobwhite," in which the salient points in the food habits of (his

valuable bird were brought out. Attention was paid also to bird

their relation to bee culture, as complaints had been made that birds

destroy bees.

In 1904 a preliminary article upon the work in California, begun

in 1901, was published, in which the conditions attending fruit

growing in that State were briefly reviewed and the birds of eco-

nomic interest were discussed.

The constantly increasing ravages of the cotton boll weevil have

created an urgent demand for accurate knowledge of the food habits

of insectivorous birds in the cotton districts, and during the past two

seasons assistants of the Biological Survey have made a special

study of birds in relation to the destruction of the boll weevil. As

a result of these investigations a bulletin on the subject has been

published, and considerable additional data have been gathered.

ECONOMIC MAMMALOGY.

In connection with the study of the geographic distribution of

mammals, field naturalists are instructed to observe particularly the

food habits of each species, to secure data concerning their relation

to the farmer, whether beneficial or injurious. Many stomachs have

been examined and others are now on hand awaiting examination.

During the past eight years experiments in the use of poisons and

other means for destroying noxious mammals have been made, both in

the laboratory and in the field. Rats, prairie dogs, ground squirrels,

rabbits, field mice, and pocket gophers have been the subjects of

these experiments.

Special reports on prairie dogs, ground squirrels, pocket gophers,

jack rabbits, and coyotes have been published, and investigations

concerning these and other mammal pests are being continued. A
great mass of notes on the habits of mammals has been accumulated,

and reports on the economic relations of field mice, beavers, wolves,

and skunks are now in course of preparation.

Experiments with fences to protect sheep and other domestic ani-

mals from the depredations of coyotes, dogs, and other predatory

animals are in progress in cooperation with farmers in Oklahoma

and Kansas.
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OAM 10 PROTECTION AND INTRODUCTION.

The duties of the section of the Biological Survey devoted to

supervision of game protection and introduction grow out of three

acts of Congress: Act of May 25, 1900, commonly known as the

Lacey Act, requiring supervision of importations of wild birds and
animals from foreign countries and of the preservation of the birds

and game of the United States ; act of June 3, 1902, requiring super-

vision of the importation of eggs of game birds; and act of June 7,

1902, requiring supervision of the preservation of the game of Alaska.

ENTRY OF FOREIGN BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

Since the passage of the Lacey Act, May 25, 1900, constant vigi-

lance has been exercised to prevent the entry of injurious species of

birds and mammals. The annual importations of birds and animals

are large, and include canaries and miscellaneous cage birds, shipped

mainly from Germany, Australia, China, and Japan; a few pheas-

ants and other game birds, for liberation or confinement in aviaries,

and rare birds and animals for the various zoological parks of the

country, brought in chiefly at New York and San Francisco
;
pheas-

ants for aviaries imported from Canada at ports along the northern

border, and parrots and monkeys from Mexico and Central America,

entered at southern ports. Inspectors have been appointed at seven

of the principal ports to examine all large shipments or such as may
possibly contain injurious species.

During the five years ending June 30, 1905, 1,591 permits have

been issued for the entry of 1,006,964 birds (principally canaries),

2,846 mammals, and 38 reptiles, and 13 for the entry of 6,500 eggs

of game birds. Of the consignments entered 402 have been in-

spected. To prevent inconvenience in cases where no danger exists,

the requirement of permits for reptiles and a number of species of

well-known mammals was removed at the end of the first quarter of

the operation of the law. So far as is known, no injurious species

have been entered. Seven mongooses, 54 flying foxes or fruit-eating

bats, 1 kohlmeise, 15 blaumeisen, and 2 starlings have been refused

entry, and either killed or reshipped to the original port of ship-

ment. Six keas were refused entry at Honolulu.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE IN GAME.

Through cooperation with the Department of Justice and game
officials throughout the United States 166 violations of the Lacey

Act, involving the shipment of 24,424 head of game and 2,608 plume
birds, have been investigated, and 49 convictions have resulted. Of
the convictions 30 were secured in Federal and 19 in State courts.

In addition to securing convictions for violations of law, great effort
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been mad observance of both the Federal and State

Laws. Summaries of the principal provisions of i!

tin' United States ami Canada have been issued annually and widely

distributed, and several publications on special subjects ha\

prepared.

Aid in framing satisfactory laws has been extended to State officials

and legislators; the conditions of illegal traffic in game have been

carefully studied and in special cases have received personal investi-

gation, and copious correspondence and many personal interviews

have been had with State game officials with a view to securing better

lation and more rigid observance of the laws. To this phase of

the Department's duties railroad and express companies have lent

cordial and valuable cooperation.

PROTECTION OF GAME IN ALASKA.

Thorough supervision of game protection in Alaska has not been

possible because of the limited means available for this purpose.

With the cordial cooperation, however, of the Treasury Department,

through, its customs officials at Port Townsend, Seattle, San Fran-

cisco, and various points in Alaska, a rigid surveillance has been

maintained of all exports of game trophies and specimens from

the Territory. During the three years the law has been in operation

155 permits for such exports have been issued, under which 93

trophies were shipped, including heads of 29 moose, 38 sheep, and 3

caribou, as well as several consignments of specimens for scientific

purposes. Owing to expressed local dissatisfaction with the law a bill

materially modifying it was introduced into Congress in the session

of 1904-5. For this reason it was deemed desirable to further restrict

the issue of permits, and very few have been granted during the

present year.
BIRD RESERVATIONS.

It is well known that certain favorable localities form breeding

places for large colonies of birds. Such localities offer tempting

marks to those who gather eggs or plumage for commercial purposes,

and if these depredations are unchecked complete extermination of

certain species is sure to result. Within the past three years three

such breeding grounds have been converted by the President into bird

reservations. Pelican Island, a breeding resort for pelicans, off the

coast of Florida, was so set apart on March 14, 1903; Breton Island

and two smaller islands off the coast of Louisiana, a breeding ground

for gulls and terns and a wintering resort for hundreds of thousands

of ducks, were reserved on October 4, 1904, and four small islands in

Stump Lake, North Dakota, which form a breeding colony for many

ducks and other water birds, on March 9, 1905. The Department

cooperates in the establishment and regulation of these reservations.
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ACCOUNTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.

In this Department the keeping of accounts and disbursement of

funds arc assigned to the Division of Accounts and Disbursements.

The report of the Chief shows the work of the Division to be in good

shape. Of the $6,094,540 appropriated by Congress about $800,000

remained unexpended at the close of the fiscal year, but most of this

sum was covered by liabilities. The accounts for 1903 have been

finally closed, and an unexpended balance for that year of $281,015. 1G

has been covered into the Treasury.

The estimates for the current fiscal year (190G) amounted to

$5,697,810, of which $1,388,490 was for the Weather Bureau. It

should be stated that the estimates and appropriations mentioned

here do not in any case include the $720,000 annually appropriated

for the support of the State Agricultural experiment stations.

Congress made small reductions in many of the estimates, but large

increases in several others, so that the total appropriations exceed

the estimates by $292,880. This increase does not include $190,000

appropriated for continuing the cotton boll weevil investigations, nor

$950,000 appropriated for the new Department buildings, which
subjects were not included in the Department's estimates. The large

apparent increase in appropriations for salaries resulted mainly from
the fact that employees formerly paid from " lump-sum " funds have

been placed on statutory rolls. The largest actual increase was one

of $330,180 in the appropriation for the Forest Service, which
resulted chiefly from the transfer of the National forest reserves from
the Interior Department to this Department.

DIVISION OF PUBLICATIONS.

THE WTORK OF PUBLICATION.

At this time, when the publication work of the Government is the

subject of considerable discussion and not a little criticism, it is meet

and proper that this branch of the work of this department should

be presented clearly to the public.

DIFFUSION OF INFORMATION AUTHORIZED BY LAW.

In the organic law which created this Department it was made
the duty of the head of the Department to diffuse just as much as to

acquire information of value to agriculture. While the Secretary

is authorized to diffuse this information by all means at his command,
the most obvious method, the most economical, the most available, is

to put this information in print. Inasmuch as the acquisition of

any information of value to agriculture imposes on the Secretary the
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duty of making ii public, it is obvious thai the work <>i" publication

must groM with the growth of the Department Every line of in-

quiry authorized and undertaken by the Department implies neces-

sarily the publication of results,

win OF PI BLICATION WORK.

Under the circumstances it is not surprising to find that when
in 1897 the total number of publications was 424, in 1905 the total

number was 1,07*2, and whereas in 1897 the number of primed pi

of original matter was 11,715, in 1905 the number of printed pages

of original matter was 20,000. The unavoidable growth of the pub-

lication work of the Department has been from the first the subject

of my earnest consideration, and every effort has been made toward

economy consistent with the duty presented above of making speedily

available to the public whatever valuable information has been ac-

quired. The practice has been adopted of restricting the size of the

editions as much as possible with a view to preventing the accumula-

tion of undistributed publications, and reprints have been resorted

to from time to time in the case of publications for which a con-

tinuous demand was found to exist. Especially has this been true of

publications of a technical character.

WATCHFULNESS IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLICATIONS.

Objections have been urged against the publication and distribu-

tion by this Department of bulletins of a technical character. The
answer to these objections is that many of our publications are

unavoidably scientific or technical in their character, being the prac-

tical record of scientific investigations by scientific men, the value

of whose conclusions must necessarily bear the scrutiny of scientific

investigators the wTorld over. The elimination of all scientific terms

and language from such reports is impossible. In this connection it

is well to call attention to the fact that the average edition of these

more technical or scientific publications is about 2,000 copies, and

distribution to others than specialists, libraries, and educational

institutions is very insignificant. For popular use the great bulk

of publications has appeared in the form of inexpensive pamphlets,

such as, for instance, the Farmers' Bulletins, which constitute nearly

one-half of the total number of publications issued. Every possible

care is taken in the distribution of our documents to minimize the

waste inseparable from any system of gratuitous distribution.

The permanent lists of the several Bureaus, Divisions, and Offices

are kept within as narrow bounds as possible, the policy of the

Department being to widely advertise its publications as they appear

and confine the distribution almost entirely to persons applying for
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them. A fair test of the demand for the Department publications

is furnished in the records of the Superintendent of Documents,

from whom the publications of the Department may be obtained by

purchase. This, official reports the sale during the year 1905 of

GS,000 Government publications, of which more than 38,000 were

publications of this Department.

farmers' bulletins.

Of the Farmers' Bulletins there were distributed upon the orders

of Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress 4,782,043

copies during the past year. Unlike the Yearbook and other publi-

cations of the Department especially ordered by Congress, the

Farmers' Bulletins are not delivered to the folding rooms of the

Senate and House, subject to the order of members, but are held in

this Department and are distributed mainly under addressed franks

furnished by them. Moreover, under the law providing for this

class of publications, all those remaining on hand of the 80 per cent

provided for the use of Congress revert to the Department and are

thus made available for redistribution.

One feature of the Congressional distribution deserves to be spe-

cially noted, and that is that the proportion of Senators, Representa-

tives, and Delegates failing to use their quotas is very much less

than heretofore. The fact that the number of Farmers' Bulletins

left over from the 1st of July last was less than the year previous

by over a million copies has resulted in a reduction of the Con-

gressional quota of the current year from 15,000 to 14,000 copies.

THE YEARBOOK.

The Yearbook of the Department is published annually in an

edition of 500,000 copies, as provided by the act governing the public

printing and binding approved January 12, 1895. Of this enor-

mous edition, however, but 30,000 copies are placed at the disposal

of the Secretary of Agriculture, and of this number 27,000 or 28,000

are reserved and sent to active correspondents who have in some

way earned, by actual services rendered, a right to such recognition,

leaving the number in the hands of the Secretary for miscellaneous

distribution but about 2,000. It may be stated here that the total

number reserved for the Department, namely, 30,000, is just the same

as it was twenty years ago, when the total edition was 300,000. Of
the 200,000 additional copies printed since then not a single copy

finds its way to the Department itself, and every business day of

the year scores of letters are written by the Department explaining

to applicants, including even those who have certain claims upon

the Department, our inability to supply them with the Yearbook;
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iliis notwithstanding thai, ac has been recently shown, thousand

copies remain stored in the folding room of the Senate and House

undistributed and unavailable a condition of things, however, which

obvious the head of this Department is powerless to affect

Investigation would probably show thai a similar condition exists

in regard to many other of the publications printed by order of Con-
gress and it erving a considerable quota for Congressional use.

A FHUITTDL SOURCE or EXTRAVAGANCE.

The provision of the law already cited, which limits to an edition

of 1,000 copies all publications of this Department exceeding in size

100 octavo pages, has proved a fruitful source of extravagance.

While designed, undoubtedly, merely to effect the limitation of our

publications to small-sized pamphlets, a limitation which it has been

the general policy of the Department to encourage, the actual effect

has been to compel application to Congress for a larger edition, such

action almost invariably involving provision for several thousand

copies for the use of members, and this even in cases such as the

Beet Sugar Reports, where only a minority of the members was inter-

ested in the subject. Some of these publications have been printed

and reprinted by order of Congress, such as the Report on the Dis-

eases of the Horse, and the Report on Diseases of Cattle, and others,

the total editions in some cases aggregating hundreds of thousands of

copies, where no application for such provision was ever made by

this Department, and in many cases where no provision was made for

a single copy for the use of the Department.

From the foregoing it is obvious that in the matter of printing this

Department occupies a unique position, it being the Department's

special duty to print, and to print abundantly; that in the aggregate

nearly one-half of all the copies of its publications are issued subject

to the order of Senators and Representatives; that economy is prac-

ticed both as to style of publication and in the manner of distribu-

tion ; that a determined effort is made to restrict the number of copies

of the publications of the Department to the actual demand existing

for them.

The total number of documents distributed was 12,0S9,653 copies,

the actual mailing, correspondence, and clerical work in connection

therewith involving work of considerable magnitude and difficulty.

It is gratifying to report, however, that the distribution has been

unusually prompt, the average length of time required in fdling mis-

cellaneous requests for publications having been reduced to an aver-

age of two days. This result has been rendered possible largely

owing to increased facilities and improved service.
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DEMAND FOB PUBLICATIONS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS.

Unfortunately, under the Limitations imposed upon the Department

either by the printing law or the available appropriations, the actual

demand for publications is far beyond our ability to supply. A
very large proportion of the correspondence of the Division of Publi-

cations consists of letters explaining our refusal to comply with what
seem to be perfectly reasonable requests for Department publications.

One feature of this demand deserves special notice. Of late years

the demand made upon us for publications in bulk for class work in

institutions of learning, for use at farmers' institutes, and from others

of the very numerous and rapidly increasing agencies seeking to pro-

mote agricultural education has multiplied tenfold. While this is a

most encouraging feature from an educational and sociological point

of view, it is truly discouraging to be able to meet only a very small

proportion of these demands, and rarely to be able to comply with

any of them in their entirety. It is of no use to allege the existence

in large numbers of undistributed publications of this Department in

the folding rooms of the Senate and House, this supply being entirely

beyond the reach of the Department, and serving only, as its existence

is reported from time to time in the public press, to stimulate demands

upon the Department and to make more difficult to the minds of

many applicants our explanations of inability to satisfy their requests.

REPORT TO JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING.

This Department furnished to the chairman of the Joint Commit-

tee on Printing of the Senate and House of Representatives a state-

ment showing the publications issued by this Department during the

fourteen years ended June 30, 1905, giving the number of copies of each

edition printed, the cost of each publication, the manner of distribu-

tion, and the number of copies on hand July 1, accompanied by

replies to the several interrogatories contained in the request for the

information furnished, together with certain recommendations in

regard to the public printing and binding.

BUREAU OF STATISTICS.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BUREAU.

The statistical work of the Department of Agriculture, begun in

1862, has developed into wide use in serving as a basis in establishing

prices of farm products. The relations and mutual interests of agri-

culture, commerce, and manufactures, and of consumers of farm prod-

ucts, are now so vast and so complex that the necessity of issuing

impartial crop reports by this Bureau is generalhr recognized. The
needs of all interests require that there be published at frequent
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intervals during the orop season bj i disinterested agency reliable

information of the acreage, condition, production, and value of the

principal crops, also reports of live stock, bj States and by total orop

areas, to serve as a legitimate basis for ourrenl p 1
•

"i *
-

«

-
-

. When this

work was begun the value of farms and farm equipment was about

$7,000,000,000; now it bas reached nearly three times thai amount.

Of the $5,000,000,000 worth of annual farm products a much larg

per cent than formerly is sold off the farm and enters commerce and

manufactures.

The industries depending on agriculture have grown to vast propor-

tions, and not only manufactures, but transportation and mercantile

business are in more sensitive touch with the products the farmer can

sell and with his power to purchase than ever before. Trade has

become vastly more complex, partly owing to the rapid development of

reselling on close margins to take advantage of fluctuations in prices,

and of dealing in futures and in options. The development of organ-

izations to fix prices and of other organizations to force temporary

changes in prices, giving unnatural advantages to price manipulators,

has led the public more and more to recognize the need for a strong and

impartial agency to make comprehensive reports of actual facts relating

to prospective crops and yields, that all concerned may know how to

buy and sell.

THREE CLASSES OF CROP REPORTS.

There are three classes of statistical reports of agricultural products

prepared by the Federal Government.

(1) The census of agriculture, issued every tenth year by the Census

Bureau of the Department of Commerce and Labor, giving a census

count of all acreages and yields of crops and reports concerning farm

animals, the last census having given the figures collected in 1900 of

the crops and live stock for 1899. The reports of the Census Bureau,

coming-out one year in ten, after the crop of that year is harvested and

sold, serve only as a basis and a check, making it possible for the

Bureau of Statistics of this Department during the succeeding ten

years to more accurately estimate amounts of crops in prospect or

amounts actually harvested. The reports of this Bureau could be

made more accurate if an agricultural census were taken every five

years instead of every ten, providing bases of comparison not so far

removed.

(>2) The monthly and annual reports by the Bureau of statistics of

agriculture, giving acreage, condition, yields, and prices of crops, and

reports of live stock, serve as bases for current prices.

(3) These monthly reports, expressed numerically for entire crop

areas, serve also as bases for more frequent reports of changed condi-

tions caused by marked weather changes as reported by the Weather

Bureau of this Department.
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CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE MAKING OF CROP REPORTS.

Various conditions govern the making of reports which influence

the prices of farm products. Government crop reports deal mainly

with products which arc not quickly perishable. The prices of thee

arc fixed at frequent intervals—often daily by large market organi-

zations, which gather information from the entire area as to the

probable amount of products available, positions of any of the prod-

ucts on the routes of commercial movement, and the demand for the

products. About these markets there are agencies which may combine

to raise or lower prices artificially and temporarily, often so manipu-

lating the prices as to destroy the needed confidence in merchandising

the products, and resulting in unwarrantably large " handling charges "

from the time the products leave the producer till they reach the

consumer.

The producer should have as good a central crop-reporting agency

as the bu}Ter. Since his business is divided into many small nonco-

operative units, he can not have this without Government aid. The

manufacturer, the dealer in actual products, and the consumer also

need protection from the speculative manipulation of agencies organ-

ized to modify prices temporarily for their own advantage, and the

main purpose of crop reports is that the whole people may be bene-

fited by a knowledge of the actual facts which may influence current

prices.

A knowledge which covers only parts of the area of a given crop

may be misleading, because to judge for the entire area from condi-

tions in some localities may give wrong results; hence the producer

and others interested need a knowledge of the crop of the entire area

expressed as a total. Reports covering part of an area, or covering

the area definitely only in parts, may be used by self-interested crop

reporting agencies to mislead. The reporting agency, in order to

enable those interested as producers, consumers, or dealers to recog-

nize the conditions in the entire crop area, must resolve all the facts

into quantitative statements, preferably a single numerical statement,

as of yield for the entire area, and the market must then resolve the

balances between supply and demand into current prices. Only by

"weighting" reports from each district, that is, by giving to each

partial report only that arithmetical weight which the acreage in the

area covered by the partial report demands and assembling the whole

into one statement, can the crop estimator accurately report for the

whole area. Such definite forms of statement have the advantage of

placing the reporting agency under responsibility to attain accuracy,

also of being easity interpreted by all parties; and the}' are capable of

comparison from month to month or from year to year or with aver-

ages, as for the previous ten years.
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The Bureau of Stati icting a^ a disinterested agency, baa

assumed the task of keeping the farmers, the dealers, and the u

farm products informed, and the genera] acceptance of its estimates

in deciding prices is the only proof needed to establish the reasonable

accuracy of these estimates. Its reports of conditions and its esti-

mates used by markets in establishing current prices have become a

necessary part of our domestic trade and our foreign business. These

monthly reports serve as guides to all intermediate reports from what-

ever source, which without this monthly basis would be too local and

partial to be of much value, and enable producers to know the facts

as to the promise of prices for their crops, that false reports- which

were common before the Government arranged to give the facts as

nearly as they could be ascertained—may not mislead them into early

sales at prices purposely made too low.

METHODS OF CROP REPORTING.

The Bureau of Statistics issues each month detailed reports relating

to agricultural conditions throughout the United States, the data upon

which these statements are based being obtained through a special held

service, a corps of State statistical agents, and through a very large

body of voluntary correspondents composed of the following classes:

County correspondents, township correspondents, individual farmers,

and special cotton correspondents.

A special held service is composed of ten traveling agents, each

assigned to report for a given group of States. These are especially

qualified by statistical training and practical knowledge of the crops.

They systematically travel over the districts assigned them, carefully

note the development of each crop, and keep in close touch with best-

informed opinion; and they render written and telegraphic reports

monthly and at such other times as required.

The State statistical agents are paid agents located in 43 of the

States. Each of these reports for his State and maintains a corps of

correspondents entirely independent of those reporting directly to the

Department at Washington. These State statistical aids report each

month directly to the State agent on schedules furnished them. Their

reports are then tabulated and weighted according to the relative yield

or area of the given crop in each county represented, and i re sum-

marized for the use of the State agent. Then he coordinates and

analyzes them in the light of his own knowledge of conditions derived

from personal observation and other sources, and prepares his monthly

and other written and telegraphic reports to the Department.

There are in the United States approximately 2,700 counties of

agricultural importance. In each of these counties the Department

has a county correspondent, who maintains an organization of several

assistants. These county correspondents are selected with especial
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reference to their qualifications, and constitute an efficient branch of

the crop-reporting service. They make the county the geograph-

ical unit of (heir reports, and after obtaining data each month from

their assistants and supplementing this with informal ion obtained From

their own observation and knowledge they report directly to the

Department at Washington.

In the townships and voting precincts in the United States in which

farming operations are extensively carried on the Department has

township correspondents.who make the township or precinct the basis

of the reports which they send directly to the Bureau of Statistics

each month
Finally, at the end of the growing season a large number of indi-

vidual farmers and planters report on the results of their own individ-

ual farming operations during the year.

With regard to cotton, the information secured from all the fore-

going sources is supplemented by that furnished by special cotton

correspondents, embracing a large number of persons intimately con-

cerned in the cotton industry.

SCOPE OF CROP REPORTS.

Eleven reports on the principal crops are received yearly from each

of the special field agents, State statistical agents, county correspond-

ents, and township correspondents, and one report relating to the acre-

age and production of general crops is received during the year from

individual farmers.

Six special cotton reports are received during the growing season

from the special field agents, from the State statistical agents, from

the county correspondents, and from township correspondents; and

the first and last of these reports are supplemented by returns from

individual farmers, special correspondents, and a list of cotton ginners

supplied through the courtesy of the Census Bureau, Department of

Commerce and Labor.

HANDLING THE CROP REPORTS.

It has been found necessary during the past }
Tear to thoroughly recast

our methods of handling the crop reports. A gross breach of trust on

the part of one of the responsible employees of the Bureau of Statistics,

involving the misuse for private gain of the confidential reports to

which this person had access, revealed a weak link in the chain. An
entirely new method of handling the reports was devised, which it is

believed makes it practically impossible for such a breach of confidence

to occur in the future.

In the case referred to the prompt dismissal of the culpable official

was followed by the submission to the Department of Justice of the

X AlOOo 7
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whole matter, with a \ it- w to the prosecution of the guiltj party 01

parties. It has thus passed beyond the jurisdiction of this Depart-

ment. It Is hoped thai the law will be found adequate to reach this

class of offenders.

This Department acted with vigor and dispatch when it got evidence

of wrongdoing on the pari of it- own officials, bul we have no evi-

dence of disciplinary or preventive action at the traders' end of the

line, where gamblers interested neither in production nor consump-

tion disturb values to the injury of both, and make loud outcry when

creatures of their own kind corrupt officials to betray confidence for

the love of money. The responsibility for this "leak" is shared by

everyone who, to get money without work, gambles in farm products.

When this form of industry ceases these parasites who tempt Depart-

ment officials will have to work for their bread.

METHOD OF PREPARING REPORTS.

For the purpose of checking up the results of the several sources of

information and reducing the possibility of error to a minimum, the

final results are made up by a crop-reporting board composed of the

Chief Statistician or Chief of the Bureau of Statistics, as chairman,

and four individual members, selected from statisticians and officials

in the Bureau and members of the special field service called to Wash-

ington on report days for that purpose. Thus the plan is to select this

board of four members each report day from an available corps of six

or eight men well trained and thoroughly informed as to crop condi-

tions and as to the relative value and correctness of the reports from

the different corps of correspondents. This board, with several expert

computers, meets on report days in the office of the Statistician under

the personal supervision of the Secretary or the Assistant Secretary.

After the assembling- of the board all reports by States from the

several distinct corps of correspondents are brought together in con-

venient form in parallel columns on final tabulation slips, and the

board is thus provided with several separate estimates covering

the same territory and the same crops, made by the respective corps of

correspondents, each reporting for a territory with which he is thor-

oughly familiar. There are also prepared for the board abstracts of

the reports on each crop by States from the weekly weather-crop

bulletins of the Weather Bureau, issued dming the month. With all

these data before them each individual member of the board computes

separately his own estimate of each crop by States. These reports are

then compared and discussed by the board under the supervision of

the chairman, and the final figures by States are decided upon. It is

interesting- to remark how often the reports from the different corps

of correspondents are very nearly identical and how often the final

figures arrived at by the individual members of the board agree with
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each other. These State estimates, which are in percentages, are then

multiplied into the acreages for their respective States. The sum of

these products is divided by the sum of the acreages giving the per-

centage for the entire crop for the United States.

METHOD OF ISSUING REPORTS.

Reports in relation to cotton thus prepared by the crop- reporting

board are issued on the 3d of each month during the growing season,

and reports relating to the principal farm crops and live stock are pre-

pared and made. public on the 10th day of each month. In order that

the information contained in these reports may be made available

simultaneously throughout the entire United States, and that one part of

the country may not have the advantage over another, they are simul-

taneously handed, at a given hour—as at 12 o'clock noon or 4 o'clock

p. m.—on report days, to all applicants and to the Western Union Tele-

graph Company and the Postal Telegraph Cable Company for trans-

mission to the exchanges and to the press. A mimeograph statement

also containing such estimates of condition or actual production,

together with the corresponding estimates of former years, for com-

parative purposes, is prepared and sent to a mailing list of exchanges,

newspaper publications, and individuals. The same afternoon printed

cards containing the essential facts concerning the most important

crops of the report are mailed to the 77,000 post-offices throughout

the United States for public display, thus placing the most available

information within the farmers' immediate reach.

Promptly after the issuing of the report it, together with other

statistical information of value to the farmer and the country at large,

is published in the "Crop Reporter," an eight-page publication of the

Bureau of Statistics, under the authority of the Secretary of Agricul-

ture. An edition of over 100,000 of this Reporter is distributed to

the correspondents and other interested parties throughout the United

States each month.

CHANGE IN METHODS.

A very great improvement has been made in the special field service

by districting the United States and assigning each of the field agents

to a definite group of States, which they thoroughly travel over and

report on each month. The cotton-producing States have thus been

redistricted and the service augmented and perfected there by the

appointment of two new agents, men widely recognized as having a

thorough knowledge of conditions and of the highest ability and integ-

rity. A special agent has also been appointed for the collection of

statistics of tobacco and has entered upon his duties of supplementing

the reports from the Bureau correspondents by actual observation in the

field. The work of the State statistical agents also is being improved.
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Working in harmony and cooperation with the Census Bureau of

the Department of Commerce and Labor, the compilation of statistics

of the commercial cotton crop has been transferred to the Census

Olli

The resignation of Mr. John Hyde as Statistician was accepted,

ami pending the permanent appointment of a successor to that impor-

tant office Assistant Secretary Hay- was directed to take charge of the

Bureau.

FOREIGN MARKETS.

Required by law to collect and disseminate information concerning

the exporting of the surplus of farm and forest above tin 1 require-

ments of domestic consumption, and concerning the preparation of

such products to meet the special requirements of the various foreign

markets, the Division of Foreign Markets of this Bureau has bee.i of

much service to the producers and the handlers of the agricultural

surplus of this country.

DETAILS OF EXPORTS AND IMPORTS.

The base of the work done is necessarily the assembling and suita-

ble treatment of the statistics of the foreign trade of this country in the

products of farm and forest, and this work has been done in the most

comprehensive way and with all available detail.

During the past eight years special examination has been given to

certain classes of exports. The increasing restrictions of importing

countries against the admittance of packing-house products and live

meat animals have impelled cattle growing and slaughtering interests

to request the aid of this Division; and in partial compliance with this

request a complete statement has been prepared to show the extent

and directions of this export trade during the last fifteen years.

So many inquiries have been received concerning various features

of the exports of agricultural products during a long period of years

that a report has been prepared and published covering the exports

as far back as 1851.

Closely related to the disposal of the agricultural surplus is the

subject of agricultural imports, and all necessary consideration has

been given to this subject, besides utilizing current information. A
compilation has been completed covering the last half century of these

imports.

AVithin the last three years more particular attention has been given

to the trade of the United States proper with its noncontiguous

possessions, in the products of farm and forest.

BALANCE OF TRADE.

A new feature of the examination of statistics of exports and

imports of agricultural products is the presentation of the foreign
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balance ^\' trade in these products for along scries of years. This

had noi been done by any public office or private individual, and the

importance of the matter at once appeared when it was discovered

that the great balances of trade in favor of this country have been

mostly, if not entirely, because of the products of the farm, which

have often been called upon to offset adverse balances in manufactures.

FOREST PRODUCTS.

Particular attention was devoted three years ago to the foreign

trade of this country in forest products, and this subject has been one

in which current information has since been especially utilized. Sta-

tistics in detail of the entire foreign trade in forest products, including

both exports and imports, have been compiled for a period of half a

century.

EXAMINATION OF COMPETING COUNTRIES.

One of the most useful lines of investigation in behalf of exporters

has been an examination of the conditions found in countries which

have a surplus in certain agricultural products which meet those of

this country in common markets.

General agricultural and industrial conditions have been the subjects

of inquiry with regard to Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Spain, Scandi-

navia, Porto Rico, and the Philippine Islands during the past eight

years.

A somewhat allied and more useful and important work has been

undertaken with the object of ascertaining in detail the quantities

and values of all the agricultural imports of the countries which receive

a large share of such imports from the United States, as, for instance,

the United Kingdom, Germany, and the Netherlands.

WHEAT AS A WORLD PROBLEM.

Besides such investigations as the foregoing of general trade com-

petition in certain markets, special investigations have been con-

ducted concerning particular products. Wheat is one of these. A
special agent of the Department spent over a year in Argentina col-

lecting information concerning the production and marketing of wheat,

among other subjects of inquiry.

Wheat again has afforded a special study of its production and pros-

pects in Russia; and, as an important part of the cereal problem of

the world, compendious facts concerning the production of cereals in

principal European countries have undergone suitable assimilation for

public uses.

Sugar is another product of international concern, and information

covering the more important economic features of both beet and cane

sugar production has received a clear and ample, although compact,

presentation in a bulletin prepared in this Division.
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PROBLEMS 01 COTTON < OMPE1 II [ON.

Within very reoeni years no agricultural product bag given to the

world as great a problem as cotton, and on this account cotton produc-

tion, actual and potential, in all of the countries where such produc-

tion is possible, has received a searching examination. The inquiries

made with regard to prospective cotton-growing competition have

not 80 far discovered thai it has any reasonable immediate prospect-.

but rather indicates that if such competition is to arise it will be in

consequence of years of effort and development. Besides this, it

appears that nearly all regions where new production LS attempted

for commercial purposes produce a cotton like the Egyptian.

PAIKY PRODUCTS.

The low position occupied by the dairy products of this country in

principal European markets has excited comment, and the weakness

of their representation in foreign trade statistics has led to a special

examination of this subject by an agent who has spent several years in

England.
PACKINC-llOl'SK K\ PORTS.

In connection with other work done in the interests of cattle grow-

ers and meat packers, particular attention has recently been given to

all of the principal countries of the world which have a surplus of

these products of the farm or ranch for export.

The principal countries of Europe that import packing-house prod-

ucts have afforded a field for a full investigation concerning the kinds,

quantities, and values of such products as enter these countries,

together with sources of such imports among the various exporting

countries of the world.

TARIFF LIMITATIONS.

In every consideration of an export problem it may be and often is

essential that the foreign tariff shall be ascertained and made under-

standable to the public. Work of this sort has been carried on during

the past few years upon a large scale and has embraced the translation

and elucidation of all the tariffs of the world governing the importation

of packing-house products, of grain and grain products, and of fruits

and nuts. A more particular study has been given to packing-house

products than to any other.

TRANSPORTATION OF EXPORTS.

Transportation is a prominent subject with which the attention of

this Division has been occupied within half a dozen years. The object

is to provide the public with useful information concerning the routes

over which the surplus products of the farm go to ports for trans-

portation by water to foreign markets; to explain the methods by
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which shipments are made; to make known the equipment of the

Various ports for handling export, business; to ascertain and make

known the rates charged by railroads for moving freight of this sort;

and also to ascertain for the service of exporters what lines of steam-

ships are in regular operation, to what ports they carry freight, and

what the charges are Tor various descriptions of farm products.

RESIDENT LONDON A.QENT.

This Department maintains a special agent in London for the purpose

of being in closer touch with Old World markets and information, and

has done so for the past four years. Besides reporting the crop new- of

other countries he is engaged from time to time upon special inquiries

which are of practical concern to producers and exporters in this

country.
GROWING SPECIAL SERVICES.

Along with numerous special lines of work carried on and devel-

oped within the Bureau has grown a correspondence with persons in

all parts of this country who are in pursuit of special information,

and in this way a public service has developed which has assumed

proportions of considerable size and of increasing utility.

THE LIBRARY.

For the advancement of work in the Department all important pub-

lications relating to agriculture and to the sciences upon which it is

based are necessary. General treatises, technical monographs, and

new scientific periodicals must be available as laboratory tools for the

up-to-date investigators in agricultural science. Over 4,000 such

books and pamphlets, including publications of scientific societies,

have been added to the Department library during the past year.

This growth has been steadily maintained for the past ten }
Tears,

resulting in a collection of works relative to agriculture, agricultural

education and research, as well as the kindred sciences, not elsewhere

to be found in the country. The collections of works relating to

special sciences such as economic entomology, zoology, veterinary

science, and botany are of exceptional excellence, both as to size and

the number of valuable books of early and late dates.

To facilitate the use of this valuable material, card catalogues, ref-

erence lists, and bulletins are maintained and kept as nearly up-to-

date as possible.

The present quarters are inadequate for housing this collection of

87,000 books and pamphlets and insufficient in the accommodations for

readers and the staff' in charge of these books. In addition to space

for this valuable possession of the Department, the protection of a

fireproof building is most urgent. Such protection, however, will

soon be provided by the new Department building.
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The resources of the Library are not only made available to Bcien

ti>u at a distance through the system <>t' interlibrary l<>:m>, whenei

it is possible to do bo without interference with the work of the

Department, hut information is also constantly forwarded in respon

bo letters from all parts of the country. The reference work of the

Library has more than doubled in this direction during the past two
years as the facilities for meeting the demands have increased.

The publication of a quarterly bulletin of accessions, which Is a

representative list of current agricultural literature, and of the index

cards to the Department publications has been continued. The latter

publication, numbering upward of five thousand cards, is of especial

value to agricultural colleges, experiment stations, public Libraries,

I libraries of institutions receiving the Department publications.

These cards furnish a permanent index which can be incorporated

with the public card catalogue of any library.

The wide distribution of our publications, especially to institutions

and scientific societies in this country and abroad and to foreign gov-

ernments, has resulted in the receipt of a very large number of

transactions, periodicals, and foreign documents, which have added

much valuable material to the tiles of periodicals and other serials in

the Library. India, Japan, Australia, and Africa, together with

other less remote countries, have generously contributed reports of

their work in agriculture in exchange for the printed results of work

done by the Department. The foreign mailing lists of the Depart-

ment being in charge of the Librarian, a system of exchanges is thus

maintained which is of great benefit to the Library.

OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS.

Probably no field of work is of greater interest to the public at large

than the improvement of our highways. The Office of Public Roads,

as now constituted, represents a distinct stage in the development of

the work undertaken by the Federal Government in 1893 bj^the estab-

lishment of the Office of Road Inquiry. At the time of the establish-

ment of the Office, the lack of a knowledge of existing conditions

was a serious hindrance to an intelligent application of any plan for

road improvement. The name originally chosen for the Office was

suggestive of the purpose of Congress, which was to inquire into

systems of road management throughout the United States, and into

methods of road making, and to disseminate information as to the

results of such inquiries.

The most important result which has been attained up to this time,

whether produced by influence in or outside of the Office of Public

Road Inquiries, is that the people in all parts of the country are now
interested in the subject of road improvement, and are seeking such

information as will enable them to carry on the work along intelligent
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lines. It was found, therefore, that the collection of information

must of necessity become only one feature of the work of the Office,

and that facilities must be provided for answering as well as awaken-

ing inquiries. At the same time the necessity for demonstrating

scientific and economical methods of road construction instead of more

agitation has been clearly established.

EXPERT ADVICE AM) OBJECT-LESSON ROAD WORK.

The work of the Office is primarily educational in character. Its

province is to detail engineers and experts to give information and

advice. Whenever there is any question as to what road material is

best suited for the local conditions, samples of all the available mate-

rials may be sent to the laboratory of the Office, where tests will be

made to determine the selection of the best material. In the majority

of cases the detail of an engineer or expert to make a preliminary

investigation and give advice is all that is required. There are, how-

ever, communities where it has been found advisable to supplement

advice by a practical demonstration of effective road building.

OBJECT-LESSON ROADS.

To meet this need the object-lesson method was adopted on the fol-

lowing plan: A section of road is selected for improvement, and after

the proper surveys and estimates have been made by an engineer of

the Office, expert foremen and machinery operators are sent out in

charge of modern road-building machinery, and the local officials are

taught by actual demonstration every step in the proper construction

of a road. Absolutely no expense is incurred by the Federal Govern-

ment in this work except for the salaries and expenses of the Govern-

ment employees, the local communities being required to furnish the

right of way, all common labor, teams, materials, etc., used in the

work.

The total number of experimental and object-lesson roads built under

the direction of the Office since its organization is 96, with a total

length of about 39 miles. The roads were built in 28 States, the

materials used in construction being shells, gravel, brick, oil, tar, sand-

clay, marl, stone, burned clay, slag, and steel track.

Four complete road-building outfits were placed in the field at the

beginning of the past fiscal year, and their work has continued without

interruption. Twenty-one sections of road have been built during the

year in nine States, the total length being a little over 9 miles. In

the construction of these roads a variety of materials was used, such

as stone, shale, burnt clay, sand-clay, shells, gravel, and marl. The
detailed reports submitted by the engineers in charge of work show a

maximum cost of 98 cents and an average cost of 55 cents per square

yard for macadam roads, while the average cost of sand-clay roads is
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shown to be • cents. The only burnt clay road constructed was built

at a 0OSl of 20 cents per square yard.

In the work done under Government direction there was of ne<

Bit} a great variation in cost on account of the difference in cost of

labor ami teaming, amount of grading required, length of haul, and

general efficiency of labor.

Since the passage of the act of Congress approved March '>. 1905,

creating the Office <>i' Public Roads, steps have been taken to place the

held work on a inoiv systematic and businesslike basis than hereto-

fore. This has been t<> some extent accomplished by Increasing the

force of engineers ami experts and decreasing the number of men
detailed as public speakers and lecturers.

A circular of instruction defining object-lesson road work and expert

advice within the meaning of the act of Congress, and setting forth

the terms under which this Otlice is prepared to grant assistance IS

sent out in answer to Inquiries on the subject. A blank form of

application for expert advice and assistance has been prepared, which

is required in every instance to be filled out and signed by the local

authorities.

The construction work is at present under the management of

trained engineers, who are assisted by experts qualified to operate all

road-building machinery. When an object-lesson or experimental

road is to be built, complete surveys, plans, specifications, and esti-

mates are prepared and the fullest preliminary information is obtained.

As far as practicable itineraries are made up for each party' in the

field, covering a considerable period of time, in order that the greatest

amount of work may be accomplished with the least expenditure of

time and money. The work is planned so that it may be carried on

in the North in summer and in the South in winter, thus avoiding

interruption as much as possible.

There appears to be a growing need for the construction and main-

tenance of roads in the forest reserves. In view of the fact that the

Office is maintaining a gradually increasing corps of competent high-

way engineers and experts, it would seem to be a wise arrangement to

utilize the services of these men, wherever practicable, in the construc-

tion and maintenance of roads in the forest reserves and other areas

which are now or which may hereafter come under Government

control.

Heretofore machinery has been borrowed from the manufacturers

who have been willing to lend it for the construction of the object-

lesson roads. Transportation for men and machinery has usually

been secured free of charge from the railroad companies, who have

generally shown themselves ready to cooperate on the ground that

improved highways directly benefit them. The practice of borrowing

machinery and of depending upon free transportation is not, however,
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the best policy. Gratuitous assistance inevitably tends to hamper

thai freedom of action on the part of the beneficiary which is essential

to the proper performance of the work intrusted to public officials.

A plan for Leasing machinery at a certain per cent per annum of the

Iis1 price is being favorably considered, and, if the request for an

additional appropriation to make this arrangement possible is granted,

it is probable that ten outfits of machinery will he secured and placed

in the field. It has been ascertained that this plan is perfectly feasi-

ble, and that the machinery can be secured at a fair and reasonable

rental. Should the recommendation in regard to an appropriation to

cover freight charges meet with approval the old practice of free

transportation will he aholished.

EXPERIMENTAL FIELD WORK.

There are vast areas in the country in which stone is not availahle

for road making, and in only a few localities has it been found prac-

ticable to overcome the difficulty, on account of the cost of transpor-

tation. In such cases the problem is how to obtain a suitable substitute.

In some sections of the South roads have been built of mixtures of

sand and clay. These roads have generally proved satisfactory, and

the efforts of the Office have been directed toward originating special

methods for putting such materials to use.

In the great Mississippi Delta the use of burned clay or gumbo has

been introduced, under the direction of the Office, with what would

seem to be marked success. This is shown by the results obtained on

an experimental burned-clay road constructed at Clarksdale, Miss.

Previous to the construction of this road experiments had been made
in the laboratory of the Office to determine the best method of burn-

ing the clay. This experiment may possibly prove of value to other

parts of the country, for instance, in many of the prairie States, in

which no other form of road-building material is available. The
report from the South on this special form of construction has been

most encouraging, one county alone having appropriated $25,000 to be

expended principally in this way in the immediate future. Roads of

this nature are said to be more economical, efficient, and lasting than

gravel roads which have been constructed in the same section.

In addition to the study of the various methods of construction and

their application to those large sections of the countiy which at pres-

ent enjo}^ few if any improved roads, considerable attention has been

given to problems in the maintenance of roads. These have particu-

larly to do with the suppression of dust, which has already become in

some localities such a nuisance as to warrant considerable expenditure

for its cessation. This is a question that has already received the

attention of the French Government road engiueers, as well as those
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in England and elsewhere, for tin- past Beven <>r eight years. It is

now occupy ing the attention of highway engineers in this oountrj

\ treatment which will retain the dust <>n the surface of a macadam

or gravel road is of special value at present, owing to the great dam-

done t>» such roads by motor-car traffic, which h:is the effect of

loosening the dust to such an extent as to seriously damage the road.

Extensive experiments for la\ ing dust by the application of oil and

coal tar on macadam and earth road surfaces have been conducted by

this Office during the past year at Jackson, Tenn.. and it i> hoped that

the data and information to be obtained from these experiments will

be of great interest and value. In this connection it might be men-

tioned that perhaps more inquiries are received concerning the use of

oil and tar than on any other phase of the work of this Office. At pres-

ent there exist little or no exact data on this subject, but it is believed

that the experiments referred to will in a great measure answer many

of the questions that are now in doubt.

There are at present a number of patented solutions which are recom-

mended to lav the dust on roads more effectively and economically than

water sprinkling. It is expected that investigations will be carried on

in the laboratory of this Office to ascertain the relative effect of various

chemicals which may be used in sprinkling streets and roads.

INSTRUCTION IN HIGHWAY ENGINEERING.

In crder to secure engineers having the necessary technical training

as a basis, and to supplement such training by special work in highway

engineering under the direction of the Office, the plan has been adopted

oi' appointing graduates of reputable engineering colleges to the posi-

tion of civil engineer student in the Office of Public Roads. These

young men are required to pass rigid competitive examinations before

entering the service and receive practical and scientific instruction and

w >rk for the period of one year, this being in the nature of a gradu-

ate course in highway engineering. At the end of that time they are

given a certificate in the nature of a diploma, and may be retained in

the service without further examination.

The work of these students includes personal inspection and reports

in detail of the methods of construction carried on by different State

highway commissions in the States where such work has been system-

atized and put upon a practical basis. They are also required to make

surveys and estimates of the actual cost of building roads under vari-

ous local conditions. Thorough training in methods of testing the

various qualities of road materials is acquired by actual work in the

laboratory, so that the value of the different physical properties of

the materials may be made clear to them. The work of these engineer

students is of great assistance to the Office, in addition to being of

much practical value to the public at large.
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It is of the utmost importance that th^ great sums of money appro-

priated for road improvement throughout the country should be

expended wisely, under the direction of properly qualified men. At

the present time the number of trained highway engineers is entirely

inadequate to meet the demand. It will be of inestimable value to the

public if the Office can provide even a few such men each year.

Instruction in highway engineering in schools and colleges through-

out the country should receive greater attention at the present time,

owing to the rapid development of road building. The Office, so far as

its limited facilities permit, will cooperate with the various educational

institutions in placing this branch of education on an adequate basis

and in inaugurating highway work.

TESTING OF MATERIALS AND SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS.

One very important feature of the development of the work of the

Office has been the testing of materials available for roads in different

parts of the country and the investigation of special qualities which

are necessary if the most successful results are to be obtained. A large

number of tests have been made on all the different kinds of materials

which are in use in the construction of highwa}T
s, and in addition to

these routine tests a number of important and valuable investigations

have been carried on. By far the greater number of tests have been

made for the benefit of State and municipal authorities who have

evinced a desire to obtain accurate data to enable them to make a care-

ful and wise selection of the best material at hand. The best indica-

tion of the importance of this work is shown by the fact that many of

the State governments are establishing laboratories and conducting

work along the same general lines that have been followed in the

laboratory here.

The equipment of machinery necessary for testing road materials is

also available for testing other materials of construction relating to

agriculture, and thus duplication of equipment is avoided by extend-

ing the scope of the work of the Division of Tests. It has been pos-

sible to undertake several investigations which bear directly upon

problems that the farmers of the country have to face.

For some time past numerous complaints from a variety of sources

have reached the Department concerning the inferior lasting quality

of the steel-wire fencing offered in the market at the present time.

Preliminary inquiry showed that these claims were well founded, and

a thorough investigation was ordered. Enough has already boon

accomplished to show that the farmers will derive great benefit from

this work.

The interest of manufacturers has been aroused to the extreme

importance of this matter, and measures are already being taken in

many of the leading manufactories to bring about an improvement in
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the conditions complained of, When it is considered thai much of the

wire which was produced thirtj yi till in good condition,

whereas the life of wire put on the market in more recent years is

often not longer than two to seven years, the money saving to the

farmers of the country that will be brought about by the improi

ment in present conditions becomes apparent.

The faot that in many parts of the country it is difficult to procure

wood for fence posts, added to the fad thai wooden posts rapidly

decay, has stimulated the desire to present the farmers with simple

information and directions that will enable them to make use of rein-

forced concrete. Reinfprced-concrete fence posts of various typ

have been made in the laboratories and tested.

One of the most important qualities possessed by rocks which ren-

der them useful for macadam-road building is that of binding power.

A study of this important quality has been one of the principal sub-

jects of investigation by the Division of Tests, and several valuable

bulletins have been published setting forth the results obtained. In

the course of this work it was observed that whim some rocks are

ground to very line powders they undergo certain decompositions,

owing to the action of water. In view of the fact that many of our

large rock deposits are rich in potash, and in view of the extent to

which these decompositions are found to take place, it becomes apparent

that if the rocks are subjected to a process of fine grinding it is pos-

sible that they may be directly available as fertilizers.

The importance of this subject of investigation can not be overesti-

mated, when it is considered that no original source of potash exists

in this country to-day and that we are entirely dependent upon for-

eign sources of supply for all the potash used annually by our farmers

and growers. The further investigation of the possible source of sup-

ply will be vigorously pushed in the various bureaus of the Depart-

ment which are especially equipped for carrying on work of this

nature. Under the stimulus of the cement industry, which has grown

to enormous proportions in this country, the development of machin-

ery for grinding rock to fine powders has made rapid strides within

the past few years, and it is now possible to consider the feasibility,

from an economic standpoint, of grinding material which a few years

ago would have been out of the question.

In view of the growing importance of the cement industry to-day it

is necessary to prosecute studies and inquiries into the actual constitu-

ents and character of Portland cement, and to this end an agent of the

Office was assigned to work on this subject.

It is proposed during the next fiscal year to carry out investigations

along the same general lines, adding from time to time other problems

of a similar nature in so far as time and equipment will permit.
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COLLECTION OF [NFORMATION.

While it is known in a general way that sonic parts of the country

have progressed much further than others in the matter of road im-

provement, there is Little available information regarding what has

been accomplished in the various States and comities. If comprehen-

sive statistics were available it would be shown that large sums of

money are annually wasted in some sections, while in others surpris-

ingly satisfactory results are obtained at a moderate cost. The Office

is now collecting information from every county in the United States

in regard to the mileage of .improved and unimproved roads, the

amount of cash tax, bonds issued, and other information of a similar

nature. No more telling" argument for reform in wasteful methods

can be adduced than to bring home to every county just what results

they are obtaining as compared with the results obtained by other

counties at a similar cost. This information, which is now being com-

piled, will be published for each State as soon as completed.

CONVENTIONS.

Government participation in road conventions and the organization

of road associations has been considerably curtailed during the past

year. Such participation does not seem to be justified when the sole

object of the meeting is agitation for the purpose of influencing

legislation. Aside from the propriety of the case the results achieved

through speeches by Government employees at popular gatherings of

this character can scarcely be considered as having a marked influence

upon the progress of road improvement in the United States.

There is, however, a field of real usefulness to be reached byr means
of speakers and lecturers of the Office. Road organizations serve a

useful purpose in arousing the people to a realization of the need for

better roads. The problem that is most serious to rural communities,

and one which it should be the province of specially equipped emplo}-

ees to explain at meetings of local officers and taxpayers, is what they

need, how to go about getting it, and what their roads will cost.

These speakers should be so well equipped that they can give definite

and concise information, on which the local committees may act with

safety.

Another branch of this work capable of beneficial results is a coop-

erative s}^stem of lectures in engineering schools throughout the coun-

try. As already stated, the demand for skilled highway engineers is

already in excess of the supply and the educational institutions of the

country should take prompt and adequate steps to meet the situation.

Aside from the engineering features, there are many economic ques-

tions involved that should be brought out in lectures to students who
intend to devote their lives to highway work.
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Much of the work embraced in the M-<>p<- of the Office i- of a scien-

tific and technical nature and involves original thought and investiga-

tion. Papers should be prepared and read at the meetings of dentine

bodies, and properly qualified members of the Office should keep in

touch with organizations having under consideration matters bearing

in any way upon the purposes for which the Office was established.

OFFICE OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

RELATIONS WITH AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

The work of the Office of Experiment Stations has greatly increased

during the past eight years, partly by the extension of its business

along lines previously established and partly by the addition of new
functions. The Office was established to be a clearing house for the

agricultural experiment stations organized under the act of Congress

of L887, and as such it has accomplished much valuable service. This

Office is charged with the supervision of the Federal funds granted to

the experiment stations and issues a considerable number of publica-

tions based on their work. The policy has been to make the superx i-

sion of these funds more strict and to insist on their application to

agricultural research. The result is that the stations have been greatly

strengthened as research departments of the agricultural colleges, and

their experimental work has been so successful as to win the support

of a very large constituency of intelligent farmers. The States have

thus been led to supplement the funds granted to the stations by Con-

gress, until now the annual resources of the stations from sources

within the States are equal to those derived from the National Treas-

ury. While many forces have contributed to this end, the influence

of the Department is generally acknowledged as an important factor

in determining the success and prosperity of the stations and in making

our experiment-station system the strongest and most efficient in the

world.

It is fitting in discussing the relations of the Department with the

stations to call attention to the great influence the latter have had in

bringing home to the people the results accomplished. Not only have

the stations been a vital factor in making the Department's work more
elt'ective, but they have by their own investigations lifted American

agriculture to a higher plane.

The Department is cooperating in many ways with practically all of

the stations, and as time goes on this work is bound to increase. The
stations have now reached a critical point in their development, and

they need and will receive all the assistance the Department can give

them. In the increasing demand for more light on agricultural prac-

tices and the growing interest in rural life generally, the stations must

have the means for meeting these demands. It is hoped that Congress
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will recognize this need, :is it is already being recognized tfy some of

the States themselves. There Is no direction in which public moneys
can be appropriated that will bring more certain and lasting returns

than in helping the State experiment stations to do more research work.

The close relations which the Department has held with the stations

in recent years lias naturally led to a great increase in the number and

extent of the enterprises in which the Department and stations have

cooperated. By this means the range and effectiveness of many agri-

cultural investigations have been enlarged, and it has been possible to

bring the Department's work into vital touch with agricultural indus-

tries and agricultural people.

PROMOTION OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.

The period covered in this review has witnessed very great activity

in the development of agricultural education by the reduction to peda-

gogical form of the great mass of educational material accumulated

by this Department, the experiment stations, and similar agencies in

many countries; by the enlargement and better organization of agri-

cultural faculties in our colleges; by the providing of more adequate

buildings, apparatus, illustrative material, and other equipment for

agricultural instruction, and by the extension of agricultural courses

to the lower schools.

The Department has been active in promoting this educational

development in various ways, and the Office of Experiment Stations,

through its intimate relations with the agricultural colleges, has natu-

rall}T taken a leading part in this work.

Since the permanent success of agriculture depends on the intelli-

gence and technical knowledge of the farmers, the Department can

engage in no more important work than to aid in arousing agricul-

tural people to a keen sense of the importance of establishing in this

country a system of public education which will make men and women
not only intelligent citizens but also efficient and successful workers

in agriculture and the other industries which must ever engage the

attention of the great mass of the population. This Department and

the experiment stations are largely engaged in gathering the materials

which will constitute the future of education in agriculture, and the

permanent impression which their work will make on agricultural

practice will be largely determined by their success in incorporating

the results which they obtain in courses of instruction to be given the

youth in agricultural colleges and schools. The Office of Experiment
Stations has been encouraged to ally itself as closely as possible with

the movement for the extension of agricultural education among the

colleges and in the public schools, and the. Department will this year

recommend to Congress that provision be made for a more active

3 a1905 8
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propaganda by this Offioe in the interests of agricultural education,

for it is certain thai active work in this direction will produce far-

reaching results in the Dear future.

AID TO FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

Recent years have also witnessed the development of a great system

of popular agricultural education for the adult farmer through the

farmers' institutes which are now held throughout the country and

annually attended by about a million men and women engaged in

agricultural pursuits. With the growth of the research work of this

Department and the experiment stations it has become very evident

that publications alone would not meet the demand for information

regarding improved methods of agriculture and the ways in which

the results of scientific investigation may be applied to agricultural

practice. The absence of agricultural instruction in the schools and

the coming on to the farms of millions of people from foreign lands,

together with the widespread interest in the results of agricultural

research, have made it necessary that means be devised for giving

agricultural people instruction by word of mouth which will enable

them to understand and utilize the information so largely given out

in the publications of this Department and the stations.

For this purpose the farmers' institutes established under public

authority in the States and Territories furnish an agency of great use-

fulness. It has therefore seemed highly desirable that this Depart-

ment should ally itself closely with the farmers' institutes, and make
them efficient instruments for the wide diffusion of the knowledge

gained by the Department and other agencies for agricultural research.

With this end in view a farmers' institute specialist was appointed two

years ago in the Office of Experiment Stations, and efforts have been

made to place at the disposal of the institute lecturers the information

gained by the Department in many lines.

ESTABLISHMENT AND PROGRESS OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS IN ALASKA,

HAWAII, AND PORTO RICO.

Under various acts of Congress provision was made for agricultural

experiment stations in Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto Rico, and the stations

were established in Alaska in 1898 and in Hawaii and Porto Rico in

1901. Their administrative control was placed in the Office of Experi-

ment Stations, and a Division of Insular Stations was created.

The headquarters of the Alaska stations were established at Sitka,

and branch stations were undertaken at Kenai, Copper Center, and

Rampart. In Alaska the first problem was the introduction of agri-

culture. With a few exceptions about some of the larger villages,
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little had been attempted in the way of gardening, and nothing done

on an extensive scale. Much pioneer work in the way of clearing,

fencing, building, etc., was necessary at all these places, bul attention

was given from the first to the introduction of varieties of economic

plants thai were thought promising for this country. When tried and

found adapted to the prevailing conditions they were distributed as

far as possible, and the settlers urged to take up their cultivation.

For a time the principal investigations were with garden vegetables,

and it has been demonstrated that the growing of hardy vegetables is

possible over a great portion of Alaska as far north as the Arctic

Circle. This has made possible a wide extension of gardening, and

many villages owe their present supply of fresh vegetables to the

demonstration of the experiment stations.

Cereal growing has also been taken up and found practicable away
from the coast, rye, barley, and oats having matured every year at

the Rampart Station, although situated at 65° 30' north latitude. The
climatic conditions at Sitka not warranting extensive experiments with

cereals, horticultural crops of various kinds are being investigated, and

nurseries of hardy fruits, berries, etc., have been established. In addi-

tion to introductions, experiments in plant breeding with native fruits

are being carried on with promise of success. Soil studies made over

large tracts have shown that the seemingly rich soils are peaty and

often quite acid. Methods of treatment for correcting the faulty

conditions have been found, and the station's results are being widely

adopted. Experiments in animal husbandry and dairying have been

begun and will be developed as the facilities of the stations will admit.

In Hawaii the station was located adjoining Honolulu, on a tract of

land set aside for the purpose by the Territorial authorities. The
work in Hawaii has been along the line of the development of agricul-

tural industries, to supplement sugar-cane growing and to secure a

greater diversification of crops. The station's experiments with

tobacco, although only carried on for the past two years, seem to indi-

cate that it is entirely feasible to grow a type of cigar tobacco but

little, if any, inferior to the average product of Cuba. Previous experi-

ments with tobacco had failed, but with attention to varieties, soils,

curing, and fermentation a product was secured that was given high

rank by experts. Successful efforts to introduce forage plants for the

stock ranges have been noted in a number of instances, and a promi-

nent stockman says the success along this one line is worth many times

over what the station has cost. Through the station, bananas from
Central America have been introduced to supplant the varieties in cul-

tivation for markets of California, Oregon, Washington, etc. The
local varieties do not bear shipping well and the Central American
varieties are superior in this respect. An effort is being made to

develop the growing of citrus fruits for local use, the supply now
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coming almost wholly from California. Investigations are being made
of fungous and insect pests, soils, etc., and many matters of great

importance have been discovered and the results given to the public.

The Porto Rico Station was tirst Located on a fcract of leased land

aear Rio Piedras, but after a year it was permanently established at

Mayaguez, whore a plantation of about 240 acres was furnished by the

insular authorities. One of the chief problems in Porto Pico has

been the introduction of improved methods of agricultural practi

To supply information along this line experiments have been inaugu-

rated with nearly all agricultural and horticultural crops grown on

the island, and also with others believed to be adapted to the condi-

tions. It has been possible to suggest methods whereby increased

production with several crops can be secured with but little more

labor and expense than that usually given. Insect pests have been

studied and means found for combating a number of the more destruc-

tive ones. Experiments with coffee have been in progre^- ever >ince

the station was established, and trees under investigation yielded double

the crop obtained from others in the same plantation. The means by

which this result was obtained were pruning, cultivation, and fertiliz-

ing, and they may be readily followed by any grower. A large collec-

tion of economic tropical plants has been brought together, permit-

ting a comparison of varieties, testing their adaptability, and making

possible plant-breeding work on an extensive scale. Experiments

with horses, cattle, and pigs have been begun and will be extended as

opportunity offers. Other experiments under way are with legu-

minous plants for forage and rotation crops, rice growing, citrus and

other fruits, vegetables, etc. The value of tile drainage has been

shown by- a demonstration on part of the station farm. This was

the first piece of tile drain in Porto Rico, and its efficiency is well

recognized.

All the insular stations cooperate in various ways with our Bureaus,

giving a wider field to the investigations of the Department, while the

stations receive the benefit of our more extensive resources. These

stations are all becoming centers of information and demonstration in

their several localities, and their power for good is already recognized.

PROGRESS IN NUTRITION INVESTIGATIONS.

The nutrition investigations have been conducted on a cooperative

plan by which work has been undertaken in nineteen States and three

Territories, in which the Department has been associated with experi-

ment stations, agricultural colleges, universities, and other educational

institutions, philanthropic associations, hospitals, and institutions for

charity and correction. The Department funds have been supple-

mented in various ways, including the use of laboratories, apparatus,
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and the time of investigators, as well as by State appropriations and

funds derived from other sources.

During the pasl eight years the work has developed very materially

both in scope and in the importance of the results obtained. During
this lime some 200 dietary si udiea have been made and not far from 800

experiments in which the digestibility of different foods was deter

mined with healthy men under normal conditions. Over To experi-

ments with the respiration calorimeter have been completed with 9

different subjects covering a period of two hundred and nine days,

during which lime the total income and outgo of both matter and

energy have been measured and studied. Many experiments have also

been made regarding the changes which take place when meat, vege-

tables, and flour and other cereal products are cooked in different

ways, and considerable attention has been devoted to the compilation of

the results of Department work, as well as that of other investigator-.

As the nutrition investigations have developed it has been found

in the main desirable to concentrate resources upon several problems

which have seemed of special importance and to cooperate with

institutions where conditions were particularly favorable.

The experiments which have been carried on in California have

demonstrated the fact that both fruits and nuts may furnish a con-

siderable portion of the diet at a reasonable cost.

A large number of studies made at the Maine and Minnesota experi-

ment stations have shown that, with all classes of wheat, white bread

furnishes the body with more protein and energy, pound for pound,

than whole wheat or Graham flour ground from the same lot of grain,

since an}^ deficiency in the composition of the white flour is more than

offset by its more thorough digestion. Investigations with cereal

breakfast foods have also shown that the different commercial brands

differ little in real nutritive value, though the}?' differ widely in cost

and quite considerably, in method of manufacture. The different

kinds of bread have been shown to be wholesome and economical

foods, and the same may be said of the standard breakfast foods, the

use of different kinds of breads and breakfast foods being an easy

way to secure that variety in the diet which is considered important as

well as pleasing.

The Tennessee investigations have demonstrated that dried legumes

(beans, peas, and cowpeas) are quite thoroughly digested and are eco-

nomical sources of vegetable protein. The thoroughness with which

they are assimilated depends in considerable degree upon the method
of preparation, being greatest when the legumes are so thoroughly

cooked that they are readily masticated and thoroughly mixed with

the digestive juices of the stomach and intestinal tract.

A.8 shown by the investigations at the University of Illinois, the

losses which meat sustains when cooked in hot water are greater than
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nlit'n «hy heal is used, as in roasting or baking, though in all cases the

losses of nutrients are small. Dry heat applied in different ways

develops flavor to a greater extent than cooking in hot water. The
different kinds and cuts of meat differ somewhat in the thoroughness

with which thej are digested, as do meats cooked in different way.-.

However, it may be said that meats as a class arc very thoroughly

assimilated by tin- average man under normal conditions.

The experiments carried on at Middletown, Conn., with the aid of

the respiration calorimeter have furnished very accurate data regard-

ing the actual energy requirements of the body, the relative energy

production at work ami at rest, sleeping and waking, and under other

conditions; the normal variations in body temperature, effect of vary-

in- amounts of carbon dioxid and moisture in the air upon bodily

comfort, the relation between food consumption and excretory prod-

ucts, and similar topics; they have also supplied valuable data for the

discussion of problems of ventilation and hygiene. Recently, as a

part of this work, very important and useful factors have been

deduced with which it is possible to compute the carbon dioxid and

energy output of man at rest and performing muscular work of dill'er-

ent degrees of severity, and also the energy expended per day by men
engaged in any one of the ordinary occupations or trades. When
these quantities are known it is possible to form an estimate of the

actual food requirements.

ESTABLISHMENT AND DEVELOPMENT OF IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE

INVESTIGATIONS.

In 1897 Congress appropriated $10,000 to enable this Department to

investigate irrigation laws and irrigation practice. The present Irri-

gation and Drainage Investigations, for which $74,200 was appropriated

in 1905, is the outgrowth of this initial appropriation. It was the

beginning of systematic study by the General Government of the

agricultural and legal features of irrigation—the two features which

have a controlling influence on the peace and enduring prosperity of

irrigated districts.

The need of more definite information on these subjects was shown
in the wide discrepancy of view regarding the duty of water as exhibited

in court decrees fixing water rights and in the water-right contracts of

canal companies, the quantity allowed for the irrigation of an acre of

land one year varying all the way from enough to cover it to a depth

of 6 inches to enough to cover it to a depth of 500 feet. The value of

these measurements of the duty of water has been shown in prevent-

ing decrees for excessive amounts of water and the chaos, injustice,

and unending litigation which came from decisions and agreements

which gave one man more than he could use profitably and another

less than his crops required.
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These measurements of the quantity <>i' water used in ordinary prac-

tice have been followed by more careful experiments to determine tho

frequency of irrigation and the amount of water which should be

applied at each irrigation in order to get the besl results. The object

of these investigal ions is to furnish the informal ion needed to establish

a proper system of rotation, prevent the injury of land by excessive

use of water, and reduce to a minimum the losses from seepage and

evaporation.

Accompanying the measurements of the duty of water have been

measurements of the losses from seepage and evaporation in canals

and ditches. These losses were far greater than had been commonly
supposed, amounting in many instances to more than half the water

turned in the head-gates.

The determination of seepage losses has been followed by experi-

ments in the lining and puddling of ditches to lessen such losses,

which have been an active agency in improving this feature of irriga-

tion practice and increasing the service which streams will render. It

has also retarded the extension of the area injured by seepage water

and alkali.

An important feature of irrigation development in the United States

is that each year thousands of acres of new land have to be cleared of

brush, graded, and ditched for the distribution of water. Another

fact is that much of this work is done by settlers to whom the whole

subject of irrigation is strange and new. Nothing could have been

more wasteful than to leave each of these beginners to find out for

himself how to do this work, and the Department has rendered valu-

able aid by the publication of practical bulletins describing the tools

and methods of clearing and grading land, giving the cost of this work,

and explaining the methods of applying water suited to different soils,

crops, and climates. The information given in these bulletins has been

collected in widely separated sections of the country and includes prac-

tically every method of applying water to be found in this or any other

irrigated country.

The studies of irrigation laws and irrigation institutions have in-

cluded the collection of facts showing the character and amount of the

water rights and the methods of their establishment in the different

Western States. Having the facts before them, the people of those

States have been able to determine what sort of legislation was

required for their improvement, and it has been the policy of the

Department to let these facts furnish their own argument, the Depart-

ment confining itself to the statement of the general principles which

should underlie the control and management of public water supplies.

It is not possible to speak certainly regarding the influence which

these investigations have exerted, but it is known that in the eight

years since they were begun there has been a progressive interest in
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the reform of irrigation statutes and in the laws and customs which

rmine the relations of irrigators t<> each other. The facts pre-

sented in the official bulletins of this Department have been largely

quoted and the laws enacted have been in harmony with the genera]

policy advocated by this Department.

Irrigation and drainage are inseparable. In every irrigated district

some lands have to be drained. Without this the soil water rises to

the surface and renders the land unproductive from excess of water or

alkali. The drainage investigation grew out of need for plans f< r

removing the excess of water coming from seepage and waste on irri-

gated tields. It has been extended to embrace the entire country,

where in many sections drainage is a fundamental necessity if the full

productiveness of the soil is to be secured. The drainage problems

which have been dealt with have included the preparation of plans and

giving expert advice about large projects and the making of studies

to determine tin 4 feasibility of drainage and the methods to be followed

in many parts of the Mississippi Valley.

Experiments are also being made to determine how far drainage

can be made to protect hillsides from the destructive effects of erosion.

In the whole United States there are about 100,000,000 acres of

swamped and overflowed lands which can be reclaimed only through

drainage, which will change these from unhealthful and worthless

areas into some of the most productive farm lands in the country.

To these two branches of rural engineering there was added last

year the study of farm machinery and appliances used in agriculture.

The tools and implements used on the American farm cost approxi-

mately $100,000j000 'i year. The farmer must make this large outlay

because it is only through this means that he can offset the scarcity

and high price of farm labor; but farm implements are becoming each

year more complex and costly and require a greater knowledge of

mechanical principles to select and use them. The purpose of this

work is to aid the present generation of farmers in acquiring this

know ledge and to aid the agricultural colleges and experiment stations

in the preparation of courses of instruction for the more effective

equipment of the coming generation.

NEW BUILDINGS FOR THE DEPARTMENT.

The need of better buildings for the Department of Agriculture

has long been felt. For the past fourteen or fifteen years attention

has been called from time to time to the inadequate structures, espe-

cially in so far as relates to laboratory uses. Six years ago systematic

effort was undertaken to secure buildings commensurate with the needs

of the Department. Preliminary appropriations were made for plans,

which were followed eventually by appropriations for the buildings

themselves. The Department now has under construction two wings,
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constituting a part <>t* a series of buildings which, when completed,

it is believed will meet the requirements of the work. Every effort

has been made to have these buildings constructed will) due regard to

the important work which the Department is conducting and in recog-

nition of the fact thai Washington itself is destined to have a system

of public buildings second to none in the world. The present struc-

tures, which will cost about $1,500,000, will be completed in two

years, and by that time it is hoped that further appropriations will be

available for a continuation of the building work inaugurated.

GROWTH OF THE DEPARTMENT.

The history of this Department's growth during the past eight

}
rears may be epitomized in the statement that the appropriations for

its use have increased from $2,500,000 in 1897 to considerably over

$6,000,000 in 1905, and that this increase in appropriations has been

accompanied by a much greater increase in the amount of work done.

Not only has the work of the Department been vastly augmented,

but its scope has been correspondingly broadened and its practical

value heightened.

Another interesting evidence of the growth of the Department during

the past eight years is afforded by the records of the appointment clerk's

office. These show that the total number of persons on the rolls of

the Department of Agriculture July 1, 1905, was 5,446. Of this num-

ber those rated as scientists and scientific assistants numbered 2,326.

On July 1, 1897, the total number of persons on the rolls of the Depart-

ment was 2,443, of which number those rated as scientists and scientific

assistants numbered 925. These figures show an increase in the total

force during these eight years of 3,003 persons, while the increase in

the number of those rated as scientists and scientific assistants was 1,401.

CONCLUSION.

It has been my gratifying task in the foregoing pages to present to

you, and through you to the American people, a pen picture of the

American farmer as he is to-da}T
; to make clear the position of the

farming industry and its relation to other industries; its wonderful

productiveness and its large contributions to the general prosperity

the county enjoys.

I have also sought to point out some of the more important work

accomplished by the Department, illustrative of the methods by which

it seeks to work for the practical benefit of the farmer. The work of

this Department is twofold. It must seek to add to the sum of intel-

ligence of the man and to increase the productive capacity of the acre.

In this important work it has the hearty cooperation of the State

agricultural colleges and experiment stations, all of them working
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with the Department of Agriculture toward the same great end.

The gratifying evidences of well-being in our farming community,

the extraordinary progress made in the past iVw years, and the

rapidly enlarging recognition of the true position of the farming

industry in the economic life of this country are mainly the result of

this continued and combined effort on the part of these agencies to add

to the sum of the fanner's knowledge, and must he regarded as the

triumph of intelligence in the application of scientific knowledge to

the tillage of the soil. This is so obviously true that it would -rem

superfluous to urge the generous maintenance of the Department in

it- grand work. Great as has been the work undertaken and accom-

plished, gratifying as have been the results, as shown in the first few

pages of this report, be it remembered that we are still at the threshold

of agricultural development, and that the educational work which has

led to such gravd results has only been extended as yet to a portion of

our agricultural population. There is not an intelligent, patriotic

citizen in the Union who will not say with his whole heart,
u Let the

good work go on."

Respectfully submitted.
James Wilson,

Secretary.

Washington, D. C, November 22, 1905.



THE GYPSY AM) BROWN-TAIL MOTHS AM) THEIR
EUROPEAN PARASITES.

By L. 0. Howard, Ph. I).,

Chief of the Bureau of Entomology.

INTRODUCTION AND SPREAD OF THE MOTHS IN UNITED STATES.

All of the earlier works on the injurious insects of Europe have

contained references to and descriptions of the so-called gypsy moth

(Ocru ria dispar Linn.). The brown-tail moth (Euyroctis chrysorrhosa

Linn.) is also a native European insect and for many years has been

noted as an enemy to fruit trees. Both of these insects have been

introduced into the United States in the vicinity of Boston and have

multiplied and spread with alarming rapidity.

The gypsy moth was first introduced in 1868 by Prof. L. Trouvelot,

of Harvard University, who was experimenting in the crossbreeding

of wild silkworms. An egg cluster of the gypsy moth blew out of his

window in Maiden, and he was unable to recover it. Twenty years later,

in 1889, the species had increased to such an extent that the cater-

pillars were a great nuisance in the city of Maiden, and the State under-

took an investigation in the hope of exterminating the species. It was

found to have spread until it occupied a territory of about 100 square

miles, and during the next ten years the State, by constantly increas-

ing appropriations and by the active work of a large number of paid

employees, had succeeded in practically controlling all further spread

and id greatly reducing the numbers of the insect. In 19C0, however,

appropriations lapsed, and from that year until 1905 the insect was

again allowed to multiply and spread, unhindered save by the opera-

tions of private persons. It soon became as numerous as it had been

early in the State investigation, and the boundaries of the region inhab-

ited by it widened out greatly, until now it has reached as far west as

Worcester and occurs all along the New Hampshire line on the north,

extending over into that State at Seabrook, Hampton, North Hampton,

and Portsmouth (see fig. 1). It has also made its appearance in por-

tions of Providence, R. I.

The brown-tail moth was first noticed in the early nineties in Somer-

ville, Mass., where it was probably introduced in a shipment of roses

from Holland. It multiplied and spread, although the work of the

gypsy moth commission was directed against this insect as well as

against the gypsy moth down to the year 1900. It has since become

123
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even more abundant and injurious than the moth, and, owic

the fact that the female tlic^ readily, whereas the female of the gypsj

moth does ii«»t tly at all, the brown-tail moth has far exceeded the gypsj

moth in its spread. It now covers a territory extending from 1

port. Me., <>n the northeast, as far south as (ape Cod, and to the west

. S / a r e. of #<((&

EASTERN
MASSACHUSETTS

'SHOW/A/Q

GYPSY MOTH
ARCA

o

Fir.. 1.—Sketch map of eastern Massachusetts, showing gypsy moth area,

as far as Amherst, Mass. It doubtless also exists in rnan}T communi-
ties in and out of Massachusetts from which it has not been reported.

LIFE HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE GYPSY MOTH.

The gypsy moth has but a single generation each year. It winters

in the egg stage, and the young caterpillar hatches from the egg about
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tho first of May. It feeds upon the Leaves of many different plant-.

It attacks practically all fruit, shade, and woodland trees, showing
sonic preference for apple, white oak, red oak, willow, and elm. It

kills both deciduous and coniferous trees. Woodlands attacked by it,

in Dumber are stripped hare and many trees are killed. It feeds upon
the foliage of shrubs, vines, bushes, and dowers, and will eat grass and

garden and field crops. The full-grown caterpillar is 3 inches or a

little less in length, and has a dark-gray or sooty color effect. The back

is marked with yellow; along the back is a double row of blue spots fol-

lowed by a double row of red spots— five pairs of blue and six pairs of

red. The young larvae do not show these spots well, but in the full-

grown ones they are very evident. About the first of July, or a little

later, the larva changes to pupa (PL I) in a partial cocoon formed of a few

Fig. 2.—The gypsy moth (Ocneria dispar): a, female moth; b, male moth; c, halfgrown larva; d,

mature larva. Slightly enlarged (original)

.

tnreads of silk, sometimes connecting leaves together. From the mid-

dle of July to the middle of August the winged moths appear (fig. 2).

The male is brownish j^ellow, and has a slender body and a wing expanse

of about li inches. It is an active flier. The female moth is nearly

white, somewhat spotted with black. It is very sluggish, and its body is

so heavy that it can not fly. Its wing expanse is about 2\ inches. The
eggs are deposited by the females shortly after issuing, and are laid

in masses, each containing about 500 eggs closely packed with yellowish

hair from the body of the female, oval in shape and about 1£ inches

long by three-fourths of an inch wide. The eggs are laid on the trunks

of trees, on the sides of houses, fences, stoire walls, and other places.

The females seem especially attracted to recesses where the eggs are
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more or less hidden. Large holes in old trees will be found filled with

them, and the} are often found In the crevicea between in a

Btone wall, or in the hollow of an old stump or lo

The Ian a- (fi Bciall)' after they reach some size, feed princi-

pally at night and try to hide themselves during the day. In daytime

they will descend upon the larger limbs and trunk and try to find Borne

place under the bark or in a large hole where they can secrete them-

selves. It is this habit that has led to the use of burlap bandsaround

the trunk8 of trees, under which they will hide during the day and

where they can he found easily and destroyed.

3

V

v'
'•'V

LIFE HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH.

The caterpillar of the brown-tail moth is primarily an enemy of

pear, apple, cherry, peach, and other fruit trees, hut it is also found

commonly upon various
shrubs that grow in door-

yards; in Massachusetts it

has begun to attack the for-

est trees and now affects

especially the oaks. Young
oaks—oak scrub—are appar-

ently particularly attractive

to it at present.

The insect does not hiber-

nate in the ego- stage, as

does the gypsy moth, but as

the young caterpillar. It

has, like the gypsy moth, but

one generation each year.

The eggs are laid in masses

on the under side of the

leaves in the latter part of

July. The egg masses are brown and covered with hair, and each con-

tains about 300 eggs. The masses are much smaller than those of the

gypsy moth, averaging about two-thirds of an inch in length by about

one-fourth of an inch in width. The eggs hatch during August, and the

young caterpillars feed in clusters on the upper surface of the leaves, a

little later beginning to spin their winter webs by drawing together a

number of leaves with silk, in which weba large number of caterpillars

stow themselves away for the winter. These webs or nests, composed

of leaves and silk, will average from 5 to inches in length, and each

will contain 200 or more caterpillars. They feed until cold w7eather,

when all enter the web and close the exit holes. They are then about

one-fourth grown. Early the following spring, as soon as the buds

begin to appear on the fruit trees, they issue from the over-wintering

PlQ. 3.—The brown-tail moth (Euproctis chrysorrhaa): Fe-

male moth above, male moth below, caterpillar at

right. Slightly enlarged (original).
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aests and attack first the buds and the blossoms, and later the foliage.

The full-grown larva Is about 2 inches long, reddish brown in color,

with a broken white stripe on each side and two red dots on the back

near the hind end. They will migrate from one tree to another, com-
pletely stripping the foliage as they go. When full grown they spin

(heir cocoons either on the tree trunks or within the leaves on the

branches of the trees.

o

!'

i

V

,

'

I
s

JK

Fig. 4.—Hairs of the caterpillar of the brown-tail moth, highly magni-
fied (adapted from Kirkland).

The moths are pure white, except that the female has a conspicuous
bunch of brown hair at the tip of the abdomen, from which it derives

the name '* brown-tail moth." The female expands about 1J inches

and the male is smaller. Both male and female (fig. 3) fly readily,

largely at night, and are greatly attracted by electric lights.

It is not alone by its damage to the foliage of fruit and other trees

that the brown- tail moth is a pest. The hairs of the larvae are finely
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barbed and brittle (see fig. 4), and inhere fche caterpillar oomea in con-
tact with the human skin the hairs enter the skin porea, break off, and
cause i re irritation. "Brown-tail rash," as it is called, has been
wry common in eastern Massachusetts for the past iVw years, and,
while few people are made Beriouslj ill by it, it is the cause of
annoyance. The free use of vaseline is said to be the best remedy.

REMEDIES FOB THE GTPS1 MOTH AM) THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH.

Spraying with Paris green or arsenate of lead is effective during the
rly summer against the brown-tail moth. It is less effectii e against

the gypsy moth, since this caterpillar seems to be able to absorblarger
quantities of arsenic than any other insect known. The ordinary appli-
cations of Paris green were found, early in the work of the old State
commission, to bo entirely ineffective. It was necessary to use so
great a strength of the Paris green in order to poison the caterpillars
that the foliage of the treated trees was badly burned. It was owing
to this fact that arsenate of lead came into use as an insecticide, since
this substance may be used in very strong solution without danger of
leaf burning.

But better remedies than spraying are to be found for both specie-.

With the brown-tail moth, the habit of passing the winter in the young
caterpillar nests affords an easy remedy. As soon as the leaves fall

in the autumn these nests stand out conspicuously, and in an orchard
or garden nothing can be easier than to cut off and burn these nests
with the gratifying assurance that with each one burned 250 caterpil-

lars are destroyed. In large forest areas, however, or where very tall

trees are infested, this becomes an arduous and expensive operation.
For the gypsy moth, the most effective remedy is to search for and

destroy the eggs during late summer and winter. They are conspicu-
ous from their color, and when one learns the character of the incon-
spicuous places in which they are sometimes hidden it is not an espe-
cially difficult matter to find them and to destroy them with a creosote
mixture. When the larvae are young, arsenate of lead at the rate of
10 pounds to 100 gallons of water will destroy them, but when older
they are not so readily affected. For the older caterpillars, as has
been before suggested, the tying of a burlap band about the trunk of
a tree will result in the capture and destruction of the majority of
those present. The burlaps should be examined daily, and the hidden
caterpillars destroyed by crushing or by cutting.

INSECT ENEMIES OF THE GYPSY MOTH AND THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH
IN AMERICA.

When the State Board of Agriculture of Massachusetts published
its large report on the gypsy moth in 1896, there were recorded five

American hymenopterous and six dipterous parasites of this moth.
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In this report was also recorded the fact thai certain predaceous

wasps and hornets, ants, and several predatory beetles, several spiders,

ami several species of predatory bugs teed upon the gypsy moth cat-

erpillars. The percentage of parasitism, however, was slight, and the

predatory insects made no impression upon the armies of the caterpil-

lars. In this report also was made the statement that in Europe there

are known twenty-seven hymenopterous and twenty-live dipterous

parasites, although as a matter of fact a number of the former are

hyperparasites— that is, parasites of the true parasites. The question

of endeavoring to import the European enemies of the gypsy moth
into Massachusetts was considered at that time, and the following par-

agraph was published under the heading " Importing parasites:"

No attempt has been made to import parasites thus far, for the reason that the

law requires the work to be conducted with direct reference to the extermination of

the gypsy moth, and, therefore, the general destruction of the insect would also

destroy the parasites. There is no reason why our native hymenopterous parasites

may not prove quite as effective as those of any other country, since there is no par-

asite known which confines itself exclusively to the gypsy moth, and, as has been

shown, we have several species which attack it as readily as any in its native country.

The brown-tail moth has also been attacked to some slight extent by

American parasites and American predatory insects, but the percent-

age of parasitism and destruction is extremely small.

Considering that the gypsy moth has now been working in the

country around Boston for thirty-six years, it seems obvious that if

effective work will ever be accomplished by its American insect ene-

mies some decided showing must have been made by this time; but

during all these years the history of the pest has been one of constant

increase and spread, except where hindered by actual remedial meas-

ures in the hand of man. The hope, therefore, that American para-

sites will in time accustom themselves to this pest and will eventually

hold it in subjection is a remote one.

Although the brown-tail moth has not inhabited this region for as

long a space of time as has the gypsy moth, the same general conclu-

sions are warranted. The European parasites of the brown-tail moth
are not as well known as those of the gypsy moth, but more than

twenty species have been recorded.

EUROPEAN PARASITES AND PREDATORY INSECT ENEMIES OF THE GYPSY
MOTH AND THE BROWN-TAIL MOTH.

A- indicated in the preceding section, a large number of parasites are

known to affect both of these injurious species in Europe, and the same
may be said of predatory insects. Both species are old and well-estab-

lished members of the European fauna, and while always injurious and

appearing from time to time in especially injurious numbers, at no

3 a 1905 9
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time and in no part of Europe is there an outbreak of these in

comparable to the yearlj abundance in New England. In fact, in

Europe tin- status of the gypsy moth and the brown-tail moth maj

well be compared with the status of some of our common speci<

American origin, as, for example, the tussock moth {Hemerocampa
leiteostigma S. and A.) or the fall webworm (Hyphcmtria ounea Dru.).

Of these insects, one can find specimens every year in or about anj of

our eastern cities or h»\\n>. Occasionally one or both species become

so numerous as to attract particular attention and to excite some alarm

as to the future of our shade trees; but it almost invariably happens

that the year following such an appearance in numbers of either of

these species very few are noticed, and it is always several years, and

may be many years, before they appear in like numbers again. For

example, in Washington City in the year L886 the shade trees of the

city were almost entirely defoliated by the fall webworm; since that

time—and nineteen years have elapsed— there has been no occurrence

of tin 4 species in any way comparable to that one. The insect is seen

here and there in small numbers almost every year, but the shade

trees have not suffered at all seriously. Again, in 1895, Washington

suffered from an extraordinary outbreak of the tussock moth, and

many trees were defoliated. The following year the insect was scarce,

and although it has occurred rather commonly several times during

recent years no especial damage has been done in the intervening time.

For two years after the outbreak of 1895 the writer made a study of

the conditions of parasitism as related to this species. He found that

during the autumn of 1895 the primary parasites of the tussock moth
caterpillars bred in enormous numbers in Washington—in numbers so

great that in many instances where counts were made 95 per cent of

the caterpillars were destroyed. With this abundance of their ene-

mies the caterpillars hatching from over-wintering eggs the following

spring were practically annihilated. Then these enemies were them-

selves destroyed by an extraordinary multiplication of secondary para-

sites, and these in turn were later reduced by their own enemies, which

are called tertiary parasites. The few survivors of the tussock moth

were, by the destruction of their primary enemies, permitted to repro-

duce and to begin to multiply the species. But, although at some

future time, through possible weather conditions inimical to the

development of the primary parasites, the tussock moth may, and will

probably, again become as numerous as it was in 1895, the same round

of destruction will again occur.

It is in precisely these ways that the multiplication of the gypsy moth

and the brown-tail moth is controlled in Europe. There is a definite

interrelation of species which controls the situation and renders both

gypsy moth and brown-tail moth innocuous as compared with condi-

tions existing in Massachusetts.
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With the cessation of the exterminative measures instituted by the

Stale of Massachusetts, and the indication of the probability that much
can not be expected from aative American species, it has become evi-

dent that one of the best hopes of lessening the damage done by these

insects rests in the importation and establishment of the European

parasites and other insect enemies.

ATTEMPTS TO INTRODUCE EUROPEAN ENEMIES OP THESE Mollis.

Iii the act appropriating for the expenses of the United States

Department of Agriculture for the fiscal year ending- June 30, L906,

Congress inserted a clause permitting the Secretary of Agriculture to

spend an amount not to exceed $2,500 in an effort to import these

parasites, and at the same time Massachusetts appropriated $10,000 a

year for three years for the same purpose. In the same act the State

of Massachusetts provided for the appointment, by the governor, of a

superintendent of suppression, with power to appoint agents and assist-

ants and to have general charge of the work of suppressing the moths.

The .bill also required cities and towns to destroy the insects within

their limits under certain regulations and restrictions and pecuniary

assistance from the State which need not be mentioned here, but which

are displayed in Bulletin No. 1, issued from the office of the superin-

tendent for suppressing the gypsy and brown-tail moths and published

by the State printers in Boston in September, 1905. The superin-

tendent appointed by Governor Douglas is Mr. A. H. Kirkland, and

he, with the consent of the Secretary of Agriculture, placed under the

control of the writer a large part of the parasite fund appropriated by
the State.

Knowing in advance the European conditions surrounding the gypsy
moth and the brown-tail moth and their parasites, it was decided to

visit different parts of Europe during the months of June and July,

and to secure the sending of as many full-grown larvae and pupa3 of

the gypsy moth as possible to Mr. Kirkland in Boston, with the cer-

tainty that a certain proportion of them would be parasitized and that

tin' parasites would probably issue in due time on American soil.

There would be no danger in sending unparasitized individuals, since

issuing moths could readily be killed. The writer therefore sailed

from Boston on the 3d of June and landed in Naples on the 15th of

that month. He at once consulted Dr. Filippo Silvestri, the entomol-

ogist of the Royal Agricultural School at Portici, G miles from the

city of Naples. Doctor Silvestri stated that neither gyps}r moth nor

brown-tail moth had been seen in the vicinity of Naples for some time,

hut that in 190-1 he had been informed by tin 4 president of the agri-

cultural society of the island of Sardinia that the former had been

anusually abundant in portions of that island. Here was good fortune

from the very start, since, as indicated in an earlier portion of this
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article, in the j ear following a nit her numerous outbreak of the insed

the primary parasites are quite certain to be more abundant than usual.

At the request of the writer, therefore, Doctor Silvestri consented

to send his principal assistant, I>r. (J. Leonard^ at once to Sardinia for

the purpose of making collections. Accordingly, Doctor Leonardi

Btarted ori the steamer sailing the next day, and his trip was very sue

cessful. He collected and later sent by mail to Boston some I

pupae of the gypsy moth and about 2,500 larva*. He also sent 200 liv-

ing specimens of a ground beetle known as CaZosoma sycophanta L.

(fig. 5), a European species with congeneric relatives in the United

States, but which has a habit of climbing trees that is not possessed

by its American relatives. It is therefore in Europe an effective

enemy of tree-inhabiting cat-

erpi 1 la rs. Unfortunately,

these specimens were intrust-

ed to the regular mail, and

therefore landed in New York
and were shipped to Boston

in the ordinary course of af-

fairs; on arrival in Boston all

of the beetles were found to

have died on the journey.

Had they been shipped by

direct steamer from Naples

to Boston it is likely that

some of them would have

survived, and this course will

be followed in future sendings

from Naples. The larva; and

pupa\ however, and their con-

tained parasites were in bet-

Fit;. 5.— Calosoma aycophanta, about twice natural size £gj. condition and a number
of the latter were reared from

this material. The most important parasite, and in fact the only one

from which may be expected much advantage from the past season's

work, is a large tachinid fly known as Tachina larvarum L. (fig. 6), and

of this species in the neighborhood of 400 larva? emerged from the

gypsy-moth caterpillars and entered the pupal stage in large, oval,

dark colored puparia. In this condition they are resting, and the flies

will probably issue in the spring of 1906. This is one of the largest of

the European tachinid flies, and is a rather general parasite, laying its

eggs upon a number of species of large caterpillars. Not all of the

puparia of this Tachina, however, will give out the beneficial parasites,

since a number of them prove to have been themselves parasitized

hydatids flavipes Fab. (fig. T). These latter have been destroyed as
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fasl as they have emerged, since their introduction and establishment

would seriously jeopardize t he successor the establishment of primary

parasites of value.

When Doctor Leonard] left for Sardinia the writer started north

and stopped at Florence, where he had a long consultation with Prof.

Antonio Berlese, the head

of the Royal Station lor

Agricultural Entomology,

who had formerly been in

charge of the work at

Portici. Professor Ber-

lese and his two assistants,

Doctor Del Guercio and

DoctorBibaga, were much
interested in the quest and

promised every possible

assistance. They stated

that both gypsy moth and

brown-tail moth were rare

in the vicinity of Florence,

and they knew of no lo-

cality where they could be

found at that time. Pro-

fessor Berlese stated that some years previously at Portici he had

known an army of gypsy-moth caterpillars to be perfectly destroyed

by a disease which he identified as the pebrine, so destructive to the

domestic silkworm. He promised to make a search during the com-

ing season for diseased

caterpillars and to rear

a number of moths,

which will be micro-

scopically examined
for pebrine corpuscles

according to the Pas-

teur methods used in

the bacological insti-

tutions of Italy and

France. Should such

moths be found, he

promised to send the

eggs to Mr. Kirkland

Fig. 6.— Tachina larvarum, much enlarged (original).

Fig. l.—Chnlrisjtacipes, greatly enlarged (original).

in Boston. It would be a particularly interesting development of the

work should relief come in this way, since it was partly with the idea

ot breedings race of silkworms which would be resistant to pebrine
that Trouvelot first imported his experimental gypsy moths into the

State of Massachusetts.
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it the advice of Profeasor Berlese, who itated that th< j
moth

i> more abundant in the Proi ince of Lombardy than it is in Tuscany

,

the writer proceeded to Milan, and for -ohm- days searched through

the woodland regions in that part of Italy, bul without success. He
then proceeded to Vienna, ami at once visited the famous Natural His-

tory Museum in that city, interviewed the curator of Lepidoptera,

Dr. Hans Rebel, and asked his advice concerning a local collector of

energy and the proper attainments. Doctor Rebel recommended Fritz

Wagner, a young man who is well versed in the subject of the Euro-

pean butterflies and moths and knows all of the best collecting places

about Vienna, Mr. Wagner readily undertook the work, and accom-

panied the writer on several expeditions. The first trip was taken to

Fig. S.—Olyptapantelesfulvipea and its cocoon, highly magnified (original).

the suburbs of the city, and there the writer found his first European

specimen of the gypsy-moth larva. It was resting on the trunk of a

locust tree by the side of the street (see PI. II), and further examina-

tion showed that there were 100 or more caterpillars on the trunk

and limbs of the same tree. There was some evidence of parasitism,

and the white cocoons of a Microgaster parasite (Glyptapantelesful-

vipes Hal., fig. 8) were found here and there in crevices of the bark.

This particular tree, and another one to be mentioned later, indicate

very well the condition of the gypsy moth in Europe. Although a

hundred nearly full-grown larvae were present, there was hardly any

evidence of defoliation. A trained entomologist walking by the tree

would not have noticed that insects had been feeding upon it to any
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The Gypsy Moth in the United States and in Europe

[Above, laboratory building in the town of Saugus, Mass.. for use in establishing imported para-
sites of the gypsy moth and the browntail moth. (Notice the trees defoliated by gypsy-moth
caterpillars,

i Below, at left, tree near Wagram, Austria, infested by caterpillars of the gypsy
moth. Below, at right, locust tree in suburbs of Vienna. Austria, infested by gypsy moth larva-.

Notice that the trees in the two lower figures do not show defoliation.) (Original, i]
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extent. A similar tree in Maiden or Medford would have carried Dot

LOO larvae but probably some thousands, and at thai time of the year

would hardly have held a whole leaf. These specimens wore collected

and sent to Boston.

Latei-, a trip was taken into the country, out by the famous battle-

field n\' Wagram, and here on two roadside trees poplars was found

another colony of the caterpillars, ranging in size from very -mall

ones to full-fifrowD larva*. Here there was more extensive evidence of

parasitism by Microgaster parasites, and here again, although there

must have been 250 or more larva) on the trees, the evidences of defo-

liation were very slight—so much so that at a rather short distance

the trees appeared in full leaf (see PL II). Later, during the remain-

der of June and July, Mr. Wagner continued the search and sent con-

siderable material to Mr. Kirkland at Boston.

After Vienna, the city of Budapest was .visited. At the Natural

History Museum in that city, Prof. Alexander Mocsary was consulted.

Professor Mocsan^ is one of the first authorities of Europe on the sub-

ject of parasitic Hymenoptera, but was unable to give any new points

in connection with the parasites of the gypsy moth and the brown-tail

moth. The writer then visited the agricultural experiment station in

the suburbs of Pesth, and there found Prof. Josef Jablonowski, the

entomologist of the station. By this time it was the 4th of July, and

the season in Hungary was already far advanced, being about two
weeks or more earlier there than at Vienna. Professor Jablonowski

said that g}
Tpsy moths had been found in certain localities in Transyl-

vania, but that the adults were already issuing and that the brown-tail

moth had been flying for some time. He showed me, however, a large

box full of the last winter's nests of brown-tail larvae, and stated that

in the early spring he had bred from these nests many hundreds of

parasitic insects. This at once indicated to the writer a very easy

way of importing such parasites, since these nests can be collected in

numbers and sent to Boston in large packages—a bushel or more in a

package—in the late fall or winter season, and Professor Jablonowski

consented to make ever}7 effort the coming winter to send over a large

quantity of them. Taking into consideration the small size of the

brown-tail moth caterpillars during hibernation, it seems strange that

they should be so extensively parasitized as indicated by Jablonowski.

The larger caterpillars in the late spring and early summer would seem
more likely to be extensively infested. These winter nests of the

young larvae, remaining alone on the trees after the leaves have fallen,

would seem to be an attractive place for small Hymenoptera of various

kinds, and it is likely that many of the specimens considered at first

glance as being true parasites of the brown-tail larva 1 will prove to

have been simply other species which have sought the nests for shelter
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during hibernation. Nevertheless the experiment must be tried, and

true parasites will probabl} be gained in this way. Professor Jablo-

Dowski also promised his besl endeavors to send oilier material daring

the summer of L906.

Dresden was the nexl point visited, and through the kindness of

Professor Heller, of the Zoological Ethnological Museum, the writer

was placed in relations with Mr. Eduard SchOpffer, a trained collector,

who was engaged for the work in hand. Although at the date of the

first \ isit to him the season was already considerably advanced July T

was the date of the first call— Mr. Schflpffer had breeding cages in

operation in his rooms and in these cages were a number of nearly

full-grown larvae of the gypsy moth, lie knew the localities about

Dresden where these insects were to he found, and at once began send-

ing specimens to Boston. The forest school at Tharandt, near Dresden,

was visited, and Prof. Arnold Jacobi and his assistant, Mr. Bchr, were

interested in the work, and promised assistance, especially in the mat-

ter of sending specimens of Oalosoma sycophanta and (\ inquisitor

during the coming winter.

Other trips were made in the vicinity of Dresden, and then the

journey was resumed to Zurich, where, through the kindness of

Dr. II. II. Field, director of the Concilium Bibliographicum Zoolog-

icuni, the writer met Miss Marie Ruhl, the editor of Socictas Entomo-

iogica, who is well posted on matters relating to butterflies and moths.

Miss Ruhl has a large correspondence with entomologists through

North Germany, and was engaged as the official agent of the inves-

tigation for that part of Europe. She was able, through her own
work and that of her correspondents, to send a large amount of

material to Boston before the close of the season, and will continue

the work.

From Zurich the trip was resumed to Paris, where some time was

spent in interviewing Dr. Paul Marchal, the entomologist of the agri-

cultural school conducted under the ministry of agriculture, and other

entomologists, and in visiting the scientific societies for the purpose of

interesting naturalists in the work. Many trips were taken to towns

around Paris, in search of pupa' of the gypsy moth, and to visit local

collectors in search of information, after which the writer returned to

the United States via London.

The result of the trip has been to demonstrate that it is an easy

matter and a comparatively inexpensive one to import the parasites

of these two destructive insects in a living condition into the United

States. The most important part of the European range of the two

species has been visited, and the entomologists have been organized

into an active body of assistants in this undertaking. They will con-

tinue the work for the next two years, and the writer, with the consent
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o\' the Secretary of Agriculture, expects to visil Europe again in fche

[ate spring and early summer of l^t^ in order to renew the search, to

engage new helpers, and to stimulate operations. There can be no

doubt that during the months t<> come there will be a continual send-

ing of parasitized specimens of different stages of both gypsy moth

and brown-tail moth Prom Europe to Boston.

Just what species will succeed in establishing themselves in Massa-

chusetts is a question for the future to decide. That some of them

will SO become established there can be little doubt. And, with the

European history of these parasites, it seems reasonably certain that,

with care to exclude secondary parasites-, the primary species will,

with the abundance of food to be found in eastern New England, flour-

ish and accomplish, at least in a measure, the result hoped for in their

importation.

PREPARATIONS MADE FOR THE RECEIPT AND CARE OF THE PARASITES.

One of the first steps taken by Mr. Kirkland, after consultation with

the writer, was to select an old orchard in the town of Saugus badly

infested by both gyps}r moth and brown-tail moth, where he had a

largo and strong framework erected over three old infested trees.

This framework was tightly covered with wire netting. In this inclos-

ure it is proposed to liberate the parasites of both species after careful

examination to remove the secondary parasites. Mr. Kirkland then,

after carefully examining the whole range of the infested territory',

found a spot in Saugus where there was a good -sized house surrounded

by woods in which the trees were all infested by the gypsy moth and

fronting a dense growth of scrub oak completely infested by the brown-

tail moth (see PI. II). A competent assistant has been engaged who
will live in the house, one-half being fitted up for laboratory pur-

poses. In front of the house stands a large pine tree which, in JuhT

,

1905, was complete^ defoliated by the gypsy-moth larvae, and which

when photographed by the writer, September 21, 1905, had put out

sparse new leaves. In the laboratory, in glass battery jars, are the

puparia of the parasites received so far from Europe. Some of them
will he kept out of doors during the winter and the rest in the labora-

tory, at a low temperature, however. The brown-tail nests which

come in during the winter will be kept at a low temperature, and in

the spring, when the buds begin to burst outside and the young larva?

begin their work, it is probable that the parasites will begin to emerge.

At that time one of the expert entomologists of the Department of

Agriculture will be stationed at the Saugus laboratory for a time, to

make certain that no secondaiy parasites are liberated.
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Such is the condition of the experiment in the introduction of the

European parasites of the gypsy moth and the brown-tail moth at the

time of writing (( October 24), and the prospects arc on the whole favor-

able for eventual relief. The relief, however, will not be speedy, and

property holders in the Infested regions must not relax their efforts

to keep the injurious insects down. Observations during the past

years have shown that the complete defoliation which results from the

attacks of the Insects will kill certain varieties of trees in two seasons,

and if work against the insects be remitted while waiting for the

parasites to develop, the consequent loss will be very great.



HOW PARASITES ARK TRANSMITTED.

By B. II. Ransom,

In Charge of Zoological Laboratory, Ihircuu of An'muil InduMry.

WHAT PARASITES ARE.

Animal parasites are animals which live in or upon other animals,

temporarily or permanently, and depend upon the latter for nourish-

ment; and since many of the diseases of man and other animals are

due to the action of animal parasites, these organisms are of great

interest from a practical standpoint. Especially important is a knowl-

edge of their life histories, since the means of preventing parasitic

diseases become apparent only after it is known how the parasites

causing those diseases are transmitted. Everyone, therefore, and

especially persons interested in live stock of any kind, should know
something of the various ways in which parasites are transmitted from

one animal to another; and it is to aid in the dissemination of such

knowledge that the present paper has been written.

It may be stated in advance that animals derive their parasites only

from other animals, directly or indirectly, and that in no case are para-

sites produced by spontaneous generation, but are alwa}T
s the offspring

of ancestors similar to themselves. Such ideas as that of the origin

of lice in filth, or of the development of intestinal worms from mucus,

shreds of meat, straws, etc., mysteriously endowed with life, have long

since been proved to be entirely wrong, and we know that lice do not

come from anything but other lice, nor worms except from other

worms.

There are several hundred known species of parasites occurring in

man and the domestic animals, not to speak of thousands of others

found in wild animals. They are classified according to their struc-

ture, and for the most part belong in the following groups:

(1) Arthropoda.—The principal kinds of arthropoda parasitic on

domestic animals are as follows:

(a) Flies and mosquitoes. Mosquitoes and many of the flies are

parasitic only when adult. On the other hand, only the larva* of some

lies are parasitic, the adults living entirely free. Certain of the

blood-sucking flies and mosquitoes are transmitters of other parasites.

(h) Fleas.
"

(c) Lice.
139
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{(/) Ticks. Some species are especially important as tin- agents l>y

which certain parasitic protozoa are transmitted.

Mites. The most important forms are those which are parasitic

on the skin and cause mange and scab.

(/') Tongueworms, which in Bpite of their wormlike appearance

are related to the ticks.

cj) Roundworms (Nematode).- These worms arc unjointed. The

adult forms arc found chiefly in organs opening directly to the exte-

rior, such as the alimentary canal, respiratory organs, and urinary

organs. Some, however, occur in the connective tissues, in the blood

vessels, lymphatics, abdominal cavity, etc. The immature stages of

some species are found encysted in various locations, walls of the

intestines, muscles, liyer, etc.

(3) Tapeworms (Cestoda).—Adult tapeworms are ribbonlike jointed

worms occurring in the intestinal canal. Bladder-worms, which are

the immature or larval stage of tapeworms, may he found in almost

any organ.

(4) Flukes (Trematoda).—These are worms, usually ilat and leaf-

shaped, and of different sizes according to the species. They are found

chiefly in the stomach, intestines, liyer, lungs, and blood, but also in

other organs.

(5) PROTOZOA.—These are small animals which are usually invisible

except under a microscope. Parasitic protozoa are the cause of a

number of important diseases among the domestic animals, a fact that

has been recognized in many cases only very recently. They occur in

various organs, but probably the most remarkable are those found in

the blood.

MOSQUITOES.

The mosquitoes belong in the category of temporary or occasional

parasites and are practically free-living animals. Except in a few

species, only the female (tig. 9a) sucks blood, the male living altogether

on vegetable juices. As almost ever}Tone knows, mosquitoes propa-

gate by means of eggs laid on the surface of water, and the "wig-

glers" hatching from these eggs are familiar objects in stagnant pools

and rain barrels. The u wigglers"or larvae (tig. 9£) transform into

pupae (tig. 9c) and finally into the mature winged insect, all within a

few days.

FLIES.

The buffalo gnats and many of the horseflies have a life history very

similar to that of the mosquito. The eggs are deposited near water or

in moist places and the larval and pupal stages are passed in some
cases in water, in others in damp earth.
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The botflies are insects which are parasitic as larvse and free-living

when mature. Although animals often seem to be much afraid of

these ili^s, the adult never bites and only the larvae are parasitic.

Fig. 9.—Mosquitoes ( Culex pungens) at different stages

of development: a, adult female in the act of biting;

b, larva, which hatches from the egg, and livos for

several days in the water, then transforming into

the next stage; c, pupa, from which the adult mos-

quito hatches in a few hours or days—all enlarged

(after Howard).

The sheep botfly ((Estrus ovis) is the adult of the well-known grub

found in the heads of sheep (fig. 10). These insects are met with in the

mature stage during the entire warm season from May to October.
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Fig. 10.—The sheep botfly {(Estrns avis) at different Btages: a, adult Female—enlarged (niter Brauer);
b, larva' of different ages from the nose and frontal sinuses of sheep, the largest are nearly at

the Btage when they leave the sheep and transform Into pupa— natural size (after Curtice); C, pupa
dissected to show the young fly within—enlarged (after Kailliet ,.

Fig. 11.—The warble fly (Hypodkrmalmeata): a, adult female; b, eggs attached to a hair, x 25; c, larva

as seen in egg; d, larva from esophagus Of an ox; e, next stage of larva from beneath the skin of the

back;/, larva at the stage when it leaves the back of cattle and falls to the ground—all enlarged
(after Riley).
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The female (fig. ltw) deposits her young, already batched from the c^^,

directly in the nostrils of the sheep. The lar\fse (fig. H>/>) then crawl

up through the nasal passages and finally gel into the frontal sinuses.,

Fit.. 12.—Various stages in the life history of a flea: a, larva, which livesamid dust and litter; 6, pupa,

found in same localities as larva; c, the adult flea—all enlarged (after van Beneden).

Fia. IS.—The hog louse (ILematopinus suis): A, adult female; B, egg which has hatched ai 3 the hail

to which it is fastened—enlarged (after Stevenson ).

which are located between the two plates of the skull just above the

eyes. In this situation they grow and develop during a period of

about ten months. At the end of this time they desert the frontal
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sinuses and travel back through the nose bj the waj thej

i the Doae tfa pelled bj the sneezing and Bnortingof the

p. They then burrow into th<- ground and pass into a quiescent

This Btag e lasts about a month or six week-.

The envelope of the pupa is then ruptured and tin- mature lly comes

forth.

Hie botflies of h >rses have a life historj very similar to that of the

sheep botfly, but slightly mon tplicated. They deposit their

unhatched eggs upon the skin, gluing them to the hair- and usually in

regions within reach of the horse's lips and tongue. After a Dumber

of days' incubation tin- batch and the larvae are carried by the

tongue into tin* mouth and swallowed. They then attach themselves

to the wall of the stomach, duodenum, or rectum, where they remain

several months. Finally loosening their hold, they are carried out

of the body in the dung and complete their development in the ground,

iing through a pupal Btage in the same manner as the sheep botfly.

The grubs known as "warbles," which are common parasites of cat-

tle under the skin of the hack, are the larva 1 of flies nearly related to

the - and sheep. The Bpecies found in thi> country,

(fig. 1 i '. deposits it- eggs {fig. lib) on the hair.

chiefly on that around the. heel. The cattle in licking themselves carry

the eggs into the mouth, and after boring through the wall of the

gullet, the larva' (fig. lie, </) gradually work their way through the

the hack, where they (fig. He) finally show up beneath

-kin. reaching this point usually in the month of January. Here

they grow until March, or even as late a- May. and then work through

the skin and fall to the ground (fig. 11/'). After a month passed in

the ground as pupae the adult rlies come forth.

The horntly. which is parasitic upon cattle during the adult stag .

deposits it- __- in cow manure and the free-living larvae unci

their development there, descending into the ground when ready to

pa-- into tke pupal -

S rew flies deposit their egg- in wound-, exposed openings of the

body, <>r decaying matter, three or four hundred at a time. T

_.. - hatch in a few hours and the larvae finish their development in

about a week, meanwhile creating serious damage to the surrounding

Burrowing into the ground, the larva- transform into pupae,

from which the mature rlies emerge in from ten to twelve laj -. Screw
- differ from botflies in so far a- their larvaa are not necessarily par-

asitic, hut may develop in various decaying substances ;t- well as in

living flesh.

The so-called sheep tick (Melopl - is in reality a wingless

fly. The method of reproduction is rather unusual in that the i

hatch and the larva1 develop in the hodv of the adult as far as the pupal

stage. When the pupa is expelled. it> case soon becomes hard and
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glossy, but remains glued to the wool by a sticky substance. The

entire life of the sheep tick, unlike thai of the other insects so far dis-

cussed, is passed on the body of it- host, and ii is therefore a p< rma-

to Tit parasite. It is' transferred from sheep to sheep chiefly bydir<

contact of the animals, and, as a rule. Lives only a few days or a week

when removed from it- host.

FLEAS.

The eggs of fleas are scattered by infested animal.- in various pla<

especially in their sleeping quarters. Little maggotlike larvae (tig.

L2a) hatch from the eggs and feed upon the decaying organic matter

that they find amid the dust and litter in which they live. At the next

Btage of development they spin about themselves a delicate cocoon and

change into a pupa (fig. 12b). Finally the mature flea (tig. 12c) conn-

forth from the pupa.

LICE.

The lice (fig. 13a) of various kinds so common upon animals are

parasites which pass their entire existence upon their hosts, and are

transmitted from one animal to another by direct transfer. They
deposit eggs (tig. 13b). which are attached to the hairs or feathers of

their host, and the young lice grow directly to maturity after hatching.

TICKS.

Many species of ticks are known which occur on domestic animals

and some of them are of particular importance and interest as trans-

mitters of protozoan parasites. The most important tick of this

country is the Texas fever cattle tick (JSoophihcs annulatus). The
females (tig. 1-1) fall from their host when ready to deposit their egg^^

which are laid in a mass of several hundreds, and hatch after a period

of incubation, which varies somewhat according to the temperature.

The small seed ticks, or larva? (tig. 15), which possess only three pairs

of legs, are able to live without food for a considerable length of time,

but finally die unless they find a host. If a suitable host animal is

found, they attach themselves by means of their proboscis, grow for

about a week, and then cast their skins, emerging with eight legs.

This second (nymphal) stage (fig. 16) lasts about another week, during

which considerable growth occurs, and then the molting process is

repeated, giving rise to the mature male or female tick, also with

eight legs. At this time the female is little larger than the male, but

she <oon begins to swell out, and finally, about three weeks later, is

fully engorged and ready to fall to the ground and lay her egg-.

Normally, Texas fever ticks remain upon the same host until they

have grown to complete maturity, but recent experiments have proved
that Texas fever ticks taken from an animal at the time of either molt

3 a1905 10
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will continue to develop if placed on other cattle. It has also I

found that Texas fever ticks will Bometimeg

develop to the adult stage upon cats and (!<

but as a rule this species'is restricted to cattle

and other large animals, such as deer, I

mules, and donke

Other species of ticks have a life history

somewhat different from that of the Texas
i -a female tick depositing

feyer (i(
. k ;m( j fal] frnIn { ] n ru .

i H)st eftcjj fcjme
eggs cultural m

,

when ready to molt, crawling back again upon
the same or a different host after molting. Some ticks pass their

Fig. 15.—Larva of a tick enlarged about 70 times (after Salmon & Stiles).

larval stage upon rabbits and other small rodents, reptiles, birds, etc.,

and do not attach themselves to dogs and cattle until they have attained

the nymphal or adult stage.

MITES.

The well-known little red mite {Dermanysms gallinde) is one of the

most persistent and injurious of the parasites affect-

ing chickens. Although apparently depending en-

tirely upon blood for food, it is not permanently

parasitic, attaching itself to its host only at night.

As it is a very fertile breeder and can live for

months away from its host, it is a very difficult pest

to destroy. The eggs are deposited in corners,

cracks, and other such places in which the mites hide

by day.

The various species of scab mites (fig. 17) are per-

manent parasites and undergo all their life cycle on

the bodies of their hosts. Eggs are deposited amid the scabs or in the

Fig. 16.—Nymph of a

tick (Buopfiilus an-

nulatus)—enl arged
t 10 times (after

Salmon & stiles).
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burrows produced by (he miles, and from these arc hatched the

larvse, which in due course develop into nymphs, and finally into

adults. Transmission of these forms as a rule depends upon contact of

the diseased animals with other animals and the consequent transfer

oi' mites or their eggs. Tags of wool on fences are a frequent means

of transmission in the case of sheep scab.

TdNClKWOIlV.S.

The tongueworm, so called from its shape, occurs when adult as a

parasite in the nasal cavity of various animals, one of the most com-
mon hosts being the

dov; (fig. 18). In its

larval stage it is

found in the viscera

o\' various animals,

especially in the mes-

enteric glands and

the liver. Its trans-

mission from dogs to

cattle, sheep, etc.,

and vice versa, is as

follows:

The eggs (fig. 20a)

produced by the

adult (fig. 19) are dis-

charged from the

dog's nose by sneez-

ing, and thus scat-

tered in various
places, from some of

which (grass, lettuce,

etc. ) they are liable

to be picked up by
various herbivorous

animals, i ncl uding
man. The larva4 (fig.

20£), having been

freed by the action of the digestive juices on the shells of the eggs,

migrate to the liver or mesenteric glands (lie;. 21), where they undergo
considerable development. If organs thus infested are now eaten by
a dog, the young tongueworms (fig. 20<j) gain access to the nasal cavi-

ties and develop to the adult stage.

This parasite i^ one of several more or less dangerous parasites for

whose dissemination the dog is responsible, and on account of which
dogs, even though apparently healthy themselves, arc; often the source

of great danger to the health of men and live stock.

Fig. 17.—Adult female sheep-scab mite—greatly enla

(after Salmon & Stiles).
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FlQ. 18.—Head of dog split In halt to show throe tongueworms in the nasal cavity—redua d in

(utter Colin).

a
Fig. 19.—Adult female tongueworin—natural size (alter Neumann).

Fig.20.—Immature stages of the tongue
worm: a, egg containing embrj
enlarged 200 times (after Leuckart);

6, embryo as it appears just after

hatching in the stomach— greatly

enlarged (after Leuckart >; c, larva as

it occurs in the liver ami lymphatic
glands of sheep, cattle, etc.—enlarged

10 times (after Railliet).

Fit;. 21.—Mesenteric glands of a steer infested with
the 1 rvsa of the tongueworm (after Ostertag).
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ROUNDWORMS.

Mostof the roundworms living in the digestive organs are trans-

mitted from one animal to another by eggs or embryos which, while

fch may have to undergo a certain amount of development in the

a

Pra
• ," -Twisted wirewormof sheep (Hsemonclwa contor-

ts): a, male; 6, female; c, egg-all enlarged (after

Curtice).

Fig. 23.—Whipworm [Trichwris

affinis): a, adult female; b,

6gg.

outer world, do not require an intermediate host. In such eases ani-

mals become infected by shallowing the eggs or embryos m water or

food whhh has been soiled directly or indirectly with the manure of

animals infested with the mature egg-producing- worm. Although
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it i> not known certainly, such jeems to be the manner In which the

Btomach worm or twisted wireworm {Uadmonchvs oontortua) of sheep is

transmitted (fig. 22). The eggs (fig. 22c) are cattered by inf< beep

over tlic pastures, and in a few hours or days they hatch. Theembryoa
arc able to live for a considerable time In water or damp earth just

how Ion*;- is not known but do not complete their development until

picked up again by sheep or cattle, which may happen while these

animals are grazing or drinking. It is evident that the draining of

damp pastures and the protection of the water supply from contami-

nation with manure are important points in the prevention of infection

with this parasite.

In some species of roundworms the eggs are thick shelled and do

not hatch until they are swallgwed by the proper host. Such -

are usually very resistant, and will pass through many unfavorable

conditions which would prove speedily fatal to thin-shelled eggs and

free-living embryos. The whipworms i^g. 23) found in the la

intestines of various animals and the pinworm (Oxyuria vermicularia)

and eelworm (Ascaris lumhricoides) of man are all forms with thick-

shelled eggs. Such parasites are transmitted by the food or water, or

accidentally by other articles, soiled with the eggs.

It has recently been discovered that some species of roundworms
which are parasitic in the intestine are not only transmitted by the

swallowing of their embryos but also by the penetration of these

embryos through the skin. The hookworms, of which a number of

es infesting different animals are known, are thus transmitted.

The eggs, which are thin shelled, hatch in a few hours after leaving

the intestine, and the embryos become free in the water or damp
earth. After undergoing a certain amount of growth and develop-

ment they are ready to develop to maturity, if swallowed; or, if they

are brought into contact with the skin, as may readily happen by the

soiling of the body with infested dirt, they will wriggle their way into

the hair follicles and continue to work through the tissues until they

come to a blood vessel. The}r are carried by the circulation to the

heart and then to the lungs. In the lungs they leave the blood vessels

and enter the air cells, and, moving outward along the air pass-

they finally leave the windpipe, enter the esophagus, then the stomach,

and at last, in this roundabout way, reach the intestine.

The life histories of the roundworms found in the lungs oi' cattle,

sheep, and swine are not known, but there are indications that some of

these forms pass a portion of their embryonic development in earth-

worms. The embryos of the worm (Syngamua trachealis) whose pres-

ence in the windpipe causes "gapes" in chickens (figs. 24-26) also seem

sometimes to enter the bodies of earthworms. Jn this case, how-

ever, it is known that earthworms are not necessary intermediate

hosts, and that the parasite may be transmitted directly b\T swallowing
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the embryos either before or after they have hatched from the ecrers.

The eggs or embryos of lungworms reach the outer world in the

sputum coughed up from the lungs of their host.

Although direct development is the rule among roundworms, there

are many species which must necessarily pass through an intermediate

host before they can develop to maturity. Trichinella spiral/is (= - Tri-

china spiralis) is such a form, and a very important one on account of

the serious disease known as trichinosis which it produces in man.

This parasite is able to live in a large number of different species of

animals, the most common hosts, however, being pigs, rats, and human

Fig. 25.—Eggs of the gapeworm
(Syngamus trachcalis) , one of

them hatching — enlarged 260

times (after Megnin).

Fig. 2G.—Gapeworm (Syngamus
trachealis): a, male firmly at-

tached to female, b—enlarged
5 times (after Megnin).

Fi'.. 24.—Windpipe of chicken
split open to show gape-

worms attached to its inner

Burface—enlarged | afterMeg-
nin).

beings. The adult forms (tigs. 30, 31), which occur in the intestine.

are short lived, but each female during her life of a month or

produces from 1.0,000 to 15,000 embryos which are already hatched
when horn.' The embryos penetrate the wall of the intestine, work
their way through the tissues, and aided by the circulation reach

nearly every part of the body. They finally settle down in the muscles

9) and become encysted. During the period of this migra-

tion very serious symptoms are produced in man, and in cases of heavy
infestation death commonly results. Pigs, however, stand even very
heavy infestation fairly well and rarely die. The embryos will remain
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Fig. 27.—Larva of TrichineUa spiralis inmuscle, not yet

encysted—enlarged (alter Lcuckart).

f/1

erm

@

«as

3.—Piece of pork showing larvae of TrichineUa

spiralis encysted in the muscle fibers—natural size

(after Ostertag).

Fig. 29.—Encysted larva of TrichineUa spiralis—en-

larged (after Leuckart).
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alive encysted in the muscles for as long as ten years, but finally die

unless the flesh (fig. 28) containing them is eaten by some animal. If

swallowed the embryos are set free, and within a week have grown to

maturity and are producing embryos in their turn. From the fore-

going it is evident that man acquires the parasite by eating pork

infested with the encysted embryos. Such pork, however, is only

?

Fig. 32.—Thorn-heade 1 worn s (Echinorhynchus 1 irudinaceus)

attached to piece of pij's intestine: tfi male; 9, female-
enlarged (original).

Fig. Sl.—TrichineOa

8piralia: adult
male—en 1 a rged
(after Leuckart).

Fig. 33.—Larva of May beetle, in

which the intermediate stage of

the thorn-headod worm of pigs de-

velops—enlarged one-fourth (after

Chittenden).

dangerous when raw or imperfectly cooked; thorough cooking, which
kills the embryos, renders the most heavily infested meat harmless.

Pigs acquire the parasite in two ways—by devouring the carcasses of

infested pigs or by eating infested rats. The feeding of hogs with

offal at slaughterhouses is a common way in which the parasite is

spread, and rats about slaughterhouses become infested in a similar
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\\a\. The practice of keeping hogs at slaughterhouses ami feeding

tln'in with the uncooked refuse from slaughtered animals can not be

too vigorously condemned, as it is one of the principal way- in which

Fig. 35.—Embryo of Filarhi immitia as it appears

in the blood of dogs—greatly enlarged (after

N I >e)

.

FIG. 34.—Thread worms (FUaria immitis) from
the b male to the :

to the right—natural size (after Railliet).

\
Fig. 30.—Position of the proboscis of a mosquito

while biting—enlarged (after Xoe i.

the parasite is propagated. The parasite is transmitted to rats by the

offal of slaughtered hogs, and from one to another by the more or less

eommon occurrence of cannibalism.
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The thorn-headed worm of pigs {Echinorh/ynchus hirudinac* us) is the

principal representative and one of very few of its class occurring

in domestic animals. The thorn-headed worms are sometimes cla

with the roundworms proper and sometimes in a separate group.

Echi/norhynchu8 hirudinaceus (fig. 3^}) is very comrade in hogs in the

( rnited Stales, occurring in the intestine, to (lie wall of which it is firmly

fixed by means of its (horny head. Like most other intestinal para-

sites, it produce- eggs which are carried out of the intestine in the

droppings. 1 1 the eggs thus scattered about over the ground are swal-

lowed by the grubs of May beetles (fig. 33) (large white grubs com-

monly found in rich soil), they hatch and the embryos become encysted

in the body cavity of the grubs. When grubs thus infested are cniai

Fig. 37.—Manner in which the embryos
of Filaria immitis are transmitted to

dogsby mosquitoes: pi, surface of skin;

lb, labium of mosquito from which an
embryo, Jil, is escaping; st, piercing

stylets of mosquito—greatly enlarged

(after Noe).

Fig. 38.—Portion of the in-

testine of a dog infested

with echinococcus tape-

worms—natural size(after

Ostertag).

Fig. 39. — Adult
echinococcus
tapeworm
from the intes-

tine of a dog-
enlarged (after

Leuckart).

by pigs, the embryos are released from their cysts, and, after fastening

to the intestinal wall, continue their development to maturity.

There are a number of species of roundworms occurring in the

domestic animals which are found in rather inaccessible places in the

body without any direct outlet for their egg^ or embryos. In many
cases the life history of these species has not been determined, but it

own that such forms commonly deposit their embryos in the blood

vessels. For example, one of these {Filaria immitis), which (fig. 3i)

is found in the heart of dogs and is of rather common occurrence in some
parts of this country, is known to have the following life history:

The embryos (tig. 35), which circulate in the blood stream, are liable to
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in- sucked up by mosquitoes during the acl of biting. If taken thus

into the body of certain species of mosquitoes, the embryos continue

their development, and when they have attained the proper will

develop to maturity if returned to the circulatory system of the dog.

At the. stage when tiny are ready to leave the mosquito they are found

in the part of the proboscis known as the labium, the tip of which,

during the act of biting, rests on the skin just behind and in contact

with the piercing stylets (fig. 3G). The embryos break through the

thin membrane of the tip of the labium and enter the body of the dog

through the wound made by the piercing 9tylets (tig. 37); then reach-

ing the blood vessels thev are carried to the heart, where they complete

their development.

Fig. 40.—Portion ol a hog's liver infested with trhinococcus bladder-worm—

natural size (after Stilus).

A number of other nearly related species of roundworms whose

embryos are found in the circulation of their hosts are also evidently

transmitted by mosquitoes, and some are apparently transmitted by

fleas in a similar manner.

TAPEWORMS.

Tapeworms of every species whose life history is known, with few

exceptions, pass a portion of their life history encysted in the tissues

of some animal before attaining maturity in the final host. The

encysted stage, or bladder-worm, commonly occurs in animals which

serve the final hosts for food. Thus one of the tapeworms of man

passes its intermediate stage in cattle; another in hogs. The cat has

a tapeworm whose intermediate stage is found in rats and mice. Two
of the tapeworms of dogs pass their bladder-worm stage in rabbits,

and many of the tapeworms of birds occur in insects during their
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intermediate stage. In each rase the intermediate host becomes

infected by swallowing the eggs from the mature tapeworm which

are scattered aboul in the droppings of the final boat, and the final

host becomes infected from swallowing the bladder-worm which is

encysted in the tissues of the intermediate host.

Three of the tapeworms of dogs are of particular interest, because

their intermediate stages occur in live stock. The intermediate stage

of one occurs also in man.

Fig. 41.—Diagram of an echinococcus bladder-worm: cu, thick external cuticle; pa, parenchyme
(germinal layer); c, d, e, development of the heads, according to Leuckart; /, g, h, i, k, development
of the heads, according to Moniez; I, fully developed brood capsule with heads; m, thebrood capsule

has ruptured, and the heads hang into the lumen of the hydatid; n, Liberated head floating In the

hydatid; <>, p, q, r, 8, mode of formation of secondary exogenous daughter cyst; t, daughter cyst with

one endogenous and one exogenous granddaughter cyst; u, v, x, formation of endogenous cyst, after

Kuhn and Davaine; y, :, formation of endogenous daughter cystv. after Xaunyn and Leuckart; y, at

tlir expense Of ;i head; .. from a brood capsule: tnuj, constricted portion of the mother cyst

(after R. Blanchard, ism;, p. 426, fig. 257, Blightly modified).

The adult echinococcus tapeworm (figs. 38, 39), a tiny creature a

fraction of an inch long, is comparatively harmless to the dog which

it infests, but its intermediate stage is one of the most fatal parasites

known, especially to man. It is transmitted to cattle, sheep, man.
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Fig. _ of

thr marginate
tapeworm with

Blx-booked em-
bryo— ^ re a 1 1 y
enlarged (after

Stil-

, L—The thill necked bladd< t

worm, the Intermedial
the marginate tapeworm; from

the body cavity of a steer

—

natu-

ral size (alter Stiles).

3 r.i

.>,

•

.'.".V

s r pi

V. #i= -

ElG. 45.—An adult gid tapeworm from the in-

testine of a dog—natural size (alter Railliet).

Fig. 42.—The marginate tapeworm
from the intestine of a dog—natu-

ral size (after Still

Fig. 46.

—

A r-worm, showing the

heads—natural size (after Railliet).
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and other animals by the eggs of the tapeworm, which may be con-

veyed by various articles contaminated by infested dogs, such as grass,

water, raw vegetables, etc., while the dogs become infested by eating

the 4 carcasses of animals infested with the bladder-worm stage. House

dogs infested with this parasite are a source of great danger to human

•%*

Yia. 47.—<k\ill of a Bheep, showing the brain. infested with a gid bladder-worm—two-thirds natural

size (alter itailliet).

beings. In petting thorn the hands are very liable to pick up some of

the eggs with which the hair of the dog may be soiled, or the dog in

licking himself may get some of the eggs upon his lips and tongue

and later transfer them to some one's hands or face, from which they

may readily get into the mouth. An egg of this tapeworm, having

been swallowed, hatches out in the stomach or intestine. The embryo

then works its way out of the alimentary canal by means of six tiny

hooks with which it is supplied, and after more or less wandering
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through the tissuea

finally Bettlesdown

in the liver, kid-

i nc\ s, lungs, or al-

m< i :in\ organ of

the body. At this

time ii is scarcely

more than 0.0OJ

inch in diameter,

but in the course

of time it may at-

tain a compara-

tively enormous

size, g ro \v i u g
g s siowlv '>ut surely,

| £ and as it grows

.!- I pressing more and
* A* S more upon the

I f structures am id

3 i which it is located,

« £ causing en la rgfe-

g ?. ment of the in-

| | fested organ, dis-

placing other or-

gans, Lmpedingthe

circulation, a n d

producing various

other disturbances

§1 (figs. 40, 41). The

I | growth of the par-

asite continues in-

definitely, and al-

though it may be

I § many years (fifteen

:l to twenty) before

& » death is produced,

g «o about one-half of

m £ the cases in man
c ~ prove fatal within

five years. In Ice-

land echinococcus

disease is very
common and from

1 to 3 per cent,

some authorities

state 10 per cent,

2
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of the populatioD are killed by it. It. is also more or less common in

the various European countries, in Egypt, in India, and in Australia.

Fortunately, it is comparatively rare in this country, but unless proper

precautions are taken it is liable to become more prevalent in the

future. Some of the more important measures of prevention are:

( 1 ) The destruction of stray and superfluous dogs.

(2) The proper disposal of the viscera of slaughtered animal-, so that

infested organs can not be eaten by dog's.

(g) Careful feeding of dogs.

(4) The chances of in testation in the case of man may be greatly

reduced by handling dogs as little as possible, and by banishing them

from dwelling houses.

The intermediate stages of the gid tapeworm (figs. 45, 40) and the

marginate tapeworm (figs. 42-44) of dogs occur in live stock, but are

not transmissible to man. The mode of transmission is essentially the

same as that of the echinococcus parasite.

The thin-necked bladder-worm (tig. 44), which is the intermediate

stage of the marginate tapeworm, is very common in this country,

but seems to do little damage, except in cases of heavy infestation in

young stock.

The gid bladder-worm, on the other hand, is a very dangerous para-

site. It develops in the brain or spinal canal, sometimes attaining the

si/c of a hen's egg (figs. 46, 47). Sheep are more commonly attacked,

though cattle and other animals are not exempt. The disease pro-

duced is commonly known as "gid," on account of the behavior of

infested animals, giddiness or turning in a circle being a frequent

symptom, resulting from the pressure of the bladder-worm on the

brain. Nearly 100 per cent of the animals infested ultimately die, and

flocks of sheep are sometimes almost entirely annihilated. This para-

site had never been reported in the United States until recently, but it

is now known to be present, although it is probably rather rare as }
T
et.

Some tapeworms are transmitted b}^ the external parasites of their

hosts, as, for example, the double -pored tapeworm of the dog, which

3es its intermediate stage in fleas and lice. The skin, hair, and

bedding are of course more or less soiled with the eggs of the tape-

worm. Fleas and lice are consequently liable to become infested

while feeding, while the dog in turn acquires the parasite from swal-

lowing infested lice or fleas.

Concerning the life history of the tapeworms of herbivorous animals,

such as those of sheep, cattle, and horses, we are still altogether igno-

rant. Whether they have a cycle of development like other tapeworms
and pass their intermediate stages in some small animals, such as

insects, which are liable to be swallowed accidentally, or whether their

3 a 1905 11
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life history i> something very different, bas never been determined,

and although this question has been a subject of experiment and in\«

ligation for many years, it ^till remains to be solved.

Fl.l K!

The flukes have as a rule very complicated life histories. The

adults live usually in places opening more or less directly to the

exterior, commonly in the intestines or liver and sometimes in the lm

and air passages. There are also forms living- in the blood vessels of

whose life history practically nothing is known.

The common liver fluke (fig. 4X) of sheep, occurring also in cattle

and other animals, including man, may be taken as an example to illus-

trate the life history of flukes. This worm, usually located in the

liver, produces eggs (tig. 49) which find their way through the gall

ducts to the intestine and finallv to the outer world. The eggs which

fall in damp places hatch, giving issue to embryos (tig. 50) which swim
about in the water until they find a snail. The embryo (tig-. 50) bores

into the body of the snail by means of a spine with which it is provided

and there settles down. If the snail is of a species suitable for a host,

the embryo grows rapidly and becomes a saclike structure called a

sporocyst (tig. 51) and within it develop half a dozen or more bodies

known as redia\ These redhc break through the wall of the sac and

work their way through the tissues of the snail and finally settle down
again in some organ, usually the liver. Within each redia (tig. 52) there

are developed either other redia4 or forms known as cercarise, fifteen to

twenty in number. As these cercarise (tig. 53) develop they escape

through a little opening in the redia, and finally leave the body of the

snail and swim about with great agility in the water by means of their

tails, looking very much like microscopic tadpoles. The eercaria soon

settles down on some object submerged in the water a blade of grass,

for example—loses its tail and becomes surrounded by a protective

cyst (fig. 54). When this encysted stage is swallowed by a sheep, it

grows in size, develops sexual organs, and becomes a mature egg-

producing* fluke.

From the foregoing, it is evident that the principal elements in the

transmission of the liver fluke are moisture and certain species of

snails. In the absence of either of these the transmission of the para-

site is an impossibility, and since snails, as well as the free-living

stages of the liver fluke, are dependent upon moisture, the drainage

of damp pastures is one of the most important points in the preven-

tion of fluke disease.

PROTOZOA.

Probably less is known in general concerning the parasitic protozoa

than any other group of parasites, and most of the known facts are of

very recent development.
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Fig. 49.—Egg of the common liver fluke, containing a

ciliated embryo (miracidium) ready to hatch out: d,

remains of food; e, cushion of jelly-like substance;/,

boring papilla; h, eye spots; k, germinal cells, x 680.

(After Thomas, 1883, p. 283, fig. 2.)

Fig. 50.—Embryo of the common
liver fluke (Fasriola hepatica I

boring into a snail. X 370.

(After Thomas. 1883, p. 285,

fig. 4.)

Fio. 51.—vSporocyst of

the common liver

fluke from the body
of a snail, containing

redise in course of

lopme nt — en-
larged 200 times (af-

52.—Redia of com-
mon liver fluke, con-

taining cercarise—en-

larged 150 times (after

Leuckart).
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The proto oa, uch as the amebae and coccidia, which infest the ali-

mentary canal, arc transmitted in a \ a r\ simple way in contaminated

food or water. It is not known how the protozoa called san.-oc;.

which occur in the muscles of various animals, arc transmitted.

Fig. 53.—Free-swim-
ming cercaria of the

common liver
fluke — greatly en-

larged (after Leuck-

ort).

Fig. 54.—Portion of a grass stalk with three encysted cercaria

of the common liver fluke — enlarged 10 times (after

Thomas).

The most important parasitic protozoa, and those with the most

interesting life histories', are undoubtedly those occurring in the blood.

FIG. 55.—Blood corpuscles of an OX containing Texas fever parasites-

enlarged about 1,500 times (after Laveran ct Nicolle).

It was only a little over ten years ago that the principal method of

their transmission was discovered.

Smith £ Kilborne, of the Bureau of Animal Industry, during their

investigations of Texas fever, a disease which they showed to be due
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to a protozoan (tig. 55) parasitic in the blood, proved conclusively thai

this disease was transmitted by a certain species of tick, and sine.' this

disco\ rr\ (announced in L893), which was the firsl of the kind, i icks or

blood-sucking insects have been shown to act as agents of transmission

in various other protozoan diseases.

Fig. 56.—Trypanosoraes—enlarged about 2,000 times (after Laveran & Nicolle .

The authors named discovered that the young ticks produced by

ticks belonging to the species Boojpldlus annulatus that have matured

upon cattle harboring the Texas fever parasite in their blood are infec-

tious, and if they attach themselves to susceptible cattle will transmit

Fig. 58.—The tsetse fly of Africa, which transmits

7.—Trypanosomea among blood corpuscles— a certain species of trypanosom.es very fatal to

enlarged 700 times (after Rouget). live stock—enlarged 2.i times (after Bruce).

to them the parasite. The infection is thus handed down from one

generation of ticks to the next following generation, and evidently

passes through the eggs.

A disease of dogs and another of sheep similar to Texas fever are

transmitted in much the same way as the latter by certain species of

ticks. Chickens in Texas and other southern localities, where the

chicken tick (Argas miniatus) is prevalent, suffer with a disease which,
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though somewhat different from the Texas fever group

seems to be due to a protozoan transmitted by the ti>

Though the fact that ' fever of cattle and similar di

other animals are transmitted by ticks lias been perfectly i stablished,

no one has yet succeeded in tracing the protozoan parasites, possibly

on account of their very small size, during that portion of the life

history spent in the ticks. In the ease of a number of other protozoan

parasites, however, it lias been possible to determine more pei

the various stages in the life cycle.

The life history of the parasite which causes malaria in man, for

ample, is now very well known. Certain kinds of mosquitoes (of

the genus Anopheles) while sucking blood from malarial patients take

up at the same time some of the malarial parasites. If these parasites

are at the proper stage they undergo certain changes and bore into

the wall of the stomach of the mosquito, where they become encysted.

Within these cysts are formed a large number of slender bodies

known as sporozoites, which, after the bursting of the cysts, migrate

to the salivary glands of the mosquito. These sporozoites are I

infecting stage of the parasite, and when the mosquito bites again

they are injected with the saliva into the blood, and a new case of

malaria is begun. Birds are subject to parasites resembling the

malarial parasite of man and likewise transmitted by mosquitoe>.

Blood-sucking Hies, as well as mosquitoes and ticks, also play a part

in transmitting protozoan diseases. The parasites known as try-

panosomes (figs. 56, 57) are in some cases transmitted by flies and

mosquitoes. The fatal effects of the bite of the tsetse fly (tig. 58),

from which formerly so many cattle and horses died in Africa, are not

due to any poison secreted by the fly, but to a disease caused by a

species of trypanosome, which is injected into the blood at the time of

the bite and multiplies there. In a similar way fleas and sucking lice

also seem sometimes to transmit trypanosomes.



SOME WAYS IN WHICH THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE AND THE EXPERIMENT STATIONS

SUPPLEMENT EACJl OTHER.

By E. W. Allen, Ph. I).,

Assistant Director of the Office of Experiment Stations.

INTRODUCTION.

Although the act establishing the agricultural experiment stations

made them practically independent of one another and of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, the relations of these two great agencies have

in reality been very close. They have been drawn together by a com-

mon purpose, and as their work has progressed they have often found

themselves in positions of mutual helpfulness and dependence. They
have developed together. Together they have demonstrated the utility

of agricultural investigation and shown its practical importance to the

farmer and the horticulturist. They have laid the foundation of a

science of agriculture as a basis for teaching, and have won the confi-

dence and appreciation of the general public to such an extent as to

make their continued development possible.

The period covered by the experiment station movement in this

country has seen a great change in the Department of Agriculture,

both in character and in material equipment. The Department has

become in effect a great experiment station, with probably the largest

personnel and the most liberal appropriations of any institution of its

kind. Congress has year by year increased its appropriations for

investigations independent of its administrative work, and its organi-

zation has steadily developed along the lines of a central experiment

station. But it has lacked some of the characteristics of an American
station in its equipment and methods of work, and these differences,

together with the wide distribution of the stations throughout the

country, have made the reciprocal relations of the Department and

tin stations the more important.

SOME POINTS OF DIFFERENCE.

While the Department of Agriculture is very strongly equipped
i.i laboratory facilities und men in particular lines, in other directions

it has developed to little or no extent. For example, it has unexcelled

focilities for studying animal diseases, but has no flocks and herds for

Ki7
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studying problems of feeding and management It hag laboratories

and experts for studying diseases of plants and questions relatin

plant physiology, but until quite recently it bas had no lands of its

own for field experiments or culture work upon a practical scale. It

has specialists in fruit and vegetable production, but their lit* 1< I work,

if done at all, must be done at arm's Length. In other words, it is

strong in laboratory facilities and in expert- in many lines, but it has

very little provision at Washington for carrying on experiments upon

a practical basis or under field conditions. This is undoubtedly wise*,

onditions at Washington would be representative of only a small

traction of the country, and the Department must work for the whole

country. Through the experiment stations it can extend its work

and its influence to every State and Territory.

Furthermore, the administrative function- assigned to the Depart-

ment have had an influence in developing it in special direction

the exclusion of some other phases more Local in their relationships.

These things have served to bring about to some extent a division of

work, which has left many large questions of important practical

bearing almost entirely to the stations. The latter are usually strong

in their provisions for practical work and for the testing of theories

on a practical basis. Nearly all of them have farms at their disposal,

with experimental fields and orchards and live stock of different kinds.

They have the advantage of a close association with practical farming

operations and intimate relations with the farmers. They therefore

have the real problems of their sections brought home to them in a

variety of ways.

But beyond their superior facilities for practical experiments and

their advantageous relations, the stations have often been well equipped

for scientific work, some excelling in a particular direction and others

being strong in other lines; so that in both the practical and the

scientific phases of the work the stations, taken together, have supple-

mented the Department's facilities.

THE DEPARTMENT'S ADVANTAGES.

On the other hand, the Department has had a great advantage over

the stations in material resources, and in its ability to develop

strongly on the scientific side of large questions affecting the whole

country. Its total appropriation amounts to four or live times that of

the combined funds of the experiment stations from all sources; and

while a not inconsiderable part of its funds are for administrative and

inspection work, for making weather observations and prediction.^, the

collection of statistics of agricultural production, purchase of seeds

for Congressional distribution, and the like, the large amount of money
provided specifically for investigations in other lines gives it a great

material advantage.
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Moreover, the Department's funds are under the control of u single

set of officers, who have quite large liberty in their administration;

whereas the l\ million dollars available to the experiment stations Is

distributed among Bftv-four Institutions, and has to be subdivided

among as main sets of officers. Hence, the amount which any indi-

vidua] station can devote to a particular line of research is small

compared with the amount which the Department might elect to devote

to a single purpose.

'The Department also has larger freedom to work where it will, rather

than to divide its energies equally among- the different States, and this

again enables it to undertake large enterprises and organize work

along special lines. It is in a position to take a somewhat broader

general survey of the field and of the relative importance of special

undertakings. It can often point out these things in sueh a way as to

secure appropriations and inaugurate new lines, which can he carried

on with the stations' cooperation.

The vastness of the agricultural regions in whose interests the indi-

vidual stations are working is rarely realized. Even along the Atlantic

i we have on an average only one station for every 24,000 square

miles, and in several of the large agricultural States of the .Middle

West the area is twice as great as this. While the Department works

for the whole country, it is at liberty at any time to throw its energies

largely into a particular section, or to concentrate upon special prob-

lem-, as emergency or expediency may advise. It can. therefore, do

many things which the stations could not undertake, and hence it is in

position to relieve them or to aid them in very many ways. In many
respects its facilities for investigation work are unexcelled, and it can

provide specialists, expensive apparatus, and collections which give it

a great advantage.

For example, the provisions for entomological studies at Washing-

ton are far in excess of those which any station could expect to afford

in its laboratories, and the stations have availed themselves of these

facilities in a variety of ways. The Department has far superior facili-

ties, as it has far greater funds, for plant introduction, and can send

specialists to remote parts of the world in search of promising kinds

or varieties of plants or those more resistant to drought, disease, and

other conditions. But the suggestion for the need of these introduc-

ften come from the stations* experience and observation;

and in testing their suitability to particular localities and adapting

them to special needs the stations are the most natural agencies through

which to work.

A case in point i- the search for varieties of flax resistant to a very

troublesome disease which prevails in North Dakota. The North

Dakota station worked out the nature and cause of the disease and the

fact that after a time it rendered the land unfit for tlax production,
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Finding no way to eo it without abandoning culture on the

t land, it turned to tin- Department for aid in securin bant

strains, and the latter in turn sent the station specialist abroad on this

mission, defraying the expense of the trip and the introduction of

material.

Without attempting to compare in any way the work or the influence

of these tv it may be of interest to note a few typical

if their work, both independently and in cooperation. This

will serve to --how in a measure the important relations which they

bold to each oilier and to the promotion of American agriculture.

SOME FEATURES OF STATION WORK.

The development of the method of presen ing green feeds in the .silo

has been led in this country by the experiment stations, (pate inde-

pendently of the Department. It has been the subject of extensive

andwidespread experiment. The stations have developed the methods
of producing and handling green silage crops, so as to secure the

greatest amount of food material and the minimum loss in curing, and
have worked out the problems relating- to the feeding of these materials.

They have gone to the very bottom of the subject and determined the

character and cause of the changes in the silo, devised suitable and

economical methods of silo construction, and shown the practical

applications of the system. Little advantage could be taken, at the

outset, of the work done in other countries, because the crops used and

other conditions were so very different. A vast amount of pioneer

experimenting and investigation has been required, and repeated

demonstrations under varying conditions have been necessary to over-

come prejudices and propagate the system.

An enterprise o( such breadth and involving such a variety of con-

ditions required work all over the country by a large number of

specialists. As in many other undertakings, there was a distinct

advantage from having men scattered over the country, working with

a certain independence and individuality, and approaching the question

with their own local conditions clearly in mind. A certain amount of

repetition of experiments was inevitable, and this, instead of being

unnecessary duplication, was an important phase in the local adaptation

of the system.

Again, the development of the scientific basis of dairying may be

regarded as quite distinctly a station undertaking. Their work has

included researches on the chemistry of milk and dairy products,

probably more extensive in character than in any other country.

They have developed and brought into almost universal use a simple

method for rapidly determining the fat content of milk, which has revo-

lutionized the method of paying for milk and has had a great influence

in improving dairy stock. They have made elaborate investigations
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in cheese making and curing, which have shown the cause and indicated

the besl conditions of ripening, and have carried on extensive experi-

ments in practically every stage of butter making and creamery

management. Perhaps in no branch of agriculture has the experi-

mental work been more extensive or productive of more tangible and

striking results. The study of the bacteriology of dairying has led to

a consideration of the sanitary conditions surrounding the production

and handling of one of the most common articles of food; it has shown
its relation to public health and the far greater need of sanitary

inspection of dairies than for conformity of the product to a Legal

standard of composition.

Of late the Department has taken up dairy work in cooperation with

the stations, in studying the conditions of cold storage of cheese, the

manufacture of soft cheeses, and other questions; and it is working

independently on other commercial problems. It can take up many
of these matters in a large way much better than the stations could,

and can afford, if necessary, to wait for results. In this way it can

supplement the stations' work, the foundation of which has been so

well laid.

EXTENSION OF THE DEPARTMENT'S WORK.

On the other hand, the Department has taken a leading part in this

country in the study of animal diseases, their cause, transmission, and

prevention. It has been led into this very naturally by its quarantine

and inspection work, and has established a reputation for its investi-

gations which is world-wide; but in several lines it has been ably sec-

onded by the experiment stations. The latter have not only propa-

gated its work and contributed to it by observation over a wide

territory, but in some important instances they have extended it and

brought it to a practical conclusion.

The study of Texas fever serves to illustrate this. The Bureau of

Animal Industry demonstrated the disease to be due to a protozoan

blood parasite, and showed the cattle tick to be the carrier of the dis-

ease. Following many experiments by the Department and the sta-

tions to get rid of the tick by dipping, the Missouri and Texas stations,

working together, developed a successful method of blood inoculation

for securing immunity to the disease. The Southern stations made
extensive experiments to test and demonstrate its efficiency, and to deter-

mine the conditions for carrying out the inoculation so as to increase

it- efficiency and decrease the danger of loss of animals.

Here, then, is an illustration of the practical advantages of both

agencies. Either alone might not have developed a practical method
of immunization, but the Department's work furnished the basis for

such a method, which was then worked out and developed by the sta-

tions independently of the Department, as they were on the ground, and
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the matter was one of \<i\ great importance to 1 1 1 * - live-stock interests

of their sections.

The Departmem4

and the stations also supplement each other in the

breeding of plants for particular conditions or use-. While this work

has sometimes been cooperative, it has often been carried on inde-

pendently, different crops being used to a large extent. Thus, while

the Department has led in the breeding work upon cotton and citrus

fruits, the Illinois station inaugurated work in corn breeding which

been extended to several other stations, and the selection of coin

for seed, to improve both the yield and the quality, has been carried

on and exploited in practically all the corn-growing States.

The Department is also breeding and selecting tobacco, sugar be<

cowpeas, oats, wheat, and other cereals, in some eases in cooperation

and in others independently. New varieties of wheat originated by

the Minnesota station have proved o^ special value for the northwest

ern wheat section, and are now successfully grown on fully a half

million acres, being estimated to yield from L to 2 bushels more pet-

acre than the varieties they are replacing. Other stations are breed-

ing wheat for milling quality and composition, flax for yield of fiber

and of seed, sugar cane for sugar content and tonnage, and the South

Dakota station has been for several years conducting breeding experi-

ments with horticultural crops on an extensive scale. These are only

a few of many lines. Systematic work in plant breeding and selection

is now carried on by over half the stations in the country.

EXTENDING STATION WORE.

Several years ago the Department provided funds for the elabora-

tion of a respiration apparatus for studying problems in human nutri-

tion, and when this had been perfected it contributed largely to the

construction of an apparatus of that kind for studies in the problems

of animal nutrition. The feeding experiments had reached a point

where these physiological studies were imperative, but no single

station felt able to undertake them in view of the expense of con-

structing the apparatus and the time and expense required for the

experiments. The Department made this work possible by building

an apparatus at the Pennsylvania station, and has provided funds for

several years past for the conduct of experiments, which are carried

on jointly by the Department and the station.

The above instance is only one of several in which the aid afforded

by the Department has enabled the stations to organize their work
more broadl}'. Among other instances may be mentioned the estab-

lishment of a department of farm mechanics at the Wisconsin station,

which was a distinct result of Department cooperation; the inaugura-

tion of irrigation investigations in California, of cotton-culture experi-

ments in Texas, rice studies in Arkansas and South Carolina, horse
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breeding work in Colorado, and experiments in making European

cheeses in ( Connecticut.

The investigations in human nutrition, which have been carried on

quite largely in cooperation with the experiment stations, would yery

Likely no! have been made except for the initiative furnished by the

Department and the appropriations which il secured for that work.

^\u-\\ practical studies of wide application as the relative value of

ordinary and whole-wheat Hour, the place of cereal foods in the diet,

the losses in preparation and cooking- of foods, economy in the pur-

chase of articles of diet, and many others, have been carried out at the

stations in cooperation with the Department; The latter has not only

furnished funds to aid in the work, but has printed the reports and

given wide publicity to the undertaking.

A central agency like the Department can best collect the statistics

of agricultural production at home and abroad, study the requirements

of export trade in agricultural products, and call attention to imports

which might be produced on our own soil. From this it is but a step,

and a natural one, for the Department to secure and introduce the

necessary materials for a new line of production, stimulate interest

in it, and encourage practical trials looking to the establishment of the

new industry. In the same way its knowledge of commercial condi-

tions will lead it to suggest changes or improvements in the methods of

marketing products, which will require experiments and practical tests

and in some cases trial shipments. The problems of supplying a

foreign demand, the marketing of products, and the increase of for-

eign trade in agricultural products are natural functions of the Depart-

ment, as they concern the whole country.

SERVICES OF THE STATIONS.

On the other hand, there are very man}r things which the Depart-
ment could not have carried to practical conclusion, certainly not with

the success that has been achieved, had it not been for the favorable

conditions and cooperation afforded by the stations. This union of

effort and resources has been an economy of the Department's funds
in carrying out its work, and has served to bring it closer to the

farmei s.

For example, if in its sugar-beet work the Department had been

obliged to rely upon cooperation with farmers as a means of deter-

mining the range of adaptability of this crop and the practicability of

its cultivation, vastly more time and expense would have been involved,

a; id ;i large proportion of the trials would have been of no value

ing to failure to follow directions. There would also have been
an absence of constant trained observation upon the growing crops
and of carefully weighed deductions at the close of the trial. As it

U . the facts were secured mainly by the sending out of the beet seed
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and th<- extension of the franking privilege to tin- stations. Th<

semination of alfalfa growing is also an illustration of successful

cooperative effort in which the stations took a prominent part. N

oiilv t ho adaptation of the crop to different localities bad to be deters

mined, but the best methods for putting in the seed and securing a

id, and these matters have been the subject of a large number of

experiments at the stations.

In arid farming the Department and the stations have supplemented

each other in an important way, for while the Department has int.

duced many of the things which are proving successful in developing

tannine- under restricted rainfall, the stations have exploited th

crops in their regions, tested their adaptation, and even conducted

special branch farms as a basis for their intelligent introduction. Such

farms are maintained ai State expense, for example, in North Dakota,

South Dakota, Utah, Kansas, and Nebraska, and in several other States

on a less formal basis.

New plants and crops can not be safely introduced from remote

regions without preliminary experiments to show their value and to

adapt them to the new locality; and the experiment stations, which

will be called upon sooner or later to advise farmers regarding their

culture, are the natural and most suitable agencies through which th;

preliminary trials can be made. Such trials, like practical experiments

in other lines, have a value which does not attach to tests made by

farmers unless the latter are closely supervised and controlled, for tl.

are conducted under suitable conditions by trained observers, compe-

tent to interpret the results.

These things show the intimate relations which almost inevitably

exist between the work of the Department and the stations. Con-

sciously or unconsciously, these two agencies depend in a large degree

upon each other for suggestions, for materials, and for results, and

their activities are guided as a matter of course by these reciprocal

relations. The advances in agricultural science are so complex as to

their source that it is often difficult to assign the credit equitably,

because there have been so many contributory causes, the real value

of which it is often difficult to measure. This country is so large and

represents such a diversity of conditions that almost any recommenda-

tions beyond the most general in character need to be adapted to the

locality. And in connection with this adaptation or fitting into the

practice, new problems arise which call for attention.

It is for these reasons that the Department has come to adopt the

plan of working more largely through the stations when it enters their

respective States. If it is to effectively reach the farming people with

its results and their applications, it must have the assistance of some

organized agencies of standing which are scattered over the country

and have a permanent location and constituency. Realizing this, it
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has very naturally taken advantage of the facilities afforded )>y the

experiment stations, will) (heir knowledge of local conditions and

their intimate relations with representative and progressive farmers.

COOPERATION IN AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENTATION.

While the higher and more abstract research can be most success-

fully conducted by individuals working independently, there is a large

class of work, of the kind most common, which can be advantageously

made the subject of cooperation. By this means the special qualifi-

cations and advantages possessed by each agency are combined, and

the duplication of resources and facilities is avoided. Such coopera-

tion can be carried out upon terms of equal partnership, and in such a

way as to be mutually advantageous to both parties. The results are

often more reliable and of more widespread interest and application.

Much work of this kind has been done in the past, and cooperation

has become an increasingly important factor in carrying out the

Department's inquiries and demonstrations in the States. Congress

has recognized its importance also, and it has provided for it in the

wording of the agricultural appropriation act, which suggests a closer

bond of union than is indicated by the act establishing the stations.

The appropriation act for the present year mentions the agricultural

experiment stations no less than fifteen times, outside of the clause

making specific appropriation for them. These references.provide for

cooperation between them and the Department in the extension of

work, and place the aid of the latter at the disposal of the stations in a

variety of ways. For example, the appropriations for conducting

experiments in animal breeding and feeding, for continuing the work
in plaift breeding and selection, for testing plant introductions, for

studying the influence of environment upon the composition of cereals

and sugar and starch producing plants, for determining the adapta-

bility of grape stocks, for studying market conditions affecting the

fruit and vegetable trade, for the improvement and extension of cereal

production, for work upon grass and forage plants, for drainage and

irrigation investigations, for work in connection with the ravages of

the cotton-boll weevil, and for studies on human food and nutrition

—

all make specific mention of the experiment stations as cooperating

agencies.

But the lines of work to which cooperation has extended are in fact

far more diverse and comprehensive than indicated by the Congres-

sional act. For several years past cooperation has embraced the cul-

ture of field crops and vegetables of various kinds, of special crops

like cotton, rice, and sugar beets, the breeding and adaptation of

cereals and other plants, the control of insect pests and plant diseases

of various crops, the water requirement of crops and its application,

alkali reclamation, feeding and breeding experiments with animals,

experiments in butter and cheese making and curing, and various
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phases of arid farming. In fact, it has included in a broad way well-

nigh every branch of work of the more immediately practical kind.

Last year fully fifty different lines of work were in progress which

involved active cooperation between the Department and forty-six of

the stations, and in very many other enterprises there were mutually

helpful relations which were not sufficiently formal to be designated

©operative undertakings. Frequently the cooperation on a single

subject extended to a half do/en or more stations.

In planning this work it has been found desirable in some cases to

form a group of stations to investigate a problem affecting a whole

region. Thus, for example, a group of stations in cooperation with

the Bureau of Plant Industry has been engaged in investigations of

the breeding of varieties of cereals adapted to the Northwest. In

other cases two or more branches of the Department have combined

to work in conjunction with a single station, or with several stations,

upon some complex problem. It is evident that a great variety of

effective combinations can be made.

The underlying principle in all this cooperative work is a union of

facilities and resources, whether these be funds, men, equipment, or

relationships. It recognizes that each party has something to offer

which will strengthen the undertaking or make it more effective,

either locally or in a National sense. The Department usually has the

advantage in point of funds and the broader survey of the general

field, and it can often place a larger number of specialists and assist-

ants in the field, whereas the stations have the plant for carrying on

tin 4 work, whether the experimental lield, greenhouse, feeding stable,

or dairy be required; and the}T also have a superior knowledge of local

conditions. It is in the full recognition of these special qualifications

and reciprocal relations that the great strength of our American sys-

tem of experimentation lies.

STATE AID.

In some cases the initiative for cooperative work comes from the

Department; in others, from the stations themselves or the people of

their States. In several instances the States have made special appro-

priations to their stations for the express purpose of promoting coop-

eration upon some particular subject. This has been true, for exam-

ple, of the irrigation work in a number of the "Western States.

The States are now supplementing, to a greater extent each year,

the funds which the Federal Government appropriates for agricultural

investigation through the State experiment stations and through the

Department at Washington. For example, the Indiana legislature a

year ago provided an annual appropriation of $'25,000 for the station, of

which $5,000 is for feeding work, especially beef production, $5,000

for dairy experiments, and $5,000 for experiments in crop and soil

improvement, this work to be done to a considerable extent about
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the Stale. In Iowa an appropriation of $15,000 a year was made to

the station, together With $3,500 a year for two years for good-road

experimentation, $55,000 for a new dairy building and equipment,

and $29,000 for additions to the dairy farm and equipment. The State

of Missouri made a biennial appropriation of $15,000 for the station,

and $15,000 additional for Cattle and swine barns, an agricultural

machine laboratory, and for starting a soil survey.

These are only a few of many illustrations which might be cited

but they serve to show the liberal tendency of the Stales in providing

for the promotion of agricultural experimentation within their bordei

In all, the experiment stations received last year from their States and

from other sources than the Federal Government, over $800,000, or con-

siderably more than they received directly from the Federal Govern-

ment. While the total amount of their funds is small in comparison

with the appropriations to the Department, other material advantages

which the stations enjoy serve to make them powerful allies of the

Department in the various branches of agricultural investigation.

DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION.

Complete success is not attained in agricultural experimentation

unless the results in their practical application are brought home to

the farmer and he is led to better methods of farming. This is a side

of the work which applies with special force to the experiment stations,

on account of their relations with their constituents and the benefits

which are expected. It is not enough that a station should discover

new facts or principles; it must show definitely how these can be util-

ized in practice, or made a part of the system of the particular region.

If it fails of doing this it does not meet the full expectations of the

people for whom it is working, and subjects itself to criticism. The

same would apply to the work of the Department in the long run,

although the immediate demand for results is less evident.

In the dissemination of useful information some of the most striking

illustrations are found of the ways and the extent to which the Depart-

ment and the stations supplement each other's efforts in behalf of the

American farmer. The effort to reach him effectively is often one of

the most difficult tasks, and hence a number of different agencies have

been developed. These may be classified roughly under (1) publica-

tions, ('2) talks and addresses at meetings and farmers' institutes, and

(3) practical demonstrations.

PUBLICATIONS.

The Department and the experiment stations combined constitute

the greatest publishing agency for agricultural literature in the world.

The extent of their activities in this direction will be brought out by

a few statistics for the past year.

3 A1905 12
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The Department of Agriculture last year issued 476 different publi-

cations, aside from reprints. These aggregated about

matter. Including the reprints, approximately L2j million copie

bulletins and reports wore issued during the year. Nearly half of

these were Farmers' Bulletins prepared especially for popular eon-

sumption, to which should be added the Yearbook, which was issued

in an edition of half a million copies.

The experiment stations of the country Last year published 101 bul-

letins and reports (exclusive of newspaper bulletins and pamphlets),

and these aggregated something over 16,000 pages of matter. The
number of copies issued was approximately <>.l million, and they were

distributed to farmers and others on the regular mailing lists of the

stations. These mailing lists combined now contain a total of 731,400

name-.

In other words, the stations as a whole issued nearly as many new
bulletins and reports as the Department, aggregating 16,000 pages as

compared with 22,000 pages in the Department publications; and the

aggregate number of copies of the stations' publications was approxi-

mately half that of the Department's issues. To a very large extent

the station publications were based on new experiments and investiga-

tions, and presented results of direct interest to progressive farmers

and horticulturists.

The number of bulletins and reports issued by the stations has

remained about the same for the past ten years, but the editions have

greatly increased with the demand for the publications. Stringency

oi' funds has often prevented the stations issuing as many bulletins

as they otherwise would. In several instances the States have come
to their assistance by providing for their printing, but where there is

no special provision of this sort the expense for printing and mailing

has about reached the maximum which can be afforded without crip-

pling the experimental work. It is especially fortunate, therefore,

that the Department is in position to give wider publicity to the work
of the stations by summarizing it in popular bulletins, which are sent

out freely. These make the results available to people who would

otherwise not be reached, and furnish a convenient basis for news-

paper articles and talks which popularize the work.

The Department has also provided permanent records of experiment

station work in the form of a card index and of a monthly periodical.

The latter gives a current record of the station and Department litera-

ture, and also reviews the work of similar nature which is being carried

on abroad. This is fully indexed, and is issued in a liberal edition. The
preparation of such a review could not wT ell be carried out under

private auspices. It serves not onlv to give prominence to the publi-

cations of the stations, but to make the investigations more efficient by

keeping Department and station workers posted on the progress of
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agricultural investigation throughout the world. Il is one, of the

Department's voluntary contributions to agricultural experimentation

and research in this counl ry.

i-i; \i I ['A I, DEMONSTRATIONS.

Only part of the farmers arc reached through the medium of bul-

letins and reports. Others require to be shown or to have the

message brought to them. For this reasou practical trials and dem-
onstrations under actual farm conditions are becoming a somewhat
more prominent feature of the work of both the Department and the

stations. The Department has not until recently entered upon this

demonstration work in a systematic way. It has relied upon the sta-

tions for this, and when it entered upon such work it naturally sought

the assistance of the stations, as being more familiar with local condi-

tions and problems and standing in closer relation to the farmers.

Within the past few years it has established farms or areas for dem-
onstrating diversified agriculture and farm management. While con-

ducted on private farms, these have usually been established and
directed in cooperation with the stations.

The Department has also conducted demonstrations upon a variety

of other subjects, either in cooperation with the stations or independ-

ently. Among others, mention may be made of demonstrations in

alkali reclamation, the preparation and management of land under
irrigation, the growing of cereals and forage plants, crops for arid

farming, the cold curing of cheese, and keeping butter.

Many of the stations' experiments have been conducted on their own
fields, or in their own stables, upon a sufficiently broad basis to

approximate farm conditions. For example, new crops have been

grown on considerable areas, to show their cost of production and
their value in the market; feeding trials have been conducted with

carload lots of animals, which could be shipped to the stock yards

where they would be sold in competition with other lots and com-
pared upon the block; and dairy experiments have been conducted in

the station creameries on such a scale as to make the products and the

results entirely comparable with commercial conditions. Experiments
in immunizing cattle against Texas fever have been made with large

numbers, frequently furnished to the station for the purpose; and the

value of irrigation in sections where the rainfall is deficient or poorly

distributed has been demonstrated on a dollar-and-cents basis.

More recently the stations have gone out among the farmers,

selecting localities for the demonstration of matters especially appli-

cable. Such demonstrations upon the importance and the manner of

spraying potatoes have been made in Maine and in Xew York, the

spraying and care of orchards in Xew York, the fertilizer needs of the

soil in Illinois and elsewhere, the feeding of steers in Iowa, the advan-

tages of seed treatment in preventing smut m Wisconsin, and the like.
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In a number of States organizations for agricultural experimented!

have been formed, which are under the general direction of th<

tions; and in at least two States (Iowa and Kansas) the county poor

farms have been turned into demonstration farms for illustrating new

crops, methods of culture, and general farm management.

In its demonstration work the Department lias made use of the

itions' findings, as it has in its popular publications; and similarly

in such work the experiment stations have made use of the sum total

general information without reference to its source. The sole

object has been to bring home to the farmer in a forcible way some

of the important results of agricultural experimentation which were

applicable to his conditions. These demonstrations have had an

important influence, tor they have not only appealed to many farmers

who would not otherwise be reached, but the fact of the results being

obtained in their midst and under conditions analogous to their own
has made them more convincing to the farmers of a neighborhood.

FARMERS' INSTITUTE WORK.

Never has there been such a campaign of popular education among
the farmers as during the past year, and never probably at any previ-

ous time have the farmers been in so receptive a mood and so well

prepared to profit by this effort. Special trains have been run

through a whole section of a State for the purpose of instructing the

farmers along the route in the importance of seed selection in growing

corn, wheat, and potatoes; and we have also had dairy and good-roads

specials of similar character. These trains have carried a corps of

men to give popular talks, with material for illustrating the same.

The novelty of the undertaking has aroused interest, and a great deal

of good has been done, especially by way of inspiration. This form

of extension work originated at the agricultural colleges and experi-

ment stations, and the men who have taken part in it have been for the

most part officers holding positions in both institutions.

In other States excursions have been run to bring farmers to the

college and station, in order that they might see for themselves what

was being done, and have the aims and applications of the experiments

pointed out to them. In North Dakota, for example, these annual

excursions have been a feature for several years past, and are run at

the instance of the college and station officers. The railroads offer

greatly reduced rates, usually one-half cent a mile, assign the neces-

sary cars for the purpose, and turn the whole matter of arranging the

plans and schedules over to the director of the station. Excursion cen-

ters are located, usually about two in a county, and a reliable farmer

is appointed to select the 50 persons who are to be brought from each

center. This number must include some 12 or 15 young men who
expect to remain on the farm, and a certain number of women.
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\<>i over 400 of these excursionists are brought to the station in a

single day. In the forenoon they are divided into parties and con-

ducted around the station fields, barns, dairy, etc., by guides. In the

afternoon they gather for a meeting in the assembly hall, where ques-

tions are answered and brief talks given upon seed selection, conserva-

tion of moisture, value of rotation, and similar topics. These excursions

cover a period of nearly three weeks, beginning early in July. Some
thing like 5,000 excursionists are brought to the station during this

period, and owing to the care exercised in selecting the excursionists

and in handling them while at the college, the good results have been

increasingly apparent.

The regular farmers' institutes are becoming better organized and

systematized each year, with the result that they havegreatly increased

in efficiency. In most States they now afford a very valuable means of

instructing the farmers in improved methods and practices, and in

bringing1 the results of the stations' work home to them in an effective

way.

In 29 States the management of the farmers' institutes is entirely in

the hands of the agricultural colleges and experiment stations, and in

43 States and Territories the college and station officers took a promi-

nent part in the work last year. About 347 station men assisted regu-

larly in the institute work, devoting to it in the aggregate nearl}r 2,700

days. In one State alone (Missouri) the station specialists last year

delivered 223 addresses at farmers' institutes and similar meetings.

There is great demand for the services of station men for institute

work, as they have a message to carry to the farmers and are in posi-

tion to give advice upon a wide range of practical questions. The
great majorit3r of the farmers now go to the institutes to be instructed,

and these meetings afford opportunity for the cral presentation of the

stations' work and results. Attendance upon them, however, is> often

a serious inconvenience and interruption to the station men, and it is

becoming evident that to a larger and larger extent a separate staff of

institute workers will need to be provided.

Thus far the Department has taken very little active part in farmers*

institute work in a systematic way. It has contributed funds toward

the holding of farmers' institutes in Texas for the purpose of extend-

ing diversified farming in regions where the boll weevil is destructive,

and in connection with its demonstration farms in the Southern States

it has held meetings which have brought together the farmers in the

respective localities. At these meetings the purposes of the work and

the advantages and practicability of diversification have been pointed

out. A Department expert last year lectured for six weeks upon the

subject of pure seed and seed adulteration, in connection with the

Pennsylvania farmers' institutes. Arrangements for other specialists

to cooperate in this wa} r and to explain the work of the Department in

various lines have been under contemplation; and in the aggregate a
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quite considerable number of men have been sent out to institutes and

farmers' meetings in response to special requests.

The activities of the Department in this direction, however, h

Lacked the advantage of being systematic and continuous. There is

believed to be great opportunity for useful development in this dire

tion, which would be helpful alike to the Department men and to the

institutes of the country. In this way the results obtained by the

Department could be brought more prominently to the attention

farmers of the country in much the same way that the station

results now are, and the specialists would come into direct conta

with the more intelligent class of people in whose interests they are

working.

CONCLUSION.

It will be seen from the above survey that some features of work

are being carried on primarily by the Department, some by the sta-

tions, and some by the two agencies working in cooperation; but the

conclusion is evident that there is a mutual interdependence which has

affected the work of both to a very great degree, and has contributed

materially to its scope, efficiency, and application in practice.

The work of the stations in various lines has brought out clearly

the necessity for more fundamental investigations, many of which are

too costly for the individual stations to undertake. This affords oppor-

tune for the Department, with its large material resources and

greater freedom of concentration, to conduct investigations Avhose

results will be of National importance. It thus opens up a field of

great usefulness.

Considering the limited material resources of the stations, we may
well marvel at the amount of work they have brought to successful

conclusion and the very potent influence they have had upon Ameri-

can agriculture. This has been made possible by the favorable condi-

tions in which they have been placed, the numerous advantages they

have enjoyed which are not expressed in terms of dollars and cents,

and by the union of forces for teaching and experimentation. To this

has been added the exercise of rigid economy in the matter of salaries

and general maintenance.

But to no small degree is the success of the experiment station

movement due to the paternal attitude of the Department of Agricul-

ture, its interest in promoting this movement, and the direct aid it has

given in subsidizing the stations, in furthering cooperation, and in

many other ways. The general propaganda for agricultural investi-

gation which the Department has been conducting, combined with the

publicity given to such work by station publications and activities,

has aroused widespread interest and confidence, and helped prepare

the public mind for still greater progress.



HOW TO GROW YOUNG TREES FOR FOREST WANTING.

By E. A. Sterling,

Assistant Forester, in Charge of Forest Extension, Forest Service.

THE FARMER'S NEED OF A HOME NURSERY.

Forest planting by small landowners is an important line of forest

work, and in many sections of the United States is a recognized

adjunct to successful agriculture. It had its beginning long before

forestry became a subject for general economic consideration, and the

settlers of the Middle West planted trees for years before there was a

professional forester in this country or recognition of the subject by

the National Government. The results are now apparent in the form

of planted groves and windbreaks of mature 'trees in many region.-,

particularly in the prairie States. In Nebraska alone the average of

the returns of the assessors for 1903 and 1904 showed an area of 286,000

acres of planted timber.

Many mistakes were made by the early tree planters, and much of

the timber now standing is of little commercial value, because the

primary desire was for quick effects, which were secured b}T using

rapid-growing species of poor quality and short life. From the stand-

point of protection very satisfactory results were obtained, but in

future planting the use of trees which will not only serve for protective

purposes, but also produce timber of higher value for posts, fuel, and

lumber, is strongly urged.

The farm windbreaks and shelterbelts and the small planted groves

which furnish fuel, fence posts, and repair and construction material

constitute one of the less striking phases of American forestry to-day.

Considered, however, from the standpoint of the greatest good to the

greatest number, their value to the vast host of citizens who follow

agricultural pursuits becomes apparent, and their contribution to the

prosperity of the West is realized.

Practically every section of the country can be helped by more

intelligent and extensive forest planting by small landowners. By
this means the abandoned farms of New England can be made pro-

ductive, the best kinds of sheltcrbelts and woodlots secured in newly

irrigated sections, the needed protection given to held crops and the

necessary wood material produced cheaply on the treeless plains and

183
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prairies, and the whole country made more attractive as a place of

habitation. With the development oi tin- semiarid W< t through

the reclamation of large arras by irrigation and dry farming, an

entirely new field for forest planting as a farm crop is opened up.

One of the functions of the Foresl Service is to encourage this work

by determining the species most suitable forevery situation and region,

and by giving advice as to the most economical and effective methods
of planting and protecting the young trees.

One of the most potent influences which retard forest planting on

farm lands is the difficulty experienced in securing suitable planting

materia] save at almost prohibitive cost. Until recently very few

nurserymen attempted to raise forest tree seedlings, and the demand
was so uncertain that high prices were charged as an offset to the

uncertainty attendant upon the disposal of the stock. The high initial

cost of nursery-grown seedlings, the expense ^\' shipment, and the

uncertainty of receiving the young trees when wanted have had a very

discouraging effect on the small planter, and the establishment of

plantations has been curtailed in consequence. On the 1 other hand,

home production of young trees has seemed too difficult a task for the

novice; while the rush of farm work at the time seed beds should

have the most attention, together with the lack of reliable information

as to how to grow forest seedlings, has generally checked all efforts

along this line.

It is the object of this paper to show that it is not difficult or

impracticable to grow the young trees needed for ordinary farm

planting. If a corner of the garden is devoted to this purpose and as

much care and attention is given to the work as is necessary for the

successful production of common garden truck, there is no reason

for failure.

The suggestions here given are intended to apply onl}T to the pro-

duction of young trees for home use, and by the simplest methods

which will insure success. The use of home-grown nursery stock

should greatly reduce the initial cost of a plantation, whether it be

composed of 500 or 50,000 trees, and should result in more extensive

forest planting on the waste places on farms, and in general for pur-

poses of protection and wood supply. The care necessary to grow
successfully young trees for planting, and the time required, which is

one year for broadleaf trees and two or three years for evergreens, are

more than compensated by the saving in cost and the better results

secured.

COLLECTION, PREPARATION, AND CARE OF SEEDS.

The fundamental step in growing young trees is to secure good

seeds of the species desired. If fruiting trees are close at hand, the

seeds may easily be collected; otherwise they can be ordered from

seedsmen for delivery when needed in the spring. The short-lived
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seeds of silver and red maple, elms, willows, and river birch, which

mature in the spring, are rarely handled by dealers, and should be

collected promptly when mature and planted at once. The t'ruil of

all other important species ripens in late summer or fall, and, with the

exception of the aspen and cottonwood, may be preserved over winter.

The short-lived seeds can best, be collected by catching them in

sheets or blankets as they fall or by sweeping them up from the

ground. Acorns and nuts can easily be gathered from the ground,

while pods, seed halls, cones of all kinds, and fruits of the cherry,

hackberry, and ash can be most easily secured by picking from the

trees when mature. All acorns from the white oak group should he

collected as soon as they fall, for they will soon germinate if left on

the ground. In collecting, care .should be taken to gather seeds only

from vigorous, well-formed trees, and to be sure of the identity of the

species. This is essential, particularly in the case of catalpa, because

the hardy catalpa

(

Catalpa speciosa)\* the only form worthy of propa-

gation, yet it is hard to distinguish it from many h}'brids. In case of

doubt, specimens of seeds should be sent to the seed-testing laboratory

of this Department, where they will be identified and their vitality

determined without charge.

With many species some treatment is necessary in order to separate

the seeds or nuts from their covering. The hulls of the hickories may
be removed readily when the nuts begin to dry; walnuts lna}^ be run

through a corn shelter or forced through an auger hole wThen green to

free them from the thick shuck, or they may be placed in piles until

winter to allow the shucks to rot; the seeds of pulpless pods, such as

the black locust and catalpa, should be shelled out by hand when dry;

the fleshy fruits of honey locust, Osage orange, mulberries, etc., require

macerating in water until the seeds are separated, after which they

should be spread in thin la}rers and dried slowly. The thin-scaled

cones of evergreen trees and of the yellow poplar (tulip tree) and

birches open readily in most cases upon diwing. The cones should be

spread on a smooth surface in the sun or in a warm room, and, when
open, the seeds may be shaken out and the cones removed. In the

case of the firs, yellow poplar, and birches, however, the cones fall

apart when dry. A few of the pines, as the jack pine, pitch pine,

knobcone, and others, have cones which will not open without arti-

ficial heat, but they rarely come into consideration in a home nursery.

In separating seeds from the scales, wings, or dirt with which they

may be mixed, a sieve can be used, and in many cases light dirt may
be removed by pouring the seeds from one receptacle to another in a

current of air.

The seeds of nearly all species are better for a little careful drying

after they are gathered or extracted, to remove all superficial mois-

ture. This is preferably done in a cool, airy place where the seeds
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can be spread in thin I and stirred frequently. An earthen floor

i> the best place for nuts and acorns. Since weevils are very destruc-

tive to most nuts and acorns, all seeds of this kind should l>c treated

with carbon bisulphid before being put into winter storage.

Upon the care given to the winter storage will largely depend the

vitality of the seeds in the spring. The pines, spruces, larches, firs,

cedars, birches, mulberries, locusts, Osage orange, black cherry, and

catalpa should be stored in sacks hung in a cool, dry place av

from mice and rats. All acorns and nuts should
'

Ne layered, or "strati-

Bed," in sand, preferably in a pit out of doors, where they will be

subject to thawing and freezing. Good drainage is absolutely esse

tial. The best plan is to dig a pit about IS inches deep, place 5 or 6

inches of coarse sand or gravel in the bottom, on this spread a layer

of nuts not to exceed 3 inches in depth, and then till in above with

leaves, chaff, or straw, with (> or 8 inches of dirt on top, well rounded

so as to shed water. If mice or squirrels are likely to disturb the nuts,

the sides of the pit should be lined with boards. The smaller seeds,

such as sugar maple, hackberry, boxelder, red cedar, cofi'eetree,

yellow poplar, and ash, can also be kept most safely by layering in

sand, although they will retain much of their vitality if kept in a uni-

formly cool, dry place. If stored in sand, it should be in boxes either

in a cellar or in a cool outbuilding.

THE TIME TO PLANT.

Nursery planting should ordinarily be done in the spring. The

exact time varies with the location and season, but a good rule is to

plant the tree seed when the soil and weather conditions are such as

would be favorable to the planting of early vegetables.

TWO KINDS OF NURSERY REQUIREMENTS.

The forest trees adapted for farm planting fall into two groups

wrhich require very different methods of nursery treatment. The first

group is composed of conifers, or evergreens, which must be grown in

partial shade, left in the seed beds two years, and preferably once

transplanted to open nursery rows before they are set in their perma-

nent places; the second comprises the broadleaf or deciduous trees,

which may usually be grown without shade (PI. Ill) and set out perma-

nently the first spring after planting, when they are I year old.

Each of these groups will be treated separately, and the suggestions

made general to cover as nearly as possible the wide range of country

and the varied conditions under which planting is advisable.

CONIFEROUS TREES.

Under this head the trees which would ordinarily be grown for

forest planting are white, red (Norway), pitch, jack, Scotch, western

yellow (bull), Monterey, and Coulter pines; white, red, Colorado blue,
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and Norway spruces; European larch; arborvitse; and balsam and

red fir (Douglas spruce). The nursery methods outlined would apply

as well to the less commonly used species.

Til B NUKSKItY BITS.

In the selection of a nursery site It should be the aim to have a con-

venient location where there will be no danger of disturbance by stock

or birds, and where the soil is a moderately fertile sandy loam, well

drained and as free as possible from weeds. For a nursery wi

productive capacity of a few thousand seedlings there is seldom a

better location than a section of a vegetable garden. If the ground is

lacking in fertility or is covered with sod, it should be enriched and

thoroughly worked, as for a garden site. Knowing the number of

young trees desired, the area necessary can be roughly approximated

by figuring on 3,000 seedlings per 100 square feet of ground, the

assumption being that about half of this total space will be covered

by seed beds, the other half by walks and paths. In nearly all

regions it will be found convenient to have the nursery near a wind-

mill or other source of water supply.

SIZE AND PREPARATION OF SEED BEDS.

The most satisfactory width for evergreen seed beds is 4 feet. This

is convenient for weeding and transplanting, and permits the use of

the usual lath shade screens. The beds may be of any length which

will give the required ground space. Instead of having one long, solid

bed, it may be broken up into 12-foot lengths by paths a foot in

width. If several beds are made parallel, they should be separated by

walks 2 feet wide. On sloping ground the beds should run crosswise

to the slope, in order to minimize washing during heavy rains.

The preparation just prior to planting need in no wise differ from

that which would be given an onion or lettuce bed—a thorough spading

and raking, sufficient to pulverize the soil and leave the surface smooth

and moist. On dry, sandy soils it is not advisable to make raised

beds, but where drainage is desired the top of the bed should be a few

inches above the general level of the paths.

PLANTING THE SEED.

For small seed beds, sowing in shallow drills will usually be found

preferable to broadcasting. The drills should run across the beds and

be from 4 to <> inches apart. Double drills 1 inch apart with a 6-inch

space between them are sometimes used. The drills can be marked

conveniently by using a board 4 to G inches wide, according to the

space between the rows, and using one side as a straightedge along

which a stick can be dragged in making the drill. A somewhat more
rapid method is to nail small three-cornered cleats to the bottom of a

broad board, at the required distance apart, and mark the drills by

pressing it down on the top of the bed. For example, if the drills are
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to be -1 inches apart, a 1- inch board should be used with thr«

one on the edge and the two others at distances of -1 and 8 inches,

respectively, from it, the edge without the cleat being placed at the

drill last made in moving the board. Handles on top will facilitate

its use.

Where the soil is free from weed seeds, and a high production per

unit of ground space is desired, broadcast sowing may be practiced.

Jack pine and Monterey pine have been found to do particularly well

when sown in this manner. The seeds which are sown broadcast may
be covered by scattering or sifting fine soil over the surface to a depth

of about one-fourth inch, or by merely pressing the smaller seeds into

the ground with a board.

The depth at which seeds should be planted depends upon the size of

the seed, character of the soil, and conditions of moisture. In sandy

soil and in dry climates where the beds are not sprinkled they should

be planted deeper than in heavier soil or where rain is abundant. A
good general rule is to cover all seed to a depth of about twice their

diameter. The ordinary tendency is to plant too deep.

QUANTITY OF SEED REQUIRED.

The amount of seed to be used depends oil the species and the per-

centage of germination. For example, 1 ounce of western yellow pine

seed will suffice for 1G linear feet of drills, while an ounce of the smaller

seed of Scotch pine and larch will cover about 60 linear feet of drills,

or one-third to one-half pound will be sufficient for 100 square feet of

seed bed when planted in 4-inch drills. With white pine three-fourths

of a pound will be required for the same space, while with fir, on

account of its low germination percentage, 2 to 2.1 pounds should be

used. As a rule the firs, larches, hemlock, wdiite cedar, and red cedar,

on account of their lower germination percentage, and white pine,

because it germinates slowly and may lie over until the second year,

should be planted proportionately thicker than other species. With
the above-named species the seed should be so scattered in the drills as

to form a continuous row, so that on the average, if placed end to end,

the seeds would all touch each other. With the other species, such as

spruces, larch, and all pines except the white pine, the average number
planted should be such that a seed should alternate with an open space

equal to its width.

PREPARATION AND PROTECTION OF THE SEED.

In sowing most coniferous seeds no preliminary treatment is neces-

sary, except that in certain cases it is wise to coat them with red lead,

to prevent their being dug out and eaten by birds and squirrels. Red
cedar seeds, howrever, should be soaked for four or five days in warm
water, followed by two days' soaking in lye made from wood ashes.

Even with this process the red cedar is a difficult tree to grow, and

its use is not recommended. In all cases provision must be made to
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protect the nursery from birds and animals, [nsemiarid regions pro-

vision must be made for watering the beds, cither by band sprinkling

with a watering pol or by the use of a host". Subirrigation is seldom

advisable.

PROTECTION OF THE BEEDLING8.

A thin surface dressing of fine gravel or coarse sand applied just

after the .seed is sown has been found to be effective in preventing the

young seedlings from w
" damping off." The seed bed should be kept, as

uniformly moist as possible, in order to insure prompt germination,

and artificial shade should be provided from the time the seeds are

sown.

Under normal conditions seeds should beg-in to break the ground in

from ten days to three weeks after planting, the time depending on

the species, soil and climatic conditions, and depth planted. In the

case of white pine the bed should not be disturbed, even though no

plants appear for a longer period than this. Weeding should begin as

soon as the plants are well up, and should be continued throughout the

season. When conditions of drought prevail, the surface between the

rows should be loosened frequently to assist the conservation of mois-

ture.
4

* I )amping off " will be the greatest danger to threaten the young

plants. By keeping the ground stirred and removing the shade frames

to let in light and air during damp, cloudy weather, the danger can be

somewhat reduced.

In regions where the winters are severe it is advisable to mulch the

seed beds in order to protect the seedlings from cold drying winds and

to prevent their being heaved out by frost in the spring. Leaves,

moss, chaff, or any similar substance which is free from weed seeds,

will serve as a mulch. The beds should be covered 3 to 4 inches deep.

The mulch may be prevented from blowing* by la37ing pieces of boards

or sticks crosswise between the rows. It should be removed at the

beginning of the growing season. In the Southwest and on the Pacific

coast, or wherever the ground does not heave and the cold is not

severe, mulching may be dispensed with.

One of the prime essentials in growing coniferous seedlings is to

keep them under partial shade the first two }
Tears, while the}' are in the

seed beds. When transplanted, the shade may be dispensed with. The

desired shade is usually secured by a frame covered with laths (tig. 59).

The simplest form is a frame 4 by 12 feet, made of 2 by 2 inch sticks,

acrosswhich laths are nailed, each lath alternating with an open space,

the same width. This frame is supported on posts or edgings so as

to be about 18 inches above the seed beds. In a permanent nursery

the frames are often hinged to posts, which enables them to be readily

moved, but in the home nursery a more simple support will serve the

purpose. These frames should remain over the beds except in cold,

cloudy weather, when the plants show a tendency to "damp off."
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Except a few rap. * California pines, all evergreen

lings should be kept in seed beds until 2 years old. At the end of tl

time they should be transplanted to nurserj rows or setoutintht

rinanent sites. The best young I for planting are those which

are 3 years old, once transplanted, but it is a most decided economy

of time and cost to use 2-year-old utransplanted seedlings when this

can be done successfully. Where the planting site is favorable, and

grass anJ weeds will not crowd the young trees, satisfactory results

spected from the use of 2-year-old plant.-. If western yellow,

Coulter, or Monterey pine of this age is used, it is an excellent plan to

root prune the seedlings in the beds when they are 1 year old or the

fall before they are set out. Root pruning with other species also is

beneficial, but not absolutely essential. The roots should be pruned

with a flat spade or a tool whieh is made especially for the purpose.

FIG. 59.—Protecting young seedlings from the sun by means of shade frames.

They should be cut off from 6 to 8 inches below the surface of the

ground.

To secure 3-year-old, once-transplanted stock the seedlings should

be dug from the seed beds the spring of the second year and set out in

the open 4 to 6 inches apart, in nursery rows. These rows may be 6

inches, 1 foot, or 3 feet apart, according to whether hand or horse

cultivation is to be given them. Parallel rows 1 foot apart permit the

use o( hand cultivators. For a small number of trees closely spaced

rows in a bed of any convenient size are probably best. In trans-

planting, the greatest care should be exercised to keep the roots from

becoming dry even for a moment, by carrying the seedlings, roots

downward, in pails containing several inches of water.

BROADLEAF TREES.

This group includes the commonly planted broadleaf trees, such as

the maples, locusts, catalpa, ashes, elms, Osage orange, mulberries,

oaks, chestnuts, walnuts, and hickories. In the nursery these trees
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require do shade and should be planted in their permanent places in

the field when I year old. This should be done in the spring. The
methods outlined below apply (<> the short-lived seeds of cottonwood,

elms, willows, and silver and red maple, which must be planted as soon

as mature, as well as to seeds which may be kept over winter.

lions given under coniferous trees (p. L86) for the selection

of the site and the preparation of the ground for a nursery of ever-

greens will in general hold for broadleaf trees as well. One essential

point of difference is that to grow the same number of seedlings more
ground space will be required in the broadleaf than in the evergreen

nursery. Although shade frames arc not necessary, it is advisable to

locate the seed beds for broadleaf species to the east or north of trees

or buildings, where partial protection from the sun will be secured.

(PL III.)

'

PRELIMINARY TREATMENT OF SEEDS.

In order to secure prompt germination, preliminary treatment must
be given certain of the broadleaf-tree seeds prior to planting. Those

with thin seed coats, such as the ashes, maples, elms, Osage orange,

basswood, yellow poplar, and catalpa, need no treatment. On the other

hand, those with thick, strong shells, as the walnuts, hickories, oaks,

and chestnuts, germinate freely only when preserved in sand out of

doors during the winter, so that the shells become softened and par-

tially decayed or are opened by frost. Another class of seeds, such as

the locusts, coffeetree, mulberries, and hackberry, require soaking in

hot water in order to become softened enough to sprout quickly. The
best plan is to place them in water heated nearly to the boiling point

about 2 quarts of seeds being used to each pail of water. The mixture
should be stirred until cool and then allowed to stand four or five

days, at the end of which time the seeds found floating on top should

be skimmed off and planted immediately, and the process should be

repeated with the remainder. It is very essential that seeds thus

treated be planted without being allowed to dry out, and it is equally

necessary that those stored in sand over winter be placed in the ground
as soon as they are removed from the sand.

PLANTING THE HEEDS.

The seeds of the common broadleaf trees should be planted in long-

rows. If only two or three thousand are to be grown, the rows may
be a foot apart and the cultivating may be done by hand. For greater

quantities it is best to have the rows 2 feet apart when a hand culti-

vator is to be used, or about 3 feet apart for horse cultivation. The
general arrangement and treatment should be similar to that given

peas when grown for market. With ordinary success 100 linear feet

may be expected to produce about 300 trees.

As with conifers, the spacing of the seeds in the row depends

largely on the germination percentage. In general, fresh nuts and
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us of good quality should be planted 2 to :) inches apart in the

row, while the ashes, maples, catalpa, elm, hackberry, locusts, box

elder, Osage orange, unci others with an average percentage of germi-

nation above 50 should he spaced from three-fourths inch t<> I inches

apart. 'Those of abnormally low germinating power, a- the basswood

and yellow poplar, should be sown three or four seeds deep. Except

in the ease of short-lived seeds, which mature in late spring or early

summer, all nursery planting should he done as early in the spring

as the ground can he 1 worked.

The rule as to depth of planting already given tor coniferous seeds

holds good also for broadleaf species. The depth should never be

ofreater than three times the diameter of tin 1 seed. In drv seasons, or

if a period of drought follows planting, moisture can he conserved and

germination hastened by covering the rows with a mulch of straw or

leaves. This should he carefully removed as soon as the seeds begin

to break ground. Frequent cultivation should he given throughout

the first season in order to kill the weeds and to keep the ground
loose and moist.

TKANSl'LA NTING SEEDLIN (is.

Most hardwood seedlings will be large enough to set out in the field

the first spring after sowing. An exception must be made in the case

of a few of tin 4 slower-growing trees, as the elms and birches, or when

dry weather, late planting, or an unfavorable location prevents the seed-

lings from making a normal growth. As a rule, if the average height

is above 8 or 10 inches the seedlings should be transplanted to the per-

manent site the spring they are 1 year old. If held in the nursery.

they should be carefully root-pruned in the spring or fall of the second

year. The nut trees, oaks, and catalpa form long, fleshy taproots,

about one-third of which should be cut off before the trees are set

out in the field.

Where the winters are mild, the seedlings will be sufficiently pro-

tected if the dirt is hilled up against them to a depth not to exceed 6

inches, just before the ground freezes. In more severe climates they

should have a covering of straw, leaves, or moss to a depth of 6 inches

to a foot.

In general it may be said that young trees can not be grown success-

fully without rather careful attention. Yet it is certain that seedlings

can be grown in connection with the vegetable garden at only a slight

expense of time and material, and by methods very similar to well-

known garden practice. The cheapness of the young trees thus

produced should enable the small landowner to plant much more

extensively, and to realize a good profit by the protection afforded his

buildings or crops or by the utilization of waste land for the produc-

tion of wood material.
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I. SOUTH ATLANTIC COAST.

By W. J. Spillman,

Agriculturist, Bureau of Plant Industry, in Charge of Farm Management Investigation..

INTRODUCTION.

There are few portions of the United States in which it is possible

to produce a greater variety of agricultural products than in the ter-

ritory comprising the States of North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, and Florida. Large quantities of farm produce of various

kinds are now shipped to other sections, the principal exports being

the products of the cotton plant; garden vegetables of all kinds; fruits,

particularly berries and peaches; and, from the more southern points,

pineapples and oranges. In addition, the growing of rice has at

various times become an important factor in the agriculture of the

coast counties.

It is not the object of this article to call attention to what has

already been accomplished in diversifying the agricultural products

of the States mentioned, but rather to point out lines along which still

further progress can be made. There has been a remarkable advance

in the agricultural development of the South during the past fifteen

years, and more particularly during the past five }^ears. More atten-

tion is now paid to the diversification of crops on individual farms;

better methods of tillage have been adopted, and a more intelligent

use of the manurial resources of the farm has been made. These

changes have resulted largely from the teachings of the agricultural

colleges and experiment stations and the persistent agitation in the

press of the desirability of diversified farming. There are still, how-

ever, some more or less radical changes which might be made to the

advantage of both country and city populations. That these can be

made, the history of the past few years renders certain.

To those who are not familiar with conditions in the cotton-growing

sections of the country, it may seem strange that cotton occupies so

important a place on the ordinary southern farm. The people of the

South generally recognize the desirability of growing other crops than

3 AlUOd 13 193
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um, hut it is not at all a simple matter to d<> this. In addition to

the natural conservatism of the agricultural classes a condition nol

altogether to be regretted and due largely to the risk involved in under

taking new lines of fanning the South has to deal with a labor prob-

lem which, in some of its phases, is not met with elsewhere in this

country .

In the old days, when the soilwas not exhausted and the demand for

cotton exceeded the supply, the cultivation of this staple was immensely

profitable. Then the necessity of maintaining soil fertility was not

realized; planters did not know that continuous cultivation without

restoring to the soil the humus it originally contained would result in

its sterility. ( Consequently, a single-crop system of farming developed.

!'. ihaps it would be more accurate to say that the system consisted of

two crops, cotton and corn, cotton being much the more important.

Furthermore, cotton is an easy crop to grow, suffering less from

neglect than almost any other plant, and many of the laborers adapted

to its cultivation are incapable of the proper management of dairy

cows or other classes of live stock. Therefore, for several generations

the labor of the South was trained to grow cotton and to look upon

this crop as the only source of income. The laborers of to-day natur-

ally object to innovations, and particularly to the introduction of

methods the purpose of which they do not clearly comprehend. It

follows that, in order to make any radical changes in the type of farm-

ing which prevails over most of the cotton-growing section, it is

necessary to train the available labor in entirely new channels and to

give it a sense of responsibility not heretofore necessaiy. These facts

account in a laro-e measure for the continuance of cotton and corn in

the position they have so long occupied in the agriculture of the

South.

Another factor of importance in the continuance of a single type of

farming is the lack of markets for crops other than cotton and its

products. This, of course, is due entirely to the fact that cotton has

occupied so large a place in the markets of the South. A large pro-

portion of the tenants and small farmers must anticipate their next

crop to supply the necessities of life. Cotton being the one reliable

cash crop of most sections, it is difficult to obtain advances on other

produce. Although there are extensive markets for all kinds of farm

products throughout the South, except in the case of a comparatively7

small number of articles they are now supplied from distant regions.

Experience has shown, however, that local products, when of good

quality, can establish themselves in the home markets.

A very good instance of this is found on one of the diversification

farms conducted jointly by the Georgia Experiment Station and the

Department of Agriculture. About sixteen years ago the owner of

this farm undertook to convert it from a cotton farm into a dairy farm.
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The ohange was completed in about ten years. Butter has always been

the Leading dairy product on this farm. At; first there was great diffi-

culty in disposing of the butter, and it. had to be shipped here and

there, wherever a market could be found. At the present time this

farm not only makes up all its own milk, but buys as mueh more from

neighboring farms, and produces about 5,000 pounds of butter a year,

which is all sold to one large store in Atlanta, and the purchaser says

he would take double the quantity if he could obtain it.

All are familiar with the results that follow in a section of country

devoted to the production of a single money crop when the price of

the one staple goes below the cost of production. This has fre-

quently occurred in the cotton-growing States, bringing great hard-

ship to tenants and small farmers who depended solely on cotton for

their income. But this is not the only evil that accompanies a single-

crop s}rstem of farming. The lack of farm animals and their manure

has led to great impoverishment of the soil in many sections. Not

only has the fertility of the soil been reduced to a minimum, but the

gradual rotting out of the humus originally present (which is always

a result of clean culture), together with the shallow plowing which is

prevalent in many localities, has left the soil in such a mechanical con-

dition that in the more rolling portions of the country torrential

rains cause serious washing.

As a means of overcoming this tendency to wash, a system of ter-

racing has been developed, the fields of many hillside farms resembling

a series of stair steps. When these terraces are properly laid out and

well cared for, they prevent serious washing of the soil. This, how-

ever, is not a satisfactory way of remedying the difficulty. In the

first place, the terraces occupy no small part of the area of the fields;

and, secondly, they render the cultivation of the remainder much
more expensive. The experience of the dairy farm previously referred

to. which is located on a red-clay soil decidedly hilly in character, has

demonstrated that with a proper system of handling the soil these

terraces, except on veiy steep hillsides, are wholly unnecessary. On
the farm in question deep plowing is always practiced, and the soil is

kept stocked with humus by the addition of large quantities of barn-

yard manure. The terraces have been plowed up and there is no

washing.

The greatest needs of the group of States discussed in this paper

may be summed up in greater diversification of crops on each farm,

more live stock, better methods of tillage, and more attention to

means of preserving the fertility and good mechanical condition of

the soil. Those who are familiar with agricultural conditions in other

parts of the country will realize that there are few sections about

which the same may not be said.
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As is usually the case in a region that has devoted its energies to

the production of a single crop, the first efforts at breaking away from

old methods often consist in going largely into another single-crop

Bjstem of farming rather than in the production of ;i greater \ari»-t\

of crops on each farm. In different communities different crops

become leaders, [nsome parts of the cotton-growing sections peaches

have become the staple product; in other-, strawberries; in others,

one or more truck crops. A^ a result the evils of the new system tire

frequently greater than those of the old. Market conditions are

uncertain; no one knows how much of the new crop can he disposed of

at a profit; expenses are often greatly increased; and failure to sell to

advantage is likely to be followed by an inclination to return to the

former system.

The risk in the exclusive production of truck and fruit is particu-

larly great. These crops may very properly form a considerable pro-

portion of the product of every farm, and in particular localities the}'

may constitute the main reliance of the farm, but there should he

other agricultural interests which can be relied upon in case of disas-

trous market conditions for fruit and truck. The development of the

peach industry in some portions of the South Atlantic States during

the past decade has been remarkable. Conservative men who are

familiar with market conditions are, however, beginning to fear over-

production. It is therefore unwise for a farmer to depend wholly

upon peaehes for his income.

In the ease of truck crops there are several difficulties to be met.

In the first place, at the present time there is no means of learning-

how much of any one particular crop the markets will demand. There

are no statistics to show farmers how much of any one vegetable is under

cultivation. The growers are not organized in such manner as to pre-

vent congestion at any particular point. A proper organization for

the sale of truck crops would add enormously to the possibilities in

the profitable production and large consumption of these crops. There

is entirely too much difference between the price received by the

farmer and that paid by the consumer in the city, due to expensive

methods of handling and marketing produce. Much would be gained

were the production and marketing of truck crops throughout the

South so organized that every community could know how much of

each crop every other communit}^ was planting, and during the market

season where others were sending their products.

Again, if the present great cost of marketing perishable farm prod-

ucts could be reduced to a reasonable amount, thus lowering the price

to the consumer, and at the same time methods of distribution could

be adopted which would supply each market with what it would con-

sume, there is every reason to believe that the markets would absorb

much more than at present, thus enabling the farmer to greatly
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increase his acreage and ;t( the same time receive remunerative prices.

A n \ such organization must be effected Largely by the growers, but

tlic Department of Agriculture can only aid in the collection of statis-

tics of production and consumption, and this it is endeavoring to do.

The greatest desideratum in the diversification of farm products in

fche South is the development of live-stock farming. This would give

much greater stability to agricultural industries. It would help to

supply extensive home markets and thus keep money at home, and at

the same time would add greatly to the fertility of the .soil and thus

increase production. Jt has been fully demonstrated on many farms

that one-third of the land now devoted to cotton can be made to pro-

duce as much cotton as is now grown on all of it, while the other two-

thirds of the acreage is capable of producing the forage needed for

farm stock, the fruits and vegetables required for home use and local

markets, and with few exceptions all other food supplies which are

now imported from other sections. There is less danger of the over-

production of live-stock products than of perishable crops like fruit

and vegetables, for the former have the whole world for a market.

While it would take some time to develop a satisfactory system of

marketing live-stock products, even for the home markets of the

South, it is possible not only to do this, but to find outlets in foreign

countries for any quanthVv of such products which the South is likely

to produce in the near future.

The beginning of diversification on cotton farms in the South should

be the effort to supply home needs, as far as these may be supplied

from the farm. After that the aim should be to supply local markets.

By the time these demands are met, outlets will open for any surplus

that may be produced, except in the case of the most perishable

products.

There is an enormous demand in the South for pork and its products

and for good milk, butter, and cheese. Pork can be produced in the

South more easily than any other live-stock product; and, while it

would not be wise to devote a farm exclusivel}r to hog raising, it is

desirable that eveiy southern farmer should produce enough pork for

home consumption and a little for sale. Dairy products present some
special difficulties because of the character of labor required on dairy

farms and the necessity for the use of considerable quantities of ice,

but prices are good and the demand is almost unlimited, so that these

difficulties may he overcome.
In the production of beef for southern markets conditions arc pecul-

iar. This class of meat is not eaten so much in the South as else-

where, and, excepting a few wealthy people in the cities, consumers
will not pay the high prices necessaiy to justify the production of a
good quality of beef. Still, the quality demanded by southern mar-

can be produced at home cheaply. The presence of the cattle
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tick which oonveys Texas fever is a serious obstacle to the develop-
ment of beef production in the South, but methods have been dei i* d
for eliminating the tick, and it is hoped that the States interested will

take up the subject of tick eradication so vigorously that danger from
this source may become a thing of the past. If the tick could he
exterminated so that southern cattle could be shipped to northern feed
ers at any season without danger of spreading contagion, there would
he a wider tield in the South for the production of young cattle to be
fed in the great corn belt of the North. The South can produce these
young cattle more cheaply than the North and could sell them, under
favorable conditions, at a fair profit. While, under present conditions
beef production in the South can not be made as profitable as dairying
and hog raising, it is still highly advantageous to cotton growers to
feed a few steers. Even if no direct profit is made from this practice,
the manure produced will add greatly to the yield of cotton and other
crops.

One important factor of live-stock farming should not be overlooked
in considering this outlet from the single-crop cotton-growing system.
Should any particular class of live stock become unprofitable, the for-
age crops produced on the farm could be used for another class of
stock, and the labor which had been trained to care for one class would
find it comparatively easy to undertake the management of stock of
any other kind.

AGRICULTURAL DIVISIONS.

THE MOUNTAIN REGION.

The country lying between the southern border of Virginia and
the Gulf coast may be divided roughly into five regions. The first

consists of that portion along the northwestern border which is at
a considerable altitude and in which cotton does not form a staple
crop. The agricultural lands in this section are found in the valleys
and coves among the mountains. In general these lands are naturally
quite fertile. For many years corn has been the principal agricultural
product, little attention being given to maintaining soil fertility. This
section is eminently adapted to all kinds of live-stock farming, such as
dairying and the production of beef cattle, hogs, sheep, and goats.
Such forage crops as corn, cowpeas, sorghum, and timothy and clover
are all easily produced. Wheat and oats may also be made important
crops in this section. It is also well adapted to fruits, particularly
apples, and there has been considerable development in the production
of this class of fruit in recent years.

THE PIEDMONT SECTION.

Adjacent to the mountain region and extending coastward is the
Piedmont section. This is timbered for the most part with deciduous
trees, such as oak, elm, tulip, etc. The country is more or less roll-

ing, varying from hilly sections adjacent to the mountains to more
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Level ureas to tin* eastward. Ln some respects this region is one of

the greatest in agricultural possibilities in the South. The climate is

particularly salubrious, the Boil is naturally good, and the variety of

crops that may be grown is very extensive. In addition to fruits,

which are already produced in considerable abundance cotton and

corn arc the staple crops, but cowpcas, sorghums, wheat, oats, Ber-

muda grass, orchard grass, and the vetches are all well suited to con

dit ions existing here. The production of truck crops sufficient to

supply the local demands is entirely feasible. This section is fortu-

nate in having located in it a large number of cotton mills and other

manufacturing industries, all of which furnish markets for farm

products of all kinds. It is probable that cotton should continue to

be a leading crop in the Piedmont country, but there is no question

that it would be advantageous to develop all kinds of live-stock

farming.
THE PINE WOODS BELT.

Lying between the Piedmont section and the coast is a wide belt,

covered for the most part by evergreen timber, and known as the Piney

Woods or the Pine Woods Belt. The lands are level or gently roll-

ing, and are usually more or less sandy in texture, the proportion of

sand increasing toward the coast. This section is eminently adapted

to the production of all the forage crops mentioned for the Piedmont

section. Moreover, it is well suited to the growth of all classes of

truck crops and small fruits. There has already been extensive

development in the production of strawberries, cabbages, potatoes,

beans, peas, and other garden crops. It is here that the need of

organization in the marketing of perishable products is most felt.

The development of various types of live-stock farming is just as desir-

able here as it is elsewhere, on account of the necessity for farm

manures in the production of the classes of crops adapted to this sec-

tion. There are no special difficulties not already mentioned in the

development of any type of live-stock farming. Forage of all kinds

can be produced cheaply, and expensive barns are unnecessary. Inter-

est in live-stock farming is becoming quite general throughout the

Pine Woods Belt.

THE RICE COUNTRY.

Along the South Atlantic coast the country is drained by numerous
small streams that flow from the mountains to the ocean. Around
the mouths of these streams are extensive tracts of marsh lands which

have been redeemed from tide waters b}T means of dikes. From the

earliest da}r
s these lands have been devoted to the production of rice.

For the most part the soils are a deep, rich muck, overlaid in most
cases by a thin layer of river sediment varying from a few inches to

3 or 4 feet deep, the latter at the mouths of the longest rivers.
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long as the price of rioe is satisfactory these lands arc extremely

profitable. During the pasl few years, however, owing to the enor

mous development of rice production in Louisiana and Texas, the

price of rice lias been so low that many rice growers have had to aban-

don their lands. In addition, a few growers have had to contend with

a serious disease in their rice fields. At present no other crops that

can he made profitable on these lands are known. It is believed that

this is largely due to the t'aet that we have no knowledge of the

behavior of these soils when treated in any other manner than that

demanded b}r the rice plant. Extensive investigations are now in

progress with a view to determining the adaptability of these lands to

other crops and working out methods of handling this soil that will

adapt it to erops other than rice.

THE GULF TOAST REGION.

The seetion of the South Atlantic eoast lying immediately adjacent

to the Gulf coast, and including all of central and northern Florida,

may be considered as an extension of the Pine Woods Belt previously

described. The soil is somewhat more inclined to be sandy, and was

originally occupied, for the most part, by open pine woods. The
absence of frost, except for a brief period in midwinter, adapts the sec-

tion to an entirely different class of crops from those grown in the

pine woods farther north. The leading forage crops are the velvet

bean, beggarweed, Mexican clover, Bermuda grass, and sorghum.

This region is well adapted to the production of cassava, though the

agricultural status of this crop is yet somewhat doubtful. There are

two factories in Florida which manufacture starch from cassava roots,

and a few farmers are growing this crop for stock feed. Other crops

which have been recently introduced, and which have shown them-

selves adapted to the section, are Guinea grass, Para grass, and

Hawaiian redtop. Sugar cane thrives throughout the section, as it

does also in most of the Pine Woods Belt. Here it is used mainly for

the manufacture of sirup, which is of very tine quality, though its

adulteration with glucose has prevented the development of an export

market for the product. This section is eminently adapted to the

growth of winter vegetables, an industry which is already highly

developed, while in the southern part of the territory the production

of pineapples and oranges has long been an important industry.

Florida produces a larger percentage of live-stock products than any

other cotton-growing State. This consists principally of beef, the

market for which is found in Cuba. It is not produced on farms, but

rather on the extensive ranges in the pine woods. There is much
need for the development of dairying in the Gulf coast country, and

there is room also for considerable hog raising. With a proper sys-

tematization of the production and marketing of truck crops, there

would be an opportunity for the extensive development of trucking

throughout the entire coast region.
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II. ALABAMA AM) MISSISSIPPI.

By ML A. Crobbt,

Assistant Agriculturist, Bureau of Plant Industry, in Charge of Diversification Farms in

Alabama and Mississippi.

INTRODUCTION.

The gradual depletion of soil fertility in the cotton-producing areas

of the Southern States has resulted chiefly from the one-crop system

in genera] practice and the absence of any scheme of crop rotation

into which the production of forage and soil-renovating crops enter.

Where cotton is grown exclusively on the same land year after year

without the use of any intermediate crop, the clean culture necessary

tor t be production of this crop has the effect of rapidly exhausting the

humus or organic matter of the soil, and will continue to do so until a

different system of farming is adopted. This does not mean that the

production of cotton must necessarily be restricted, for cotton is and

always will be the staple product of a large portion of the South; but

it means that if soil fertility is to be increased, or even maintained, the

southern farmer must adopt a system of more diversified farming and

increase the organic matter of his soil b}^ the use of soil-renovating

crops and manure from stock fed on the farm.

A system of diversified farming involving some branch of animal

husbandry will do more for the permanent upbuilding and general

improvement of the agriculture of the South than any other factor.

No section of the country is better adapted to the production of pas-

ture, hay, and silage crops, and corn and oats yield abundantly on soils

that are kept fertile.

The climatic conditions are such that it is possible to have the

ground occupied with some growing crop the entire }
Tear, thus making

it possible to hasten greatly the soil-renovating process by the use of

winter cover crops. These will not only furnish pasturage for the

farm animals during the winter months, but will at the same time take

up and hold all available plant food in the soil, much of which now
leaches away and is wasted where the ground is left exposed to the

washing effect of the heavy winter rains.

TYPES OF DIVERSIFIED FARMING.

There are several t}7pes of diversified farming which it is possible

to develop in Alabama and Mississippi. These vary all the way from

a two-crop rotation to a type of stock farming in which a large variety

of crops is grown, all of which are fed on the farm and thus converted

into meat or dairy products.

The type of farming which will be the most practicable for any one

man to follow will depend greatly on the capabilities and tastes of the
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individual, the character of hia land, and the facilities for getting the

proJuc- to market. A man with no knowledge of dairying of Liking

for dairy work could not be expected to succeed in that line of farm-

ing; and, even though he were \\»-ll suited for conducting a dairy, it

would not be practicable for him to engage in the business unless lie

were favorably situated with reference to markets.

DIVERSIFICATION OF CROPS.

COTTON IN ROTATION.

The man who does not wish to keep live stock, except such as is

necessary for conducting the farm operations, ami who wishes to grow
cotton for his main crop, may greatly increase the fertility of his soil

by adopting some scheme of crop rotation. The simplest system to

meet a requirement of this kind is the two-crop rotation, with cotton

a^ the major crop and some winter-growing legume, such as bur clover

or vetch, for the intermediate soil-renovating crop.

Simple as the method is, the rapidity with which the produci un-

capacity of the soil may be increased by this S3rstem is astonishing.

It enables the farmer to grow cotton on the same land each year and

yet to increase the fertility of the soil. One farmer, known to the

writer, having u farm of the red-hill land common to a large portion

of northern Alabama and Georgia, increased the cotton-producing

capacity of his soil from one-third of a bale per acre to two bales per

acre simply by growing a crop of bur clover on the land each winter.

He adopted this method some eight years ago and, except for the

original cost of the bur clover seed, has been to no extra expense, as

the clover has reseeded itself each year. Vetch is another excellent

crop to rotate with cotton, and some planters prefer it to bur clover

for this purpose. If either is used a large amount of excellent winter

pasturage is to be had for the farm animals.

More satisfactory rotations, however, are those which involve the

use of a greater diversity of crops, thus making cotton more of a sur-

plus crop and distributing the income of the farm over a greater por-

tion of the year. Such crops as corn, cowpeas, sweet potatoes, winter

cereals, and vetch can be worked into various rotations to good
advantage.

In this connection, the production of hay is also well worth consid-

ering. There is more truth than fiction in the old saying that "the
southern farmer spends his summers lighting grass to grow cotton to

buy hay with." One frequently sees a man and a mule struggling to

rid a cotton field of grass, which, if left and cut for hay, to be used

on his own farm, would save him more than the cotton grown in the

same ground is worth. Except in the Johnson grass region there are

few communities in these States that produce their own supply of hay.

Where freight rates are not prohibitive, the prevailing high price of
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hay throughout the South offers good inducements for brancning out

in this industry.

On account of its feeding value and the heavy yields produced,

alfalfa, where ii succeeds, is without doubt the most valuable hay crop

that can be grown. On the black prairie soils of Alabama and Missis-

sippi it yields from 3 to tons per acre each year, and the value of B

season's crop is frequently more than the market value of the land on

which it is grown. In Perry County, Ala., land that would not sell

for over $25 an acre produced, during the past season—an unfavorable

one for alfalfa—over 5£ tons of tine hay, worth at least $10 a ton.

Johnson grass, where it is already established, is an excellent hay

crop, but on account of its weedy nature and the difficulties attending

its eradication it is not to be recommended for sowing. Vetch or

vetch and oats, sown broadcast and disked in on a Johnson grass

meadow in the early fall, will make a good growth during the winter,

keep down the growth of early spring weeds, and add materially to

both the bulk and value of the first cutting of hay. Vetch may also

be grown to good advantage with some of the winter cereals—oats,

rye, wheat, or barley—and such a combination makes a very good

quality of forage. Other good hay crops for the South are cowpeas

and sorghum, grown either separately or together; peanuts, German
millet, and along the Gulf coast Mexican clover and velvet bean.

TRUCK GROWING.

Where good markets are accessible and shipping facilities favorable,

truck growing, intelligently conducted, is a very profitable business.

The level sandy and sandy loam lands of Alabama and Mississippi,

especially in the Gulf coast region, are generally well adapted to this

branch of agriculture, and the area devoted to strawberries, cabbage,

turnips, tomatoes, lettuce, and similar crops is being largely increased

each year. The greatest drawback to the trucking industry in this

section is the prohibitive rates charged by the refrigerator-car com-

panies. Another difficulty is the danger of the overproduction of one

or more of these perishable crops.

Truck growing combines well with general farming, for the princi-

pal truck crops are off the land in time to permit the growing of a

second and, in some instances, even a third crop. Corn, sorghum, cow-

peas, sweet potatoes, and in some instances even cotton may be grown
after the removal of a crop of lettuce, cabbage, tomatoes, radishes, or

even Irish potatoes.

A successful farmer with whom the writer is acquainted grows cab-

bage, cotton, and turnips on the same land in one season. In a favor-

able year he has produced $200 worth of cabbage, 2 bales of cotton,

and $75 worth of turnips per acre. All his cultivated land is made to

produce at least two crops each year.
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ANIMAL PRODUCTION in DIVERSIFIED FARMING.

The mosl desirable type of diversified farming, however, is one

involving ^^ »t 1 1*> branch of animal husbandry. In many respects the

South offers exceptional opportunities for the development of hog

raising, dairying, and the production of beef cattle. The cotton farmer

who contemplates going into any branch of animal husbandry must

remember, however, that all kinds of stock require pure water, and

must have feed. The practice of Letting animals shift for themselves

and pick a living as best they may is not a part of successful stock

raising.
HOC FARMING.

The South uses more pork in proportion to the number of its inhab-

itants than any other section of the country, and yet the bulk of this

meat comes from the great corn belt of the Middle West. Hog
raising is a type of farming to which a large portion of the South is

very well adapted, and there is no reason why the southern farmer

can not produce at least enough pork for home consumption.

The chief requisites for successful hog raising are pure water, a

good pasture with plenty of shade, and a soil sufficiently fertile to

grow feed crops at a small expense. There are few sections in the

South where such conditions are not found. While it is true that the

southern farmer can not produce corn as cheaply as his brother farmer

in Illinois, Iowa, or Missouri, he has the advantage of having at his

command a much greater variety of meat-producing plants and a

season of almost continuous pasture. Alfalfa, Bermuda grass, lespe-

deza, and white clover furnish the best summer pasture; and vetch,

bur clover, rape, and the winter cereals will produce an abundance of

winter grazing. One acre well set in alfalfa will furnish grazing for

15 to 20 head of hogs from April to September. A 7-acre alfalfa

pasture in central Alabama furnished grazing from March 28 to Sep-

tember 25 for 115 to 123 hogs, and also produced during this period

nearly 6 tons of line hay.

By arranging for a succession of such crops as sorghum, cowpeas,

peanuts, chufas, artichokes, and sweet potatoes, to be fed in connec-

tion with good pasturage, the animals may be kept in a thrifty, grow-

ing condition all the time. With all these feeds at his disposal, the

southern hog grower can lit his animals for market with much less

corn than can the northern or western grower.

DAIRYING.

Dairying is without doubt the ideal type of diversified farming, in

that it distributes the income from the farm quite evenly throughout

the year and at the same time builds up the fertility of the soil more
rapidly than any other type of farming. The opportunities for devel-

oping the various branches of the daily industry in the South are
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exceptional, to say the least, for there is always a lively demand for

high-class dairy products of all kinds in the cities and larger towns.

In the cities and towns which arc now popular resorts there i

ever-increasing demand for all kinds of dairy products at fancy prices,

at least during the tourist season.

The fact that forage can be produced cheaper, in greater variety,

and also in greater abundance in the South than in other sections, and

tin 4 further fact t hat pastures may be provided the greater part of the

year, should have an important influence on the development of the

dairy industry in this section. It is as easy for the southern dairy-

man to grow two crops of forage each year on his tillable land as it is

to grow one crop in the North.

With such crops as Bermuda grass, alfalfa, lespedeza, cowpeas,

sorghum, vetch, oats, and rye for pasture, soiling, ensilage, and hay,

and with corn and cotton-seed meal for concentrates, the question of

feed is oasity solved.

In deciding what branch of the dairy industry to follow, one must

be governed largely by markets and shipping facilities. Near a town

or city, where there is always a good demand for milk, the retail milk

trade will probably prove most remunerative. By careful attention

to business and alwa}rs delivering a first-class article the dairyman

will have no trouble in creating a demand for his product. In some

of the southern cities a man with a reputation for handling only clean,

pure milk will have no trouble in disposing of all he can produce at

40 cents per gallon.

For the dairyman located at some distance, say 50 to 100 miles,

from a city, and having favorable shipping facilities, the cream trade

oilers exceptional advantages. The ice-cream trade in all cities

demands a large quantity of good cream, and, as the season for ice

cream lasts nearly the entire year in the South, the demand is a

steady one.

The butter trade will offer inducements to some farmers, especially

those who are so situated that they can not conveniently or econom-

ically market their product in the form of milk or cream. The
demand for high-class butter is so steady that if a man is known to

handle a good grade he has no trouble in disposing of his entire out-

put to private customers at very remunerative prices. Either the

butter or cream trade combines well with hog or poultry farming,

thus utilizing to best advantage the skim milk and buttermilk from
the dairy.

BEEF CATTLE PRODUCTION.

The production of beef cattle is a type of farming deserving of

much attention in many portions of the South, and especially where
good pastures can easily be had and an abundance of feed stuffs pro-

duced. The black prairie belt of Alabama and Mississippi, where
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alfalfa, Johnson grass, and Bermuda grass grow to perfection, Lb

eptionally well adapted to the raising of beef cattle. One of the

great advantages the South possesses over other Bections of the

country in the way of cattle raising is the almost continuous grazing

season, making it necessary to feed but little during the winter in

comparison with the quantity of feed required by the western stock

grower.

The summer pasture is furnished by Bermuda grass, white clover,

lespedeza, and native grasses, and winter pasturage may be had by

sowing vetch, bur clover, and such winter cereals as oats, rye, wheat,

and barley. For winter roughage an abundance of Johnson grass,

alfalfa, sorghum, and cowpea hay can be produced. The mild winter

climate, which makes the construction of expensive barns unnec-

ary, is also favorable to the development of this industry in the

South.

The chief drawbacks to this industry are the presence of the cattle

tick, or Texas-fever tick, and the consequent restrictions, during cer-

tain seasons, against cattle shipped from the South. It has been

demonstrated, however, that the cattle tick can, in some localities, be

effectually exterminated, and it may be only a question of time when

this will be done generally and the restrictions removed. The only

other serious difficulties are the character of the available labor and

the lack of established local markets, both of which can and will be

overcome in time.

SUMMARY.

It is apparent to all who are familiar with southern conditions that

if the depletion and the washing away of the soil on southern farms is

to be checked, a system of farming must be put into practice which

will increase the organic content of the soil. As has been stated, this

may be done either by a system of crop rotation involving the use of

leguminous crops and green manures or by feeding a large portion

of the crops on the farm and returning them to the soil in the form of

animal manures. While it is true that there are many hindrances to

a speedy change of system, such as character of labor, farmers trying

to cultivate more land than they can properly manage, and lack of

knowledge regarding the care and management of live stock, the future

outlook for the agricultural South is, nevertheless, very promising.

The great educational advance which has taken place in the South

during recent years, the good work of the experiment stations, the

teachings of the agricultural colleges, the demonstration work of

the United States Department of Agriculture, and the far-reaching

influence of the farmers' institutes, are all doing much to create an

interest in the improvement of southern agriculture. The methods

employed on successful farms and the demonstration work of the experi-

ment stations and the Department of Agriculture are being studied
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and pu< into practice. Thus each of these centers becomes a nucleus

for the diffusion of information concerning a better type of farming,

and there is reason to hope that the time is not far distant when diver-

sified farming, in some of its various phases, will be general through-

out the South.

III. LOUISIANA, ARKANSAS, AND NORTHEASTERN TEXAS.

By D. A. Bkodib,

Assistant Agriculturist, Bureau of Plant Industry, in Charge of Diversification Farms in

Tjouisiana, Arkansas, and Northeastern Texas.

(LASSES OF FARMERS IN LOUISIANA AND ARKANSAS.

Iii those sections of Louisiana and Arkansas in which cotton is

grown we may divide the farmers into three classes:

First, there is the large planter, who owns extensive tracts of land,

in most eases amounting to thousands of acres. Frequently he lives

in town and rents his farm out in small tracts. It is not uncommon
to find anywhere from 20 to 100 tenants with their families on one

plantation. These are mostly negroes. The owner himself either

engages in business in the city or more commonly personally directs

the operations of his tenants.

Then, second, there is the small landowner, who owns and operates

his own farm, either doing the work alone or with hired help.

The tenants constitute the third and most numerous class of farmers,

the majority of them being negroes. Most of these are found on the

large plantations, where each works 10 or 20 or more acres of land or

as much as the owner of the land considers he can handle properly.

The rent is either a cash consideration of $3 to $7 per acre, or it may
be a share in the crop—one-third when the tenant furnishes his own
equipment or one-half when this is furnished. In other respects the

tenant is like the small landowner, either working the land alone or

with hired help.

PRINCIPAL CROPS AND METHODS OF CULTURE.

Although the list of crops that can be and are successfully grown in

Louisiana and Arkansas is as great as that of any other portion of the

country, still it may be said that the agriculture of the cotton belt is

based on two crops—cotton and corn. Cotton, being the most impor-

tant crop, usually occupies several times the area that corn does and

follows itself year after year on the same ground, except on such por-

tions as are selected each year for corn.

The methods employed in the cultivation of these crops differ greatly

in the various agricultural sections. The implements of tillage which

have been commonly used in the South when work is done with one

horse differ so much from those employed when two horses are used
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that a description of them maj be ol interest The description of these

one horse implements which follow not onlj indicates their character

and uses, but gives an idea of the methods used by manj farmers in

the hill country .

In planting corn, the rows of the previous year are opened up the

last of February or first of March with a 12-inch double-moldboard

plow (PL IV, fig. 1, No. 1), popularly known as a "middle bustei

which throws the soil into the "water furrows" between the old ro\

This leaves the ground with the ridges where the furrows wen- before.

If cotton seed is used as a fertilizer, it is drilled into the furrow made

by the plow about March 1 and covered with a half-shovel" or small

turning plow (PL IV, tig. 1, No. 2).

About March 10 to 15 this furrow is again opened with a 6 or 7

inch duek-bill plow (PI. IV, tig. 1, No. 7), and the corn is planted

either with a planter or by hand. When the planter is used, the seed is

dropped every few inches in the row and covered at the same time.

In hand planting, the seed is usually dropped in hills 3 or 4 feet apart

and covered with a double or straddle stock. This is a modification

of the Georgia stock, having two beams and two standards, each carry-

ing a small shovel or " bull-tongue scooter," similar to the diamond

scooter (PI. IV, fig. 1, No. 6). These straddle the row, throwing

enough soil between them to cover the corn. In case heavy rains fol-

low before the corn comes up, an iron-toothed harrow is run over the

row to loosen the surface (PI. IV, fig. 1, No. II). 6

When the corn is "finger" high, it is " barred off;" that is, a fur-

row is run along each side of the row of corn with a one-horse turning

plow or a diamond scooter, throwing a small furrow away from the

corn. This leaves the corn on a narrow ridge. In a few days it is

" four furrowed" by going around each row twice and throwing two

furrows to each side of the row to cover any weeds that may have

germinated. When the corn is knee-high it is
cc roached up;" that is,

the loose soil is thrown around the corn with a 4-inch duck-bill plow

with a 10-inch " heel-sweep" attached (PI. IV, fig. 1, Nos. 5 and 9).

Ten or twelve days later it is again four furrowed. This leaves a

u balk" (a small ridge) between the rows, which is thrown out with a

12-inch " solid sweep" with a 20-inch heel-sweep attached (PI. IV,

tig. 1, Nos. 9 and 10). After this the corn is said to be " laid by,"

which means that it has received the last cultivation.

"The half-shovel, bull-tongue, duck-bill, solid sweep, heel-sweep, scooter, etc., are

attached to a i teorgia stock when used. This consists of a pair of handles, a beam,

and an upright standard. Where a shovel and a heel-sweep are used together, the

sweep is bolted behind the standard with the same bolt that holds the shovel.

b On low lands the corn is planted on the ridge instead of in the water furrow;

cotton, so far as the writer has observed, is always planted on the ridge.
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Plate IV.

Fig. 1.—Tools Used in the Cultivation of Cotton and Corn.

l. Middle buster or middle splitter; 'J, stuck with half shovel or turning plow: 3, small solid

sweep; 1. Georgia stock with half shovel with fender attached to use in barring off; 5, LO-inch

heel sweep; 6, diamond scooter; 7, duck-bill plow; 8, solid sweep with 18-inch heel sweep

attached to Georgia stock; 9, 18-inch heel sweep; 10, 18-inch solid sweep attached to Georgia

stock; 11. harrow; 12, hoe—typical form of those used in chopping cotton; 13, fertilizer dis-

tributer: 14. cotton planter.]

Fig. 2.—Chopping Cotton on a Large Plantation near Alexandria. La.
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Fiq. 1.—An Old Cotton Field Just Turned Out.

Fig. 2.—A Cotton Field Three or Four Years after being Turned Out, Showing
how the Young Pine Growth Takes Possession.
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Fig. 1.—A New Field Ready to be Planted in Cotton.

Fiq. 2—A Typical Cotton Field of the Better Sort.
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The cultivation of cotton is practically the same as that of corn.

except that the cotton seed is drilled in with a cotton planter (PL IV.

tic;. 1. No. 11), and the rows arc u barred off " when the cotton is) to <;

inches high. It is then "chopped out;'
1

that is, the plants are thinned

with hoes to about a foot or more apart in the row. (See PL IV.

fig. 2.) Then, too, cotton is cultivated until quite late, or until all

danger of weeds Is past, while corn is laid by early in the season. A
second hoeing Is frequently given to remove "grass" (weeds) from

the row.

It will readily be seen that where eotton and corn have been grown

in this way on the same ground for long periods of time, the land has

become so exhausted that it no longer yields profitable crops. Jn

former times when the land became thus exhausted it was allowed to

" lie out," that is, it was no longer cultivated, and soon became a

thicket of trees and brush (PL V, figs. 1 and 2). The old cotton rows
may yet be seen in the second-growth pine thickets marking many
fields that have not been cultivated since the civil war. When a field

was abandoned in this way it was necessary to clear a new piece of

ground to take the place of the old one. This was done in some cases

by cutting out the underbrush, "deadening" the larger trees by

girdling, plowing the ground, and planting in cotton (PL VI, fig. 1).

In other cases the land was cleared by deadening the timber and allow-

ing it to stand two years, when it was set on fire and everything was

allowed to burn.

To some extent these methods are still practiced in the hills and

timbered sections, but the use of leguminous crops as soil renovators

is rapidty replacing this practice. In the river valleys, where alfalfa

grows luxuriantly, general use is made of it in building up the soil on

the older plantations; and in the hills and other sections, where the

adaptability of alfalfa has not yet been demonstrated, cowpeas are

generally sown in the corn when it is laid by, and bur clover and

vetches are sometimes used for winter pastures and turned under as

green manure in the spring.

The adoption of leguminous crops for renovating the soil and main-

taining its fertility has naturally resulted in the farmers raising more
stock, and in quite a number of instances has led to the growing of a

diversity of crops in which legumes hold a prominent part. Where
this has been done the yield has been materially increased—in some
cases as much as 100 to 200 per cent. (PL VI, fig. 2.)

The advance to more improved methods has been greatl}T hindered

by what is known throughout the South as the credit system. By
this system fanners are furnished with the supplies and tools necessary

for conducting their farm operations until the crop i* ready to sell.

The amount furnished is based largely on the acreag'e of cotton to be

3 A1905 14
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planted In rhanj cases the supplies consist of bay, grain, fertilisers,

meat, and often fruit and vegetables. In order to meet the payments

for all these supplies, as much ootton as possible is planted, it being

the main monej crop and the only one on which credit is offered in

the strictly cotton growing BectlOnS. In this way many fanners who

are inclined to adopt a more diversified system of farming are pre-

vented from doing so by being forced to pledge themselves to a certain

area of cotton in order to get the necessary advance to raise their

crops.

In some cases individual farmers have gradually freed themselves

from this Bystem by growing their own food and fodder, thereby

-aving the enormous bill that always accumulates when these things

are bought. In such cases success has invariably followed. In fact,

no portion of the country offers greater opportunities for making a

farm self-sustaining than are olfered here, where two or more crops can

he grown during a single year.

In support of this statement may be cited instances of various types

of farming that are successful in this part of the country, where cer-

tain farmers have broken away from the old-time methods and by so

doing have opened a way to greater possibilities in agriculture in the

South.

TYPES OF SUCCESSFUL FARMING.

\Y hile stock raising is not at the present time carried on to a large

extent in the cotton-growing portions of Louisiana, Arkansas, and

northeastern Texas, there are widely scattered instances of success

in various phases of it.

Dairying has made gratifying progress in a good many places; for

instance, Hammond, La., once a cotton-growing center, is now ship-

ping 700 gallons of milk daily to New Orleans. At Marshall, Tex.,

one man has run a successful dairy for three years. In that time he has

built up his herd to about 75 cows, pure-bred and high-grade Jerseys,

the returns from which are over $600 a month. The gross receipts

from each cow in a herd of ±0 high-grade Jerseys at Lafayette, La.,

for the past year ranged from $180 to $222. The milk in this case is

bottled and sold to local customers at 25 to 30 cents per gallon.

In the matter of beef production, the Louisiana Experiment Station

has demonstrated that "market toppers" can be produced for the

Chicago market. The Mississippi Experiment Station has produced

high-grade two-year-old feeders at a cost not exceeding $12. These

facts indicate that there are large possibilities in beef production in

the South.

Many instances could be given of success with hogs, especially where

alfalfa has become established and is used for pasture. In those sec-
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tions where alfalfa has not yet passed the experimental stage other

crops arc used for hog pasture, and the industry is found to be highly

profitable. In fact, (here is no portion of the country where pork can

be raised more cheaply.

[n scattered instances horses and amies are raised for the market.

At the present time good mule colts sell readily at 1 year old for *1<)

to §51), at l> years old for $75 to $100, and at 3 years old for $150 to

(200. There lias never been a time in recent years when good mules

did not bring good prices. Horses arc not usually sold until broken,

when they sell for $100 to $300.

Angora goats have been found highly profitable near the northern

limit of the cotton area, and in rare cases are to be found farther

south. These should find a place in the timbered sections, especially

in the hill lands, where they would be valuable in clearing the land of

brush and where the character of the soil is conducive to good health

among them.

An example of successful general farming is found in the hills of

Lincoln Parish, La., where a man on 125 acres of his 1,900-acre planta-

tion has for ten years raised all the hay and grain not only for his

own stock but for that of all his tenants. For the markets he pro-

duces horses and mules, milch cows and stockers, pure-bred Poland

China pigs, and Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red, and Wyandotte
chickens, besides cotton, corn, oats, peas, peanuts, sweet potatoes, hay,

ribbon-cane sirup, and lard.

There is a strong, growing demand in the North for southern-grown

vegetables and fruits. Many of these can be put on the markets at

seasons when there is little or no competition and can be disposed of

at paying prices. Successful fruit-growing and truck-growing asso-

ciations exist in some portions of this territory, and the number is

increasing each year.

DIFFICULTIES.

There is a strong desire on the part of a majority of the farmers to

improve agricultural conditions generally. There are, however, some
serious difficulties to be met with in changing to more diversified

methods.

(1) It is claimed that, as a rule, the labor available knows very little

of the cultivation of crops other than cotton and corn and is slow in

adapting itself to any new s}7stem. White labor is very scarce and

much of it is looked upon as inferior to the negro labor.

(2) The credit system has a retarding effect on the development of

better systems of farming, for the reason- that at the present time the

tanner's credit is based on his acreage of cotton, which is often as

much as he has means and equipment to work.
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The large plantation, with its 20 t<> LOO <<r more tenants, makes

it diffioull for the large planter t<> change, for he must educate his

tenants In the new Bystem. The email farmer who controls his own
land is better aide to make tin- change, and it seems that through him

this change must conic.

(4) Tin 4 lack of knowledge of how to begin a better system keeps

many from adopting new methods.

CONCLUSION.

In conclusion it may bo said that the most important factor in suc-

cessful farming—" Buy nothing that can he raised on the farm"—is

being learned by a rapidly increasing number of farmers. This is

due in a great measure to the influence of the farmers who have

already succeeded in more diversified lines. While many of these

have adopted modern methods and implements, eminent success has

been attained by some who still adhere to the old methods. This goes

to show that, while the latest labor-saving implements are desirable,

they are not at all necessary in making the change.

The work of the experiment stations has been of inestimable value.

These, in cooperation with the United States Department of Agricul-

ture, are now instituting throughout the cotton belt diversification

farms where scientific principles combined with good business methods

are applied in a practical way to show that other t}
rpes of farming

can be made to pay as well as exclusive cotton culture.

There is every reason to believe that during the next few years

great changes toward better methods of farming will occur throughout

the South, and that these will eventually place it in the front rank as

a general agricultural section.

IV. TEXAS.

By C. W. \Vakiu t uton,

Assistant Agriculturist, Bureau of Plant Industry, in Charge of Diversification Farms in

Texas.

INTRODUCTION.

Texas, with its 265,000 square miles and its extreme range of 900

miles from north to south and the same from east to west, presents a

wide variety of soil and climatic conditions, with a resultant wide
diversit3r of crops. The subject of diversified agriculture in this State

is so broad that recent developments and future possibilities can only

be outlined here. For a better understanding of the matter it will be

necessary to give a brief enumeration of the characteristics of the

various agricultural sections into which the State is naturally divided,
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together with a note as to the particular Lines of farming for which

each section is especially adapted. A large part of that portion of

Texas lyingwesl <>f the ninety-eighth meridian is yet virgin grass

laud, used as pasturage for cattle, and need not be considered in this

classification.

Tin: NATURAL AGRICULTURAL DIVISIONS.

Lying along the Louisiana border is a strip 1"<> t<> L50 miles wide,

locallv known as east Texas. This section was originally heavily tim-

bered with pine and various deciduous trees, and most of the farming

is on the cut -over lands. Limited tracts in this section have been in

cultivation for many years, but the lumbermen still add considerable

acreages yearly to the tillable area. The soil for the most part is

sandy, underlaid with red or yellow clay. River and creek bottoms

often present considerable areas of black alluvial deposits.

Adjoining this section on the west, and extending south from the

Red River Valley about 300 miles, with a width varying from 75 to

125 miles, is the black waxy belt. The western limit of this area is

about the ninety-eighth meridian. The soil here is of limestone forma-

tion, a very rich, black loam usually underlaid with yellowish phos-

pliatic clay. In various sections the limestone, or, as it is locally

known, the " white rock," outcrops. The principal crops in this sec-

tion are cotton, corn, wheat, and oats. Practically one-half the cotton

crop of the State is produced here.

Lying west of the black wax}^ belt are two sections which in general

may be grouped together and which are designated here as west Texas
and the Plains region. In this discussion west Texas will be con-

sidered only so far as considerable areas of cultivated land extend, or

to about the one hundredth meridian; in fact, a large part even of this

area is in grazing land. This section is considerably broken, most of

the cultivable land being in the valleys. A number of counties in this

portion of the State, however, contain a high percentage of tillable

land. The rainfall here is considerably less than in the sections just

described. Stock raising and the growing of cotton are the principal

industries. The Plains region will be considered here as including the

entire Panhandle section and extending as far south as the thirty-third

parallel. The elevation is considerable, ranging from 2,500 to 4,000

feet; the rainfall averages 16 to 18 inches; high winds are prevalent

at certain seasons, and these tend to decrease the efficiencv of the rain-

fall. Most of this section is grazing land; a large part of the area

which is tilled is used for the production of forage for stock.

The east Texas country and the black waxy section may be con-

sidered as extending south to about the thirtieth parallel. In the

region south of this line is the section locally known as south Texas,
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including the Coastal Plain and extending west toaboul '.'7 ;;<»'. The

coast portion of this region is mostly in pasture or in -ohm- sections

devoted to the oulture of rice and sugar cane. Farther back from the

coast cotton is the Leading crop. West of this section and south of the

thirtieth parallel, extending to the Rio Grande, lies southwest Texas.

Like west Texas, the rainfall here is Bomewhat uncertain, the principal

difference between these two -(.lions being one of latitude. Of late

years, however, artesian water has been found in various portions of

southwest Texas and considerable diversified farming has sprung up

in this belt and along the rivers where irrigation water can be secured.

For the mosl part, cotton and cattle are the main articles of production.

In general, the various agricultural sections of the State fall into

the foregoing divisions. Naturally, in a broad classification of this

kind the lines of demarcation are rather indefinite, and within the

various sections as outlined may be included smaller tracts of land

varying greatly from the general type. A noteworthy example of this

variation is the "Cross Timbers" country, lying along the Red River,

in Grayson, Cooke, Montague, and Clay counties. In many respects

this section resembles the east Texas country, and it is a considerable

producer of fruits and vegetables.

THE EAST TEXAS COUNTRY.

The sandy and clay lands of east Texas are adapted to the growing

of a wide range of truck and fruit crops. The principal orchard fruit

now grown is the peach, the planting of which crop in the last few

years has been enormous. Kieffer pears and Japan plums have also

been quite extensively planted. Toward the northern end of this

section there are soils which should yield good returns when planted

to early apples; grapes also do well, but are now little grown. As

yet strawberry growing is confined largely to a limited area around

Tyler, but this industry should be profitable almost anywhere in east

Texas. Blackberries and dewberries are grown in a limited way only;

trade in the better shipping sorts is capable of considerable extension.

Of the truck crops, potatoes and tomatoes furnish the great bulk of the

shipments. The growing of early potatoes is general all over east Texas,

and extends into other sections of the State as well. Tomato shipments

are greatest from Jacksonville, but extend in a limited way throughout

the section. Other crops which are shipped in smaller quantities are

watermelons, cantaloupes, radishes, lettuce, and cabbage, though none

of these vegetables are shipped from this section as largely as from

other parts of the State, the Winnsboro cantaloupe shipment alone

excepted. There is a field in east Texas for the growing of nearly all

the garden vegetables for northern markets, as this section fills the

gap between southwest Texas and the Arkansas trucking region.
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Not all of cast Texas, however, can be devoted to truck and fruit

raising. Forage crops arc necessary for the maintenance of work

stock. Sorghum, COWpeas, and peanuts do well in Dearly all locations

here. Corn, with good cultivation and fertilization, seldom fails to

produce a fair crop. Alfalfa docs well in many places especially on

the river and creek bottoms. Good use can he made of oats, rye, and

barley as winter-pasture and green-manuring crops. Hogs enough,

at least to supply home consumption should be raised. Dairying

could well he introduced on many farms. An abundance of feed can

be produced for winter; Bermuda grass and Japan clover furnish tine

summer pasture; and the dairy herd would go a long way toward

keeping up soil fertility if proper use were made of the manure. A
small acreage of cotton well worked should be grown on nearly every

farm.
THE BLACK WAXY SECTION.

Grain, hay, and live-stock farming, in addition to the growing of

cotton, find a place in the black waxy belt. Except in limited areas,

usually near the streams, this section is not well adapted to truck and

fruit production for distant markets. Vegetables and fruits for home
use may be grown on every farm, however. Of the grain crops, corn,

wheat, oats, and barley all do well. Storage facilities should be pro-

vided on the farm, so that the farmers may hold at least as much of

their crops as may be needed for winter feeding. Texas farmers can

hardly afford to sell their corn in August for 30 cents a bushel, as many
now do, and buy it back in January for 75 cents. Alfalfa can be

grown almost anywhere in the black waxy section, and cowpeas, sor-

ghum, and Johnson grass are reliable hay crops. Cotton should be

grown as a cash crop with the grain and hay crops mentioned. Grown
every third year on the land, with corn and cowpeas as the first year's

crop and wheat followed by cowpeas for the second year, the fertilit}r

of the soil will be maintained and the production materially increased.

The highest development in farming in the black wax}T belt is to be

reached by a combination of live stock, grain, and cotton growing.

With cotton and wheat as cash crops which may be sold off the farm,

the corn, oats, and hay ma}7 be retained and fed to cattle, hogs, horses,

and mules. There is nearly always a market at fair prices for good
mules, and with Bermuda pasture, Johnson grass, alfalfa, and cowpea

hay, and the various grains produced on the farm, mules of market-

able age ought to return a good profit over the cost of production.

The Texas hog can be produced very largely on forage crops, and
only a small quantity of corn is needed to finish pork for market.

With a demand close at hand which is not now nearly supplied, hog
raising should be profitable. With Bermuda grass for summer and

oats, wheat, or barley for winter pasturage, together with the various
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has and silage crops which may be grown, the dairj herd may be

maintained with small outlay for grain or concentrated foods. There

is need of a large number of creameries and well-maintained dairy

herds in this populous section of Texas. At present the people of

Texas probably pay out $10,000,000 annually for butter which could

be produced at homo. With the wide range of forage crops and the

corn and cotton-seed products here, cattle feeding may prove prolit-

able both to fanner^ and to mill owners.

WEST TEXAS AND THE PLAINS

Cattle raising has lone;- been the principal industry in west Texas

and the Plains region, and it is only within recent years that any farm-

ing has been done. Even now most of the cultivated land is used in

tin 4 production of forage crops for cattle, and it is probable that this

will be the case for many years to come. Here Kafir corn and dwarf

milo prove acceptable substitutes for corn in hog and cattle feeding,

and from limited tests it seems probable that they will be found to be

excellent grains for this purpose. In the way of forage this section

produces sorghum, Kafir corn, and millet. Alfalfa can be grown in

many localities, as widely scattered tests show. Johnson grass and

cowpea^ are heavy hay-producing crops, especially in the southern

part of this region. Cotton is a reliable crop here, except in the

northern end of the Panhandle. Wheat growing has long been

important along the Red River and is now extending into the Pan-

handle section. The Red River country and various sections of west

Texas have recently come into prominence as truck and fruit produc-

ing regions. Early apples do well and should be especially profit-

able. Most of the horticultural products of this section find a market

in Colorado, though frequently some of them are shipped to southern

and (-(Mitral Texas after the local crops there are exhausted. Mention

should also be made of the irrigated valleys in the extreme western

portion of the State, which produce alfalfa, grapes, and apples. While

there is no great range of diversification here, there is little danger of

depleting the soil in any section where alfalfa thrives.

SOUTII TEXAS.

South Texas is a large producer of rice and sugar cane. In addition

to these staple crops, limited areas, notably in Brazoria and Galveston

counties, are devoted to the production of strawberries and truck

crops, especially potatoes, cucumbers, cabbage, and melons. The

great melon-producing area of Waller County lies just at the northern

edge of this section, about 100 miles from the coast. Not much atten-

tion is paid to forage crops, as the humidity of the air makes curing

difficult, and the mild, open winters and abundant pasture leave small
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need for (In 1 saving of winter feed. To provide for a dairy herd

sorghum and cowpea silage may be used, thus overcoming any diffi-

culty in curing hay from these crops. Back from the coast, in the

northwest portion of this territory and the adjacent portion of south-

west Texas, there are several creameries. Here also considerable

corn and cotton is produced. There is less difficulty in curing hay

than in the coast region, and sorghum, cowpeas. peanuts, and alfalfa

are grown for winter feed. Hog raising may perhaps be attended

with more difficulties than in the black waxy belt, but the home demand
can at least be supplied. The production of poultry and <

4ggs is an

important industry in numerous counties of south and southwest Texas.

SOUTHWEST TEXAS.

The southwest Texas country has recently come into considerable

prominence as a producer of early vegetables. Cabbage, melons,

tomatoes, beans, peas, cucumbers, and a wide range of other truck

crops are grown here, but the reputation of the section has been built

largely on its Bermuda onions. The production of 1904 was 466 cars,

and that of 1905 considerably in excess of that figure. These onions

are shipped all over the United States, and probably receive a wider

distribution than any other Texas horticultural product. Most of the

truck crops in southwest Texas are produced by irrigation, but in the

region around Corpus Christi little irrigating is done. There is oppor-

tunity in southwest Texas for increased production in nearly all lines

of trucking, but especially in the small " bunch " vegetables—radishes,

beets, and the like. Peppers, eggplant, cauliflower, and lettuce are

vegetables which are now little grown, but which should find ready

sale. Some of the hardier semitropical fruits can probably be pro-

duced here with profit. Strawberries and some varieties of grapes

may also prove remunerative. In the fertile valleys north of San
Antonio, pears and apples produce abundantly. In addition to the

truck and fruit crops produced in southwest Texas, cotton, corn, sor-

ghum, and cowpeas are also grown. Where irrigation water can be

secured there are great possibilities in the production of rice and sugar

cane and, in some cases, alfalfa. With these three crops the agricul-

tuic of southwest Texas is on a very stable basis.

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE.

Having thus briefly reviewed the present status and suggested a few
of the possibilities of diversified agriculture in Texas, it remains only to

outline some of the methods by which future success may be achieved.

In the truck and fruit producing industry there must be closer organ-

ization, insuring better distribution, uniform grading and packing,
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and tin- marketing of first-class goods only. The growers must give

more attention to the selection of varieties and to the cultivation and

handling of crops. Canning and pickling factories must be built to

provide home markets lor surplus production. Live-stock men for

the most part aeed to improve their herds and Hocks and to provide

adequate shelter and teed to insure against losses in winter. Grain

and cotton growers must use improved varieties, rotate crops, give

better cultivation, and use barnyard manure and renovating crops to

conserve fertility. It is only by these methods that the greatest benefit

ma\ be secured from diversified farming in Texas.



DARE FIRE-CURED TOBACCO OF VIRGINIA AM) THE
POSSIBILITIES FOR ITS IMPROVEMENT.

By George T. McNkss and E. II. Mathhwson,

Tobacco Expert*, Bureau of Soils.

INTRODUCTION.

The original standard t}7pe of tobacco in Virginia is what is now
termed the dark or fire-cured export type. For many years the laws

regulating- production—especially those passed by the colonial assembly

of Virginia requiring that all the product that failed to come up to the

legal exactions as to quality and soundness should be burnt—were

rigidly executed. At that time all the tobacco was raised for export,

Europe being the only market, and, the price being uniform whether

for sale or as a circulating medium, it was necessary to institute an

inspection to compel uniformity of grade.

Tobacco was first experimented with for export in 1612 by John
Rolfe, and its culture gradually spread as the colonists built houses

and cleared the land, in time absorbing almost their entire attention,

and from that time to the present day tobacco has continued to domi-

nate the agricultural interests of a considerable part of the State.

Tobacco was first grown in Virginia on the rich soils along the

James River. As the industry grew and its cultivation extended back

to the upland soils it was discovered that these uplands produced a

much better quality of leaf than did the river lands. For many years

tobacco growing has been abandoned in the tide-water sections of the

State and its culture is now largely confined to what are known as the

Piedmont and Southside Virginia districts. During the progress of

the industry there has developed a marked differentiation in the

varieties or types of tobacco grown and the use to which it is put.

There are five distinct types of tobacco produced in Virginia, viz,

dark shipping, red and colored shipping, sun and air-cured fillers,

bright yellow wrappers, smokers, and fillers, and mahogany flue-cured

manufacturing. These different types of tobacco are divided into

various grades to meet the demands of the different European markets.

They are severally characterized by peculiarities of color, quality,

body, and flavor—the result of soil-influence and variety, modified by

curing and management.
219
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\ this article deals solely with the dark tobacco <>f Virginia, it will

not be necessary to discuss in detail the other t\ (><-. The dark ship-

ping tobacco is generally raised on rich lands and cured with open

wood fires. England, France, Germany, Spain. Austria, and Italy

take the bulk of this tobacco, although the higher grades are used at

home for plug wrappers. This tobacco is produced to greater or less

extent throughout the tobacco belt of Virginia, but the most of it is

grown south of James River, in territory extending from Petersburg

on the east across the Piedmont Plateau to the edge of the Blue Ridge,

with Lynchburg and Petersburg as the most important market centers.

Beginning on the Petersburg side, the soil is mostly a gray sandy loam,

becoming more red and containing more clay as the Blue Ridge is

approached. The more sandy soils produce generally a coarser and

thinner leaf than the red clay. The leaf has a lighter brown or

dappled color, and has considerable use in domestic manufacture, 1 ut

is more important as supplying a part of the varied export demands.

On the red (day soils the tobacco is normally darker in color, of finer

texture and fiber, and of better body. Such tobacco is used to supply

some particular export demands, as well as for domestic manufacturing

purposes. It is largely from tobacco grown on this type of soil that

the scanty suppl}r of good dark leaf suited for plug wrappers is

obtained.

This paper treats expressly of the conditions existing in this dark

tire-cured tobacco district of Virginia. Tobacco is a highly spe-

cialized product, and the methods used in its cultivation vary with

different conditions and types, so that recommendations which apply

to the dark tobacco of Virginia may not be of any value in the case of

another variety. Virginia is the oldest tobacco-growing State in the

country, and the general methods of culture and handling are well

understood by the farmers, yet in some very important respects they

have not kept up with the agricultural progress of the last quarter of

a century.

Notwithstanding the great strides made by modern agricultural

science, the methods of cultivation, of fertilizing the soil, and of crop

rotation are essentially the same as a century ago. Why do the strong

(day soils of the Piedmont region rarely yield more than from 800 to

1,000 pounds of tobacco to the acre when the lighter soils of Pennsyl-

vania and Connecticut are yielding easily from 1,500 to 2,000 pounds

to the acre, and that, too, of a lighter-bodied leaf? The Bureau of

Soils has given attention to this question for several years, and believes

that there is a great opportunity for the farmers in this district of Vir-

ginia to improve their methods of culture so that larger profits may be

secured.

In the year 1904 the Bureau of Soils began a series of experiments

and investigations in Appomattox County, with the object of deter-
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mining by practical commercial tests what is reall) possible to accom-

plish in these older tobaCCO-grOWing sections, where small yields and

low prices, together with increasing cost of labor, have reduced a

once profitable industry to one of hard work and very small profits.

SELECTION OF SOILS.

Appomattox County forms a part of the Piedmont Plateau and is

situated 23 miles cast of Lynchburg, in the heart of the open-fire;

cured dark tobacco belt of the State. The land selected for the experi-

iment is the typical mellowr red clay soil (Cecil clay) common to much of

the Piedmont region. The selection of the proper soil is a very

important matter. No single factor has so much to do with determin-

ing the quality of tobacco as the soil upon which it is grown. Hence

great care should be exercised to select the right soil, else the best

subsequent effort is under a serious handicap.

The soils in the district under consideration are very uneven in qual-

ity and crop-producing power. Only the best soils should be used for

the culture of tobacco. A good soil should have depth and mellow-

ness, the capacity to hold sufficient moisture for the needs of the grow-

ing crop, and the texture and composition suited to produce a fine

quality of leaf. It should have the drainage requisite for quickly

absorbing or cariying off excessive amounts of moisture, and under

no circumstances should it be mucky or wet. There are in the county

occasional areas of fine-textured gra}^ soil, with red clay subsoil, that

will produce a good qualit}7 of tobacco. Such soils have the advantage

over the red or chocolate soils of being easier to cultivate. In general,

however, it is believed that the deep, mellow red or chocolate soils

of good drainage are the best for the production of a high grade of

tobacco, especiall}7 if the aim is to produce a fine plug wrapper. Such

desirable soils are often found in irregular areas along the numerous

small water courses, but not exclusively in such positions.

THE TYPES OF LEAF.

The grower of tobacco should have clearly in his mind the type of

leaf he is tr}ring to produce. Most farmers of the dark-tobacco dis-

tricts should probably aim to produce a leaf suitable either for plug

wrappers or for the Austrian export trade, since such leaf generally

brings the highest prices on the local markets.

The requirements for a good plug wrapper are a leaf of medium size,

of good bod}r
, very oily and elastic, with line veins and an absolutely

solid, glossy, dark-brown color, entirely free from any trace of mottling

or grayness. The width of the leaf should be maintained well out

toward the tip, as such a leaf covers the plug more economically than

does one with a long, tapering point. After the wrapper is placed on

the plug it is subjected to an enormous pressure in hydraulic presses,
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and it requires a yerj Btrong, elastic leal to -land this pressure with-

out breaking. It must also be fine of fiber, so that the veins will not

bIiotv prominently, and of an oily, rioh, solid color, so thai the plug

when finished will have a glossy, rich black appearance.

The Austrian requirements arc for a broad leaf, about 24 Inches

long, with good width between the veins, of absolutely solid medium

brown color, medium to good body, very clastic, and of good oil and

luster. It should also have a BWeet, aromatic odor. The best grade

o( this leaf is used in Austria for cigar wrappers, and it is the custom

there to cut the wrappers from between the veins. It is for this

reason that the leaf must be wide between the veins and must also be

of good color and elastic, so that the wrappers will stretch well on the

cigars and give the finished product a good appearance.

Thus, to meet the requirements of the Austrian market, the grower

needs to produce a larger leaf than when trying to produce a plug

wrapper. Besides, the leaf need not be so line nor so heavy-bodied.

Unless there is reason for believing that the land available has the

quality suitable for the production of a wrapper leaf, it would prob-

ably be more profitable for the grower to aim at producing the Aus-

trian type of leaf.

MAKING THE SEED BEDS.

The preparation of the seed bed is generally understood, and no spe-

cial suggestions need be made. It should be remembered, however,

that an advantage is to be gained by mulching. Before the plants

come up the beds should be mulched lightly with a dressing of line

horse manure or hog manure kept free from weeds by feeding only

clean forage while the manure is being collected. A light sprinkle of

pine needles would have the same value as a mulch, but would have

little value as a fertilizer. Beds mulched in this way will better

retain the soil moisture, and besides will remain in a mellow and loose

condition, which enables the plants to.make a more rapid growth. It

is also found beneficial to appl}7 broadcast on the beds about 15 pounds

of nitrate of soda to every 100 square yards of surface. This should

be done a few daj^s before the plants are expected to show above the

surface. The addition of the nitrate causes the young plants to make
a rapid growth, even during cold, unseasonable weather.

It is very desirable to provide for an abundance of plants. Nothing

is more prejudicial to the prospect of a good crop than the arrival of

the planting season without plenty of good, strong plants.

FERTILIZERS.

The fertilization of the soil is a subject deserving much attention by
the farmers of the dark-tobacco districts of Virginia, because their

main reliance for the production of paying crops is upon commercial

fertilizers. These districts notoriously are not stock-raising districts,
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and, while that industry should be encouraged as much as possible

and everv effort made i<> save and utilize barnyard waste to the fullest

extent, the present conditions are such that the quantity of barnyard

manure available is entirely inadequate for the farmers' needs, and

even with the best efforts will continue so for many years.

There is nothing so essential to the fanner's success as the proper

handling of the soil and maintenance of its fertility, and there is,

therefore, no subject upon which the farmers in those districts where

their main reliance must be upon commercial fertilizers should be so

well informed as the proper use of the various fertilizer materials

available in the markets of the world.

Tobacco is a crop which usually pays well for a large outlay in fer-

tilizers, other conditions being favorable. Farmers not familiar with

the methods practiced in the Connecticut Valley are greatly surprised

when told that it is the custom with many of the best farmers in that

locality to apply every year to the same field from $50 to $75 worth

of fertilizer per acre. These growers expect and annually harvest in

the neighborhood of a ton of barn-cured tobacco to the acre. Fur-

thermore, the quality of the leaf produced is better now than it was
twent}r-five years ago, when much less intensive methods of culture

and fertilization were used. The writers well understand that the

export and plug-wrapper types of tobacco produced, in Virginia are

vastl}' different from the cigar-wrapper and binder types produced in

the Connecticut Valley. They believe, however, that the efficiency of

rich land is the same for both sections.

The average yield of tobacco in the dark districts of Virginia is

about 800 pounds to the acre, usually selling at 5 or 6 cents a pound,

thus yielding to the farmer from $40 to $50 gross returns per acre.

As the result of experiments conducted by the Bureau of Soils during

1904, it has been shown that this yield can be increased, to at least

1,400 pounds to the acre, and probably more, by the judicious use of

fertilizers and by thorough methods of cultivation.

In Virginia the practice is to follow tobacco with wheat and the

wheat with clover for two years and then back to tobacco. On the

tobacco it is the custom to apply per acre 400 pounds of a fertilize]*

analyzing 3 per cent ammonia, 9 per cent phosphoric acid, and 3 per

cent potash. This adds to the soil a total of 12 pounds of ammonia,
36 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 12 pounds of potash per acre. It

is noticeable that the requirements of tobacco for phosphoric acid are

very small, but as a matter of field practice it is found that the crop

will show signs of suffering from lack of this substance unless the

available supply is very much in excess of the amount actually taken

up by the crop. Where wheat follows tobacco no additional fertiliza-

tion is given, dependence being solely upon the natural resources of the

soil and the remnant of the application given the tobacco. It is seldom
that more than 10 or 15 bushels of wheat to the acre is harvested.
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Tobac crop that with an increase in yield usually give* b cor-

responding increase in quality, proi ided the soil oonditiona and man-

agement are right. It has often been found that it pays to apply very

large amounts of fertilizer to a tobacco crop where it might not have

proved profitable to do BO with other and lower-priced farm crops.

This was demonstrated in the Department's experiments at Appomat-

tox, where an acre of land fertilized after the usual farmer's method

(PI. VII) with 4(H) pounds of fertilizer costing $5 an acre and furnishing

L2 pounds of ammonia, 36 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 1^ pounds

of potash (formula No. 1), gave a yield of 07;; pounds of tobacco, which

sold for $45.50 gross, or an average of 6J cents a pound: while an

acre (PI. VIII) fertilized with 850 pounds of home-mixed fertilizer

costing ^10.44 an acre and furnishing 73i pounds of ammonia. r>7

pounds of phosphoric acid, and 75 pounds of potash (formula No. L;
)

yielded 883 pounds of tobacco, which sold for $81.09, or an average of

!'[ tents a pound, and another acre (PI. IX), fertilized with 1,700

pounds of home-mixed fertilizer costing $32.30 per acre and furnish-

ing L53 pounds of ammonia, L06 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 125

pounds of potash (formula No. 3) yielded 1,334 pounds of tobacco,

which sold for $111.29, or 8| cents a pound. From these tests it can

be seen that the yield was increased by the extra application of ferti-

lizers, and, as the prices obtained indicate, the quality of the tobacco

was also improved. In order to keep the product of these plats uni-

form and to prevent the more highly fertilized plats from producing

a coarse or overgrown leaf, the number of plants set to the acre was

increased with the heavier application of fertilizer. The number of

plants set on each acre was 4,200, 5,000, and 6,000, respectively.

The net prolit derived from these three separate acres was respec-

tively $5, {21, $29. The amounts received from the more highly

fertilized plats are above the average returns received by the Virginia

farmers.

In common with most soils of the South, Virginia soils are generally

deficient in vegetable matter, and the needs of the soil in this regard

should not be lost sight of. Commercial fertilizers are necessary in

the production of a highly specialized crop like tobacco, but it is only

by the incorporation with the soil year after year of a considerable

amount of vegetable matter that the proper physical condition of the

soil can be maintained and improved. By the proper physical condi-

tion is meant good depth of soil, mellowness, and good water-holding

capacity. In order to possess these a soil must contain a considerable

quantity of decayed vegetable matter, and without these conditions it

can not be expected that the full benefit possible from heav}r applica-

tions of fertilizers can be realized. The stubble from good crops of

grain, the grasses, and the leguminous crops—especially cowpeas and

clover—ma}^ be relied upon for material improvement of the physical
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Fig. 1.—Curing Barn for Dark Fire-cured Tobacco.

Fiq. 2.—Root System of a Tobacco Plant.
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condition of (he soil. When practicable, preference should be given

to legumes, as they have the power of adding considerably to the store

of plant food in the soil. The bacteria in the nodules which form

upon their roots have the power of abstracting considerable amounts

of nitrogen from the air and rendering it available for the use of the

plants. The plant, in turn, by its decay in the soil, makes a very

material addition to the soil's supply of this constituent. The main

reliance should be, however, upon some of the high-grade, readily-

decaying organic fertilizers, such as dried blood, ground fish, and

cotton-seed meal.

Tests that have been made of muriate of potash and other forms of

potash fertilizers have not conclusively shown whether the large

amounts of chlorine present, in the muriate are detrimental to this type

of tobacco or not. It is considered safer to use the sulphate of potash,

for although the effect of the chlorine upon the burn is not considered

important with the lire-cured tobacco, it is claimed by many of the

best growers of Virginia that the muriate of potash tends to produce

a coarse, heavy leaf.

The following table gives in detail the character of the fertilizers,

the cost, and the quantities used in the Appomattox experiments.

Formulas 2 and 3 were found best for the production of a high quality

ot' leaf. Formula 1 (factory-mixed) is the mixture generally used by

the farmers.

Composition and cost of the several fertilizers used in the experiments.
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Composition and cost of the several fertilizers used in the experim I ontinoed.

Material.

Guaranteed analysis:

Ammonia (NH3 ) percent..

Phosphoric acid (,PL :,) <lo

Potash (K>0) do....

Quantity applied per acre pounds.

.

Equivalent quantity per acre of

—

Ammonia (NHg) pounds..

Phosphoric acid (PjOs) do

Potash (KjO) do....

Cost per ton delivered at Appomat-
tox dollars..

of quantities used in experiment,
dollars

Cost of fertilizer constituents per pound:

Ammonia (NH8) cents..

Phosphoric acid (P-jO-,
1

) do

Potash (KjO) do....

cost of fertilizer constituents per acre:

Ammonia (N
T

lI
;j ) dollars..

Phosphoric acid (PjOg) do

Potash - K,()) do...

Formula
No. i

i fact

mixed).
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used in (he drill. The acid would tend also to retard nitrification in

the soil. This condition, of course, might be counteracted by the use

of lime or other alkali, but only at a further needless expense. It is

therefore apparent that increasing tin', applications of the fertilizer in

common use in the county sufficiently to give the amount of ammonia
and potash required for a L,500-pound crop of tobacco would not Ixj

economical.

The use of large quantities of fertilizer in the growing of tobacco

in this district of Virginia can probably be made to pay well, but the

mixtures must be properly proportioned. It would lead to a much
clearer understanding of the whole subject of fertilizers if the farmers

would think, not of how many pounds of mixture they are applying' to

their fields, but rather of how many pounds of ammonia, phosphoric

acid, and potash they are using. For example, if the tobacco grower

who applies 400 pounds of the factoly-mixed fertilizer to the acre

would not think of the 400 pounds but of the fact that he is applying

12 pounds of ammonia, 36 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 12 pounds

of potash to the acre, he would understand more clearly what it is

reasonable to expect from the fertilizer he applies.

In this discussion the terms "ammonia" and "ammoniates" have

been used in preference to " nitrogen" and " nitrates," as the former

are the terms in common use in Virginia, as well as in most parts of

the South, and are, therefore, more likely to be understood. For those

accustomed to the use of the words "nitrogen" and "nitrates," it may
be well to state briefly that of 17 parts of ammonia 14 are nitrogen.

CULTIVATION.

Great improvements can be made in the present methods of cultiva-

tion. The Virginia farmers generally cultivate their crops deeply,

thus injuring the root system, which is spreading and near the surface

(PI. X, fig. 2). Their rule is to give the tobacco three cultivations, using

a one-horse implement (the first two with a double-shovel plow and

the last with a turning plow), and two hoeingsby hand. Except in the

case of low-lying fields, where there is danger from standing water, it

is best to discard the turning plow entirely and use nothing but imple-

ments for shallow cultivation. This has been fully demonstrated in

nt experiments, where the efficiency and profitableness of frequent

and shallow cultivation of tobacco have been studied. The shovel plow

may be used to advantage and is recommended for the first cultiva-

tion. At this time the roots of the plants have not spread into the

row, and the soil is likely to be packed from heavy rains and from
tramping it at the time of setting. Deep, thorough breaking out of

the middles is to be advised at this time, and the double-shovel plow
with narrow blades is about the best tool available.
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the plants grow and the rootfi begin to occupy tin- -nil hit ween

the rows, deep cultivation should be stopped and frequent shallow cul-

tivation substituted. For this purpose a five-toothed cultivator (fig.

CO), with an 18-inch sweep and a depth-regulating attachment, is rec-

ommended. This will keep down the weeds and preserve an effectual

soil mulch, which retards surface evaporation without doing injury to

the roots. About six cultivations are necessary to keep the soil in

good tilth, or an average of one a week between the setting and top-

ping seasons, the soil being worked a little toward the plant at each

cultivation. The low ridges thus formed will be effective in keeping-

surface water from standing around the plant in times of excessive

rains, but will not be high enough to increase materially the surface

of the soil exposed to evaporation.

CURING.

None of the operations conducted by the farmer is more important

than the curing of the tobacco after it is grown and placed in the curing

barn (PL X, fig.

1). Every year

there are thou-

sands of dollars

lost to the farm-

ers of Virginia

through an im-

perfect u nder-
standing of the

fundamental
principles in-

volved in the
Fig. 60.—Cultivator used iu the Appomattox experiments. _ *™ y processor curing.

Weather and other conditions vary so greatly that rules can not be

formulated to fit all cases, and the final dependence in every case

must be reposed in the skill and experience of the individual farmer.

It should always be kept clearly in mind, however, that the essential

factor in securing a satisfactory cure is the maintenance in the barn

of a proper degree of both heat and moisture. The grower's inge-

nuity and experience must be drawn upon to offset weather conlitions

when they are unfavorable. It must be remembered that curing

tobacco and drying it are two different processes. After placing the

tobacco in the barn it is first necessary to see that it yellows properly.

When that is completed the final browning process follows.

The yellowing takes place during the first week after the ripe tobacco-

is cut, as an accompaniment of slow starvation and death of the leaf.

This stage of the curing process proceeds best under moderate temper-
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ature and moisture and in darkness. Therefore crowding the tobacco

in the bam is to be recommended, especially if the weather should be

dry. In cool weather material help may be given by building small

fires in the barn and maintaining a temperature of from 85° to 90 F.

A high temperature at this time would exhaust tin' moisture of the

leaf before tin* color changes could take place. In this event the

tobacco would dry out and not cur» i

. While the process of yellowing

is proceeding, the tobacco should be closely watched, and upon the

slightest signs of house burn the ventilation should be regulated so a-

to allow a moderately free circulation of air. Fires should be started

and a temperature of 05° to 100° F. maintained long enough to start

the tips of the leaves to browning and drying. It should be borne in

mind that in the browning as well as in the yellowing processes

moisture as well as heat is essential to a good cure. The fires should

be controlled so as to give heat and yet allow the leaf time enough to

undergo the necessary color changes before the moisture is exhausted.

It is advisable not to hasten the process of curing, especially at first,

and after the fires have been burning long enough to start the tips of

the leaves browning it is advisable to let the barn cool, which will

allow the sap to become uniformly distributed throughout the leaf.

This insures more solid and even color. After a few days the barn

may be heated again for a short time, the temperature being allowed to

rise a little higher than at the time of the first firing. The barn is then

allowed to cooi off again so that the sap may once more become equally

distributed through the leaf. This process is continued until the leaf

cures. As the cure proceeds, somewhat higher temperatures may' be

used if the moisture supply is sufficient. However, about 125° F. is

as high as it is usualty desirable to carry the temperature, even when
the curing process is nearly completed and the danger from "setting"

undesirable colors is minimized.

Advantage shouid be taken of damp, rain}T weather, as at that time

a higher temperature may be maintained without unduly exhausting

the moisture supply. Under such favorable conditions the cure may
be hastened. If it is desired to darken the tobacco materially, as is

often the case in curing plug wrappers, the aim should be to secure

rathe;* high temperature and moisture content during the last part of

the curing process, and to maintain these conditions for several hours.

When there is danger from house burn o: pole sweat, it is, of course,

imperative to use sufficient heat to dry out the barn beyond the point

of danger. It is usually in a barn of tobacco in which some house

burn has developed that the undamaged tobacco is exceptionally well

cured. This shows that the conditions of heat and niDisture just below

those which would cause damage are what the farmer should strive to

ure.
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MARKETING.

In marketing is found the final test which is to decide the result of

tin 1

\ ear's hard work, [tie a lamentable fact that many of 1 1 1 * * farm*

work extremely bard during the yvnv in the effort to produce a fine

crop of tobacco, and then, after reaching this stage, hurry the tobacco

upon the market in a most indifferent manner, ha\ ing little idea of the

place in the trade that it is fitted to till or t In* price which it is reason-

able to expect for it. The growers should strive as hard to master the

art of marketing their tobacco advantageously as to acquire the skill

to grow and cure it. As previously stated, their first aim should he to

produce a type of leaf suited to some specific market demand. They
should study the market demands and at least keep up with a few of

tin 4 standard trade requirements and current prices, and then try to

assort theirtobacco in such a way as to have (Mich grade meet as far as

possible some specific use in the trade.

The auction system of marketing, common throughout Virginia, is

a very good one, but it does not assure the farmer that he will in ev<

case get for his tobacco its true value. The absence of a buyer or a

temporary market congestion may cause a sharp reduction in the price

of certain grades on any particular day of sale. The farmer must look

for protection to his own vigilance and knowledge of grades and prices,

and in some instances it will pay him to pass the sale of his tobacco

and otter it again on another day if he has reason to believe that the

price bid is below the general market average.



EXTENSION OF THE BITEB AND FLOOD SERVICE OF
THE WEATHER BUREAU.

By II. C. Kka\K ENFIELD,

Professor of Meteorology, Weather Bureau.

EARLY ORGANIZATION OF THE SERVICE.

Ill an article on Floods and Flood Warnings, in the Yearbook for 1901,

the writer, in a general description of the River and Flood Service of

the Weather Bureau, stated that "efforts were being constantly made
to still further improve this branch of the public service by more
searching investigation and judicious expansion." At that time the

organization consisted of 163 special river and 50 special rainfall sta-

tions, divided into 35 districts, each under the supervision of the official

in charge of a regular Weather Bureau station, and daily river obser-

vations were also made at 42 regular stations. Since then many
changes have been made. During the year 1902 the new districts of

Boston, Mass., Knoxville, Tenn., and Sioux City, Iowa, were created

and the district of Harrisburg, Pa., thoroughly reorganized; 31 special

river and 14 special rainfall stations were established, and daily river

readings were begun at 2 additional Weather Bureau stations; 3 special

river and 5 special rainfall stations were discontinued during the year.

REORGANIZATION OF THE SERVICE.

During the year 1903 the district of Philadelphia, Pa., was created,

with territory comprising the watersheds of New Jersey and the

extreme eastern portion of Pennsylvania. Forty-one special river

and 9 special rainfall stations were established, 1 special river station

was discontinued, and 2 additional regular Weather Bureau stations

began a daily record of river stages.

FIRST PERIOD OF IMPROVEMENT.

The year 1904 was a transition period. The first real transition

period of the River and Flood Service began on July 1, 1893, when
the work of river forecasting, which for twenty years had been done

at the central office at Washington, was delegated to various station

officials of the Weather Bureau, under the supervision of the central

office, each with a certain specified territory in which was located a

number of substations, both river and rainfall. At once the wnsdom
of the change became apparent. Each district was from that time on
in charge of an official who kept in close touch with its remotest

boundaries and who thoroughly understood its physical character as

231
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affected and modified by the elements. The natural results were, ab

lute localization, greater promptness of service, and vastly increased

accuracy. At the same time the foundation was laid for more thorou

investigation and .study, with tin 4 almost assured certainty of greater

efficiency in all branches of the work as a reward for the added labor.

SECOND PERIOD OF IMPROVEMENT.

The second transition period begins with the \ ear 11)04. The enor-

mous magnitude and appalling destructiveness of the Hoods of the

previous year, notwithstanding the good flood work of the Weather

Bureau, had focused the attention of the country upon tin' subject. In

districts provided with River and Flood Service, warnings were issued

whenever necessary. The various communities affected had Learned

through previous experience to respect these warnings, and as a conse-

quence all possible preparations were made and all due precautions

were observed in the threatened districts, while throughout others not

likely to be affected the fears of the people were allayed, and a great

amount of unnecessary labor was saved. From Kansas and other dis-

tricts, where River and Flood Service was not maintained, and where

almost the extreme limit of disaster was reached, there came, even

before the flood waters had subsided, an irresistible demand for a river

service of the character and efficiency of that maintained in many other

localities. There were also many requests, from districts already organ-

ized, for the establishment of new river and rainfall stations and a fur-

ther extension of the work. Previous to this time it had been the

policy of the Weather Bureau, with but very few exceptions, to main-

tain River and Flood Service on navigable rivers only, but from all

lions there arose demands, after tin 4 great May and June floods of

1903, for Hood warnings on the nonnavigable rivers. It was impos-

sible to meet many of these demands on account of the character and

environment of the streams involved. Some river channels were so

short and precipitous that destructive floods could come and go before

a warning could be distributed, while along others there were no

means of rapid communication, such as the telegraph and telephone.

It is manifestly useless to hope to aid those on the former class of

rivers, but to those on the latter assistance can be given as soon as the

respective communities increase sufficiently in size and importance

to command the necessary facilities for electric communication. On
other nonnavigable rivers it was found to be possible to establish serv-

ices that promised to become efficient and valuable, and Congress was

therefore asked to provide the funds necessary for their inauguration

and maintenance.

The request was met in a liberal spirit on the part of Congress.

Appropriations sufficient for a much enlarged and improved service

wTere made, and on July 1, 1904, the work was begun. Some consider-

able extensions had already been made during the preceding six months
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in the central and northern Pacific districts, but no attempts were

made in new fields until fresh appropriations became available. The
work was prosecuted vigorously, and by the end of the year L904 four

new districts had been created, as follows: Columbus, Ohio, for the

watersheds oi' the interior rivers of the State of Ohio; Des Moines,

Iowa, for the watershed of the upper Des Moines River; Grand Rapids,

Mich., for the watersheds of lower Michigan, and particularly thai of

the Grrand River, the scene of the devastating floods of the spring of

1904; and Meridian, Miss., for the watersheds of the Pearl and Pasca-

gouia rivers.

During the }
Tear 1904 there were established 100 new special river

and 30 special rainfall stations, and daily river observations were begun

at 1 regular AVeather Bureau station. Six special river and special

rainfall stations were discontinued.

PRESENT ORGANIZATION OF THE SERVICE.

During the year 1905 the district of Denver, Colo., was organized,

its territory comprising the watersheds of Wyoming, Utah, Arizona,

and New Mexico, and an adequate number of new stations were estab-

lished therein. Attention was first directed to the Rocky Mountain

district by the great floods of the autumn of 1904, which occurred

after a long period of freedom from floods. These continued at inter-

vals during the first half of the present year, and the new service,

although only in a formative state, was able to do some very effective

work by issuing general flood warnings that were instrumental in sav-

ing a large amount of property. Several other new stations were also

established in various districts, and the district of Boston, Mass., was

subdivided into three smaller ones, with headquarters at Portland, Me.,

Concord, N. H., and Hartford, Conn. To the Portland district were

assigned the watersheds of the rivers of the State of Maine; to Con-

cord that of the Merrimac River, and to Hartford those of the Con-

necticut and Housatonic rivers. By the end of the year the river and

flood organization consisted as a whole of 546 stations (PL XI), classi-

fied as shown in the following table:

Xumber of stations noiv in operation in connection with the river and flood service.

District center station.

Albany, X. Y

Atlanta, Ga
AugUBta, i .:!

Cairo, 111

Charleston, S. C

Chattanooga, Tenn
Cincinnati, Ohio...

Special river.

Stations
making
regular
reports.

is

8

'1

10

11

8

'J

Stations
making
occa-
sional

reports.

Cooper-
ative

stations.

Special rainfall.

Stations
making
regular
reports.

StatioLs
ma king
o -ca-

si >nal

reports.

Cooper-
ative

stations.
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Number of ttationa now in operation m connection with the river and tl<>t,
; Cont'd.

Iustrit i t-t'iit^-r station.

Columbus, Ohio

( \.i icon!, N. 11

Davenport, Iowa

Denver, Colo

Dea Moines, [owa

Dubuque, Iowa

Fort Smith, Ark

Galveston, Tex

Grand Rapids, Mich

Harrisburg, Pa

Hartford, Conn

Kansas City, Mo
Keokuk, Iowa

Knoxville, Tenn

La Crosse, Wis

Little Rock, Ark

Louisville, Ky

Macon, (ia

Memphis, Tenn

Meridian, Miss

Minneapolis, Minn

Mobile, Ala

Montgomery, Ala

Moorhead, Minn

Nashville, Tenn

New Orleans, La

Omaha, Nehr

Parkersburg, w. Va

Philadelphia, Pa

Pittsburg, Pa

Portland, Me
Portland, Oreg

•h, X. c

Richmond, Va
St. Louis, Mo
San Francisco, ( al ,

Bhreveport, La

Sioux City, Iowa

sburg, Miss

Washington, D. C
Total

RegularWeatherBureau stations taking

river observations

Total

Stations
making
regular

2

3

8

7

17

5

7

5

8

3

6

5

7

5

3

4

6

2

4

6

4

10

2

2

10

17

3

10

7

2

7

5

8

4

3

268

B5

323

Station!
making Cooper'

ative
sional stations,
repbi ts.

12

n

o

Lfl

2

2

2

1

2

1

1

1

8

1

8

12

1

75

75

28

28

..! rainfall.

Stations
making
regular
reports.

3

1

1

1

4

2

1

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

7

3

1

1

55

55

Stations
making

sional
reports.

8

12

1

3

8

2

3

1

4

2

7

8

Cooper-

Btations.

57

57

RECAPITULATION.

River stations making regular or occasional reports 393

Cooperative river stations 28

Total river stations making reports 426

Rainfall stations making regular or occasional reports 112

Cooperative rainfall stations 8

Total rainfall stations making reports , 120

Grand total 546
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR EXTENSION OP THE SERVICE.

As long as the present scheme of operation continues (here will be

no need of further broad extensions. There lias been some demand
for flood-warning service along the Rappahannock River and along

the Colorado River of Arizona, and further telegraph service would

be of benefit in other districts now in operation. New stations could

be especially utilized with excellent effect in the following watersheds:

The Alabama and tributaries.

The Altamaha and its confluents, the Ocmulgee and Oconee.

The Canadian and its tributaries.

The Ohio and its tributaries.

The Potomac and its tributaries.

The Red.

The North Branch of the Susquehanna and its tributaries.

The Savannah.

The tributaries of the Mississippi between Lacrosse, Wis., and Dav-

enport, Iowa.

An additional station or two in several other districts would also

prove of assistance.

DEMANDS UPON THE SEKVICE.

There are, of course, sufficient data available for the forecasting of

river stages, both high and low, within the present narrow limits of

accuracy (which are by no means doubtful), with hope of even greater

exactness as the data multiply and as experience is gained. But the

experiment of to-day becomes the immediate necessity of to-morrow.

The history of weather forecasting affords a striking illustration of

this characteristic tendency of the people. In the early days of weather

forecasting only general forecasts were made, and for large areas of

territory. Slowly but surely the areas covered by single forecasts

were contracted, until finally many citizens seem to be of the opinion

that they are entitled to forecasts that should at all times be applicable

to their particular neighborhoods and for twice as long a period in

advance as the forecasts that their predecessors enjojTed. The difficul-

ties attendant upon the efforts of the forecaster to satisfy this demand

have proved to be not the least annoying of the many unpleasant fea-

tures connected with his arduous and often unappreciated labors. So

it has become with the River and Flood Service. From the stereo-

typed phrases '"The rivers will fall," "The Ohio River will rise,''

''The upper Mississippi will remain stationary," etc., have come by

steady gradations the precise yet entirely comprehensive forecasts of

the present time. It must not be inferred that any criticism of our

predecessors is here intended. They were the pioneers in the work.
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They blazed the trail, and did it well, when their sources of informa-

tion are considered. They laid the foundation upon which has been

reared the present structure. Sometimes the service has been urged;

more often it has led the w;t\ ; but there has always been a steady

advance along all branches of the work. The result is that the River

and Flood Service has now become of vital importance to many of the

industries of the country. Every interested citizen expect-, and

usually receives, a river forecast applicable to his own particular

locality—one that is very nearly, and frequently is absolutely, accu-

rate as to the details of time, extent, and duration.

BENEFITS OF THE SEE'S [CE.

Fair and pertinent inquiries that might be made at this time are:

Have the large extensions of the River and Flood Service proved

profitable to the country at large? Do the results obtained afford a

sufficiently strong argument for the invasion of still greater fields?

Is there reasonable ground for the hope of still higher efficiency in

the future i

For those who have had an interest in the work, whether practical

or sentimental, no answer to these questions is necessary. In reply

to others we can refer to the records of the years 1903, 1904, and 1905.

The work during the great Mississippi flood. of 1897, magnificent as it

was, was surpassed by that during the unprecedented floods of 1903,

and also by that during the period of the great ice gorges in the Sus-

quehanna and upper Ohio rivers in the early months of 1901. Mention

should also be made of the work during the early summer floods of

the present year in the watersheds of the Red River, the Rio Grande,

and the Grand River of Michigan. The last two were new fields,

yet the warnings of the floods were remarkable for their accuracy.

They were the means of saving property to the value of many thou-

sands of dollars, and were most highly commended by all.

INVESTIGATIONS NEEDED FOK THE PERFECTION OF THE SERVICE.

Although, as said before, the River and Flood Service needs but

little in order to maintain, or even to elevate somewhat, its present

standard of efficiency, and although the wrork can be successfully con-

ducted along the present lines with the facilities at hand, there are

opportunities for a still further broadening of our horizon that can be

neither overlooked nor neglected, for a more elaborate refinement of

method, with much greater precision of results, and for an extension

of the work into fields of still greater usefulness, the consummation

of the whole project constituting the third and greatest transition

period of the service.

Of the several subjects for discussion that naturally suggest them-

selves in connection with the more detailed and elaborate exploration
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of the field oi river-stage forecasting, the following appear most

prominent

:

(1) Geology and topography of the watersheds.

(2) Snowfall, its distribution, character, and water equivalent, the

last being of essential importance.

(3) Forest influences, their character and extent.

I Underflow or ground water, its character and extent.

(5) Evaporation, its amount, seasonal distribution, and modification

1)\ winds, weather, and temperature.

((>) Discharge volumes as affected by all the above conditions.

(7) Distribution of river forecasts and information.

GEOLOGY AND TOPOGRAPHY OF WATERSHEDS.

Of prime importance in connection with the regime of the different

rivers is a more thorough investigation and intimate study of the

geology and topography of their watersheds. For the intelligent

preparation of a river forecast the forecaster should have at his com-

mand full and wrell-digested data relative to the geological formation

of the watershed of his district. In one portion the river may flow

rapidly over a hard rock bed, while in another it may gently find its

way through soft bottom lands, the change from the former to the

latter resulting in marked alteration in the volume and velocity of the

stream flow. Not less important are topographical effects, particu-

larly such as are caused by variations of weather and temperature and

changes of surface made by the hand of man. It is true that studies

of this character have been made in a very general way by the officials

in charge of the various districts, but they have not been as complete as

a proper understanding of the subject requires. Inability to spare the

time from other important duties, the want of sufficient data, and the

absence of facilities for obtaining them are mainly responsible for this

condition of affairs. Lack of funds is also a very serious hindrance,

one, b}T the way, that is equally applicable to all phases of the question.

SNOWFALL.

A factor to which entirely too little attention has been given in the

past is the winter snowfall over the watersheds of the northern rivers.

It is now known that while what was considered to be a proper allow-

ance had been made for depth and distribution of the accumulated

snow, there has been almost a total absence of precise knowledge of

its exact water equivalent. It has not been known, even within very

wide margins, whether the melting of 10 inches of snow would increase

by 1 inch or by 5 inches the amount of water over the watershed that

would be added to the warm rainfall of a heavy thaw. The addition or

subtraction from a heavy rainfall of a single inch of water would in most

cases determine whether there would be a flood or only a moderately
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high si i water, or whether there would be a dangerous flood or

one but little over the danger lines. The average water equivalent <>!'

10 inches of freshlj fallen snow Is l inch, and this value has usually

been assumed as a basis of deduction without reference to the char

acter <>t* the snow, whether freshly fallen or accumulated, loose or com

pact. Careful measurements, however, have revealed the fact that

the actual water equivalent of LO inches of -now varies from less than

L to more than 5 inches. It is needless to advance further argument

as to the advantages of accurate information. Some attention has

already been given to the subject by the Weather Bureau, and appa-

ratus for measuring and melting1 the accumulated snowfall has bei

devised. Some few stations have been equipped with this apparatus,

but the work should be extended to practically all the upper water-

sheds of the northern rivers.

FOREST [NFLUENCES.

The effect of forest covering upon stream flow has been discussed

exhaustively for many years, and the literature on the subject is varied

and extensive. The subject is indeed a vital one, and a thorough

acquaintance with it is absolutely essential if further real progress is

to be made in the study of river variations. It is true that it is but

one factor of many, but none is more important, both in a negative

and in a positive sense. There is a present tendency to overestimate

to some degree the effects of forests upon stream flow, and the proper

weight to be assigned to the existing conditions can only be deter-

mined after careful investigation of every phase of the question.

This tendency toward overestimation furnishes the text for the intro-

ductory paragraph of a paper by Mr. W. B. Greeley, of the Forest

Service, Department of Agricultures Mr. Greeley says:

In the current discussion of the relation of forests to stream flow there is a dang< r

of overestimating the influence of forest cover upon the character of a stream to the

exclusion of other factors of equal or greater importance. It is a mistake to assume

that the wooded or denuded condition of a watershed is of necessity the controlling

fat-tor in determining the behavior of the stream; that a forested stream is necessarily

regular in flow, and a deforested stream necessarily irregular. In any discussion

of tins subject, it must he recognized at the outset that forest cover i-< hut one of a

number of far-reaching factors whose combined influence produces a stream of a

given character; and great care must be taken not to attribute to the presence or

absence of forest cover upon drainage basin results which may be due primarily to

other causes.

VARIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF GROUND WATER OR UNDERFLOW.

The variations in the amount of ground water or underflow do not

constitute a very important factor, but have, nevertheless, some bear-

ing upon the subjectof low-water forecasting at times when the amount

« Forestry and Irrigation, June and July, 1905.
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of run-off from the rainfall is only a small fraction of the volumes of

water actually Pound in the rivers. During the low-water seasons of

tlit* late summer and the autumn, it is sometimes observed that after a

time the rivers reach a level which, without any material increase in

the amount of rainfall, is maintained Tor a considerable time. At other

times the waters continue to fall even though the rainfall be more

abundant than is usual for the season. It will usually be found that

these phenomena have an intimate connection with the variations in

the level of the underground waters. If the supply of ground water

has been near or above the normal level, the streams will continue at

normal low-water stages. If, on the other hand, the supply of ground

water, as indicated by its height in wells, etc., has steadily decreased

during the previous year or more, then the surface streams may be

expected to fall below their usual low-water levels, notwithstanding

the fact that an average amount of rain has fallen. If the ground-

water level has been falling for several years on account of deficient

rainfall, the surface streams will probably continue to fall, even though

the rainfall be appreciably more than the average. The ground water

must first find its normal level before the full effect of the rainfall can

be felt. During the season of rising water in the rivers, or in times

of flood, the influence of ground waters is of course negligible, owing

to its exceedingly small quantity as compared with the volume of the

stream flow.
EVAPORATION.

The loss of water by evaporation is another problem that the river

forecaster must encounter. Any elaborate discussion of the subject

lias hitherto been found impossible, owing to lack of sufficient data of

precise character. That the data are deficient is due to the fact that

thus far there has not been devised a satisfactory form of apparatus

for measuring the amount of evaporation under different natural physi-

cal conditions. However, for the purposes of the river forecaster it

is not necessary that the data be determined with laboratory refinement

and precision. His requirements will be fulfilled when he possesses

a general knowledge of the amount and seasonal distribution of the

evaporated water, with such modifications as are caused by variations

in temperature, weather, and wind.

MEASUREMENT OF THE VOLUME OF WATER.

Whatever its source of supply, the water when actually within the

bank- of the river must be accurately measured. The present method
of measurement by linear scale can not be improved upon when daily

or hourly measurements are required for comparison among them-

selves, hut there is often a difficulty in properly coordinating the rela-

tions existing between gages at different stations on the same river

at different stages of water. Much of this difficulty could doubtless
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be avoided by measuring the volume of the water at regular Interval

especially in times of floods. Data of this character afford a definite

basis of comparison, and would be of vast nee in the work of

river forecasting. The U. S. Geological Survey has performed a

\rrv large amount of work of this character, but almost entirely upon

the smaller streams, the waters of which are used, or are capable of

being used, for power generation; but during recent years the work

on the great navigable rivers has been almost entirely neglected. It

would seem proper that this work should be done by the Weather

Bureau, which is charged by law with the gaging and measuremi

of the rivers of the country.

THE FORECASTER AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF [NFORMATION.

It is not sufficient that the information in possession of the respon-

sible forecast officials be limited to their own immediate districts. In

order to meet all requirements necessary for the greatest possible

efficiency, it is essential that each oilicial in charge of a river district

should become familiar with the general character of the entire water-

shed of which his district is a part. He should have a thorough

knowledge of its permanent characteristics, as well as of the chanj

introduced by engineering works, etc., and he should keep himself in

close contact with the innumerable changes in weather conditions and

other factors that so vitally affect stream How.

There yet remains the subject of the distribution of river forecasts

and general river information. After the data have been collected at

the river district centers, and the forecasts, representing the applica-

tion of the best knowledge, skill, and judgment in the possession of

the forecaster, have been prepared, speedy and effective distribution

is necessary in order to accomplish the proper completion of the work.

The public press is, of course, the most effective, satisfactory, and

economical vehicle for the distribution of information; but at times

when hours, or even minutes, are valuable, the telegraph and tele-

phone must be promptly brought into requisition. The annual expend-

iture for the use of the telegraph and telephone already amounts to a

considerable sum, but is yet very far from being sufficient to really

meet truly legitimate demands. All communities affected by river

stages should have dailv river forecasts, precisely as thev now have

daily weather forecasts, and these should be regularly printed, distrib-

uted, and bulletined for the benelit of all concerned.

Of course the service can not be extended and perfected as outlined

in this paper without increased expense. The people, however,

deuiand stead}' improvement in all branches of the service, while the

individual citizen is properly insistent for a personal share of its ben-

efits; and it is not unreasonable to ask and to expect that the money
necessary to attain these ends be provided.
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By II. W. Wiley,

Chief of the Bureau of Chemistry.

KINDS OF SIRUPS IN COMMON USE.

The American people, perhaps more than the people of any other

country, use sirups of various kinds for foods. The use of hot cakes

for breakfast is almost universal in the United States. They are found

on the bills of fare of the hotels, restaurants, and dining cars, and

are also very commonly used in private families. These cakes are

served hot and eaten almost universally with a sirup of some kind.

SIRUPS FROM MAPLE SAP, SORGHUM JUICE, AND CANE JUICE.

There are several forms of table sirup in common use. First may
be mentioned the maple sirup, which is the product obtained by evap-

oration of the sap from maple trees to the consistenc}7 of a sirup, con-

taining from 70 to 80 per cent of solid matter. Maple sirup is highly

appreciated, and commands the highest price in the market.

Another very abundant table sirup, and one which is in very com-

mon use, is made from sorghum by methods which are practically the

same as those to be described in the manufacture of table sirup from
sugar cane. The sorghum industry is very widespread in the United

States, as there is scarcely any part thereof in which the sorghum
plant will not mature and produce a cane rich in saccharine juices

suitable for sirup making.

Another common source of sirup in this country is found in the

molasses which is a by-product of the manufacture of sugar from sugar

cane. In the methods of sugar making before the advent of the

vacuum evaporator and strike pan, large quantities of sugar were
inverted in the process of boiling in the open kettle. The moist

sugars formed in this process after crystallization were placed in hogs-

heads with perforated bottoms, and the molasses was allowed to flow

out by gravity. This kind of molasses is justly highly considered and

formerly afforded a large percentage of the sweets used on the break-

fast table. The modern processes of sugar making, however, have

practically eliminated this open-kettle molasses from the market. To
supply its place there has lately been a large extension in the South-

ern States, especially the South Atlantic and Gulf States, of the manu-
facture of sirup directly from the sugar cane and without the separation

3 A1905 16 241
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of ;inv of thf sugar. This sirup forms n delicious, wholesome, and

valuable condimentaJ food substance, the use of which is rapidly

extending; and, because oi it.s merits, it appears destined to become a

vi't v important food.

mivi.i. BIBUPS.

There are also in use in this country quantities of table sirups which

are simply mixtures made with or without the admixture of some of

the sirups and molasses above mentioned. The chief ingredient of this

mixed sirup is glucose, itself a sirup of tine body, but almost or quite

colorless and not nearly so sweet as sirups containing common sugar as

their sweetening agent. For some reason the consuming public has been

led to judge a sirup largely by its coloration, a lighter-colored sirup

bringing a higher price* upon the market than one of a deeper tint.

This is a very unfortunate circumstance, since it seems quite necessary

in the proper manufacture of good sirup that some degree of color be

produced. This arises from the fact that a sugar-cane sap depending

largely upon common sugar for its sweetening content, if evaporated

in a vacuum to the proper consistency, will crystallize on standing,

thus spoiling its value for table use. The commonly accepted method

of manufacturing this sirup is by evaporation in an open kettle,

employing a high temperature and producing during evaporation a

certain degree of inversion of the sugar, which prevents crystalliza-

tion on standing. This high temperature necessarily produces some
caramel or coloring matter from the sugar and gives it a reddish tint

of greater or less intensity. The caramel is also condimental and imparts

an additional agreeable flavor to the product. Instead of such a con-

dition being considered by the consumer as detrimental, it should be

an index that the sirup has been manufactured in the proper way.

Glucose, as has been mentioned, is the chief ingredient of mixed sirups

whose flavor and coloration are ofteu derived from the molasses which

Ls the final by-product of the sugar refinery. This molasses has a

bright color, but contains so much soluble salts as to give it a distinct

saline flavor. It also has more or less of the flavor derived from the

repeated decolorizations by boneblack.

Many of these mixtures are placed upon the market under their true

names, and in this condition are unobjectionable. Others are sold under

the guise of the genuine sirup or molasses, and to this extent are fraudu-

lent and adulterated. The object of the present article is not in any

way to excite any prejudice in the mind of the consumers against the

mixed sirups which are offered to them, but to call attention to the real

character and quality of the genuine sirup and molasses. Thus, con-

sumers who prefer a mixed article can have their taste gratified, while

those who desire the unmixed article may be guided to some extent in

securing what they want.
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Fig. 1— Experimental Sirup Factory at Waycross, Ga., Showing Cane Shed. Hoist,

and Carrier.

Fig. 2.—Front End of Sirup Mills, Showing Cane Carrier and Mill Gearing.
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APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTURING SUGAR-CANE SIRUP.

The manufacture of these table sirups at the present lime, is con-

ducted in tli*- simplest possible manner, largely by individual farm<

who own small plants or by associations of farmers. Et will be suffi-

cient for the present purpose to describe only the process used wit!)

sugar cane. The environment of such a primitive sirup factory is

attractive and interesting. It is usually located near the residence of

the farmer and often in or near the pine forests. The fuel which is

employed in the evaporation is usually derived from the pine tree,

A primitive typical sirup plant of this kind is shown in Plate XII, repro-

duced from a photograph made near Cairo, Ga.

While the old-fashioned apparatus of this kind is the most interest-

ing, it is by no means the most economical method of manufacture.

But little more than half the saccharine matter in the canes is secured

in the form of sirup by these old-fashioned processes.

The Department of Agriculture has lately conducted some experi-

mental work in the manufacture of table sirup from sugar cane with

a view to securing a larger yield at less cost. To this end an experi-

mental factory has been built near Waycross, Ga., an external view

of which is shown in Plate XIII, figure 1. The modern economical and

efficient mill, which extracts from TO to 80 per cent of the saccharine

matter of the canes, as against 50 per cent in the primitive mill shown,

is illustrated in Plate XIII, figure 2, from a photograph of the mill used

by the Department of Agriculture in its experiments at Waycross.

GROWING THE SUGAR CANE FOR SIRUP MAKING.

The cultivation of sugar cane for sirup making is conducted in prac-

tically the same way as when it is to be used for sugar making. The
canes themselves are planted in the spring, having been kept under a

moist covering during the winter to prevent freezing, and the new
canas grow from the eyes at the joints of the old cane.

AREA AND SOILS.

The growth of sugar cane for sirup making is possible over a wide

area of the South Atlantic and Gulf States. Wherever sugar cane can

be grown for sugar making, as in Florida, Louisiana, and Texas, it

can also be grown for sirup making. There is a very considerable belt

of territory north of this region, however, which produces excellent

sugar cane for sirup making. It may be said that the southeastern

quarter of Texas, two-thirds of the State of Louisiana, the southern

third of Alabama, the southern quarter of Mississippi, the southern

third of Georgia, and all of Florida, may be considered as having cli-

matic conditions favorable to the production of sugar cane which can be
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used profitably for Birup making. There are other Localities also, even

north of those mentioned, where usually excellent results could ho

obtained. It is a well-known fact thatsugar cane when grown on poor,

sandy soils produces a purer sap and one which makes a lighter-colored

Birup than when grown on dark or very fertile soils. The light, sandy

soils of the regions mentioned are peculiarly favorable, therefore, to

the production of a sugarcane with a very pure sap. These soils, how-

ex er, are very deficient in plant food, and if not fertilized do not produce

a crop of sufficient magnitude to make the growth of sugar cane protit-

able. A rather liberal use of fertilizers is therefore necessary in

almost all of these localities. With the proper use of fertilizing

materials the production of a crop of 15 to 25 tons per acre is not

difficult. In some cases larger crops are secured. A ton of good

sugar cane with an average content of sugar should make from 18 to

24 gallons of sirup, according to the character of the technical proc-

>es used in the extraction and evaporation of the sap. Of course,

when primitive methods of manufacture arc employed the yield is not

expected to be so great.

The total cost of producing a gallon of sirup (including price of cane,

manufacture, and packing), if modern machinery such as was used at

the Waycross factory be employed, varies from 20 to 25 cents. This

product sells in the open market for about 35 cents per gallon in bar-

rels, and up to 45 cents per gallon for smaller packages.

FOOD VALUE OF CANE SIRUP.

While it is true that sirups of this kind are used largely for their

condimental character, it must not be forgotten that they have a high

food value. It is a very common opinion now among physiological

chemists that people take too much nitrogenous food, especially meats.

The experiments which have been conducted in the Bureau of Chem-
istry indicate that when left to choice, and eating the usual diet, a

young man weighing 150 pounds will consume from 15 to 17 grams of

nitrogen per day. It is believed by many well-known experts that

this quantity could be reduced to 12 grams daily, or even less, not only

without injury, but with positive benefit. It is evident, therefore,

that a more general use of table sirup as a food would tend to increase

the proportion of nitrogen-free material in the diet, and if substituted

for meat foods the sirup would diminish the quantity of nitrogen

consumed. As is well known, table sirups have only a slight trace of

nitrogen, while the sugars which they contain are highly useful as

foods, furnishing heat and energy. In other words, a man engaged

in heavy manual labor could eat a large quantity of table sirup with

great economy as to the cost of food and at the same time secure a

supply of those materials which are converted into heat and energy
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during the digestive processes, thus furnishing in abundance the ele-

ments most needed.

There is a general opinion- and this is founded upon reliable obser

nations that the use of too much sugar in a food tends to cause depo-

sition of fat. This is only true, however, when trie proper exercise

attending the use of such food is neglected. A person of sedentary

habits might develop a tendency to obesity by eating large quantities

of sugar without indulging in vigorous exercise. On the other hand,

the man who lives much in the open, takes the proper amount of exer-

cise, and indulges in a reasonable amount of manual labor would be

able to eat large quantities of sugar without developing any such

tendency. It is highly advisable that the tendency to become stout

should be opposed as far as possible, but it appears that this can be

secured in other ways more desirable than by depriving the individual

of so valuable and palatable a food.

VALUE OF TABLE-SIRUP INDUSTRY TO AGRICULTURE.

One of the prominent points in connection with the development of

the table-sirup industry is its value to agriculture. This industry is

one which appeals strongly to the small rather than to the large

farmer. It is especially an industry which utilizes profitably the

efforts of those who till only a few acres. Therefore the fields of

sugar cane which are grown for the manufacture of table sirup are

mostly small, and they are correspondingly numerous. It is true that,

for economical purposes, it is best that the factories where this sirup

is made should be as large as convenient, and yet it must not be for-

gotten that the very best quality of this sirup is made by the most

primitive methods described. This is chiefly due to the fact that the

first pressings of the sap are always the purest, and therefore make a

sirup of finer flavor and color. But by proper technical treatment

mills which give heavy pressings and extract from two-thirds to three-

fourths or more of the sap can be utilized in the manufacture of a

product thoroughly satisfactory to the taste and eye.

Thus, it seems that an industiy of this kind will appeal particularly

to general agriculture over a wide area, affording a means not only of

supplying the family with a wholesome and palatable product for

home consumption, but also of producing a surplus which, when its

qualities are fully recognized, will find a ready and profitable market

in all parts of the country. The benefit which will come to the small

farmer from the development of this industry is of no mean impor-

tance. The welfare of the agricultural class in general is not depend-

ent upon a single industry alone, but upon the sum of all agricultural

industries, many of which, considered individually, would be regarded

as of very small importance.
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The principal difficulty which heretofore lias attended the marl

ing of the table sirups produced in the South has been found in the

fact that during the hoi weather succeeding the date of their manu-

bure they ferment or "sour," as commonly expressed. It is

apparent that this fermentation can only take place by the introduction

of yeasts of some kinds into the packages, and hence it is evident

that when such an introduction is prevented there is no danger of

fermentation.

A very common way of preventing the introduction of yeast in

sirups is by the use of some antiseptic in connection with the manufac-

ture and storage of the product. The one which has been commonly
used is sulphurous acid, produced by burning sulphur in an appropriate

stove. This gas has been extensively used in the manufacture of table

sirup, principally because of its bleaching effect, and only incidentally

by reason of its antiseptic qualities. But whether used for one purpose

or the other, its presence in a product of this kind is objectionable.

There is no doubt of the antiseptic properties of sulphurous acid, and

there is also no doubt about its injurious character. Its use, there-

fore, is to be vigorously discouraged if not entirely forbidden. Very
simple precautions will render the use of sulphur fumes needless as a

preservative agent. If the sirups are immediately placed in the pack-

ages while hot, that is, as they come from kettles or pans, and if tin

packages have been previously thoroughly sterilized by conducting

into them superheated steam for a sufficient length of time to enable

the heat to penetrate the pores of the wood and kill the germs, and

then after tilling and before infection can take place the packages are

stoppered with antiseptic covers, sealed so that no germs can enter,

all danger of fermentation will have been prevented. It is not diffi-

cult to preserve the contents of large packages, even barrels, in this

way. At the Department of Agriculture there are now stored two

barrels of sirup three years old packed in the manner above described,

in which not the slightest sign of fermentation has been developed.

Attention has been called to the use of sulphurous acid as a bleach-

ing agent and also to the unreasonable prejudice of the consumer in

regard to the color of the product. There is no doubt that the preju-

dice of the consumer should be considered as far as possible, but a

prejudice should not be pandered to by the use of a hurtful reagent.

If the consumer does not like a deeply tinted sirup he can simply refuse

to buy it. He should not be induced to buy it by treating it with a

bleaching agent which not only does not improve its quality, but posi-

tively destroys its flavor. Highly sulphured table sirups have a most

pronounced and very objectionable flavor, although the color is light

and attractive. It is evident, therefore, that the use of any such bleach-

ing reagent in the manufacture of table sirup is highly reprehensible.
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In the manufacture of sugar it is customary to add to the sap when
preparing it for concentration a quantity of lime sufficient to neutral-

ize its free acid. This is advisable in the case of sugar making by

reason of t ho fact that during the process of evaporation, even in

vacuo, highly acid juices suffer more or less conversion of the crystal-

lizable sugar into the invert and noncrystallizable kind, thus diminish-

ing the yield. In a table sirup, however, as has already been stated,

such an inversion is highly desirable, as it prevents the second princi-

pal diiliculty in the making of these table sirups, namely, their tendency

to crystallize. In the experiments conducted by the Department of

Agriculture, therefore, no neutralizing base has been employed. The
addition of lime facilitates the clarification of the saps and the removal
of the foreign matters, which are coagulated and precipitated under
the joint action of lime and heat. This, of course, is a highly desirable

end, but experience has shown that it is better to refuse the aid of such

processes than to risk the danger of producing a table sirup which will

solidify into a more or less solid mass of sugar crystals. Experience

has shown that by continual skimming of the sap during the process

of evaporation most of the foreign matter which is precipitated by the

heat and by the thickening of the sirup can be removed mechanically.

The thin sirup, or even the finished sirup, may also be filtered while

still hot through sand or some other medium by means of which the

minute solid bodies which are in suspension may be removed and a

bright product secured.

SUPERIORITY OF NATURAL SIRUPS.

While the problems referred to have not been entirely solved, it is

evident that the table sirup of the future may be made directly from
the sap of the sugar cane without any further clarification than that

which is produced by heat and by mechanical means. Sirup prepared
in this way with its natural acidity is not only more palatable, but, as

a rule, will have suffered a sufficient inversion of the sugar to prevent

crystallization. Table sirups when thus made from the unadulterated

saps of the maple, the sorghum plant, and the sugar cane, evaporated
to the proper consistency without the use of objectionable bleaching or

clarifying substances and properly preserved in sterilized packages,

may be offered to the consumer with a full guaranty of high nutritive

value and of purit\', wholesomeness, and flavor.

SUPERIORITY OF SIRUPS FROM ORIGINAL SOURCE.

The sirup made directly from the sugar cane must of necessity

commend itself to the consumer in comparison with the use of molasses

arising as a by-product of sugar manufacture. In the production of

sugar it Ls an economic necessity to make a white product, and this

requires the use of bleaching agents of some description. Among
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these sulphur is perhaps the most common. Also, in the washing of

white sugar in the centrifugal, solutions of salts of tin or of Indigo

are often employed for giving an additional luster to the sugar. This

bleaching agent must of necessity remain in the molasses, making it

to this extent unsuitable for consumption. For these reasons it is

evident that the production of a table sirup directly from the original

source should be encouraged.

It appears from a general survey of the data which have been col-

lected in these experiments that it is entirely possible to supply the

demand for table sirup in the United States directly from the original

sources, thus removing the danger of adulteration or contamination

with substances injurious to health. The general consumption of a

sirup of this kind would, it is true, interfere with the industry which

is engaged at the present time in making a synthetic sirup for table

use from doubtful sources, but which as a rule contains more or less

molasses—the by-product of sugar manufacture—and contaminated

more or less with substances injurious to health. The general welfare

of the farmer and consumer would, therefore, be promoted by the

general consumption of pure sirups of the kind which have been

described.



INSECT ENEMIES OF FOREST REPRODUCTION.

By A. D. Hopkins,

In Charge of Forest Insect Investigations, Bureau of Entomology.

IMPORTANCE OF THE PROBLEM.

Investigations in this country have shown that the renewal of forests

by self-sown seeds, by sprouts, and by artificial sowing and transplant-

ing is more or less seriously affected by insects. The character of

insect injuries to seeds, seedlings, and saplings is very much the same

as that which claims the forester's attention in Europe and other tem-

perate countries, and, in general, the damage is caused by the same

class of insects. In other words, the species of insects in this country

which are closely related to species in Europe cause the same or simi-

lar injury. It is found, however, that while an insect in this country

may be almost identical in appearance and habits of attack with one in

Europe, the more important facts in the life history of the two insects

may be quite different. Thus, the remedies recommended for troubles

caused by the more thoroughly studied insects of Europe can not be

adopted for American species without amendments based on a knowl-

edge of the difference in the life history, which shows the importance

of detailed studies of this class of insects in their relation to the forests

of the United States.

While the losses from insects injurious to forest reproduction are

not nearly so great as those from injuries to matured forest trees and
other major products, they are far greater than is generally recognized,

and are of sufficient importance to require the attention of forest

officials and others interested in the future timber supply of the coun-

try. It is the object of this article to give a brief review of this phase

of the forest insect problem, and to call attention to the character of

injuries caused by different species and classes of insects as necessary

preliminary information for further observation and study.

With a few exceptions, very little is known of the life history and

habits of this class of enemies of American forests as compared with

what is known of similar insects in Europe. Heretofore we have not

felt the need of such detailed knowledge. It is becoming evident, how-
ever, that the protection of our forests, and especially the young
growth, is one of the most important duties we owe to succeeding gen-

erations. Those of the present generation who are most interested in
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such work should have a sufficient general knowledge of the various

enemies of reproduction, including insects, to enable them at least bo

recognize the evidences of a dangerous enemy and to colled ( be proper

specimens to send to a specialist, thus contributing as well as receiving

information.

GENERAL CHAJ&AOTBB OF CN8EOT INJURY.

The injuries by insects which affect reproduction begin with the

flower buds and are continued by varying classes and species of insects

to the flowering, fruiting, germinating, seedling, and sapling periods

in the life history of a tree.

niJURUB DURING THE FLOWERING PBBIOD.

The flower buds of some kinds of trees are injured or destroyed by

various kinds of insects. They are mined by the larvae of beetles and

moths, eaten by defoliating caterpillars, deformed by galls, and

dwarfed and blighted by aphides and scale insects.

Among 1 those insects which mine into the flower buds we have a

striking example in a small black weevil which, according to Mr. E. C.

Cotton, destroys the buds of black or yellow locust in Ohio and has

caused almost a to till failure of the seed crop in certain sections.

Complete or partial defoliation of seed trees by caterpillars, May
beetles, and sawfly larvae, at a time when the nower buds are opening,

often prevents a seed crop.

The flowers also are injured, deformed, or eaten by various kinds of

insects, but it is probable that exceptional injuries to buds and flowers

are not continued in any locality for a sufficient number of years to

materially affect natural reproduction. The greatest loss from this

cause would naturally be to the collector of forest seeds for planting

or sale.

INJURIES DURING THE FKUITING OR SEED PERIOD.

The fruiting or seed period is one in which the injury by insects is

of considerable importance. It begins with the embryo fruit or seed

and ends with the beginning of the germinating period. The fruits

and seeds are mined by beetles, grubs, and caterpillars, deformed by

galls, and blighted by aphides and scale insects.

The seed crop of conifers is often reduced or destroyed b}r cater-

pillars which mine in the nearly mature cones of pine and spruce and

feed on the seeds, the caterpillars passing the winter in the pith of the

cone, to emerge as moths the next summer and deposit eggs for the

next generation.

The crop of seed of the Douglas spruce is sometimes entirely

destroyed by a minute chalcis fl}T , which breeds in the seed. The seed

is also deformed and prevented from falling from the cones by a small

gall-making gnat. Cones and seeds of other conifers are injured to a
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greater or less extent by insects of the same class. ( Jhesl aute, acorns,

hickory nuts, and s<mm!s of other deciduous or hardwood trees are

attacked by nut weevils, which sometimes destroy a large percentage

of the crop. The pods, as well as the seeds, are mined by caterpillars

and deformed by galls.

The principal —in fact, almost all— injuries to the fruit and seed

begin before they fall from the tree; but in many cases the insects

continue to feed, and do the greatest damage after the seeds have

fallen or when they are stored.

INJURIES DURING THE GERMINATIN( 1 PERIOD.

From the time the seed breaks open in the process of germinating

until the young shoots appear above the ground they are subject to

injury by different kinds of soil-inhabiting insects.

This class of injury has not been studied in this country; but accord-

ing to German literature the principal injuries are by wireworms,

white grubs, cutworms, mole crickets, meadow maggots, and thousand-

leg worms. Injuries of this class are especially important in seed beds

and nurseries, and are doubtless an important factor in preventing

natural reproduction.

INJURIES DURING THE SEEDLING PERIOD.

From the time the sprouts appear above the ground until the young
trees reach a height of 2 or 3 feet they are subject to injury by a far

greater number of species than during any of the preceding periods,

and many of these species continue their work on the small to large

saplings and mature trees.

The roots of the young seedlings are gnawed and barked by mole

crickets, larvae of foliage-feeding snout- beetles, meadow maggots, and

root-maggots. The tap and lateral roots are cut off or gnawed by
white grubs and by the larvae of ground beetles, and are mined by

wireworms and injured by root aphides. The bark of the base of the

roots of the older seedlings is mined by barkbeetles, and the young,

tender stems are gnawed or cut off by cutworms. The large stems

are gnawed by wasps, sawffy larvae, and adults of snout-beetles, or are

blighted by bark aphides, scale insects, and bark-bugs. The base of

the larger stem is mined by barkbeetles, the larvae of bark weevils, and

other bark-boring larvae. The wood of the stem of hardwood seed-

lings in this country is mined by an ambrosia beetle, which weakens

or kills the plant, and is sometimes very destructive to the seedlings of

many kinds of trees. The stems of both conifers and hardwood seed-

lings are sometimes deformed by bark-boring and bark-mining insects,

as well as by insect galls, and the branches are deformed in a like

manner.
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The terminal, or leading shoot, is subject t<» attack by bark and pith

mining grubs and caterpillars, which often result - in the development

of a deformed tree. The principal injury to terminal shoot- of com
fers, and especially pine, is caused by bark weevils, which more com-

monly affect the small to large Baplings. The buds are subject to more

or less serious injury by bud-miners, and the buds and leaves are

sometimes entirely destroyed by caterpillars, sawtly larvae, and leaf

beetles. The foliage and twigs are also injured by scale insects, leaf-

hoppers, and leaf-miners, which suck out the sap and cause a weakened

condition.

INJURIES DURING THE BAPLING PERIOD.

The sapling period embraces young trees over 3 feet high and up to

4 inches in diameter breasthigh. Most of the insects which injure

the large seedling continue their depredations

on the small to large sapling, which often suf-

fers severely from the work of some species

The pines, spruces, and firs are especially liable

to serious injury from the work of bark weevils,

barkbeetles, bud and twig miners, and foliage -

feeding caterpillars.

The bark weevils are worthy of special men-
tion, on account of the great injury to the

terminal shoots of pine and spruce.

TlIE WHITE-PINE WEEVIL (Pissodes Strobl

Peck, fig. 61).—This is perhaps the most im-

portant of the American bark weevils, since it

seriously affects the normal development of one

of the most valuable forest trees. The princi-

pal attack and primary injury is practically

confined to the sapling period, but its effect is

more or less prominent thereafter during the entire life of the tree.

The beetle deposits its eggs in the bark of the 1-year-old terminal

shoots of saplings from the time they are 3 or 4 feet high until they

attain a height of 15 or 20 feet. The most vigorous shoots are usually

selected for this purpose. The eggs hatch into small white grubs,

which mine beneath and completely separate the bark (fig. 62), causing

the death of the small terminal down to the upper whorl of branches.

When the grubs complete their development they make chip cocoons

in the pith and outer wood of the dead terminal, in which they trans-

form to the adult beetle, and emerge during July and August of the

same year.

This dying of the leading shoot throws the next y
Tear's growth into

the upper laterals, which results in a forked and man3^-branched top.

Each branch produces a vigorous terminal, and all compete for leader-

Fig. 61.—The white-pine weevil

{Pitsodts ttrobi), natural size

at right (original)

.
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ship in forming the crown. In succeeding years the more vigorous

terminals of the topmost branches are attacked and killed, causing

more branches, and thus effectually preventing the development of

the normal straight trunk and

symmetrical crown necessary to a

tret' of commercial value. Wher-

ever there is a dense growth of

pine the trees affected by the

weevil may in time develop into

fairly good commercial trees; but

if in the open woods or fields, a

worthless, short trunk, with many
large, forked branches, is the com-

mon result.

The ribbed pine weevil (Pis-

sodes costatus Mann., tig. 63).

—

This is a widely distributed weevil

in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific

slope region which attacks the

bark of the stems of small to large

saplings, probably of several dif-

ferent species of pine, causing

ugly rough scars on the sides of

the stems (fig. 64), resulting in

deformed growth, or, in some
cases, the death of small to large

saplings. Apparently this species

does not normally attack the ter-

minal shoot, but prefers to infest

the main stem from near the

ground to the upper branches.

It is therefore an important enemy
of western pine reproduction.

Tiie Douglas-spruce bark
weevil {Pissodes fasciatus Lee,
fig. 65).—According to original

observations by Mr. H. E. Burke,

field assistant in forest insect in-

vestigations of the Department,
this species attacks medium to

large saplings of Douglas spruce

and kills them by boring beneath

the bark toward the base and along the stem (fig. 66). This weevil

is common in the Coast and Cascade Mountain sections of Oregon and
Washington.

Fig. 62.—Work of the white-pine weevil (Pissodes

strobi), much reduced (original).
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Fig. 63.—The ribbed pine weevil

(PUaodea costatiis), natural size at

right (original).

The balsam-ftb babe weevil (Pisaodss dubius Eland., fig. 07).

—

According to the writer's observation, this eastern weevil appear to

confine its attack bo the balsam fir of the northern forests, and is

probably more of a secondary enemy, living

in the bark of the stem of large saplings

or trees which have previously been other-

wise injured.

T 1 1 B TW < >- s 1
'( WPTED 1

' I N E WEBTIL (1 %S8i HJL 8

affinis Rand., fig. 68).—This species, also

of the northern forests, is in various col-

lections, labeled "Min-
nesota" and "New Hamp-
shire," and was found by

Field Assistant W. F.

Fiske in the bark of a

white pine stump. Fur-

ther observations on the

habits of this species will

probably show that it

attacks weakened sap-

ling's and trees.

The Lake Superior bark weevil (Pissodes

rottindafus Lee, tig. 69).—This species, described

by Le Oonte from a specimen labeled "Lake Supe-

rior,'
1

is represented in the National Museum by

seven specimens, labeled "Marquette, Mich., June

27, 28, and July 4," and " ; White Fish Pond, Lake
Superior." The food habits are not known, but it

will probably be found in spruce or fir.

Other bark weevils.—There are some fourteen

or fifteen other unnamed species of bark weevils in

the collections of the Department and the National

Museum, which have been taken from pine, spruce,

and fir, from different sections of the country.

Some of them are important enemies of reproduc-

tion.

Budmoths.—Small to large saplings of spruce

and pine are often seriously damaged by the cater-

pillars of small moths working in the buds and

terminal shoots, causing a dwarfed, bushy appear-

ance of the young and old trees.

Barkbeetles.—Reproduction pine in the Rocky Mountain region

is sometimes killed in patches over areas of considerable extent by the

Black Hills beetle and the Oregon Tomicus, which mine beneath

the living bark of small to large healthy saplings.

i/

Fig. 64.—Work of the

ribbed pine weevil

( Plssodes costal us),

much reduced (origi-

nal).
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Root-miners. The young aspen over extensive areas of the

Black Hills of South Dakota and other sections is sometimes killed

by the poplar borer working in the base of the stems and roots.

The sfbuoe gall afhis.—Cone-like galls are

produced on the twigs Of western and eastern

spruce, which sometimes seriously affect the

vitality of the trees during the sapling stage.

J )efoliators.—Sap-

lings of various kinds

of conifers and hard-

woods are sometimes

damaged and killed by
insects, which, for two
or three years in succes-

sion, feed on the leaves

to such an extent as to

cause complete or par-

tial defoliation.

Fig. 65.—The Douglas-spruce

bark weevil (Pissodes/asr.i-

atus), natural size at right

(original).

6*.—Work of the Douglas-

ice hark weevil (Pi$sodea fas-

C&atus), much reduced (original).

INJURIES TO NATURAL REPRODUCTION FROM
SPROUTS.

The renewal or extension of forests by
sprouts from stumps and roots is affected

much the same as are the large seedlings

and small to large saplings from seed, except

that the more vigorous young sprout can

usually resist many of the insects which

injure the slower growing trees from seed.

There are a few exceptions, however, where
the young trees from sprouts suffer more
than those of the same species from seed.

This is especially noticeable in the black or

yellow locust reproduction, where the most
vigorous shoots are attacked by the locust

twig-borer, causing gall-like enlargement^

and stunted and deformed growths. Oak
sprouts are also sometimes damaged by gall

insects and certain stem-borers, more than

are the seedlings; but, as a rule, sprout re-

production is less liable to serious injury

during the sapling stage.

LNJURIES TO ARTIFICIAL REPRODUCTION.

Artificial reproduction is injured by the same class of insects which
affect natural reproduction, but the character of the injury may differ.
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Seed beds and plantations in sod lands are i p cially liable to serious

injur} from white grubs, wireworms, and other insects which normally

feed on the roots of gn
Transplanted trees, owing to their usually weaken* 1 condition, are

often more liable to attack by barkbeetles and bark weevils than the

same kinds o{ trees growing in the natural forest.

Nursery stock in the nursery row is subject to greater damage, as are

ttlso the seed and young seedling's in the seed beds.

METHODS OF COMBATING INSECT ENEMIES OF REPRODUCTION.

Much can be accomplished in the nursery and small plantation by

the ordinary methods of combating farm and orchard insects, but in

Fk;. (57.—The balsam-fir bark Fig. 68.—The two-spotted pine Fig. 69.—The Luke Superior bark

weevil {Pissodes dvbivs), weevil {Pissodes affinis), weevil (Pissodes rotundatut),

natural siz« at right (orig- natural size at right (orig- natural size at right (original),

inal). inal).

the natural forest reliance must be placed on systems of forest man-

agement which will bring about unfavorable conditions for the work
of injurious insects.

The best success with any method for the control of insect enemies

of reproduction depends so much on a knowledge of the primary

enemy, the more important facts in its life history and habits, and the

local conditions, both as related to the insects and the practicability of

a given method of control, that nothing should be attempted without

some special information on the subject. This can be had by sending

specimens of the insects or their work to the Bureau of Entomology
of this Department, together with full notes on observations.



THE USE OF ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIAL IN TEACHING
AGRICULTURE IN RURAL SCHOOLS.

By Dick .1. ( Ibobby,

Of the Office of Experiment Stations.

AGRICULTURE IN RURAL SCHOOLS.

The value of agriculture as a subject of study in the rural school

will be determined largely by the attitude of teachers toward it. In

the high school and the consolidated rural school employing three or

more teachers, the problem of teaching agriculture successfully is not

a difficult one, for in such schools the facilities for illustrating the work

are better than in the smaller schools, and there, too, a teacher having

training in agriculture can be employed to teach agriculture and the

other sciences. Even in the one-room rural school the difficulties,

while they are more numerous, are far from being insurmountable.

In such schools, it is true, teachers with a college education or with

special training in agriculture are seldom found, and teachers having

sufficient originality and energy to free themselves from a condition of

absolute dependence upon the text-book soon command good salaries

in other positions or take up some independent occupation. And yet

these same rural schools, with their scanty equipment and poorly paid,

poorly trained teachers, go on year after }
rear turning out strong

young men who, in spite of inefficient schooling, have acquired an

education which enables them to forge to the front in the business

or professional world, or to rise to high places in the councils of the

Nation. Training for efficiency seems to be acquired in some way
through mere contact with the environment of the rural school, or

more likely through participation in the varied business operations

and work of countiy life. How better to utilize these undefined and

almost intangible educational forces is the question which prominent

educators are now trying to solve by introducing nature study and

elementaiy agriculture into the rural schools. The great danger is

that agriculture, when it is introduced into these schools, will be

treated merely as an additional burden to the teacher, as a text-

book subject pure and simple; that the teacher will fail to see and

appreciate the great wealth of illustrative material lying all around,

which, if properly employed, would make the studv of agriculture one

of the most valuable subjects in the country school curriculum. The
point of view for the teacher is quite clearly indicated in a recent

'6 a1905^-1
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lecture by L. II. Bailey on "TheSchool of i h«* Future," 8 in which h<

sai s:

in an agricultural community, for example, all the farms of the neighborhood will

afford training in the elements of failure and Buccees. There is no reason why the

pupils should not know why and how a man succeeds with his orchard ordaii

factory, as well as to have the cyclopedia information aboul the names of i

mountains, dates, and tin- like; and why should noteverygood farmer explain his

operations to the pupils? Sued work, it well done, would vitalize the school and

lift it clean out of the ruts of tradition and custom. It would make a wholly m-.

enterprise of the school, rendering it as broad and significant and native as the com-

munity itself, not a puny exotic effort for some reason dropped down in the neigh-

borhood. When the puhlic schools begin to touch experience and pursuits in a

perfectly frank and natural way, we hope that persons who have money to give for

education will bestow some of it on elementary and country schools, where it will

reach the very springs of life.

There is no good reason why the teacher should not draw upon "all

the farms of the neighborhood," all the highways, till the buildings, and

many of the markets and business houses of the near-by towns for illus-

trative material to aid in teaching agriculture in the public school. The
intrinsic value of this material is so great that few colleges would be

able to purchase it, and yet it is available for the free use of the pub-

lic schools. It is for the purpose of suggesting the nature of this

material and how it may he used that this article is prepared. As ;i

basis for further suggestions let us first see what use some schools are

now making of relatively inexpensive illustrative materials in teaching

agriculture, and how this teaching is made useful to the whole

community.

AGRICULTURE AS TAUGHT IN SOME PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

A CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL.

In east Tennessee, near Concord, is a school which was organized

by the consolidation of three school districts, and named the Farragut

School in honor of the great naval hero, whose supposed birthplace is

about half a mile away. One of the old schoolhouses was abandoned,

one was moved to the site of the new school and remodeled for labora-

tory work in domestic science and manual training, and the other is

still used for school purposes by the children of the primary grades in

the village of Concord. The new school was opened in September,

1904, and is supported jointly by the Southern Education Board, which

had contributed up to July 1, 3905, about $3,500; the State tax levy

for the salaries of teachers, an local funds raised by means of sub-

scriptions and entertainments. The funds thus raised, exclusive of

teachers' wages, amounted, July 1, 1905, to about $8,000, of which

$6,000 was expended for a seven-room school building and equipment,

and $&2i) for 12£ acres of land. A small poultry house, with incuba-

« The Outlook to Nature. The Macmillan Company.
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tor and brooder, a two-frame hotbed, and a shed for horses comprise

the major portion of the farm equipment. Two other buildings are

planned, a small barn and a dwelling house, which will enable the

teacher of agriculture to live at the school. There are at present five

teachers, including the superintendent and the teacher of agriculture,

the Latter an agricultural college graduate.

It is the plan to make this a model rural school in which agricul-

ture, domestic science, and manual training shall be leading features,

and in the single year of its operation much progress in this direction

has been made, especially in the agricultural work. In the first place,

a verv creditable start has been made in assembling: an agricultural

Pie. 70.—A frame lor homemade ruanila charts used at the Farragut School, Concord, Tenn.

library. This consists of a number of elementary text-books of agri-

culture, which are used as reference works in connection with the

regular text-book; a collection of bulletins from this Department and

from State experiment stations; Yearbooks of this Department, and

a large number of agricultural papers, about 40 of which are received

regularly through the courtesy of the publishers. These books and

other publications are kept in the agricultural class room, which also

serves as a reading room and agricultural laboratory. Numerous
homemade manila paper charts tacked to a rough frame, about L2feet

long and 5 feet high (tig. 70), are used in illustrating Lectures on any
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subject which can not be illustrated better In some other um. \

large number of charts ran be fastened to one frame, and those which

are in front of the chart to be used can '"• turned over hack.

Instruction in agriculture is given by means of text-hooks, lectu]

a limited amount of laboratory work, and outdoor work. The last

named is of most interest in this connection.

Of the land belonging to the Farragut School li acres is devoted to

field crops, 3 acres to horticulture, and 3\ acre- l<> campus and farm-

yard. The field-crop work has consisted largely of variety tests and

demonstration work, and has been nearly self-sustaining. The teacher

of agriculture writes that in a wheat experiment with three plats of

about 1 acre each they succeeded in demonstrating the "value of

seed selection, treatment for smut, balanced fertilization, and variety."

besides learning something concerning the diseases and enemies of

wheat, "and the yield paid for it all.'
1

Potatoes, onions, corn, and

tomatoes were handled in the same way and quite as successfully.

This work was of value not only to the pupils in the school, hut also to

the farmers of the whole community, who watched the experiments

with a great deal of interest.

In connection with the field work the class in agriculture has recently

taken up the study of farm drainage, hillside ditching, and contour

work, and has taken sufficient interest in this work to raise the neces-

sary funds for the purchase of a farm level (exercise 1). A milk

tester has also been purchased and the pupils are testing milk from

cows in different dairy herds, which are numerous in this beautiful

east 'Tennessee valley.

A small plat of alfalfa grown on the school farm has aroused con-

siderable interest among the farmers and led to the sowing of alfalfa

in the neighborhood.

The hotbed furnishes material for instruction, is a source of income

to tin 4 school, and a convenience to the farmers of the district. The
students are taught how to make and manage hotbeds. All the early

garden plants and flowers needed for transplanting last spring were

raised in this one small hotbed, and $10 worth of tomato plants were

sold to farmers wdio preferred paying a small price for such plants

to undertaking the propagation of them in pans or boxes in the

house.

The poultry work is also attracting attention. The poultry con-

sists of two small flocks of pure-bred Brown Leghorns and Barred

Ply mouth Rocks, of which careful records as to feed, laying quali-

ties, etc., are kept. Forty -live incubator chicks were sold as broilers,

but all the choicer birds are disposed of for breeding purposes at $1

each, which the teacher of agriculture speaks of as "an unheard-of

price heretofore."
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Exercise i.- -To make a farm-level,

A cheap bu1 serviceable Earm-level can be made as shown in figure 71. If Bhould

be i or 6 feel high, with a crossbar about '-'> feet long. Small glai s tubes are tied to

the ends of the crossbar and connected by a piece oi rubber tubing I or 5 feet Long.

The tubing is filled with water (colored water is better) up to the lino A B. When

the instrument is set so that the Line A B exactly corresponds with the upper edge of

A -J1

Fig. 71.—A homemade farm-level. Fig. 72.—A farm-level made with tripod and
carpenter's level.

the crossbar, the latter will be level. Such an instrument will cost not over 50 cents,

and will be as accurate and nearly as convenient as a farm-level costing $15 to $25.

A more convenient farm-level can be made by fastening a 30-inch carpenter's level,

costing about $1.25, to the'head of an ordinary camera tripod. Make the fastening

by means of two right-angled screw hooks, as shown at a in figure 72.

Here, then, is a rural school started as an experiment in adapting

school work to country-life conditions. It has good equipment in

buildings and land, rather expensive as country schools go, but not

beyond the* means of any consolidated district embracing within its

territory from 20 to 30 square miles of well-improved farm land. It

has had financial assistance from outside, but even that would have

been unnecessary if the people of the three original school districts

could have foreseen the possible advantages of a consolidated agricul-

tural school in better courses of study, more efficient instruction.

longer school year, and increased valuation of farm property. During
the first year the attendance was considerably greater than the previ-

ous combined attendance in the three small schools. This is accounted
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\\)\- by the fad that many boys attended the consolidated school who
had outgrown the district school and gone to work and who either

could not ^h> to village or citj high schools or were sensitive about

going into classes with pupils much younger than themselves. The

boys have given emphatic Indorsement to the new order of things.

A VILLAGE HIGH BCHOOL.

In Erie County, Pa., surrounded by a good general farming and

dairy country, is the village of Waterford, on the outskirts of which

is the site of Fort Le Bceuf, oi' French and Indian war fame. At

Waterford the first school in Erie County was established in L800, and

here in L822 was erected a .stone academy building, which is used to-day

as tin 4 main part of the high-school building. The township of Water-

ford has a population of 1,460, and about half of these (770) reside

in the borough of Waterford. The borough has its own elementary

school, hut the high school is supported and controlled jointly by the

borough and township.

This high school, with its three teachers and three courses of study

(language, scientific, and agricultural), has an enrollment of 80 pupils,

and 35 of these are in the agricultural course. This course includes

agriculture, live hours a week for four years. The work of the first

year is devoted to a study of plant life—germination, plant growth,

plant food, reproduction, propagation, transplanting, pruning, and

uses of plants; the second year to a study of held, orchard, and garden

crops; the third year to domestic animals, dairying, and soil physics,

and the fourth year to the chemistry of soils and of plant and animal

life. Text-books are used in the class room; a small library of agri-

cultural reference books, reports and bulletins of this Department and

experiment stations, and agricultural papers contributed by the pub-

lishers is in almost constant use, and lectures on agricultural subjects

are given before the class and before the whole school by the instructor

in agriculture, who is an agricultural college graduate. But the fea-

ture of instruction which chiefly distinguishes this agricultural course

from the ordinary high-school course is the prominence given to the

laboratory work and the outdoor practicum. For the laboratory work
there is no elaborate apparatus. The pupils make much of their own
apparatus, furnish their own reagent bottles, and, moreover, use them.

In the plant-life course the pupils study not elaborate and carefully

prepared drawings, but the plants themselves with reference to their

life history and economic uses (PI. XIV, tig. 1).

For the outdoor practicum the school is unfortunate in having

neither land nor domestic animals or fowls, and yet it has a wealth of

illustrative material all around it. Every good farm within a radius

of 3 or 4 miles, nearly every barn and poultry yard in the village,

the butcher shops, and the farm implement stores furnish costly
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illustrative material and extend vastly the teaching force of the high

school. The farmers and other owners of good live stock either bring

i heir animals to the door of the school house to be studied by t he class

in agriculture (PI. XIV, fig. 2), or allow the class to go to their barns

and fields for this purpose (1*1. XV, fig. I). It is said to be a rare

thing for a good horse to conic to the village and get away without

being examined by the high-school class in animal husbandry.

The writer was fortunate in being the guest of the school one day

Last October and in having an opportunity to listen to some of the

recitations in agriculture. A class of 14 boys and 6 girls was study-

ing animal husbandry. It had been organized only three or four

weeks, and yet the interest manifested and the readiness with which

the boys and girls described the beef type, the dairy type, and various

breeds of cattle, the mutton and wool types of sheep, the principal

breeds of draft horses, and some of the standard-bred roadsters and

trotters, were indeed surprising. At the close of the recitation the

class was taken to a barn in the village, where several tine roadsters

were owned. The owner was not at home, but the teacher had stand-

ing permission to take the horses from the barn in order that the class

might examine them. A fine Hamblctonian mare (PL XV, fig. 2) was

led into the yard and examined critically by the pupils and criticised

by them, the different points being brought out by skillful question i
no-

on the part of the teacher.

From this place the class went to a livery barn where a splendid

black Percheron stallion was stabled for the day. A member of the

class had discovered the horse as he was being driven in from another

town 14 miles away, and following the driver to the barn had got per-

mission for the class to examine him. When the livery barn was reached

the driver brought his stallion out into the street, put him through

his paces, helped the teacher in calling attention to his good points

and the contrasts between the draft type and the roadster type of

horses, and allowed us to take several photographs. It w^as an instruc-

tive lesson not only for the members of the agricultural class, but

for the score or more of farmers and townsmen who collected around
the livery stable. In much the same way the local butcher is an

instructor in the high school. The class studying the beef type of

cattle, or the mutton sheep, or the different classes of swine is taken

t<> the butcher shop and given a demonstration lesson on cuts and their

relative values, which of the breeds areapt to produce the better cuts,

which the better quality, and so on.

Thus this little village high school, though it pays only $2,280 a

year in salaries and only $370 for other expenses, has a faculty made
up of numerous specialists and an equipment in illustrative material

such as few technical high schools could afford. And the pupils are

being trained in the " elements of failure and success," not only on
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"all tin 1 farms of tin- neighborhood," but in the tillage Bhops and

markets. This is training for efficiency. It La training for culture,

for breadth of view, and for sympathy with all that goes fco make up

the life of the community

.

A COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL.

Kansas has local option in the establishment of county high schools.

As a result several sparsely settled counties or counties in which there

are few large towns are supporting such schools. Norton County,

which a few years ago was dotted with sod school houses (PI. XVI,

fig. 1), and which still has many sod dwelling houses, now,supports a

good county high school in the village of Norton, a town of about

L,500 inhabitants, located near the geographical center of the county.

The high-school building (PL XVI, fig. 2) is of brick. 2 stories high,

over a well-lighted basement, and is located on the outskirts of the

village, where land can be easily secured. The basement contains

furnace and fuel rooms, lavatories, and a gymnasium. On the first

floor is a physics and chemistry room, a natural history room, a music

and art room, and the rooms of the business department. The second

floor contains an assembly and study room and two recitation rooms.

The apparatus and other equipment for the work in physics, chemistry,

and natural history are exceptionally good for a small high school.

There is also a good library and a reading room with current news-

papers and magazines.

The expense of running the school in 1903-4 was $9,588, including

$4,430 for teachers' salaries and $5,158 for buildings, grounds, and

incidentals. This was a year when considerable sums were spent for

furniture, apparatus, supplies, and additional land. The running

expenses for the first six months in 1905 were $3,775. Heretofore

five teachers have been employed, but this year there are six.

Previous to this year the Norton County High School has offered

college preparatory, normal, business, and general science course,

but no courses related in any direct way to the leading industry of

the count}'—farming. The county superintendent of schools said that

his attention had been forcibly directed to this lack in the curriculum

of the high school by the experience of a young man who came to the

school from one of the many large farms in the vicinity, took the four-

year business course, spent one year in a local bank at $30 a month, and

then concluded that he would gain in both purse and pleasure by going-

back to the farm. Such a voung man, and there are many like him in

the Norton County High School, would have welcomed an agricultural

course, and would have gom back to the farm much better prepared

for the duties of life than he was with a business training. So the

county superintendent of schools and the other members of the board

of trustees decided that an agricultural course should take the place
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of tin 4 general science course, and hired ;i graduate of the Kansas State

Agricultural College to teach agriculture and other sciences in (he

high school. The Secretary of Agriculture, while making a trip

thrdugh the " short-grass country," learned of the enterprise, became

much interested in it. and in response to an appeal for aid sent a repre-

sentative of the Office of Experiment Stations to Norton to help start

it. The president of tin* Kansas State Agricultural College also

responded to a call for assistance and made one of a party of four that

toured the county for eight days in the interests of the new course of

study. As a result, considerable interest was aroused in the proposed

new work, a tentative agricultural course was outlined, and arrange-

ments were made with the three farm implement dealers of the town

to open their warehouses to the classes in agriculture and furnish

experts to give instruction on the mechanics, care, and use of farm

machinery.

The agricultural work of the course will include botany, with special

reference to variation, development of species, hybridization, and the

influence of light, heat, moisture, etc., on the plant; soils and tillage;

plant physiology, farm crops, grain judging, and horticulture; farm

accounts; farm management, including farm plans, methods of crop-

ping, farm machinery and its care, and rural economics with speeial

reference to the problems of a business nature that will be met on the

farm; animal production and stock judging, and dairying. The
teacher of agriculture reports that the implement dealers have given

further evidence of their interest in the agricultural course by offer-

ing prizes aggregating §112 in value for a grain-judging contest,

open to all }
Toung men in the county, and that these prizes have been

supplemented by a $15 suit of clothes from a clothing dealer. Con-

tinuing, he says: "I am well pleased with the way the boys take hold

of the work. Out of 70 boys we have 9 enrolled in the agricultural

course, and 1 think most of the first-year boys will take it up when
they get to it in the course. It is proving popular in the school and

entirely free from the prejudice 1 had anticipated at the outset/'

This is the nucleus of an important experiment in education. Nor-
ton is just in the edge of the great semiarid region of the Middle

i
• Agricultural practice in that region differs materially from that

( f the more humid regions on the one hand and from that of the irri-

gated districts on the other. The teacher of agriculture is thoroughly

familiar with tin 4 agriculture of the region, and has but recently

graduated from an agricultural college which is devoting much study

to the problems of the hundredth meridian belt. The agriculture

of this belt is extensive. Here one man works as much land as four

or five men in the East; he cultivates three rows of corn at one cross-

•f the held, and does other things on an equally extensive scale.

Improved farm machinery makes this method of farming possible. It
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is therefore of tl
I Importance tli.it much attention to farm

machinery be given in the agricultural course a! the Norton Count}

High School. The cereal* (corn and wheat) are the leading field crops,

hence tin' importance of grain-judging contests and other school work

relating to these greal staples.

The county superintendent of schools has expressed the hope that

the school may also do much work that will be <>f immediate practical

benefit to the agriculture of the county, such as testing seeds for

viability, or germinating power (exercise 2), and milk and cream for

butter fat; treating oats and wheat for smut and potatoes for seal);

spraying trees and garden crops for insect pests and diseases, and

making plans for farm buildings, roads, water systems, etc. Such

work could be done largely by the pupils at school or on the different

farms on Saturdays. It would be educational and tit the same time

would make the farmers feel that they were getting some immediate

tangible return for the taxes paid in support of the school.

Exercise 2.

—

Germination test of seeds.

Count out 50 or 100 Beads of the kind to be tested«and place them in a plate

between two folds of moistened canton flannel or thin blotting paper (fig. 73). On
a slip of white paper record the variety, number of seeds, and the date, then place

it on the edge of the

plate. Cover the whole

with another plate or

a pane of glass to pre-

vent too rapid evapo-

ration ofmoisture. Set

the plate in a warm
room (68° to 86° F.)

and examine the seeds every twenty-four hours for six or eight days. 6 If tin

too dryadd enough water to moisten, not saturate, the cloth or blotting paper. At

the end of the test count the sprouted seeds and from them determine what per-

centageof the whole number of seeds are good. With large seeds no difficulty will

be experienced in using the folds of can-

ton flannel, but with small seeds the blot-

ting paper is better.

Another seed tester (fig. 74) is made bv

inverting a small tin basin (b) in a Larger

basin [a) and covering the small basin

with a piece of clean cloth large enough to dip into the water (c) at each end. Place

seeds on the cloth and cover with another cloth as shown at ./, e. How does moisture

get to the seeds'.'

FIG. 7;<—Seed-testing device.

Fig. 71.—Another seed-testing device.

"In official germination tests 100 seeds are used of peas, beans, corn, and other

seeds of similar size, and 200 seeds of clover, timothy, cabbage, wheat, and other

small seeds.

&For most seeds six days are enough for the test, but beets, buckwheat, cotton,

cowpeas, onions, redtop, tomatoes, and watermelons should be allowed to remain

eight days; salsify and spinach ten days; carrots, celery, parsnips, and tobacco four-

teen days, and bluegrass and parsley twenty-eight days.
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LABORATORY EXERCISES.

The schools just described are utilizing illustrative material in the

best possible way. They afe making use of the actual experiences and

business of the communities. There is no make-believe about it.

Some of the principles of agriculture, however, do not lend i hemselves

so readily to illustration in this manner. There is need of some labo-

ratory work which can best be performed indoors with specially pre-

pared apparatus. But much of the material for this apparatus is so

inexpensive and many of the exercises are so simple that even the

untrained teacher in the one-room rural school need have no hesitation

in undertaking such work.

MATERIALS NEEDED.

Two dozen empty tomato cans, three or four lard pails, a few bak-

ing-powder cans and covers, a lot of empty bottles, a few small wooden
boxes, a collection of t}^pical soils (clay, sand, loam, and muck or peat),

and a few seeds of garden and farm crops will enable the teacher and

pupils to perform a variety of experiments illustrating important

principles upon which the science and practice of agriculture are based,

and will not cost a cent. If to this material the school board or the

pupils will add by purchase an 8-ounce glass graduate (10 cents), -1

dairy thermometers (60 cents), 6 student-lamp chimneys (30 cents), 100

5-inch tilter papers (15 cents)," a pint glass funnel (10 cents), a 4-bottle

Babcock milk tester with test bottles, pipette acid measure and acid

($6), an alcohol lamp (25 cents), a kitchen scale with dial which will

weigh from 1 ounce to 24 pounds (90 cents), 12 ordinary glass tum-

blers (30 to 50 cents), a small quantity of litmus paper, and a few ordi-

nary plates, pie tins, etc., the school wT
ill be provided with an excellent

equipment for laboratory exercises, and all at a cost of less than $10.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SOILS.

With this material in the hands of the pupils and a teacher willing

to experiment and learn with the pupils the ordinary rural schoolroom

becomes a laboratory in which it is possible to determine the compara-
tive temperature, weight, acidity, porosity (exercise 3), capillarity

(exercise 4), and fertility of different soils; to test their water-holding

capacity and the readiness with which they may be drained, and to

S how the effects of cultivation, mulching, and puddling on the moisture

content and physical condition of different soils. As far as the train-

ing of the pupils in mathematics will permit, the results obtained in

the laboratory exercises should be translated to field conditions, and
tin 1 importance of the principles involved should be brought out by
questions concerning their application to the practical operations of

farming.
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.. -Pore capacity of soils to take h all.

Break the bottoms off 5 long-necked bottles, a tie a small piece of cheese cloth or

thin muslin over the mouth of each and arrange them in a rack with a glace tumbler

under each, as shown in figure 75, Fill the bottles to about the Bame height with
different kinds of soil—gravel in one, Band in another, etc., and firm the soils by
lifting the rack and jarring it down moderately three or lour times. Nov. , \\ ith w atch

or clock at hand, and with a glass of water held as near a> possible to the soil, pour
water into one of the bottles just rapidly enough to keep the surface of thi

covered and note how long before it begins dropping into the tumbler below.

.Make a record of the time. I >o likewise with each of the other bottles and compare
result-. Which soil take- in water most rapidly'.' Which is the mosl porous'.'

What happens to the less porous soils when a heavy shower of rain comes? How
can a soil he made more porous? Repeat the experiment with one of the soils,

packing the soil tightly in one bottle and leaving it loose in the other. What is the

effect of packing? Does this have any bearing on farm practice?

PlQ. 75—Apparatus to test the capacity of soils to take in rainfall.

Which soil has the greatest capacity for water—that is, which could take in the

heaviest shower? This can be determined from the above experiment by emptying

and replacing each tumbler as soon as all free water has disappeared from the upper

surface of the soil above it. After water has ceased dripping from all the bottles

measure and compare the water in the different tumblers. Which soil continued

dripping longest? Which would drain most readily?

Which soil would store up the greatest amount of moisture for the use of plants?

This can be determined from the same experiment by weighing each bottle before

ami after tilling it with dry soil, and again after water has t ntiroly ceased dripping

from it. The difference between the weight of the dry soil and that of the wet

soil is the weight of water stored. During the time that the bottles are dripping,

which may take several days, they should be covered to prevent evaporation of

water from the surface of the soils.

Make other practical applications of the principles brought out in this exercise.

«To break the bottom off a bottle file a groove in the bottle parallel with the

bottom. Heat a poker red hot and lay it in the groove. As soon as a small crack

starts from the groove draw the poker around the bottle and the crack will follow.
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Fig. 76—Apparatus to test the power of soils to take up

moisture from below.

Exercise I. Capillarity the power of soils to take up moisturefrom below.

A rrange 4 or 5 Btudent-lamp chimneys, as shown in figure 76, and tie cheese cloth

or thin muslin over their lower ends. Fill each with a different kind of dry soil,

as in exercise '->. Pour water into the pan beneatb until it. Btands about half an

inch above the lower end of the

chimneys, then observe the rise of

water in the different soils. Make
notes on the height to which the

water rises, and on the time it takes.

In which soil does the water rise

most rapidly; in which to the great-

est height? Which soil draws up

the greatest amount of 'water? How
can this bedetermined? This power

of soils to raise water from below is

called capillarity. It is an impor-

tant function, for by it plants are

able to get moisture and plant food

from the subsoil in times of drought.

If chimneys are not to be had,

this experimentcan be performed with the apparatus shown in figure 75 by substitut-

ing the pan for the tumblers; or the experiments performed with the bottles can be

performed with the chimneys and tumblers.

If more accurate tests of capillarity are desired it will be necessary to procure a

series of glass tubes at least 3 feet high, for in some soils water will rise to that

height, or even higher.

KELATION OP SOILS TO PLANTS.

It will be perfectly feasible also to arrange exercises showing the

relation of the physical characteristics of soils to plant growth—that

plants need moisture in the soil; that the}7 take up this moisture

(exercise 5) and give off a part of it through their leaves (exercise (>);

how much moisture is taken from the soil by a given plant; that too

much moisture is injurious to plants; how the root hairs of plants

absorb moisture; the best depth at which to plant different seeds in

different soils (exercise 7); the effect of cultivation on plant growth,

and a dozen other things important for the farmer to know and inter-

esting as experiments for school children.

Seed testing has already been referred to. It is highly important

that farmers should know that the\T plant good seed in order that all

of the land they plow, plant, and cultivate may at least have a chance

to make some return for the labor bestowed upon it. It is estimated

that in the summer of 1905 the farmers of Iowa increased their corn

crop several million bushels merel}T
b}^ giving better attention to the

quality of seed planted. It would not be a difficult matter to teach

every boy in school the process of testing seed, nor to impress upon

him th< 1 practical importance of this work. Testing the viability of

seeds would lead naturally to other studio in propagation, such as
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making hard unci soft cuttings, layerin and budding, all of

which are clearly described in bulletins of this Department and in

other publications which teachers can procure without cost.

l.\ BRCI8E 5.— To show that plants absorb moisturefrom tin- soil,

Thoroughly pulverixe and sift enough good garden soil to till two flower pots of

the same size. To get the same amount of soil into each pot it should previously

be weighed or carefully n

ured. Plan! Beveral kernels of

corn in one pot, water both,

and set them aside for the

corn to grow. Whenever wa-

ter is applied to the pot con-

taining the corn anequalamount
should be applied to tin' other-

pot, in order that both soils may
be packed alike. When the

corn is 2 or 3 inches high gel

two lard pails just large enough

to take in the pets to their

rims, as shown in figure 7 7.

Mark on the outside oi the pails

the depth to which the pots will

extend on the inside, and at a
Fl< .—To show tliiit plants absorb moisture from the soil.

point 1 inch above each mark make a dent which can be distinctly seen on the

inside of the pail. Now till each pail with water up to the dent, water both pots

thoroughly, and set them in the pails as shown

in the figure. Set both pails and pots in a

warm, light place so that the corn will continue

to grow. The next day remove the pots, and

you will probably find that the water is not up

to the dents. What has become of it? From
a previous experiment you will probably con-

clude that the soil lias taken it up. From an

S-ounce graduate pour into one pail just enough

water to bring it up to the dent again. Make a

id of the amount necessary to do this. Fill

the graduate and bring the water in the other

pail up to the dent. Again record the amount
of water used. Repeat these operations daily

for two or three weeks. Find the tola!

amount of water added to each pail. Yon
will probably find that the pot containing the

corn has taken up considerably more water

than the other pot. Why? Was there any

place for the water To escape except through

the soil and the corn'.' How much water did

the corn use? What became of this water?

became of a part of it.

Fig. 78.—Toshow that plants give off a part

of the moisture absorbed from the soil.

The next exercise will show what
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l SBBCI6H 6.- To $how that plants give off moisture.

Take ;i plant thai is well started in a tomato can or flower pot, a piece of cardboard,

and a ^la>s tumbler or jar large enough to cover the plant. Cut a slit in the cardboard

and draw it around the plant as shown in figure 78. Seal the slit with pitch, wax,

oi- tallow bo that no moisture can come up through it from below; cover the plant

with the glass an<l set it in a warm, sunny place. Moisture will condense on the

inner BUliace of the glass. Where does it come from'.' |^ all Hie moisture absorbed

by tlu> roots given off in this way? How can you find out? Why do plants need
water'.'

Exercise 7.

—

Depth of i>l<intin<j.

To determine the best depth at which to plant corn take an olive bottle about 8

inches high, or other similar glass vessel. Fill it with garden soil to a height of

5 or (> inches frorn the top, put in a kernel of corn Hat

against the side of the bottle, put in another inch of soil,

then another kernel of corn, and so on until the bottle is

full, arranging the kernels spirally as shown in figure 71).

Moisten the soil, wrap the bottle up to the neck in black

paper or cloth, and set it in a warm place. Prepare other

bottles in the same way, but plant in them beans, peas,

and some small seeds, such as those of radishes, onions,

and lettuce. By taking off the wrappings and looking at

the seeds daily you can not only determine the best depth

at which to plant different seeds, but make many interest-

ing observations regarding the rate of germination, how the

little plants push out of the ground, whether they take the

seeds up with them or leave them behind, etc. Take care-

ful notes and try to determine whether large or small seeds

should be planted deeper, whether the roots or the little

plants are formed first, whether the plants ever start down
or the roots up.

STUDIES OF MILK.

The extent to which milk enters into the regu-

lar diet of a large percentage of the inhabitants

of both urban and rural communities renders it

almost imperative that some instruction concern-

ing the importance of sanitary methods of han-

dling milk be given in the public schools. In

rural districts a number of inexpensive and simple

experiments could be arranged to show the effect

of different methods of milking, cooling, aerating, bottling, shipping,

and other processes in the handling of milk upon its purity, flavor,

odor, and keeping qualities (exercise 8). If the school is provided

with a Babcock milk tester, the pupils could determine the relative

value of different cows for the production of cream and butter, also

the relative efficiency of different methods of separating cream from
tin 4 rest of the milk.

Fig. 79.—To show the best

depth at which to plant

corn.
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krcibb 8.— To show the effect of cleanliness mi tin- keeping quality of milk.

Provide one of the boya with two pint bottles which have been cleaned thoroughly,

tided, and plugged with clean cotton batl i cotton is better), and
instruct him as follows: 'lake the bottles home and at mill in.: time select a cow which

has stood iu the Btable several hours and has not been cleaned. Milk a quart or t \\ <>

of milk into a pail iu the usual way and Bet it aside. Then clean the sides and udder

of thf cow by first brushing and then wiping with a damp cloth. Wash the hands

thoroughly, remove the cotton plug from one of the hot tics, till the hot tic to the neck

by milking directly into it, and immediately replace tin- cotton plug. Mark this

bottle A. Now carry the milk in the pail to the milk room, strain it in the usual

way, and from it till the other bottle, removing and replacing the cotton plug as

before. Mark this bottle B. Set both bottles over night in the room where tin-

milk is usually kept, and the next morning bring them to school. Remove the plugs

and note whether any bad odor has developed in either bottle. Pour a small

quantity of milk out of each bottle and replace the plugs. Taste the sample-,

there any bad flavor? Test them with litmus paper to Bee if either is getting sour.

Set the bottles in a moderately cool place, and examine them as above, morning and

evening, for several days, making notes on any changes that take place in either.

Does cleanliness have any effect on odor? On flavor? On acid formation'.'

Repeat this experiment, cooling bottle A immediately after filling and treating B
as before. Does cooling affect the keeping quality of milk?

By keeping accurate temperature records and careful notes on change's occurring

under different conditions, the above exercise may he made to yield quite accurate

data regarding the proper methods of handling milk.

AGRICULTURE AN All) TO OTHER SCHOOL WORK.

Agriculture taught in this way, that is, supplemented and illustrated

by numerous outdoor observations and laboratory exercises, will prove

not only an interesting and instructive study in itself, hut also an aid

in teaching other subjects. What more efficient method of enforcing

and fixing in the minds of the pupils the fundamental operations in

arithmetic than by the frequent use of these operations in solving

problems in their everyday life and work? The tables of weights and

measures will be in constant use and the principles of percentage aud

proportion will enter into the solution of nearly every problem in soils.

Composition will lose some of its bad flavor, and spelling be no longer

distasteful when applied to the description of experiments in which the

pupils are interested. Manual training will find its place in the making
of boxes, labels, farm-levels, and other appliances used in the experi-

ments. Some of the principles of botany, physics, and chemistry will

be learned and applied in the experiments with soils, plants, and milk.

And all of the work will leave a more lasting impression because con-

crete; more interesting because connected with the life and occupation

of the pupils.

An educator who has had nearly live years' experience teaching in

ungraded rural schools relates that as he now looks back upon that

experience the nearest approach to satisfaction that he can feel is in
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contemplation of a winter term's work in a country school having an

enrollment of about 65 pupils, ranging in age from 5 to 20 years. He
conducted between 25 and 30 recital ions a (lav, played with the pupils

during recess, drilled a company of boys in military tactics at noon,

and yvi found time Dearly every day for a simple experiment or dem-

onstration in physics or chemistry. Neither of these subjects was

taught regularly in the school, hut the exercises were introduced to

illustrate the principles governing some of the common elements, such

as oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, in some
of the combinations in which the}r are found in water, pure air and

foul, plant and animal tissue, and other things affecting the everyday

life and experience of the pupils. Teacher and pupils extinguished

lighted candles by pouring carbon dioxid over them, made hydrogen
guns, burned picture wire in oxygen, and performed other experiments

which not only were interesting enough to make the teacher forget

his troubles and the pupils their mischief- making, but made lasting

impressions concerning the principles illustrated. The teacher was

recentl}7 told by two of his former pupils that the one feature of school

work that winter which they recalled clearly was the "experiments."

That was fourteen years ago, when educators in the North Central

States were giving little heed to the needs of the rural schools. The
teacher had spent two and a half years in an agricultural college, but

had never heard or dreamed of such a thing as teaching agriculture in

country schools. There were no elementary text-books of agriculture,

no bulletins containing laboratory- exercises carefully prepared for

the use of country teachers, no normal schools where teachers could

be trained in country-life. subjects, no encouraging words from school

superintendents, teachers' journals, or even the agricultural press.

Now a wonderful change has come over the aspect of country

life and over the attitude of educators toward rural education. The
State superintendents of schools consider it their highest duty to

minister to the welfare and progress of the rural schools; State legis-

latures are providing special normal schools for country teachers; the

older normal schools are offering courses in country-life subjects; the

State agricultural colleges are aiding the normal schools by giving

short courses for teachers, and their experts are preparing text-books,

bulletins, and other reading matter on nature stuo^y and agriculture for

the rural schools; teachers' associations and farmers' organization^ are

giving much discussion to these matters, and the school journals and

agricultural papers are almost unanimous in their support of the move-
ment for better rural schools and more instruction related to the envi-

ronment of the pupils in these schools. With such encouragement and
such assistance no teacher imbued with the spirit of progress, who is

willing to do a little more than the contract calls for, and who is brave

3 a1905 18
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enough to saj to the pupils, " I don't know, but I'll work with you to

find out,"need have any hesitation about undertaking some features

of the work alluded to in this article Such teachers may feel assured

that their efforts will not be passed over without recognition. There

may be no immediate call to " come up higher," though intelligent and

unselfish devotion to study is seldom without its pecuniary reward;

but there will be a never-failing reward in feeling and knowing that

better work has been done in preparing the children to meet the duties

of life.



NEW FRUIT PRODUCTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.'

By Herbert J. Webber,

Physiologist in Charge of Plant Breeding Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.

Caution Necessary in Planting New Varieties.

The new fruits resulting from the Department's experiments possess

interesting and apparently valuable characters, so far as can be judged

by limited experimental tests. It is clearly impossible or at h;i>t

impracticable for the Department to test these plants commercially

under all conditions of soil and climate, and it is possible and indeed

probable that some of the new plants may prove disappointing.

Growers are therefore cautioned against planting new varieties exten-

sively until they have been thoroughly tested and their full commer-
cial value has been determined.

Every experienced horticulturist knows how difficult it is to predict

what a new variety will do, and how frequently very promising sorts

fail to fulfill the expectations concerning them in extensive commer-
cial planting. The Drake Star orange forms a good illustration of this

sort. This variet}' originated as an accidental seedling at Drakes
Point, on the south shore of Lake Harris, near Yalaha, Fla. It was
found to possess merit as a late orange, and was extensively budded
on sour stocks at the place of its origin, many of the stocks, if the

writer is correcthr informed, being wild hammock orange trees. Yalaha

is situated on very excellent hammock land, and there the Drake Star,

budded on a fairly large scale, proved a very excellent late orange and

at the same time prolific. It possessed a distinctive character of tree

and fruit, differing markedly from other varieties, and this was much
in its favor. The variety gradually grew into local prominence, and

« For the 1904 Yearbook the writer, in conjunction with Mr. Walter T. Swingle, pre-

pared a paper on " New Citrus Creations of the Department of Agriculture," in which
were described five new varieties or clous, namely, the Husk and Willits citranges,

the Sampson tangelo, and the Weshart and Trimble tangerines. Thanks are due
Prof. P. II. Rolfs, Mr. II. C. Henricksen, and P. J. Wester, of the Department's

subtropical garden at Miami, Fla., for valuable aid in the experiments; also to

Mr. J. B. Norton and Mrs. L. H. Webber for assistance in testing the fruits and
1 1 inking the necessary notes.
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n;h budded extensively, particularly in the high pine land regions of

Lake County. Outside of its native hammock, however, it proved

very disappointing, being an exceedingly shy bearer, and thousands

of trees of this variety after eight or ten years5
trial were budded over

to other sorts. The Drake Star was mainly budded on sour orange

and sweet orange stocks, and this may have hern partially responsible

for its failure. The writer has seen a few trees on rough lemon stock

in high pine-land regions bearing heavily, and it is possible that if all

of the trees had been budded on this stock the loss might have been

prevented.

In the present paper there will be described one new citrange or

hardy orange, two new limes, and rive new pineapples.

THE MORTON CITRANGE.

[PLATES XVII AND XVIII.]

Name and ORIGIN.—In the last Yearbook of the Department an

outline was given of the work which had been conducted up to that

time in the production of hardy types of citrus fruits, and two new
hardy sorts, the Rusk and Willits citranges, were described." Since

that time further hybrids have fruited, and one apparently very

excellent sort has been secured. This new citrange has, with the

consent of the Secretary, been named the Morton, in recognition of

the valuable services to agriculture of the late Hon. J. Sterling

Morton.

This very remarkable hybrid (No. 771), which in fruit characters

closely resembles an ordinary orange, is nearly related to the Willits

citrange (hybrid No. 777), having developed from another seed of the

same hybrid fruit. The original fruit from which this hybrid developed

was a cross of the trifoliate orange with pollen of the sweet orange,

the pollination being made by Mr. Swingle in the grove of Col. G. H.

Norton, at Eustis, Fla. This crossed fruit gave 40 seedlings, of which

11 exhibited clearly intermediate characters of foliage, showing that

they were true hybrids, while the other 29 showed no indications of

hybridization.

1 'inscription of fruit and tree.—Fruit slightly compressed, spherical or nearly

so; large, from 3 to 3.] inches in diameter and from 2| to 3] inches in height; color

rather light orange yellow, similar to the Willits citrange; surface smooth or slightly

roughened by small depressions over some of the large oil glands, this roughening

being most pronounced at the base of the fruit, and with a few slight furrows run-

ning from base to apex, giving the fruit a slightly lobed appearance; weight medium,

from 9 to 11 ounces, somewhat lighter than water; calyx persistent but inconspicu-

ous, as in the case of the ordinary orange; rind medium thin, J to T\ inch in thick-

ness, tender, not adhering so close to fruit as in the Rusk citrange, with some flavor

a New Citrus Creations of the Department of Agriculture, Yearbook, 1904, pp. 223-

235.
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1 LJnML 0< .1 Z. .The Morton Citrange.
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The Morton Citranqe. Natural Size.
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of orange and Bome of trifoliate, qo taore disagreeable to taste than skin of ordinary

Orange; oil glands Similar in size to those of ordinary orange, mainly round (fig, 80a);

pulp translucent, 1 i i_r 1 > t orange yellow; pulp vesicles longerand smaller in diameter than

in ordinary orange (fig. 80, 6 and c); tender; Begments9to L0, separating membranes
rather thicker and tinner than in ordinary

orange, \\ ith \ ery slighl suggestion of the tri-

foliate orange bitterness; texture of fruit ten-

der; ;i\is Bmall,
I

to ,',, inch in diameter;

Savor Bprightly acid, with a peculiar hut

pleasant taste, sweeter than either the Rusk

or Willits citrange and less bitter; seedless,

or nearly SOJ aroma pleasant, but very light, Fl(; . «(,.-«, Section of the skin of Morton
suggesting both the common and trifoliate citsangeraiowlng oil glands; 6, pulp vesl-

orange. Trees similar to trifoliate orange, cles of Morton <^™ne^ C P^lP vesicles

... . of ordinary orange. (Natural size.]
vigorous and hardy, evergreen or semi-

evergreen, medium height, shapely; leaves trifoliolate, but larger than those of

ordinary trifoliate orange. Season of maturity medium early—from first of October

to last of November.

The tree of the Morton citrange is a vigorous grower, of attractive

appearance. The leaves are nearly twice as large as those of the tri-

foliate orange, as will be seen by an examination of Plate XIX, fig-

ure 1. I lore the seedling on the right is the Morton citrange (No.

77 1), while that in the center (No. 780) is a false Irybrid seedling of

tin 1 same age, showing no influence of the hybridization, being thus a

true trifoliate orange. The seedling on the left (No. 783) is another

true hybrid similar to the Morton citrange. While No. 783 is almost

exactly the same in all foliage and tree characters as No. 771 (the Mor-

ton), it produces an entirely different fruit, which, while differing

greatly from the trifoliate orange fruit, is nevertheless small and of

rather inferior quality in comparison to the Morton citrange.

While most of the fruits of the Morton citrange that have been pro-

duced up to the present time have been entirely seedless, a few seeds

and rudiments occur in some fruits. It is probable that the variety,

when extensively grown, will produce few seeds.

Resistance to cold.—The hardiness or cold-resistant quality of

the Morton citrange has not been thoroughly tested, but it is appar-

ently about the same in this respect as the Rusk and Willits citranges.

It has endured all of the winters at Glen St. Mary, Fla., since the

spring of 1899 without losing its leaves. During this period severe

freezes have occurred, which were very disastrous to the orange

industry even much farther south. In January of 1900, when the

hw\< were about eight months old, thus being young and tender, they

endured a temperature between 15° and 18° F. without noticeable

effect. Since this time these trees and others under test at the

experiment station at Lake City, Fla., have frequently withstood

temperatures which would have seriousl3T injured the ordinary orange.

At the Georgia Experiment Station, located at Experiment, Ga., a

set of the Department's hardy orange hybrids have been tested under
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the direction of Director R.J. Redding and Prof. 11. \. Starnes.

Here the Morton oitrange (N<>. 771) has withstood the winters,

although the temperature fell in February, L901, t<> 17 P. and in

December, L901,to8 F. At the Alabama Experiment Station, where

trees of this hybrid were also senl for testing, a temperature of about

9 F. was experienced in December, L901. The trees of the Morton

citrange at this station arc reported dead, but it is not clear whether

their death is to be attributed di reel lv to the cold. At thi> station

other intermediate hybrids of apparently similar hardiness have with-

stood all winters and are still alive. It is believed from the evidence

accumulated that the Morton citrange can be grown safely without

protection throughout the greater parts of Georgia, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, Louisiana, Florida, California, and eastern and southern Texas.

With some protection during severe cold spells, while the trees are

small, it can probably be grown in South Carolina and in southern

Tennessee and Arkansas. It can probably also be grown in regions

of low altitude in Arizona and New Mexico and near the coast in

Oregon and Washington. In any region which is only slightly too

cold for t he ordinary orange the Morton citrange can be expected to

grow without danger of freezing.

Uses.—The fruit of the Morton citrange is so similar to an ordinary

orange that the two would not be distinguished by an ordinary observer.

The former differs from the latter only in being slightly lighter in color

and having a slight indication of lobing. This does not detract from

its appearance, which is equal to that of a good ordinary orange. The

fruit has been tested by several different persons familiar with oranges

and the orange industry, ami all, without exception, considering its

hardiness, pronounce it a very valuable and desirable fruit. It is more

sour than the ordinary sweet orange, but some so-called sweet oranges

are sold in the market which are as sour as the Morton citrange. It

has a pleasant characteristic flavor, with very slight bitter taste, and

served with sugar it will be found to be a good breakfast fruit. The

rather firm membranes separating the segments allow the pulp to be

easily extracted with a spoon. It makes an attractive citrangeade,

similar to lemonade or limeade, but is probably no better for this pur-

pose than the Rusk or Willits cit ranges.

It is believed that this fruit will prove of great value for cultivation

in the sections previously mentioned, and that it will find a permanent

place in the local southern markets and possibly also in northern mar-

kets. For eating purposes and as a dessert fruit it is much superior

to the Rusk or the Willits citrange.
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New Limes.

In the course of the Department's experiments the lime and lemon,

which are supposed to be closely related, were several times crossed,

with qo definite aim in view other than to determine the nature of the

product that might be expected from such crosses. For similar reasons

the lime in one instance was crossed with the pomelo, the two parents

here being quite widely distinct species.

A number of the hybrids resulting from such crosses have now
fruited and are found to possess some interesting variations. Here, ;i-

in the case of certain other citrus crosses which have been described

previously, the effect of the hybridization is only shown in a compar-

atively small number of the resulting seedlings. In some crosses of

the lime with pollen of the lemon, for instance, the great majority

of the seedlings show nothing but pure lime characters. Out of 18

hybrids of West Indian lime with pollen of Sicily lemon 10 of the

seedlings showr only lime characters, while 2 show by their foliage

a true effect of the hybridization. Neither of these true hybrids has

fruited, but the majorit}T of the 16 false hybrids which show no effect

of the hybridization have fruited.

It is only within the last seven or eight years that the lime has

become an important commercial fruit, and this has resulted from the

use of limes at soda fountains, principally in making limeade. Previ-

ous to this time the lime was grown in all tropical and subtropical

countries for home consumption, and was cultivated extensively in a

fewT places for the manufacture of the commercial article known as

"linie juice." No commercial culture existed, however, in the United

States. Since limes have come to be used at the soda fountains there

has grown up a considerable demand for these fruits, and this demand
has been largely supplied from plantations in southern Florida. The
trees cultivated are mainly seedlings and of unknown qualities. Some
give large fruits, some small fruits; some are very seedy and others

are nearly seedless; some are early and others late in season. Some
markets have come to demand small fruits, and in other cases large

fruits are more in demand. Very few varieties have been introduced

and named, and there is thus little selection of varieties possible at the

present time. Under these conditions it seems desirable to have good

fruits of known qualities named, so that growers may know what they

are planting. Some of the hybrids between the West Indian lime and

Sicily lemon, which are true limes in all characters, are excellent

fruits, and, while other seedling limes can doubtless be found among
the plantations in southern Florida which are just as good as these, it

Webber, II. J., and Swingle, \V. T., Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture,

1904, pp. 226-227.
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is thought desirable to name two of them which are believed t<> p<.>

boss characters of merit.

One of the hybrids selected gives uniformly ;i smal] fruit, while the

other has a rather large fruit for a Lime, approaching the Bize of an

ordinary lemon.

THE PALMETTO LIKE.

[PLATS XX, FIGURE 1.]

Name and origin.—The smaller of the two limes referred to has

been named the Palmetto^ and is a hybrid of West Indian lime with

pollen of the Sicily lemon. The original seedling has been grown,

fruited, and tested in the Subtropical Garden at Miami, Fla. The
original hybridized lime fruit from which the seedling developed pro-

duced only three seedlings (Nos. 931-933), one of which was small and

ultimately died; both of the others have fruited and are very similar to

each other, the two being the smallest fruited limes which have thus

far been produced in the Department's experiments. No. 931 had

fruits in 1905 which had an average weight of 1.21 ounces, with an

average water displacement per fruit of 3(>.^ c. c. The fruits of No.

933, the Palmetto, in the same season had an average weight of 1.16

ounces and an average water displacement per fruit of 33.2 e. c., being

somewhat smaller than No. 931.

Description ok pruit and tree.—Fruit elliptical or nearly round, with small

apical nipple, having the form and appearance of an ordinary lime; size small, from

i| to 1 \ inches in diameter and from If to \\\ inches in height; average weight per

fruit about 1.16 ounces; average water displacement per fruit 33.2 c. c; color light

yellow, like ordinary time; surface smooth and attractive; rind very thin, less than

of an inch; segments from 8 to 10; membranes tender; axis small,
f,,

to .', inch in

diameter; pulp tender, very juicy, light greenish color, like ordinary lime; seeds few,

from 3 to (>; quality and texture excellent; flavor a sprightly acid of excellent bou-

quet; tree of spreading bushy habit, vigorous and prolific, bearing the greater part

of the fruit near the exterior; foliage, branching, and shape of tree like that of ordi-

nary lime; season of maturing, early.

The fruits of the Palmetto lime are of particularly tine appearance,

running very uniformly of about the same size. This variety will

prove especially desirable for those markets that demand a small fruit.

THE EVERGLADE LIME.

[PLATE XX, FIGURE 2.]

Name and origin.—The larger of the two limes mentioned in the

general discussion has been named the H/verglade. The original fruit

producing the. seeds, one of which gave the Everglade lime, was a

hybrid of West Indian lime with pollen of the pomelo, or grapefruit.

Of the four hybrids (Nos. 732, 733, 734, and 735) that were grown
from seeds of this fruit none showed any visible effect of the pomelo
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Fig. 1.—The Palmetto Lime.

Natural Size.

Fig. 2.—The Everglade Lime.

Natural Size.
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parent; all wore true limes in every visible character and were doubt-

less false hybrids developed from adventive embryos. Of these four

the Everglade (No. 735) produces the Largest and besl fruit, and it

also produces the largest fruits of any lime which has been tested in

the COUr86 Of the experiments.

Description of fruit and tree.— Fruit elliptical, with -at her large apical nipple,

having shape and appearance of ordinary Lime; size from U to 2 inches in diameter

and from L§ to 2$ inches in height; average weight per fruit L.6 ounces; average water

displacement per fruit 44.4 c.c. ; color Light yellow, Like ordinary Lime; surface medium
smooth with slighl depression over largest oil glands, rougher than the Palmetto;

riml thin, aboul ,',, inch; segments 8 to 11; membranes tender; axis small, about \

inch in diameter; pulp tender, very juicy, light greenish in color; seeds few, from 2

to LO, averaging usually about 5; quality and texture excellent; flavor aclear sprightly

acid of good bouquet; tree vigorous and productive, of spreading and bushy habit,

bearing fruits mainly near exterior, thus easy to pick; foliage like ordinary lime;

season of maturing, early.

The fruits of the Everglade lime run very uniform in size and are

of excellent appearance. If a large-sized lime is desired the Everglade

will be found an excellent variety.

Pineapple Hybrids.

When the writer, jointly with Mr. W. T. Swingle, took up work
in pineapple breeding no literature bearing on the methods ))y

which existing varieties had been produced could be found. The
pineapple as ordinarily cultivated is almost seedless, seeds being so

rarely produced that the great majority of growers had never seen a

seed and believed the fruit to be wholly sterile. To test the possibili-

ties of obtaining seeds, the writer in 1895 crossed 10 flowers on a fruit

of Mauritius with pollen of the Red Spanish variety. This fruit pro-

duced about 35 seeds, from which 15 seedlings were grown. These

were grown and tested Iry Mr. G. C. Matthams, at West Palm Beach,

Fla., but none of them gave desirable varieties and all were finally

discarded. In March, 1897, Mr. Swingle made a large number of

crosses between as man}7 varieties as could be obtained, and in March,

1898, the writer made a considerable number of crosses between vari-

ous desirable varieties.

When the Department's pineapple breeding experiments were
started the question of what varieties to cultivate was giving growers

considerable trouble. Man\r growers insisted that the Red Spanish

was by far the best variety, basing their conclusion on the fact of its

adaptability to open field culture, freedom from disease, and good
shipping qualities. Other growers contended that as varieties existed

that were of far better quality and flavor, the market should be edu-

cated to demand these better so-called "fancy fruits." Among the

fancy varieties that were at this time most generally cultivated, the
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Smooth Cayenne, A.baohi, Knville, Porto Rico, Green Ripley, and

Pernambuco ma\ be mentioned. The fancy Borts were grown mainly

under sheds and required more careful culture than ordinary varie-

ties to give satisfactory results. Several other varieties, such as the

Sugar Loaf and Egyptian Queen, were considered as semi-fancy and

were grown to some extent both in field Culture and under sheds.

Practically all of these varieties had some fault or faults which

rendered them more or less unsatisfactory. The Red Spanish, while

productive and hardy, bore rather too small fruits and was of poor

quality. The Smooth Cayenne, while producing a large fruit of the

highest quality on a smooth-leafed plant— a very desirable character

—

was very subject to disease, gave almost no slips and few suckers, and

did not carry well in shipment. 'The Ahachi, while producing an

excellent fruit of good size, did not ship very well, and the slips were

borne so close to the fruit that it was often injured and disfigured in

cutting or breaking it from the plant. The Porto Rico gave a large

fruit and was found to be a fairly good shipper, but the quality was

little, if in any measure, superior to the Red Spanish, and it was late

in ripening. The Enville produced a poorly shaped fruit of excellent

quality, but was a poor shipper, and was disiigured by its multiple

crown. The Mauritius produced no slips. The Egyptian Queen was

very susceptible to disease. In the Ripley the crown would drop out,

and the variety was unproductive and possessed other undesirable

characters.

It seemed that by carefully planned experiments in crossing differ-

ent varieties new sorts could be obtained, remedying some of these

defects. It was primarily desirable (1) that more smooth or entire

leafed varieties be produced, as this is an important character, and only

one variety with entire margined leaves was known to the growers;

(2) that more hardy, disease-resistant varieties be obtained; (3) that

the general quality of the fruit be improved; and (4) that better ship-

ping varieties be produced. General purpose fruits, possessing all

of these four desirable qualities in improved degree, were greatly

demanded, and the mating of the different varieties was planned to

secure some or all of these improved qualities, if possible.

In the pineapple a number of flowers are borne together in a com-

pact, solid head, and the cohesion of the fleshy ovaries and perianths

forms the fruit. Each flower normally bears both stamens and pistils.

In the writer's experiments flower heads of a certain variety were

selected on which a number of flowers were found to be open. All of

the flowers on the head do not open at the same time, and usually only

from six to eight flowers can be found open at once on a single flower

head. The pollen to be used in the crossing was obtained by cutting

off the flowers close to the fruit with small scissors. These clipped

flowers were put in small vials, labeled, and carried in the pocket until
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desired for use. A fresh supply of pollen was collected each day as

desired.

The process of crossing used by the writer was very simple. No
attempt was made to emasculate the flowers in the bud, as this would

probably disfigure or injure the development of the fruit, and it La so

seldom thai any seeds set under normal conditions thai it was consid-

ered that they must ordinarily be self-sterile. It was found on exami
nation that the dowers of the varieties worked with are normally dusted

with their own pollen, and yet no seeds set exceptvery rarely. While

self-fertilization thus might in very rare instances lead to the setting

of seed, it was clear that ordinarily there was no result. For the same
reason, the flowers or flower heads were not inclosed or bagged, as

is usually done in hybridization experiments.

In the process of crossing, the flowers, which scarcely open nor-

mally, were forced open slightly, in order to give easy access to the

pistil. Pollination was then effected by rubbing open anthers of the

desired variety over the pistil, from one to three anthers being used

on each stigma, depending on the abundance of the pollen present.

The flowers of different varieties were found to differ considerably

in their characters. In Smooth Cayenne, the anthers are large and

the pollen abundant. The pistil is long, bringing the stigma con-

siderably above the anthers. In this variety, furthermore, the

flowers protrude conspicuously from the general surface of the flower

head and it is thus easy to manipulate in crossing. In the Abachi,

the flowers protrude well and the pistil is long, as in the Smooth
Cayenne, but the pollen is not very abundant. In the Porto Rico,

the anthers are large and pollen fairly abundant; the pistil, how-
ever, is short, so that the stigma is deeply seated among the stamens

within the flower, and is difficult to reach without mutilating the

flowers. In the Pernambuco, the anthers are small and the pollen

scarce. The flowers protrude well in this variety and have long

pistils which are easy to pollinate. In the Enville, the pistil is so

short as to render pollination difficult. In White Antigua, the petals

remain tightly rolled, not opening, and the nectar is so abundant that

the pollen and the stigma are usually considerably wetted.

The fact that only a few flowers are open at the same time in a single

flower head renders it necessary that several visits on different days be

made to the same plant if it is desired to cross a very large number of

flowers in the same head. As a plant bears only one fruit and as the

fruits are valuable and are spoiled for the market by crossing, it is

desirable usually to cross a considerable number of flowers on the same
fruit rather than make the same number of crosses on several fruit-.

It is, of course, important to use only one kind of pollen on a single

fruit, as it would be difficult, though probably not impossible, to trace
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each Beed as coming from ;i certain flower. By placing only one kind

of pollen on the Bame fruit, the Individual flowers need not be marked

and no care need he exorcised in cutting the fruits, as all seeds set will

be of a certain cross.

In the experiments conducted by Mr. Swingle and the writer it was

found that different varieties crossed together apparently gave differ-

ent degrees of fertility. As illustrations of nearly sterile combina-

tions, the following may be mentioned: Of Pernambuco, Tl' flowers on

6 different fruits crossed with pollen of Porto Rico gave no seeds,

while the reciprocal cross, 39 flowers of Porto Rico on different

fruits crossed with pollen of Pernambuco, gave only one seed, which

did not germinate; 50 flowers of Smooth Cayenne crossed with pollen

of Porto Rico gave only 2 seeds, while the reciprocal cross, 134 flowers

on 9 fruits of Porto Rico crossed with Smooth Cayenne, gave 212

seeds, all hut 2 being borne in the same fruit. As illustrations of the

most fertile crosses, the following may he cited: Of Green Ripley,

1*8 flowers on 3 fruits crossed with Smooth Cayenne pollen gave 515

seeds, and 26 flowers of Enville on 3 fruits crossed with Smooth Cayenne

pollen gave 512 seeds.

The variability in the results obtained by crossing is shown by the

following instances: In 1897 Mr. Swingle crossed 85 flowers on 4 fruits

of Porto Rico with pollen of Smooth Cayenne and secured 212 seeds.

In 1898 the writer crossed 49 flowers of Porto Rico with pollen of

Smooth Cayenne and got no seeds. In crosses of Abachi with pollen

of Smooth Cayenne in 1897, Mr. Swingle crossed 23 flowers on 2 fruits

and no seeds were produced. In 1898 the writer crossed 57 flowers of

the same combination on 5 fruits without result, but in the same year

•AO other crossed flowers on 3 fruits gave 56 seeds.

To determine whether seeds would be set by self-fertilization, the

following experiments were made:

Pernambuco self-pollinated by pollen from Bame flower:

8 flowery on one fruit gave seeds.

10 flowers on one fruit gave seeds.

10 flowers on one fruit gave seeds.

10 flowers on one fruit gave 1 seed.

6 flowTers on one fruit gave 3 good seeds.

Porto Rico self-pollinated by pollen from same flower:

8 flowers on one fruit gave seeds.

Abachi self-pollinated by pollen from same flower:

17 flowers on one fruit gave seeds.

These experiments indicate that wdiile ordinarily the fruits are sterile

when self -pollinated, occasionally seeds may set by self-pollination if

the pollen is carefully applied at the right time. From an examina-

tion of the flowers of various varieties the writer concluded that the

stigma almost invariably became self-pollinated to a greater or less

extent, at least when the flowers began to wither. The pollen, how-
ever, may normally reach the stigma too late to insure any action.
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rhe experiments were not sufficiently extensive t<> determine the

e of self Bterility. It will be noticed ih.it the crosses of Pernam-

w it li Porto Rico previously mentioned gave no seeds in 72 crossed

. while ll self fertilized Pernambuco flowers gave I seeds.

The In brid Beed obtained in the course of the crossing experiments

planted in b greenhouse al Washington, D. C, and the young

rid plants were grown until they readied the size of 6 or s inches

ii height, when thej were shipped to Miami, Fla., and planted in the

Department's Subtropical Garden at thai place, where they have been

n and fruited. The first -eed.-were planted in the Miniiner of

L897, and the seedlings grown from these seeds gave their first fruits

n L901, A considerable number of them fruited that year, which

jhowa that only four years are required ordinarily for seedling plants

reach the fruiting stage. The writer has seen it stated that eight

rears are required, hut this is certainly erroneous when plant- are

>roperly handled.

A noteworthy character of these hybrids is their exceptionally good
piality. Ainone; those who have been testing the fruits regularly,

hi- uniformity in tine flavor has become proverbial. Many times the

>e-t varieties and best fruits to be found on the Washington markets

ia\e been tested in comparison with various hybrids, and in every case

ome of the hybrids were far superior to the other pineapples in flavor.

rhis very general good flavor and quality of the hybrids would suggest

hat the pineapple varieties now grown have been propagated by slips

.nd suckers bo long without the intervention of seed propagation that

hey have deteriorated to some extent. It ma}- be that a return to

eed propagation is occasionally necessary to maintain the highest

[iiality.

The different hybrid- under test by the Department have all fruited

t lea-t once, and three clonal generations of fruit have been grown
rom -<>me of them. Many have been discarded as worthless, and

ither- require to be further tested. A few have been selected as

worthy of propagation, and five of these are described in this paper.

THE .MIAMI PINEAPPLE.

[PLATE XIX. FIGURE 2, AND PLATE XXI.]

One of the most promising fruits secured in the course of the De-

partment's experiments is No. L6, which is a hybrid of Enville with

lollen of Smooth ('avenue. Thi- fruit ha- been named the Miami.

n general appearance the fruit somewhat resembles the Smooth Gay-

nne. but differs in color, shape, and flavor. The leaves are smooth

>r entire margined, like that variety. No influence of the female

Kirent can be detected, unle— it be in the flavor, which is believed to

>e superior to that of the Smooth ('avenue. The firs! fruit of this
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variety was produced in L901. The next fruits were produce. I in L904,

ami in L905 a considerable number were Beoured. The cross was made
in the spring of i s i>7 by Mr. Swingle. Following is ft technical

description of this variety

:

Dbbcbiptiom of i'i.ant wi» i ui [T.— Plant of medium to large Bize, spreading;

Leaves mainly broad, recurved, rigid, with spineless straight margins; color of lea

green or light green, usually w itli a distinct purplish-red centra] stripe from j inch to

1 1 inches wide; crown of medium or small size, 3 to 8 inches high, with spread of

from 4 to 7 inches, mainly single, sometimes multiple; appearance excellent; fruit

medium size, weighing usually from 3 to I pounds, oblong or slightly ovate; heighl

5 to 7 inches; diameter usually 4 to 5 inches; color reddish orange, by Ridgwa

standards between orange-rufous and rufous. Borne fruits being cadmium orange;

surface fairly smooth and attractive; eyes flat, rather large, 1 to \\ inches wide !.

to 1 inch high, with markedly rugose surface; eye bracts comparatively small, not

conspicuous, with smooth or somewhat serrate margins; eye pits moderately shallow ;

flesh juicy, medium solid, yellow, attractive in appearance; flavor subacid, rich;

texture tender, somewhat stringy; axis .V to jj inch in diameter, mainly rather

tough and woody, but little flavor. Productive, giving from 4 to or more slips and

1 or 2 suckers. A pparently fairly resistant to disease and a good shipper. Time

of ripening midseason, mainly from about June 10 to July 10.

The Miami is a beautiful, highly colored fruit, of excellent propor-

tions and shape. The crown is usually of small size and single, but

occasionally a multiple crown is produced. The e}res are flat and very

little protruded, but the ribbed, rugose character of the e}res, which

is quite marked in some specimens, may give the fruit a somewhat

roughened appearance. This, however, in no way detracts from the

good appearance of the fruit, but rather serves to distinguish it from

other varieties. The flesh is somewhat open, very juicy and tender,

and of a good, rich yellow color. In flavor it is a rich subacid, rather

sweet, but not flat. The fruits which have been shipped from Miami

to Washington for testing have almost invariably been received in

good condition, showing almost no rotting; thus they apparently carry

well in shipment. The variety is believed to possess special merit for

general culture.

THE SEMINOLE PINEArPLE.

[PLATE XXII, FIGURE 1.]

One of the best pineapples in size, shape, quality, and general

appearance which have appeared in the course of the Department's

experiments is hybrid No. 33, a cross of Green Ripley with pollen of

Smooth Cayenne. For this variety the writer proposes the name
Si in i hole. In general, the fruit of the Seminole resembles the Green

Ripley more closely than the Smooth Cayenne, but differs considerably

from either of these varieties. The leaves are entire-margined, like

the Smooth Cayenne, or at most have but a few small serrations at

the apex. The cross which resulted in the Seminole was made by Mr.

Swingle in the spring of 1897, and the first fruit was produced in
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L901. in £902 one fruit matured, and in succeeding years a consider-

able Dumber of fruits were produced and tested. Following is a

technical description of the variety:

Description of plant and fruit. -Plant medium t<> large in size, spreading;

leavee dark green, in general comparatively narrow, recurved, rigid, entire-margined

or will) ii'w spines al apex, usually with an indistinct purplish central band about I

to 1 1 inches wide; margin Bomewhat undulate or nearly straight; Eruil of excellent

appearance, medium size, weighing ordinarily from 2\ to 3| pounds, oblong ellip-

tical, heighl from b\ t<> 7 inches, diameter from 4j| to \\ inches; color, in general,

bright orange yellow; by Ridgway's standards tic eyes are ochraceous to orange-

ochraceous, and the bases of the eye bracts show a flush of rufous; surface smooth;

eyes of medium size, not very much protruded; eye bracts medium to large in size,

mainly with slightly serrate margins; aroma rather light, but pleasant; flesh yellow,

attractive, BOlid; eye pits shallow; texture crisp and tender, in some fruits slightly

Btringy; quality excellent; flavor a rich sweet subacid, very attractive; axisof medium
size, .'. to

I inch in diameter, rather tough, but edible in some fruits; crown single, of

good appearance, medium size, about 7 to 8 inches high, with a spread of from 6 to

7 inches; slips from 2 to 8; suckers 1 or 2. Season mainly June and July.

The Seminole pineapple is particularly noteworthy for its good

quality. Practically all of those who have tested the fruit have pro-

nounced it of excellent quality. It has a distinctive flavor which is very

attractive. It is of good shape, full at the apex and base, ripens

evenly, and has a good attractive color and surface. In season of

maturing it has thus far been quite variable, many of the fruits ripen-

ing in the autumn—in October and November. The general good
qualities of the Seminole, coupled with its smooth leaves, make it a

desirable new sort.

THE EDEN PINEAPPLE.

[PLATE XXII, FIGURE 2.]

In the general discussion of pineapple hybrids the high quality of

the hybrid fruits in general was mentioned. Hybrid No. 91, which has

been named the Eden, is believed to be superior in flavor to any pine-

apple on the market.

The Eden is a hybrid of Enville with pollen of Porto Rico. In the

series of 84 hybrids of this combination, which resulted from a cross

made by Mr. Swingle in the spring of 1901, the great majority resem-

ble the Enville in their principal characters. The majority are conical

in shape, have small, protruding eyes, and are white-fleshed. All of

them are also exceptionally good in flavor, resembling the Enville,

though very variable in this regard and in size of fruit, crown, length

* \ e bracts, etc. Three or four fruits have large eyes, like the Porto
Rico, but none of these has thus far exhibited promising characters.

No. 90 of this series has been pronounced by all who have tasted it as

the highest and best flavored pineapple they have ever eaten. The
fruit of this number, however, seldom weighs more than from 1 to 2

pound-, and the crown is exceptionally large, reaching a height of 18
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to 20 inches, thus rendering the fruit unsalable. No. *.M, the Eden, b

almost the same high Savor as No. 90, and has a larger, better shaped
fruit, with smaller crown, and is apparently :t better keeper. The
Eden has many objectionable characters, and it is only its exception-

ally high quality that justifies its being named and distributed. It is

believed, however, that many growers will desire to cultivate a few

plants for their home use, and possibly for a special trade, even it' the

variety should prove unsatisfactory for general commercial cultivation.

Following is a technical description of the Eden pineapple:

Description of plant \m> kkuit.—Plant medium to large, mainly spreading;

Leaves broad, recurved, rigid, dark green in color, and usually with a distinct central

purplish stripe about l
1

, inches in width; margin serrate or spiny, straight or some-
what undulate; crown of medium to large size, mainly single, but sometimes com-
pound; average crown about 8 inches high, with a spread of from 5 to 8 inches,

appearance in general symmetrical in relation with fruit; leaves of crown serrate, fn <\n

6 to 9 inches in length and from £ inch to 1\ inches in width; fruit of medium size,

usually weighing from 3 to 4j pounds, conical to oblong in shape, height from •"> to

10 inches, diameter from 3j to 5| inches; color of fruit rather light lemon yellow; by
Ridgway's standards fruits have been found to vary from deep chrome to Indian

yellow and gallstone yellow, the base of the eye bracts frequently having a tinge of

coral red; surface of fruits rough; aroma usually light, but in some fruits rich and
strong, eyes small, similar to Enville in shape, and considerably protruded; eye
bracts of medium or small size, with serrate margins; general quality of fruit excel-

lent; texture very tender and brittle; flavor a rich, sweet subacid, very attractive;

flesh white, rather open; eye pits of medium depth; axis large, from f inch to 1}

inches in diameter, comparatively tender and brittle, in most fruits being of fair

flavor and edible; slips numerous, usually from 4 to 10; suckers 1 or 2. Shipping

quality good; season of ripening mainly from June 15 to July 15.

The Eden is similar in shape to the Enville and derives most of its

characters from that parent. It resembles the Enville in shape, form,

and size of eyes and color of flesh; but differs from it in having a

single crown and being of superior flavor and possibly better shipping

quality. Judging from the handling of the experimental fruits, it

would seem to be a fair shipper, but this character requires further

testing. The conical shape of this fruit is not desirable from the

grower's standpoint, as it is frequently too long to pack well. The
crown in some fruits is small and in others it is too large. To reduce

the crown to the right size, slips and suckers for reproduction should

be taken only from those plants having good crowns. The protruding

eyes give the fruit a rather too rough surface, but in the protruding

eye the eye pits do not extend so deep into the edible flesh, and there

is less waste in peeling, so that this character should thus not be con-

sidered as wholly detrimental. The slips are frequently borne rather

too close to the fruit, so that the fruit is injured in removing it

from the plant.

With all its bad qualities the flavor of the fruit is so superior that

it is believed to be worthy of cultivation.
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THE MATTHAMS PINEAPPLE,

[PLATE XXIII, FIGURE L.]

This fruit, hybrid No. LOO (Green Ripley, female, crossed with

Smooth Cayenne, male parent), developed from a cross made in the

pinery of Mr. (J. C. Matthams, of West Palm Beach, Fla. Mr. ftlat-

thams has been very active in pushing the development of the pine-

apple industry and has been of great service in connection with the

pineapple experiments of the Department. The writer, with the

approval of the Secretary, has given the name Matthams to this variety.

In shape, size, appearance, and adaptability to general culture the

Matthams is one of the best hybrids that has been produced in the

course of the Department's experiments. The cross was made by Mr.

Swingle in 1897, and the first fruit was produced in 1902. The variety

is very prolific, and a number of fruits have been produced in each

succeeding year. Following is a technical description of the variety:

Description of plant and fruit.—Plant of medium size, spreading or somewhat

compact, dark green; leaves rather broad, recurved, rigid, with indistinct central

purplish band above, about 1\ inches wide and cross-banded below with alternate

light and dark green stripes; margin straight or somewhat undulate, serrate, with

rather distant reddish-tipped spines; crown mainly single, of medium size and excel-

lent appearance, 4 to 9 inches high, with spread of from 3 to 8 inches, width of crown

leaves from % to 1\ inches; fruit of excellent appearance and medium size, weighing

usually from 2 to 5 pounds, oblong, 5 to 8 inches in height and from 3| to 5 inches

in diameter; color, in general, orange yellow, by Ridgway's standards orange-

ochraceous to cadmium yellow; surface smooth, even, and attractive in appearance;

aroma light in some fruits, in others very rich and attractive; eyes medium in size,

I to 1 inch by f to 1 inch, flat or but very slightly protruded; eye bracts of medium
size with serrate margins; general quality of fruit excellent, very juicy; texture

tender and brittle, very slightly stringy in some fruits; flavor a sweet subacid, very

pleasant; flesh orange yellow, attractive in appearance, solid; eye pits of medium
depth; axis £ to 1 inch in diameter, rather tough and with little flavor; slips from 2

to 6, suckers from 1 to 4. Season, June and July.

The Matthams, taken in all characters, is an excellent fruit. It is

usually well proportioned, having a good crown to fit the fruit, and
in general is about the size most preferred by growers. The surface

is very smooth, and }
ret the eye pits are fairly shallow. In eating this

fruit out of hand one uses the flesh well up to the rind, and the fruit

peels economicalljr
. The flesh is solid, and this, with the shallow eye

pits, would indicate that the fruit should be a good canning variety.

It is ordinarily sweet enough, so that, it is believed, little or no sugar

would be necessary in canning it.

In some cases the surface is somewhat cracked, but this has never

been so serious as to disfigure the fruit. In flavor this fruit is excel-

lent, being very rich and sweet. It may possibly l>e too sweet for

some. The tender, brittle flesh renders it very attractive as an eat-

ing fruit. In some fruits the axis or core is tender and edible; in

others it is rather too tough to be eaten. It would seem to be a good

3 a 1905 19
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shipper, as it has almost invariably stood the shipment from Florida

to Washington without injury; and I times ;i fruit baa been

retained in a warm room for morn than two weeks after it- receipt

without suffering serious damage. It is believed that this variety will

prove satisfactory for general commercial culture.

THE GALE PINEAPPLE.

[PI.\ PB XXni, FIGURE 2.]

This pineapple, hybrid No. 183 (Green Ripley crossed with pollen of

Smooth Cayenne), is named the Gale in honor of Prof. Elbridge Gale,

of Mangonia, Ma., formerly professor of horticulture in the Kansas

Agricultural College. Professor Galehas for many years been actively

identified with the development of tropical fruit interests in southern

Florida, and has been of great service to the Department of Agri-

culture and the fruit growers of Florida by his preservation and dis-

tribution, without special pecuniary gain to himself, of the Mulgoba

mango, introduced by the Department.

The seedling of the Gale pineapple fruited first in 1902, and in the

season of 1905 gave several very fine specimens. In appearance the

fruit is one of the finest which the writer has ever examined. A
technical description follows:

Description of plant and fruit.—Plant medium to large, spreading; leaves broad,

erect, or somewhat recurved, rigid; color light green, with indistinct purplish central

hand from 1 to 1\ inches in width; margins more or less undulate, smooth, or with

very few small spines at apex; crown of medium size, 6 to 10 inches in height, and

with spread of from 5 to 8 inches, of excellent shape and appearance, largest crown

Leaves from 6 to 10 inches in length and from fto 1 inch wide, with smooth margins;

fruit of excellent appearance, medium size, weighing from 2:|- to 3 pounds, oblong

elliptical, 4 to 4f inches in diameter and 5 to 6h inches in height; color of fruit light

orange, with Hush of red on base of eye bracts. The color of the eyes of various fruits

is recorded, using Ridgway's standards, as orange-ochraceoiiH, deep chrome, and cad-

mium yellow, while the color of the eye bracts is recorded as coral red and cadmium
orange. Eyes of medium size, £ by } inch, flat, giving smooth surface; eye bracts of

medium to small size, with smooth margins, usually of reddish color; flesh solid,

juicy, of yellowish color; texture tender, somewhat tibrous; flavor a rich, sprightly

acid; core small, g to k inch in diameter, tough, and with little flavor; eye pits moder-

ately shallow; aroma light but pleasant; general appearance and quality excellent;

slips from 2 to 3, suckers from 1 to 2. Season, June and July.

The Gale pineapple produces a very handsome, highly colored fruit,

with smooth surface and well-proportioned crown. The light-orange

color of the eyes, combined with the reddish color of the eye bracts,

makes it one of the most attractive appearing varieties known. Its

rather fibrous flesh and tough core are against it, but these poor char-

acters are overbalanced by its good qualities. It is apparently a good
shipper, and ripens evenly from bottom to top. In flavor the fruits

tested have all been very excellent, rich, and sweet, and not lacking in

characteristic bouquet. It is believed to be one of the most promising
fruits yet tested.



THE BUSINESS OF SEED AND PLANT INTRODUCTION
AND DISTRIBUTION.

By A. J. Putters,

Botanist in Charge of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Bureau of Plant

Industry*

INTRODUCTION.

In 1839 Congress appropriated $1,000 to be used by the Commis-

sioner of Patents in collecting- agricultural statistics and for the pur-

chase of seeds of new and rare varieties of plants. This was the first

appropriation providing for a work which during the fiscal year

1906 requires an appropriation of $290,000. But before such specific

help as that referred to was granted to this work the distribution of

seeds had been considered of great importance. In a letter dated

January 22, 1839, the Commissioner of Patents referred to the intro-

duction of Baden corn as having increased the Mississippi corn crop

1 > \ 50 per cent, and also stated that varieties of wheat were distributed

and tested in 1838. During the early days of the settlement of this

country there was of course much miscellaneous private introduction,

but in 1770 Benjamin Franklin, as the agent of Pennsylvania, sent

home for distribution seeds and mulberry cuttings, and during the

administration of John Quincy Adams consuls of the United States

were instructed to forward rare plants and seeds to the Department
of State for distribution. The amounts annually appropriated since

1839 have varied widely; and, so far as can be learned, in but few

instances has the whole appropriation been expended.

Between the years 1839 and 1880 a number of important new crops

were introduced—sorghum, Kafir corn, wheats, and sugar canes; but

meanwhile the distribution of vegetable and flower seeds became a

more prominent feature, and by 1890 nearly all the seeds distributed

were of this class.

With the increase in the number of packages annually assigned to

Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress, it became

increasingly difficult to obtain seeds of new varieties in sufficient quan-

tities, and to a greater and greater extent those of standard varieties

were substituted. The introduction of new and improved varieties as

an important feature of the distribution work was never wholly lost

si^ht of, however, and in 1898 received distinct recognition in that

291
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i ngress ide the .sum of $20,000 to be used for securing from

abroad varieties that might be adapted to our conditions. This action

brought tlit- work hack to the original purpose, namely, the introduc-

tion and testing of new things to be afterwards more widely distributed

if found valuable.

For a few years the two branches of tliis service worked under sepa-

rate administrations, but in 1902, tin- Bureau of Plant Industry having

been formed, the writer was placed in charge of hoth branches and he

has since carried on the work under the direction of the Chief of the

Bureau.

SEED AM) PLANT INTRODUCTION.

The wTork of seed and plant introduction, begun before there was a

Department of Agriculture and carried on now for sixty-live years,

has to its credit the introduction of some of our most important crops,

the annual value of which it would be difficult to estimate.

OKJECTS OF THE WORK.

The question we are often asked and which we shall try to answer

here is, " What is the object of this business?"

The object of this branch of the Department is to find new crops

and to introduce them to the notice of the American farmer, business

man, and consumer. There is always room for something better, and

in many sections there is a crying need for anything that will grow

and out of which the cultivator can make money. There are plenty

of good things known in one section of the country that ought to be

known in others, and even in the older sections of our country changed

conditions call for new crops—crops that will fit into the rotation and

keep the ground occupied, crops that will come on at a time when
there is no other work, or crops that will make heavy expenditures

for nitrogenous fertilizers unnecessary. The object of this business,

therefore, is to help the agriculture and horticulture of the country

wherever a need is felt for new crops or for new varieties of old crops.

Moreover, an important feature of the wrork is to learn which crops

already standard in this country may be extended to parts of the United

States where their value is not at present appreciated. Such work is

being done in the extension of alfalfa culture in the eastern United

States. Explorers are also sent to every part of the habitable globe

to bring home the best seeds and plants.

In all parts of the countiw there is need of something. On the

Atlantic seaboard the abandoned rice fields are waiting to have their

fertility utilized by some crop that will pay; in the fruit-growing sec-

tions north, south, east, and west, the growers want the ideal cover

crop; tobacco growers everywhere need a soil improver that can fol-

low tobacco the same season and will cover the ground during the win-

ter; the home makers in the Northeast and in the Northwest want
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better trees, especially evergreens for wind-breaks and ornament; the

florist desires a healthy Easter lily; the southern farmer is in need of

better cottons, disease-resistant cottons, and better com; Florida wants

new fancy fruits that will bring high prices to pay for the high

of production, besides crops that can be grown cheaply and will pay

for the trouble; the Northwest needs, among other things, hardy

alfalfa and grains to resist drought, and rust; the Southwest wants

crops that will resist drought and alkali; everywhere, indeed, there is

need of some crop adapted to special conditions of soil, of climate, or

oi' market.

The object of this business is to till these various needs by intro-

ducing new and improved crops to the American cultivator.

DOES IT PAY?

The old records of seed distribution are not as complete as might be

desired, but a study of some of the important crops introduced since the

first appropriation in 1839 and a conservative estimate of the present

annual value of some of them have given the following interesting

results. The estimates are little more than guesses, and probably

much below the actual annual value of the crops.

Sorghum.—Introduced from China and France, 1864(?). Cost of

introduction, about $2,000. At present grow^n throughout the United

States. The annual value of the crop is at least $40,000,000.

Kafir corn.—Introduced at a cost of probably not more than

$5,000. The annual value of this crop, which is largely grown in the

semiarid Southwest, exceeds $15,000,000.

Durum wheat.—Cost of introduction, not more than $10,000. At
present durum wheat is the chief dependence for a crop on more than

500,000 acres of land too dry to grow other wheats. The cultivation

of this wheat is extending every year. The present value of the crop

is about $10,000,000 annually.

Japanese Kiushu rice.—Cost of introduction, about $18,000. The
introduction of this variety has resulted in a large increase in the rice

crop and has been an important factor in the phenomenal growth of

the rice industry in Texas and Louisiana. Since the introduction of

Japanese rice the area devoted to this crop has increased from

210,396 acres in 1899 to a total of 610,700 acres in 1901, raising the

value of the land in the coast sections of Louisiana and Texas from

between $1 and $2.50 per acre to from $35 to $50 per acre, and the

output of cleaned rice has been increased from 179,919,293 pounds in

• to 548,880,600 pounds in 1904. If one-half of this increase has

been due to the above introduction the annual value of this is nearly

$3,000,000.
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Swedish oats, CobI of introduction, about 15,000. The
annual value of the increased crops produced by this variety in W
oonsin alone has been estimated at $1,000,000.

Exoelsiob White Sghoneh oats. -Introduced in lSbs. The -

of this introduction is not ascertainable, but it was probably not in

,000 for the variety. Hon. William (f. Le Due, then Com-
missioner of Agriculture, writing in L879, says:

The Increased production per acre by the Excelsior White Schonen oats some yi

since was 2.5 bushels per acre, and a like increase is reported from a distribution "t'

the Board-of-Trade oats in the northern and the Rustproof in the southern part of

the country during the east two years. But the average increased yield fairly attrib-

utable in like period to improved varieties of seed would amount to 40,000,000

bushels, now worth $15,000,000.

Chevalier barley.—Distributed by the Department about 1871.

Cost of introduction not ascertainable, but probably about $1,000. At
present this is one of the standard varieties in the United States, the

crop being worth many millions of dollars. This barley has also been

extremely useful as one of the parents of some hybrids at present

more valuable than the parent variety.

FtiLTZ wheat. —Introduced by the Department in 1871. Cost of

introduction not ascertainable, but probably small. This is still one

of the standard varieties in the East, and the value of the crop, at a

low estimate, amounts to millions of dollars annually.

Washington Navel orange.—The original cost of this introduction

was probably insignificant, but the value of the California crop alone

for the past year was *S, 000,000, f. o. b. cars in California.

The cost of all seed and plant introduction and distribution work

from 1852 to 1905, inclusive, has been $4,477,402. The estimated

a/nnn ilvalue to-day of a few of the varieties introduced by the Depart-

ment is certainly far in excess of $100,000,000.

But the justification for this work may be found not alone in what

has been done, but in the prospective value of crops and varieties, if

we can find and introduce the kinds that are clearly needed. The crop

of flaxseed in North Dakota alone is worth nearly $17, 000,000 annually,

and the presence of wilt disease is a serious menace to this crop. If

seed of a wilt-resistant variety can be secured and distributed, flax may
again be grown on thousands of acres now said to be "flax sick." This

will mean that the tow mills which have been recently established in

North Dakota for handling liber from the general seed crop, but which

have been forced to close because the haul became too long to make
their business profitable, may again open.

The loss of cotton in a few counties in the South from wilt disease

alone amounts to half a million dollars annually, all of which may be

prevented by the introduction of a wilt-resistant variety.
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The tobacco growers of Connecticut expend large sums for nitrog-

enous fertilizers. If they can use a vetch that will leave nitrogen in

the soil, it will easily save them $10 per acre on 30,000 acres, or a total

of $300,000 annually.

This country imports dates to the value of $600,000 annually. Why
should we not establish the industry in our own hot deserts and keep

the money at home? Japanese straw matting can he, woven by power
Looms, hut tin 1 raw material is not at present produced here. The
annual value of this crop to the farmer will be, if established, at least

$2,000,000. In every portion of the United States there is need of

some prolitable crop to add to those already grown. It is the busi-

ness of the Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution to

till these needs, and the tilling of them seems well worth while.

WHAT IS BEING DONE, AND HOW.

The Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution is

endeavoring to assist in the upbuilding of new plant industries wher-

ever opportunities offer. Many of the best of these opportunities are

opened up by discoveries made by experts employed by the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, and one important line of the work consists in

cooperating with the other offices of the Department.

This Office stands distinctly for cooperation, because it is believed

the work can best be done in that way. There are more than fifty

men in the Bureau of Plant Industry alone who are almost constantly

in the field and in touch with the needs and opportunities existing.

These men can and do look out for any good new things or for a

chance to take up a profitable line of work. Many of them are study-

ing farm practice, and in the course of their work note where a new
crop would fit in well. In such cases arrangements are made through
these men for a test of that crop to determine whether it will succeed.

If it does succeed, enough seed is distributed to give those interested

a -tart with the crop. Such cooperation is helpful all around. The
student of farm practice has furnished the idea, and tills Office has

t'^ted it, or, rather, has helped the farmer to test it.

Cotton and tobacco.—All the work done on these standard crops

is in cooperation with the Department experts. A few years ago one

of them demonstrated that some cotton plants were resistant to the

wilt disease. The control of the disease therefore evidently lay

along the line of using resistant varieties. Every year since that time

this Office has distributed 200 bushels of wilt-resistant seed and has

contracted for a small acreage planted to new varieties which are also

n -istant, and these new sorts will be introduced as soon as ready.

The expert who understands cotton and cotton diseases supervises

the work, and this Office grows the seed and distributes it, in like
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manner oooperating in the introduction of other new varieties of

cotton. As new varieties of merit are found seed is bought and dis-

tributed, and contracts arc made for an . of Such new varr

are --till in process of selection.

In the course of selection work on tobacco it w;i> shown that

improved types may readily be secured by selecting individual plants

for seed bearers. When this was once shown, arrangements were

made to have our tobacco seed secured in this way, and in the sum-

mer of 1905 the tobacco experts visited the chief tobacco centers and

personally selected the seed parents for this work.

GRAINS.—The most important cooperative enterprise now being

carried on is the introduction of cereals. This work is all done

through the Ce realist of the Bureau and covers the introduction of

durum wheat, hardy winter wheats, oats, barleys, and the Russian or

proso millets. While the work affects more or less the entire United

States, by far the most attention has been given to grains for the arid

and semiarid regions extending from North Dakota to Texas and for

the high altitudes of the Rock}- Mountains.

New citrus fruits.—After years of effort Dr. H. J. Webber pro-

duced three new citrus varieties, which appear to be worthy of wide

distribution. If they succeed, they will add materially to the citrus

varieties in cultivation, and it has been the duty of this Office to dis-

tribute them. During the past two years, therefore, contracts have

been made for thousands of these trees, which have been sent wher-

ever it was thought they would be of value.

Miscellaneous introduction work.—In numerous other ways this

Office cooperates to test or to establish new crops. In 1904 more than

10,000 bushels of seed of early varieties of cotton were sent to Texas to

aid in fighting the boll weevil. Tubers of 98 varieties of potatoes

were purchased, with the object of selecting a disease- resistant sort.

Ten acres of watermelons of a strain being bred to wilt resistance were

contracted for. One of the Bureau experts is being aided to inaugu-

rate an extensive series of tests to find out what kind of alfalfa seed

should be used in various parts of the United States. This Office

lias cooperated with the Bureau of Chemistiw to find out whether

cassava can be made a more profitable crop in Florida. It is helping

the Drug Plant Laboratory to demonstrate that two valuable plant

products—camphor and morphine—can be successfully produced in

this country, and when the demonstration has been made it will take

up the wide distribution of the seeds and plants. This Office is also

assisting the Subtropical Laboratory to introduce the culture of the

vanilla beau and the mango and other tropical fruits. These are some
of the minor ways in which cooperation is being carried on in work
having for its object the establishment of new plant industries or the

introduction of better varieties. There are many more of these little
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projects that might be mentioned. New ones come up all the time,

and a careful hearing is always given to plans that promise to pay.

Jn these ways the Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribu-

tion can put before the people the results of some of the best work of

the Department, much of which would otherwise not be so widely

known.
FOREIGN EXPLORATIONS.

This line of work was actively inaugurated in 1897, when the Secre-

tary of Agriculture sent Prof. N. E. Hansen to Turkestan to obtain

seed of the hardy alfalfa growing there. For several years this work

was conducted by the Section of Foreign Seed and Plant Introduction,

and is now an important line of activity in the business of introducing

new seeds and plants. Many of our best crops have come from foreign

parts, and there are, without any doubt, man}r other choice varieties

waiting to be recognized and introduced. As the title indicates, it is

the business of this branch of the work to explore foreign countries

and to find out what can be brought to America and made to pay here.

Specific expeditions are undertaken in order to secure one or more

important crops the existence of which is known and the introduction

of which is thought to be desirable and possible. Of course the

explorer would be a poor one, indeed, who did not keep his eyes open

for any other good things the countiy visited might afford. Such expe-

ditions usually have their origin in the studies of Department experts,

who show that climatic conditions in some part of the United States

are similar to those in certain countries abroad, where profitable crops

not now produced in the United States are grown. It may be found

that such products are now imported, either raw or manufactured, to

the value of millions of dollars annually, and it is then evident that it

would pay to introduce these cultures, especially if they can be grown

on land not now profitably occupied. A careful study of the condi-

tions is made and a competent man is sent abroad with instructions to

bring back seeds or plants of the desired sorts in quantity, and also to

report on the methods of handling the crop.

Prof. N. E. Hansen in 1897 went to Turkestan in search of hardy

alfalfa, and he brought back, besides this, seeds and plants of many
other kinds. Dr. S. A. Knapp went twice to the Orient in search of

better varieties of rice and brought back the Kiushu rice, which has

given such an impetus to rice culture in the South. Mr. E. A. Bessey

went to Turkestan and Russia to secure a new supply of Turkestan

alfalfa, and he also secured valuable grains and other seeds. Mr. W. T.

Swingle sent from Smyrna the insect required for fertilizing the fig, and

also secured in Africa a large consignment of valuable varieties of date

palms. Mr. M. A. Carleton on two expeditions secured the varieties

of durum and other wheats which are proving such important factors

in the semiarid regions of the West. Mr. D. G. Fairchild, at present
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in charge of this branch of tin- work, has traveled extensively both I

the Department and with Mr. Barbour Lathrop, who has sent man] of

our recent introductions. Messrs. T. II. Kearney and T. II. Means
made most valuable observations on plants grown under irrigation in

the Nile Valley, and Mr. Kearney later secured tin Largest single

shipment of date palms yet brought over. Others have searched for

plants in Mexico, Central America, China, and Africa, and a special

explorer is now working in north China and Manchuria, in which

regions it is hoped to secure hardy fruits and field crops.

As seeds and plants are brought in by the various explorers they

are numbered and full records are made of their source, character, and

expected possibilities. They are then distributed for testing- or are

placed in the Department gardens or greenhouses for propagation.

When these seeds and plants are received they go into the hands of

the men in charge of the various crop lines, and the responsibility of

those in charge of the foreign explorations then ceases.

TESTING GARDENS AND PROPAGATING IIOUSES.

The testing gardens and propagating houses are two indispensable

accessories to the successful prosecution of this work. (See PI.

XXIV, tig. 2.) Man}r of the introductions that finally proved to be

among the best things discovered came in small quantities—a handful

of seeds, a few buds or scions, for which stocks must be on hand, or a

Wardian case of potted plants. (PI. XXIV, fig. 1.) Unfortunately,

our greenhouse space is limited, and most of our work has to be done

in the outdoor gardens.

There are two principal gardens, besides many smaller stations,

where tests of grains or forage crops are being made for local condi-

tions, and three date-palm gardens.

The home testing garden is at the Arlington Farm, where extensive

annual tests are made and where plants that are believed to be hardy

in the climate of Washington, D. C, are placed for testing and obser-

vation. The most important of all the introduction gardens, howe^ *,

is at Chico, Cal., where a plant-introduction garden has been estab-

lished to nurse, test, propagate, and produce new and choice varieties

adapted to mild, temperate conditions. The climate of this place,

while not suitable for tender subtropicals, is adapted to the orange or

any plant equall}T hardy. There seeds are planted in quantities, and

thousands of seedlings are raised of those cultures for the introduction

of which special efforts are being made. The garden covers 80 acres,

mostly choice land, and, though only one year has passed since the

work was begun, already many thousands of plants are ready for

stocks or for distribution. Here have been established collections of

useful plants, so that in time there may be opportunities to breed new
varieties of value to the whole country.
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Fig. 1.—Wardian Case of Potted Plants as Received from Abroad by the
Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and Distribution.

Fig. 2.—Mango House of the Office of Seed and Plant Introduction and
Distribution.
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The introduction of date-palm culture is, because of the nature of

the tree, a task of unusual difficulty, being at the same time one

of unusual Importance for those regions adapted t<> this fruit. It was

necessary, therefore, to bring together a collection of varieties in

special gardens where they could be cared for, studied, and propa-

gated. The first garden was established at Tempe, Ariz., in coopera-

tion with tin 4 Arizona experiment station, and in it are now 930 (ices

o( more than 125 varieties. Later a tract of 15 acres was secured at

Mecca, Gal., in cooperation with the California experiment station, and

on this there are 7:U trees of more than 100 varieties. During the

past season a third garden has been planted at Yuma, Ariz., and here

the work is carried on in cooperation with the Arizona experiment

station. These gardens are equipped with fumigation houses, because

it is important that no insect pests should be introduced with the

palms from foreign countries. Here and there, where special condi-

tions existed, young trees were sent to private growers, but the right

to control the oli'shoots was reserved. Later the introduction gardens

and the earlier distributions will serve as sources of supply from

which young plants may be sent to those who wish to go into the

business of raising date palms.

SMALLER TESTING STATIONS.

Besides the work carried on at the main testing stations, introduc-

tions are tested at special stations in Pullman,Wash. ; San Antonio, Tex.,

and Chillicothe, Tex., and grains at stations throughout the western

grain belt. At all of these stations careful records are kept, and, as

soon as a new thing is known to be promising, seed is saved and more
seed is purchased or grown under contract. These stations are neces-

sary for testing the relative value of new varieties. If the seeds were
distributed to various cooperators no one wTould have more than a few
kinds and a comparison of value would be out of the question. Thes'b

-tat ions are needed, therefore, to find out what the introductions are

worth and also to raise seed of varieties of which there was but little

I at first.

TESTING THE VALUE OF NEW VARIETIES AND PLACING THE BEST

BEFORE THE PUBLIC.

in the history of every introduction there are three steps—securing
the variety, testing it, and finally introducing it or attracting to it the

favorable notice of the public. Varieties are secured bykeepingin touch
with what the Department experts and field men do and learn, through
foreign explorers, and through extensive correspondence. When
received the varieties must be tested, and while this is done largely
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in the Department's gardens, such tests can no< cover the whole field

and are at best merely preliminary. All varieties musl be tested

through a series of years before a final decision can be reached as to

their value. Much of this work is done by an extensive corps of

operators living in every part of the United States and interested

in the various crops. Whenever a special introduction of a new

variety or crop which has already been studied is made, the see Is or

plants are at once sent out according to a prearranged plan, so that

such seeds are not usually kept on hand for a long time. Miscellaneous

seeds are placed on the Department's grounds or are sent to special

cooperators interested in that particular kind of plant.

The time during which varieties must be tested before they can be

confidently distributed varies widely with the varieties and also with

the character of the seasons during which they are tested. The intro-

duction work with grains, which has been carried on more exten-

sively than any other one line, may serve as an illustration. During

the first year small plats are grown at the testing stations or at the

various cooperating State experiment stations. No seed is sent any-

where save to these places. The behavior of the plants is carefully

noted as to quality and quantity of the crop, as to resistance or

lack of resistance to disease and drought, and any other points that

would affect the profitableness of the variety. The seed from these

plats is carefully saved and planted the second year on a larger scale;

and, besides this, if the variety has given marked indications of value,

seed is sent to a few carefully selected cooperating farmers. The

observations of the first year are repeated, and, if the variety makes

good the promises of the first season, a larger quantity is sent out the

third year to a number of cooperators, and, besides, the seed is planted

on an acreage basis on our own testing grounds. At the close of the

third year the reports of those who have received seed are compiled,

and if the results are favorable the variety is declared ready for dis-

tribution and a quantity of seed is secured.

At the conclusion of the testing work, note is made of the area over

which the variety has proved valuable, and, as applications come in

through Senators, Representatives, and Delegates in Congress or direct

to the Department, the seed of this variety is sent out to farmers living

in that area. In the case of a new fruit a much longer time must nec-

arily elapse before results can be secured. The scions or buds are

sent to reliable cooperators for fruiting tests in comparison with

standard varieties of the same kind. This requires from three to six

or more 3 ears, after which, if a given variety proves valuable, further

time is required for the propagation of sufficient material for distribu-

tion. In all such cases the valuable kinds are put into the hands of

reliable nurserymen as soon as possible, because it is thought that,
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after the variety is in trade, this Office can better devote its time and

energies to new work than to continue the propagation and distribu-

tion of varieties that may l>e obtained in the trade.

In some eases, of course, special measures are necessary to establish

an industry. This IS the ease, among many others that might be

cited, with the date palm, the Japanese matting rush, and also with

new vegetable and salad plants which are wholly unknown to Ameri-

can consumers. The date is a slow-growing, long-lived plant that

can not be top-worked or budded like an apple or orange tree. If

a worthless variety has been used to plant a grove the planter will

wait live or more years and expend probably not less than a total of

$10 per tree only to find that his grove is worthless. On the other

hand, this culture is so peculiarly adapted to our southwestern arid

region, and the annual importation of dates is so considerable, as to

justify7 a heavy expenditure on the part of the Government to assist

in establishing this industry. Consequently, a special garden is main-

tained at Mecca, Cat, and a large number of suckers have been

imported for the two cooperative gardens in Arizona. As the varieties

fruit, it will be possible to determine which give good results in the

United States, and the natural increase from these trees, though

slow, will assist in building up the industry. This will require many
years and much money, but it is the only way to carry on this part of

the work.

We need not be troubled about a market for dates. If we can pro-

duce the fruit the market will be found ready. In some cases, how-

ever, this is not so. To some extent a market had to be made for.

macaroni wheat, especially as a bread wheat, and such new vegetables

as the udo and chayote will not sell at present, even if truckers should

grow them. In such cases this Office arranges to have a quantity

grown at Government expense or by a cooperator who is willing to

take the risk and who can induce the stewards of prominent hotels to

put the new vegetable on the menu. If the new dish meets with the

approval of the guests it is necessary to provide a continuous supply,

so that the favor once gained may not be lost. In this way, if the new
thing has real merit, the demand will gradually increase, and if the

supply keeps pace with the demand a new culture may be permanently

established.

A special garden has also been established for the matting grass.

This being a new industry, it will be necessary to stud}T out for the

United States the methods of propagation, fertilization, etc., required

for this plant. If it succeeds, the abandoned rice fields of the Atlantic

coast will once more be profitable. The methods employed must be

adapted to the requirements of each case.
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FORAGE DROP WORK.

While the important line of cereal introductions Lb still conducted

on tlit- cooperative plan, the equally important work of introducing

and distributing grasses, clovers, and other forage crops Is carried on

wholly by this Office and forms one of the important divisions of the

business. Some of the best work ever i\om> in seed introduction has

been in the line of forage crops. With the revival, in L897, of inter

in the introduction of crops from abroad this was one of the first mat

ters to receive the attention of the Secretary of Agriculture, and he

then sent Professor Hansen to Asia to get seed of the hardy Turkestan

alfalfa. The relatively slow progress of this variety, though it was of

undoubted value under certain conditions, illustrated one difficulty

always to be looked for in the work with new varieties—especially of

tie Id crops -that is, the difficulty of getting good seed. Largely be-

cause of the uncertain and unsatisfactory supply of seed from abroad

and the total absence of a home supply, the spread of this variety

lagged, and it was found necessary to distribute the second consign-

ment of seed in such a way as to do something toward establishing a

home supply. The method adopted in this case had, therefore, to

be somewhat different from that usually followed, and enough seed

was sent to each individual to plant from 2 to 25 acres, and contracts

were made by which this Office controlled the seed produced. In the

case of most forage crops, the course pursued with all introductions is

followed, and often unlooked-for success follows what is thought to be

merely a routine distribution.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.

In its warehouse the Office keeps a supply of seed of such of the

standard forage plants and grains as are considered worthy of wide

distribution, and to this list is added from time to time some new

variety which has been tested and found valuable for a given section.

The seeds of all leguminous crops are inoculated with nitrifying

organisms in accordance with the methods discovered in the Laboratory

of Plant Physiology of the Bureau of Plant Industry, and for this

branch of the business drying machinery and cleaning mills of various

sorts are required, so that the seeds may be sent out in the best possible

condition. The constantly increasing number of requests for seeds of

forage plants and grains received from farmers all over the country,

many of them coming through members of Congress, necessitated

the adoption of some definite position in regard to this work. The

object being to accomplish the greatest good from such distribution,

it is important to distinguish between idle curiosity, a mere desire to

get seeds for nothing, and a genuine wish to try a new crop. So

far as practicable, seeds are sent only to persons who will make a
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report, even if the reporl be one of failure. For this work the

United States is districted, and the Department's experts select.

the new or valuable forage and grain crops that should be dis-

tributed in each district. Of the varieties so selected, preparations

are made to send one or more to any responsible applicant, according

as his correspondence may indicate that he can profitably use one or

several kinds. As the final tests of new varieties are completed, those

sorts that prove valuable will be added to the distribution list. The
system which has been organized will eventually, it is hoped, result in

the establishment of a corps of good cooperators throughout the

United States, and these men will make the final tests of new sorts

and assist materially in the introduction of the crop.

SEED GROWING.

Not only is the whole subject of seed growing closely related to this

work in a general way, but the establishment of a new seed-growing

business will add to the plant industries of the country and is there-

fore directly in line with the work of this Office.

One of the branches of seed production which it is most important

to establish in this country is that of sugar-beet seed. The United

States is rapidly becoming a great beet-sugar producer, and yet up to

within a few years it was said that we could not grow sugar-beet seed.

The best interests of the beet industry, however, demand that we be

independent of Europe for our seed and that seed shall be grown for

our special conditions. Besides this, the industry itself is worth about

half a million dollars a year.

This Office has undertaken, therefore, to do its part.in establishing

this industry and has been at work for three years developing select

strains of pedigreed seed which might serve as a foundation for the

production of choice commercial seed. Such seed as has been pro-

duced by growers has been purchased and distributed in order at the

same time to determine its value and to introduce the American seed

to factories. There is no doubt that this industry will be established

in due time.

Attention is also being given to the matter of growing flower and
field seeds, the latter especially in cases where a new crop is introduced,

for which home-grown seed will be wanted.

BULB GROWING AND TRIAL GROUNDS.

This Office is concerned not only with field crops and vegetables
but also with cultures that interest the florist and ornamental gardener.

So tar as it has facilities, it will aid in the introduction of cultures of

this chuss and in the development of new varieties.
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There has long been a more or Less desultory interest in the culture

of Dutch bulbs tulips, narcissi, and hyacinths in the United Stat

od bulbs of these kinds have been grown at various times but ne

in commercial quantities. This Office has undertaken to help along
this industry by furnishing good stock in Borne cases and testing such

American-grown bulbs as could be obtained. During the spring of

L905, blooms of Emperor narcissus from American-grown bulbs,

forced in the Department of Agriculture greenhouses, graced the table

of the President of the United States. An expert propagator has

been twice sent to the bulb growers to assist them with advice as to

methods and to see what was being done. Besides this help given to

those interested in bulb culture, a trial ground for bulbs has been

maintained on the Potomac Flats, near Washington, so that the child'

varieties could be compared and the questions of fertilizers, harvest-

ing, and handling under conditions prevailing on the Atlantic coast could

1)0 studied. Here many thousands of bulbs are planted, the stocks

of the leading Dutch dealers being compared as to quality. (See PI.

XXV, fig. 2.)

EASTER-LILY BULBS.

Special attention has also been given to the production of the Easter

lily in the United States. The bulbs of this lily, so important to the

florist, are now imported, and a large percentage is usually diseased.

If a place can be found in the United States where healthy stock can

be grown and put on the market as early as the bulbs are now received

from Bermuda, we shall solve a problem that will be worth much to

the commercial florist. Substantial progress has already been made,
full reports of

#
which will be made public in due time. This is only

mentioned here as one of the lines of work in which this Office is

engaged.

VEGETABLE TRIAL GROUNDS.

In order to have first-hand information about the quality of the seed

used for Congressional distribution, to keep up with the times in the

matter of new varieties, and to do something toward systematizing the

knowledge of varieties of American vegetables, trial grounds are main-

tained at the Arlington Farm and on the Potomac Flats, near Wash-
ington, and annual trials are conducted at various places in the United
States. (See PI. XXV, fig. 1.) All of this work is under the direction

of Mr. YV. W. Tracy, sr., whose long experience at the head of a large

commercial trial ground and whose intimate knowledge of vegetable

varieties especially qualify him for this work. At the Arlington

Farm tests are made of samples of all lots of vegetable seeds dis-

tributed through Congressional orders. Here also the principal new
varieties offered by seedsmen each }^ear are tested. Besides the tests

at Arlington, the trial-ground work looking to the preparation of
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Fig. 1. Vegetable Trial Grounds of the Office of Seed and Plant
Introduction and Distribution on the Potomac Flats.

Fig. 2.— Bulb Trial Grounds of the Office of Seed and Plant Introduction
and Distribution, Showing Tulips and Hyacinths.
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standard descriptions of all the recognized vegetable varieties is car-

ried oi\ at a number of places in the United States. Several hundred

samples are planted on each of these tracts, so that the effect of differ-

ent soil ami climate may be noted for each variety. Careful notes are

kept on these tests, and from the field descriptions thai arc made it is

proposed to issue standard descriptions of all the recognized varieties

as soon as possible. It is hoped that these bulletins may become

useful handbooks for the seedsmen, especially for such as can not well

conduct extensive trial grounds, and that in course of time the cata-

logue descriptions may be more unified than is the case at present.

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETABLE AND FLOWER SEEDS.

The distribution of vegetable and flower seeds on Congressional

orders is the largest single business this Office has to handle. The
total number of packets put up and mailed during the fiscal year ]!M>r>

was 35,773,400. These were assembled into packages of five packets

each, making 7,110,680 packages. The seed purchased to fill all these

packets was enough to fill 28 cars of 30,000 pounds per car. The work
of packeting begins about November 1 of each year and is completed

before the end of the April following, the greater part of the work

being done in a little more than four and a half months of this period.

I f we consider the work to extend over six months 500 packets are put

up every minute of eveiw working day of eight hours during that

time. During much of the time as many as 1,000 packets per minute

are put up.

The Secretary of Agriculture has pointed out that, while it is his

duty to carry on the distribution in accordance with the wishes of

Congress, the mone}7 expended for vegetable and flower seeds could

probably be more profitabty used for the introduction of new and rare

seeds, such as grains, forage crops, cotton, tobacco, and the like.

The large quantities of seed needed make it impossible to use the rare

varieties even if there were a sufficient number of new and valuable

varieties of vegetable seeds each year to fill the requirements. The
Dumber of really new and desirable varieties of vegetables that appear

each year is extremely small, and the seedsmen of to-day are so thor-

oughly awake to the importance of introducing novelties that any new

variety quickly finds its way into the trade.

It is only the standard varieties of vegetable and flower seeds, there-

fore, that can be used in the general free distribution. These are in

more or less regular supply in the trade, and while the stocks vary in

quality it is not difficult for those who understand the business and
who know the sources of supply to secure each year first-class seeds at

reasonable prices. This Office aims to get seeds of the best value.

This, of course, does not mean the cheapest seed, as everyone knows

3 a 1905 20
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that the value of vegetable seed is not measured solely by the price.

Vitality and trueness t»» type, or purity of stock, are of the utmost

importance, and of these the latter can be determined only by a field

inspection. Experts must therefore be employed who know tin- gen

era! character of each grower's stock, and part of whose business it is

to visit the principal growers at least once each year to keep posted

on their work and on the quality of their stock. The objects kept in

view arc (1) to obtain good seeds as good as those sold by the best

mail-trade houses (though they are no better, since the seeds are

bought mostly from the growers who supply the seed trade); and (2)

to get these seeds at the best prices.

The first step in arranging for a new annual distribution is to pre

pan 1 suitable combinations to send into the different sections of the

United States. For convenience the country is divided into four sec-

tions; and in order to send as wide a range of desirable sorts as possi-

ble into each section a number of combinations are made up, each of

five kinds of vegetable seed, and each is so planned *hat it shall con-

tain a good assortment.

These combinations are made up with much care and are the founda-

tion of our work. The number of Senators, Representatives, and

Delegates in Congress in each section being known, this number is

multiplied by 12,000, the number of packages constituting a "quota,"

and the result shows the aggregate number of packages of all combi-

nations needed for that section. The various combinations in a section

are made equal in number, or nearly so, and when all the combinations

are made the number of packets of each kind needed can be readily

determined. This information is necessary before buying can begin,

so that all the seeds bought may be purchased with a detinite purpose.

The seed needed is secured in one of two ways: (1) It is bought

outright, the seeds being on hand at the time of purchase, or (2) it is

contracted for, the Department agreeing to pay a fixed sum for all

seed of satisfactory quality delivered up to a given amount. All seeds

offered are considered by a special committee which consults with the

seed experts of the Bureau of Plant Industry and recommends pur-

chases in accordance with the following considerations:

(1) The known quality of the stocks offered.

(2) The reputation of the firm making the offer.

(3) The price, calculated upon delivery at Washington, D. C.

The price, though important, is never the first consideration; good

seeds must be secured at a fair price, and wi the best value" is the

watchword in the work. The packeting of the seed is done by con-

tract. A view of the room in which the wTork is done is given in

Plate XXVI.



PEUIT AND ITS USES AS FOOD

By 0. F. Langworthy, Ph. D.,

Of the Office of Experiment Stations.

INTRODUCTION.
i

Edible fruits show the greatest range in form, color, and appearand

and are found in almost countless varieties; yet from the botanist's

standpoint all our fruits are the seed-bearing portion of the plant.

The edible fruits of temperate regions fall into a few groups—stone

fruits, like cherries and plums; pome fruits, like apples and pears;

grapes; and berries, like strawberries, blackberries, and currants.

There are several products, such as muskmelons, cantaloupes, and

watermelons, sometimes classed as fruits and sometimes as vegetables,

which, of course, would not belong to any one of these groups. Trop-

ical fruits are not so easily classified, though the citrus family (oranges,

lemons, etc.) includes many of the more common sorts.

COLOR AND FLAVOR OF FRUITS.

Fruits, like leaves and flowers, owe their varied color to a number
of chemical compounds, the green to chlorophyll (the characteristic

coloring matter of green leaves), the yellow to xanthin bodies and

other yellow pigments, and the blue and red to solutions in the cell

sap of complex coloring matters which have in most cases been isolated

and classified. Several coloring matters are often present in combi-

nation and give rise to the great variety of shades which different

fruits present. In white fruits coloring matter is absent from the epi-

dermis and the cells are said to be filled with air. As fruits develop,

mature, and deteriorate, the coloring matters present undergo marked
chemical changes, and color is one of the most common means of

judging of ripeness.

Attractive color has a decided effect on market value, and the public

demand varies greatly in different regions. Thus, a yellow or russet

dessert apple is demanded in the French market, while in many parts

of the I'nited States the red apple has the preference. A faded, dull

color is often an indication of staleness; strawberries and raspberries

which have beeo kept too long have little of the brilliant color of

freshly gathered fruit. That fruit colors in general are not very per-

manent is shown by the way the color deteriorates on long-continued

307
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cooking or fades w hen canned and preserved fruits are exposed to the

light.

The brown discoloration of tin' freshly cut surfaces of fruit on

exposure fco the air Is due to the oxidizing action of active ferments

normally present in the fruit.

Fruits own their flavor in considerable degree to the Bugars and the

malic, nitric, and other acids which they contain, but the flavor which

Is bo characteristic of different kinds is almost entirely due to ethereal

bodies. The amount present is often too small for determination by

the usual chemical methods. However, in many cases these flavor-

giving bodies have been studied and their chemical nature is known.

With the orange and other citrus fruits the oil found in t ho skin has a

very characteristic odor and flavor which are always associated in our

minds with the flavor of the fruit. Obviously, the small amount of

these bodies of pronounced odor and flavor can not materially modify

the nutritive value of fruits, but they are of great importance in con-

sidering the place of fruit in the diet, as they are very largely

responsible for its attractiveness and palatability. There is no doubt

that we all eat more 4 readily the foods which please our palate than

those which are of indifferent flavor, and there is ever) reason to

believe that the foods which please are actually digested more easily

than those which do not, since they stimulate a normal and abundant

production of digestive juices.

COMPOSITION OF FRUITS.

Determining the proportion of water, protein, fat, carbohydrates

(nitrogen-free extract and crude fiber), and ash in fruits as in other

foods furnishes a convenient basis for judging of their relative food

value. It is quite common for chemists to determine, instead of their

proximate constituents, the proportions of the di lie rent nitrogenous

botlies present, as well as the amountsof the different sugars, etc., which

in the ordinary method of analysis are grouped with the carbohydrates.

The more detailed analyses are of great interest and value for many
reasons, but with our present knowledge it seems fair to assume that

the various sugars and starches, for instance, have the same nutritive

value, and so a knowledge of the total quantity of these bodies

present gives very satisfactory data for estimating the food value of

the group." Very many analyses and studies of fruit and fruit prod

nets have been made by chemists of the agricultural experiment sta-

tions, as well as by the different Bureaus of the Department of Agri-

culture. The following table summarizes a large amount of such data

and shows the composition of fresh, dried, and preserved fruits and

"An extended summary of the more detailed analyses of fruits and fruit products

may be found in Konig's Chemie der menschlichen Nahrungs- und Genussmittel.

Berlin: 1903, vol. 1, 4th ed., pp. 820-895.
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fruit products, and for comparison the composition of «a few other foods

as well.
.1'- rage composition offruits and fruit products.

presb i'i:i'i rs

K Ind of fruit.

Apples

Apricots

\ \ ocado

Bananas

Blackberries

Cherries

Cranberries

Currants

Grapes

Huckleberries

Lemons

Muskmelons

Nectarines

Olives

Oranges

P< aches

Tear-

Persimmons

Persimmons (Japanese)

Pineapples

Plums

Pomegranates

Prunes

pberries (red)

berries (black)

Scarlet haws

Strawberries

Watermelons

Whortleberries

Refuse,

Per ct.

25.

6.0

29.

35.0

5.0

25.0

30.0

50.0

6.6

17.9

27.0

18.0

10.0

«25.0

24.0

40.0

5.0

a 30.0

5.8

Edible portion.

20.0

5.0

59.4

Water.
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ragt composition offruiU and fruit products— Continued.

i ! Rl i re, PBE8EB\ E8, JELLIES, BT4

Kiiul of fruit.

Crab apples (canned)..

Apple Bauoe

Apricots (canned)

Apricot sauce

Blackberries (canned).

Blueberries (canned) ..

Cherries (canned)

Cherry jelly

Figs, stewed

Grape butter

Olives, green, pickled.

.

Olives, ripe, pickled ...

Orange marmalade

Peaches (canned)

Pears (canned)

Pineapples (canned) ..

Prunes, stewed

Strawberries, stewed.

.

Refuse.

I'll- ct.

27.0

19.

Edible portion.

w ater.

Per ct.

12. i

01.1

M.I

45. 2

40.0

85.6

77.2

21.0

56.5

36.7

58.0

64.7

14.5

88.1

81.1

61.8

76.6

74.8

Pro-
tein.

Ether
extract,

Per <i.

0.3

.2

.9

1.9

.8

.6

1.1

1.1

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.7

.6

. 7

.3

.4

.5

.7

Per ct.

2. l

.8

1.8

2.1

.6

.1

.3

.1

27.6

25.9

.1

.1

.3

.7

.1

i larbohydrates,

.\ itro

gen-
tree

extract

Crude
tiber.

I'er ct. Per i

54. I

37.2

17.3

48.8

56.4

12.8

21. 1

77.2

40.9

58.5

11.6

4.3

84.5

10.8

18.0

36.4

22. 3

21.0

Ash.

l'i r ct.

0.
•".

.7

.4

2.8

.7

.4

.5

.7

1.1

3.5

1.7

3.4

.3

.3

.3

.7

.5

.5

Fuel
value
per

pound.

Calories

1,120

730

340

1,060

1,150

415

1,455

785

1,115

1 , 100

1, 205

i
. 586

220

355

715

430

460

OTHER FOODS FOR COMPARISON.

Cabbage

Potatoes

Wheat flour, high grade

Corn meal, bolted

White bread

Beans, dried

15.0

20.0

91.5

78.3

12.0

12.5

35.3

12.6

1.6

2.2

11.4

9.2

9.2

22.5

0.3

.1

1.0

1.9

1.3

1.8

4.5

18.0

74.8

74.4

52.6

55.2

1.1

.4

.3

1.0

.5

4.4

1.0

1.0

.5

1.0

1.1

3.5

145

385

1,650

1,655

1,215

1,605

Most fruits, like other classes of foods, contain more or less mate-

rial, such as pits, skin, etc., which is inedible. When such portions

are removed a larger or smaller part of the edible material is almost

always of necessity removed also, and is spoken of as " waste." In

reporting analyses the amounts of inedible material and waste are

grouped together under the heading ct refuse." As may be seen from

the above table, the proportion of refuse in fruits varies within rather

wide limits. Thus, of pears it constitutes on an average 10 per cent

of the total fruit, peaches 18 per cent, apples and grapes 25 per cent,

and bananas 35 per cent, while in the case of raspberries and black-

berries there is no refuse and the whole fruit can be eaten. The com-

position of some fresh and dried fruits is shown graphically in

tigure 81.
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The analytical data quoted above show thai fresh fruits are in gen-

eral dilute foods thai is, the proportion of water which they contain

is l.-n-uv compared with the total amount of nutritive material. If has

been suggested thai fruits containing 80 per cenl or more of water be

peruse
25^/0

ED/BLE
PORT/ON\

75°fo

REFUSE

ED/BLE PORT/ON i

65<fi

ED/BLEPORT/ON {

/O0°/o

PERCENTAGECOMPO-
s/r/o/v OEED/BLE

PORT/ON

84.6 °/° MATEF?

OA°fo ^EOTE/ZV
,0.5 Yo EAT
/J.O °/° MTROGENFREEEXTRACT
/.2°/° C/?L/OEE/&ER*

O.J °f° ^^
/OO.0Y0 T07AL

PERCENTAGE CO/WRO-
<S/T/OAT OE ED/BLE

POPT/ON
75.3 °To MATE/?
y.3 Y° r/?OTE/A/

0.6°/° E4T
2/.0°fo A//TROGE/VFREEEYTR'ACT
/.0°/o C&COE E/&EF?

/00.0°/° TOTAL

PEPCEN7AGE COMPO-
5/T/ON OEED/BLE

POPT/OA/
/8.8 °fo WATEE
<4-.3<fi PROTE/N
O.J°/° /̂ r
€8.0 <fi

MrROGENFREEEX77MC7
6.2°/° CRUDE E/3ER
2.<l°/b /4Ŝ

/00.0<f° TOTAL

Fig. 81.—Composition of apple (a), banana [b), and dried fig (c).

classed as flavor fruits and those with less than 80 per cent as food
fruits. As may be seen from the table (p. 800), such fruits as straw-
berries, blackberries, and raspberries would be included in the first
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class, and fresh figs, bananas, grapes, etc., in tin* second. In dried

fruits, which have been concentrated bj evaporation, the percentage

of nutrients is verymuch higher than in fresh fruits. Some preserved

fruits also possess a comparatively high nutritive value, owing to the

evaporation of water by the heat of cooking or to the addition of

sugar, or to both factors.

Olives and the avocado are remarkable for the large percentage of

fat winch they contain, but in general it may be said that this con-

stituent is present in very small proportion in fresh fruits. In the

case of the apple, pear, etc., it seems probable that the small amount

of fat obtained in chemical analysis consists of the coloring matter

contained in tin 4 fruit.

Iti the majority of fruits and fruit products the carbohydrates are

the food constituents most abundantly represented. The figures in the

tabic show that the proportion of nitrogen-free extract varies greatly,

being lowest in the fresh and highest in the dried and preserved fruits.

It is interesting to consider also the values which have been reported

for some of the constituents not shown in the table but included

in the group ''nitrogen-free extract." In seeds which are commonly

eaten, such as the cereal grains, and beans, peas, and other legumes,

the nitrogen-free extract is quite largely made up of starches. In

fruits, however, sugars and the so-called pectin bodies, with very often

more or less starch, make up the group. The principal sugars in fruit

are cane sugar, grape sugar (glucose), and fruit sugar (levulose), the

last two being usually present together in equal quantity and desig-

nated invert sugar or reducing sugar. The stage of growth and the

degree of ripeness have a very marked effect on the kind and amount

of sugar, and it is therefore difficult to give average figures for the

quantities present which will be fairly representative. An idea of the

range in the sugar content of ripe fruits may be gathered from figures

quoted from a summary" published several years ago. According to

these data, invert sugar ranged from 2 per cent in round numbers in

large early apricots to 15 per cent in grapes and a variety of sweet

cherries. A number of fruits (strawberries, gooseberries, raspber-

ries, and apples) contained about half the latter quantity. The cane

sugar ranged from less than 1 per cent in lemons to 11 per cent in a

variety of plums. Bananas also contained a fairly high percentage,

namely, 11 per cent.

Fruit sugar rarely occurs unaccompanied by grape sugar, but has

been thus reported in the mango and in amounts large in proportion

to the grape sugar in sweet apples and sweet pears and a number of

varieties of grapes. In the case of grape sugar large amounts—18 to

30 per cent—have been reported in juice of different sorts of grapes,

«Lippmann: Chemie der Zuckerarten, 1895, 3d ed., pp. 493, 591; 1904, 4th ed.,

pp. 200, 794.
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while iii dried fruits the values are even higher, 32 per ceni baving

been found in prunes, 54 per cent in Zante currants, 61 per cent In

raisins, 48 per cent in figs, and 66 per cent in dai< s.

The acid in fruits, which in proximate analyses is not usually deter-

mined separately, varies within rather wide limits, 1 to 2 per ceni

being reported <>n an average in such fruits as apples, pears, plums,

strawberries, etc., and as high as 7 per cent or more in lemon juice.

ll often happens that of two fruits with the same acid content one

has a much sourer taste than the other, because the acid is not so much

masked by sugar.

Fruits contain a comparatively small amount of mineral matter— less

than 1 per cent on an average—consisting- quite largely of potassium

salts, with a little phosphoric acid, iron, lime, etc.

As a (lass, it is apparent that fresh fruits are directly comparable

with green vegetables and root crops rather than with more con-

centrated foods, such as flour or meal. The dried and some of the

preserved fruits, which are more concentrated than the fresh, compare

favorably with bread, dried beans, and similar foods on the basis of

total food material present. There is this difference, however, that

the cereals and dried legumes contain fairty large proportions of pro-

tein, while the quantity present in fruits is always small. In other

words, fruits—fresh, dried, and preserved—are sources of energy

rather than of tissue-forming material.

RIPENING AND ITS EFFECT ON COMPOSITION. a

As fruits grow to their full size and ripen they undergo marked
changes in chemical composition with respect both to the total and to

the relative amount of the different chemical bodies present. When
stored after gathering, the changes continue, some fruits improving
on storage and others deteriorating very rapidly. In general, ripe

fruits are less acid than green, and contain less starch, woody material,

crude fiber, and the carbohydrates known as pectin bodies, and cor-

respondingly larger amounts of the different sugars.

A knowledge of the changes which accompany the growth, ripening,

and storage of fruits is very important commercially as well as from
the housekeeper's standpoint. For instance, in cider making it is

desirable that the fruit should be used when the sugar content is high,

a< the quality of cider and vinegar is largely determined by the amount
of sugar present. As every housewife knows, underripe fruit— that

is, fruit which still contains the so-called pectin bodies rather than the

Bugars characteristic of fully ripened fruit— is the most satisfactory !'<>r

jelly making. In the case of bananas the underripe fruit, rich in

dumber of investigations on this subject have been reported from the I'.ureau

of Chemistry by Bi^elow and his associates. U. S. Dept. Agr., Bur. ('hem. Bul^. 94

and 97,
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starch, i- best t'»>i
- cooking, and the \ erj ripe fruit, in which the starch

has been changed into sugar, for use uncooked. It is not unlikely

that failure to recognize this distinction is responsible for the digest

ive disturbance which many persons experience when bananas are

eaten, as the raw, underripe, starchy fruits are generally conceded to

be difficult of digestion. The underripe bananas, when dried, sliced,

and ground, yield a Hour or meal rich in starch, while the riper fruit

with the higher sugar content, sliced and dried, is very sweet and not

unlike figs in composition.

PLACE OF FRUIT IN THE DIET.

In most families fruits are commonly thought of as a food accessory,

and are prized for their pleasant flavor or for supposed hygienic

reasons rather than for their food value; yet a study of available

figures shows that they constitute a by no means unimportant part of

the diet, since they supply, on the basis of recent statistics, 5.6 per

cent of the total food and 4.9 per cent of the total carbohydrates of the

average American diet. With a view to learning something more
definite regarding the possibilities of fruits as sources of nutrients, the

illative cost of nutrients supplied by fruits and other foods, the diges-

tibility of a fruit diet as compared with an ordinary mixed diet, and

related questions, extended investigations were undertaken at the Cali-

fornia Agricultural Experiment Station by Prof. M. E. Jaffa, the work
as a whole being carried on in cooperation with the nutrition investiga-

tions of the Office of Experiment Stations. In the first series reported

six dietary studies were made with fruitarians—two women and four

children who had lived on a fruit and nut diet for several years. The
dietary studies covered from twenty to twenty-eight days, and the daily

food consisted of different combinations of fruits and nuts, of which the

following day's ration nuiy serve as a sample: 475 gm. apples, 110 gm.
bananas, 850 gm. oranges, 5 gm. dates, 2 gm. honey, 10 gm. olive oil,

55 gm. almonds, TO gm. pine nuts, and 50 gm. walnuts.

The later studies were made with one of the women and two of the

children included in the first group, and in addition with two elderly

nun who had been vegetarians for years and had limited their diet

almost exclusively to fruits and nuts, and with two young men, uni-

versity students, who were accustomed to the ordinary diet, though

one of them had experimented with a vegetarian and fruitarian diet

for some time. The students and one of the elderly men ate three

meals a dayat the usual hours. The others ate but twice, the first

meal being taken between 10 and 11 o'clock in the morning and the

second between 5 and (3 o'clock in the afternoon. As before, the diet

included a large assortment of fresh fruits, with considerable quantities

of dried fruits and nuts, and some honey and olive oil. In a few cases

small quantities of other foods were also eaten.
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Considering these studies as ;i whole, the die! of the women and

children furnished from 32 to 48 gm. of protein ftnd L,190 to 1,430

calorics of energy per day, the cost ranging from L5.7 to 27.5 cents.

It is the usual custom to discuss dietary studies on the basis of the

amounts eaten per man per day, and the results obtained with these

women and children, when recalculated to this basis, showed a range of

47 to 80 gm. of protein and 1,850 to 2,805 calories of energy, the cos!

<>f the daily food ranging from 21 to 55 cents per man per day. In

the studies with the young and the old men the protein supplied by

the daily diet ranged from 40 to 85 gm. and the energy from 1,712 to

3,305 calories, the average being 62 gm. protein and 2,493 calories,

the cost ranging from 18.1 to 47 cents per person per day. These

amounts are considerably smaller than havre been found on an average

with families living in many different regions of the United States and

under a variety of conditions, as is shown by the fact that with 52

families in comfortable circumstances the average protein in the daily

diet was 103 gm. and the average energy 3,500 calories. On the other

hand, in many of the dietary studies made under the auspices of the

Office of Experiment Stations it has been found that persons living on

a mixed diet have obtained amounts directljr comparable with those

supplied byr the fruitarian diet. Thus, at the North Dakota Agricul-

tural College several years ago a dietary study showed that the food

consumed per man per day by a group of students furnished 64 gm.

protein and 2,579 calories, and at Lake Erie College 68 gm. protein

and 2,610 calories, calculated on a uniform basis per man per day.

In a recent investigation carried on at Harvard it was found that the

diet of 9 students who lived at the college commons and from necessity

or choice endeavored to live cheaply supplied, on an average, 89 gm.

protein and 3,068 calories. In this case the average cost was 39.9

cents per day, and at the North Dakota and the Lake Erie colleges 13

and 18 cents, respectively. It will thus be seen that in the California

investigations the fruit and nut diet supplied the subjects with amounts

of protein and energy which are directly comparable with those ob-

tained by many other persons from a mixed diet, though in general

the quantities were smaller than is supplied byr the diet of the average

family. It should be said that the persons living on a fruit and nut

diet apparently maintained their normal health and strength, and it is

only fair to conclude that if for any reason such a course seems desir-

able it is perfectly7 possible to select a diet made up of fruits and nuts,

which for long periods at any rate will supply7 the body with the requi-

site protein and energy, as was shown by a detailed study of the results

of the ( Jalifornia experiments. In such a diet nuts were the principal

source of protein, and nuts, olives, or the expressed olive oil the chief

source of fat. while fruits, fresh and dried, supplied the bulk of the

carbohydrates.
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\ regards cost, It will be seen thai there was a considerable range

with the fruitariap diet, the amount expended per person per day being

in some cases quite low and in others quite high. On the whole, the

range did not differ greatly from that observed in many instances oo

an ordinary mixed diet.

It would seem from the recorded data that it is more difficult for the

subjects to obtain the requisite amount of protein when on a limited

diet of one kind of nut combined with fruits than it is when they are

unrestricted and eat a variety of both fruits and nuts. In nearly all

oases where the diet was limited to combinations of one or two fruits

w ith one kind of nuts the subjects complained of a constant craving for

some other food, such as green vegetables or cereals, and in these cases

it was found that the coefficients of digestibility were lower than in

those tests in which some vegetable or cereal was eaten, which made
the diet more appetizing. The addition of a small amount of some

cereal food to the diet markedly increased its protein and energy value.

It would be going too far to conclude on the basis of the California

investigations that a fruitarian diet in general is equal or superior to

the ordinary diet, and indeed the study of this question was not a part

of the investigation. Before such a conclusion could be drawn it

would be necessary to make investigations extending over a long period

of years and with a variety of subjects, and which would take into

account resistance to disease and other unfavorable conditions, body

development, the health and condition of the offspring of persons

living for years on such a diet, and other similar questions. It seems

fair to say, however, that at the present time the consensus of opin-

ion of well-informed physiologists is that the ordinary mixed diet is

most convenient and satisfactory for the average individual. It is

equally clear from the investigations reported that fruits and nuts

should not be looked upon simply as food accessories, but should be

considered a fairly economical source of nutritive material. It must

be remembered, too, that the use of fruits, fresh and preserved, often

makes palatable an otherwise rather tasteless meal. Jam with our

bread is a reasonable combination, the highly flavored fruit product

whetting the appetite for the needed quantity of rather flavorless bread.

DIGESTIBILITY OF FRUIT.

In addition to the dietary studies, a large number of digestion experi-

ments were made at the California Experiment Station for the purpose

of learning Iioav thoroughly a diet made npof various combinations of

fruits and nuts was assimilated. In such an experiment covering 10

days, made with a child 7 years old, on an average 82 per cent of the

protein, 87 per cent of the fat, 96 per cent of the nitrogen-free extract

(sugar, starches, etc.), 80 per cent of the crude fiber, and 54 per cent of
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the ash i>\' the f < >< >< 1 eaten were digested, and 87 per cent of the energy of

the diet was available to the body. Ln 30 experiments with men 75 per

cent of the protein, 86 per cent of the fat . 95 per cent of the nit rogen

free exi pact, T
(

.> per cent of the crude fiber, and 55 per cent of t he ash of

the fruit and nut diet were digested, and 86 per cent of the energy was

available. These values are comparable with those obtained from an

ordinary mixed diet, as is shown by the fact that in 93 experiments with

young men 93 per cent of the protein, 95 per cent of the fat, and 98

per cent of the total carbohydrates supplied were assimilated. The
average coefficients of digestibility which have been calculated for

fruits in connection with the nutrition investigations carried on under

the auspices of the Office of Experiment Stations are protein 85 per

cent, fat 90 per cent, and carbohydrates 90 per cent, and those for

fresh vegetables, protein 83 per cent, fat 90 per cent, and carbohy-

drates '.»;> per cent.

The feces excreted per person per day on the fruit and nut diet in

the California experiments were less in amount than has been the case

in some experiments with a mixed diet or a ration of bread and milk.

This is contrary to what has been commonly found with a vegetarian

diet made up of bread and other cereal foods, garden vegetables, etc.,

and containing little if an}^ fruit or nuts. The percentage of so-called

metabolic nitrogen in the feces from the fruit and nut diet did not

exceed that reported by other investigators in tests with a bread and
milk diet, ln other words, if the amount of metabolic products can

be looked upon as a measure of the work of digestion, no more effort

is required to digest the fruit and nuts than is needed for bread and
milk. Although, as Professor Jaffa points out, it is undoubtedly

advisable to wait until more data have been obtained before making
definite statements regarding the digestibilit}^ of fruits and nuts,

enough has been done to show that they are thoroughly digested and
have a higher nutritive value than is popularly attributed to them.

In view of this it is certainly an error to regard fruit as something of

value only for its pleasant flavor or for its hygienic or medicinal prop-

erties, or to consider nuts simpl}^ as an accessory to an already hearty

meal. As shown by the composition and digestibility of both fruit and
nuts, they can be favorably compared with other and more common
food.

So far as can be learned, comparatively few investigations have been
made to ascertain the digestibility of particular fruits, rawr or cooked.

In a series of investigations recently reported by Bryant and Milner
the digestibility of apple sauce was determined when eaten with a

simple basal ration. The coefficients of digestibility for apple sauce

alone were calculated in the usual way and were, protein 28 per cent,

nitrogen-free extract '.''.'J'* per cent, crude fiber 96 per cent, and ash

100 per cent, while all the energy supplied by the apple sauce was
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considered to be available to tin- body. The coefficient of digest]

bilitv of protein IS low, but, as the authorfi pointed out, the total

amount of this constituent present was so small that it mav be disre-

garded. This investigation, like those at tin- California Experiment

Station, indicates that the fruit carbohydrates (sugar. Btarches, etc.),

that is, the principal nutritive materials which fruits supply, are very

thorough Iy assim Hated.

Few studies seem to have been made to determine the ease or rapidity

of digestion of different fruits in the stomach, but a comparison of

available data indicates that fruits compare favorably with other com-

mon foods as regards stomach digestion. Apparently it is fair to Bay

that stomach digestion is influenced by the nature of the fruit and its

stage of ripeness. Beaumont states that mellow sour apples eaten

uncooked require 2 hours for digestion in the stomach and mellow

sweet apples 1.5 hours. Another observer notes that about 5 ounces

of raw ripe apple requires 3 hours and 10 minutes for digestion in

the stomach, but states that if the fruit is unripe, and consequently

contains a high proportion of cellulose, a much longer time may be

required.

Little is definitely known regarding the relative digestion and

absorption of fruits in the intestine, but experiments indicate that as

a class ripe fruits are quite thoroughly digested, and it is evident that,

generally speaking, fruits, like other foods, usualty remain in the

intestinal tract lono- enough for the body to absorb the nutritive

material present, and that therefore the rate of intestinal digestion

would not be a matter of special importance.

RELATIVE ECONOMY OF FRUITS AND OTHER FOODS.

In connection with his studies of the comparative value of fruits

Professor Jaffa summarizes data regarding the cost of nutrients and

energy supplied by fruits as compared with some other foods at certain

values per pound. Some of his data follow:

Comparative cost of total nutrients and energy in fruits and other food materials at certain

ar, rage prices.

FRESH FRUITS.

Kind of food material.

Apples .

.

Bananas

Grapes .

Oranges.

Peaches

.

Pears

Price
per

pound.

Cents.

1.5

7.0

4.0

6.0

4.0

3.0

Cost of

1 pound
protein.

Dollars.

5.00

8.75

4.00

10.00

8.00

6.00

Cost of
1,000

calories
energy.

Cents.

7.3

23.3

11.9

35. 2

25.1

11.5

Amounts for 10 cents.

Total
weight
of food
materi-

als.

Pounds

6.67

1.43

2.50

1.67

2.50

3.33

Pro-
tein.

Pounds

0.02

.01

.03

.01

.01

.02

Fat.

Pounds,

0.02

03

.01

Carbo-
hy-

drates.

Pounds.

0.72

.21

.36

.14

.19

.42

Energy.

Calories

1,467

429

837

284

398

866
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Comparative cost of total nutrients and energy in fruits ami <>ih< r /<><><! materials a/ <<riant

average prices—Continued.

PRESB FRUITS Continued.

Kind of food material.

Plums

Watermelons

Blackberries .

Cranberries .

.

Currants

Raspberries .

.

Strawberries .

Price
per

pound.

Cents.

3.0

1.6

7.0

5.0

5.0

7.0

7.0

Coal of
l pound
protein.

Dollars.

3.33

7.50

5.38

12.50

3.33

7.00

7.78

Cost of
1,000

calories
energy.

Cents.

8.1

25.0

25. 9

23.3

18.9

27.4

40.0

Amounts for LO cents.

Total
u elgbl
of food
materi-

als.

I 'minds.

:;.:::;

6. 07

1.43

2.00

2.00

1.43

1.43

Pro-
tein.

Pounds.

0.03

.01

.02

.01

.03

.01

.01

Fat.

/'ouwls.

0.01

.01

,01

Carbo
hy-

drates.

Pounds,

0.64

.18

.16

.20

.26

.18

.10

Energy.

Calorie*

1 , 282

400

430

530

866

250

DRIED FRUITS.

Apples .

Dates ..

Figs—
Prunes.

Raisins.

12.0
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From the data in the foregoing table it appears that fruits are com-
parator cl\ expensive sources of protein as compared with flour or dried

legumes, the fruit juices being the most expensive and the dried fruits

the cheapest of the fruit products. Ten cents on an average will pur-

chase fully as much energy when spent for \'n>^\i fruits and more when
spent for dried fruits than for lean meats, but much less than w hen

expended for wheat flour. From the data as a whole it is apparent

that fruits are reasonably cheap sources of energy in the diet and are

well suited on grounds of economy for combination in reasonable

quantity with cheap proteid foods to furnish a well-balanced ration.

RAW AND COOKED FRUIT.

In different countries opinions vary markedly regarding the relative

wholesomeness of raw and cooked fruit. Thus, as has often been

pointed out, the Germans use comparatively little raw fruit and con-

sider it far less wholesome than cooked fruit. On the other hand, in

the United States raw fruit of good quality is considered extremely

wholesome and is used in very large quantities, being as much relished

as cooked fruit, if indeed it is not preferred to- it. It has been sug-

gested that the European prejudice against raw fruit ma}^ be an

unconscious protest against unsanitary methods of marketing" or han-

dling and the recognition of cooking as a practical method of preventing

the spread of disease by fruit accidentally soiled with fertilizers in the

fields or with street dust. The cooking of fruit has practical advan-

tages in many cases, since it softens the flesh and renders it more readily

acted upon by the digestive juices. This is obviously a more impor-

tant matter with fruits like the quince, which arc so hard that they are

unpalatable raw, than it is with soft fruit like strawberries. Cooking
also gelatinizes some of the characteristic carbohydrates of fruit, and

this also has a decided influence upon texture, a fact which is taken

advantage of in making jellies and other fruit products.

The water in which fruit is cooked removes some of the nutritive

material present. Thus, a German investigator found that, after boil-

ing, apples and pears contained 4 or 5 per cent and peaches about 7

per cent less carbohydrates than the uncooked fruit. Since the juice

is usually eaten with the fruit, this extraction of material in cooking-

is of little practical importance.

When fruits are used for making pies, puddings, etc., the nutritive

value of the dish is of course increased by the addition of flour, sugar,

etc., and the dish as a whole may constitute a better balanced food

than the fruit alone. It is commonly believed that dishes in which

fruits are cooked with the addition of sugar, butter, and a flour crust

of some sort are less easily digested than simple rations of bread, but-

ter, and fruit, having an equivalent nutritive value. The large number
of digestion experiments which have been made with various mixed
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diets do not indicate thai there is any special difference between the

two rations as regards thoroughness of digestion, but additional

experiments must be undertaken before it can be said with certainty

whether or not there are actual differences in the ease and rapidity of

digestion.

OVERRIPE, DECAYED, AND UNRIPE FBUIT.

Overripe fruit is often injurious, very probably because it lias begun

to ferment, and stale or partially decayed fruit is obviously undesir-

able for food purposes. In addition to a deterioration in flavor there

is always the possibility of digestive disturbance if such fruit is eaten

raw. Of course, where apples are raised or where they are bought in

large quantities for family use, the thrifty housewife will sort them

over and use for cooking the sound portions of those which have begun
1 1 > decay. In such cases, however, the best available methods of stor-

ing should be followed and sorting should be done at frequent inter-

vals, for if decay has proceeded very far the flavor is without doubt

injured.

It is not at all strange that decayed fruit should have a decided

characteristic odor and flavor when we remember that the decay is very

commonly caused by fungi, especially molds and rots, which penetrate

the pulp and grow and develop rapidly. The fungi live upon the cell

contents, particularly sugars and proteids, and produce bodies of

marked chemical characteristics, including odor and flavor. It is said

that the most unpleasant effects are due to one of the common molds.

It is almost universally believed that green fruit is unwholesome and

causes serious digestive disturbances, yet those who have been brought

up in the country know that if illness had always followed eating it

there would have been few well children in the community in the

summer. Recognizing that green fruit may be a cause of illness at

times and at other times apparently harmless, two German scientists

have recently carried on extensive studies to ascertain the truth of the

matter. Chemical analyses were made of fruits of varying degrees of

ripeness, and studies in which green fruit was eaten in considerable

quantities and under varying conditions were carried on with both

animals and men. It appears from the results of the experiments that,

although unripe fruit is undoubtedly often harmful, particularly for

children, the danger from such foods, especially green gooseberries,

plums, pears, and apples, when eaten raw, is less than is commonly
thought, and the effects depend in marked degree upon individual

peculiarities.

The green fruit was found to contain the same chemical compounds
as the ripe fruit, though in different proportions—that is, no chemical

element was found in the ^reen fruit which was foreign to the ripe fruit

3 a1905 21
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and which could be considered in itself a cause of illness. The inju-
rious effects of raw unripe fruit, therefore, it appears, do not depend
upon chemical constituents, but rather on the unusual proportions in
which the constituents occur,and especially the large percentage of
hard cell tissue, which, if imperfectly masticated, it will readily be
seen, might be a source of digestive derangement. Possibly the exc<
of acid in the green fruit is also a cause of digest ive disturbance.
Cooked green fruit was found to be practically harmless, being espe-
cially palatable and wholesome when cooked with sugar.
The possibility of injury by bacterial contamination was considered,

though the data available were not sufficient for final deductions. It is

now well known that such diseases are usually caused by micro-organ-
isms, so possibly the green fruit very frequently picked up beneath the
tree is only an accidental carrier of the real cause of the digestive

"

turbances which may follow eating it.

HANDLING AND MARKETING FRUIT.

It is very important that fruits should be handled, stored, and
marketed under sanitary conditions, as they are very commonly eaten
raw, and not all persons are careful to wash them before serving.
Fruit which has fallen to the ground may be readily soiled with earth,
water, or other material which may contain typhoid or other bacteria.
Indeed, cases of infection have been traced to fruits contaminated in
this or some similar way and which were eaten raw without being
washed. Investigations have also shown that fruits exposed to street
dust and to other unfavorable conditions become covered with bacteria,
which are always present in such dust-laden air, and may be possible
sources of contagion. Flies and other insects are also known to be a
source of dirt and possible contamination. Samples of fruit purchased
in the street and examined by a German investigator (Ehrlich) showed
tuberculosis bacteria and many other forms of micro-organisms, the
number present varying considerably with different sorts of fruit.
As might be expected, those with a firm dry skin, such as apples, did
not furnish as good a lodging place for bacteria and dust as fruits with
a sticky surface, such as berries. Sticky dried fruits, such as dates,
raisins, and figs, are also, as will be readily seen, favorable resting
places for dirt and dust, as almost anything which the moving air cur-
rents lodge on the sticky surface will remain there. Fortunately, it is

becoming a common practice to market such fruits in closed packages,
usually of cardboard, which protect them to a great extent from dust
and insects, so that the dried fruit, if clean in the first place, will
remain clean.

It is often urged that washing fruit destroys flavor. On the other
hand, skillful housewives maintain that if properly done the loss of
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flavor is inappreciable, and on the grounds of common cleanliness it

would seem best to sacrifice a little flavor, it' necessary, for the sake of

removing filth and possibly dangerous bodies, even if the amount of

dirt present is too small to be offensive to sight or taste.

Ehrlich, whose work has been cited, found that washing fresh fruit

once thoroughly in running water was sufficient to remove the micro-

organisms present. If the fruit had been kept until the sticky surface

was more or less dry, washing two or three times was found desirable.

With apples and pears he recommends wiping with a clean dry cloth,

followed by rinsing under the water tap. As is well known, berries

and such soft fruits sour and mold very readily if damp; they should

therefore be washed just before they are served.

When fruit is washed the amount of material removed is small. In

the case of soft fruits, like berries, with a surface skin which is very

thin and easily broken, it is almost certain that larger quantities will

be removed than with firm fruit.

On the whole, it seems fair to conclude that, notwithstanding the

prejudice which many housewives have against this practice, it is

unquestionably safest never to omit the precaution of washing fruit

which is to be eaten raw, unless one can be quite certain that it has

not been exposed to possible contamination.

Much of the dust and dirt and other unpleasant features might be

avoided if our methods of handling and marketing fruit and other food

products were at all comparable with our standards of sanitation in

other lines and with what is easily possible. Improvements in present

market conditions, however, can hardly be expected until the public

demands them.

THE HYGIENE OF FRUIT.

Generally speaking, fruits are wholesome and palatable foods, yet

it is not at all uncommon to find that one or more sorts can not be

eaten by an individual. Thus, many persons find that strawberries

cause distress and many others that any acid fruit is a cause of diges-

tive disturbance. Such cases are explained on the ground of some
personal idiosyncrasy.

The extended use of fruit in the diet is certainly justified on the

ground of palatability, food value, and esthetic considerations, but

there are those who seek a further justification on the score of hygiene.

It is commonly conceded that most fruits are laxative, and it seems

probable that they owe this property to the considerable amount of

water which they contain, to the salts in solution, or to the irritating

crude fiber, small seeds, or other indigestible materials present, or to

all these together. Man seems to crave and require some acid in his

diet, and the citric, malic, and other fruit acids are undoubtedly

wholesome.
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In earlier times remarkable virtues or the opposite were commonly
attributed to fruits, plants, precious stones, and other animate and

inanimate objects, and it seems not improbable that the medicinal vir-

tues which arc often ascribed to various fruits in popular writings are

survivals of this custom. No well-informed person would today share

the belief, once so widespread, that tomatoes are the cause of cancer,

yet many apparently give credence to statements that certain fruits

arc a satisfactory food for brain workers, while others must be

avoided. At any rate, such statements are often found in print. In

general, it may be said that very few investigations have been made
which indicate that the different fruits possess specific medicinal quali-

ties. Those which contain an abundance of sugar are naturally

excluded in a large measure from the diet of diabetics, while there are

other conditions in which acid fruits are conceded to be undesirable.

Some fruits, notably the tropical papaw and the pineapple, contain

very active ferments. The ferment present in the papaw is separated in

commercial quantities and used as a digester of nitrogenous materials.

Perhaps it is quite natural that much stress should have been laid on

the ferment present in the pineapple and that this fruit should be

recommended for use at the end of a meal so that its ferment may aid

the body in digesting food. It should be remembered, however, that

the bod}' in health does not need artificial aid in performing its normal

functions and that for digestive disturbances it would be wiser to

seek competent medical advice than to depend on the casual use of

pineapple or other plant ferment, especially when it is remembered,

that there is great doubt as to the efficacy of any ferments introduced

artificially into the stomach.

Fortunately there are so many other good reasons for using fruits

that we have no need to base our use of them in quantity on supposed

medicinal virtues.

CONCLUSIONS.

In general, it may be said that fruits are wholesome, palatable, and

attractive additions to our diet, and may be readily made to furnish a

considerable part of the nutrients and energy required in the daily

fare. Fresh fruits are dilute foods and closely resemble green vege-

tables in total nutritive value, but dried fruits and many preserves,

etc., are much more concentrated, comparing favorably with some of

the cereals and other dry vegetable foods in the amount of total nutri-

ents and energy which they supply per pound. The characteristic

chemical constituents of fruits are carbohydrates, and so they are natu-

rally and properly used in a well-balanced diet to supplement foods

richer in protein, as cereal grains, legumes, nuts, eggs, dairy products,

meats, and fish. Intelligently used, fruits are a valuable part of a

well-balanced diet and may well be eaten in even larger quantities

than at present.



THE PRINCIPAL INSECT ENEMIES OF THE PEACH.

By A. L. Quaim am i ..

/// Chargi oj DeciduotiS'Fruii Insect TnvesHgatiorUf Bureau of Entomology.

INTRODUCTION.

The depredations of insects constitute an important obstacle to the

profitable cultivation of the peach. This is true not only in large

commercial orchards, but also in the small home orchard, often of not

more than a dozen trees; for wherever the peach is grown there will

likely be found the "borer" infesting the root-crown and roots, scale

insects on the trunk and branches, and in many sections the curculio

to disfigure and destroy the fruit.

Of about 190 species of insects known to feed habitually or occa-

sionally on the peach, comparatively few are at present seriously

destructive, but the ravages of these, as the peach borer, the plum
curculio, the San Jose and other scales, the peach twig-borer, etc.,

bring about in injury to the tree and fruit a loss in the United States

of several million dollars annually. Much of this loss is preventable,

as is shown by the experience of numerous individual orchardists who,

by proper care and attention, have been able to greatly lessen losses

from insect depredations.

Too much stress can not be placed on the importance in peach cul-

ture of maintaining the trees in a thrifty and vigorous condition by

frequent cultivation, fertilization if necessary, the thorough pruning

out of dead or otherwise useless wood, and the prompt removal and

destruction of diseased and dying trees. Orchard management of this

character does much to prevent insect injury by maintaining conditions

unfavorable to the development and spread of the insects.

THE PLUM CURCULIO.

( Conolrachelus nenupJiar Hbst.

)

All peach growers in the East are familiar with the "worm" in the

peach, the larva or grub of the so-called plum curculio, or " little

Turk." This is a native American insect, and was among the first to

attract the attention of the early settlers by its depredations on the

plums, peaches, and other fruits growing around their homes.

Before the introduction of cultivated varieties of stone and pome

325
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fruits the ouroulio undoubtedly fed and bred on wild plums, haw-

thorns, and era!) apples, as it does at the present day, and it is prob-

able that from the earliest times it lias been quite generally distributed

eastward of the Rocky Mountains wherever its food plants grow.

The plum curculio is known to occur from southern Canada south to

about middle Florida and westward to the region of the Rocky

Mountains. West of about the one hundredth meridian, however, it

loses much of its importance as a pest, owing to the more arid climate.

LIFE HISTORY AND HA HITS.

The insect passes the winter in the adult or beetle stage (PI. XXVII,
fig. 2) under trash on the ground in and around orchards, or in other

situations where suitable protection from the weather may be Becured,

1>\ about the time in spring when the fruit buds are swelling or the

trees are in bloom, the beetles come from their winter quarters, and

as soon as the fruit is well set it is attacked for feeding and egg-laying

purposes, though the beetles also feed on the buds, unfolding leave-,

and blossoms. Figure 1, Plate XXVII, is an enlarged illustration of a

young plum, showing the characteristic crescent-shaped egg punctures

of the female. Egg laying and feeding continue for several weeks,

or even months in the case of the hardier individuals. Oviposition,

however, is most active during the first four or live weeks. The total

number of eggs which may be deposited by an individual female

varies widely, probably depending upon climatic conditions and the

sort of fruit attacked.

From three to live days, according to the temperature, are required

for the egg to hatch, and the resulting larva soon bores into the fruit,

where it feeds, usually around the pit in stone fruits, until completing

its growth. The larval stage lasts from about twelve to eighteen days.

The presence of the larva in the young peach will usually cause it to

fall (PL XXVII, fig. 3), and much of the infested fruit, if it does not

drop earlier, falls with the so-called
u June drop," just as the pit begins

to harden. Upon completing its growth, whether in the fruit on the

tree or on the ground, the larva bores out of the fruit and enters the

soil, usuallyr to a depth of not more than 2 inches, where it pupates.

Some three or four weeks are required for the completion of the pupal

stage and the emergence of the normallv colored beetle. The beetles

may, however, remain in the pupal cell days, or even weeks, before

leaving the soil, especially if the weather be dry, whereas a copious

shower may bring them out in numbers. The period of development

of the curculio from egg to adult thus lasts from about five to seven

weeks, and as there is but one generation annually, the insect spends

about ten to eleven months of the year in the adult condition. Owing
to the long period during which the beetles oviposit in the spring,
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Plate XXVII.

The Plum Curculio and Its Work.

[Pig. I.—Young plum, Bhowing crescent-shaped egg-laying punctures. Fig. 2.—The adult. <>r

beetle, on a young peach. Fig. 3.—Young peaches infested with larvae, from ground under
tree. Figs, l and 2, enlarged i times; fig. 3, reduced about one-half. (Original.)]
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Work of the Plum Curculio.

[Fig. l.— Larva and Its work, in ripe peach. Fi.ur . 2.—Gum exudations from punctures in green

peaches. Fig. 8.—Deformed peaches, due to curculio punctures. Fig. 4.—Deformed apples,

dne to curculio punctures. Fig. I, natural sizf. figs. 2, 3, and I. reduced about one-half.

(Original, i]
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beetles of the new generation, from eggs firsl laid, are out some,

time before the parent beetles have disappeared. Beetles of the new
generation, after (heir emergence from the soil, feed on the fruit

and foliage of various fruit trees until the approach of cold weather,

when they seek shelter for the winter, emerging the following spring

to attack the new fruit, as already indicated.

i > PLANTS.

The natural and original food of the curculio is the wild plum. It

also breeds in wild crab apples and hawthorns and is recorded as

breeding in persimmon. Practically all cultivated varieties of stone

and pome fruits are attacked, as plums, peaches, cherries, nectarine.^,

apricots, apples, and pears, though a preference is shown for the

smooth-skinned sorts, notably plums.

CHARACTER OF INJURY.

Injury to fruit by this insect is due to the punctures made by the

beetles in feeding and to the punctures of the females in ovipositing,

and also to the work of the larvae within the fruit itself. Much of the

fruit injured when small shortly falls to the ground, but if punctured

when of some size it may remain on the tree, and if the punctures

are numerous it becomes knotty and misshapen as it grows (see PL
XXVIII, figs. 3 and 4). From the punctures made, gum may exude

and form globules, which during moist or rainy weather become quite

conspicuous, as shown in Plate XXVIII, figure 2. Cherries, with the

exception of one or twro varieties, do not fall, the larva completing

its growth in the fruit on the tree. Much injury is also done, particu-

larly in the more northern States, to apples and plums by the feeding

on the fruit, during the late summer and fall, of beetles of the newT

generation before they go into hibernation for the winter. In some
sections this may be the more important injury. In the South, where
early maturing fruit is generally grown, injury by the new generation

of beetles is of little importance.

NATURAL ENEMIES.

It has been discovered recently that the eggs of the curculio are

destroyed by a minute parasite {Anaphes conotrachdi Girault), which,

according to the limited observations made, destroys from 60 to T<> per

cent of them. The larvae are attacked by two parasites, Sigalphw
curcuUonis Fitch and Porizoii conotrachdi Kile}', the former species

being much the more important. Certain predaceous insects are

known to destroy the curculio larvae as they are leaving the fruit to

enter the soil.
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{)( many different methods which have been proposed for the pre

rention of injury to fruit by the eurculio, comparatively few are

worthy of consideration.

Jabbing.—One of the best and perhaps most generally practiced

preventive measures at the present day is the so-called jarring method.

Its value depends on the fact that a sudden jar to the tree will cause the

beetles to fold their legs and fall to the ground, feigning death as a

means of escaping detection. Advantage is taken of this habit to, col-

lect the beetles on sheets held, or placed on the ground, under the

trees. Jarring is begun in the spring as soon as the fruit is well set,

and should be done preferably in the early morning or late evening,

when the insects are somewhat torpid with cold and drop quickly.

In large orchards it is often necessary to work during midday, though

not so many beetles are caught, as they cling to the tree more tena-

ciously and after falling escape more quickly. During seasons when
the beetles are numerous it is best to jar the trees every day for a

period of four or live weeks, until it is observed that but few beetles

are being caught.

Various forms of eurculio catchers have been devised, but perhaps

the simplest, and one suitable for work on a small scale, consists of a

sheet some 12 feet square, made by sewing together strips of heavy

muslin, the central seam being left open to the middle of the sheet.

The canvas is placed on the ground under the tree, being centered by

passing the midseam around the trunk and one margin along the seam

being overlapped to entirely cover the ground. A padded pole for

jarring the tree completes the outfit.

In jarring on a larger scale the work must be done more expedi-

tiously. A form of catcher much in use in extensive eastern orchards

is shown in Plate XXIX, figure i. This form of catcher consists of

a cart on which is carried an inverted umbrella-shaped canvas on a fold-

ing frame, with an opening in front to receive the trunk of the tree.

In operation the cart is pushed under the tree, which is given a sud-

den jar by means of a padded bumper at the base of the slit, or

preferably with a padded pole. The beetles falling on the hopper-like

canvas are brushed down through the opening in the bottom into a can

of kerosene fastened beneath. The method of jarring practiced in a

large Georgia orchard is illustrated in Plate XXIX, figure 2. The
work is done by gangs t)f five hands each, the apparatus consisting of

two sheets stretched on frames, each 6 by 12 feet, and a padded pole

for jarring the tree. The sheets are momentarily held under the

respective trees as they are being carried along, at which instant the

tree is given a jar with the padded pole. At the end of the row
the sheets are placed on the ground, the curculios are picked off, and

the beneficial insects permitted to escape.
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Poisoning.— It has been known for several years that the adult

curcuiios feed freely on the foliage and fruit of the plants used for

egg-laying purposes, and numerous experiments have shown that

injury to fruit may I)*' greatly lessened by thoroughly spraying the

trees with arsenical poisons. In the ca8e of the peach, however.

repeated applications of poisons, such as Paris green or arsenate of

lead, are likely to be followed by injury to and subsequent dropping

of the foliage. But some peach growers habitually spray their tn

with arsenical poisons for the curcuiio and report no injurious effects;

and in localities where it has been established that no injury results

the practice is to be recommended. But the grower who is using

arsenicals on the peach for the first time should proceed with caution.

Of the poisons available for this work, arsenate of lead is likely to be

least injurious, and it has the advantage of adhering well to the foli-

age. To be reasonably effective in killing the beetles, it should be

used at the rate of about 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water. Paris

green, or "green arsenoid," should not be used stronger than 1 pound
to 150 or 200 gallons of water. The caustic properties of these

poisons will be greatly reduced by the addition to the liquid of the

milk of lime, made from slaking some 2 or 3 pounds of stone lime; or

the poisons may be used in Bordeaux mixture which it is proposed to

use in the control of fungous diseases.

In the control of the curcuiio several applications of the poison are

necessary. The first application should be made at once after the blos-

soms fall, and other applications should be made at intervals of eight

to ten days until three or four applications have been made.

Cultivation.—In the discussion of the life history of the curcuiio

it was shown that the pupa or quiescent stage of the insect is passed

for the great majority of individuals not more than 2 inches below the

surface of the ground. The destruction of these soft, helpless pupae

by the crushing action of a cultivator would therefore appear reason-

able; and, as it involves no outlay for labor not essential to successful

fruit growing, the practice is to be strongly recommended. Pains

should be taken to run the cultivators as near the trees as possible, as

the majority of the larvae pupate beneath the spread of the limbs.

Since the period of maximum oviposition lasts for four or five weeks,

it follows that the pupae will be in the ground in numbers over an

equal length of time. In the latitude of Washington and southward

the larvae begin to enter the soil for pupation in about six weeks after

the time of full bloom of the trees, and cultivation should hence be

begun by about this time. In Illinois, as shown by Professor Cran-

dall, and probably elsewhere in the more northern States, the larvae

are entering the soil in about two months from the blooming period

of the tree-
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( I vniKuiNG fallen fruit. A large proportion of the fruit, other

than cherries, punctured while small, will fall before the larva' have,

completed their growth. Infested fruit will thus he on the ground

some days before the larva 1 leave it to enter the ground. The system-

atic collection and destruction of this fallen fruit would serve greatly

to keep the insect in check, and, where practicable, this method should

he followed. Fruit should be collected every two or three days to

insure the destruction of the Larvae before the fruit has been deserted.

Plate XXVII, figure 3, shows the condition of a few peaches gathered

from under a tree in a Georgia orchard.

General recommendations.—In the control of this pest, as of most

other destructive insects, clean culture is of great importance as remov-

ing conditions favorable to insect multiplication. The numerous plum

thickets to be observed in the neighborhood of orchards and along

roads, particularly in the South, are constant sources of infestation of

orchards, and should be destroyed wherever possible. In lighting the

curculio best results will come from a combination of two or more of

the several methods recommended, and uniformity of action by all the

orchardists of a community will bring about a great reduction of loss

from this pest in that section.

the peach borer.

(Sanninoidea witiosa Say.)

In many parts of the country the peach borer is perhaps the most

destructive insect enemy of the peach. Injury is done by the larva

or borer, which feeds on the soft inner bark at the crown of the root

or on the adjacent roots (see PI. XXX, tig. 2). The larvas are vora-

cious feeders, and trees are always greatly injured and often com-

pletely girdled by them. The peach is subject to attack throughout

its entire life, from the seedling in the nursery row to the oldest relic,

though injury is most severe on the younger trees. The presence of

the borer is indicated by the exudation from the base of the tree of a

brownish, gummy mass more or less mixed with soil, which, during

damp or rainy weather, by the absorption of water, becomes gelati-

nous and often quite conspicuous (see PI. XXX, fig. 1).

DISTRIBUTION AND FOOD PLANTS.

The peach borer, like the plum curculio, is a native species, and at

present appears still to be confined to Canada and the United States.

So far as is recorded, it has not yet become established on the Pacific

coast nor west of the Rocky Mountains, except in Colorado and pos-

sibly in New Mexico. There occurs on the Pacific coast, however, a

closely related species {Sanninoidea opalescens Hy. Ed.) of similar life

history and habits and against which the same remedial measures may
be practiced. Eastward of the Rocky Mountains, from Canada south
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Fig. 1 .—Wheelbarrow Curculio Catcher Used in New York State i from
Slinqerland).

Fig. 2.—Curculio Catcher Made of Sheets on Frames, Used in Georg.a iOriginal),
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The Peach Borer and Its Work.

ft1 baseof infested tree. Fig. 2.-The "borer" and its cocoon at
[Fig. L—Exudation of gum

rootrcrown of 2-year-old peach tree. (Original. .]
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to Florida and Texas, the peach borer is almost universally found

wherever peach trees are grown.

Its native food plant is thought to have been the wild cherry, and

possibly also the wild plum. With the introduction of the peach by

the early settlers this plant soon became its favorite food, and com-

plaints of its destructiveness are frequent in our early horticultural

Literature. It is now known to infest various cultivated varieties of

stone fruits, as the apricot, nectarine, prune, and plum, but it is pre-

eminently destructive to the peach.

LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS.

There is but one generation annually. The insect winters in the

larval or borer condition, the larger individuals simply hibernating

in their burrows under the bark, many of the smaller ones con-

structing a cell or hibernaculum outside of the burrow, on the bark of

the tree. With the approach of spring, and probably during warm
spells during the winter in the South, feeding is resumed. Larvae of

various sizes are to be found in the tree at almost any time, varying

from quite small to nearly full grown, and the period of pupation

and emergence of the moths is thus extended over several months.

Upon completing its growth the borer leaves its burrow and constructs

a cocoon at or near the surface of the ground, usually on the trunk of

the tree near the burrow (see PL XXX, fig. 2), but often loose on

the soil. Within the cocoon the borer transforms to a pupa, from
which the moth or parent will emerge in the course of three or four

weeks. Plate XXXI, figure 1, illustrates the two sexes, the female

moth above and the male below. Soon after emergence the moths

mate, and the female at once begins depositing her eggs. These are

laid rather indiscriminate!}7 over the trunk of the tree, on adjacent

weeds or trash, or even on the ground. Dissections of females show
the ovaries to contain from about 200 to 800 fully developed eggs, the

number varying with the size of the individual moth. The moths are

day fliers, and both sexes are quite active. The eggs are small, red-

dish, oval in shape, and not readily detected on the bark of the tree.

These hatch in from nine to ten days, the young larva? at once seeking

cracks in the bark, soon making their way into the soft bark of the

tree. Their location is easily detected by the powder}', light brownish

frass which they push out from their burrows. The young larva 1

grow rapidly, feeding until forced into hibernation by the cool weather

of fall. Growth is resumed with the coming of spring, as already

indicated.

In the control of this species it is important to know as accurately

as possible the period of greatest abundance of moths. According to

Professor Slingerland, in New York State, and probably in that lati-

tude generally, usually no moths emerge before July 1, and they
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mostly appear from July L5 to August 15. It is noted, however, that

during exceptional years moths may appear as earl} as June 15, and

they have been reared at Buffalo late in September. Results of an

investigation of this species at Youngstown, N. Y., by Mr. Fred

Johnson, of the Bureau of Entomology, during the season of 19* ».>,

largely agree with the statements of Professor SlingerlancL The

period of emergence of moths was found to be from June 12 to

August 24, not many appearing, however, until two or three weeks

after the first date mentioned. No pupae were found later than

August 5;

In the vicinity of Washington, from observations made during 1905,

appears that a few moths may emerge during iato May, but they do

not begin to emerge to any extent until about the middle of June, and

the period of maximum emergence is not reached until some four or

five weeks later. The great majority of larvae have pupated and the

moths have emerged by the middle of September, though a few strag-

glers may emerge later. Much the same condition obtains in New
Jersey, according to Dr. J. B. Smith, who states that moths of the

peach borer emerge in greatest numbers from about June 15 to

September 15.

Until recently there have been no accurate data on the period of

emergence of the moths in the extreme South. During the past two

years, however, Prof. H. N. Starnes, of the Georgia experiment sta-

tion, has determined, by careful investigation, that the period of

emergence of the majority of the moths is from about August 26 to

September 15, a few earlier, and a few at later intervals, extending

even into October.

Results of investigations by the Bureau of Entomology during 1905,

at Fort Valley, Ga., agree fairly with the statements made by Professor

Starnes. According to records made by Mr. James H. Beattie, no

pupa? were found, with one exception, until July 10, from which date

they became increasingly abundant. By August 20 it was estimated

that fully 80 per cent of the larva? had pupated and many of the moths

emerged. By early September pupa1 were relatively scarce. The
period of flight of the moths in any numbers wTould thus extend roughly

from about August 1 to late September. However, Messrs. Scott and

Fiske, for some years entomologists to the Georgia State board of ento-

mology, while inspecting nurseries during October and early November,

often observed the moths in numbers, and further observations are nec-

essary before final conclusions may be reached on this important point.

The periods of maximum emergence and oviposition of the moths

for the respective regions indicated would doubtless be included within

the following dates:

For New York and other States of about that latitude, from July 1

to September 1.
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For States of about the latitude of Washington City, from Jinn; L5

to September 15.

For Georgia and other States of about that latitude, from August 1

to October 1, and possibly later.

NATURAL ENEMIES.

Iii all, 7 or S species of hymenopterous parasites have been found

infesting the larva or pupa, and during 1905 Mr. A. A. Girault has

bred from eggs collected on peach trees an important egg parasite,

Telenomus quavntancei Girault MS. Limited observations in the

vicinity of Washington indicate that about 50 per cent of the borer's

eggs may be destroyed by this minute insect.

PREVENTIVE AND REMEDIAL MEASURES.

Preventive measures.—Under this head are to be considered

methods designed to prevent the deposition by the moth of her eggs

on the trunk of the tree, or such measures as will hinder or prevent

the entrance of the newly hatched larva?. Of all of these, mounding
has perhaps given as good results as any other. Slingerland found in

New York State that from one-half to seven-tenths of the borers were

kept out of the trees by this practice, and he considers it one of the

cheapest and most effective of numerous methods tested by him. Many
successful orchardists rely on this practice alone or in conjunction with
" worming," to be mentioned later.

Mounding consists simply in dragging up the earth, by means of a

hoe or otherwise, all around the base of the tree to a height of 8 or 10

inches. This artificial earth surface will induce the moths to deposit

eggs higher on the trunk, and but few larvae will enter the bark much
below the place of contact of the mound with the tree, and they may
thus be readily destroyed upon the removal of the mound after the

period of egg laying of the moths has passed. Of much the same
order is the use of strips of tarred paper, newspaper, or other forms

of sheathing, wrapped around the trunk. Two or three inches of soil

is first removed from around the base of the tree and the protector

applied. The return of the earth will hold the bottom of the sheath-

ing in place, and it is secured above with a string or other suitable

means. Wrapping, or the application of a wash, is often followed by
mounding, and when these are employed in conjunction a greater

degree of freedom from injury should result.

Perhaps the method most generally relied on, usually in conjunction

with worming, is the use of some kind of wash painted on the trunks

of the trees. The number of these washes is very large; many are

quite worthless, while others are positively injurious to the tree.

Lime, soap, clay, glue, white lead, carbolic acid, tobacco decoction,

kerosene, sulphur, and Paris green are some of the ingredients, in
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various combinations, which enter into their composition. Many
washes are concocted in the belief that some one ingredient, as car-

bolic acid, will be offensive to the moths, while another, as Paris green,

will destroy the just-hatched larvae as they bore into fche tree. There

is do evidence to show that the moths are affected by such odoriferous

substances, and the fact that the great majority of the young larvae

enter the bark through cracks and do not bore directly through the

poisoned coating renders substances of a poisonous nature ineffective.

Washes containing Paris green or other arsenites, especially with glue

or paint as a base, are likely to be injurious, though moderate quanti-

ties of poison in a wash, with lime as a base, have been used without

injurious results. On young, thin-barked trees, however, washes con-

taining arsenites should be used with the greatest caution. Lime

perhaps forms the base of the greatest number of washes, one or more

other ingredients being added according to the fancy of the user.

One of these which, in the hands of Mr. J. H. Hale, is reported as

giving good results is made as follows:

Two quarts of soap, one-half pint of crude carbolic acid, and 2 ounces of Paris

green, all thoroughly mixed with a bucketful of water, to which enough lime and

clay have been added to make a thin paste.

Several substances which maintain a fairly impervious character

have been tried at different times, but unfortunately their use is not

without risk of injury. Of these, white paint, printer's ink, and two of

the common brands of insect lime are, according to Professor Slinger-

land, fatal or injurious. In his hands gas tar proved very effective,

keeping out from four-fifths to all of the borers and doing no injury

to the trees. In the hands of others, however, serious injury has at

times resulted, and where its use is contemplated it should first be

tried in a small way.

Whatever the method or methods adopted, whether mounding, the

use of paper or other similar protectors, or the use of washes, these

should be applied to the trees before the period of flight of the moths,

and should remain in working order until this period has passed.

Remedial measures.—After the borers have once penetrated

beneath the bark the use of washes or mounding are of no avail, and

the old-time process of digging them out or "worming" is still the

best of the direct remedial measures. Worming is done usually in the

spring or early summer, and often again in the fall, though at this

time many of the larvse are quite small and are liable to be overlooked.

In California Prof. C. M. Woodworth has been able to successfully

treat the related borer infesting the peach, the larva of Samiinoidea

opalesc&tis, by the injection of carbon bisulphid into the ground around

the base of the tree. The larvae were killed in their burrows and no

injury done to the trees. In New York State, however, this method
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w as condemned by Slingerland od account of its cost, as being ineffecl

Lve 11

tree.

Lve in killing the borers and its being dangerous to the health of the

THE LESSEE PEAOH BOBER.

(jEgeria picHpes <i. & R.)

In the course of investigations of the peach borer by the Bureau of

Entomology during 1905 another borer was found infesting the peach,

inhabiting principally the trunk, especially of old trees or those show-

ing injury from freezing or other causes. This insect, to be known as

the Lesser peach borer, has been found in western New York and adjacent

portions of Canada, in Maryland and Virginia, and in Georgia, so that

it would appear to be widely distributed. In the last-mentioned State

it is very abundant and is the cause of important injury, infesting

principally the trunks of the older trees, feeding on the soft bark, exca-

vating burrows after the manner of the true peach borer. It has,

however, been frequently taken at the crown of the root, and under

these circumstances might readily be confused with the other species.

(See PI. XXXI, figs. 3 and 4, showing the cocoon and empty pupa

case and female and male moths, respectively, all enlarged on same

scale with figs. 1 and 2, the true peach borer, of the same plate.)

To control this species it will be advisable to closely examine the

trunks as well as the crowns of the roots during the time of worming
for the peach borer.

THE SAN JOSE SCALE.

(Aspidiotus pemiciosus Comst.

)

But a few years ago the San Jose scale was considered a veritable

menace to the growing of deciduous fruits in the East, and its discov-

ery in an orchard was often followed by the destruction of the trees

in the hope that its extermination might be secured. However, this

feeling of alarm has now given way to one of confidence that the pest

may be controlled by the proper use of insecticidal sprays, and with-

out belittling the serious character of the insect, it may be said that it

has -imply taken its place among the several insect pests of the orchard,

whose control must be enforced as a regular feature of orchard work.

Since its introduction into the East from California some seventeen

or eighteen years ago it has become established in the principal

deciduous-fruit regions in the more eastern States from Canada south

to Florida and Texas. There are still many fruit-growing sections

throughout this area where the scale has not made its appearance, and

no effort should be spared to keep it out for as long a time as possible;

bur its appearance in an orchard should not be the occasion of the

destruction of otherwise valuable trees, in view of the fact that it can

be controlled by thorough and painstaking work with sprays. The
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insect is introduced into new localities principally on nursery stock,

but once established under conditions of neglect it spreads more or

I rapidly from orchard to orchard. The system of inspection and

fumigation of nursery stock which has been in practice for some
years in most States has been an important means of restricting its

more general distribution, and prospective purchasers of tree- Bhould

assure themselves of their freedom from this and other pests likely

to be distributed from nurseries.

FOOD PLANTS AND DESTRUCTIVES' ESS.

The San Jose scale is practically an omnivorous feeder, it having

been reported from some sixty plants, and the list is being gradually

extended. It is worthy of note, however, that, with the exception of

a few incidental plants, it is able to live and multiply in injurious

numbers only on members of the Rosacea?, to which family our

deciduous fruits belong-.

If permitted to multiply unrestricted, young trees will usually sue

cumb to its ravages in three or four years, often in two or three years.

Older trees may withstand it longer. The smaller limbs and branches

are usually the first to be killed, and the tree will throw out from below a

varying number of shoots (see PI. XXXII, fig. 1, illustrating a peach

tree thus injured). With trees in fruit, especially apples, plums, and

pears, the fruit will frequently be quite ruined for market purposes

by the settling upon it of the young scales.

APPEARANCE OF THE INSECT.

Aii individual San Jose scale is quite small, grayish, circular in out-

line, somewhat convex, and with a nipple-like prominence in the cen-

ter. The female scale is about 1 mm. in diameter, the male being

smaller and elongate. (See PL XXXII, tig. 2, showing an infested

peach twig, enlarged four times.) The insect itself is beneath the

so-called scale, which is simply a waxy covering secreted by the soft,

yellow, helpless louse for its own protection. Where trees are but

slightly infested its presence is not readily detected by the casual

observer; but in cases of severe infestation the bark of the tree and

limbs will present an ash-gray appearance, and on examination will

be found thoroughly incrusted with the scales. These ma}' be readily

scraped oil' with a knife, producing a yellowish, oily fluid from the

crushed bodies of the insects. Plate XXXII, figure 3, illustrates a

section of limb of peach tree thickly infested with the scales, twice

enlarged. When thus abundant on a tree the foliage will be thor-

oughly infested, giving it a spotted and diseased appearance readily

observed some feet away, thus aiding in its more ready detection.
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METHODS OK CONTROL

Trees which from neglect <>f treatment nave been practically killed

by the Scale should al once be CUi down and burned, and, if desired,

new ones planted in their places. Trees which have been severely

injured, the tops being more or less killed, should he closely pinned

and all parts thoroughly treated with a suitable spray. Trees thus

injured may he much more quickly brought into condition by thorough

cultivation of the land and the use of fertilizers.

Lime-sulphur-salt wash.—This wash is now perhaps the main reli-

ance in the control of the San .lose scale in commercial peach orchards

in the Bast, as it has been for many years on the Pacific slope. When
properly made and thoroughly applied it has proven to be the most
satisfactory of the several washes available for the control of this pest

on all deciduous fruits. Its use on dormant peach trees, with unim-

portant exceptions, has proven to be without any injurious effects

whatever to the tree or fruit buds. The exceptions to be noted are

reports of injury to the terminal twigs, due apparently to their imma-

ture condition by reason of late growth in the fall. The wash is

applied in the spring before the fruit buds open, or, in the case of

badly infested orchards, both in the late fall and spring. In regions

where peach-leaf curl is troublesome the spring application will almost

entirely prevent it.

There is some variance at present as regards the quantities of the

respective ingredients of the wash which should be used; also as to

the details of its preparation. There seems to be, however, consider-

able latitude in these particulars without seriously affecting its effi-

ciency. Of numerous formulas tested by the Bureau of Entomology in

1905, the following, which is substantially the formula hitherto recom-

mended by the Bureau, reduced to the 50-gallon basis, was found

satisfactory

:

Best stone lime pounds .

.

20

Flowers (or flour) of sulphur do 15

Common salt do 10

Water to make gallons.

.

50

The lime Bhould all be Blaked in a cooking barrel or vessel, using of hot water
about one-third of the total required; and while the lime is vigorously slaking add
the Bolphnr, which should previously have been made into a thick paste with water,

and next add the Kilt. When the lime has slaked add water to make up to about

two-thirds of the total amount required, and cook for about one hour, after which
add water to make the total required amount of wash. Strain as it is being poured
into the spray tank or barrel and apply before it cools. The wash may be cooked in

• pen kettles or with steam in barrels or tanks. The use of salt is apparently not essen-

tial to the effectiveness of the wash, and may be omitted if desired. In the case

of badly infested orchards being treated for the first time it is advisable to strengthen
the wash by the addition to the formula of 5 pounds each of lime and sulphur.

3 a 1905 22
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One application of the irash during the spring of each \ ear is usually

quite sufficient to keep the scale under control.

For thf cooking of tin' wash on ;i small scale large open kettles may
be used, but when large quantities are Deeded, the use of steam will be

found much more convenient and economical. Most large orchards

now have steam cooking plants, varying much in detail, as shown in

Plate XX XI II. Many growers prefer Large tanks to barrels for

cooking vessels, making up large quantities of the wash at once,

thereby effecting a saving in fuel and labor.

Whale-oil soap.— Whale-oil or tisli-oil soap is especially useful

where only a few trees are to be treated. It is dissolved in water b}

boiling at the rate of 2 pounds to the gallon, and if a spray pump is

to be used, the solution should he applied hot. A wash made from

potash-lye soap is preferable to one made of a soda soap, since the

latter used at the strength mentioned is likely to become gelatinous on

cooling, and hence will he difficult of application. Perhaps the princi-

pal objection to whale-oil soap is its cost as compared with other

washes, and to the fact that as sold on the market it is of quite varia-

ble composition. A potash- lye soap should be insisted on, and one

that contains not more than 30 per cent of water. The wash is applied

in late spring.

Kerosene and CRUDE petroleum.—In o-eneral the use of kerosene

and crude petroleum on peach trees in the East is attended with much
risk of injury to trees and fruit buds, though in the hands of many
growers such injury has never been noted. Theoretically these oils

constitute an ideal treatment for scale-infested peach trees, but the

serious injury often following their use has placed them in disrepute,

and they are now practically displaced by the safer and cheaper lime-

sulphur-salt wash.

Kerosene and crude petroleum are used either pure or in soap or

mechanical emulsions with water. When used undiluted, the greatest

care must be exercised that the trees be sprayed only sufficiently to

moisten the trunk and branches, and especially that no oil be allowed

to form puddles around the tree. Applications should be made only

during brioht, dry days, so that the oil will evaporate from the trees

as quickly as possible. The ordinary kerosene or coal oil (150° Hash

test) is used. The crude petroleum should show from 43 to 4:> Baume.

Kerosene and crude petroleum are more commonly used diluted—that

is, in soap or mechanical emulsions with water. A 20 per cent soap

emulsion, which is about the right strength for a dormant peach tree,

is uiade as follows:

Whale-oil or other soap pounds. . 2£

Kerosene or crude petroleum gallons. . 10

Water to make do 50
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The soap is dissolved in 5 gallons of hot Water, which La at once poured Lnto the

spray-pump barrel. The LO gallons of kerosene or crude petroleum is next added, and

the whole thoroughly emulsified by pumping it back through the hose Into the bar-

rel for six or eight minutes. Alter the oil has become thoroughly emulsified the

barrel is filled with water, and the preparation is ready for use.

Various spray pumps are now on the market which are designed to

mechanically mix with water any desired percentage of kerosene or

crude petroleum in the act of spraying. In the use of such pumps
cure must always he exercised to see that the desired percentage of oil

is being discharged from the nozzle, or injury to the trees or ineffective

work is Likely to result.

THE WEST INDIAN PEACH SCALE.

( Diaspls pentagona Targ.

)

Next to the San Jose scale, the West Indian peach scale is undoubt-

edly the most destructive of the scale insects affecting- the peach in the

United States. According- to Mr. Marlatt, it is a native of eastern

Asia. It was first discovered in the United States in 1892 infesting

seedling peach trees growing on the Department grounds at Washing-
ton, though old trees throughout the city were soon afterwards found

to be infested in a way to indicate that it had been present in the

District of Columbia for a number of years. The species has been

discussed at length by Riley and Howard in Insect Life (Vol. VI,

p. 287), and again by Doctor Howard in the Yearbook of this Depart-

ment for 181)4. Owing to its general occurrence in the West Indies

it was at one time supposed to be native to those islands, hence its

common name. It is known, however, to occur in many parts of the

world.

Throughout its wide range this species attacks many different

species of plants. In the United States it is injurious particularly to

the plum, peach, prune, cherry, and apricot among deciduous fruits,

and to a considerable list of ornamental shrubs and plants, as lilac,

hibiscus, etc.

DESCRIPTION AND LIFE HISTORY.

This species is illustrated in figure 82, in which a shows a branch
red with female and male scales, natural size, and these are shown

enlarged at b and c, respectively. The scale of an adult female is

circular, rather convex, grayish in color, and often not readily dis-

tinguished from the adjacent bark, the scales of which may more or

less coyer it. The male scales are elongate, white, and on badly
infested trees occur in such numbers as to give the tree a whitish

appearance, as if whitewashed. In the latitude of Washington there

are three broods each year. In Georgia, according to Mr. W. M.
Scott, there are three or four broods each year, the young of the first
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brood appearing during a favorable season about the middle of March.

Mr. (I. l\ Mills, of Quintette, Pla. , according to Prof. H. A. Gossard,

believes that there air in that latitude four broods per year, and some-

times five, Onaocountof it^ prolificness and rapidity of development

it i- capable of doing serious damage even during a single season, and

if treatment be neglected tin- death of Infested t rees i- certain t<> result

In the South where it has become established it is almost equally

destructive with the San Jose scale.

Fig. 82.—The West Indian peach Diaspis pcntagona): a, infested branch;

b, female scale; C, male scale; d, group of male scales. ^Froiu Howard.)

REMEDIES.

The treatment of orchards and remedies advised in the control of

the San Jose scale will be equally effective in the control of this

species.

THE PEACH LECANHM.

(JSulecanium mgrofewciatum Perg.

)

The branches and foliage of the peach are often noticed to have a

dark, smutty appearance, as if covered with soot. This usually indi-

cates the presence of the peach lecanium, though not always, as this

condition may result from the presence of plant lice, or, more properly

speaking, aphides. The black, sooty substance is a fungus which grows

on the honeydew excreted in considerable quantities by these scales,

which infest the smaller branches and twigs of the tree, the males

often occurring on the foliage. The peach lecanium, or "terrapin

scale,'
3 was long considered identical with the European peach lecanium

{Evlecanium persica ). but it was established by Pergande in 1898 to be

a distinct species. Mr. Pergande considers it a native of the United

Suites, and probably indigenous to the territory south of New York
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and north of the Potomac River. Whatever its origin, it has now
become quite widely distributed, beingknown to occur in many locali-

ties in the eastern I'nitcd States, from Canada to Florida. Through-

out its range it subsists on a considerable number of food plants, as

plum, peach, apple, olive, maple, sycamore, Linden, and birch.

DKSCKinioN AM) NATIKAI, HISTORY.

The female insect is illustrated, about natural size, on twig, in figure

83, and enlarged, in ventral, dorsal, and lateral views, to the left. The
males are much smaller, elongate, slightly convex, and greenish white in

color. They occur on the twigs among the female scales, some usually

making their way to the foliage. There is apparently but one genera-

tion each year, the insect passing the winter mainly in the condition

of the advanced female. The overwintering insect matures early in

Fig. 83.—The peach leeanium (Eulecanium nigroj'asciatum): Adults at left, natural size

and enlarged; young at right, much enlarged. (From Howard.)

spring, depositing her numerous eggs in a mass beneath her body
scale. In Missouri, where this species has been studied by Miss Muit-

feldt, the eggs begin to hatch by June 10, and hatching continues for

about a month. The males begin to appear by July 22, living about

one week. The females continue growth until the approach of cold

weather, hibernating in an immature condition, as stated.

TREATMENT.

It is probable that in orchards treated for the San Jose scale the

treatment will also serve to keep this species under control. Where
this pest only is present it is best treated by thoroughly spraying the

infested trees with 15 or 20 per cent kerosene emulsion or whale-oil

soap solution, I pound to 4 or 5 gallons of water, just as the eggs

are beginning to hatch. As the period of hatching extends over about

one month, one or two subsequent applications are advisable.
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THE BLAOE PBAOB APHIS.

[phis pera&cae-niger Er. Bm.

)

The black peach aphis infests the roots, tender shoots, ami foliage of

tin 1 peach, causing more serious injury when occurring on the roots.

It> presence on the roots is often unsuspected, the failure of the trees

being attributed to other causes, young t rees recently planted are mosf

subject to injury, before they have become well established in the

soil. Infested trees may fail to grow off well, at the end of two or

three years being scarcely Larger than when planted. The foliage

assumes a yellowish green, sickly appearance, the leaves becoming
somewhat curled on the edges and blotched with red, suggesting :l wet

soil or incipient "yellows."

DESCUIITION AND LIFE HISTORY.

The insects occur in two forms—winged and wingless—the former
occurring only on the shoots and leaves, while the latter occur on both

the foliage and roots. An individual aphis is quite small, the body in

both forms averaging about "2 mm. in length, shining jet black or dark

brown in color, oval in shape, though the body of the wingless form

Is stouter. Both forms are illustrated, much enlarged, in figure 84.

The young are faint greenish-brown in color, gradually becoming darker

as they grow, till the jet black condition of the adult is reaehed.

Aphides of all ages oceur promiscuously together, often in such num-
bers as to practically hide the infested parts. They feed by means of a

beak, which is thrust into the tissues of the plant, and the sap removed
by their combined attack constitutes a serious drain on plant vitality.

The insect lives on the roots of the plant during the entire season, and

breeding is continuous, except during the winter, which is spent in

hibernation. The aphides are usually attended by ants, wrhich aid them
in securing food, transporting them from place to place and otherwise

caring for them. The ants secure from the aphides for food quantities

of honeydew which is excreted by them. In the spring the aphides

make their way above the ground and begin to feed and breed on the

tender growth just pushing out. The young are born alive, the prog-

eny soon becoming mature and giving birth to living young in their turn.

They thus multiply very rapidly, an aphis soon becoming the pro-

genitor of many thousands. The winged aphides fly readily aad

migrate to other trees, where new colonies are started. The insect is

thus principally spread in orchards or localities where it has once

become established. During summer the aphides for the most part are

to be found on the roots, though a few may be found on the foliage

and shoots in badly infested orchards at almost any time during

the growing season. Below ground they occur more or less promis-
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cuouslv on coots of all sizes, but the smaller and more tender ones

are preferred. Some of the aphides may retain their hold on the

FlG. 81.—The black peach aphis {Aphis jicr^icie-niger): a, winged

agamic female; b, wingless agamic female. Much enlarged

(original i,

roots after the trees are dug, and the insect is

thus frequently distributed on nursery stock.

The general practice of fumigation by nursery-

men now renders their distribution much more unlikely than formerly.

Light, sandy soils are worst infested, though they have been found in

abundance on stiff clay soils.

REMEDIAL AND PREVENTIVE MEASURES.

Trees from the nursery should be carefully examined before planting,

and if aphides are found on the roots these should be destroyed by dip-

ping the roots in strong tobacco water, kerosene emulsion, or whale-

oil soap solution. The precaution should be taken to purchase trees

only from nurserymen who practice fumigation. Where the pest has

already become established on the roots of orchard trees its control is

often quite difficult. Heavy dressings of kainit, according to Dr.

J. B. Smith, are effectual in killing the aphides. The fertilizer should

be applied over the ground covering the root area of the tree, prefera-

bly just before a rain. Unleached wood ashes, from one-half to one

bushel per tree, is recommended by Pettit as being very effective. It

i- better to Hist remove the soil over approximately the root area of

the tree, replacing it after the ashes have been applied. Ground
tobacco dust may be used in the same way. In all of these substances

the insecticida] properties leach out, coining in contact with the soft

bodies of the aphides on the roots and thus killing many of them.

Mr. 11. (i. Welch, of Douglas, Mich., reports much success from
the free use of stable manure applied around the trees, which are thus
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enabled to outgrow the effects of fche aphides. In general, it would

seem that injuries from the pesl would be. overcome to a considerable

extent bj supplying the tree w it h an abundance of plant 1'<><hI in tin'

w;i\ of fertilizers and by cultivation. Prof. Wesley Webb, of Dela-

ware, reports success in the control of this pest in nurseries in the

sandy soils of that State by the free use of tobacco dust as a fertilizer,

drilled in with the seed, or later along the rows of the trees.

THE 1'KACII TWIG-BOBER.

| Anarsia lineatella Zell.)

The peuch twig-borer, of European origin and first noticed in this

country in 1860, is now probably quite generally distributed over the

United States. It is particularly destructive in the more western

States, as California, Oregon, and

Washington, there constituting a

permanent and serious enemy of

the peach, attacking also the prune.

nectarine, apricot,almond,and pear.

Ip California,where it hasbeen care-

fully studied by Mr. E. M. Ehrhorn

and also by Mr. W. T. Clark, it is

perhaps the most serious pest with

which the peach growers have to

contend. The losses of fruit during

the four years from 1898 to 1901, as

estimated by Mr. Clark, amounted

to $1,373,000. Injury is done (1)

by the overwintering larvae to the

pig. 85.—The peach twig-borer {Anarsia i<»ai- tender shoots in early spring, and
tella): a, moth with spread wings; 6 and c, same ^ *

. £
with wings closed. All much enlarged (from (2) by the Summer generations OI
Murlatt) -

larva' to the fruit, especially to the

later varieties. The latter constitutes its principal injury.

In the Eastern States this species has at times been the occasion of

serious injury, though this has practically been limited to the destruc-

tion of the tender shoots of the peach in early spring by the overwin-

tering larvae.

DESCRIPTION AND LIFE HISTORY.

The adult, a moth of the family Gelechiida?, is shown enlarged in

figure 85, the exact length of body and wing expanse being indicated

by the hair lines at the top of the figure. The larva and pupa are

shown at b and c, respectively, of figure 86, and a illustrates the with-

ering effect on a young peach shoot resulting from attack by the larva.

As shown by the hair line, the larva is about one-half inch long, and
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Fig. 86.—The peach twig-borer: a, a new peach

shoot withering from work of larva: b and c,

larva and pupa, respectively; d, tip of pupa,

side view. Hair line indicates actual length

(from Marlatt).

the pupa somewhat less. The larva is pinkish or brownish in color,

while the pupa varies from light to dark yellow.

Several observers have contributed to our present knowledge of the

life and habits of this species, notably Messrs. Ehrhorn and Clark in

California, Cordley in Oregon, and

Marlatt at Washington. The in-

sect passes the winter as a very

small larva in silken-lined cells or

burrows in the spongy tissue of

the bark at the crotches of the

limbs. Their presence is indicated

by small mounds of comminuted

hark, as shown in figure 87, at a

and h. Early in the spring, as the

foliage is putting out, the larvae

begin to leave their burrows and

attack the tender shoots, boring

into and down the pith, the gal-

leries ranging from about one-

third inch to H inches in length.

The shoot thus injured soon wilts

and dies, as shown in figure 86, at a. Many shoots may be attacked

by a single larva, which is thus capable of doing considerable harm.

There are two or three generations of larva1 during the summer in

the West, those of the second and third attacking the fruit, the later

varieties being the worst injured. According to Prof. C. V. Piper, the

larva enters the peach at the stem

end, usually boring into the pit, the

seed of which it seems to prefer,

usually causing the stone to split as

the fruit ripens; or simply the flesh

may be tunneled, depending on

whether or not the stone is hard

when the fruit is attacked. In Cali-

fornia, according to Clark, the larva

usually enters the fruit along the

suture at the stem end, excavating

a chamber beneath the skin, which

blackens and shrivels somewhat,

affording entrance to organisms of

decay. In the ripe fruit the larva? frequently make their way to and

around the stone, which, if split, may be entered and the seed fed upon.

According to the observations of Mr. Marlatt, at Washington, the

larvae of the summer broods feed beneath the bark or in the fruit

FlO. ST.—The peach twig-borer: a, twig of peach
showing in crotch minute masses of chewed
t»ark above larval chambers; /*, same, more
enlarged; c, larvain its cell, enlarged; J, young
larva from above, more enlarged. (From

Marlatt.)
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stems of the peach, occasionally when nearly lull grown boring into

the fruit. Karlv in the fall, about September 1 in California, the very

young larvsB from eggs of the last generation of moths construct their

hibernation cells in the Bofl tissue in crotches of Limbs (see fig.

where they remain until the following spring, thus spending some six

months in this condition.

TREATMENT.

Mr. Ehrhorn secured excellent results by winter spraying of trees

with strong kerosene emulsion. The castings at the mouth of the bur-

rows, referred to under the discussion of the life history, readily

absorb the oil, which, penetrating the burrow, destroys the larva.

These results were confirmed by Professor Piper in the Snake River

Valley (Farmers' Bulletin No. 153, U. S. Department of Agriculture).

In the experience of Professor Piper, the use of lime-sulphur-salt

wash was without beneficial results. However, in recent extensive

experiments with this wash in California by Mr. Clark he finds it a

most effective remedy. The application should be begun as the buds

begin to swell, and may be continued without injurious results until

after the blossoms have begun to appear, this period coinciding with

the escape of the larvae from their hibernation burrows. With either

treatment the applications must be made with great thoroughness to

insure the coating of every part of the tree.

THE FRUIT-TREE BARKBEETLE.

{Scolytus ruguloms Rat/..)

Injury to the peach by the fruit-tree barkbeetle is usually first indi-

cated by the exudation of gum from the trunk and branches, forming

numerous globules, and later by the presence in the bark of numerous

small round holes, as if the tree had been peppered with shot. As a

rule, only trees in a weakened or sickly condition are attacked, but

injury to apparently healthy trees has been observed. The insect

causing this trouble is a small cylindrical beetle, about one-tenth of

an inch in length and al>out one-third as wide. Closely examined, it is

seen to be uniformly black in color, except a portion of the legs and

the tips of the wing covers, which are dull red. The insect is shown

in the adult, pupal, and larval stages in figure 88, the hair lines indi-

cating the natural length.

LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS.

Generally speaking, the beetles infest only such trees as are sickly

or weakened, as from neglect, injury from borers, or other causes.

The copious gum exuded by hardy peach trees seems to be fatal to the

purposes of the beetles by filling up their holes and breeding cham-

bers. Where the insects are very abundant, as becomes possible in
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orchards containing many sickly ;in<l dying i ices, their continued attack

on healthy trees and the resulting loss of sup may so weaken them that

they finally become suitable for the breeding purposes of the insect.

Upon the decline of a tree, from whatever cause, it at once becomes

subject to attack. The, beetle bores a small hole through the bark,

beneath which a vertical brood chamber is constructed, along the sides

of which Little pockets are excavated, where the eggs are deposited.

Egg laying begins by the time the brood chamber is about three-

fourths of an inch long, and is continued from time to time as the bur-

row is lengthened. The completed burrows average about \-> inches

in length. The young larvae start boring galleries more or less at

right angles to the brood chamber, but these galleries soon take vari-

ous directions. If attack has been severe the trees may soon be gir-

dled. There are several generations annually. In the latitude of

Washington, Doctor Chittenden is of the opinion that there may be

Fig. 88.—The iruit-trce barkbeetle (Scolylus rugulosus): a, adult beetle; b, same
in profile; c, pupa; d, larva. Enlarged about ten times (from Chittenden).

three broods, while in the extreme South, according to Mr. C. F.

Baker, breeding is apparently continuous through the spring, summer,
and fall.

FOOD PLANTS.

The fruit-tree barkbeetle attacks plum in preference to other plants,

and apple, peach, and cherry are about equally attractive. Pear,

(juince, apricot, nectarine, mountain ash, and Juneberry are also

infested, and in Europe, to which country it is native, hawthorn, elm,

and mountain ash are said to be among its food plants.

preventive: and remedial measures.

In orchards where proper attention is given to maintaining a healthy.

vigorous condition of the trees but little is to be feared from the fruit-

tree barkbeetle. Since it is not able to multiply to any extent save in

trees that are in a weak, diseased, or dying condition, these should

frequently be searched for and at once destroyed by burning. It will

not be sufficient to simply cut them down, for the beetles will continue

to hreed in portions of a tree left lying or piled on the ground, thus

reinfesting the orchard.
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m m \ ["ODE BOOT-GALL.

[Heterodera radicicola (Greeff) Mull.)

In the light Bandy soils of the Southern States a rery prevalent and

important affection of the peach is the bo called "root-knot" or "root-

gall," due to the work on the roots of a microscopic nematode worm
(Hetetodera radicicola (Greeff) Mull). Although the organism respon-

sible for this malady is not an insect nor is it nearly related to insects,

its importance a> a post oi the peach in the territory mentioned wan ants

its brief consideration in this connection, especially since, in the minds

of many orchardists, the root-knot is believed to be the result of insect

work. At the present time this and other nematode diseases are the sub-

ject of special investigation by Dr. Ernst Bessey, of this Department.

The affection is too well known to southern orchardists and nursery-

men to require special description. In addition to the peach a yery

long list of plants are attacked with varying severity, according to

the species, including most garden vegetables and common weeds.

The cowpea is especially subject to attack, and the expediency of the

cultivation of this crop for soiling purposes in orchards where the

nematode prevails is a question concerning which considerable differ-

ence of opinion prevails among practical orchardists. On the whole, it

is probably the consensus of opinion that the benefits to the soil do

not offset the increased injury to the trees by the propagation and

spread of the disease. A variety of cowpea, namely, the Iron, is prac-

tically immune from nematode injury, and the planting in orchards of

this variety is to be recommended. The small nitrogen tubercles, nor-

mal to the roots of the cowpea and other legumes, should not be con-

fused with the deformities caused b}r the parasite under consideration.

PREVENTIVE AND REMEDIAL MEASURES.

In planting orchards new land, uninfested by the parasite, should be

selected, if possible, and care should be exercised to secure trees for

planting free from the root-knots. Trees infested from the nursery

fail to grow oil well, often dying in from one to two years, and trees

infested soon after planting by reason of the presence of the uematode

in the soil rarely attain normal growth and productiveness. Theoret-

ically, conditions of high fertility which would induce a vigorous

growth of tender roots are favorable to the parasite. However, some
orchardists have found that the free use of fertilizers, as stable

manure, mulches, or commercial fertilizers, will in most instances

insure a vigorous tree in spite of the parasite. Owing to the consid-

erable number of weeds and other plants upon which this pest will

breed, clean culture in orchards is very essential in its control.

The use of Marianna and other plums as a stock for the peach, once

much in vogue on account of the immunity of the roots of these

varieties from nematode injury, has been practically discontinued on

account of their unsuitableness for this purpose.



THE HANDLING OF FRUIT FOR TRANSPORTATION.

By G. Harold Powell,

Pomologist in < 'harge of Fruit Transportation and Storage Investigation*, Bureau of Plant

Industry.

INTRODUCTION.

The fruit-growing and the transportation interests of the country

are inseparably bound together. There is no use in growing apples,

oranges, or peaches commercially without an efficient system of safe

and rapid distribution. The intricate system of railroads and water-

ways that spreads out like a network over the country has converted

vast areas of unproductive land into highly specialized fruit-growing

regions, and distributes the products of the orchard, the plantation,

and the vineyard to the remotest parts of the country and to many
foreign markets. There has been a gradual evolution of special trans-

portation facilities from the box car, the pony refrigerators, and the

slow express or boat service, with their irregular schedules, of forty

years ago. The fast fruit-train service, the fruit-express car, the

refrigerator-car lines, the special fruit boats, the refrigerator compart

ments on shipboard, and the development of cold-storage warehouses

as a link in the chain of distribution have brought together the pro-

ducer and the consumer in the most distant parts of the United States

and Canada. They have made accessible to the American fruit grower
the principal markets of Europe, of Asia, and of other foreign lands.

RECENT GROWTH OF CERTAIN PHASES OF THE FRUIT INDUSTRY.

The citrus fruit business of California is a striking example of a large

commercial industry that has grown up within thirty years. The lirst

carload of 300 boxes of oranges is said to have been shipped from the

State in 1876. The shipments reached 1,000 cars ten years later, in

1886. A decade afterwards, in 1896, nearly 16,000 cars wore for-

warded, while about 30,000 carloads of oranges and lemons, amounting

to over 10,000,000 boxes of fruit, valued in California at $27,000,000,

were shipped during the forwarding season of 1904^5, the fruit reach-

ing every town of importance in the United States and Canada, as well

as many European and other foreign markets.

349
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The deciduous-fruit Industry of California has also shown a remark-

able development. The first carload of fresh fruit wsa shipped Mast

in 1869. The fresh-fruit shipments in L895 amounted to 4,568 carloads,

while in L905 between 8,000 and 1.0,000 cars were shipped from the

State, many of the apples, pears, plums, and peaches finding their way

across the Atlantic- and the Pacific as well.

The western coast has not been alone in the rapid development of

commercial fruit growing. About fifteen years ago strawberry cul-

ture began to develop as an important commercial industry in North

Carolina and South Carolina. In L81>7 the marketed crop reached

about 500 carloads, while in 11)05 it was between four and live times

as large. Peach growing in Georgia is another example of the rapid

development of an American fruit industry. About thirty wars ago

a few peaches were shipped from the State by express. The refrig-

erator chests devised in 1S66 by Mr. Parker Earle for the shipment of

strawberries were used in Georgia as early as L878 to prevent the

rots ami overripeness of peaches in transit. Two years later some of

the crop was forwarded to Savannah by freight and thence in refrig-

erator compartments by boat to New York. About 1882, crude forms

of the refrigerator car were introduced for the carrying of the fruit.

The Elberta peach, which originated at Marshall ville, Ga., came into

prominence in the early eighties, giving the industry a great impetus,

which has resulted in the growth of the shipments in the last ten years

from about 700 to 5,000 cars of fruit annually. The Georgia peach

orchards represent now nearly 20,000,000 trees. The distribution of the

fruit crop from these widely separated areas is one of the most diffi-

cult problems in transportation.

THE HAZARDOUS NATURE OF FRUIT SHIPPING.

No commodity is more likely to deteriorate in transit than the fruit

crop. The ripening and the rots continue to develop in the cars in

hot, moist seasons unless they are checked by a cold temperature soon

after picking. Summer fruits, like the cherry, the peach, the plum,

or the berries of different kinds, are likely to reach the market soft and

decaying unless handled under the most favorable conditions. It is

not uncommon to find the markets filled with overripe peaches from

Texas, Georgia, or Michigan, or strawberries from the Carolina dis-

trict, during hot, moist shipping seasons. The Bartlett pear often

reaches the distant market in a " slack" condition on account of the

ripening and shrinkage of the fruit in transit. The slow-ripening fall

or winter fruits are less likely to develop troubles in transit, but on

long trips the ripening processes may bring them to the point of
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deterioratioD, or the development of rots may cause serious commer-

cial Loss.

CAUSES OF LOSSES IN TRANSIT.

The reader should distinguish between the losses that result from

the continued ripening of the fruit and the deterioration from decay

which the fruit may have contracted while growing or after it Is

picked. Either of these factors, or both of them working together,

may be responsible for transportation troubles.

FUNGOUS DISEASES.

Many of the diseases that attack the growing fruit continue to

develop in transit. The bitter-rot is one of the worst apple diseases

in the central-western and eastern-southern apple-growing States.

The disease is often in an early stage of development when the

apples are packed for shipment. It develops with great rapidity in

the moist, warm air of the package and renders the fruit worthless in

a few days unless it is shipped or stored immediately after picking in

a temperature as low as 40° F. It grows luxuriantly in warm weather

if the shipping is delayed, or if the apples are forwarded in warm cars.

The seal) may grow slightly in transit, but the most serious result

from shipping scabby apples follows the growth of the blue mold and

the pink mold or rot in the tissue around the diseased spots. These

secondary troubles grow rapidly if the fruit is warm and moist in

transit, but are retarded by cold temperatures, the former disease

growing very slowly in a temperature as low as 32° F., the latter not

developing when the temperature drops to 40° F.

The monilia or brown-rot of the peach, a serious transportation

trouble, may attack the fruit before or after it is picked. The peach

is especially susceptible in warm, moist seasons, when the early varie-

ties may decay badly on the trees. The disease grows with astonish-

ing rapidity, a small point of infection developing into a spot as large

as a quarter of a dollar in twenty-four hours in warm weather. Delay-

ing the shipping of the fruit a few hours, or shipping it without

thorough icing and ventilation in transit, is invariably followed by a

large amount of decay. This rot is most severe in the comparative^
warm, moist air in the top tiers of packages in a refrigerator car.

There may be none of the trouble in the cooler, bottom tiers of pack-

This condition in the different parts of a car leads to the con-

clusion that the monilia and the overripeness can both be controlled in

transit when all of the fruit is cooled as quickly as the bottom tiers of

packages.

The diseases that affect the fruit after picking cause the most serious

losses in transit. The molds of various kinds, such as Penicillium,
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Minor, Aspergillus, and Botrytus, probably cause more losses in bran-

sit and in fruits in cold Btorage than all other diseases combined. The
blue molds (Penicillium), shown in Plates X X X J

\' and XXXV, pro

duee the principal rote in apples and pears in storage and in transit, and

in oranges and Lemons in transit. These molds do not usually penetrate

the uninjured surface of thick-skinned fruits like the orange, tin-

lemon, the apple, or the pear. The delicate fruits, like the strawberry,

are more easily attacked by a mold like Botrytus. The molds attack

all fruits more readily when their vital processes are at low ebb from

OVerripenesS or from any other cause, hut they gain entrance t<> i

fruit commonly when a spore comes in contact with a broken part of

the skin, the disease growing rapidly if there is sufficient moisture with

a temperature high enough to start it.

These diseases grow luxuriantly in warm, moist air. The limit- of

temperature in which they will growT are not well understood. Sonic

of the blue molds probably grow at the freezing point of water,

though slowly at a temperature below 40° F. If the fruit remain- in

the orchard in warm weather after picking the molds develop rapidly

in injured fruit.

CONTACT INJURIES.

Another type of injury is due to packing the fruit so loosely that it

moves in the package in transit, or to severe pressing, or to rubbing

the fruit in any way. This injury is apparent on arrival in market.

It frequently shows in brown, discolored spots on the Yellow Newtown
apple or on the Wickson plum when the latter comes in contact with

tin 1 package. It is primarily a packing difficulty that may be over-

come by wrapping the fruit and by packing it more carefully.

CARELESS HANDLING.

The care with which a fruit is handled in the orchard or plantation

and in the packing house is one of the important factors in determin-

ing the shipping quality. It is the one factor above all others that

keeps the thick-skinned fruits, like the orange or the apple, immune

from the attacks of the common molds. These fruits do not often

decay as long as the skin is whole, unless they are weakened by over-

ripeness or by other adverse conditions. The least abrasion or cut in

the skin gives the molds a foothold, and once started the decay is likel^^

to continue under the most favorable transportation conditions.

It is equally important that soft-fleshed fruits, like the strawberry

and the raspberry, be protected from injury. No fruit is more diffi-

cult to transport than a ripe strawberry; yet it can be shipped long

distances and arrive in perfect condition under efficient refrigeration

if the surface of the berry is intact
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Fig. 1.—Careless Piling of Peaches. Fruit is often Injured in this Way.

Fig. 2.—Orange Packing House, California, Showing Complicated Machinery.
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THE k.xtknt OF MECHANICAL injukiks.

It is well known that decay in fruit in transit and in storage gener

ally develops from a wound on tho surface, though few persons know
how common these injuries are. The commonest injuries are caused

by the punctures of insects, by the stem of one fruit penetrating

another, by cuts from the Gnger nails of the handler, by dropping the

fruit on a sharp surface, by ruptures caused by the rapid growth of

the fruit, by windstorms, or by cutting the surface in some way. In

Plate XXXV, figure 1, decay is shown starting from a cut on the sur-

face o( an apple; in the lower figure decay occurs around a codling-

moth injury. Deca}^ from clipper cuts in the lemon and orange is

shown in Plate XXXIV, figure 1.

There has been a gradual improvement since the beginning of the

fruit business in the methods of handling the crop. The early, crude

manner of harvesting and packing is giving way to better methods in

the orchard and in the packing houses. There needs to be further

improvement along these lines in every branch of the fruit industry.

In the apple industry, for example, where the crop is handled with

more than average care, 10 per cent of the fruit is frequently made
susceptible to decay by stem punctures caused by dropping the fruit

roughly into the basket, on the sorting pile or table, or into the ship-

ping package. A package of peaches will reveal a greater number of

bruises, the trouble arising from the tearing of the skin in pulling the

fruit from the stem, from packing it so firmly as to squeeze the fruit

against the edges of the package, and from the pressure of the fingers

of the picker; and, in addition to these causes, many injuries are the

result of the rough handling of the packages in the orchards, in the

packing houses, and in loading them in the cars. The softer fruits,

like the strawberry, are damaged in the ordinary course of handling

to a still greater degree.

None of the thick-skinned fruits is injured in handling more than

the orange. The orange is not picked like an apple or a pear by sep-

arating it from the fruit spur. The fruit is attached firmly to the

branch, from which it must be cut off with shears or clippers to pre-

vent tearing the skin around the stem. In a variet}T like the Wash-
ington Navel, having a distinct cavit}T at the base, the picker often

sticks the clippers into the edge of the cavity beyond the stem, espe-

cially if a sharp-pointed pair of shears is used. If the stem is cut too

short, the skin may be shaved with the clippers, or if too long, the

stem may puncture another orange with which it comes in contact.

If the fruit is packed in a house equipped with machinery, the chances

for bruising are further increased.

Until recently, when the attention of the grower and packer was

directed to these injuries, it was difficult to find a box in which 10 per

3 ^1905 23
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cent of the fruit had not been mechanically bruised. The injury from

clipper outs alone ma} \ai\ from 5 bo 50 percent. In addition, the

oranges may bave been injured by stem punctures or bj the linger

nails of the picker, and still more bruising occurs in the field in drop-

ping the fruit roughly into boxes, bags, <>r baskets, by filling boxes

too full, or by throwing the paokages carelessly on or off the wagon.

An easy method of injuring the peach in the piling of the packages

is shown in Plate KXXVI, figure 1.

It is more difficult to locate the cause of injury in packing the fruit.

There is a wide variation in the equipment and management of pack-

ing houses and in the care exercised in packing the fruit in the field.

In machine-equipped packing houses these troubles are likely to

result from an apparently trifling disarrangement of some part of the

machinery. In an orange or lemon packing house the fruit may be

cut or scratched by a wire that projects from a brush, by a nail pro-

truding in a runway, by a sharp corner exposed without padding, or

by some other mechanical defect. Ten per cent or more of the

peaches or plums in a package often have the skin broken by the

sharp edges of the baskets or boxes, especially when the fruit extends

above the package. A similar amount of injury may result in cover-

ing the packages with undue pressure or in dropping the fruit in some

part of the packing operation. A packing house equipped with com-

plicated machinery like the orange house shown in Plate XXXVI,
figure 2, is likely to injure the fruit.

THE PRESENT METHODS OF HANDLING.

Few experienced fruit handlers realize how much the fruit is injured

in the orchards, plantations, and packing houses. The fruit shipper

is likely to seek an explanation of the losses in transit in factors other

than the condition of the fruit when it is shipped. This phase of the

fruit business is one that needs to be made more prominent and which

requires a determined effort to improve. An efficient labor foreman

who appreciates the nature of these troubles can reduce to a minimum
such bruises as result from the dropping of an apple or a peach or

from the clipping of an orange. The writer has seen an average

injury of 20 per cent of the oranges in a grove in which more than

100 men were employed reduced to 5 per cent in a few days b}r the

persistent efforts of a competent foreman, with an additional cost of

less than one-half cent a box for the more careful picking.

The responsibility for rough handling may often lie back of the

individual picker or packer. It is often the result of the system

of handling the labor and the fruit in the plantations and packing

houses. The fruit-growing business has not yet developed to that

point where every picker or packer is held responsible for the quality
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of his work. No two persons handle the fruit with equal care. One
orange picker, for example, may cut 1 per cent of the fruit in picking,

while another injures from 50 to 75 per cent. One leaves 5 per cent

with stems too long; another, 50 per cent. A careful apple picker or

a peach picker may not injure 2 per cent of the fruit by pinching it,

while a clumsy-handed picker may bruise 90 per cent.

These differences arc common rather than unusual. They may be

overcome to a large extent by the persistent effort of those in charge

of labor, but a system by which the fruit of every picker or packer

can be identified might be adopted in order that the persistently care-

less worker may be eliminated. If the picker and the packer each

places a number, or a numbered ticket, on the package when the fruit

leaves his hands, an inspector is able to trace the fruit to the one who
is responsible for the handling. An efficient system of inspection of

the work in the plantations and packing houses is an essential feature

of the organization of a large fruit business. In cases like the Cali-

fornia orange industry, where the growers of a community may pool

the fruit, the inspection of the work of the individual picker by the

grower and of the fruit of each grower by the management of the

packing house is necessary to prevent an injustice to a careful handler

who may otherwise pool his fruit with oranges showing a large amount
of injury.

Another prolific cause of careless handling in the orchards and pack-

ing houses comes from paying the labor by a package rate, without

inspecting the work of the individual. Under these conditions, the

quantity rather than the quality of the work is the prime consideration

of the picker or packer, and it often leads to the most flagrant care-

lessness. If the work of the individual can be traced by an inspection

system, this method of fruit handling is less objectionable.

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE KEEPING QUALITY.

A cold, dry, pure air is ideal for the preservation of fruits of most
kinds. Cold air checks the ripening processes and retards the growth
of diseases. Dry air may prevent the development of rots, and pure

air preserves the delicate quality of the fruit. The ripening must be

checked soon after the fruit is picked to prevent premature deteriora-

tion. Ripening proceeds much more rapidly when a fruit is severed

from the tree, so that it comes nearer the point of deterioration in a

few hours or days than it would have been if left hanging on the tree

in the same temperature for a much longer period. In cold storage

the rots develop and most fruits ripen if the temperature remains

much above 32° F. for any length of time. The molds grow if the

room is moist; the flavor deteriorates if the air is impure. If the

temperature throughout the room is not uniform, the stored products
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Pipes unevenly. If the products are not piled bo that the air can cir-

culate freely about the packages, the ripening roaj proceed and the

rota develop before the fruit is cooled.

The behavior of products in cold storage depends on their- condition

when stored, as well as on the conditions in the storage houae. If

fruit is bruised and susceptible to rot, the molds that grow in low

temperatures cause it to decay early in the storage season. If it

ripens or diseases develop during delays in storing,. the fruit breaks

down prematurely; or, if the packages are Large and radiate the heat

slowly, the fruit in the center of the package ripens and decays early

in the storage season, These are some of the fundamental principles

that govern the successful cold storage of fruit. They {lPPlv with

equal force to the transportation of most fruits in cold temperatures.

The successful transportation of perishable fruits in refrigeration

depends primarily on the sound condition of the fruit; on cooling it

soon after it is picked; on shipping it in packages which cool quickly

throughout; on a dry, pure, cold air uniformly distributed in the car

or compartment, and on a free circulation of air throughout the

packages.
CONDITIONS IN A REFRIGERATOR CAR.

The principal difference between a cold-storage warehouse and a

refrigerator car lies in the poorer control of the conditions in the

latter. The temperature is higher, the moisture greater, the dis-

tribution of cold air less uniform, and the refrigerating power less

efficient.

Perishable fruit is usually loaded for shipment soon after it is

packed, the temperature of the fruit approximating the temperature

of the atmosphere. In the South and in the western semiarid parts

of the country it is sometimes loaded at a temperature of 95° F. ^In

the refrigerator cars in common use the temperature may drop to 40°

or 50° F. after a few days in transit; but the top and center of the

car {ire usually several degrees wanner than the bottom and the ends.

A car of peaches packed in Georgia carriers, which allow a free circu-

lation of air around the fruit, may cool gradually to 42° to 45° F. in

three days in the bottom of the car if the fruit is at 85° F. when loaded.

At the same time the fruit in the top of the car may be 10 degrees

warmer. A car of peaches in which the fruit is wrapped and packed

in 20-pound boxes which are piled closely together may take twice as

long to cool down on account of the insulating effect of the paper and

the poorer circulation of air between the boxes. The temperature in

a refrigerator car continues to fall uniformly. It seldom rises in

transit if the icing is well done.

In the first few hours or days of the journey, while the fruit in a

refrigerator car is warm and moist, the rots and the ripening processes
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develop rapidly, and they continue unchecked longest in the wanner

air in the top an<l center of t h<* car*

THE NEED of improvement IN TRANSPORTATION eaciuties.

The foregoing remarks are made to bring out the need of further

improvement, not only in the preparation of fruit for shipment; hut

in the conditions in transit as well. There has been a gradual improve-

ment in the methods of refrigeration in transit from the pony refrig-

erators in use forty years ago, from the cooling- by vertical cylinders

in each corner of the car, and from cooling with V-shaped ice boxes

Suspended from the roof of the car. The refrigerator car of the

present time is generally a well-built, thoroughly insulated structure

capable of maintaining a uniform degree of cold under ordinary icing,

after the fruit is cooled. Except in extreme cold weather, the tem-

perature in a well-built car may not fluctuate 2 degrees in ten days. The

most important improvement needed is a practical method of reducing

the temperature of the fruit quickly in hot weather to prevent further

ripening and the development of the rots during the early part of the

trip. This improvement might be made by increasing the refrigerat-

ing power and by equalizing the distribution of cold dry air in the car.

Or it could be accomplished by cooling the fruit before loading and

maintaining refrigeration in transit onh* , as in the present methods of

meat shipment. The discussion following will be confined largely to

the preparation of the fruit for shipment rather than to the technical

side of refrigerator-car improvement.

METHODS OF REDUCING THE TEMPERATURE OF FRUIT FOR SHIPMENT.

The fruit grower or handler can improve -the carrying quality by

delivering the fruit to the car or steamer in a cool condition. There

is often a difference of 20 to 40 degrees Fahrenheit between the tem-

perature of the air during the night and the da}', especially on the

Pacific slope. The cool night air ought to be utilized to the fullest

extent in cooling the fruit. Peaches that are picked at midday or in

the afternoon, then packed at once and delivered to the car, ma}r be

at least 20 degrees warmer than fruit picked early in the morning.

If picked in the afternoon they should be delivered to the car the

morning following, after standing in open packages exposed to the

cool night air. A gain of 15 to 20 degrees in cooling before the fruit

is loaded is a practical help to the carrying quality of the fruit. After

the fruit is in the car, the temperature can be reduced more rapidly

and to a lower degree by using a mixture of salt and ice instead of

the large cakes of ice that are now in common use. Meat is refriger-

ated before shipment and is carried at a temperature ranging from
34 to 40 degrees in transit by the addition to the broken ice of about

8 to 10 per cent of salt.
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A cold-storage bouse is the most efficient place to cool down fruit

before Bhipping, The firsl shipments under these conditions known to

the writer were made by Mr. Parker Earle in Illinois as early as L872.

Mr. Earle was a pioneer, in both the fruit and the refrigerator car

industries. On account of the serious losses in shipping strawberries

in the early types of refrigerator cars, which held but 1£ tons of ice,

he constructed several storage houses cooled with ice, in which the ber-

ries were cooled to about 50° F. he tore shipment. Before this time

it had not been possible to ship strawberries to distant markets in

sound condition, but fruit cooled in this way arrived at destination

firm and sound. A little later Mr. Earle, with Mr. F. A. Thomas,

developed a refrigerator car holding 5 instead of li tons of ice.

These cars carried the fruit so much better than the earlier cars that

cooling in houses before the fruit was shipped was not extended at

that time. In recent years this phase of the fruit-shipping business

has received more attention on account of the more exacting condi-

tions in the fruit trade as a whole.

Eastern-grown pears for export are refrigerated in cold-storage

warehouses alongside the railroad before shipping. The pears are

generally cooled after packing, as cold fruit condenses the moisture of

the air and becomes wet if packed in a warm room. Sometimes the

fruit is refrigerated in open-headed barrels or in picking boxes, and

is afterwards packed in a cool room. Peaches that ordinarily develop

considerable decay in the top tiers of packages have been shipped by

the United States Department of Agriculture after cooling to about

40° F., and have reached distant markets in prime condition. In one

shipment of 8,000 packages less than 1 per cent of soft and decayed

fruit developed in the two upper tiers, while 5 to 30 per cent devel-

oped in cars cooled in the ordinaiy way.

At Coachella, in the semidesert Imperial Valley of California, a

cold-storage plant has been erected for the manufacture of ice and for

the cooling of cantaloupes before shipment. It was operated during

the latter part of the season of 1905. The melons are frequently

above 100° F. when picked, and when they are shipped without pre-

vious cooling are likely to arrive at destination in an overripe condi-

tion. The temperature is reduced to about 40° F. by placing the

packed crates in a cold room, after which the melons are promptly

loaded in an iced car, the fruit being protected against exposure to

the warm air during the loading.

Cold-storage plants of this kind might be erected by the side of

railroad tracks by large fruit growers or shippers, by associations of

growers or shippers, or, in some instances, by refrigerator-car lines

or by railroad companies and handled as a part of the refrigeration

service.
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Fig. 1.—Cooling Oranges in Car, Los Angeles, Cal., 1905.

Fig. 2.—Cooling Bananas in Cars Springfield. Mo, 1905.
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COOLING in CARS PROM a COLD STORAGE PLANT.

Cold air is sometimes forced through the fruit after it is loaded in

the car, in order to cool il quickly. This method was used by tin- L<>-

Angeles Lee and Cold Storage Company, Los Angeles, Cal., in cooling

oranges for (he shipping experiments of the United States Department

of Agriculture in L905. (See PL XXXVII, fig. 1.) Cold air was blown

through a large insulated tube leading from a bunker room in the

storage plant to the ice trap in one end of the car. From a trap at the

opposite end of the car another tube led back to the warehouse. The
cold air was blown into the car at a temperature of 32° F., and after

passing through the car was drawn back by an exhaust fan to the ware-

house, where the moisture and gases from the fruit were frozen on

the refrigerator pipes. The direction of the air current through the

car could be changed. Although a powerful air current was used, it

required from thirty to fifty hours to cool the fruit in the center of

the packages to 40° F.

A large cold-storage plant has been erected recently at Springfield,

Mo., by the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad Company to cool

bananas in cars in transit. The plant consists of four tracks inside of

a shed, with light insulation, each track holding 10 cars. Large air

ducts are carried along the top of this shed, and by means of canvTas

tubes the cool air is carried into a car at one end and taken out at the

other after passing through the fruit, on the principle mentioned in the

preceding paragraph. This same plant may be used in the winter to

raise the temperature of the fruit when desired. Attempts have also

been made to cool a car loaded with fruit by running it into a cold-

storage room or shed. The first attempt of this kind known to the

writer was made in Kansas City, Mo., several years ago, but the

result was not satisfactory, as the refrigerating capacity of the

machinery in use was insufficient. A car in the Springfield, Mo.,

plant, with the cold-air pipes attached, is shown in Plate XXXVII,
figure 2.

COOLING IN CARS WITH A FAN.

Several devices are in experimental use for rapidly blowing the air

from the melting ice in the car bunkers through the fruit. In one

method a fan run by a small motor blows the air over the ice in one

end of the car. It passes through the fruit and is drawn out of the

other end of the car by an exhaust fan. It is then carried back to the

end from which it started in a pipe surrounded by water from the

melting ice. The same air is used over and over again. No fresh air

is admitted to the car. Provision is made for reversing the direction

of the air current. Sometimes the ice is crushed and salt added to

produce a lower temperature.
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Many experimental attempts ha\e been made fco uppl\ cIm mical

refrigeration to car- in transit by installing a refrigerating machine

in a car iu the, train aiul by pumping the refrigerating medium
through pipes in the pars. None of these dej ices, however, i- in prac-

tical use at the present time

TIME BBQUIBED FOR COOLING I Hi IT.

It takes a long time to cool a carload of fruit thoroughly. The
temperature of the fruit, the temperature of tin- surrounding air, the

rapidity of circulation of the air around the packages, and the char

acterof the packages and their'contents are important factors in the

rapidity of cooling. The air around the fruit may he cooled quickly,

but the package and its contents give up their heat slowly. Under
the most favorable conditions in a cold-storage warehouse the fruit in

the center of a tight barrel of Bartlett pears stored in a constant tem-

perature of 32° F. may Dot cool to 'that temperature within four to

seven days if the fruit is about 80° F. when picked, while similar

fruit in a 20-pound box or in a slat bushel crate mayreach 32° F. in

from twelve to twenty-four hours.

A fruit wrapper retards the cooling. There may be a difference of

10 degrees in temperature at the end of one day between a 40-pound

box of unwrapped fruit and a 40-pound box of wrapped fruit. The
fruit wrapper, however, protects the fruit against bruising to such an

extent that its usefulness for this purpose outweighs the disadvantage

of slower cooling.

OTHER ADVANTAGES OF COOLING FRUIT FOR SHIPMENT.

The air in a car of fruit that is cooled before shipment is compara-

tively dry and pure throughout the trip, in contrast with the moist,

impure air in the car under ordinary icing. The quality of the fruit

is therefore preserved to a greater extent when it is precooled. It is

a common impression that a cold temperature injures the quality of

fruit. This is not necessarily the case. The flavor of fruit from cold

temperatures is not always good, but the impaired quality is generally

caused b}r the absorption of impure odors while the fruit is warm.

The air in a closed car under ordinary icing is charged with the gases

given off by the hot fruit, but when it is cooled before shipment both

respiration and transpiration are retarded and the air of the car is com-

paratively dry and pure.

Another advantage of precooling is that the shipper can allow the

fruit to develop a high color and a tine flavor on the tree. Under the

present method of handling, quick-ripening fruits like the peach and

the plum that are shipped long distances have to be picked when
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partly developed in order to protect them against the ripening that

occurs in transit. The quality of the fruit is not developed, and it

arrives in market with an insipid flavor, giving a region In which this

practice is followed a reputation for f ruit of pool* quality.

Cooling before shipment is likely to be followed by unsatisfactory

results in fruits that decay in transit from molds, unless the grower

and the packer improve the methods of handling-. These diseases are

directly connected with the rough handling- of the fruit. Many of the

susceptible oranges, for example, develop rot in transit, while others

that were cooled quickly begin to decay as soon as the fruit is removed
from the car to a warmer air. If the shipper depends merely on colder

temperatures in transit to overcome the effects of bad handling, the

rots, instead of developing during the trip, are transferred to the

market. Under these conditions the fruit trade becomes suspicious of

all fruits shipped under refrigeration and the industry as a whole is

injured.

CONCLUSION.

The successful transportation of perishable fruit is a complex prob-

lem. It depends on the conditions under which the fruit is grown, the

bare in handling it, the conditions in transit, and the relation of these

factors to the ripening of the fruit and to the development of decay.

The losses in transit are the result of conditions the responsibility for

which may be shared by the grower, the shipper, and the transporta-

tion company. A large proportion of the losses from deca}- is the

inevitable result of handling a highly perishable type of product.

Many of the losses are primarily orchard and packing-house troubles,

which can be overcome by improving the methods of orchard culture

and of handling the fruit. A well-grown, perfect fruit is a funda-

mental requirement in successful transportation. Every fruit that is

bruised does not necessarily decay in transit, but if a mold spore comes

in contact with an abrasion in the skin, deca}r is the inevitable result if

there are moisture and heat enough to start it into growth. The rots

develop rapidly in transit when the temperature is not low enough to

check their growth. Most of the decays develop during the first few

days of the trip, while the car is warm and moist. They might be

reduced to a minimum if the fruit could be cooled more promptly after

it is picked, either before or after loading in the car.

The losses from overripeness are equally complex. The fruit ripens

rapidly as soon as it is picked and the ripening needs to be checked

quickly at this time by a cold temperature. The grower ma}' hasten

the ripening by delivering the fruit to the car in a warm condition and

by delaying the shipment after the fruit is picked. Once in the car

the fruit continues to ripen until it is thoroughly refrigerated through-

out. The losses of this nature are not wholly due to the grower, the
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handler, or the transportation company , but maj be due to causes for

which each shares the responsibility.

The American fruit industry now requires better handling and better

transportation facilities than in the early stages of its development

A.8 the industry increases and the distribution of the product- is

extended, more careful treatment in the orchards and packing houses

and an improvement in transportation service will be required it* it is

to be permanently successful. There has been great improvement

along these lines, and unless the fruit industry and transportation

facilities are exceptions to the general progress that is being made in

all industries in America, the improvement in every particular should

be greater in the years to come than in any period in the past.



MEADOW MI< E IN RELATION TO AGRICULTURE AND
HORTICULTURE.

By D. E. Lantz,

Assistant Biologist, Biological Survey'.

INTRODUCTION.

Among mammals that directly affect the interests of the farmer are

many whose small size and secretive habits prevent them from receiv-

ing the attention bestowed upon more conspicuous species. This is

true both of beneficial and of injurious kinds. The measure of the

influence of small mammals either for good or evil depends largely

upon their numbers. Beneficial mammals of small size, if not numer-

ous, are slightly appreciated; and small injurious species, whose dam-

age to crops under ordinary circumstances is too trifling to be noticed,

become of enormous economic importance when the}7, increase abnor-

mally. Under such circumstances their presence in a community may
result in a public calamity.

INCURSIONS.

To none of the smaller rodents do the above statements apply with

more force than to the group which includes the rats and mice. Of
this family the short-tailed field mice, the lemmings, and a few other

genera are best known because of their erratic and mysterious incur-

sions in vast hordes upon lands where usually they are absent or exist

only in moderate numbers.

The story of the lemmings of Europe has been often told. Natives

of the higher parts of Norway, Sweden, and Lapland, they increase

greatly for several years, until their numbers create a demand for food

which far exceeds the available supply, and they are forced to mi-

grate. They move in vast troops, and once on the journey, continue

in the same general direction, in spite of all obstacles, until eventually

the great army is disintegrated and destroyed. They devastate all

crops in their path, bore through hay and grain stacks, swim rivers,

and while they turn aside for insurmountable objects, they soon

resume their original course. They perish by thousands by drowning
and in winter storms, and are continually preyed upon by carnivorous

birds and mammals, so that comparatively few survive to reach the

coast. These migrations sometimes cover a period of two or more

363
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pears, and terminate only when the «a preaenta an impassable barrier

into which mosl of the survivors plunge and. after swimming until

exhausted, perish.

Field mice of the genua Microtus^ although usually much smaller

than lemmings, are closely allied to them, and are not unlike them in

some of their habits.

I- AM' i\\ A8IONB.

In the past, meadow mice have appeared in certain localities in such

vast numbers that they inflicted serious damage upon many of the

products of husbandry. Their appearance has sometimes been so

sudden as to be regarded as miraculous. Plagues of held mice are

recorded in tin 4 Bible* and in the works of Herodotus, and Homer
re ins to a plague of mice during the Trojan war. The Greeks con-

sidered the animals so important that they incorporated into their

religious system a mouse god, whose aid they invoked to avert plagues

of mice.

Invasions of field or meadow mice have not been rare in Great Britain

and on the Continent. J. H. Blasius records'' outbreaks at Vienna,

Magdeburg, Wurttemburg, and other parts of Germany. Stow's

Chronicle,' quoting llolinshed, states that "about Hallontide last past

(1581) in the marshes of Danesey Hundred in a place called South

Minster in the County of Essex .... there sodainlie appeared an

infinite number of mice, which overwhelmed the whole earth in the

said marshes, did shear and gnaw the grass by the roots, spoyling and

tainting the same with their venimous teeth .... which vermine by

policie of man could not be destroyed, till at the last it came to pass

that there 1 flocked together such a number of owles .... whereby

the marsh holders were shortly delivered from the vexation of the

same mice " Stow adds: "The like of this was also in Kent."

Parts of England were visited by similar plagues of meadow mice in

o An appropriate vernacular name for these mice is lacking. The French call them

"campagnols." English-speaking people outside of the I'nited States often refer to

them as "voles." In the United States they are generally called "field mice" or

"meadow mice." Both names are open to objections. "Field mice" is too broad a

term, since it includes long-tailed and short-tailed species of several other genera.

" Meadow mice" is too narrow, because some species of Microlus live entirely in the

woods. On the other hand, "vole," although used in some of the scienti tic publi-

cations of this country, has not yet come into such vogue as to warrant its general

adoption. Moreover, the name is likely to be confused with "mole," which applies

to a different animal. In this paper the more common name "meadow mouse" is

generally used.

&" And the cities and fields in the midst of that region produced mice, and there

was great confusion and much dearth in the city." I Samuel, v, 6 (Vulgate version).

c Euterpe, c. 141.

d Mammals of Germany, Brunswick, 1857.

* Annates, or a General Chronicle of England, by John Stow, London: Ralphe

Newberie, 1615.
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164s, i <;<;o, 1745, 1754, lsu, 1885, i.s<;;i-(>7. Severe invasions occurred

in Scotland in 1878 and 1392; i ho later one being so serious that a

committee of the British Board of Agriculture was appointed to in\>

tigate it. A large portion of Hungary was devastated by field mice

in lS7f>-7t>, and in recent, years their invasions in portions of France,

Greece, and Russia have attracted general attention.

POSSIBILITIES OF DAMAGES IN UNITED STATES.

North America thus far has been comparatively free from such

extraordinary irruptions of meadow mice, and yet during the last

thirty years serious ravages by them have been reported in the United

States and Canada. Moreover, the depredations seem to be increasing

in extent and seriousness from year to }
rear. During the past three

or four years reports of damages by these rodents have come from

many and widely separated sections. Fortunately the damages have

usually been confined to limited areas and to special interests, and

have onljr slightly affected the general welfare. But the habits of

meadow mice are everywhere much the same, and a serious outbreak

of the pests in this country is not only possible, but, in view of the

continued short-sighted destruction of their natural enemies, is

extremely probable.

The object of this paper is to call the attention of the farmers of

America to the dangerous possibilities of meadow mice as farm and

orchard pests, to suggest measures to prevent outbreaks, and finally

to prepare for intelligent action in the event of a serious invasion by

them. A knowledge of the habits of the animals and of the condi-

tions which lead to their enormous multiplication should materially

aid in preventing such increase and in minimizing the damages to

crops.

SPECIES AND DISTRIBUTION.

Meadow mice are readily recognized, being characterized by stout

bodies, blunt, rounded muzzles, and short ears, the last being some-

times completely concealed in the fur. The tail is short, round, and

hairy, and the soles of the feet are partly naked and provided with five

or six tubercles. The fur is thick, rather long, and soft, and on the

back is mixed with longer hairs.

The number of living species and subspecies of the genus Microtus

is large, 165 having been recognized (1904), of which about 78 are

North American.

The geographic range of the meadow mice is extensive, covering the

greater part of the northern hemisphere—America, north of the

Tropics; all of Europe, except Ireland; and Asia, except the southern

part. Great Britain has three representatives of the genus.

The range of a single species is often remarkably wide. Thus the
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common meadon moose of the United States (il/. pennsylvarvicm^
* PL XXXVIII, fig. L) occurs in al Least twenty five States, from Maine
to tin 1 Dakotas and southward to the latitude of North Carolina, and

if the several closely related subspecies be included, the range is almost

tw ice as great.

Another species (J/, mardaa) occurs in nearly all the higher moun-
tainous country from Colorado to California, and from Arizona to

Alaska. The meadow vole of Great Britain (M. agrestis), common
from the Orkneys to the Isle of Man, is distributed over much of

northern Europe. In central and southern Europe it is replaced by

the closely related species M. arvalis, which, strangely enough, is

found in England as a fossil.

On the other hand, some species of meadow mice are of very local

distribution, a few being confined to the summit of a single mountain

or isolated on a single small island. The beach mouse (31. breweri),

for instance, is found only on Muskegat Island, Massachusetts, while

the Gull Island mouse (M. nesqphilns), of Great Gull Island in Long
Island Sound, inhabited so small an area that the recent extensive

excavations and grading operations for fortifications on the island

resulted probably in the total extinction of the species.

The several species differ much in size. In length of body some

are nearly as small as the common house mouse, while others are

nearly as large as the common rat. While the tail is usually very

short in proportion to the body, the various forms differ much in this

particular.

HABITS OF MEADOW MICE.

Notwithstanding meadow mice are much alike in manner of feeding

and nesting, in other respects marked differences in their habits have

been observed. Some of them prefer high and dry ground, and others

live in low, moist places. Some remain in forests, and others on the

open prairies. Some, like moles, make long burrows under the surface

of the soil, while others construct runways on top of the ground. Most
of the species live where there is considerable moisture; and a few are

almost as aquatic as the closely allied muskrat. Aquatic habits are

the rule more especially with the larger kinds, such as the Florida

species M. allenl and the European M. amphibius, both of which swim
and dive habitually and with such freedom that they are commonly
known as water rats. Some of the species emit a strong odor not

unlike that of the muskrat.

BREEDING HABITS.

The nests of meadow mice are composed mostly of compact bunches

or bails of grass blades, placed in depressions in the ground or shallow

burrows; or, if the ground is very moist, supported on grass stems 5

or (5 inches above the wet surface. They are so light in structure that
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after b storm a day's sunshine will dry them out; and yet they are so

warm that the animals pass the coldest season snugly housed in them

under the snow. In these nests the hairless young are produced and

nursed. When the mother is suddenly disturbed, she slips away from

the nest, often carrying the young mice attached to her mammae, to

return promptly when the premises are again clear.

The breeding season of meadow mice extends over most of the year,

except midwinter of the coldest latitudes. The number of litters pro-

duced depends largely upon the character and length of the winter.

It is certain, too, that the number of young at a birth varies with the

character of the season. A few species produce habitually from two

to four at a litter, but other species bring forth eight to eleven. Most

of the species have four to six litters in a year. Precise knowledge

on this point is wanting, and the period of gestation can only be

guessed at as about twenty-one da}rs. Members of the Biological Sur-

vey record the finding of pregnant females or young in the nest during

every month from March to December.

The common meadow mouse {M. pennsylvanicus) is one of the most

prolific of the American species. If six young, the average number,

are produced at a birth, and four litters in a season, and if no enemy
or disease check the multiplication, the increase would be appallingly

great. A single pair and its progen}r would in five seasons amount to

over 2,000,000. This calculation is conservative, being based on the

theory that the young of one season do not breed until the next year

—

an assumption that is likely to be incorrect; for the animals mature very

quickly, and the young born in spring probably breed in the fall of

the same season. If a thousand pairs of meadow mice survive a winter

in any localit}% it is easy to understand how, after two or more seasons

of uninterrupted increase, they might become a menace to agricultural

interests.

In Dr. A. E. Brehm's interesting account of the field mice of Ger-

many {M. arvalis)
y

a it is stated that in 1882, in the district of Zabern,

1,570,000 voles were caught in 11 days; in the district of Nidda,

590,127, and in that of Putzbach, 271,911. In the autumn of 1856 so

much damage was done by voles in one district between Erfurt and

Gotha that about 12,000 acres of land had to be replowed. On a single

large estate near Breslau 200,000 were caught within seven weeks and

sold to the Breslau fertilizer factory at a pfennig (one-fourth cent) per

dozen. Some of the vole catchers were able to secure 1,400 to 1,500

per day. In the summer of 1861, 409,523 were caught and counted in

the neighborhood of Alsheim in Rhenish Hesse. The local authorities

paid 2,593 gulden (about SI,000) for them.

"Brehm'aThierleben: Saugethiere, vol. 2, pp. 387-393, 1877.
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Louie Figuier, the French naturalist, writing of the same species,

states thai the female gives birth to from eight to twelve little ones

three or four times in a year, and thai thej multiply so rapidly that

whole districts have been brought to destitution l)\ this scourge. In

L816 and L817 the losses in :i Bingle department of France, La Vendee,

were estimated at (600,000, caused entirely by these animals.'7

FOOD HABITS,

Investigation of the food of rodents is difficult because of the finely

ground condition of the stomach contents, and usually the nature <>f

the food can be determined only in a general way. In summer, the

principal food of meadow mice is green vegetation and unripe seeds of

grain and grasses. In winter, grain and bulbous and other roots are

usually eaten, but sometimes the bark of various trees becomes a

staple food. It is mainly in winter that apple orchards and young

forest plantations suffer from the depredations of these animals. Such

attacks are not always due to severe weather which deprives them of

their ordinary food, for they often occur during mild, open winters.

The depredations seem to result rather from the excessive numbers of

the animals and the consequent scarcity of food, which renders them

so voracious that they are read}' to devour any vegetable substance.

Stomach examinations show that in addition to bark, green leaves,

and seeds of grasses and sedges, field mice eat all kinds of bulbs, tubers,

and roots, and occasionally animal food. The larger aquatic species

are said to eat fish, mollusks, and crayfish. When a number of these

mice are kept in confinement, the stronger animals usually devour the

weaker, and our field naturalists have frequently noted that trapped

held mice are devoured by their brethren.

Brehm's account of the food habits of European lield mice agrees

with the above; but he says further that they eat fruit, berries, beech

mast, nuts, corn, turnips, and potatoes, carrying them to their bur-

rows for winter stores. The habit of storing food, however, is not

common with the American species. Brehm says also that the ani-

mals hibernate during the severest weather—a fact not true of our

species, which are active in winter, even in the far North.

It has been calculated that each adult meadow mouse requires from

24 to 3(3 pounds of green vegetation per year. It is thus apparent

that the total amount eaten by the hordes that ordinarily infest the

meadows, swamps, and forests of our country is incalculable, and is

a steady drain upon the resources of the farmer.

DAMAGES TO FIELD CROPS AND MEADOWS.

In recent }
7ears the Department of Agriculture has frequently

received complaints of damages to meadows and pastures by held

mice. The common meadow mouse {M. pe)i nsylvcnneus and its vari-

* Mammalia, Popularly Described by Typical Species, p. 445. London, n. d.
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ous subspecies) is usually the offender in these cases, although the

prairie meadow mouse (.)/. austerus) also causes considerable loss in

the West. Both these mice work under the snow in winter, burrow-

ing along the tops of the succulent roots of clover and other plants,

and sometimes destroy entire meadows, which have to he plowed up

and resowed. Such damage usually occurs where a thick growth of

grass is left in the field in fall. Closely mowed or clos< ly pastured

fields are not usually badly injured by mice.

The meadow mice are destructive to market gardens. Strawberry

fields arc 4 especially liable to attack, because of the mulch used to

protect the plants and because of the animal's fondness for the succu-

lent crowns of the plants themselves. These mice destroy seeds in

the garden, hotbed, or cold-frame, potatoes in the ground, and many
other growing vegetables. In the fall they destroy beets, turnips,

carrots, parsnips, celery, apples, and potatoes, when piled on the

ground or stored in pits. The depredations may to a great extent be

prevented by the careful burning of weeds and other trash which

harbor the pests.

The destruction of corn and wheat in the shock by meadow mice is

common, and growing crops—wheat, oats, barley, rye, anc. buck-

wheat—are often cut down and eaten. The damage to standing grain

is most noticeable when it is nearly ripe, but fully matured grain also

is eaten. Short pieces of the stems of grains and of grasses scattered

along the runwa}rs of the animals are conclusive evidences of the

nature of their diet. In alfalfa and clover fields considerable loss is

frequently caused by meadow mice. The ground is often littered

with leaves cut from the plants. Stomach examinations of a dozen

specimens of Microtias austerus captured in alfalfa fields during the

summer of 1905 showed that their diet was almost exclusively leaves

of alfalfa. When field mice occur in normal numbers, the losses are

not serious; but when local conditions have favored an abnormal
increase of the animals, the loss of crops is enormous.

DAMAGES TO TREES AND SHRUBS.

Meadow mice have been known to almost wholly destroy large nurs-

eries of young apple trees. It was estimated that the losses sustained

by nurserymen near Rochester, N. Y., during the winter of 1902

amounted to $100,000. The animals usually inflict the damage by bur-

rowing under the snow and girdling the tree just at the surface of the

ground. Some species burrow below ground, and, like the pocket
gopher, eat the roots of trees, thus completing their destruction. (Sec

fig. 89.)

In some cases older trees are attacked and ruined. The writer has

mi many apple trees, eight to ten years transplanted, and -1 to 6 inches

3 a 1905 24
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in diameter, completely girdled by the prairie meadow mouse (M.

austerm), sometimes to 1 1 1*
' height of a fool or more above the ground.

The list of cultivated trees and shrubs that are injured bj th

mice includes nearly all of those grown by the horticulturist. The
Biological Survey lias received complaints of the destruction of

apple, pear, peach, plum, quince, cherry,

and crab-apple trees; of blackberry, rasp-

berry, rose, currant, and barberry bushes,

and of grape vines; also of the injury of

sugar maple, black locust, Osage orange,

sassafras, pine, alder, white ash, mountain

ash, oak, Cottonwood, willow, wild cherry,

and other forest trees. In the Arnold

Arboretum, near Boston, Mass., during the

winter of 1903-4, meadow mice destroyed

thousands of trees and shrubs, including

apple, maple, sumacs, barberry, buck-

thorn, dwarf cherry, snowball, bush honey-

suckle, juniper, blueberry, dog-wood,

beech, and larch. Plants in nursery beds,

and acorns and cuttings in boxes, were

especial objects of attack and injury."

The pine mice {Microtvs pinetorum^ PI.

XXXVIII, fig. 2, and several subspecies)

are destructive also to trees, shrubs, and

bulbs. They burrow in the soil after the

manner of moles, and, unlike those insectiv-

orous animals, attack plants in such a man-

ner that their presence is not suspected

until much injury is inflicted. Ordinarily

pine mice live in woods, from which they

make incursions into cultivated grounds

through long underground tunnels. Dur-

ing the winter of 1904-5 pine mice invaded

suburban grounds near Washington and did

considerable damage. In one instance out

of a bed of 50 bulbs of choice hyacinths only

4 escaped injury, and most of them were entirely consumed. (See

PL XXXIX.)

NATURAL ENEMIES OF MEADOW MICE.

One of the chief causes of the recent great increase of the smaller

rodent pests is the persistent destruction of the birds, mammals, and

reptiles that habitually prey upon them. This is true not only in

Fig. 89.—Root and trunk of apple

tree from Laurel, Md., gnawed by
pine mice.

a Boston Transcript, April 16, 1904.
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Fig. 1.—Meadow Mouse (Microtus
pennsylvanicus).

Fig. 2.— Pine Mouse i Microtus
pinetorum scalapsoides'.
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Fig. 1.—Hyacinth Bulbs Eaten by Pine Mice.
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Fig. 2.—Beds from which the Bulbs were Taken, Showing Burrows and
Runways of Mice.
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America but also In Great Britain and on the Continent, where for

years gamekeepers and even farmers have destroyed foxes, weasels,

stoats, hawks, and owls whenever possible on the plea that, they prey

upon and diminish the supply of game in the parks and preserves, [n

America (he same opinion is widespread, and has led to some nnforl n-

oate legislation against species t hat arc wholly beneficial to agriculture.

In the investigations before the British Board of Agriculture relative

to the vole plague in Scotland in 1892, the testimony as to a previous

scarcity of carnivorous mammals and birds, in the districts affected,

was almost unanimous. While the committee in its report regarded

climatic conditions, not the scarcity of carnivorous birds and mammals,

as the primary cause of the outbreak, they considered the latter as the

most important contributory factor.

A mono- the wild mammals of the United States that are known to

prey upon meadow mice are wolves, lynxes, foxes, badgers, raccoons,

opossums, skunks, minks, weasels, and shrews. The majority of these

animals destroy mice habitually; and this service, together with their

well-known habit of destroying noxious insects, goes far to compensate

for the damage they do in other directions.

Among birds that feed on meadow mice are hawks, owls, crows,

shrikes, cranes, herons, and bitterns. Of hawks, the kites and the

marsh, red-tailed, red-shouldered, broad-winged, rough-legged, pigeon,

and sparrow hawks feed upon them, some destroying large numbers of

the two most destructive species, If. pennsylvanicus and M. austerus.

Pine mice live mostly below the ground and are less frequently caught

by birds of prey.

The habit of shrikes of catching meadow mice is well known, and

most farmers have seen these birds in the corn fields at husking time,

as they hover in the air or sit poised upon a fence or hedge ready to

pounce upon every mouse that escapes from the shocks.

Crows destroy many young mice in the nests and sometimes kill the

adults, and, no doubt, investigations will show that meadow mice form
a considerable part of the diet of bitterns and herons.

Owls are especially efficient as destroyers of field mice, and all the

species whose food habits have been investigated by the Biological

Survey were found to feed upon these animals. In Bulletin No. 3 of

the Survey a it is recorded that of 39 barn-owl stomachs examined, 7

contained meadow mice; of 107 long-eared owl stomachs, 59 contained

them; of 101 stomachs of the short-eared owl, 52 had meadow mice;

31 out of 109 stomachs of the barred owl, 6 out of 9 of the great gray

owl, 4 out of 22 of the saw-whet owl, 18 out of 254 of the screech owl,

12 out of 127 of the great horned owl, 10 out of 38 of the snowy
owl, and the stomach of the single hawk owl, contained meadow mice.

"Hawks and Owls of the United States, Dr. A. K. Fisher, 1893.
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They were mostly the common meadow mouse (Microtu* pennayhfc^

/tic »), as ill*- birds were collected for the most ['art where this species

i> common.
The examination of ow Is' nests and of t lu v curious pellets cast up by

owls reveals much as to the nature of their food. Doctor Fisher lias

recorded t lie results of the examination of many pellets of the barn

owl, and a few of those of the long-eared owl, with the following

result: Six hundred and seventy-five barn-owl pellets contained 1,123

skulls of the meadow mouse; 50 pellets of the long-eared owl contained

L14 meadow mouse skulls. This is an average of almost two to each

pellet.

A writer in the London Field states" that on April 26, 1901, he

found 21 dead mice in a nest of barn owls. Three were the common'
house mouse and 18 were the bank vole (Evotomya glareolvs\ a mouse

of a closely allied genus.

The short-eared owl inhabits the temperate and subtropical parts of

both continents, except West Africa, Australia, and Polynesia. In

both continents it occurs beyond the Arctic Circle. Its range is thus

even wider than that of the meadow mice, which form a great part of

its food. In every invasion of the mouse pest of which careful rec-

ords lave been kept it is reported that these owls became extremely

plentiful in the infested country, and that they were important aids

in checking the evil.

Notwithstanding the unanimous testimony of careful students of

bird life to the effect that almost all owds are wholly beneficial to the

farmer, few laws for the protection of these birds have been enacted,

and a widespread prejudice exists against them. The}T are destroyed

as relentlessly as if they were enemies instead of friends of the farmer.

It is to be hoped that an enlightened public will soon come to recog-

nize the good offices of the owls, and extend to them the protection

necessary to prevent the extinction of any American species.

Next to insects, mice form the most important item in the food of

snakes. Meadow mice are most easily obtained, but other mice, and,

indeed, most of the small rodents, including ground squirrels, wood
rats, prairie dogs, and young pocket gophers and rabbits, are eaten.

This important service of snakes in the interest of the farmer is not

generally understood or appreciated, but an inherent and deeply rooted

prejudice induces thoughtless people to destroy them whenever pos-

sible and for no other reason than because the}7 are snakes.

The value of domestic cats and of dogs in destroying mice is well

known, and many of these animals learn from experience to prefer the

large meadowr mice to the species found in houses and barns. Dogs
that never eat the common mouse or rat will sometimes eat meadow
mice greedily. The great objection to the utilization of cats to check

«The Field (London), May 4, 1901.
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the Inordinate increase <>\' Held mice is thai when cats take to roaming

t ho field and forest they soon learn thai song birds-are more toothsome

than mice, and turn their attention largely to the pursuit of such birds.

In thus destroying birds, cats much more than offset their value as

mouse catchers.

DESTROYING MEADOW MICE.

The writer has given considerable attention to methods of dealing

with prairie meadow mice (.)/. austerus). In December, L903, he was

called to Marion County, Kans., to investigate an outbreak of these

animals in orchards and in a large nursery. One orchard of 480 acres,

containing about 26,000 apple trees, eight to ten years planted, was

found to be badly infested. About 5,000 of the trees, worth over

$30,000, were badly damaged, many of them being completely girdled,

and the bark eaten often as high as among the lower branches. Most

of the damage was from mice, but in parts of the orchard rabbits also

had been at work. As a means of prevention, a force of men and bo}T
s

was engaged in appl}Ting to the trunks of the trees a wash composed

of water, soap, and carbolic acid. Later it was found that the effi-

ciency of this wash did not extend beyond foHy-eight hours.

EXPERIMENT WITH POISONED GRAIN.

As an experiment, the writer placed some wheat poisoned with

strychnine at the base of about 50 of the badly damaged crees. This

was done late in the evening, and on the following morning a consid-

erable number of dead meadow mice and white-footed mice were

found. An examination of the stomachs of both species showed that

only the meadow mice had eaten the bark of the trees. The poison-

ing experiment had proved so effective that the owner of the orchard

set his men to distributing poisoned wheat throughout the orchard,

with the result that within a few days nearl}T all the mice had been

killed.

The ground in this orchard was literally covered by a network of

runways made b}7 the prairie meadow mouse, and many of the run-

ways extended below the surface for long distances. Examination
showed that many twigs, 4 to 8 inches in length, had been cut from
the trees by the mice and dragged into the burrows, where they were

found in little piles and entirely stripped of bark.

Jt is to be carefully noted that the damage to this and other orchards

in Marion County was due largely to neglect. On the greater part of

the 1^'» acres mentioned corn had been planted the preceding spring,

by listing it between the rows of apple trees; but a wet summer had

prevented its cultivation, and the crop was abandoned, with the result

that crab grass, sunflowers, and other weeds had grown luxuriantly.

The wee Is made a complete cover for the mice, and the entire summer
was moisl and favorable to the increase of the latter. The fall and
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earlj winter were verj mild, and all the damage t<> the treee by mice

had been done in this open period and not under BtreSC <>! severe

ither.

During the Cold weather that followed the extermination of the

mica, rabbits renewed their attacks upon the trees. Many were killed

hv distributing pieces of apple into which powdered strychnine had

been inserted by means of a knife. As many as twent) dead rabbits

were counted in a single morning. While they were not entirely

exterminated, the experiment demonstrated the efficacy of the method,

especially in winter.

Aii exceptional circumstance in connection with these poisoning

operations was that no dead birds were found in the orchard during

their progress. Remarkable as it may seem, short-eared owls, hawks,

and crows fed freely upon the poisoned mice and rabbits without

injury. 'Free sparrows, juncos, and quail were common, and it is

strange that all should have escaped the poisoned baits. In distrib-

uting poison too much care, however, can not be used to avoid the

destruction of valuable birds.

REMEDY FOR INJURY TO TREES BY MICE.

The writer recommended, as a remedy for the injury done to the

trees by mice, that soil should be heaped up about the trunks so as to

entirely cover the wounds. This was done, with the result that many
trees that had been almost completely girdled formed new bark and

recovered. The orchard was again examined during the summer of

1905, and photographs of some of the trees obtained. (See Pis. XL.

and XLI.)
METHODS OK POISONING.

In the use of strychnine for poisoning field mice an ounce of

strychnia sulphate is used to each half bushel of wheat. The strychnia

is dissolved in a pint of hot water and a pint of heavy sugar sirup is

added. The combined wheat and liquid are then stirred until every

grain is wet, when the mass is allowed to stand in the mixing vessel for

twelve or more hours before it is distributed.

To prevent all danger of poisoning grain-eating birds, twigs of apple

trees as a bait may be substituted for wheat. The twigs or sprouts,

cut 6 to S inches long, are dipped into the liquid poison, or the poison

applied to them with a brush, and then sparingly scattered near the

base of trees or at the mouth of mouse burrows, and along the paths

frequented by rabbits. Both mice and rabbits eat the bark of the

poisoned twigs freely.

Another excellent way of destroying mice with poison without

endangering- the lives of larger mammals and birds, is to introduce the

poisoned bait into the middle of short pieces of drain pipe whick have
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Fig. 1.—Apple Tree Killed by Prairie Meadow Mice.
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Fig. 2. -Apple Tree Showing Injury by Mice. Tree Recovered.
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an internal diameter of about l' indies. The pipes are then Laid on

the ground Dear the burrows of the mice. To prevent displacement

of the bait, it may be put into the pipes after they are in position.

Meadow mice readily enter these drains and find the bait. Oatmeal

made into a paste is the most convenient bait to use. This method of

destroying mice is recommended by the French ministcir of agricul-

ture, and is well worth trial.

EXPERIMENTS WITH INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

Much lias been done abroad in recent years by way of experiment

with infectious diseases for destroying rats and mice. When these

animals multiply excessively and overpopulate a district, disease

attacks them, and the greater number soon die. In several cases the

bacillus affecting the animals has been isolated and cultures prepared

which have been found to infect healthy animals through the digestive

organs. Loefiler of Germany and Danysz of the Pasteur Institute,

Paris, have each been reasonably successful in such experiments.

Mereshkowsky succeeded in isolating organisms from the suslik

( CiteUms musicus), a ground squirrel, which were found to be fairly

effective against rats and mice. Meadow mice were found to be most

susceptible to several of the diseases.

Several reasons have prevented the adoption of these methods in

America. The high price of the cultures and the somewhat uncertain

results in their use have militated against their introduction. More-

over, the high temperature of our summers prevents the successful

preservation of the cultures. Added to the above is the fear that

under new conditions the organisms may prove infectious to game or

domestic animals. In the case of the three organisms mentioned appre-

hension has been entirely dispelled in Europe, but in the case of other

organisms experimented with, it proved to be well founded. Further

investigations are necessary before bacterial cultures for destroying

mice can be recommended for use in this country.

CONCLUSION.

There is no escaping the conclusion that meadow mice are injurious

to agriculture. It has been argued that they are to a great extent

inhabitant- of waste lands, and therefore not very destructive to crop-,

but such assertions are wide of the truth. The value of these mice as

tillers of the soil or as destroyers of weeds, while not to be overlooked,

i- \rery slight in comparison with their destructiveness to grass, fruit,

vegetables, hay in the stack, and orchard trees. Testimony of their

recent ravages in foreign countries, as before cited, is of itself conclu-

sive a- to their destructiveness, and their depredations in America,
although less severe locally, have been nearly as great in the aggre-

gate. The danger lurks in every swamp, copse, and waste corner,
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and t hi' continued destruction of hawks, owls, snakes, and small

carnivorous mammals, together with climatic conditions favorable to

multiplication of the mice, must inevitably result in an outbreak oi'

the animals. An invasion of meadow mice in this country, where

farming operations arc on such an extensive scale, would be attended

1>\ ravages of crops such as have rarely, it" ever, been experienced.

Timely preventive measures are much wiser than corrective m<

ares following an invasion. Among the more important preventive

measures are:

(1) The preservation, both by legislation and individual coopera-

tion, of the natural enemies of mice.

(*2) The curtailment of the range of meadow mice by the drainage

of swamps and the periodic plowing of grass lands for the rotation of

crops.

(3) The destruction of weeds, trash, and litter of all kinds about

farm premises, gardens, and orchards, to prevent meadow mice from

obtaining the winter shelter necessary to their survival.

(4) The burning of dead grass in meadows and pastures, to the same

end. Care should be taken, however, not to burn the grass m late

spring or early summer, when prairie chickens, quail, and other

birds that build on the ground are nesting.



THE EFFECT OF INBREEDING IN PLANTS.

By A. 1). Sua mel,

Physiologist in Charge of Tobacco Breeding, Bureau of Plant Industry.

INTRODUCTION.

The term "inbreeding" has commonly been used by plant breeders

in a rather more restricted sense than it is used in animal breeding.

It is common for plant breeders, in discussions, to restrict inbreeding

to mean the fertilization of a flower with its own pollen or with pollen

from a different flower on the same plant. This is a union of germ
cells more closely related to each other than it is possible to obtain in

any of the domestic animals- In animal breeding the term " inbreed-

ing'' is used to refer to the mating of closely related individuals, as,

for instance, the mating of father and daughter, brother and sister,

or cousins; and when this breeding together of closely related indi-

viduals is continued generation after generation it is designated as
44 in-and-in breeding." The writer believes that the use of the word
"inbreeding" in plants should be extended to include the breeding

together of closely related individuals, as in the case of animals.

Inbreeding in plants may, then, be defined as the fertilization of a

flower with its own pollen, with pollen from another flower on the

same plant, or with pollen from a closely related plant.

Many of the most important crops, such as wheat, oats, barley, and

tobacco, are produced from seed which is habitually self-fertilized

—

the closest possible degree of inbreeding—while others, as corn and

hemp, are normally cross-fertilized.

If the cross-fertilization takes place between related plants of the

same strain or race, their progeny may be said to be inbred, but in a

more remote degree than that raised from self-fertilized seed. The
crossing of distinct varieties may be termed crossbreeding, while the

crossing of different strains of the same race should be designated

as outbreeding.

The effect of inbreeding, in relation to the improvement of the cul-

tivated varieties of plants by breeding, is a subject of the greatest

possible importance to practical pla'nt breeders. There is a lack of

exact information upon the effect of inbreeding on the production and

improvement of farm crops and cultivated plants: and. from the fact

377
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that varieties and species differ in their response to varying degrees of

inbreeding, there has accumulated a mass of Beamingly contradictor}

evidence, from which man} erroneous general conclusions have been

drawn i>\ breeders in special lines of investigation. Darwin's impor-

tant ami extensive experiments and observations on tin- effect of cross

and self fertilization in the vegetable kingdom proved that 0TOS8

fertilization was beneficial and self-fertilization injurious in sonic cases,

while in others the plants raised from self-fertilized seeds were equal

in fertility, constitutional vigor, and other characters to those raised

from the seed which resulted from a cross between two individuals of

the same variety or race. It was found, however, that a cross between

individuals of di tie rent races frequently produced better plants than

the self-fertilized seed, and this effect was particularly marked where

the two races had been grown under different conditions previous to

the cross.

The benefits to be derived from crossbreeding in the production of

new races or varieties of plants are well understood, while the use of

inbreeding in the fixation of type and the propagation of desirable

characters is not fully appreciated by plant breeders. The literature

and practice of breeding have been largely devoted to methods for the

production of newr varieties of plants by crossing, and the immense

practical importance of this work can not be overestimated; but an

equally important field for investigation lies in the study of the main-

tenance of these varieties, which in man}^ cases is effected by the

closest possible inbreeding.

The object of this article is to discuss the effect of inbreeding in

plants, with special reference to some important farm crops, and to

call attention to the use, as well as the danger, of inbreeding in the

production of varieties giving the maximum yield and value. The
production of uniform races of crops adapted to special purposes is

the most important problem for the practical consideration of the

plant breeder. The lack of uniformity as regards the individual plants

in the fields is responsible for a low yield of inferior quality, frequently

requiring extra expense in sorting out the good from the poor grades.

In the case of corn, if every stalk bore one well-developed ear of uni-

form size and weight, the present yield per acre would be more than

doubled and the value of the crop as a whole would be greatly increased.

If all of the tobacco plants in the fields were uniformly of the same

type as the best plants, the yield and value of the tobacco crop would

be greatly increased and the expense of handling the crop would be

reduced, so that the profit to the grower would be at least double that

obtained at the present time. The same facts hold true in the case of

all the crops raised by farmers, and the most valuable and important

lines of plant breeding are those which aim to assist the growers in
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brincrincr up the average of the crop to that of the best individual

plants. In the case Of those crops which arc partly or wholly natur-

ally self fertilized, this Object can be more easily attained than with

those crops which arc naturally cross-fertilized. In the Latter case,

the prevention of too dose inbreeding is of special importance, and

the degree of inbreeding that can safely l>e practiced without injuri-

ously affecting the fertility or vigor of growth of the plants, and

methods of controlling the parentage of the offspring, are matters

which must be carefully and systematically investigated for each crop.

THE ETSE OF INBREEDING IN THE IMPROVEMENT OF ANIMALS.

Inbreeding" in animals—that is, the breeding together of closely

related individuals in a single instance or at long-separated intervale

has been one of the most important means of improvement of our famous

breeds of live stock. It has seldom or never resulted in evil effect,

but continuous in-and-in breeding is claimed by some to result in a

predisposition to disease, a lack of fecundity, and a delieacy of consti-

tution. No matter what may be said regarding the evil effects of

in-and-in breeding, the fact remains that all the great breeders have

practiced it to a greater or less extent in the fixation of desirable char-

acters in their herds and flocks and the rendering of these characters

prepotent for the improvement of their breeds. Miles states:

From the general examination of the practice of in-and-in breeding by the most

celebrated breeders, it appears that they have made use of it to secure uniformity

in their breeding stock, to fix slight variations that they have sought in the pro*

of improvement and blend them with the best original characters, and to secure the

important quality of prepotency in the males that they made use of to improve the

average characters of their stock.

Many illustrations might be given of the fact that the majority of

our various breeds of live stock have been brought up and improved

by the use of close inbreeding. The pedigree of the famous Longhorn
bull Shakespeare shows him to have been deeply inbred from animals

that had been carefully selected for breeding purposes. The Short-

horn bull Favorite was not only an example of very close in-and-in

breeding, but he was bred to his own mother, daughters, sisters, and

descendants to a heretofore unheard-of degree, and many of the off-

spring became famous animals of acknowledged merit. In fact, his

immediate descendants constitute, according to Sanders, a large pro-

portion of the entire foundation stock upon which the Shorthorn

herdbook records stand. A study of the history of the Shorthorn

breed shows that the practice of inbreeding was followed by a most

rigorous system of selection, and only the best animals were retained

for breeding purposes. A recent illustration of the use of inbreeding

in the development of a famous breed of live stock is found in the
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breeding of Berkshire bogs as practiced by Mr. N. 11. Gentry, who for

twenty years has not infused fresh blood into Ins herd. In Iih herd

the great boar Longfellow, L6835, was the result <>i" dose Inbreeding,

and his Ix-st sites, and in turn their best sires, have been at the bead of

the herd. One of the best individuals in the herd was produced by a

sire of Longfellow, out of a daughter of Longfellow, sired by the sire

of a Longfellow. Says Mr. Gentry:

Neither inbreeding nor the reverse will ben success unless matings arc made wit!

animals suited to each other, that is, having no weakness in common, if possible,

and as much good in common as possible. This, in my opinion, is the kc\ to sncC68B

in all breeding operations, and success will come in no other way. In my opinion,

inbreeding as a rule is very good or very bad. If you intensify the blood of animals

that are good, you do good, but if they are bad, you go wrong as fast or faster than

you go right in the other case. If it is true that inbreeding intensifies weakin

constitution, lack of vigor, or too great fineness of bone, as we all believe, is it not as

aable and as certain that you can intensify strength of constitution, heavy bone,

or vigor, if you have these traits well developed in the blood of animals you are

inbreeding with'.' The latter is certainly my belief and my experience.

The Holstein-Friesian, the Jersey, and the Guernsey breeds of

cattle were produced in communities where close breeding was prac-

ticed, and while it is true that the environment had more or less to do

with the development of efficiency, the fixation of character was accom-

plished by inbreeding. With sheep there has often been long-con-

tinued interbreeding within the limits of the same flock. Darwin says

that "although by the aid of careful selection the near interbreeding

of sheep may he continued without any manifest evil, }
Tet it has often

been the practice with farmers to cross distinct breeds to obtain animals

for the butcher, which plainly shows that good of some kind is derived

from this practice." He further says that the evil effects of close inter-

breeding in large animals are most clearly shown in the case of pigs,

which statement is not supported by Mr. Gentry's evidence in the case

of his herd of Berkshire^. In fact, a careful review of the evidence

in favor of the belief that in-and-in breeding leads to sterility, loss of

vigor, or other detrimental effects will leave the student in doubt as

to the conclusion to be drawn.

In most cases inbreeding has been resorted to in order that some

valuable character may be made prepotent and saved from being lost,

and in most of the recorded instances of such practice such characters

have been strengthened by inbreeding so as to become dominant in the

offspring. As regards the loss of fecundity, while instances have been

presented to show that inbreeding has led to sterility, other illustra-

tions have shown that full fertility has been retained. The same thing

may be said regarding vigor of constitution and tendency to disease,

so that the facts seem to warrant the statement that close inbreeding

is not in itself injurious, but that it may be made to perpetuate any

"Report of American Breeders' Association, 1905, p. 164.
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constitutional defects which may have been caused by other agencies,

as well as important and valuable characters which are known to he

rendered prepotent and transmitted to the offspring.

In breeding, then, may be said to he a means of preserving in animals

desirable characters which with crossbreeding would become swamped

or lost and appear only infrequently; hut it must be used with great

care in the selection of individuals formating. The history of the

important breeds of live stock shows that in the beginning the breeder

made a fortunate selection of parents, as in the case of the bull Shake-

speare, and by judicious in-and-in breeding combined with most care-

ful continued selection retained and intensified the valuable parental

qualities in the herd. In some cases, after long-continued inbreeding,

crossing may be necessary to remedy some constitutional defect which

may not have appeared until after some years of inbreeding, as was

done in the case of the cross of Galloway's with Colling's Shorthorn.

The benefits of such crosses are particularly noticeable after an

extended period of in-and-in breeding.

DEGREES OF INBREEDING IN PLANTS.

There are at least three degrees of relationship between parents

found in cultivated plants: (1) Complete self-fertilization; (2) combined

self and cross fertilization; and (3) complete cross-fertilization. Self-

fertilization is the fertilization of the ovule of a flower by its own
pollen, or by the pollen of a different flower on the same plant. Less

complete forms of inbreeding may be grouped under two classes: (a)

The crossing of flowers on different plants of the same stock grown
under the same conditions, as the crossing of the flowers of two corn

plants raised from kernels borne by the same parent ear or related

parent ears; (h) the crossing of flowers on different plants of the same

stock grown under different conditions.

Among* the groups of plants that are normally self-fertilized we
find many of the most important farm crops, as barley, wheat, and

oats. In wheat and oats a few doubtful natural hybrids have been

discovered and described, but it is the opinion of the authorities on

these crops that cross-fertilization rarely takes place under natural

conditions. The anthers usually burst open in oat flowers before the

glumes open, at which time the pollen is thoroughly distributed over

the receptive stigma, and it is probable that fecundation takes place

several hours after the flowers open. In the case of barley the

anthers burst and discharge their pollen long before the glumes open,

so that self-fertilization is insured; and in the case of wheat, self-

pollination takes place and self-fertilization probably occurs shortly

before the flowers open.

The second kind of fertilization includes those plants which are

highly self-fertile, but are cross-fertilized to a greater or less extent
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i>\ inseol aid or other means. This group of plants may be divided

into two classes, as (a) those which arc almost wholly self fertilized

and only occasionally cross fertilized, and (b) those which are usually

as fertilized, but are also adapted for self-fertilization. One of the

best examples of plants largely self-fertilized, but occasionally crossed,

is the cotton plant. Dr. H. J. Webber states that the cotton Sower

sets seed normally when covered with a paper bag, but that ordinarily

from 5 to 10 per cent of the seeds are cross-fecundated. Plate X.LII,

figure 2, shows several cotton flowers in di lie rent stages of develop-

ment, the pollination of the newly opened Sower having taken place

immediately preceding the opening. Webber gives the following

description of the flower and its fertilization:

The flowers open at day 1 »reak, the anthers break immediately, and apparently the

Btigma becomes receptive at the same time. The flowers are visited very early by

bees and other insects, which are usually dusted over with pollen. Pollen is pro-

duced in the cotton flowers in enormous quantities, and the stigmatic lobes of the

pistil, three in number, are large and protrude slightly above the column of stamens.

The bees light in the stamens and crawl down into the flowers, frequently crawling

over the pistil, and in so doing, if their bodies are dusted with foreign pollen, they

may Leave some of the foreign pollen in the pistil. At the same time, however, they

naturally brush over the pistil a large quantity of the flower's own pollen, so that

self-fertilization almost certainly takes place about the time that cross-pollination

occurs.

The tobacco flower is largely self-fertilized, but occasionally cross-

fertilized. In Plate XLII, figure 1, the condition of the flower just

before it opens is shown. It can be seen that, before the flowers open,

the anthers have burst and a large quantity of their pollen has been

distributed over the receptive portion of the stigma, so that self-

fertilization usually takes place before there is an opportunity for the

visits of insects. The tobacco flowers open early in the morning, and

in an extensive series of observations made by the writer on this sub-

ject it was found that as a rule some of the anthers open and their

pollen is distributed over the stigma before the opening of the flower.

Shortly after the flowers open they are visited by bees, usually the

common honeybees, which crawl down into the flowers, brushing against

the stamens and pistil on their way to secure the secretion of honey-

like substance in the lower portions of the flowers. The insects are

covered with pollen in passing in and out of the flowers, so that there

is an opportunity for cross-fertilization, provided that self-fertilization

has not taken place previous to the visit of the insects. Abundant
e\ idence is at hand to show that cross-fertilization does take place

in tobacco, but in only a small percentage of the seeds. The tobacco

flowers set seed normally when covered with paper bags to prevent

the visits of insects, humming birds, or other agencies of cross-

fertilization.

a Improvement of cotton by seed selection, Yearbook of the U. S. Dept. of Agri-

culture for 1902, pp. 365-386.
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Fig 1 .—Tobacco Flowers, Before Opening, Showing Self-pollination.

Fig. 2.—Cotton Flower Immediately After Opening.
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Fig. 1
.—An Ear of Corn Borne by Isolated Stalk, Showing Lack of

Self-fertilization.

Fig. 2.—Improved Uniformity and Increased Vigor of Tobacco Plants Raised
from Self-fertilized Seed.
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The third kind of fertilization naturally occurring among cultivated

plants is cross-fertilization, or the union of the sexual elements bel<

i 1

1

l^- to two distinct flowers borne by separate plants. Cross-fertiliza-

tion is accomplished through the agency of wind, water, insects, or

birds, and the various devices to secure cross fertilization exhibited

h\ different plants are most wonderful and interesting, and furnish an

almost inexhaustible field for study and observation. Corn, or maize,

is a good illustration of this class of plants. Here the plant produces

enormous quantities of pollen, which is very light and easily carried

long distances by the wind. Frequent cases have been observed by

the writer where the pollen of corn plants lias been carried a half

mile where there were no obstructions, but in the cornfield the pollen

is usually carried only a short distance, owing to the plants catching

the pollen grains as they drift about. The anthers borne by the tassels

of the corn plants ripen and discharge their pollen in enormous quanti-

ties when the plants are shaken by the wind. The pollen of any one

plant is usually discharged slightly before the silks, or stigmas, of the

same plant are ready for fertilization, so that the corn plant is usually

cross-fertilized. In Plate XLIII, figure 1, is shown an ear of corn

which was borne by an isolated plant and on which only a few kernels

were developed, owing to the fact that the silks were not in condition

to receive the pollen from this plant at the time it was distributed

by the opening of the anthers on the tassel. The long corn silks,

or stigmas, are covered with numerous stigmatic hairs—a special

adaptation to catch floating pollen and insure cross-fertilization. The
imperfectly fertilized ear borne by the isolated plant shows that in

order to secure complete fertilization it is necessary to grow large

numbers of corn plants together, and that self-fertilization does not

take place except in a small percentage of the seed.

In the case of certain hermaphrodite plants, in which the male and

female reproductive organs are both borne in the same flower, where

self-pollination takes place about the same time as cross-pollination, it

has been found that the pollen of a different plant of the same race, or

in some cases of a different race, is frequently prepotent over the

plant's own pollen. Webber gives an instance where he pollinated a

flower of Sea Island cotton ( Gossypium harbadense) with its own pollen

early in the morning. About four hours later the same stigma was

dusted with the pollen of Upland cotton (G. herbaeeum)^ a different but

nearly related species. The seed of this Sea Island capsule ga\ re five

plants, three of which were hybrids.

Other plants are self-sterile, and produce seeds only when cr<

fertilized. Mr. M. B. Waite found that many varieties of pears, such

as Bartletl and Anjou, are largely self-sterile, producing few or no
fruits when pollinated only with the pollen of the same variety. The
orchards of pears had been found to be unfruitful for some unknown
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cause. Waite found that by crossing these self-sterile varieties with

n different horticultural variety they were rendered fertile. Th<

like most cultivated fruits, are clonal varieties which are propagated
l>\ budding, so that the Individual trees of a variety arc -imply parts

<>f the same individual. Therefore, the pollination of the flowers of

one tree by the pollen of a different tree of the same variety i- true

self-fertilization.

The recent experiments of Waite, Waugh, Beach, and others have

shown that the barrenness of many varieties of plums and apples 18

due to self-sterility, and that by placing among the trees of these

varieties a few trees budded with varieties which have been determined

by experiment to be good pollenizers for such varieties a simple

remedy for this lack of fruitfulness Is obtained. These discoveries

have been oi' great practical value to fruit growers, as they have made
it possible to produce protitable crops from naturally self-sterile and

unproductive varieties by providing for proper cross-fertilization.

EFFECT OF INBREEDING ON VEGETATIVE VIGOR AND FERTILITY OF

PLANTS.

The degree of relationship between parents in plants has a wide

range of effect upon the vigor and fertility of the progeny, depending

to a greater or less extent on the natural method of fertilization of

the plants, so that it is impossible to draw general conclusions by a

consideration of one phase of the subject. It is necessary to study the

plants in each class separately, as determined by the natural habit of

fertilization, in order to arrive at any satisfactory conclusion regarding

the evil or beneficial effect of inbreeding.

Darwin, in his classical work on cross and self fertilization in the

vegetable kingdom, recorded his extensive experiments and observa-

tions, which furnish the best known data on the effect of self-fertiliza-

tion in plants. His general conclusion, after thirty years of the most

careful study and observation on this subject, was that cross-fertiliza-

tion is generally beneficial, and self-fertilization injurious. The bene-

ficial results were not invariable, however, as is illustrated in the case

of a highly self-fertilized individual of the common morning-glory

(Ipom<mpurpurea), which he named Hero. The flowers of the morning-

glory arc highly self-fertile, but when grown out of doors are freely

crossed by insects, so that it is probable that the plant is largely

cross-fertilized in nature. In Darwin's experiments with this plant

he found that the average height of the cross-fertilized plants exceeded

the height of the self-fertilized plants during ten generations in the

ratio of 100 to 77.

In the sixth generation, Hero appeared among the plants raised from

the self-fertilized seed, which grew more vigorously and finally reached

a greater height than the cross-fertilized plants under similar condi-

tions. Several of the flowers on this plant were self-fertilized, and
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the plants produced from this seed were found to inherit the powers

of growth of (heir parent, for theyexceeded in height not, only the

self-fertilized offspring of other self-fertilized plants, but made a more

vigorous growth than intercrossed plants of the same generation. The

average height of the self-fertilized children of Hero to ordinary self-

fertilized plants of the same generation was as 1<> ( > to 84, and the ratio

of height to the intercrossed plants was 100 to 95. Similar results

were obtained in succeeding generations, so that Darwin was led to

observe that "it appeared, therefore, that Hero and its descendants

have varied from the common type, not only in acquiring great power

of growth and increased fertility when subjected to self-fertilization, but

in not profiting from a cross with a distinct stock."

Among cultivated plants there are almost numberless illustrations

of flowers becoming habitually self-fertilized, in the absence of insects

specially adapted for crossing them, or by transportation from a warm
to a cooler climate, or from other changed conditions, without injuri-

ous effect. The garden pea {Pisum, sativum) is an interesting excep-

tion in Darwin's experiments to his many observations of the beneficial

effect of cross-fertilization. The average height of the self-fertilized

plants was 39.68 inches, while that of the cross-fertilized plants was

only 34.62 inches, or in the proportion of 115 to 100. The garden pea

is a plant which is normally self-fertilized, crosses rarely occurring,

and has become adapted for self-fertilization. The lack of vigor

shown by the cross-fertilized plants may have been due to an injurious

effect of cross-fertilization, a fact which seems to hold true in the case

of a large number of our normally self-fertilized plants. The experi-

ments conducted by Prof. W. M. Hays at the Minnesota Agricultural

Experiment Station showed that artificial crossing in wheat, of indi-

viduals of the same race or of different races, almost invariably resulted

in decreased fertility, but in the crosses of distinct races certain indi-

viduals with increased fertility could be selected. The -writer's experi-

ments with tobacco have shown that the crossing of individuals of the

same race results in decreased vigor of growth, loss of fertility, and a

general deterioration of the qualities of the plants.

The effect of self and cross fertilization upon the vigor and fertility

of leguminous plants, as well as the habit of fertilization of the differ-

ent species, is somewhat in doubt, owing to the incompleteness of

observations and experiments on this subject. The seed production in

most of the clovers seems to depend largely on the visits of bees. In

a series of experiments to determine the extent to which clover would
set seed without the aid of bees, the writer found that in red clover

(Trifolium jrratense) bees were absolutely necessar}^ for the production

of seed. In these experiments each of the 51 heads was covered with

a paper bag to exclude insects. In these heads not a single seed was

3 A1905 25
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produced, while from 20 open beads freely visited by bumblebees, and

harvested for comparison, 478 well-developed seeds were obtained. In

white clover (7'. repens) 27 covered beads did not produce b seed,

while 11 unprotected beads yielded 874 seeds. Similar results were

obtained with mammoth clover (T. medium) and Egyptian clover (T,

alexandrinvm), so that it is apparent that insect aid is necessary for

I production in these clovers as a rule. This condition bas been

generally assumed to be due to the necessity for cross-fertilization.

although it has been recently suggested that the visits of insects may
be beneficial to the fertilization of the flowers through stirring the

anthers, so that self-pollination can take place.

Morrow and Gardner, of the Illinois experiment station, found that

in crossing races of corn which had been grown under different condi-

tions for a number of generations the crossbred sorts gave a larger

yield and made a more vigorous growth than the ordinary corn of the

parent varieties. Of 15 crossbred sorts tested, 12 gave an increase in

yield over the parent varieties of from 2 to 86 per cent. In the three

remaining cases the yield was decreased from 8 to 20 per cent, while

in the 15 crosses, as a whole, an increase in yiel of about 16 per cent

was secured. Similar experiments with corn by McCluer, of the same

station, gave similar results.

In tobacco experiments the writer has found that the offspring of

crosses of two varieties possesses increased vigor of growth, earlier

germination of seed, and greater resistance to drought than either of

the parent varieties. In Plate XLIV, figure 2, is an illustration of the

increased vigor of growth of a cross between two varieties of tobacco.

The taller and more vigorous plants in the row on the left were grown

from a cross between Connecticut Broadleaf and Connecticut Havana

varieties of tobacco. The smaller but more uniform plants in the row

on the right were grown from self-fertilized seed of the Connecticut

Broadleaf variety, the mother parent of the crossbred plants. All of

the plants were grown under uniform conditions, both in the seed bed

and the field. During a severe and prolonged drought in the growing

season it was noticed that the hybrids had a better and more healthy

appearance and made a decidedly more vigorous growth than tin-

inbred plants. In the hybrids, however, there was great variation in

the height of the individual plants, in the size of plants, size and shape

of leaves, time of flowering, and other qualities, while in the self-

fertilized strains there was a remarkable uniformity of all characters.

BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF INBREEDING IN TOBACCO.

Self-fertilized tobacco seed produces more vigorous and uniform

plants than seed which has been cross-fertilized within the variety. In

the course of tobacco-breeding investigations conducted by the writer,

it has been found that by protecting the flowers from cross-fertilization
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Fig. 1.—Saving Tobacco Seed Under Bag.

Fig. 2.— Inbred Compared with Crossbred Tobacco.
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larger and heavier seed are developed than where the seed is allowed

to set ordinarily, without protection from the visits of bees and other

cross-fertilizing agents. The tobacco flowers on the selected seed

plants are covered with a light manila-paper bag inclosing the entire

Seed head. In this way bees are excluded and the flowers are fertilized

l>\ their own pollen.

Extensive tests have been made of the productiveness and quality of

the tobacco raised from such self-fertilized seed in comparison with

plants raised from swd grown under normal conditions. An illustra-

tion of the comparative height, uniformity of plants and leaves, and

other characters of two strains of Connecticut Sumatra tobacco grown
from carefully selected seed plants of the same type is given in

Plate XLIII, figure 2. The row on the left was raised from self-fertilized

seed, and the smaller row on the right from open-fertilized seed subject

to cross-fertilization. The original seed plants were of the same variety,

selected from the same field, and were as uniform in height, number,

size and shape of leaves, time of flowering, and other characters

as it is possible to find in two plants. The conditions of soil, fertiliza-

tion, and culture were the same in both cases, particular care having

been taken to secure the greatest possible uniformity of treatment, in

order to make the comparisons fair and trustworthy. As can be seen

from the illustration, the plants grown from the self-fertilized seed are

larger and the leaves more fully developed than in the plants grown
from the open-fertilized seed. A similar result was observed in the

case of other tests of this character.

The great uniformity of the leaves and plants from the self-fertilized

seed is of great practical importance to tobacco growers, as it decreases

the cost of sorting the various sizes and kinds of leaves into different

grades and greatly increases the yield of the most valuable grades.

The total yield from the self-fertilized seed is greater than that from
the open-fertilized seed, and the rate of growth is correspondingly

increased, so that the self-fertilized plants are earlier, as well as more
productive, than the partially cross-fertilized strains.

The practical benefits derived from using self-fertilized tobacco seed

have been so marked that tobacco growers have adopted the plan of

bagging the seed heads of their selected plants. A field of Connecticut

Broadleaf tobacco in which a large number of bagged plants have been

saved for seed is shown in Plate XLIV, figure 1. In this illustration

the two rows of plants on the right were grown from self-fertilized seed

saved from plants having comparatively small leaves, with an upright

habit of growth. The two rows of plants on the left were grown from

self-fertilized seed, the parent plants having very large leaves, borne

in a drooping position. The original seed plants were selected in the

same field, of the same variety, and their progen}7 illustrates the

possibility of securing uniform races of tobacco adapted for special
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asefl by the practice of saving 86lf-fertilised seed from plants possessing

the desired characteristics,

The effect of inbreeding in tobacco i> beneficial and offers an effective

means of maintaining desirable characteristics in the established varie-

ties, while cross-fertilization within the variety results in a lack of

uniformity and decreased rigor of growth.

DETRIMENTAL EFFECT OF INBREEDING IN CORN.

The effect of inbreeding in corn is shown in weakened germinative

power of the seed, loss of vigor of growth of the plants, and great

reduction in yield in both ears and stalks. The inbred plants lack con-

stitutional strength, and also fertility; and they lose the power of

resistance to drought or other conditions unfavorable for growth.

This loss of vigor is particularly noticeable where the practice of

inbreeding has been carried on for several generations, although the

decrease in size and weight of the inbred plants, as well as the small

si/e of the ears borne by these plants, can easily be detected in the first

generation.

In observations made by the writer upon the effect of self-fertilization

in corn—that is, where the pollen produced by the male flowTers borne

by the tassel of a plant is used to pollinate the silks or stigmas of an ear

borne b)r the same plant—it was found that in four generations of con-

tinuous self-fertilization the vitality had become so weakened that the

seed failed to germinate. The plants in the third generation of

inbreeding were small of stature and almost sterile. The seed pro-

duced by inbreeding with pollen of the same stalk yielded the next

year at the rate per 100 stalks of 55 ears, weighing 61 pounds. The seed

of the same race, in every way comparable but produced by crossing

different seedlings, yielded under the same conditions at the rate per

100 stalks of 128 ears, weighing 50^ pounds.

Figure 90 shows the comparative height of plants raised from self-

iVrtilized and cross-fertilized seed in the first generation, the inbred

plants being shorter and bearing less foliage than the crossbred indi-

viduals, while in succeeding generations the evil effects of inbreeding

were proportionately more marked. It has been found that the cross-

ing of plants produced from kernels borne by the same ear results in

similar deterioration, but in a less violent degree than in the case of

the self-fertilized seed. It is probable, also, that the long-continued

crossing of nearly related plants, further removed in degree of rela-

tionship than sister kernels on the same ear, is injurious to the consti-

tutional vigor and fertility of the plants, which may account for the

""running out" of varieties when grown on the same farm for many
generations without the introduction of new strains.

The most important problem for the corn breeder to solve in the

production of pure varieties of corn is the prevention of the injurious
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effect of cross-fertilization between nearly related plants, or inbreed-

ing. Nature has provided means for avoiding self-fertilization, but

in systematic corn breeding, where rows or plats are planted from

individual ears, it is probable that the seed in the rows or plats is

partly fertilized by the pollen of nearly related plants.

In order to avoid the detrimental effects of inbreeding in systematic

corn breeding, and to secure the improved constitutional vigor and

productiveness obtained by the crossing of strains of the same race of

corn which have been grown under different conditions for several

generations, the following plan is proposed for the use of corn breed-

ers. The plan is, in part, the one used by Mr. C. G. Williams, of the

Ohio experiment station, and offers a practical method for the produc-

Fig. 90.—Inbred corn plants, showing lessened vigor of growth.

tion of pedigreed strains of corn, by which the record of perform-

ance of both male and female parents can be secured and a reliable

pedigree established by breeders.

As explained in the accompanying diagram (fig. 91), the first year's

work consists in selecting the ears to be tested for future breeding

work. These ears can be selected from the general field and should

come as near as possible to fulfilling the breeder's ideal of the most

desirable type of corn, as regards characteristics of both stalk and

ear. The second year at least 100 of the selected ears should be

tested in a test plat, using one-half the kernels from each ear for this

purpose, planting this seed in individual rows, and so labeling the

rows and the remnants of the ears from which they were planted that

the parent ears can be readily traced to their progeny in the test plat.

The remaining seed of each parent ear should be kept separate and
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saved for the next season's use. The third year 2 breeding blocks are

planted with the remnants of the ears producing the l best rows,

as regards both yield and quality of corn, of the preceding year's

plat. These breeding Mocks must be isolated to prevent accidental

crossing with foreign pollen. In each breeding block 2 of the ears

are planted in alternate rows, a convenient arrangement being 10 rows

L5 hills long from each ear. The plants in the rows grown from the

ear selected for the female parent are carefully detasseled at the

proper time, so that the seed borne by these plants must be fertilized

t>\ the pollen of the plants in the adjoining rows grown from the ear

selected for the male parent. The ears on the detasseled rows are

certainly cross-fertilized, and as the performance of both the parents

3D YEAR 4THYEAR 5TH YEAR 6THYEAR

Fig. 91.—Diagram illustrating method of corn breeding to avoid inbreeding.

is known, by referring to the record of the test plat a definite pedigree

of these ears is obtained.

The test plat can be planted the third year from selected ears from

the best rows of the preceding year's test plat, or from selected ears

from the general field, or both, as may be found most desirable. The
fourth year one of the breeding blocks, j5, is planted with one ear from

breeding block A and one from a, thus bringing together and crossing

the best individuals from each of the preceding year's breeding blocks.

The other breeding block, £, is planted from the remnant of the two
ears producing the two best rows in the preceding year's test plat. The
work the fifth year consists of planting a general multiplying field from

selected ears borne by the detasseled plants in the breeding block B,
in order to secure enough seed to plant a large field the next or sixth
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pear. In this multiplying field, which on small farms may be the gen-

eral crop, the seed of the select ears is mixed together, care being

taken in the summer to detassel all inferior plants in order to prevent

the possible fertilization of the seed by the pollen of undesirable

plants. The breeding block C should be planted from oneear selected

from breeding block B and one ear from l. The breeding block c

should be planted from the remnants of the two ears producing the

best two rows in the preceding year's test plat.

The sixth year a general crop can be grown for distribution from

the seed selected from the multiplying plat of the preceding year.

This corn can be sold as pedigreed seed corn, and the record of the

parents, both male and female, as shown by their performance in the

test plats, can be given to the purchaser. In the sixth year the multi-

plying field, the two breeding blocks, and the test plat should be

arranged as before. This plan can be continued each year, and after

the fifth year a general crop can be grown every season from highly

bred seed of known ancestry. At this time, or at any future time, it

may become desirable to introduce other strains grown by breeders in

other localities, so as to get the beneficial effect of outbreeding in added

constitutional vigor and productiveness. If so, a special test plat

should be planted, using one-half the kernels from the ears of the new
strain for the rows. This test plat enables the grower to determine

the desirability of the new strain and its adaptation to the conditions

under which it is to be grown. The following season part of the rows

in the regular test plat should be planted from the remnants of the

ears which produced the best rows in the test plat of the new strain

the preceding year. In this way the introduction of the new strain is

made slowly, with the assurance that only desirable strains are used,

and without danger of swamping the important characters of the

original strain with possible undesirable results.

The necessity for the use of this and other more complicated means
of preventing inbreeding and securing definite cross-fertilization, at

least occasionally, with fresh stock is sufficient evidence of the injurious

effects of self-fertilization and close inbreeding in corn. However, the

coin breeder and the leaders of experiments in this field should keep in

mind Darwin's experience with the naturally cross-fertilized morning-

Li lory, where after several generations of self-fertilization the plant

Hero appeared. This plant and its offspring during the succeeding

aerations of the experiment surpassed the plants raised from cross-

fertilized seed. In the case of corn, as well as other cross-fertilized

crops, it is not beyond the limits of possibility that by continuous

inbreeding an individual plant adapted for self-fertilization might be

found, which would revolutionize and greatly simplify the work of

corn breeding.
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The writer has attempted to describes few cases of Belf-fertilized,

cross-fertilized, and open-fertilized plants and the effect of such

methods of fertilization on the vigor of constitution and the produc-

tiveness of our most important cultivated plants. It is impossible to

overestimate the practical importance of a more careful study of this

subject as applied to the improvement of our crops. The effect of

inbreeding in plants, both as regards its use in propagating important

and valuable characters and its effect in the different degrees of rela-

tionship of parents on the constitutional vigor and fertility of the

plants, should receive the most careful attention of plant breeders and

others interested in this subject.

In general, in the light of the experience of plant breeders up to the

present time, it would seem that the improvement of our crops can be

most rapidly effected with permanently benelicial results by following

the practice of inbreeding, or crossing, to the degree in which these

methods of fertilization are found to exist naturally in the kind of

plant under consideration.



RENOVATED BUTTER: ITS ORIGIN AM) HISTORY.

By Levi Wells,
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SURPLUS COUNTRY IJUTTKIi

Great quantities of butter are made annually on the farm. The
quality of this farm-made butter is as varied as the number of indi-

viduals who make it. The greater part of it finds its wajr to the con-

sumer within a short time after it is made. Usually the better grades

arc in demand and bring a fair price as dairy butter, but there is a

considerable quantity that is unsalable because it is not good butter.

Owing to increased production in the summer months, most of the

surplus accumulates during that season. Formerly this surplus of

country butter was a drug on the market, and it was of such indiffer-

ent quality that to store it was a doubtful expedient. After it came
out of the storage houses it had developed, in addition to its other

defects, the storage flavors, and was unsalable as butter.

The only method formerly known of profitably handling the surplus

was to rework it, adding coloring matter and salt. This reworking
brought the butter to a uniform shade of color and a uniform degree

of saltiness. If it was salted heavily, this helped to conceal some of

the undesirable flavors. Such butter was called, commercially,
" ladles."

Along in the early eighties several persons began to experiment with

the surplus country butter to determine, if possible, whether there

was not some way to bring it to uniform color and saltiness and at

the same time free it from bad or disagreeable flavors.

The first thought of the manipulator was to devise some wa}7 to rid

the butter of the curd and coarse salt it often contained. Melting was
the only practicable method.

WORK OF EARLY MANUFACTURERS.

Molting butter and separating the fat from the other ingredients,

then canning the fat and shipping it to tropical countries to be used

a- a substitute for butter was practiced in some sections of Europe
many years ago, but restoring the ingredients extracted and again

converting the substance into butter is an American invention.

Several persons in different sections of the country were working

independently on the same idea. The earliest experiments along this

line of which there seems to be any data were made in Missouri. The
account i> given in the words of the experimenter:

I l>egan melting butter in 1883 at Memphis, Mo., at first washing the oil and
churning it in cold water, salting and working it like other butter. A little later I

used cold milk.

393
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In L888, at Monmouth, 111., I conceived the idea of converting the butter oil back

to c-ream by feeding the milk and oil Into a centrifugal separator and forming an

emulsion by plugging the skim-milk outlet This proved intensely inter* ind

in a measure successful, bin tin- grain of the butter was still short and sandy.

In isi):>, at Scott \ ille, Mich., 1 substituted steam pressure tor this work of emu]
with much the Bame results as with centrifugal force, a large percentage of the tat

rising to the top of the cream while ripening over night, and the grain of the butter

w as imperfect.

At Cleveland, Ohio, in L898, 1 switched back to the granular emulsion until L903,

when the idea occurred to me that 1 had overlooked an important point on liquid

emulsion. I have now perfected this work. The grain and body of the butter are

perfect.

The cream can be used for several purposes outside of being churned into butter,

and can be shipped like ordinary cream. I make it with the percentage of oil as

heavy as 50 per cent for renovated butter. I have thought enough of the pn

take out a patent.

This covers my twenty-two years' experienee in this butter proposition.

In 1885, at Baltimore, Md., another experimenter manufactured

what is now known as renovated butter. It was then nameless, and

the manufacturer came to be known to the trade as the "butter

wizard." He bought inferior grades of all shades of color and sold a

uniform article, much improved in quality and appearance.

The melting was done in a tin milk can surrounded with hot water.

After melting, the butter was transferred to a barrel, with spigots to

draw oil' the milky portion and the sediment. The fat was separated

by gravity, and cleansed and purified with warm water. An attempt

was made to clarify with air, by using a hand bellows, but it proved

unsuccessful. After getting the melted fat in as good condition as

possible with the crude appliances at his command, an emulsion with

milk was made, and granulation was secured by suddenly cooling the

mixture in cold water.

This man had had experience in manufacturing oleomargarin, which

experience he no doubt employed in his experiments with renovated

butter, as, after separating the butter fat from other material, the

processes were much the same.

Another man, in Detroit, Mich., in 1884, began experimenting in

separating the fat from butter and mixing it with milk, thus forming

an artificial cream. On August 9, 1887, he was granted letters patent

on the process of purifying and preserving butter. The declaration

reads as follows:

This invention relates to certain improvements in a process for the preservation

of freshly made butter and the remanufacturing of old butter, by which such old

butter is renovated and made to resemble in every way that which is freshly made.

The process consists of melting, securing the fat, then granulating by the use of

ice-cold water; then the fat is solidly packed, there being added to the butter fat 5

per cent salt and 1 per cent glycerin.

When wanted to make into butter, it is again melted, separating the salt and glyc-

erin. The fat is then mixed with* three times its volume of fresh milk. The mixture

is then placed in an emulsifier, the action of which is to produce an emulsion of the
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batter and milk which resembles natural cream. This cream is then treated Like

natural cream in manufacturing butter.

Numerous other persons have done a greed deal of experimental

work. ( me firm in ( Ihicago discontinued the manufacture of oleomar-

garin soon after the act of L885 placing a tax of 2 cents a pound on

that substitute for butter went into effect, and took up the manufac-

ture of renovated butter. This firm has been very successful in bring-

ing to a high degreje of perfection the system under which it operates.

WHAT CONSTITUTES RENOVATED BUTTER.

What constitutes process or renovated butter can not be better

explained than in the definition given by the Department of Agricul-

ture in accordance with the act of Congress approved May 9, 1902:

This grade or kind of butter may be made from one or more lota or parcels of but-

ter which lias been or have been "subjected to any process by which it is melted,

clarified, or refined and made to resemble genuine butter, always excepting ' adulter-

ated butter' as denned by this act."

The butter, to be subject to this definition, must have been melted—that is, so

affected by heat as to become of sufficient fluidity to move in a continuous stream of

even consistency from one vessel to another by pouring or pumping, because butt cl-

ean not be "clarified or refined" unless it be melted to that degree.

The butter must, besides melting, have been subjected to some process by which it

is 'clarified or refined." Butter, or melted butter, maybe clarified or refined by

skimming, aerating, washing, and other processes, through the action of heat, cold,

agitation or motion, or rest.

Butter thus melted and clarified or refined becomes an oil or fat almost free from
taste and odor. To be again "made to resemble genuine butter" it must have

restored to it the butter characteristics or similitude of texture, granulation, and
flavor. For this purpose the processed or renovated butter is usually mixed with

milk or skim milk, or buttermilk, or cream, sweet or sour, and granulated by cooling.

It may or may not have common salt or artificial coloring added. To "resemble

genuine butter" the article must have passed through these or other processes sub-

sequent to melting, so that it looks, smells, and tastes like "butter," having a similar

appearance, consistency, texture, and flavor.

FIRST APPEARANCE ON THE MARKETS.

It was not until the early nineties that renovated butter began to

appear in any considerable quantities on the markets of this country.

It was generally quoted and sold as creamery seconds, its quality pre-

venting its securing any higher rating. Its source and mode of prep-

aration were unknown to the general public, though in some localities

it had a distinctive name. In Philadelphia it was called "boiled"
batter, in Boston "sterilized" butter; then "process" was substituted

as Its prefix by those interested in its manufacture and sale. The
consuming public, however, knew little or nothing of its origin or

make-up. supposing that it was an interior quality of ordinary butter.

It- keeping qualities were very poor; and while attractive in appear-

ance and to the casual observer of fairly good quality when it left the

manufacturer's bands, yet when it reached the consumer it w;i

most cases vile, and in its last estate worse than its tirst.
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The first attempl to oontro] the Bale of renovated butter in a legal

w;i\ was made by t he dairy and food commissioner of Pennsylvania

in l s,.»T under that clause of the food law prohibiting the sale of any

article ^^ food under the name of another article, the commissioner

claiming that this butter was not genuine and should he sold under a

distinctive name that was in a sense indicative of its nature.

A case was brought against a manufacturing firm in Philadelphia

which made and sold the goods for creamery butter. At the prelimi-

nary hearing the defendants were held to court, but the case was

finally settled by their agreeing to discontinue selling their product as

creamery butter and to print on the wrappers a name satisfactory to

the commissioner. The word "renovated " was selected as being- appro-

priate, and one that conveyed to the consumer an idea of its nature.

The name "renovated butter" was unpopular with those engaged in

its manufacture and sale, but the public looked upon it with favor as a

step in the right direction to compel dealers in articles of food to sell

them for what they were. In 1899 the legislatures of several States

enacted laws requiring this product to be labeled and sold as renovated

butter. The prejudice against this name has in a great measure worn
away, and the business probably now stands on a firm basis and with

good prospects for its continuance as a legitimate dairy industry. To
improve the quality of an inferior article is certainly commendable

and advantageous in many ways.

With improved methods and greater care taken by manufacturers

in selecting their packing stock before it has deteriorated and become
rancid, a wholesome and palatable article is produced, one that is very

acceptable to those who wish to save a portion of the cost of high-

priced butter.

LEGISLATION GOVERNING MANUFACTURE AND SALE.

To sell articles of food for something which they are not is a fraud

and imposition on the consumer. The public had become disgusted at

the extent of the manufacture and sale of spurious butter as the gen-

uine article. Before National and State legislation became effective,

as high as 150,000,000 pounds of renovated butter and oleomargarin

were produced and sold in this country annually, the greater part of

it being sold for genuine butter. While these products did not come
into direct competition with high-grade butter, they seriously

affected the price and caused dull markets and an apparent overpro-

duction of dairy products, as the inferior quality greatl}r reduced

consumption. The manufacturers of genuine dairy products became
aroused and alarmed at the danger threatening the dairy interests of

the country, and asked protection against an unjust competition with
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counterfeit poods masquerading as genuine, demanding remedial legis-

lation not to prevent their manufacture, but to prevent fraud.

A.s the result of an aroused public opinion, the sale of oleomargarin

colored in imitation of yellow butter was prohibited in a large majority

i)\' tin 1 dairy States, and laws requiring renovated butter to be marked
and sold as such were passed. National legislation was also sought,

and what is familiarly known as the Grout bill, covering both the

manufacture and sale of oleomargarin and renovated butter, finally

became a law May 0, 1902.

This act classes all butter under one of three grades, and legally

defines the same as (1) butter, (2) renovated or process butter, and (3)

adulterated butter. Adulterated butter also includes that which car-

ries an abnormal quantity of water, milk, or cream. The tax on adul-

terated butter is 10 cents a pound, the same as on colored oleomarga-

rin, and the license to manufacture is also the same. There are no

factories in the United States that have taken a license to make adul-

terated butter, or that are ostensibly engaged in the business, but some
have been obliged to qualify and pay for a license with penalties, and

also pa}" the tax of 10 cents a pound, because their goods were found to

contain more than 16 per cent of moisture. This law applies to all

butter, whether renovated, dairy, or creamery, so that loading any

butter with an abnormal quantity of milk, brine, or water is liable to

entail on the manufacturer a heavy expense if the same is detected by
any Government inspector. Any butter carrying less than 80 per cent

of fat is almost sure to come under the ban as adulterated butter.

GOVERNMENT INSPECTION OF FACTORIES.

The law as applied to renovated butter requires rigid and frequent

inspection to be made of the plants where it is manufactured, and of

the materials used in its composition, as well as the sanitary condi-

tions within and around the factories, including proper drainage, ven-

tilation, etc., so that nothing unwholesome or detrimental to health

shall exist in the finished product when it leaves the factory.

While the sanitary conditions of some factories were very good at

the beginning of this inspection, others were in a most deplorable con-

dition. The writer, on one of his first tours of inspection, came to the

melting room of a factory so bad that it seemed difficult to know
where to begin a reformation. Floors and stairways apparently were
seldom cleaned; vats and tanks were used time and again without

cleaning.

Such methods and conditions fortunately were the exception, and

better still, the factor}- from which this picture is drawn was closed

very soon after the present law became operative.
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PA( i"!.-- in QCFBOYEMBKT OF PRODUCT.

At fche present time many oroamery men who consider their product

gilt-edged could with profit, so far as cleanliness and sanitary condi-

tions are concerned, advantageously examine and adopt methods prac

ticed in some of the best renovating plant-.

But the marked improvement in the quality of renovated butter Is

only partially due to the improved conditions of recent years. The
most important factor in this improvement is in securing the packing

stock while it is fresh and giving it proper care until it is needed for

use, so that instead of lying around in the basements of country stores

absorbing fche odors of fish and kerosene oil it is put in cold storage

at a temperature below zero, where it remains, without deteriorating

in quality, until it is needed to make over.

Manufacturers generally have abandoned the idea that they can pro-

duce a merchantable article of butter from old rancid stock, and as a

rule if any such is received they reject it. Some of it goes to the

cheap bakeries and the rest is used for soap grease.

EXTENT AND PROSPECTS OF THE INDUSTRY.

There are 78 factories now running, no two working under precisely

the same system, but all striving to produce as good a quality of reno-

vated butter as possible.

The total product of renovated butter the last fiscal year was fully

60,000,000 pounds, the product of 78 factories. There is nearly

$1,000,000 invested in the plants, which give employment at good

wages to a considerable number of men and women.
The markets here and abroad seem to take readily at remunerative

prices all the better grades of renovated butter that can be produced,

and the quantity is only limited by the amount of packing stock that

the country provides. The facilities of factories now in operation are

ample for working up all there is. The business, so far as the quan-

tity produced is concerned, has undoubtedly reached its limit, not from

lack of protit in manufacturing, or of demand for the finished product,

but from lack of material from which to make the goods.

The amount of packing stock to be produced each year will gradu-

ally decline, principally because it will be diverted into more profitable

channels by improved methods and the introduction of hand separators.

A man in Indiana who operates both a creamery and a renovating

plant stated recently that within the last year he had placed among his

patrons two carloads of cream separators, taking their cream instead

of packing stock manufactured by the farmers themselves, and bene-

fiting the farmer nearly the amount of the increased value of the

product made by the change.



OSTRICH FARMING IN ARIZONA.

l>y Watson Pkkkku,, Tnnpe, Arizona.

[NTEODUOTION.

Ostrich farming in the United States is really only in its infancy.

It has been only twenty-three years since the first American ostrich

farm was started. The early attempts met with varying- degrees of

success. The pioneer breeders in this country had to get most of their

knowledge from their own experience. In fact, more than half the

ostriches now in the United States are the progeny of a single pair

owned in Arizona, in 1891. Great progress has been made in the last

five years, and there are now (October, 1905) 2,200 ostriches on farms

in the United States. Of these, 1,540 (including chicks of 1905) are

in Arizona, and the remainder in California, Florida, and Arkansas.

Where good alfalfa pasture has been available the birds bred in

America have grown larger than those iirst imported. A full-grown

fat ostrich will weigh from 375 to 450 pounds. He will stand 8 feet

high, but can easily reach to a height of 10 or 11 feet.

Ostriches thrive best in a warm, dry climate, but can be grown in

any of the Southern States and Territories in this country. In a moist

climate they should have protection from cold and rain.

Salt River Valley, Arizona, is thought by many to be the best loca-

tion in the United States for ostrich farming. Climatic conditions are

favorable to the health of the birds, yield and quality of feathers,

and the production of alfalfa for green feed the year round.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE OSTRICH IN ARIZONA.

The first ostriches brought to Arizona came from the Cawston

importation, and were shipped from California in 1888 by M. E. Clanton

& Co. There were 13 in the troop, 2 old ones and 11 young ones.

While the ostriches were being transported from the railroad station

to the ranch lo of the young birds were smothered. The men, knowing
nothing of ostriches, took double precautions to prevent their escaping

from the wagon—they put hoods over their heads and a canvas over

the wagon. The weather being extremely hot, 10 of the young birds

died before they were transported 4 miles. Before the old pair made
a nest the female ostrich died from an accident, which left only the old

male and a young female. In 1891 the first ostrich was hatched in

Arizona. The birds had then passed into the possession of Josiah

Harbert, and the Arizona ostriches remained under his control until

399
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6, when they were >old to the Arizona Ostrich Company. At thai

time there were 123 ostriches in the troop. W. 8. Pickrell, of Phoe-

nix, was ilif manager of the ostriches for two years, ruder Mr.
Pickrell'e management the ostriches increased at the rate of 11 to a

pair of breeding birds, which was the largest increase ever made on an

Arizona ostrich farm, or even in America. Over 75 per cent of the

birds were batched in incubators.

In L898 the Arizona Ostrich Company sold its entire troop of over

300 ostriches to Messrs. A.Y. Pearson and M. J. Taylor. These gentle-

men purchased 300 ostriches from the Fullerton,Cal., farm,which birds

they brought to Arizona.

The next year (1899) Mr. Pearson bought Mr. Taylor's interest. In

I'm.;; Mr. Pearson sold to W. S. Pickrell & Co., of Phoenix, 21 pairs

of breeding birds for $16,800. Within two years W. S. Pickrell & Co.

had sold $30,000 worth of }
Toung ostriches, the produce of the 21 pairs.

There are six ostrich farms in the Salt .River Valley, Arizona, and

on these are all the ostriches in Arizona. They are all owned by the

following incorporated companies: The Arizona Ostrich Company, the

National Ostrich Company, the Phoenix-American Ostrich Company,
the Big Five Company, and the McNeil-Wiley Company, all of Phoe-

nix, Ariz.; and the Tempe Ostrich Company, of Tempe, Ariz.

The description of methods which follows is based almost entirely

on the experience and observation of the writer, and applies especially

to ostrich farming as practiced in Arizona.

EGG LAYING AND INCUBATION.

Ostriches come to maturity when about -i years of age. The female

matures from six months to a year before the male, but she will seldom

lav a fertile egg until she is 3£ years old. The nest is a round hole in

the ground which the male scoops out with his feet. At first the

female may not take to the nest, but may lay her first eggs on the

ground, whereupon the male will roll them into the nest. Generally,

after the male has put 3 or 4 eggs into the nest, the female will lay

there. In about thirty days she will lay 12 to 16 eggs, and will be

ready to commence incubation.

Incubation under domestication is carried on in two ways—by nat-

ural and by artificial means. Some growers prefer the former method,

others the latter. Either has been found to yield satisfactor}T results

with fertile eggs. About forty-two days of very careful attention are

required for good results.

In natural incubation the male takes a prominent part, covering the

eggs fifteen or sixteen hours out of the twenty-four. He will usually

go on the nest about 5 o'clock in the evening and remain there till 8

or 8.30 the next morning, the female taking her turn during the day.

It is thought that the color of the sexes has had something to do with
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developing these instincts. The male, being black, is not bo easily seen

nt night, and the female, being drab or nearly bhe color of sand, can

not l>c so readily seen in daylight. The male usually begins sitting

three or four days before the hen stops laying. 11' the weather is cold

during the laying period the male may often be found covering the

eggs at intervals during the night to prevent them from becoming
chilled. The birds are also very watchful in the warmest season to

prevent the eggs from becoming overheated by the sun. Often, in the

heat of the day, one or the other of the old birds maybe found sitting

on its ankle joints with both wings extended to shade the eggs from the

sun. The careful ostrich farmer should make this work unnecessary

by providing artificial shade during the hot season. The birds sit

very much closer to the nest during the first half of the incubation

period, the internal heat of the eggs making this less necessary during

the last half. As is usually the case with all eggs in a dry climate,

the shell of the ostrich egg becomes diw^ and hard, and very difficult

for the chick to break. When the time arrives for the liberation of

the young, they will be heard to chirp and to move in the shell. The
parent bird seems to understand the situation, and will often crack

the shell with its breastbone, sometimes taking the young bird by
the head and drawing it out of the shell. Sometimes three or four

days elapse between the hatching of the first and the last eggs in the

nest. During this time one or the other parent bird takes care of the

chicks while the other is attentive to the nest. Owing to liability of

injury to the young birds by reason of the anxiety of the parent birds,

it is a good plan after the first eggs have hatched to remove the remain-

ing eggs to an incubator.

Artificial incubation can be successfully carried on with an}7 good,

well-regulated machine that will hatch eggs of common fowls, provided,

of course, it is constructed on a large enough scale to accommodate
ostrich eggs, which are 5 inches in diameter and 7 inches long. It has

been found best to use an incubator which will hold only 30 to 35

eggs, as in case of a blunder or an accident to the incubator the loss

will be comparatively small. The incubator should be heated for two
or three days before the eggs are put in, to see that everything is in

pi •< >per working order. The incubation should be started at a tempera-

ture of 101° F. In three weeks this temperature will be slightly

increased by the heat generated in the eggs themselves. Every egg
should be turned at least once or twice a day. To be on the safe side

it is well to adopt the rule of turning the eggs three times daily.

The regulation of the temperature is not the only thing to be con-

sidered in hatching eggs in an incubator. The matter of moisture

; sents quite a serious problem. Inside the shell of the egg are two
fibrous coats, of which one adheres closely to the shell and the other

incloses the contents, there being a small air space between them.

3 a1905 26
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This air space should be closely watched by the attendant, as its size

Indicates the moisture condition of the egg. II' this space becomes

abnormally large, small pans <>f warm water should ho placed in the

incubator; if it becomes too small the moisture should ho reduced. An
intelligent and watchful attendant will experience no difficulty in this

matter. Moisture pans are seldom required before the fourth week.

In a warm climate the incubator house should he so constructed as

to be as cool as possible and at the same time free from drafts and not

subject to sudden changes. During- the period of incubation the

attendant should observe the growth of the embryo at least once every

two days. This he can do by shading the egg with the open hand and

holding it to a lighted candle. Careful observation will enable him to

detect and remove the infertile eggs by the end of the second week:

but whenever there is room for doubt, the egg should be allowed to

remain longer, perhaps to tho end of the third week, when the internal

heat of the eggs will be sufficient to unmistakably indicate the live

eggs. Near the end of the sixth week the eggs should be watched

more closely. By placing an egg to the ear one can hear the unhatched

chick scratch the inside of the shell and chirp; also the air space will

be observed to become filled up. It is then time to crack the shell and

thus aid the chick in liberating itself.

CARE AND FEEDING OF THE CHICKS.

It is not well to suddenly transfer a newly hatched chick from the

incubator temperature of 101° to that of the open air. A well-

ventilated brooder kept at 90° F. is the proper thing for the first

twenty-four hours, after which the temperature may be gradually

brought to that of the outside air. The chicks should never be allowed

to become damp or cold, and they should not be fed for the first three

or four days, but they may be allowed to pick up sand and gravel.

Dry feed is preferable for the first week. Cracked wheat and mois-

tened bran are excellent, but the chicks should never be given feed

which has begun to sour. The inclosure should always be kept clean.

At the end of the first week green alfalfa cut very fine may be fed,

but not too freely at first. It should not be allowed to become dry,

as fresh feed should be the ostrich farmer's watchword at all times.

Young ostriches, like young chickens, should be housed and pro-

tected from cool drafts until they are two or three months old, the

length of time depending somewhat on the climatic conditions.

PLUCKING AND SORTING THE FEATHERS.

The ostrich is plucked the first time when six months old, and should

be plucked about every eight months thereafter during its lifetime.

The only feathers removed are those of the wing and the tail". The
process of plucking consists in cutting the tail feathers and one row
of the largest quill feathers in the wing with pruning shears, and
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drawing by hand (hose of the remaining two or three rows in the

wing. Two months later the quills of the out feathers may be removed.

At plucking time the ostriches are driven in Prom the pasture and

placed in a small pen surrounded by a tight board Pence 5 or 6 feet

high. The plucking box is about 4 feet high, 20 inches wide, and 3J

Peel Long, open at one end and closed with a door at the other. An
ostrich is caught and a hood placed over its head. An old black stock-

ing makes a very satisfactory hood. The hooded bird is very easily

handled. It is placed in the plucking box with its head next to the

closed door. The pluckcr stands behind the bird while removing the

feathers (PI. XLV, tig. 2). This is necessary, because the ostrich

can kick or strike very hard, but it always strikes out in front and
never behind, so that the plucker is perfectly safe if he stands in the

rear.

When removing the feathers from the ostrich, the pluckers usually

tie in a bunch the feathers of each length as they are taken from each

bird. When through plucking, they have a grading table with enough
compartments in it to hold all the grades and lengths of feathers,

which are many. The size of each compartment is about 4 inches

wide and 4 inches deep, and the length varies from 4 to 30 inches.

In sorting, the feathers of the male are kept separate from those of

the female. The former are the more valuable. Manufacturers in

this country usually request that the feathers be graded as nearly

as possible as they are in the London market, where nearly all the

feathers of the world are marketed. A London report shows the fol-

lowing classification: White, femina, bayocks, black, drabs, floss,

spadones, and boos, with numerous subdivisions or grades.

The value of the American feathers depends on the London market.

In an American factory they will bring 15 per cent more than the

London price, plus the freight charges. In October, 1905, "white
primes" and " blood feathers"—the most valuable—sold in London
for £30 sterling (§146) per pound. It takes about 90 of these feathers

to weigh a pound. The "white primes" and "blood feathers" are

taken from the males, as well as most of the "white firsts," though

occasionally a female bird will have what the feather men call a "first

white." The black feathers are plucked from the male birds and the

drab from the females. "Spadones" are chick feathers, the first

plucking. "Boos" are tail feathers. "Bayocks" come mostly from
the male birds. The shortest drab feathers, which are frequently

used in making feather dusters, are worth about $4 per pound. An
average ostrich will yield IV pounds of feathers annually.

The United States is one of the largest consumers of ostrich feathers

in the world. During the fiscal year L903-4 there was imported into this

country 552,292,515 worth of "raw" or "unmanufactured" feathers.

The feathers produced in America are fully as good as those coining

from Africa, and it is claimed that they are broader and finer looking,
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though some manufacturers contend that fchej are not ai strong and

tough as the wild feathers. There seems to be no reason why ostrich

farming may not be developed sufficiently In Arizona and California

alone to supply all the feathers consumed in America.

PERIODS OF LIFE AND MARKINGS.

( Ostriches are called '* chicks" until months old, or as long as they

have their first crop of feathers. From then until 1 year old they are

called "young birds," and from 1 to 4 years old they arc known as

"plucking" or "feather" birds. It is difficult to determine the age of

an ostrich when it is more than 3 years old. Illustrations of ostriches

at various ages are given in Plates XLV to XLVII. Douglas, in

Ostrich Farming in South Africa, says:

The distinguishing marks of the different ages are somewhat as follows, though it

must be borne in mind that a very forward bird of one age will have many of the

marks of the age above him, whilst a backward bird will have many of the marks of

the age below:

At six and a half months old the quill feathers will be ready to cut; some of the

body feathers will have begun to change; some of the cocks will show yellow in front

of the legs.

At twelve months old the second growth of quill feathers should be showing; some

of the cocks should begin to show black feathers; all cocks should show white on

and bill.

At two years old all the "chicken" leathers should have gone from the back, and

the cocks should show quite black or nearly so. Most of the little white belly

feathers should have been replaced by blacks or drabs, according to sex.

At three years old there should not be a single "chicken" feather to be found on

the body; the last place from which they disappear is where the neck joins the body.

Every vestige of the white belly feathers has gone. The bird's plumage has reached

perfection. Some of the cocks will be red in front of the leg and on the bill.

At four years old the birds have reached maturity; the breeding organs are fully

developed; the cocks in season will have the back sinews of the leg pink, the front

of the leg and the bill scarlet; and much of the fineness of the feet, the leg, and the

lines of the body will have gone.

At five years old and upwards the only distinguishing marks we know are a

generally coarser look of the limbs and body and an increased coarseness of the

scaling in front of the legs and feet.

HANDLING AND FEEDING OSTRICHES.

Lands used for ostrich farms in Arizona are worth from $40 to $125

per acre. As irrigation is absolutely necessary for farming here, the

land value depends mainly on location and water rights. The annual

cost of water is from 50 cents to $2.50 per acre, depending partly on

the cost of bringing the water from the river to the land and partly on

whether the canals are owned by a corporation or by the owners of

the land. The land used for growing alfalfa is usually a sandy loam.

Young ostriches are usually kept in troops of 25 to 50. When they

are 1 year old the males should be separated from the females. When
they tire 3V years old the birds should be paired off, each pair being-

placed in a separate inclosure, which, in case the birds are to graze on
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Fig. 1.—Ostrich 26 Months Old.

Fig. 2.—Plucking an Ostrich.
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alfalfa or other green feed, should be large enough to furnish them

sufficient food. If they are fed on dry feed the Lnclosure need only

be Large enough to allow plenty of exercise.

The usual way to fence an ostrich farm is to use a woven wire for

the outside fences about 5J feet high and with meshes small enough

to keep out wolves and dogs. The fences used to divide the farm into

small paddocks may be made about 5 feet high and need not extend

nearer than is inches to the ground. Paddocks for chicks should be

inclosed with woven wire, which should extend to the ground, but

Deed not be so high.

Ostriches are easily moved from one field to another by one person

going ahead, calling them, and toling them on with grain, while

another follows on a horse. The birds are very timid and do not like

to be driven unless someone goes ahead of them.

After ostriches are over 1 }
Tear old no one should go among them

without a brush or stick in the hand, as at times they will want to

fight, and a person going among them is liable to injury unless he

has something with which to drive or frighten them away.

One of the very best feeds for ostriches is alfalfa. One acre of

good alfalfa in Arizona will maintain 4 ostriches without their receiv-

ing any additional feed. When pastured or fed on green alfalfa they

are always healthy. The writer has known troops of more than 100

to be kept on alfalfa for three or four years without a death.

Ostriches thrive well on any tender green forage, and they prefer the

kind they have been taught to eat. Birds fed on hay, when turned

out, often refuse to eat grass until the}T become very hungr}r
.

For dry feed, alfalfa or clover hay cut up, mixed writh bran, and

moistened is excellent. An ostrich will consume about 3 pounds of

hay and 1 pound of bran daily. The}T should have gravel and broken

bone at all times. Occasionally an ostrich will get a piece of bone
lodged in its throat. In such case, if the bone can not be worked up
or down by external manipulation, the throat may be cut, the bone
removed, and the incision sewed up. It will heal very quickly.

( )striches may be fed an}r kind of grain—corn, wheat, barley, oats,

or peas. Some farmers feed a little grain while the birds are nesting.

Ordinarily, however, if ostriches are in good flesh and have plenty of

good green feed they need no grain. Besides, if fed much grain they

are liable to become cross and hard to manage.
Although African writers assert that ostriches will live for years

without water, Arizona farmers find that they drink water freely

every day if it is supplied to them.

THE FLESH AND EGGS AS FOOD.

The value of the ostrich as a domestic animal depends on its produc-
tion of feathers for ornamental purposes. It is hardly probable that

the relations between supply and demand will so change as to make the
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osl rich more \ aluable as a source of food in I be form of meal and eggs.

The flesh oi the domestic ostrich, however, is said to be much relished

l>v those who h:i\ e eaten it. The eggs are fine for making omelets and

are good scrambled. One egg will make as much omelet dozen

hen's eggs. An ostrich has been known to produce over 300 pounds

of egg food in a year.

AGE OF THE OSTRICH.

Nothing is positively known as to how long an ostrich will live.

Some writers claim that it will live one hundred years. Ostriches

which are known to have been in captivity for forty years are still

breeding and producing feathers. It is the experience of Arizona

fanners that among birds having good nutritious green feed death-,

seldom occur except as the result of accident. A dog or other small

animal will sometimes frighten ostriches and cause them to run into

the fence, which may result in a broken leg. When this happens the

bird may as well be killed, as few if any ever recover from such an

injury.

THE VALUE OF OSTRICHES.

The question most frequently asked by visitors to an ostrich farm

is, "What is an ostrich worth?" The somewhat curt reply usually

given is, "The birds are not for sale at any price." The day has not

yet arrived when the American grower is ready to part with his birds

as the grower of other animals does. The value of the ostrich has

only begun to be appreciated. Practically the only inducement that

will bring an ostrich farmer to the point where he will sell birds is

lack of available pasture for them. Ostrich farmers may name the

estimated value of their birds, but there are few who will sell the

birds at the prices named. Chicks months old may be set down as

worth $100 each; 1-year-old birds, $150; 2-year-olds, $200 to $250;

birds 3 years of age, $300 to $350, and birds 4 years old, the age at

which they pair, $800 or more per pair.

IS OSTRICH FARMING PROFITABLE 4

"Does ostrich farming pay?" This question is asked by almost

everj'one who visits an ostrich farm. When an acre of alfalfa will

furnish a home for 4 birds, with food enough to maintain them; when
an ostrich will yield annually li pounds of feathers, with an average

value of $20 a pound, and from 36 to 90 eggs, which may be used for

incubation, or may furnish egg food at the rate of 3i pounds to the

egg if the owner does not wish to increase his troop, readers may be

left to decide for themselves as to the profitableness of the industry.



ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE INFLUENCE OF EXPERIMENT
STATION WORE ON CULTURE OF FIELD CROPS.

By J. I. SCHULTE,

Of the Office of Experiment Stations.

INTItoiM CTION.

Improvement in the culture of field crops is manifested by a greater

efficiency in methods of soil preparation and cultivation; by more
nearly perfect stands of all kinds of crops, whether sown broadcast,

drilled, or planted; by varieties better adapted to soil and climate,

while at the same time meeting the requirements for the market and

for use on the farm, and by scientific systems of crop rotation followed

not merely for the diversification of the crops produced, but largely for

the improvement and maintenance of soil fertility. Great progress in

the production of field crops has been made during the last fifteen or

twenty years, and the object of this article is to point out some specific

examples indicative of the influence of experiment station work on

these different phases of crop production.

In many instances work carried on by the stations was inaugurated

by the Department of Agriculture, and the particular lines of investi-

gation were carried on in cooperation with the stations. As a notable

example of this kind of work the introduction and distribution of new
crops and new varieties, as, for instance, Kafir corn, durum wheats,

numerous varieties of other cereal and forage crops, varieties of sugar

beets, etc., may be mentioned. To-day we find a number of these

introduced crops grown as staples in many States, and a large number
of the new varieties outranking the common sorts in distribution and

production. While the experiment stations and the Department of

Agriculture have done much in the way of bettering field-crop culture

in different lines, they have not been alone in the work, and such help-

ful factors as the agricultural press, farmers' institutes, agricultural

schools and colleges, cooperative demonstration work, agricultural

shows, such as State and county fairs, improved farm implements, and

oilier valuable aids of a similar nature must also be given credit for

helping to bring about the general result.

Owing to the multiplicity of forces and the relation they bear to one

another it is impossible to say with accuracy how much credit is due to

each one, and estimates as to definite results, such as the actual incr

407
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in crop production or in financial returns, are ne rily unreliable.

The results of experiment station work are largely used by the differ-

ent educational agencies which make for progress in cultural methods,

and thus they exert a very strong although indirect influence in vari-

ous ways. The nature of the ease makes it futile to attempt to show
in terms of bushels or in dollars and cents the advantages that have

accrued to American agriculture through the results of experiments

in field-crop culture secured in station work and the recommendations

and suggestions based upon die same. In very few of the examples

here given can it be claimed that the progress made is due exclusively

to experiment station activity, hut in all cases the stations have been

important factors in bringing about the results achieved. The pur-

of the writer is therefore to outline in a general way how these

results and recommendations have borne fruit and to what extent the

interest of the farming public in the matter has been aroused.

In the following discussion of individual crops the work of certain

stations is mentioned to indicate the lines along which the influence of

the stations in general is exerting itself.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE WORK ON THE CULTURE OF INDIVIDUAL CROPS.

CORN.

Experiments in the different phases of corn culture carried on by

nearly all the stations have shown the advantages of frequent and

shallow cultivation and have given rise to the more general adoption

of this method by farmers, who are finding that their results con-

tirm the station recommendations. By actual test the stations dem-

onstrated that cultivating about 3 inches deep is likely to give better

results than allowing the cultivator to go to a depth of 5 or 6 inches;

and by a series of studies on the development of the root system of

the corn plant they have shown the relation of the depth of cultiva-

tion to the location of the roots under the surface soil stirred by

the cultivator. The advocacy of shallow cultivation by the stations,

based on these results, is doubtless responsible to a very considerable

extent for the more or less general substitution of this practice for

the deep cultivation and root pruning so common some years ago.

When the stations were established deep cultivation of corn was

commonly practiced, and the idea prevailed that culture was merely

for the destruction of grass and weeds growing in the crop; but care-

fully conducted experiments extending over a series of }
Tears indicated

plainly that frequent shallow cultivation, especially during the latter

part of the cultivating season, is likely to give better yields than deep

cultivation because, in addition to a more efficient destruction of the

weeds, it forms a dust mulch which conserves the soil moisture, so

necessary to the plants at this period of their growth. Since then the

manufacturers of implements for corn cultivation have made such
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improvements In this line of machinery thai shallow cultivation is

much more easily and effectually accomplished than it was with the

old Btyle of cultivators. Some authorities estimate that in the coin

bell to-day 75 percent of the farmers practice shallow cultivation.

In the way of improving the yield and quality of corn, toget her wit

b

the growing of seed corn as a special crop, the stations in the great

corn States are doing valuable work. Corn-breeding investigations

have been pursued by the Illinois station for some ten years. After

several years of experimentation it was shown beyond a doubt that

Improvements in the quality as well as the yield of corn could be made.

These results were largely instrumental in the organization five years

ago of the Illinois Seed Corn Breeders' Association, the first associa-

tion of its kind in the wrorld. To-day seed corn breeders' associations

have been organized in all the principal corn-growing States, and in

general the method of corn breeding as worked out by the stations,

and their recommendations in the management of the special breeding

plats or fields, are followed in detail. In Illinois this work has induced

a group of farmers to form a company for producing agricultural

seeds and to fit up a chemical laboratory in wrhich numerous analyses

are made to determine the protein and oil content of sample ears, and

to base upon these results the selection of seed corn for improvement
in quality. Many members of these associations have taken up corn

breeding commercially, but there are also many farmers who, through

the advice of the stations, maintain a breeding plat for the production

of seed corn for their own farms. The Illinois station has devised a

method of determining approximately the chemical composition of the

corn kernel by a simple mechanical examination which may be made
with a pocketknife, and which enables every farmer to make an intel-

ligent selection of his seed corn according to scientific principles of

plant breeding. Methods of registration showing the pedigree of each

ear produced have also been devised by this institution. The growing
interest in the production of field crop seeds and the improvement of

the crops, as well as the maintenance of their good qualities, may
justly be ascribed to the initiative of the experiment stations.

The Iowa Experiment Station has been prominent for the last two
years in impressing upon the farmers of the State the necessity of a

proper selection of seed corn and of testing every ear before it is

shelled and used. The method of bringing the subject before the

people was both unique and effective, and the efforts of the station

were assisted in a great measure by the railroads and supported by the

agricultural press and agricultural associations. A brief review of

what was accomplished during the two years will best illustrate the

extent and the success of the work and the general interest it awakened.
Special trains, known as " seed corn specials,'

3 were run for the pur-

pose of giving instruction in selecting, testing, and planting seed corn.
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The lectures on these subjects were delivered by the agronomist and

other officials of t ho station. In L904 a special train covered

miles in eight days on three different roads. During this time LOO

stops were made in 37 of the 99 counties of the State and L50 Bhort

lectures delivered, with a total attendance of L7,600. In 1905 the

movement assumed much Larger proportions. Six railroads wen- inter*

ested. The special train covered 7,855 miles and made 570 stop- in

fifty-seven days, while 1,085 lectures were delivered to 127,7*'.;; hear-

ers. During the two years 96 counties were traversed, and the infor-

mation given out in the lectures was further disseminated by 312

newspapers and by 25,000 bulletins of instruction issued by the rail-

roads themselves. (See fig. 92.) The average attendance at each

meeting was over 190. Similar work is being done in other States

Fig. 92.—How Iowa was covered by the " seed corn specials" during 1904 and 1905.

The Iowa station also found that the grading of seed corn for the

planter is an important factor in securing an even stand. When the

corn is shelled the kernels from each ear are kept separate. Three
grades are established—large, medium, and small. By examination

of several kernels from each ear it is determined to which grade the

kernels from that ear belong, and all the kernels of a single grade are

then put together in one receptacle. Then the different plates of the

planter are tested with kernels from a single grade. The plate should

drop the required number 90 to 95 times out of 100. If it fails to do
this it is ground or tiled until it will drop with the desired uniformity.

It is then used in planting seed of that particular grade. This sta-

tion has also recently begun to utilize the county poor farms of the

State for testing varieties with a view to determining those best adapted
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to different localities. This is another efficient way of bringing experi-

ment station influence to bear upon the agriculture of the Stale.

The varieties of corn now grownin the different States have in many
cases been distributed by the stations or their culture recommended

by them. In Alabama, for instance, Cocke Prolific and Mosby Pro-

lific have become quite well known in this way, and in Illinois the

experiment station has published bulletins in which the standard vari-

eties for the State, as determined by trial and observation, are accu-

rately described and tio-ured. Some years ago the Minnesota station

originated a new variety known as Minnesota No. 13, and, when

satisfied of its merits, began its distribution. This variety is now
one of the standard varieties of the southern part of Minnesota,

the region for which it was originally intended. The reports

received indicate that it yields from 4 to 5 bushels more per acre

than the varieties for which it was substituted. As another evi-

dence of its value the fact may be cited that the South Dakota station

is now distributing the variety among the farmers of that State. Some
of the first work done by the New Hampshire station was to demon-
strate to the farmers of the State the value of varieties of corn for

silage purposes, and as a result a variety known as the Sanford came
very prominently into use throughout the State; and a number of

years later, when the station, pursuing this same line of investigation,

found that Learning corn was of pronounced value in the southern

part of the State and recommended the same, this variety largely

supplanted the former in the section to which it was adapted, and its

value by farmers generally is now well recognized.

The Georgia experiment station, among other southern institutions

of this class, has been quite successful in testing and introducing the

method of cutting and shocking corn, curing it in the field, and then

husking and cribbing the ears and shredding the stalks for forage,

in place of gathering the blades some time before the corn is ripe and
curing the same for fodder, while the ears remain on the stripped

stalks to be broken off, with more or less of the husks, and stored in

the crib when they have become sufficiently dry.

WHEAT.

Experiment station work with wheat includes culture, variety, and
fertilizer tests, together with other lines of work for the improvement
of the crop in both yield and quality. The Montana station has shown
that fall plowing, followed by thorough preparation and cultivation of

the soil the next spring, gives a considerable increase in yield, due to

the possibility of early seeding and to the benefits derived from a

firmer seed bed. These practices are now largety followed.

The Oklahoma experiment station has impressed upon the farmers

of the Territory the necessity of early plowing and thorough prepara-

tion of the seed bed for wheat, and it is estimated that 20 per cent of
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the wheat growers have improved their methods of soil preparation.

Late seeding is necessarily the consequence of late plowing, and with

the change in the time of plowing has come a change in the date of

seeding, much to the advantage of the crop, it having been shown by

station work that Beeding in October, as a rule, gives better yields

than seeding in November. The lessons taught by experiments show-

ing that pasturing winter wheat when the soil is not in suitable condi-

tion or when the pasturing is continued much later than March 1 is

likely to reduce the yield more than is gained by the grazing, have

been quite thoroughly followed by Oklahoma wheat growers. On the

other hand, although the station tests show an increase of 60 per cent

during six years on land treated with stable manure, little progress

has been made in getting the farmers to follow the station practice.

This station, like all others in the wheat-growing States, has been instru-

mental in testing and distributing the varieties best suited to its terri-

tory. The institution has been unable to supply the demand for seed,

which was furnished the farmers at market prices. Weissenberg,

one of these varieties, is fast becoming a favorite.

In Maryland, Currell Prolific, a variety of wheat well adapted to all

the tide-water sections of the State, was introduced into the State by

the experiment station. To the credit of the Michigan station belongs

the introduction into that Suite of Dawson Golden Chaff wheat, which

has to a considerable extent replaced some of the older varieties with an

estimated increase in yield of about 10 per cent. In Ohio no part of

the station work has attracted more attention among the farmers than

its variety tests with wheat, which have been in progress since the

institution was first organized, and the results of which have been

made public in many bulletins and by annual exhibits at the State

fairs. The surplus produced of the better varieties is sold to the

farmers for seed. The increasing yield of wheat per acre in the State

is in part due to the more intelligent use of fertilizers, upon wrhich sub-

ject the station has also disseminated much valuable information, but

that it likewise largely results from the more general distribution of

the better varieties can not reasonably be doubted.

New varieties of wheat originated by the Minnesota station, especially

Minnesota No. 163 and Minnesota No. 169, have spread over large

areas in the State of Minnesota, and have already found their way to

neighboring States. They are now successfull}- grown on about a

half million acres, and are estimated to yield from 1 to 2 bushels more

per acre than the varieties they are replacing. In quality these new
varieties rank with the best Minnesota hard wheat.

In Kansas and other wrheat-growing States the stations have also

achieved notable success. In North Dakota a newly bred Fife wheat

originated at the station, known as Experiment Station No. 66, together
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with Minnesota No. L63, has been widely distributed and the two sorts

have conn 1 into more general use than any other variety.

In the distribution of durum wheats, introduced by this Department,

the Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota stations, and others

whose territory includes wheat lands with scanty rainfall, have met

with good success, and thousands of acres of this class of wheat are

now grown by the farmers of those States, the total annual production

for the entire country having now reached about 20,000,000 bushels.

It is estimated that in North Dakota good strains of durum wheats are

now grown on nearly one-half of the fields in a third of the wheat-

growing portion of the State. The Idaho station reports good results

with durum wheat in the high altitudes of the State, which is in part

a solution of the problems connected with high-altitude agriculture.

Some of the principal advantages in growing winter wheat are a

better distribution of farm work; generally higher yields, largely due

to the ripening of the crop before the extreme heat of midsummer,
which prevents proper development; a conservation of soil fertility by
the crop during winter; and in some localities and under certain con-

ditions, an increase in pasturage. Through experiment station work
the culture of winter wheat is being extended. As a particular

instance, the work of the Nebraska station may be cited. This station,

beginning its work with winter wheat when very little was grown in

the State, has contributed largely to bringing Nebraska to its present

rank in winter-wheat production. Some of the more recent efforts

include the distribution, in 1900, of seed of hardy strains of Turkey
lied and Big Frame wheat to 400 farmers throughout the northern

and the western part of the State. Since that time the winter-wheat

production of the State has been increased by about 10,000,000

bushels, and while this can not be credited solely to this particular

effort of the station, it must be acknowledged as a great factor in

bringing about this result. The results obtained generally have indi-

cated that the best success may be expected from the selection of

hardy strains of Turkey Red, a well-known domestic variety.

OATS.

Important results have been obtained by several stations with the oat

crop, and its culture has been measurably benefited. The Georgia sta-

tion originated and developed a method of sowing oats which has

proven to be effective in protecting the plants against winterkilling.

This method of sowing consists in leaving the drill furrows open after

drilling the seed instead of tilling them up by means of the harrow,
clod crusher, or smoother. The plants thus come up an inch or two
below the general surface which affords them protection. This station

ha.^ also done valuable work in improving and maintaining the quality
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of Appier rust proof oatfi and has distributed several thousand bushels

teed of this rarietj through the South. In Nebraska it has been

.show n i>\ cooperative experiments conducted by several hundred farm-

ers during the last four years that Kherson oats, imported eight years

ago by the State experiment station from the Province of Kherson, in

Russia, is a valuable variety for Nebraska. Its distribution has

already become quite general in the State. Another striking instance

of the far-reaching influence of experiment station work is the

introduction of Swedish Select oats into Wisconsin. In 1899 the

experiment station secured (5 pounds of seed of this variety from this

Department, compared it with 40 different sorts, and improved it by

selection. Seed was sent for trial to practically every county in the

State, and erood returns were obtained. It is estimated that in H)<>4 no

less than 0,000,000 bushels of this variety was grown by Wisconsin

farmers. This same variety has also been tested and distributed by

the Montana station and has proven to be one of the best sorts for that

State. In Idaho the station has distributed early varieties in high alti-

tudes, where the seasons are too short to mature the varieties now

grown.
B UiLEY.

Comparatively few stations have worked with barley, because of its

lesser importance. The Colorado station in testing the best varieties

of barley obtainable in Europe and America found a type of special

value on account of a high protein content in the grain, and with this

as a basis is now working on the development of a superior feeding

barley for Colorado. The Wisconsin station began the dissemination

of Manshury barley about twenty years ago, and this variety has

become the standard barley of the State and has proven of the greatest

practical value for the Northwest. In Montana the station has demon-

strated the excellence of New Zealand barley, and the distribution of

seed of this variety throughout the State is now in progress.

COTTON.

Much useful information regarding the culture of cotton and the use

of fertilizers in that connection has been given by the stations in the

cotton-growing States, and their work along the line of improving

varieties in yield, earliness, and staple by breeding and selection is of

the greatest value to the cotton grower. Early varieties and early

planting have recently been recommended as a means of reducing the

ravages of the boll-weevil, the late-maturing varieties and crops being

the more subject to its depredations. In Louisiana the recommenda-

tions of the experiment stations regarding the use of the cultivator,

the practice of thorough preparation of the soil, and frequent shallow

cultivation have been the most potent factors in decreasing the cost of
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producing the crop. An improved method of culi ivating cotton, <>r,.

Dated by the director of the Georgia experiment station, has been

adopted with very satisfactory results by many farmers of that State.

The extensive work of this station in testing the more prominent and

popular varieties of cotton now grown in the South Atlantic and Bast-

era Gulf States has brought them to the more general notice of the

Georgia cotton growers, and has been of great assistance in protecting

them against fraud and imposition regarding varieties. The Alabama
station has been very influential in extending the culture of the Cul-

pepper and other valuable varieties of cotton in Alabama. These lines

of work are pursued by all experiment stations in the cotton belt.

FLAX.

Experiments with flax have been limited to a few stations. Improved
strains of flax have been originated in the plant-breeding nurseries of

the Minnesota experiment station. The most promising strain has been

named Premost, and pedigreed seed of this new variety, which is much
superior in seed production to the varieties generally grown, is being

distributed. The farmers and seed growers cooperating with the sta-

tion in this work guarantee to grow for seed the several bushels of

seed allotted to them. This plan of distributing new varieties has

proven most successful. The North Dakota station is giving special

attention to combating the wilt disease of flax by treating the seed

and by developing resistant or immune strains. The formaldehyde

treatment for the prevention of the disease is almost universally used

in that region as the direct result of the station's efforts.

POTATOES.

Potato growing has received considerable attention at the Oklahoma
station and the varieties and cultural methods most likely to give the

average best results were determined. A few farmers who, according

to station advice, have followed the plan of growing cowpeas as a reno-

vating crop after early potatoes have reported it as being very profitable,

but the greater number of growers are still making the mistake of pro-

ducing a second crop of potatoes the same year on the same land. The
New York Cornell station has shown that for certain soils of New York
State very thorough preparation, deep planting, and thorough, level,

and late-continued cultivation are decidedly more profitable in growing
potatoes than the practices in vogue, and these ideas are being spread by
means of cooperative tests carried on by the farmers under the direc-

tion of the station. The Geneva station demonstrated to Long Island

potato growers that, on the average, the largest profit is realized from
the use of 1,000 pounds per acre of commercial fertilizers containing

1 per cent of nitrogen, 8 per cent of available phosphoric acid, and 10

per cent of potash, and that the large quantities of potash used by
many Long Island farmers are not economical.
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In the matter of treating seed potatoes for the prevention of

the farmers in many States have quite generally and promptly fol-

lowed the advice of the stations whenever the crop has become badly

infected; and while spraying with Bordeaux mixture to prevent blight

has not been of such wide adoption, a large proportion of farmer in

localities where blight prevails are treating the potato crop a- recom-

mended, and where the disease is generally prevalent the spraying of

potato fields is becoming as common as the spraying of orchard-. It

may further be stated that in the section of Maine in which potatoes

are a great commercial crop practically all of the thousands of acres

are treated with Bordeaux mixture, and the leading farmers in that

region attribute the rapid introduction of the practice to the results

of the demonstration experiments carried on by the station in 1900 in

cooperation with practical growers. It is considered that in 1903

spraying potatoes saved the growers of Aroostook County many times

the cost of maintenance of the station. In the potato region about

Greenville, Mich., farmers have practically eradicated the scab from
potatoes by following the advice of the State experiment station.

In the potato-growing districts of New Jersey the experiments of

the New Jersey stations have very materially changed the practice

in the growdng of this crop byr a substitution of commercial fertilizers

for barnyard manure, and this has resulted not only7 in heavier yields

but also in a lower cost of production.

TOBACCO.

In 1893, the first year of the State system of farmers' institutes in

Maryland, the officers of the State experiment station advocated the

use of crimson clover as a preparatory crop for tobacco, and the gen-

eral opinion held with regard to such a practice was that it was ruin-

ous to the crop. The station teaching, however, took root, and in

addition to crimson clover, which is now quite frequently grown in

this connection, cowpeas are also used as a preparatory crop for

tobacco. In Connecticut the growers have generally adopted the

methods of fertilization for tobacco which the station tested and

advocated, and in consequence carbonate of potash and cotton-seed

meal are extensively used on the tobacco fields of Connecticut, while

large quantities of sulphates are generally avoided. A movement has

recently been started by the station in cooperation with this Department
to induce growers to select their tobacco seed and to sow only the

heavy grains. This station has also done much to introduce the method
of fermenting tobacco in bulk instead of in case.

Investigations upon the manuring of tobacco by the Pennsylvania

station have distinctly modified the practice in the Lancaster County
tobacco district. It was found that larger y

rields and a better quality

were secured from the use of commercial fertilizers than from the

application of barnyard manure alone. This work has also led to a

more intelligent use of fertilizer ingredients with reference to their
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effect upon the yield, and especially upon the quality of the crop.

Experiments in caring tobacco have thrown more, Light on the oatun

of the process and have materially aided in reducing the loss from pole

burn. Tests of growing Sumatra leaf under shade by thestation have

discouraged the investment of Large sums of money in such an enter-

prise before the practical local requirements of this method of tobacco

culture have been ascertained and its feasibility demonstrated.

SUC A It BEETS.

A striking illustration of the value of experiment station work
through a series of years may be found in the extensive culture and

variety tests of sugar beets conducted by these institutions in a number

of States in which the beet-sugar industry has been established. The
progress made in the past ten to fifteen years in the culture of this

crop has assured not onty the permanency of this industry, but also its

further healthful development. In pointing out the possibilities and

in determining the sections of the country in which the industry could

be profitably established, this work has been a most important factor.

Early in its organization the Nebraska station, in cooperation with this

Department, experimented with sugar beets and demonstrated, before

any factories were built in the State, the adaptability of the soil and

climate to beet growing. More recent experiments have demonstrated

the possibility of producing beets on alkali soils. In Michigan, as in

several other States, the growing of sugar beets was first urged by the

experiment station. Seed secured from this Department and imported

from Europe was distributed throughout the State and the beets grown
from it were analyzed. The results reported in a bulletin were widely

circulated. The third year of the work nearl}T 100 acres of beets were

grown near Saginaw, and after this several wealthy citizens cooperated

with the station b}T furnishing the capital for the erection of the first

beet-sugar factory in the State. The farmers in nearly all cases have

been and are now guided in the culture of the beet b}^ the work of the

station. To-day Michigan has 16 beet-sugar factories, being the lead-

ing State in this regard.

These examples illustrate the course of the movement in general, in

many instances the stations were the first to demonstrate what could

be done in the production of beets and of sugar per acre in certain

Localities, and thus gave confidence to the investor and the manufac-

turer as well as to the farmer.

SUGAR CANE.

Kxperiment station work with sugar cane is practically limited to

the Louisiana station. When this station was established the crop

was almost entirely cultivated with the turning plow, but at present it

is estimated that not more than 10 per cent of the crop grown in the

,1<.H)5 27
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State is oultivated by this method. The station was the first t«> demon-
si rate to the planter the valued the cultivator in the more economical

production of the cane orop, and this implement is now quite generally

used. This result was achieved by the station inducing certain plant

to give the cultivator a trial, and when these had proved its value othi

followed their example. In addition, the manufacturers of cult i\ atora

used this testimony in selling their implements and thus became an

important factor in extending their use. The cultivator as compared
with the turning plow not only saves labor but is also more efficient in

the eradication of weeds, especially in rainy seasons. The work of the

station has also been the greatest factor in reducing the width of the

cane rows, and at present very few planters are still using the 7-foot

rows, while practically none are using 7i-foot rows.

Among the new varieties of sugar cane introduced by this station,

seedling canes D. 74 and D. 95 are giving most promising results.

These canes were sent out about nine }
Tears ago and have now been so

thoroughly tested that some of the planters are at present growing
from one-half to two-thirds of their crop of the D. 74. The mill and
tield tests of this cane during the past few years have established a

good record, and if the results continue to be as satisfactory as they

have been it is fair to assume that in a few years much the greater

proportion, if not the entire crop of the State, will be of D. 74.

FORAGE CROPS.

In the introduction and distribution of forage crops in the different

States the experiment stations have been most prominent, and through

their work new crops have come into use and the culture of others

has been widely extended. A special effort has been made to impress

upon every community the value of growing leguminous crops for

forage and for soil improvement. Alfalfa, which has received the

attention of every station, is fast becoming a staple forage crop through-

out the country. In every State containing dry land areas grasses and

other forage plants have been tested on such lands, and the species and

varieties making the most successful growths have been adopted.

The Wyoming station demonstrated the successful culture of alfalfa

in that latitude at altitudes of 6,000 to 7,000 feet above sea level. Four
years were devoted to working out the problems of successful alfalfa

culture under the prevailing conditions, and the suggestions of the

station, closely followed by many farmers, have resulted in the use of

the press drill as a sure method of securing proper germination and m
a much larger acreage of the crop for hay in the State. Turkestan

and an acclimated strain of alfalfa distributed by the North Dakota

station are being largely tried by the farmers of that State, and the

results secured indicate their more general adoption. In addition to

establishing the use of different leguminous forage crops in the crop

rotations for the State, the Oregon station has shown that alfalfa can
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be grown with reasonable success on either naturally or artificially

drained soils of western ( )regon, and through cooperative work during

the season of L905 about LOO farmers in that part of the Stale have

been induced to grow the crop for the first time. Through cooper-

ative work started by the Maryland station a few years ago this crop

has been introduced into every county of the State. It is successfully

grown on many different kinds of soil, the two most important requi-

sites under Maryland conditions being proper drainage and the liberal

ii-.
1 of Lime. Many of the stations have given more or less attention

to 1 1 10 inoculation of soils for alfalfa, and some—as, for instance, the

Illinois station—report that alfalfa inoculation has become quite gen-

eral. The Illinois station also made the discovery that infected sweet-

clover soil can be used for inoculating alfalfa fields.

The culture of the Canadian field pea as a feed for lambs by turning

them on to the crop without harvesting it was recently introduced

into Wyoming by the Wyoming station, and during the year 1905 about

1,000 acres were grown with this object in view. The value of cow-

pea^ has of course long been recognized in Maryland, but the station

was the first to demonstrate the practicability of growing this crop in

conjunction with corn for silage, and this method is being put into

practice on a number of leading dairy farms in the State. The
Mississippi station has done good work in the introduction of vetch

into the South, and many farmers of Mississippi are now growing
this crop for soil restoration and for early pasturage, and also in con-

nection with wheat, oats, rye, or barley for earl}7 spring grazing.

Varieties of grasses and grains have been introduced into various

parts of Wyoming through the seed distribution carried on by the

station, and in certain parts of the State where the ranchmen had no

cultivated grasses producing heavy crops of ha}7
, large areas of brome

grass have been planted. This grass has also been widely distributed

by the Nebraska station and thousands of acres are now grown in that

State. In North Dakota many of the details of growing and handling

this crop were worked out and established by the State experiment
station. Farmers have followed the plan of brome-grass culture

outlined by the station, and as a result this grass has already become
the principal cultivated grass of half of the State. This station lias

a No been successful in originating a strain of slender wheat grass by
selecting native seed grown on the prairies. A hardy variety of

Bermuda grass growing on the Oklahoma station grounds was

distributed with good results. The grass grown from roots which
were sent out instead of seed withstood unfavorable winter weather
in Localities where the seed-grown grass did not survive.

In demonstrating the value of sorghum and Kafir corn for forage,

in cooperation with the Department of Agriculture, the stations in

California and the States of the Plains have shown great activity and
have been specially successful in establishing these crops in sections
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with insufficient rainfall fop profitable corn culture. In Kansas, where

tin- station has been leader in this work, over one-half million acres

are now grown annually. The Oklahoma station is now working with

the selection of seed of black-capped white Kafir corn for large heads

and uniformity in height of stalks, so that the heads may he harvested

!>v machinery, and the results thus far secured are already being put

to use in western Oklahoma.

In North Dakota, a State which is out of the corn belt proper, the

results of rotation trials, field experiments, corn breeding, and >v<'d

distribution by the experiment station have led to the quite general

adoption of growing corn for fodder, and similar work has been

inaugurated by the Oregon station.

CROP ROTATIONS.

Crop rotations in a country like ours, in which large areas of new-

lands have eome under cultivation during a comparatively short period

of time and where the virgin soil yields abundantly of a certain crop,

there is a tendency to disregard largely the principles of crop rotation.

In the older sections of the country the further advanced depletion of

soil fertility brought the attention of the fanner to the necessity of

a varied soil management before the experiment stations were estab-

lished and their study of this important phase of agriculture was

begun. Soil-management investigations, in progress in many cases

for a series of 3
rears, are showing results more definite in their indica-

tions as the work is carried on. The general object of rotating crops

is the improvement and maintenance of soil fertility and the diversi-

fication of agricultural products, but in some of the Eastern States the

stations have worked out rotations with a view to securing green forage

in succession from spring until fall, and this practice is coming more

and more into use among dairymen.

The culture of corn for fodder has been quite generally adopted in

North Dakota, partly as a result of rotation trials by the station; and

in connection with this work it was also shown that the wheat and flax

crops are largely benefited when following corn in the rotation. The
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana stations have been very successful in

demonstrating the advisability of substituting the culture of legumi-

nous crops in rotation for the pioneer system of growing cereals one

year after another. As a result the acreage in leguminous crops has

been materially increased during recent years, and the cereals follow-

ing these crops have given better }
T ields. Before these rotations were

begun the farmers practiced fallowing every third year, while under

proper rotation a crop is produced eveiy year.

The Georgia station has persistently practiced and advocated a three-

year rotation in which small grain, liberally fertilized and followed by
a crop of cowpeas for hay, is grown the first year; cotton, highly fer-
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tilized, the second yearj and corn, wiih cowpeaa as a catch crop, the

third year. This rotation is followed by a great many farmers in the

State, but it has not become general as yet.

A kid FARMING.

Several years ago the Utah station began a systematic study of arid

farming, or agriculture curried on in dry regions without irrigation,

and the value of the results secured has been recognized to the extent

that the State has established and maintains six experimental arid

farms of 40 acres each, upon which the actual work of experimenta-

t ion and demonstration is under the direction of the experiment station.

Although this work is new, notable results have already been obtained,

and each one of these farms serves as a demonstration station to the

surrounding country, and its influence is favorable to the extension of

dry farming on a safe and profitable basis.

COOPERATIVE EXPERIMENT AND DEMONSTRATION WORK.

The foregoing is a brief statement regarding some of the principal

lines of field-crop work conducted by the experiment stations and the

intluence the results obtained, as estimated largely by the station offi-

cers themselves, are exerting on the culture of field crops throughout

the country. It has been the endeavor to call attention to the fund

of agricultural facts which the stations are creating through constant

research work and how these facts are of benefit to the people.

The experiment stations are primarily institutions of research, cre-

ated as such by law, and their duty is really performed when the

results of their investigations have been published. The station pub-

lications, aggregating about 7,000,000 copies annually, are distributed

to those requesting them, and in this way only about 700,000 of the

5,000,000 to 6,000,000 farmers of the country are regularly supplied

with information in this form. A further dissemination of station

results takes place through the press, and especially through agricul-

tural journals, but not all who read the advices are sufficiently influ-

enced thereby to follow them, and such persons are often more readily

reached by the farmers' institutes and other similar agencies. More-
over, many farmers are much more ready to take up a newr variet\T or

a new method of culture upon learning by observation than by reading

or being told about it, and these must be influenced mainly by being

shown how they ma}- benefit themselves. Farmers are often slew

in adopting new methods so long as fairly good results may be obtained

in the old accustomed ways, and more than mere publications are nec-

essary to induce them to try the newly recommended practice.

Cooperative experiments have been a great help to the stations in

forcing upon the farmer the advantages to be derived from the

application of the new methods. Each experiment is an ohject

lesson and forms a center from which progressive agriculture is sent
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onward. In these cooperative tests no new facts are brought out, but

thej are of value in confirming the results obtained by the station and

in getting the farmer to try the method, which is one of the best wtL) -

of teaching him.

How cooperation jmd demonstration popularize experiment station

results may best be shown by giving a few illustrations. In L886,

when the Ontario Agricultural and Experimental Union of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, Canada, began its work, twelve parties made fertilizer

and culture tests, and in L904, 4,050 farmers conducted experimental

work on their own farms along 35 different lines of tield agriculture,

including all the various crops grown in the Province. These data at

once point out the great value of the work in distributing the best

varieties of farm crops, in bringing into use the best methods of culture,

and in creating a desire to solve the problems which every day con-

front the farmer. In addition to these advantages, the farmer remains

in close contact with the experiment station, and the influence of the

institution is therefore more effective. Similar organizations have

been formed recently in California, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska,

New York, Ohio, Texas, and Wisconsin. As our agricultural colleges

are getting older the number of farmers who have followed either the

long or the short courses is fast increasing, and this association move-
ment is an inducement to continue the stud}r begun at the college,

applying its principles in practice, and to keep in touch with the insti-

tution naturally advocating the application of methods tested and in

some instances devised by the experiment station.

The Minnesota station inaugurated in a most efficient manner the

introduction of a certain line of cooperative experiments in crop rota-

tions throughout the State by inducing the students of the Minnesota

Agricultural High School to plan the reorganization of their home
farms and to project crop rotations for ten years ahead. As these

principles are studied and applied by the students the difficulties of

reorganizing a farm which has never been brought under a rotation,

or of changing from one good cropping s}7stem to another, practically

disappear, and many facts not now obtainable are brought out and

serve as a guide for all future rotation work.

In Wisconsin the experiment association is composed of 700 students

of the College of Agriculture conducting cooperative tests under the

direction of the experiment station, and in Ohio over 1,000 farmers

have taken up similar work.

There is urgent need of extending demonstration work in order that

experiment station recommendations may be more generally and more
uniformly applied, and it is encouraging to observe that, while the

National funds given to the stations are being applied more strictly

to research work, the States are providing more largely for the dem-
onstration of the results through the stations, agricultural colleges,

experiment associations, and other agencies.
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A GREAT SEMIARID STRIP.

Between the line of 20 inches average annual rainfall and the Rocky

Mountains there is a strip of land reaching from Canada to the Gulf

o\' Mexico, embracing about 300,000,000 acres, which for agriculture

is debatable ground. This semiarid belt and other separated semiarid

areas farther west are shown in figure 93. a Together they present one

of the greatest problems of American agriculture. The area is great,

the soil is deep and exceeding^ fertile, and the climate healthful and

aoreeable aside from lack of moisture. Men need it for homes.

All interests are eager to see these areas settled, provided the set-

tlers can be self-supporting, or to avert this if settlement is to mean

disaster. From all classes come the questions: What methods will

make the most of these lands? How can they be made to support the

largest number of people and give them the greatest measure of human
comfort?

There is a variety of causes tempting men to plow up the native sod.

The stockman realizes the need of a reserve food supply and seeks to

provide it by growing Kafir corn, sorghum, rye, hay, and other

drought-resistant forage crops. The eastern farmer finds these broad,

rolling plains, with their fertile soil and freedom from rocks or stumps,

attractive. Hopeful, enterprising men are prone to believe that settle-

ment and cultivation will change the climate, and a few wet years are

almost certain to create a wave of settlement.

EARLY FAILURE AND ITS LESSONS.

The first general attempt of this kind began in 1883. Western

Kansas and Nebraska were dotted with farmhouses. Eastern Colorado i

was largely settled up between 1886 and 1889. A few wet years, in

which fine crops were grown, were followed by a succession of dry

seasons. On millions of acres crops shriveled and died, men lost hope

and energy through repeated bitter failures, and women and children

endured dreary years of povert}r and hardship. Homes which rep-

resented the savings of a lifetime had to be abandoned. Whole

counties were almost depopulated. What had been thriving towns

were deserted.

aTaken from Chart 1, Part VII, Annual Report of Weather Bureau, 1896-97.
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The bitter lessons of this failure lasted for years, bat it- soars at

length healed. Other influences were meanwhile at work to restore

confidence inability to farm this region. As a result, another wave
of settlement is sweeping over these plains. Other settlers are bay-
ing the abandoned farms. Deserted towns are being rebuilt and new
ones laid out. This latest attempt is not, however, a repetition of the

first. New met hods are being tried. Much lias been learned in the pas!

twenty years. Practically everj settler who has remained in the

semiarid belt has been an experimenter in developing a kind of agri-

s*?s' y^o' //s /A?" /<v zoo" 3S'

3S*

/2C //S' //O' /OS' /OO'

Fig. 93.—Map showing annual rainfall west of the ninety-fifth meridian.

culture suited to this climate. The Department of Agriculture has
searched the world for drought-resistant crops, and it and the State

experiment stations have conducted extended experiments to deter-

mine their value in this country. Independent investigators, like

Robert Gauss, of Denver, have been working many years to adapt old

varieties to semiarid conditions. Tools have been invented for culti-

vating the soil so as to check evaporation, and investigations are now
being made to perfect these tools and methods. To this combination
of special tools, special methods of cultivation, and drought-resistant
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crops as means of overcoming drought has been given the name "dry

farming."

The successful working out of agricultural methods adapted to the

semiarid region will open up t<> permanent settlement hundreds of

millions of acres of land which under ordinary methods of cultivation

could be used for pasturage only.

//<?• /OS* /oo' 9S'

/20* //s° //o° /OS* ZOO 1

Fig. 94.—Annual rainfall, April to September, west of the ninety-fifth meridian.

THE HAZARDS OF DRY FARMING.

The agricultural problems of the semiarid region relate to heat and

moisture. There is no lack of fertility. The average rainfall, which

varies from 20 inches on the eastern margin of the semiarid district to

t0 inches on the western, is not simply scanty, it is irregular. Figure

94 shows the normal rainfall from April to September west of the

ninety-fifth meridian, and figure 95 shows the least rainfall for the same

section from April to December. There are years when the average

is almost cut in two, and there are months without a cloud and days.

especially in the Southwest, when the winds are like a Mast from a
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furnace bo bot and drj that fchej change green fields of corn into dry

and rattling stalks in twenty-four hours.

In order to shoff the wide variation in annual and monthly rainfall

a Bet of diagrams has been made from the rainfall records of the

Weather Bureau for a number of points along the eastern or humid

border i>( the debatable ground. A stud} ^\' these diagrams (figs. 96

LOO) shows that at every place then- were at least two diy years in

the ten years covered and many months when there was less than

1 inch of rainfall. The failure of one crop in five year- would not

4r

/£0* //S" //O* /OS" /00*

Fig. 95.—Least recorded rainfall, April to September, west of the ninety-fifth meridian.

render dry farming unprofitable, but the killing of all trees every five

years or the destruction of vines and perennial crops like alfalfa would

take from the dry farm many of its attractions and greatly reduce the

range and value of its products.

In order to lessen the losses in dry years and to extend farming

beyond the point where the rainfall of a single year is sufficient to

grow crops, summer fallowing is employed. The ground is plowed,

pulverized, and kept free from crops or weeds, the main purpose being

to lessen evaporation and save the moisture falling on the soil from one
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i ear to the next, Thus when a crop is planted on this land the follow-

ing war, two seasons' rainfall is utilized to grow one crop. Special

tools and methods of cultivation have been devised to lessen the losses by

evaporation from the summer-fallowed fields and remarkable results

have been achieved, but a summer-fallowing will answer for annual

jB/ls/n&rc/t, N. Dak.
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Fig. 96.—Monthly rainfall, in inches, for the growing season, at Bismarck, N. Dak., showing the

occurrence of months with deficient rainfall.

crops only. It will serve to grow wheat and many of the drought-

^tant crops that are now a feature of the dry farm, but will not

answer for trees, and in many cases it will not answer for alfalfa.

Trees, small fruits, or alfalfa can not be moved each year from the

summer-fallowed to the nonsummer-fallowed field. For these the

Fig. 97.—Monthly rainfall, in inches, for the growing season, at North Platte, Nebr., showing the

occurrence of months of deficient rainfall.

dry farm provides no method of tiding over the seasons when a dry

winter is followed by a dry spring and when the soil moisture falls

below the needs of plant life. If these are to be features of the dry

farm, the additional water supply which is necessary to maintain con-

tinuous growth must be furnished by irrigation. Nor do the most
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Banguine expectations of fche effectiveness of dry-farming methods

justify belief in immunity from drought, even with the best methods

or safest orops. The studies of soil moisture made at the State exper-

iment stations of California, Kansas, Utah, South Dakota, and Okla-

homa all show that plants need more water in a dry atmosphere than

Doctye C/'/y, A&/7S&S.
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Fig. 98.—Monthly rainfall, in inches, for the growing season, at Dodge City, Elans., showing the

occurrence of months of deficient rainfall.

in a humid one—325 to 5,50 pounds of water will produce a pound of

dry matter in the humid atmosphere of Wisconsin; an average of 750

pounds of water is required to produce the same results in the arid

climate of Utah. These amounts do not represent the total moisture

needed to keep crops growing-. The roots of plants do not reach all

Ab/'/ene, Tex&s.
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sugar cane, while in Utah, under irrigation, over 4,000 pounds of

water lias been absorbed by the crops and the air in growing 1 pound

of wheat.

For a Dumber of years the Slate A.gricultural College of Colorado

made a systematic and continuous study of the efforts fco grow crops

without Irrigation in tin 4
, eastern part of that State. The results are

summarized in bulletins 59 and 77 of that station. In these Mr. J. E.

Payne, the observer, shows that there were years of large yields and

Large profits from small grain, and other years when failure was com-

plete; that all attempts on adobe soils were failures; that alfalfa on

the dry farm can not endure the drain on its vitality. It flourishes

in wet years, but makes little growth in dry seasons, and the plants

continue to die until practically all disappear. Of thousands of orchards

planted only a few trees have lived. Fruit growing without irrigation

lias not proved successful. Orchards may grow well for years, but an

tSdflAnfon/Oj Tejr&s.
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Fig. 100.—Monthly rainfall, in inches, for the growing season, at San Antonio, Tex., showing the

occurrence of months of deficient rainfall.

unusually severe drought kills them. The same is true of attempts to

grow shade trees. The failure of the timber-culture law is too gen-

erally admitted to require discussion. Even where the trees survive

they are stunted and ill-shaped. As a result nearl\T all settlers have

been compelled to combine stock raising with farming, depending on

the native grasses for summer pasturage and growing forage for win-

ter feeding. In good years they grow abundant crops of wheat and

small grain; ii poor ones, only forage.

From 1883 to 1888 the writer was a resident of Colorado and often

visited the sections where dry farming was being tried. From 1888

to 1898, inclusive, he was a resident of Wyoming, and as State engi-

neer was in official and sympathetic relations with the men farming

by rainfall alone in the eastern part of the State. During these years

hundreds of dry farms were visited and an intimate knowledge reached

of the hard conditions of home life which the vicissitudes of the dry
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farm Impose on the farmer's wife and family. Since L898 the prog-

ress of agriculture in the western half of this region has been carefully

watched in connection with studies of tin- economical use of water in

Irrigation. In that time dry farming in certain area- has become a

demonstrated success. A.mong these may la' mentioned the divide

country south of Denver, Colo. ; the high bench lands near Newcastle,

Wyo., and the slopes of the mountain foothills alone- the Hie- Horn
and Rocky Mountains in Utah, Idaho, and Montana, as well as the

States tirst aamed, where seepage from tin 4 higher lands above or local

summer rains bring about a sensible increase in the average amount

of moisture in the soil. There is no doubt that other areas will be

discovered where dry farms will be successful. It is also believed

that through summer fallowing drought-resistant crops can be grown
alternate years with a fair degree of success over those portions of

the semiarid region where the soil is sandy or a sandy loam, but not

in the clay or adobe soils.

But when all this has been said the fact must be recognized that the

dry farm taken alone has not the attraction or the security of farming

under irrigation, or of farming in Iowa and Illinois, where the rainfall

is ample. Nothing can be more dreary or discouraging than the aspect

of the dry farmer's home in midsummer. Without shade trees, with-

out green grass, without fruit, the dead, dusty, and lifeless appearance

of the landscape is monotonous beyond measure. It makes one realize

that ''a world without turf is, indeed, a desert." The fact that many of

these farmers are prosperous does not remove the need for trees, fruit,

grass, and gardens, nor lessen the value of these features of a home
as seen on irrigated farms in the same region. The dry farm needs

enough irrigation to provide these things. It needs it for the comfort

of the family. It needs it for the opportunities it will give to make a

living in dry years, as well as larger profits in wet ones, and it is only

by supplemental irrigation that the limits of settlement can be pushed

westward across the driest part of the semiarid belt. The present

situation requires that the chances of failure be clearly faced, and it is

the writer's conviction that there are hundreds of settlers in the west-

ern half of the semiarid belt who must supplement the dry farm by

irrigation; and unless they do, the next period of drought will witness

a greater exodus and more hardship and privation than the first.

It is one thing to recognize the advantages of irrigation; another

to provide for it. It is believed, however, that it is possible to con-

trol enough water to irrigate from 1 to 10 acres of land on each of

thousands of farms where complete irrigation is not possible, and that

this can be done by one of the three following plans: (1) Pumping from

soil water or underground streams; (2) storage in small surface reser-

voirs of storm waters or the irregular ilow of streams; (3) irrigation

with flood water whenever it can be had, usually in the winter and

spring, generally spoken of as winter irrigation.
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Where nn ample supply of underground water can be reached at

depths of LOO feet or Less in the North and 200 feet or less in the South

the farmer can afford to pump water for irrigation. Enough is already

known to make it sure that thousands <>l" farmers can have such sup-

plemental water supply at lifts of 10 to 50 feet. A large percentage

of the water which flows from the mountains or in plains streams sinks

in the sands.

That underground water supplies can be utilized for the irrigation

of large areas and that they are destined to be so utilized is fore-

shadowed by the experience of India, where 13,000,000 acres of land,

or more than is irrigated in the United States, are irrigated from wells.

The recent report of the famine commission of India says that during

the years of drought the greatest saving of life from starvation was

made in the districts irrigated from underground supplies. They
recommend, therefore, the fullest possible extension of irrigation by

pumping in every famine district in India.

The recent developments of irrigation by pumping in the United

States are significant of what is to come. There are 200,000 acres

irrigated from wells in California, the lift in many instances being

over 200 feet. Including rice irrigation, about 750,000 acres of land

are now irrigated in the United States by means of pumps. In the

arid region the greatest development of pumping is where the water

supplies are ample, and the experience there will not serve for the

semiarid district where the limited underground supplies must restrict

both the capacity of the pump and the kind of power used. In India

the average area irrigated from a well is less than an acre. In this

country we are likely to be equally restricted. For the lifting of small

quantities of water the windmill has man}^ advantages, and with

improvements in construction calculated to give it greater strength

and endurance the windmill promises to have a great development as

a power agent. Gasoline and steam engines for large areas are more
satisfactory, but the places where there is enough water in the soil to

make the operation of a gasoline engine profitable are limited in

number and extent, and those where steam can be used still more so.

What the windmill can be made to do in providing the dry farm
with an orchard, a garden, and trees for shade and wind-breaks is

illustrated at Garden City, Kans. Records were obtained by the

Office of Experiment Stations in 1904 of the performance of 72 wind-
mills. These irrigate from a quarter of an acre to 7 acres each, at a

cost of 75 cents to $6 an acre. The crops were worth £12 to $500 an

acre, and included alfalfa, garden vegetables, fruit trees, sugar beets,

corn. cane, and sweet potatoes. a In the last ten years there has not been
a single crop failure where the windmill provided moisture; there were

"Office of Experiment Stations Bulletin lf>S, Separate No. s.
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ial years when the failure on adjoining dry farms wwb complete.

In that region there is not a single fruil t r*'t* growing on nnirrigated

land, the lands watered by the windmills being oas< m a desert so far

a^ fruits and foliage art' ooncerned. This docs not mean thai dry farm-

ing has proven unprofitable, but that it is unattractive and less profit-

able than it would be with irrigation. Plate XLVIIi, figure 1, shows

the method of providing a supplemental water supply for 5 aeresnear

('lie venue, Wyo.
Willows, Cal., is situated above existing ditches and is the center of a

large district devoted almost entirely to growing wheat. The yield of

wheal has been falling oil' for years and the average the present season

(1905) was less than 15 bushels per acre. Recently small areas on dry

farms have been brought under irrigation from wells. The following

is a report of Mr. B. F. Calvert of the sales of products from 1 acre of

land irrigated by means of a 2-horsepower gasoline engine:

Watermelons $300

Btrawberries 200

Blackberries 250

Logan berries 200

Tomatoes 150

Cabbage 100

Total 1, 200

The cost of fuel for the gasoline engine was 50 cents a day. Irri-

gation began the 1st of June and continued to September.

California is not, however, a fair illustration of the average possi-

bilities of irrigation, but the value of the products of small irrigated

areas in other parts of the district avc are considering is surprisingly

large. At San Antonio, Tex., land irrigated from wells rents for

rS'_; r> an acre, and the renter pays the cost of pumping. Many of

these areas planted in sweet potatoes bring returns of $100 to $200 a

year per acre. At Wenatchee, Wash., an acre of apple trees yielded,

in 1901, 1,000 boxes, which sold for $1.75 to $2.25 a box. One-sixth

of an acre of sweet potatoes yielded 35 sacks of 100 pounds each, which

sold for $3 per sack, or at the rate of $630 per acre.

In the past three years a large number of pumps have been put in

to irrigate portions of dry farms in eastern Colorado." One of these

pumps irrigated 50 acres this year (1905)—20 acres for the four men who
own it and 30 acres for others, the charge to the others being 75 cents

an hour for water and use of pump, provided it shall run continuously

for at least one day. Of this 75 cents, 10 cents represents profit and

65 cents interest on investment, cost of running, and deterioration and

assuring life of plant for live years. One of the owners starts the

engine in the morning, and after getting speed regulated lets it run

a See Office of Experiment Stations Bulletin 158, Eeportof Irrigation and Drainage

Investigations for 1904, pp. 595-608.
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itself, visiting it onlj every two or three hours for oiling, etc. The
crops grown on this Land were as follows:

< Yops mi 50 acres irrigated by means of a single />"m/> in i

Crop.
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The entire oost of the reservoir 11,500, from which it is easily

. it bas paid for itself many times over during Its existence!

WINTEB AND SPRING [RBIGATION.

There are hundreds of water courses which arc dry Dearly all the

year, but which carry large quantities of water in spring and after

heavy rains. It* this water should he diverted and allowed to soak

into the subsoil, it would serve the same purpose as summer fallowin

with the added advantage of the production of a crop every year.

This kind of irrigation is commonlv designated as winter irrigation

because the most land can be watered then, but it is here intended to

include irrigation whenever water can be had.

The value of winter irrigation has been demonstrated in Arizona.

Farmers in Salt River Valley provide against shortage of water in

midsummer by filling the subsoil with water in the winter and spring.

This reserve of moisture, while not as effective as abundant irrigation

at the right time, brings yields and profits equal to those of many
humid sections of the East.

\\ inter irrigation is assuming large importance in California. It is

now recognized that wheat farming in that State must give wTay to

rotation of crops. This can be accomplished in many sections by

winter irrigation where it is not possible without, and where water for

summer irrigation can not be had. Figure 101 shows how little sum-

mer rain occurs at Bakerstield, Cal. Yet even here soil thoroughly

saturated in the winter will grow alfalfa and support trees.

For many years farming without irrigation was the prevailing prac-

tice in the Santa Clara Valley in California, but as fruit trees grew
older the lack of rain in summer became a more and more severe drain

on their vitality. While the average rainfall of this section is L6

inches, an average of 10.9 inches of this falls from December to March.
Figure 102 shows how small and irregular is the rainfall in summer.
Many vineyards which flourished wheu the vines were young weakened
and died as they grew older. Irrigation, at first unpopular, began to be

practiced and the practice of filling the subsoil in winter, making it a

covered reservoir, has had large development.

The winter llowr of the creeks in the valley, which possessed little if

any value ten or twelve years ago, being then permitted to flow unused

to the bay, is uow eagerly sought for and is yearly increasing in value.

Of late years a large number of new ditches have been dug and exist-

ing gravity plants extended, so that now almost the entire winter How
of these various creeks is utilized."

Winter irrigation has also proved a boon to the Salinas Valley in

California, where several thousand acres are treated in this manner.

«U. S. Dept. Agr., Office of Experiment Stations Bulletin 158.
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The Salinas River is :i typical stream of the Coasl Range Mountains,

and for two-thirds of its course through the Salinas Valley is dry for

nine months oi' the year and a raging torrent for the other three

months, which for the most part is the period of irrigation. These

three months lie usually between November and February.

B&Aers/v'e/cJ, C&/.
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and during the flood stage of the river the land is thoroughly soaked.

Then, as soon thereafter as the condition oi the land v\ill permit, the

temporary checks arc plowed out and the entire tract of land plowed

to a depth of about I- inches, after winch the sugar beet seeds are

planted, usually in February or March. From this time until the crop

is harvested no further water is received from irrigation and very little

from rain. The soil is constantly cultivated during the growing sea

son. The average yield is I* 1 to L5 tons per acre. The same course U

pursued for raising wheat, barley, potatoes, and beans. The price paid

to water companies for this irrigation is $1.50 peracre.

Another district where winter irrigation has had an extended test is

in the valley of Butter Creek, Oregon. During the months of Janu-

ary, February, and March the flood flow of this creek is spread over

the land, thoroughly saturating the soil to a depth of 8 to 30 feet.

During this irrigation from 6 to 8 acre-feet of water is applied to each

acre of land. This early application of water is all the land receives

during the year. The animal rainfall is only about 10 inches. Crops

are grown almost entirely from the water stored in the soil by the winter

irrigation. The usual practice is to harvest three crops of alfalfa, and

the average animal yield is 7 tons per acre. In addition to the alfalfa,

there are a number of orchards which produce abundantly. Apples,

peaches, apricots, pears, and prunes attain tine development. The

trees surrounding the house shown in Plate XLIX, figure 1, were

grown entirely by winter irrigation.

On the farm of O. F. Thompson, 350 acres are cultivated by winter

irrigation. One field of alfalfa was seeded twenty-five years ago and,

although too old to be in best bearing', it yields good crops of hay.

Some of the apple trees were planted in 1861 and are still in a thrifty,

healthy condition. The pear orchard shown in Plate XLIX, figure 2,

is 25 years old and produces a tine quality of fruit each year, provided

it receives an adequate irrigation in the spring.

The irrigation occurs whenever the creek carries water. Alfalfa

is usually irrigated in February or March, sometimes as late as

April. The orchard is irrigated as late as possible, usually in March

or April. The ordinary methods of irrigation are applied. Water is

kept flowing on the land for a period of eight to ten days, or fcntil the

soil will absorb no more. In average years alfalfa yields two good

crops and pasturage for two or three months. The yield of hay is

5 to 7 tous per acre, which at current prices brings a return of $30 to

$4:0 an acre. The pasturage is worth $1.50 an acre.

CONCLUSIONS.

Leaving out of account fruit-growing sections like the Santa Clara

Valley in California, the foundation of the dry farm should be mixed

husbandry in which stock raising- is the leading feature. Many of the
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Fig. 1 .—Windmill in Use at Cheyenne, Wyo., at Station for Experimenting
with Irrigation as a Supplement to Dry Farming.

Fig. 2.— Reservoir in Use near Cheyenne, Wyo.
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Fig. 1.—Farm Home in Eastern Oregon, Showing Trees Grown by Winter
Irrigation Only.

Fig. 2.—Pear Orchard 25 Years Old, Raised by Winter Irrigat ion.
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drought-resistant crops arc for forage. The experience of the Sacra-

mento Valley has demonstrated thai grain can not begrown continu-

ously. There musl be some provision Tor restoring fertility to the

soil. Furthermore, many of these farms will always be remote from

markets, and live slock can be shipped to better advantage than grain

or hay. Poultry LS one of the most profitable products of the western

farm, and chickens and turkeys will pay as well in dry years as in wet

one-;. •

The dry farm should have a Larger acreage than cither the irrigated

or humid farm. There should be land enough to provide summer
pasturage for stock, and, as it takes from 10 to 100 acres of native

grass to support an animal, this summer pasture must of itself be

larger than the cultivated farm in many sections. With live stock as

a foundation and with alfalfa, vegetables, and fruit grown by irriga-

tion, the dry-farmed portion will insure large crops in wet years and

render the farmer largely immune from losses in years of drought.

The dry farm must have a relatively large area if irrigation is to be

a feature. The reservoir near Cheyenne, Wyo. (PI. XLVIII, fig. 2),

draws the water from six sections of land. The wells used in the irri-

t ion of the tracts reported on would not continue to furnish adequate

water for these areas if an attempt should be made to irrigate all the

land in that vicinity, but they will maintain it perpetually if these

I

wells are widely separated.

It is believed that there are few localities in the arid region where
aough water can not be had for the irrigation of 1 to 10 acres on each

ection. It is remarkable how much can be done with a little water

a-he re rightly used.

The irrigation of 1 acre on a dry farm will make it possible to grow
i wind-break of trees around the farmer's house and barns, which will

•rve as a sha.de in summer and one of the best of protections against

vinds and storms in winter. No range stockman needs argument to

vince him of the value of these wind-breaks, and everyone who
\

]

\r shimmering waves of heat which rise from these graj and
plains in summer appreciates the value of shade and foliage in

lidsummer. It will insure a green lawn for the house, the growing
e of fruits, and a still larger list of the best vegetables

Inch can he produced anywhere. This will do one of two things

>r the farmer: It will save him from an excessive bill for canned

Lfi or from living on a monotonous diet. If 5 acres of land are irri-

I and 1 given to trees, orchards, and garden, 4 will be left for

ps. Planted to alfalfa this will produce 15 to 20 tons of hay

—

ugh t<» support the farmer's milch cows and work horses. What
i he done in the irrigation of 4 acres under intensive cultivation is

>wn by tin- returns of pumping plants. That much land will sup-

it a farmer in dry years if he grows nothing on the rest of his farm.
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These returns are no1 exceptional. They are a fev of many simil

ones gathered by the engineers of the Office of Experimi tations

in nil parts of the semiarid region.

h» considering the relation of irrigation to the dry farm we have

thus far dealt only with Its value in the complete irrigation of a small

part of the farm, but this alone leaves out of account a kind of irriga-

tion which is possible wherever a storage reservoir can be built and

water* held for emergency use on the dry-farmed fields. Everyone

familiar with irrigation knows what can be accomplished by a little

red water to be applied in times of excessive drought. It often

happens that a single and scanty irrigation will result in an abundant

yield, where there would otherwise be a complete failure. The

experiment station at Stillwater, Okla., is building a reservoir for this

kind of emergency use. The station is carrying on experiments in the

breeding of drought-resistant varieties of corn. It always has to face

the possibility of a year of such excessive drought that without a

supplemental water supply the entire crop might be killed. The reser-

voir which is being built will not be used unless necessity arises to save

the crop, but it will always be on hand for that purpose. Supplemental

irrigation is the insurance of the dry farm, whether the water is con-

fined to intensive cultivation of a small tract or used in emergencies

on larger areas. Used in either way, its value is so great that farmers

need only an understanding of methods to secure its general adoption.

The Office of Experiment Stations is now studying two phases of

this question: (1) Cost and methods of providing a water supply, and

(2) the tools and methods for the distribution of the water and the

cultivation of the soil to secure its economical use. Bulletins giving

practical advice along these lines will be published from time to time

as experiments and investigations bring delinite results.



NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN SUBTROPICAL FRUIT
GROWING.

By P. II. Rolfs,

Pathologist m Charge of the Subtropical Laboratory, Bureau <>j Pi'ant Industry.^

INTRODUCTION.

Agricultural problems in the Tropics and Subtropics until recently

have been confined principally to products which will not deteriorate

by being carried long distances in slow sailing vessels. The chief

productions hitherto have been rubber, tobacco, fibers, and similar

materials. The principal reason for this has been that ocean trans-

portation has been slow and irregular. With the advent of new steam-

ship lines and better railway facilities, together with an increased

demand for food supplies, it has become possible to transport quickly

and without loss large quantities of such perishable products as fruits.

The possibility of making the production of fruits a thorough finan-

cial success has been sufficiently tested to make it no longer open to

question. Business men of means are now planting orchards as rapidly

as the necessary nursery stock can be supplied. For persons of smaller

capital there is a most excellent opening in growing the plants to sup-

ply such stock. The demand is considerably in advance of the supply,

especially for grafted and budded trees. The difficulties in the way of

providing this line of nursery stock are somewhat greater than in the

case of citrus and deciduous fruit trees, but the selling price is from

six to ten times as great, and the margin of profit is much greater.

The direct personal attention of a most capable worker is, however,

required.

AVOCADO.

The avocado, known by many names in the various tropical coun-

tries of America, is a salad fruit, occupying a place more nearly com-

parable with the olive than any other fruit. In the markets of the

United States it is sometimes called " avocado pear" and "alligator

pear," but the name '"avocado" Is now more generally used than

either of the others. There is no good reason for continuing such a

barbarism of language as •"alligator pear," since the term "avocado"

* Since this paper was prepared Mr. Rolfs has become the Director of the Florida

Agricultural Experiment .Station at Lake City, Fla.
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i> sufficiently distinctive, and the word "pear" is altogether ;i mis-

nomer. Mr. (i. V Collins, in his paper on this fruit, shows thai no

Less than 48 common names arc applied to it, though it is almost

unknown outside of the American Tropics. This speaks volumes for

in popularity

.

Chemical analysis brings out the fac< that the-ripe fruit contains from

LO to L5 per cent of fat, clearly indicating its value as a food. A- a

breakfast food it is of superior excellence. Adding pepper and sail as

condiments and a teaspoonful of lime juice makes it a dish to plea

an epicure. However much it may fail to please on first trial, one is

almost certain to become extravagantly fond of it if he continues to

live in tile Tropics. It is, indeed, the rare exception to find a person

living in the section where good ripe fruit may he obtained in quan-

tity who is not extremely fond of the avocado. Fruits picked green

and ripened in a crate are as far from the real thing as are green

tomatoes from ripe ones. Then, too, there are as great varietal varia-

tions as in other cultivated fruits. The tree is easily budded and

readily transplanted,* so there is no need of planting and growing

edling orchards. A variety lately imported from Mexico by the

Bureau of Plant Industry has passed through a freeze of 15.5° F.

with a loss of only the smaller limbs. This hardiness greatly increases

the possibilities of extending the range of this fruit.

D8ES OF THE FRUIT.

The most primitive way of using the avocado is to cut it into halves,

remove the seed, and dip out the meat with a teaspoon; it should

cut readily, and yet should come out neither oily nor mushy. A rancid

avocado is simply nauseating, and a green one not edible. The addi-

tion of salt and pepper in no wise detracts from its flavor, and the

novice may prefer to add a teaspoonful of lime juice, lemon juice, or

vinegar to give it piquancy. A very small quantity o( sugar may be

used to reduce the sharpness of the acid. Mayonnaise, or even oil, is

sometimes added, but this would seem entirely superfluous, since tin

fruit already contains so large a percentage of fatty matter. People

accustomed to the use of sugar and cream with fruits sometimes add

those. In hotels and restaurants the avocado is often cut into small

cubes or thin slices and served in small dishes. This is done to econ-

omize the fruit, as a single avocado will till six such dishes, while if

served in the " half shell" it would suffice for only two people. The
dressing or condiments used when sliced are the same as when served

in the half shell. The ripe fruit, cut into cubes a half or a third of an

"The Avocado, a Salad Fruit from the Tropics, Bui. 77, Bureau of Plant Industry,

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1905.

& Rolfs, P. H., The Avocado in Florida, Bui. 01, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, 1904, p. 17.
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inch in size, is frequently mixed with minced salads. At times it is

added to lobster and shellfish salad, to which it- imparts a pleasing

nutty Savor. In Mexico and other Central American countries small

cubes of avocado are added to soup as it is served. This imparts to

the soup an agreeable nutty flavorthal is pleasing to the novice.

A mixed sweet pickle made up largely of avocado cubes has h< en

prepared. Thoroughly ripened fruit, was chosen and prepared before

it had softened, as otherwise it would have become mushy in cooking,.

PROPAGATION.

Tut il very recently the propagation of avocado trees as a commercial

enterprise was not undertaken, and the only method employed to

extend the culture was to plant the seed where the tree was expected

to fruit. Under this method no extensive plantings were made, since

the resulting crop proved too variable and uncertain. All species of

plants grown from seed are subject to variation. Our principal fruit

trees, without exception, must be propagated by asexual means to

obtain even an approximately uniform product. It has been asserted

frequently that the avocado comes true to seed, and until the growing

of it was taken up for commercial purposes this view was generally

accepted. In fact, only a few years ago it was generally believed

that avocados could not be budded, and it has been but recently

demonstrated that budding and grafting are practicable.

Mr. Henry Davis, a speaking before the Farmers' Institute of Hawaii.

February 4, 1905, said:
U
I can positively state that I have planted

seed from selected fruit, both as to size and quality, and the resulting

tree upon bearing produced fruit entirely different from the original.*'

The experience in Florida 6 with seedling avocados is quite the same as

in the Hawaiian Islands.

The budded orchard has so many advantages over one consisting of

seedlings that it is not at all probable that any grower would plant

Is in order to establish an orchard. A few good varieties can now
he obtained in limited quantit}r from nurserymen. The present high

prices indicate a strong demand for the stock rather than a difficulty

in the operation of budding. There are now thousands of seedlings

that are producing fruit; among these will be found a few of such

superior excellence that buds ought to be taken from them for

propagation.

BUDDINC.

The simplest form, known as shield budding, is the best one to

employ for the avocado. This not only proves very successful, but

admit- of being done most rapidly. The operation is very simple and

i topical Agricnlturist, XXV, l'56.

& Eolfe, P. II.. The Avocado in Florida, Bui. 61, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, 1904, pp. 21-l; :;.
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readily Learned. A longitudinal cul ie made in fchi I or 2

inches long, followed by a transverse cul cither at the tipper or lo

end of the Longitudinal one. This makes a cut shaped like a T or an

inverted 1 (fig. 104). The Made of the budding knife or the ivory end

is then inserted into the Longitudinal cui and the bark Lifted bo as to

permit the bud to be slipped into place. A bud on the bud slick

(tii;-. Lot')) is then chosen. Here care must be exercised not to get a

8 I

6...

0...

0...

a.

Pig. 108.—Shield

bud cut out

preparatory to

insertion.

Pig. 104.—Seed-

ling avocado
stock with
shield bud in-

serted.

I

Fig. 105.— hield

bud wrapped
with waxed
cloth.

Fig. IOC—Bud stick; a, a, etc.,

"live" buds in vai

of development; h, b, eU ..

blind buds which should not

be used.

" blind " bud (tig. 106, 1 1), but a live one (fig. 106, a a, and tig. 103). In

cutting a bud the knife should be forced deep enough into the bud stick

to cut out a small portion of wood. The bud is then inserted in the

most convenient way, either right end up or the reverse. When the

bud has been inserted firmly, if a portion should project beyond the

crosscut, it can be cut off and the bud fitted into place. The bud may

then be wrapped with the waxed tape commonly used in budding or

grafting (tig. 105). In a dry climate or during a dry season waxed tape

is better than twine or raffia for wrapping, as it prevents the bud from

drying out before it has had time to "take." The time required for

a bud to " take" depends entirely upon the condition of the stock; if

it is growing vigorous^, as is usually the case in a nursery, twelve to
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twenty (lavs will be sufficient. After the twelfth day a few buds

should be examined; if they show a plumpness Indicating thai they

have increased in size, it proves (hat they have taken. After a little

practice, even the novice in tin 4 work will he able to judge whether the

buds have taken or not.

When the buds have taken, the wrapping should be removed, and a

week or two weeks later the stock should he lopped. Here is where

considerable difficulty will be experienced, as a vigorous-growing

avocado stem will snap oil' rather than be lopped. If the entire top is

taken oil' it is apt to prove, fatal to the bud. Where the stock happens

to be very brittle it becomes necessary to resort to ringing; this should

be done 2 or more inches above the bud. Where ringing has to be

practiced it should be followed by cutting back the growing tip- of

the stock so as to force the bud along, and any buds of the stock that

have been forced into growth as a result of the ringing should be

removed.

As soon as the buds have grown to the desired size and the wood has

matured, the trees must be taken from the nursery and set out in the

places they are to occupy in the orchard. In transplanting, a con-

siderable portion of the top should be cut off; otherwise the amount of

evaporation from the leaves will be too great for the plant and the

death of the tree will result. The extent to which the top must be

cut back will depend upon the proportion of the roots that has been

lost in the digging. When the trees have been set out, some kind

of shade should be provided to protect them from the direct rays of

the sun. This can be most readily accomplished by employing palm

leaves, which are easily procured throughout the region where avocados

grow.
MARKETING.

At the present time avocados are shipped in tomato crates, eggplant

crates, barrels, and even in other kinds of packages; consequently

there can be no uniformity in quotations. In the local markets they

are sold by the dozen, the prices varying according to size and appear-

ance—the largest ones bringing the highest price. In size they range

from a few ounces to 3i pounds, both extremes being somewhat
unusual. Avocados ranging in size from a pound to a pound and a

half seem the most desirable to meet the conditions of the grower and

the seller. As the bulk of the crop is at present borne by seedlings,

there are a- many varieties of fruit as there were trees to produce it.

which makes grading and sorting according to size impracticable and

• I packing difficult.

In the matter of ripening there is also great variation. Some h

will mature nearly all their fruit so that the whole crop may be

gathered at one time, while others have to be picked over several

times, and a few trees extend their ripening period over three month.-.
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EXTEN'I "i ORCHARDS.

The orchards that are now producing fruil are rarely more than 2

acres in extent, l>ui the budded orchards recently set out range in size

up to L5 acres, having been limited by the number of trees procurable.

The trees are usually planted at the rate of 80 to LOO per acre and c<

about $1.50 apiece. This price tends to deter the man of very small

means from planting avocadog, since it is possible for him to buy three

to five times as man\ citrus trees for an equal amount of money. It i^

possible, however, to secure an orchard of considerable size with no

great outlay, since by his own labor the grower can secure the seed,

plant his nursery, and set out his own orchard, costing him not more

than 10 to 25 cents per tree in addition to his labor.

MANOO.

The mango (PI. L) is one of the most beautiful fruits placed on the

American markets. The varieties range in color from lighl lemon to

dark scarlet, and also various shades of green. In form the fruits vary

considerably, but in general they may be described as unsymmetrically

heart-shaped. Some sorts, like the variety called "Bishop," are very

Long and narrow, while others, notably those belonging to the apricot

mango group, are short and thick. The skin is smooth and usually

covered with a slight waxy bloom. Since the mango is one of the

fruits that have come to us from the Orient, it has had the advantage of

hundreds of years' cultivation and selection. It is one witli which tin*

traveler in eastern countries becomes acquainted and which lie always

recalls with much pleasure.

It should not be supposed for an instant that all mangoes are good man-

goes, any more than that all peaches are good. Some seedling mango
trees, the descendants of a fine parental variety, are simply abominable,

but a tine specimen of a well-ripened Mulgoba mango is luscious and

fragrant. The aromatic principle i^ decidedly pleasant and has a

quality peculiarly its own, and the fruit is not to be compared with

any other known to the writer.

There is nothing that confuses a novice so much as his first experi-

ence in using the fruit. Of course, it can be pared and sliced before

serving, but in this way the aromatic principle escapes, so that one

enjoys merely a sweet, subacid, slippery something that hints at a

mango. In some cases the fruit is served accompanied with a three-

tined fork/' the side prongs being only a fraction of an inch long,

while the middle one is stronger and longer than those usually found

on table forks. This middle prong is thrust deeply into the fruit at

the stem end, enabling one to hold the fruit firmly, remove the skin,

"Collins, G. X., The Mango in Porto Rico, Bui. 28, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, VXYA, PI. VI, fig. 3.
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Fig. 1.—Method of Eating the Mulgoba Mango.

Fig. 2.—Cluster of Mangoes.
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in,! then slice off the meat. This is not possible with the fibrous seed-

i ii-'w frequent l\ found in I he market

.

Another oa«> w .-

1 \ of handling this fruit is to cut with :i penknife or

ther sharp instrument around the stem a circle about three fourths

nch in diameter, and then ;i similar circle at the distal end; t hen place

middle finger of the left hand within the circle made at the stem

and ili»' thumb within the circle made at the distal end, and wii h a

p knife out the skin into six or eight longitudinal segments; i In mi.

•lacing the blade of the knife under n segment at the stem end. it

be pulled off with ease. This operation is continued until all the

nits have been removed, after winch the fleshy part can he cut

>il readily with a table knife, cutting from the stem toward the apex.

With the tine varieties, such as the Mulgoba and most of the Manila

nangoes, no Mich difficulty is encountered, since the (iber is so much
ced that the flesh} part may be cut out with a teaspoon, as is done

A'ith a cantaloupe, the fruit being prepared before serving by making
in \ cut on each side and peeling the corners hack as far as possible,

ind then putting them into place to prevent the aroma from escaping.

lo use the fruit the corners are turned hack and the melting pulp

lipped out with a spoon, as shown in Plate L, figure 1.

Another wav of serving this variety is to cut the fruit in half and

»ve the seed. The only fibers noticeable in this sort are at the

of the sei d. If the fruit be cut into longitudinal halves h\ nin-

the knife near the edge of the seed, one-half of the fibers will

:oiui hose remaining may then be readily broken, when the seed

ivill come free from the other half. A vory primitive way of eating

seedling mangoes, and one thoroughly enjoyed by hoy-, is to seize

Ipe fruit, force the teeth into the skin at the stem end. pull off

after strip until the fruit is completely peeled, and then munch
lelicious fibrous ma--.

mango is -till too new on the market to he thought of to any

I for culinary purposes. In India it i.- -aid to he used in a great

different way-. It i- frequently employed as an ingredient in

;hut; y&. Che green fruit- have been employed in various ways for

sauce and for making pi M. a o pie, made of the green fruit

i i lilj distinguished from rhubarb pie. The ripe fruits make an

llenl marmalade, which has a character of it- own and is relished

i.e who i- fond of tin- class of preserve

PBOPA<

Th ; harrier in the wa\ of a more rapid introduction

i. > ban been the difficulty of bud< and grafting. For a cone

ime there 1 beli< I \ arietiee came t rue

i
It is quite true that the seed I

L

>me true i<» seed within

the limit- of a race, if cross-pollination with another race has not
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taken place, but the variations that occur in :i seedling orchard arc too

it to make it a profitable undertaking. Each race has its own
peculiarities, and cross-pollination has more or less obliterated the

demarcations. Nearly all the fruit that has been marketed has been

produced from seedling trees, and no one has considered it a suffi-

ciently sale commercial project to plant these on an extensive scale.

With tlie advent of the line Indian varieties the matters of propagating

ami planting out are being pushed as rapidly jus the material at hand

will permit.

Fruit trees arc usually propagated most rapidly by budding, but in

the case of mangoes some obstacles are met that are not encountered

in the propagation of avocados. For one thine-, the bud wood of the

mango requires a longer time to mature sufficiently to be used to best

advantage. The stock must also be in first-class thriving condition to

make the buds take well. The most successful method of budding has

been found to be the patch bud. This is accomplished by removing
from the stock a piece of bark a half inch wide by an inch and a half

long-, approximately, and fitting into this a similar-shaped piece of

bark, in the center of which is contained a bud from the bud stick.

Then the bud is wrapped with waxed tape, as deseribed in the para-

graph on budding the avocado. The degree of success attained

depends upon the rapidity and skill with which the work is done.

After the buds have grown well considerable difficulty is encountered

in transplanting the trees to the orchard.

Inarching, while an ancient method, is still the most successful,

though probably not the cheapest means of propagating the mango.

It has a great advantage over budding in that the scion wood can be

used as soon as the '•flush" has hardened, while in budding at least

two Hushes have to be sacrificed to secure bud wood that has matured

sufficiently. It is true that one bud stick will usually have a dozen

buds, but many of these same buds would sprout later and produce

terminals for inarching.

In preparing stock for inarching it is necessary to have it in some

kind of pot to enable one to move it to the tree from which the branch

to be inarched is to be secured. Experiments at the Subtropical Lab-

oratory, Miami, Fla., have shown that the best form of pot available

is one made from 5-inch shingles. Enough is sawed from the thinner

ends of the shingles to leave them 12 inches long. Four of these

shingles are lightly nailed together and a piece 5 inches square and

one-half inch thick is used for the bottom of the pot. When properly

constructed such a box-pot would be approximately 5 inches square

and 12 inches deep. By putting a strand of rather thin galvanized

wire about the pot 3 inches from the bottom and another wire 2 inches

from the top, it is made strong enough to be handled with perfect

safety. When the inarched plant is to be set out, the wires are cut
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with :t pair of clippers ami the shingles are pried apart with a hatchet,

enabling one t<> remove the plant with no injury whatever iodic r<

The next operation in inarching is to bring the slock into contact

with the scion. A fully matured end oi a limb is chosen as the scion;

the stock in a pot is then placed either on a scaffolding or other sup-

port in such a manner that the scion and slock can be brought into

direct contact; then a strip of about, 3 inches in length is cut from the

side i)l* the scion, penetrating through the hark and taking out only a

small piece of wood. A similar cut is made on the stock. If these

two cuts have been made properly, their flat surfaces can be brought
into neat contact, when the stock and scion are bound firmly together

with a stout twine. In the course of two weeks the wound should be

examined carefully without loosening the twine, and, if the cut sur-

faces are beginning to knit, a V-shaped cut should be made on the scion,

below the juncture. This cut should extend about one-third through

the limb. At the end of the third week the cut may be deepened

nearly to the middle of the scion, and this operation may be repeated

at the end of each succeeding week, gauging the cutting so as to

sever the scion from the tree in six weeks. Where the conditions of

growth have not been favorable, the cutting operations should not be

begun so soon, and the final cutting should not be done before eight

weeks or even longer. Each time a cut is made on the scion a sim-

ilar cut should be made on the stock above the wound. After the scion

has been separated and the top of the stock taken off, the inarched

mango should be returned to the plant house for two to three weeks to

allow time for a more complete adjustment of the scion to the stock

before setting out into the orchard.

VAEIETIES.

Strictly speaking, there is only one variety of mango fruiting in

Florida at present that is generally distributed and true to name, viz,

the Mulgoba. There are many other so-called varieties, but as the

trees are seedlings the product is by no means uniform in quality.

The race commonly called No. 11 has been exploited as coming true

to seed, but the fruits, now that the trees are bearing, vary as greatly

as do seedling oranges. While this race has a certain general resem-

blance in color and shape (see PI. L, fig. 2), the flavor or taste of the

fruits varies from the most palatable to the most insipid, and e

repulsive. In size and quantity of fiber present the mango is also

quite variable, and there is a considerable variation in the date of

ripening of different trees.

Even the mango known in Mexico as the Manila, and said to be the

same as the " Philippine" of Cuba, is found to be exceedingly varia-

ble in shape, size, and edible qualities. The growers of this fruit

are very positive in their assertions that it comes true to seed. A very
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brief examination by one familiar with mangoes, however, is sufficient

bo show that different trees bear fruits that are distinctly different in

shap . and quantity of fiber.

For commercial purposes the planter should strive t«> have in his

orchard forearly ripening the best selections from the No. l l ami the

Manila races, (^v midseason the Gordon, and for late season the Mul-

ffoba. A single fruit of the Manila mango brings as much in t lit*

Mexican market a- a dozen of the common kinds. The Mulgoba is

of such superior excellence that it will sell at a high price even when
the market is tilled with other fruit.

MARKETING.

The mango ripens from April to about the Last of June. This is an

opportune time o( the year from the grower's standpoint, a- the fruit

can be placed on the market earlier than the hulk of southern peaches

and northern bush fruits. The tomato crate i- most commonly use I

for shipping the mango.

Of the line Indian varieties the Mulgoba mangoes have been selling

for 25 cents apiece. The prices obtained for the common fruit in the

local markets of Florida and in the larger cities on the Gulf an -
i

satisfactory that very little effort has been made to introduce the

mango into new markets. A considerable quantity of the fruit is so

inferior that it is absolutely valueless, except to furnish seed for prop

agation. Fine mangoes sell for from 20 to 4c cents a dozen on the tree,

ami good bearing trees in south Florida have produced 150 dozen

each. On such trees the fruits hang in clusters (Fl. L. fig. *2).

SAPODILLA.

The sapodilla, as rough as a russet apple and as Luscious as a peach

(Fl. LI, figs. 1 and 2), has. the disadvantage o( being American in origin.

The great trend of tourist travel has been toward the Orient, and there

these travelers have learned to know the oriental fruits and to like

them. The sapodilla is as good as many welFknowu fruit-, yet it is

almost unknown in any market- except those on the Gulf of Mexico

and the east coast of Florida. There is no more difficulty in shipping

this fruit than in shipping peaches. It grows without cultivation on

the Bahamas, and stands the winter as far north as Palm Reach, Fla.,

where large trees have been producing heavy crops for many year-.

It grows wild in all the warmer portions of Mexico, and is common
in the West Indie- and throughout Central America and northern South

America. In Mexico the fruit is a great favorite with the natives,

both in the woods and in the market.-.

The tree make- a handsome one for ornamental planting, being con-

ical in outline, with thick, waxy, evergreen leaves (Pi. LI, tig. 2).

The Sowers are ineonspieuous, and are borne in a heavy rosette of
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Leaves. In its native habitat the tree grows to be one of the tallest in

the forest, but heavy-fruiting trees rarely attain to more than 30 feet

in height.

In the Bahamas and on the keys of Florida the fruit is "picked with

b club," thrown into a basket or barrel, and dumped at the market. A
fruit t hat can stand such handling and still be salable certainly deserves

better treatment. It has been possible to ship fruit picked in this way
to Washington and New York and find it in good condition upon
arrival.

The great obstacle to the introduction of the sapodilla is its growth

on seedling trees. The resulting product is exceeding^ variable, both

in time of ripening and in quality of fruit. This defect is not unavoid-

able, but is rather due to lack of attention and want of persistent effort.

The tree may be budded, and it may also be transplanted with a fair

degree of certaint}\ The ordinary shield bud, such as is employed in

the budding of avocados, is fairly successful.

VARIETIES.

The variations in quality, size, and'shape of the sapodilla areas numer-

ous as the trees, all the fruit grown at the present time being from
seedling trees. Cultivation and fertilization, however, improve this

fruit as well as any other. Among the trees grown on the Florida

keys are specimens that produce fruit as large as a medium-sized apple.

The flavor is usually rather mild in aromatic principle, though varia-

tions in this respect occur. In sugar content the fruit ranks rather

high. Some trees bear fruit that is nearly seedless, while others bear

sapodillas having as many as ten or a dozen seeds. Selection and

budding will make great improvements in this respect. In the markets

the fruits are usually graded according to shape and size, viz, large,

medium, and small; round, flat, and long. Some growers have trees

which produce fruits of superior excellence, and these become known
in local markets and are in demand accordingly.

MARKETING.

At the present time the sapodilla is shipped onl}T in small quantities,

the tomato crate, with carriers, being used. In this way the fruit

arrives in Washington and New York in good condition for the retail

market, and is quickly bought by those familiar with it. For the

near-by markets the ordinary way, as has been said, is to knock or

shake the fruit off the tree, then pick it up and carry it in boxes, bas-

kets, or barrels to the place of sale. The usual selling prices range

from 10 to 25 cents a dozen, while the very tine, large specimens, grown
by a few people only, are carefully picked and taken to Key West or

Miami, Fla., where they sell readily for $1 a dozen.

3 A1905 29
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m GAB APPLE.

The sugar apple (PI. LI, tig. ;>) should be classed among the bud-

tropical bush fruits. While a tew specimens attain the size of a small

tree, the plant begins to bear when only 2 years old and about 8

feet tall. The hush is very ornamental as well as useful. Ordinarily

one has to acquire a taste for the fruit, the flavor being obscured by

its large percentage of sugar, but after growing accustomed to it the

flavor becomes apparent and is well liked.

The plant is not a very profuse bearer and is grown entirely from

seed, though buds take rather readily. The matured fruits become

edible in a week or ten days, making it necessary to place them in the

hands of the consumer as soon as possible. The maturing of the fruits

is indicated by the segments opening and showing a cream-colored

space between. The sugar apple should not be eaten until it has

softened to about the consistency of a ripe peach. Then the fruit is

broken into halves and eaten with a teaspoon.

CERIMAN.

The ceriman (PI. L1I) has been grown in many conservatories in the

United States. At the Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, a single

plant occupied many square feet of wall space, and at Fairmount Park,

Philadelphia, a plant has climbed to the highest part of the conserva-

tory; but in such locations it is by no means as fruitful as when grow-

ing on the ground under a pineapple shed (PI. LII, tig. o).

The plant belongs to the peculiar family of aroids, the most familiar

example of which in the temperate part of the United States is the

Indian turnip, or jack-in-the-pulpit. The bloom in some respects

resembles a gigantic calla (PI. LII, tig. 1), and normally the plant is a

climber, attaching itself by large roots either to walls in conservatories

or to trees in its native home. For fruit production it should not

be permitted to reach any support which will enable it to grow more

than a foot or two from the ground. Under such conditions the plant

grows slowly and makes a great number of leaves and very short

internodes. The trunk becomes 4 or 5 inches in diameter and sends

out an abundance of large flowers.

The fruit (PL LII, tig. 2) ripens in fourteen to eighteen months
from the time of blooming. It can be grown in all regions where no

freezing occurs; light frosts do not prove injurious. The flavor of

the ripe fruit is most delicious. It has been described as partaking

of the qualities of the pineapple and banana. Its mild, subacid taste

is penetrating, but not heavy, and the aroma is delightful. The ripen-

ing of the fruit is shown by the lower portion becoming yellow.

After a fewT days the covering of the lower segments begins to peel

and will fall off at the touch. After this it will require several days

before the apex of the fruit has fully ripened.
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Fig. 1. -Rusty Sapodilla Fruits and Dark
Green Foliage.

Fig. 2.—Inconspicuous Sapodilla Bloom
in a Rosette of Leaves.

Fig. 3.—Sugar-apple Twig and Fruit.
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Fig. 1.—Ceriman Bloom Opening Like a

Gigantic Calla.
Fig. 2.—A Ripe Ceriman Fruit, 14 Inches

Long.

Fig. 3.—Ceriman Fruiting in Half Shade.
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PROP m. ITION \M> CULTIVATION.

The best way of propagating the ceriman is by cutting the trunk

into segments, being careful to have at Least one uninjured bud to each

portion. When nit in tin* proper manner each segment will have at

least one leaf, the blade of which may be cut off. When the stem is

cut into segments these should be allowed to stand in the Bhade for a

day or two before planting. This permit- the cut surfaces to dry

down and serves the purpose of callousing. After this the piece- may
be planted in the place where they are to grow. If the soil be

from drying out, there will be no great clanger of the segments being

stroyed. The most tardy one- may be six months in sprouting".

The most suitable soil is either a very light loam or a sandy one

which contains considerable humus, and it should never become flooded

or water-logged. The best location for growing this crop is in half

shade, such as is produced by a pineapple shed.a (See PL LII, fig.

The bright sun scalds the leaves in summer, and the light frost- in

winter also cause injury to the leaves if the plant be grown in the

open. Under large trees the plants thrive only moderately well, since

the distribution of sunlight is somewhat uneven and during' the drv

season the soil under the trees becomes intensely dry. A good, heavy
mulching should be provided, and for manurial purposes a good pine-

apple fertilizer'' will be found best. It requires two to three years

from the time of setting out for the plants so propagated to come into

bearing. Plants may be grown from seed, but they will require a

year or two longer to come into bearing, after which they will pro-

duce continuously for years.

The cultivation is of the simplest kind. There is no necessity for

stirring the soil if the ground be kept mulched. Under such condi-

tion- very few weeds occur, and these may be destroyed at compara-
tively little expense.

GUAVA.

The guava (Iridium guqjava) is most peculiar in that when ripe its

odor i- usually very offensive to the uninitiated, but after a consid-

erable familiarity with it the odor is no longer disagreeable and most
people like it. Not a few, especially those who are familiar with a

variety of odors, consider it pleasant from the first.

Commercially, the guava is the leader of the jelly fruits. The fact.

however, that it decays soon after ripening makes it impossible to

keep it on the market, as is done with ordinary fruit-. Jelly facto-

ries have to be established near the place where the fruit is grown.

a See Fanners' Bulletin >'o. 140, U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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but- with ^ood 1:1 i 1 w :i \ service guavas may be transported 800 miles

without danger *»t" loss. For immediate borne use large quantities are

sent annually by express to all portions of the United States south <>f

the Ohio River and also to Nm York.

The fact that the ripe fruit does not remain in good condition for

more than three or lour days makes it also imperative that it be sent

oulv to customers who order it in advance, These people find it the

cheapest jelly fruit in the market, in spite of the fact that the express

charges are from £1 to $1.50 a crate. Even at a cost o( *-j.;>o to $8 a

crate delivered, it is considered the cheapest jelly fruit obtainable.

The cost o( t ho jelly when made by the private consumer amounts to

less than lo cents a glass, including the cost ^[' tumblers. On the

market the same quantity costs 80 to 80 cents. For transportation to

northern markets t ho fruit has to be picked when it is just turning

yellow. The guavas are then wrapped singly and placed in
u carriers,,s

six of which till a tomato crate. For points as readily accessible as

Washington, D. C, the fruit, without wrapping, may be put in car-

riers and shipped.

'Trial shipments have been made to the best fruit stores in t ho larger

eastern cities, but they can not handle guavas profitably, since the

fruit decays bo soon.

No extensive guava orchards have been planted, as the market has

been somewhat uncertain. During the height of the season the jelly

factories usually take all the fruit offered them at 75 cents to si :l

bushel. These prices are remunerative, since the fruit is merely

shaken from the trees, picked up, and delivered. For shipping pur-

poses the uniform charge for the fruit is £l a crate. In the southern

extremity of Florida, in addition to the regular crop, there are guavas

ripening throughout the entire year. These find ready sale in the

local markets at good prices.

.ll-:i.l. V AND OT11KK CONSKKYKS.

Large quantities o( guava jelly are annually imported from Porto

Rico and Cuba in addition to that made in Florida. In color this jelly

varies from light amber to dark wine. For commercial purposes the

latter is preferred, A straw-colored or almost colorless jelly may be

made from the white-tleshed varieties. The red-tleshed varieties are

preferred, however, and by varying the cooking the shade 4 desired is

easily obtained. The main crop ripens during July and August, At.

this time the factories buy the fruit, as previously stated, at 75 cents

to SI a bushel, depending upon the extent o( competition and the size

of the crop.

The fruit is picked up every morning and taken to the factory, where

it is weighed and later sorted to remove any bad fruit that may have
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been delivered. It is then tinned into a boiler for preliminary cook-

ing, after which the juice is filtered through a heavy, coarse fabric,

which prevents any of the pulp from passing through. The juice is

then bottled, or put into jars, sterilized by means of heat, sealed, and

kept in these vessels until the jelly IS wanted on the market. The
quantity desired is then taken from the containers, sugar is added, and

the juice is boiled long enough to give the proper color, when it is

placed in the jelly containers and sent to the market. The fancy

product is put up in glass jars, sealed and labeled properly, while the

cheaper grades are placed in paper boxes, in which form the jelly is sold

as cheap as 20 cents a pound at retail.

In addition to jelly, another product is made that resembles it in firm-

ness, but which might be briefly described as jellied marmalade. This

preparation is known by several names, as guava cheese, guava paste,

etc. It is molded in various cubical or oblong shapes and wrapped in

oiled paper. The formulas for making it are very numerous, but in

general it is composed of the best of the guava pulp, containing suf-

ficient juice to cause it to become firm like jelly when properly cooked

with sufficient sugar. In addition to jelly and cheese, wine and vinegar

are also made from the guava, both of which are said to be excellent.

Canned guavas are rarely seen outside of the guava belt, but they

make a fine appearance and are delicious. To prepare them for can-

ning, the firm, ripe fruits are chosen, pared and quartered, and then

treated like any other fruit. The more fastidious housekeepers choose

the thick-meated guavas, and seed them in addition to paring. The
fruit that has become too ripe to make good jelly or is not firm enough
for canning may still be used for marmalade. For immediate table

use sliced guavas with sugar and cream make an excellent dessert.

PROPAGATION.

In all the regions where guavas are grown they occur spontaneously.

This is due to the fact that birds and poultry are fond of the ripe fruit,

and so disseminate the seed rather widely. Most of the trees that are

now fruiting are seedlings and of exceedingly variable quality. The
seed germinates readily and the seedlings are very hardy.

The guava may. however, be budded, grafted, or "struck" from
cuttings or from root cuttings. All of these processes are more or less

difficult. The best time of year for budding, so far as known, is in the

early spring, about February, when a fair percentage of shield buds

will take. The skin of the nursery stock is apt to be rather thin and

not tenacious; consequently the operation is somewhat tedious. Graft-

ing may be accomplished by the ordinary whip graft during the semi-

dormant period of winter. The graft should be made low on the stock,

so that the scion can be covered with soil to prevent drying out while
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the union is being made. Mr. E. V Keasoner finds that half-ripened

w ood m:i\ be used for " striking," but tin' bed should be provided

with bottom heat. Root cuttings are said to strike readily. Another

method of propagating practiced to some extent is to cut sonic of the

smaller roots that are about a half inch in diameter and pull the cut

end so as to bring it above the ground, allowing it to remain in this

position. In the course of a few weeks shoots will start from the

end above the ground. These may then be transplanted in the usual

way.

"Bailey's Cyclopedia of Horticulture, Vol. 11, p. 699.



PROLONGING THE LIFE OF TELEPHONE POLES.

By Henry Grinnell,

Assistant Forest Inspector, Forest Service.

THE DEMAND FOR POLES.

The extraordinary increase in the use of the telephone and tele-

graph during the last few years, combined with the fast-diminishing

supply of timber used in pole-line construction, has led the telephone

and telegraph companies to take great interest in experiments to find

the best and most practical method for increasing the length of serv-

ice of poles and cross arms. Bulletin No. 17, "Telephones and Tele-

graphs, 1902," recently issued hj the Bureau of the Census, Depart-

ment of Commerce and Labor, shows that in 1902 there were approxi-

mately 422,000 miles of telephone and 238,000" miles of telegraph

pole lines in operation in the United States. A report lately pub-

lished by the Bell Telephone System shows that since 1902 its sub-

scribers' stations have increased from about 1,000,000 to 1,800,000,

and all indications point to an equal, if not a more rapid, increase in

the near future. Reports of other companies also show large growth

for the last three or four }
rears. It is therefore probably safe to

assume that there are at the present time fully 800,000 miles of pole

line in operation in the United States.

SUPPLY OF POLE-LINE CONSTRUCTION TIMBERS.

Of the timbers used for poles, chestnut and northern, southern, and

Idaho cedar easily rank first. Longleaf and shortleaf pine, red cedar,

cypress, redwood, locust, catalpa, and several of the oaks are used,

but in much smaller numbers, and their employment is generally con-

fined to the region of their growth. Still other timbers are used, but

in numbers insignificant in comparison with those mentioned above.

For cross arms, longleaf, shortleaf, and loblolly pines of the South

and Norway pine of the North are most largely used, while the demand
for cedar, cypress, spruce, and red fir is but little less. Again, as in

the case of pole timbers, a third group may be formed of those tim-

bers used in small numbers and very locally.

« Exclusive of telegraph lines owned and operated by railroads.

455
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Black locust is admitted to be the besl of nil woods coed for insu-

lator pins, but of late years, because of overcutting and damage bj

insects, the supply of black locust has been greatly depleted, and other

woods are being brought into usr. Among those which will probably

prove satisfactory as substitutes for the black locust are Osage orange,

various oaks, yellow birch, gum, hard maple, elm, etc.

Figures 107 to 109 show the main sources of supply, in the past

and for the next few years, of the timbers most used in pole-line

construction.

Assuming that the 800,000 miles of pole line are constructed on a

basis of 40 poles per mile and that each pole contains an average of 20

cubic feet, it will be seen that there are now in use 32,000,000 poles,

Fig. 107.—Sketch map showing regions from which the present supply of pole-line construction

timber is drawn.

representing 040,000,000 cubic feet of timber. If the average length

of life of these poles is twTelve years, there are annually needed, for the

maintenance of the present lines alone, over 2,650,000 poles, containing

approximately 53,000,000 cubic feet of timber; and if it requires sixty

years to grow a pole, to maintain the supply there should be five poles

growing for every one in use, or 100,000,000 poles for renewal merely,

besides what the extension of business will call for.

Two years ago the Bureau of Forestry a sent out a large number of

letters requesting both producers and consumers of poles, cross arms,

and insulator pins to answer certain questions relative to the kind and

supply of timbers used in various parts of the country. Replies to these

"On July 1, 1905, the Bureau of Forestry became the Forest Service by act of

Congress.
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questions represented a very fair expression of opinion from all the

large timber-producing sections of the United State-: while there

was some variation in the answers to questions regarding the probable

length of time the present supply would last, the consensus of opinion

was that the supply of the timbers most in demand was being rapidly

exhausted.

Michigan and Wisconsin lumbermen agreed that from ten to fifteen

years would see all the available pole-size cedar cut out. They looked

to ( anada and the Northwestern States to supply poles after that time.

Pole producers throughout the Southern States were of the opinion

that the cedar would soon be cut out and that cypress and pine would

take its place. It may be noted here that at the present time consider-

I REGIONS EROM WHICH IESS THAN THE
I PRESENT SUPPL Y HAS BEEN DRAWN

I 1 REGIONS rROM WHICH MORE THAN THE
t

.PRESENT SUPPLY HAS BEEN DRAWN

Fig. 108.—Sketch map showing regions from which more or less than the present supply of pole-line

construction timber has been drawn.

able quantities of creosoted pine are used in the Gulf States, where,

owing to climatic conditions, not only that part near the ground line

but the whole length of untreated poles decays with great rapidity.

Throughout the chestnut regions the outlook was no better, though

there are still some bodies of chestnut in the more inaccessible parts of

the Southern Appalachians.

There is a large supply of pole timber in the Western States, but

the heavy freight rate on shipments of poles to the East, where by far

tne greatest mileage is built and maintained, has precluded the possi-

bility of making much use of this supply.

At present there is no great cause for alarm over the cross-arm

situation, for there are still considerable available supplies of the
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timbers used in their construction. The price is advancing, however,
and it is w-n probable that this fact will lead to increased energy on
the part of the consumers to find better methods for preserving th<-

arms against decaj .

In the case of insulator pins, however, the outlook is not bo encour-
aging. The supply of black locust—the wood almost exclusively used
in their manufacture-—is practically exhausted, and up to the promt
time no general effort has been made to find a suitable substitute

The result of this lack of foresight is that experiments which must

extend over a number of years have only now been begun, to deter-

mine which, among- the several woods that suggest themselves, possess

the requisite qualities.

J f»£<3£n/rauPf>cr iriLLBl eRAtrn

1 P/tedCHT SUPPLf MIL B£0/MM

Fig. 109.—Sketch map showing main sources of future supply of pole-line construction timber.

Such, then, is the situation confronting pole-line companies—a rap-

idly increasing business, demanding timber for poles, cross arms, and

insulator pins, and a far more rapidly decreasing supply of the tim-

bers now in use.

FIELD OF PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT.

Here, as in the very similar problem of railroad-tie supply, the use

of measures to lessen the effects of deca}T promises substantial relief.

This relief is likely to be felt in two wa}T
s. Preservative treatment

will doubtless add new species to those now in use, and will thus aug-

ment the supply. It will also make the present supply go farther, by
lengthening the term of service. Experiments to determine the com-

parative merits of different treatments to lengthen the life of poles

have been undertaken by the Forest Service, and the general plan of
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these experiments will be described in the present article. Although

sufficient time has not yet passed to disclose the conclusions which the

experiments will yield, it will be seen that when completed they should

furnish a conclusive test of the commercial practicability of specific

methods of treatment.

PRACTICAL TREATMENTS.

That a treatment shall be cheap and that it shall at the same time

materially prolong the length of life of poles is essential to its com-

mercial adoption. The Forest Service experiments were therefore

confined to those methods which were cheap and which promised in

some measure to prove satisfactory. The method of treatment com-

monly employed with other timbers involves treatment of the whole

pole in an air-tight cylinder permitting the application of pressure,

and is therefore expensive. For this reason it was not considered.

For the larger part of the country the portion of the pole above

ground does not readily decay, so that treatment of the entire pole is

not necessary. In those sections of the country where the climatic

conditions make it desirable, the treatment of the entire pole has given

excellent satisfaction.

The investigations were confined to the consideration of various

methods for protecting that part of the pole most subject to decay, i. e.,

the part immediately above and immediately below the ground line.

Of these methods, the two referred to later as the first and the third

methods of treatment were the only ones used to any extent. Either

of these methods is likely to pay well. The cost of a green pole

at the setting hole may be put at $5, and of a treated pole (calculated

on the basis of fair prices for labor and a good preservative) at $5.40

and $5.65, respectively, for brush-treated and tank-treated poles. The
average length of life of a green pole is about twelve years, and an

increase in length of service due to treatment of four }
rears in the case

of poles treated by the first or brush method, and eight years in the

case of poles treated by the third or tank method, is probably a very

conservative assumption. B}T applying the formula a for calculating

the annual charge on an expenditure occurring now and recurring

regularly, we find that with interest at 4 per cent the annual charge

for a green pole is $0.5328, for a pole treated by the first method
$0.4634, and for a pole treated by the third method $0.4157. A com-
parison of these annual charges shows that by using a pole treated

by the first method instead of a green pole an annual saving of about

1 cents is effected, while if a pole treated by the third method is used

a r = R *y*
f

- '

, in which r=annual charge, i?=expenditure, 7>= rate of inter-

est, ?i=years in the recurring period, and 1. Op= ~]~P
.
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the annual saving will he about L2 cents. The difference between the

annual charges for poles treated bj the first and by (In- thud method

is 4 cents. (See fig. llt>.)

These small savings maj seem insignificant in themselves, but it' we

apply them to the 82,000,000 poles in use we bavethe following figures

a- the annual saving by using treated poles instead of green poles:

By Bret method $2,240,000

By third method 3.840,000

These savings represent the value at the setting hole of 415,000

poles if treated by the first method and 678,000 poles if treated by the

third method.

20 YEARS SERVICE Estimated Life of Tank-

Treated Pole

14.1 YEARS SERVICE Time Pole Must Last To

Pay For Tank Treatment

13.3 YEARS SERVICE Estimated Life Of Brush-

Treated Pole

12.6 YEARS SERVICE" Time Pole Must Last To

Pay for Brush Treatment

A2 YEARS SERVICE Estimated Life Of

Green Pole

Fig. 110.—Diagram showing value of treatment of telephone poles.

The first or brush treatment can be applied at any place and to

practically any number of poles without affecting- the cost of treat-

ment in any appreciable amount, for the apparatus needed for this

treatment is simple and is easily hauled from one point to another.

The third or tank method could be most economically applied at con-

centrating yards, where a large number of poles are kept on hand.

In such yards permanent tanks could be constructed and various labor-

saving devices for handling poles, not practicable where the apparatus

had to be moved from one point to another, could be installed. For

treating small numbers of poles at separate points, portable tanks

could be constructed at comparatively small cost. The size and elab-

orateness of the tanks and other apparatus will depend upon the num-

ber of poles to be treated and the permanence of the treating yard;

and the larger the number of poles to be treated the smaller will be

the cost per pole.
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EXPERIMENTS OF THE FOREST SERVICE.

KEASONING

hi August, L902, the Forest Service entered into cooperation with

tin 4 American Telephone and Telegraph Company, and later on—in

L904 with the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company. The main purpose

o( this cooperation was to determine which of several methods of

applying preservative treatment is most practical. A careful pre-

liminary study was made of such points as the effect upon the length

of service of seasonal cutting and of soaking in water, and the time

required for seasoning the timber to an air-dry condition. Several

stations were established in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Michigan, and

North Carolina, at each of which 50 poles were cut at monthly inter-

vals for one year. Poles were weighed as soon as cut, and then placed

on skids about 2 feet above the ground to season. These poles were

weighed again at monthly intervals until they ceased to lose weight,

indicating that they had reached an air-dry condition.

The results of these preliminary or seasoning experiments have

established many important facts regarding the seasoning of timber,

and have suggested new lines of work which, it is hoped, will result

in largely increasing our knowledge of the subject. It was shown,

for example, that though poles cut in the spring and summer lose

weight more rapidly- during the first three or four months than those

cut in the winter, the latter dry more regularly and at the end of six

months are better seasoned. Soaking in water for from two to four

weeks was found to hasten materially the rate of subsequent seasoning.

The degree of shrinkage which takes place during air seasoning was

also investigated. It was shown that, contrary to a somewhat com-

mon opinion among users of poles, the considerable shrinkage which is

known to take place when wood is thoroughly dried by the applica-

tion of artificial heat does not appear in the case of telephone poles

dried out of doors, the decrease in the circumference amounting to

little more than one-half of 1 per cent.

TREATMENT OF POLES.

When poles at the several stations had reached an air-dry condition,

they were read}r to receive treatment. Several different kinds of pre-

servatives were applied by one or more of three distinct methods.

The first method consisted of applying from one to three coats of

preservative to the outside of that part of the pole between 2 feet and

8 feet from the butt (PI. LIII, fig. 1). The time between applications

varied from a few hours to two days, according to the directions given

by the manufacturers of the preservatives. Careful notes were made
of the condition of the poles as regards seasoning checks, knot holes, etc.
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The temperature and weight of tin- preservative were recorded before

and after each treatment, and the amount of preservative absorbed

l>\ each pole was accurately determined. In addition, boles were bored

into thr poles in different parts of the treated portion, and a close

examination was made to determine the depth to which the preserva-

tive had penetrated.

The second method of treatment consisted of forcing the preserva-

tives into the butt of the pole by means of a steel cap fitted to the butt

and connected by a pipe with a hand pump, while another pipe led

from the pump to a large pot in which the preservative was heated.

But little difficulty was experienced in forcing the preservative for

Bevera] feet into the solid portions of the pole, but owing to the pres-

ence of seasoning checks the penetration was not uniform, and when

high pressure was applied the preservative spurted from these checks

with considerable force. Numerous preliminary trials with this appa-

ratus having proved the practical impossibility of obtaining a uniform

penetration, none of the poles treated by this method was afterwards

>ct in tin 1 experimental lines.

The third method consisted of soaking the butts of the poles in tanks

so constructed that the poles lay at an angle of about 20° (PI. L1II,

fig. 2). The butts of the poles were immersed for a distance of about

8 feet in a tank containing cold preservative, which was gradually

heated by a tire underneath the tank until a temperature of from 240

to 270° F. was reached. This temperature was maintained for about

live hours, when the tires were drawn. The poles were left in the tank

for several hours after the preservative had become cold, so that the

entire treatment consumed about twenty-four hours. By this method

a penetration of about one-half inch was obtained.

The first treatments were begun at Wilmington, N. C, in April,

1905, where white cedar poles that had been seasoning for about two

years were treated with seven different preservatives. The second

series of treatments was made at Hominy, N. C, where seasoned

chestnut poles were used. The third series of treatments was made

at Mount Arlington, N. J., where chestnut poles that had seasoned

for three years were used. The tank method of treatment was tried

for the tirst time at this station. The fourth and last series of treat-

ments was made at Thorndale and Faoli, Pa., where seasoned chestnut

poles were used. The treatments at this station were practically the

same as those at Mount Arlington.

SETTING THE EXPERIMENTAL POLES.

To test the effects of the different preservatives 300 seasoned 30- foot

cedar poles from Wilmington and an equal number of chestnut poles

from Hominy, N. C, some of them treated and some untreated, were

shipped to Savannah and near-by stations in Georgia, to be set in the
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Fig. 1.—Treating White Cedar by First Method, Wilmington, N. C, Station.

Fig. 2.—Treating Chestnut Poles by Third or Tank Method, Thorndale, Pa.,

Station.
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standard Savannah, Abbeville, and Eastman toll line of the Southern

Bel] Telephone and Telegraph Company, together with green poles

cut in the immediate vicinity of the line. This section of the country

was selected primarily because of the rapidity with which timber there

decays, thus insuring the obtaining of results in the shortest possible

time. Several years, however, must necessarily elapse before definite

conclusions can be drawn from the experiment.

The poles were set in 24 series, 34 poles in each, and were 80

arranged that in every case a treated pole stands between a green and

a seasoned pole. In this manner soil conditions were obtained as

nearly identical as is possible in pole-line building, and the data

secured will afford an excellent basis for comparison when determining

the relative merits of the various preservatives and of the seasoned

poles on the basis of the life of a green pole. Exact descriptions of

the character, composition, and depth of the soil and subsoil, and

general notes of the immediate locality and of the equipment of the

line, were made for each pole.

The arrangement of the poles in each series is shown in the tabular

plan wmich follows.

Plan under which experimental poles were set on the Savannah, Abbeville, and Eastman

toll line.

Pole number.
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varied country, and all types of locality, from high, rock] ridges to

low, muck} swamps, are represented in the 60 miles throughout which

the experimental line extends.

Several experiments have at various times been undertaken by tele-

phone and telegraph companies with a view t<> solving the problem of

treating poles in a cheap hut thorough manner. From one cause 01

another, however, they have either failed entirely or the records are

so incomplete as to render them practically valueless. The experi-

ments now being carried on are of importance, therefore, in that they

will add very considerable and definite knowledge to our none too

extensive understanding of the seasoning and preserving of timber.



FARM PRACTICE IN THE CONTROL OF FIELD-CHOP
INSECTS.

By F. M. Webster,

In Charge of Cereal and Forage-Plant Insect Investigations! Bureau of Entomology.

INTRODUCTION.

Generally speaking, in America the operations of the farmer extend

over greater areas than do those of the fruit grower or truck raiser.

The farmer may thus be said to be doing a wholesale business with

nature, and measures that may be entirely practicable in ease of

smaller areas may be for him wholly impracticable, precisely as the

business methods of the retail merchant would often drive the whole-

sale man into bankruptcy. Again, he comes into close contact with

nature, because his grains and forage plants, the legumes excepted,

nearly all belong to the grass family (Gramineae)-—the most abundant

and varied of all vegetable life—and are therefore all the more likely

to suffer from insects that have perhaps for centuries infested the

native grass flora. When he brings these large areas under cultiva-

tion he displaces scores, perhaps hundreds, of different kinds of

plants, and in their stead returns but one; and this he favors and

protects as a spoiled child, with all of the science at his command.
Nature attempts to prevent the outrage of a few varieties of plants

in the hands of the farmer being used to displace hundreds of others

throughout large tracts of country; and she does it, in part, at least,

through the agency of so-called destructive insects and plant diseases.

Thus is the farmer everywhere brought directly in conflict with the

insect foes of his crops. His position is simply this: By bringing his

aero into cultivation he has upset the natural order of things, and

must now go a step farther, and, so far as possible, render unnatural

the conditions for the insects involved. He can not hope to exter-

minate them; they will always be with him in greater or less numbers,

and his crops are too numerous and his fields too broad to enable him

to apply slow or expensive methoas of repression. His entomological

problems are scarcely less difficult than those in the commercial.

scientific, or military worlds, for he must correctly forecast them,

and. a> far as possible, effectually forestall them, and this, at not too

great expense of time, money, and labor. It is frequently the case

k L905 30 465
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that measures applied against certain insects al the proper time are

thoroughly effeotive, but the critical period for application in many
cases, possibly the majority, is short. And while the problem maj

be simple enough if carried out over small areas, in thi of larger

ones it is a physical impossibility to properly apply the requisite

measures over the necessary territory within the Limited space of time

allowed by the peculiar habits of the insect or insects involved.

Therefore measures applied by the farmer must be verj largely pre

\entive and such as can he put into application in the course of ordi-

nary farm management. He must win by strategy what he can not

expect to accomplish by open and direct assault.

In the following pages an effort is made to indicate some of the

things that may be done, to suggest, rather than to give a complete

discussion of the pests and measures, and thus to aid the practical

farmer in still further perfecting and widening the scope of his system

of management, so as to include other pests of which we at present

know little or nothing.

The kinds of insects involved in farming operations are too numer-

ous to permit a farmer's giving his undivided attention to individual

suppression, and he must adopt measures that will affect all that have

similar habits. In this paper no attempt will be made to include

all of these pests, but to select a few of the best-known representa-

tives as illustrating what maybe accomplished by applying certain

measures, which might be equally successful in case k)( others not here

mentioned. It frequently occurs that a number of different insects

having one like habit may be affected by one and the same remedial

measure, and thus a number of quite different pests may be dealt with

in a single operation.

A PRACTICAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE HABITS OF DESTRUCTIVE INSECTS

ESSENTIAL.

One of the first and most important requisites to the intelligent con-

trol of destructive insects is a working knowledge of them and their

habits. Technical knowledge is not here important, though not with-

out value, but the farmer must be able, in a measure, to distinguish in

their several stages of development the more common insects that he

wishes to control, as well as to understand their different ways of liv-

ing and of attacking his crops. This is what may be aptly termed a

business acquaintance. With technical names he need not trouble

himself, as these are more for international and strictly scientific use,

but he will need to know the insects themselves as he does the plants

he cultivates, and to study the ways of each, precisely as he studies the

disposition of his horses in order to be able to handle them properly.

The American farmer may be up to date in matters pertaining to

breeding and management of live stock, varieties of wheat, corn, and
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other grains, bat many years behind the limes in his knowledge of the

insect pests of his farm. This business acquaintance with the common
farm insects is coming to be a part of the equipment of the twentieth

century farmer, and the lack of this element in his practical education

is an expensive defect. Whether he realizes the factor cot, it will

figure in the size of his hank account <>r the rapidity and ease with

which be is able to cancel a mortgage. News of a 925,000 tire in

some city will he scattered broadcast over.the country by the pu lie

press of that or the following day, but a $1 K),000 loss to farm cr p .

on account of the ravages of an obscure insect, in some section of the

country, may never become known to the public;; yet the amounts

involved in these losses are not changed by their relative publicity.

It is not to be supposed that, with all the knowledge of insects that

we possess, we will be able to prevent all losses by their ravages, but

it is very often due to a lack of information among farmers that the

amount involved is so enormous. This lack of practical information

of the things that are to be controlled constitutes the greatest obstacle

to the control of insect pests. In many cases the farmer does not know
the precise causes of the trouble or how to deal with them broadly and

decisively in his agricultural methods; nor will he ever be able to do so

until he increases his present knowledge of insects. If in need of

information relative to the identity of insects, he has but to apply to

this Department, or, if he prefers, to the nearest State agricultural

experiment station, to secure it.

CROP ROTATION.

Crop rotation is everywhere acknowledged to be essential to good

husbandry, and at the same time a very decisive means of dealing with

some of the most destructive insects.

BENEFITS OF CROP ROTATION.

Nature, left to herself, seldom abruptly displaces one kind of vege-

tation with another, and insects, through long association with certain

varieties of plants, become so lixed in their habits that they can not

encounter a sudden radical change without experiencing fatal results.

ii where insects are merely forced to migrate from one lield to

another, the farmer is not infrequently benefited, for the reason that

the migrants often meet disaster in adverse winds, or they are beaten

to death by storms or overcome by heat, so that relatively few sur-

vive to read) their destination. This is especially true of such frail

insects as the Hessian fly and the wheat midge. The wheat-straw worm
i- t WO-brooded, adults of the firsl brood appearing in early spring from
the stubble of the previous year. These are nearly all females, Largely

wingless, and therefore for the most part unable to fly from one lield

to another. Thus it will be seen at once that it is very advantageous
to change the wheat crop from one held to another in order to avoid
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the attacks of the wingless females. The eggs are deposited in the

young wheat stems just as these begin to joint, and the young worms
make their way into and destroy the embryo head. A second genera*

tion appears later, but these Individuals arc fully winged and can not

be reached in the fields by any repressive measures. This brood

appeal's less injurious in the North than in the South, where its damage

seems to have been attributed to the Hessian fly.

In some sections of the country there OCCUl'8 a form of chinch bug

with wings so aborted as to prevent flying, and which seems especially

fond of timothy. In some localities inhabited by this form dairying

is carried on quite extensively, and, on account oi saving labor, rota-

tion of pastures and meadows is not generally practiced. But it has

been found that where a system of permanent timothy pastures and

meadows prevails within the territory occupied by this form of chinch

bug, the latter becomes established in such numbers as to kill the tim-

othy by sucking the juices from the bulbous roots. Wherever out-

breaks of this character occur a change of crop has been found to

afford entire relief.

Perhaps the most striking effect of crop rotation is to be found in

the case of the western corn rootworm, which costs farmers of the

corn belt millions of dollars annually. The eggs aie deposited in late

summer and fall, about the roots of corn. These eggs hatch the fol-

lowing spring; and the larva1 attack and devour die roots, thereby

damaging the corn, in some cases the loss being nearly total. It has

been demonstrated again and again that a rotation of crops, using for

the purpose some of the small grains for a single year, will utterly

destroy the pest, even in the most seriously affected fields, and corn

may again be grown on this land with perfect safety. In fact, it is

only where this cereal is planted on the same ground year after year

in succession that the insect becomes at all troublesome.

DANCERS FROM CROP ROTATION.

However efficient, in general, rotation of crops may be in the sup-

pression of insect pests, the measure may easily be so applied as not

only to prove ineffective, but actually disastrous. This is especially

true in the change from a grass to a grain crop, and also in the process

of breaking up and bringing under cultivation swamp lands, notably

in the Middle West. The farmer who destroys the grass plants in his

iields and in their stead attempts to grow Indian corn, by so adjusting

his plowing and planting that the grasses are killed out, leaving the

insects that feed upon them on the verge of starvation at the time his

corn is pushing above ground, will iind that he has made a serious

mistake. A certain period of time must elapse between the destruc-

tion of the old and the starting of the new vegetation, in order to

starve or drive out the insect enemies.
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In many portions of the Middle Wesi a very large percentage of

the annual loss to the corn crop by reason of Insect attack La occasioned

by this Bori of a ohange from grass to :i corn crop.

now sonii: OF THE DANGBB may BE AVOIDED.

Iii i ho case of reclaimed swamp lands il is always host to plow during

the summer, in the fall, and again in the spring before planting to corn.

It is sometimes besl to crop once 4
, with rye before attempting to grow

corn at all. The reason for this is that the enemies of grasses and

rushes growing iii these lands before their reclamation will remain

as long as this sort of vegetation exists, even to a limited extent, and

if planted at once to corn they will attack this precisely as they do

their native food plants, and destroy it. Very many serious losses

have proven this to be true. On the other hand, where the reclama-

tion lias been completed before any attempt is made to grow corn on

these lands, no such trouble has been- experienced.

A precisely similar trouble is sometimes experienced with timothy

meadows of long standing. An insect, commonly known as the bill

bug, breeds in the bulbous root of this grass, sometimes in sufficient

numbers to kill out the larger portion of it. The pest develops in the

fall and remains in the field over winter to begin operations as usual

the following spring. Now, if the infested field were to be plowed

late in summer or early in fall the insect would probably abandon it,

or, if not then, certainly in spring, as it could neither feed nor breed

there; but if, as is frequently the case, plowing is left until spring and

corn is planted soon afterwards, the insects transfer their attention to

the corn, frequently killing the plants outright, and in other cases

causing what is generally known as " frenching." This trouble is due

to injury to the lower part of the stem, causing the plant to dwarf and

throw up numbers of lateral shoots or suckers from the same root, no

ears being produced. In the two cases just cited it is essential that

the existing vegetation be entirely destroyed, thus either starving the

insects or forcing them to abandon the field before the ground is

planted to corn in spring.

SUMMER FALLOW' 1 AND SUMMER, FALL, AND WINTER PLOWINO.

These are all efficient measures in the extermination of injurious

insects, the first being especially valuable in this direction, because it

not only tends to exterminate all insect life in th.> lields thus treated,

Out prevents their becoming infested during the period of fallow.

Next to tin-, in point of elficiencv, might be placed midsummer plow-

ing without furthei cultivation until fall plowing.

- minier fallow as here used includes plowing the land in the spring without

planting it i<> any crop and giving the land sufficient cultivation during the summer
to prevent all growth of grass and weeds.
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The clover root-borer, m small brown insect, whose young is a white

grub with brown head and jaws, is an introduced pest, coming t<> us

from Europe; and it has now become established over most of the

country east of the Mississippi River wherever red clover is grown.

The eggs are deposited during May and June, and the young at once

enter the main roots and proceed to riddle them with their burrows,

passing out of this stage largely in July and August, when either no

food is required or they have, -for the most part, reached the adult stage

and can then make their way to other fields. As a rule, the clover

fins to die in spots over the field in late July or in August. Ordi-

narily, if this injury is noted by the farmer, it is attributed to the

effect of dry weather, and the further destruction that may not become

more obvious until the following spring is Likewise charged up to the

effect of winter. Now, the young are footless grubs, without eyes,

and living roots are with them essential to life. Let the roots wither

or die while the grubs are still young and they must perish. If

while the insect is in this helpless stage, which continues some time

after the hay crop litis been removed, the land is broken and the clover

roots thrown up to the action of sun and wind, these will wither

and dry out, thus destroying the insects infesting them. While this

does not save the clover, and nothing now known will do so under

such circumstances, it destroys the pest, so that it does not develop and

make its way to other iields. A farmer can thus, in a large measure,

protect himself from these ravages; and if whole communities would

unite in putting such a system of cultivation into effect this pest need

n > longer be a menace to the clover crop. It will be observed that

whether this ground is to be sown to fall wheat or planted to corn the

following spring, the breaking up of the sod at the time mentioned only

anticipates the ordinary treatment by a few weeksor, at most, months.

There are three groups of insects that are of special importance in

t he change from grass to a corn crop. These are cutworms, wireworms,

and grubworms, each group differing radically from the others in

appearance and habits, except that all of them are primarily grass

insects. The eggs being deposited in summer or early fall, the young

become partly grown before winter, make their way downward into

the soil as cold weather approaches, and hibernate there, but come

toward the surface in spring, feeding voraciously in continuing their

development. Probably four-fifths of the annual loss to the corn crop

in the United States is due to the ravages of these three groups of

insects; yet nearly all these yield more or less complete^ to summer
fallowing or to plowing up the ground in midsummer, fall, or mid-

winter. In the case of summer fallow the deposition of eggs is

prevented and the existing generation of insects, if there be any such,

is more or less effectually destroyed. Midsummer plowdng has some-

what the same effect on the worms, while fall and winter plowing have
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the effect of throwing the hibernating insects toward the surface, leai

ing them in a condition of torpidity and at the mercy of the weather

of the colder months. Even where these insects have descended toa

depth below that reached by the plow, the more rapid and frequent

passage downward of the moisture from rains seems to affect (hem

adversely. Besides, the roots of the grasses are more generally killed

out by this treatment and there is no food left in early spring to si

lain the few insects that escape. Also, and with no little advantage

to the farmer, a portion of the spring's work is accomplished in advance

o\' one of the most strenuous periods of the farm year.

MEASURES NOT ALWAYS PRACTICABLE.

Iii hilly countries, and especially where the soil washes easily, as it

does in many portions of the Southern States, it becomes very essen-

tial that the ground be cultivated as little as possible, especially durii

fall and winter, and the measures just described can not under such

conditions be generally applied. If the grass vegetation can not be

exterminated in a field and some time allowed for the insects thus

deprived of their food supply to either decamp or starve, the next

best thing to do is to plow the ground late in spring and plant imme-
diately. By this method the insects are allowed to go on subsisting

upon their original food supply, which is usually sufficient, until the

corn has become too far advanced to admit of their seriously injuring

it, or else the insects themselves have passed into a stage of their devel-

opment in which no food is required. Unfortunately, the general prac-

tice in changing from a grass crop to a spring grain crop, notably

corn, is to first exterminate the grass and then at once replace this

with the cultivated crop. This is really depriving certain insects of

one kind of food, supplying them with another much like the first, and
then marveling that they destroy it. We know that some of the corn

and sorghum insects of the South live also in crab grass.

PREPARATION OF THE SOIL AND TIME OF PLANTING.

Soil preparation is one of the legitimate ways of fighting insects.

There is not a reputable stockman in the country who does not under-

stand the worthlessness of a stunted pig, calf, colt, or lamb, and who
is not aware of the necessity of keeping a young animal in a vigorous,

'wing condition from its birth. If this is essential with animals it

i- equally so with cultivated plants. It is the stunted or starved plant

that is more often the prey of insects, though it can not be said that

this holds good in all cases. However, a field of young grain in a

healthy growing condition will sustain without material injury an

attack that a Less vigorous one would not. So far as plants are con-

cerned, it matters little whether a soil is lacking in fertility or whether
this fertility is present and beyond reach. There i- sufficient nutri-

ment in a healthy seed to enable it to throw a shoot upward to light

and air and rootlets downward to draw from the soil. But suppose
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these rootlet- go about among solid clods begging, as it were, for food.

Stunted plants are do more profitable than stunted animals. Take t wo

fields of equal fertility of Boil. One is plowed a considerable time

before seeding, and is harrowed and worked over until a thoroughly

pulverized, compact seed bed is formed. Seed placed in this ground

will begin to draw from it as soon as the rootlets enter H and the plant

above ground will be full of vigor. If the tirst shoot Is destroyed by

the 1 [essian fly the result is only to stimulate the throwing up of tillers,

and the soil w ill sustain them. Indeed, if not too severe under such

conditions, it is doubtful if the fly is not beneficial, because more tillers

are produced and the roots are in a soil from which they can draw suffi-

cient fertility to support them. ( i rain sown late in such a field will soon

' sufficient root growth to enable the tillers to withstand the winter.

Now, take a second rield, indifferently plowed and the surface

smoothed over by a single harrowing that has only rattled a little

loose soil down into the spaces between the clods. A rootlet starts

out to feed the plant, but goes begging. The single shoot thrown up

is destroyed by the Hessian fly, and the root is unable to tind food

enough among the clods to sustain tillers, so no tillers are thrown

lp, and the crop is seriously injured by what in the other case resulted

rather beneficially than otherwise. To one who goes about the coun-

try examining fields in connection with entomological investigations

any number of examples will be found of just such cases as these,

until he asks himself how much loss is really due to Hessian fly attack

and how much to poor or indifferent farming; and what is true of

wheat and Hessian fly is more or less true of other grains and their

insect enemies.

The corn root-louse, or, more properly speaking, root-aphis, is

an obscure but serious pest of the corn plant, though were it not

for the industrious ant it would do little injury. However incred-

ible it may appear to many farmers, ants collect the eggs of the

aphides in the fall and keep them in their underground homes during

the winter. In the spring, as *he young aphides hatch, they are con-

veyed to the roots of grass ant weeds that spring up in the fields,

where they are kept until the young corn plants appear above ground.

The ants then burrow down to the roots of the corn, and, placing the

aphides thereon, care for them as the herdsman does his cattle. The

result is that the sap is extracted by the aphides from the corn roots,

the plants are dwarfed, and the crop in many cases is seriously affected.

It has been learned that if ground intended for corn is frequently

stirred between the time of plowing and first cultivation the homes

of the ants are continually disarranged and no weed or grass roots are

allowed to grow in the soil to furnish food for the .young aphides prior to

the appearance of the corn roots. Thus a more thorough preparation

of the soil by frequent stirring from the time of plowing becomes a
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practical and, to all appearances, efficient measure for tint control of

this pest, which is by no means an insignificant one.

A^ indicated in the foregoing, the time of planting may prove an

important factor in insect control. Many of the insects included in

the three groups previously mentioned cease their feeding as summer
approaches and enter a Stage of development in which no food is

required, and if planting can be sufficiently delayed much of the loss

by their ravages can be avoided. Of course latitude has much to do

with the time of seeding-, and measures that can be put in effect to the

southward may not prove so practical in the North.

WELL-KEPT PREMISES.

Under this head are to be included a number of operations of seem-

ingly minor importance to an active farmer, and therefore more often

overlooked or neglected. Their importance from the standpoint of

injurious insects is much greater than is generally supposed, and it is

indeed difficult to compute the consequent losses. For instance, the

writer has traced a destructive invasion of chinch bugs in a wheat field

in spring to shocks of corn that had been allowed to stand out over

winter, the wheat having been sown among corn in the fall. In pre-

cisely the same wa}r outbreaks of the same insect in Iowa have been

traced directly to Osage orange hedges and the usual growth of matted

grass and weeds that is often found' in connection with them. It

is just such places as these that attract the bugs in fall and wherein

they pass the winter, scattering to the cultivated grains in spring to

breed and work their destruction.

The timothy joint-worm, a new enemy of this grass now under inves-

tigation, lives in the stem and injures both the ha}r and the seed, shrink-

ing the latter from 10 to 20 per cent in weight. It is found in great

abundance along roadsides and fences, and in other neglected places, and

that it spreads to meadows and injures them is beyond question. In

localities where these places are mown or grazed oh1' and the grass lands

rotated with other crops we do not find the meadows badly affected

by this pest. Plate LIV, figure 1, shows a timothy meadow in Wayne
County, Ind., nearly one-half of the stems containing joint worms;
figure 111 the shortened length of the heads in this meadow. Plate

LIV, "figure 2, shows an uninjured meadow from the same locality

and figure 11^ the relative average condition of the heads of timothy.

The same measure that applies so aptly to this insect is effective

against the in vasion of the clover fields by the clover-flower midge. This

minute fly i> a <•!<>>,' relative of th, wheat midge, i> two-brooded each

\ ear, and does serious injury to the seed crop of red clover by blighting

the ovaries of the blossoms. But it can he easily managed on the part

of the farmer by .-imply mowing very early for hay or grazing lightly in

spring, or even mowing at this time, so as to retard the first blooming
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until the minute p*'>t has come and gone. In this way n<> insects are

produced t*> give rise to the second brood, and the t'all crop of seed

is thus enabled t^ develop without, injury.

I

Flo. 111.—Illustrating average length of heads of timothy in field Infested by the timothy joint-

worm, shown on Plate LIV, figure l. Notice the large percentage of undersized heads. Scale of

inches at right. (From a photograph.)

Other roadside and fence-corner grasses and weeds harbor other

insect pests of field crops, not alone as a nursery, but because matted

grass, fallen leaves, and other rubbish afford the best possible protection

Fig. 112.—Illustrating average length of heads of timothy in uninfested field shown on Plate LIV,

figure 2. Notice the relatively greater percentage of large heads as compared with figure ill.

of inches at right. (From a photograph.)

during- winter. The farmer who keeps these places mown or grazed

during summer, or burns them over during winter or early spring, is

saving his money by not rearing up and fostering enemies of his crops.

DEALING WITH THE HESSIAN FLY.

IN WINTER-WHEAT REGIONS.

In case of the winter-wheat crop, with especial reference to the Hes-

sian fly, the time of seeding in the fall is an important matter. The
Hessian fly is two-brooded, the spring brood appearing earlier to the
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Fig. 1 .—A Timothy Meadow in Wayne County, Ind., in which Nearly One-half
of the Stems Contain Joint Worms.

[The average lengths of heads of grass are shown in text figure 111. (Original.)]

Fig. 2.—A Timothy Meadow in Wayne County. Ind., where Very Few Joint
Worms were to be Found in the Grass Stems.

[The average lengths of heads of grass are shown in text figure 112.
i

< rriginal.)]
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Studying the Number of Broods and Times of Appearance of the Hessian Fly
in the Spring Wheat Regions of the Northwest.

l. 2. breeding cages in position in fields <>i" grain; Bg. 3, cages as placed before grain had
germinated; Bg. i. cage with door open, Bhowing young grain growing within. (Original.)]
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south and later to the northward, but in the fall this order is rever ed

and the autumn brood appears earlier to the north and later to the

south. This applies to the winter-wheat region east ( f the Mississippi

River. Recent investigations l>\ the Bureau of Entomology in experi-

mental sowings of wheat have shown this gradual retardation to amount

tonearly two months between northern Michigan and northern Alabama
and South Carolina. 'The pest breeds only in wheat, rye, and barley

(chiefly in the first), so that if seeding can be delayed until the Qies have

come and gone little injury is sustained, and it thus becomes possible

for the farmer to avoid the ravages of this pest in the fall by simply

practicing moderately late sowing. If there were no Hessian fly in

the fall there would be none in the spring, as the spring- brood has

its origin in the one appearing in the fall. The best proof of the

value ^( this measure is the fact that progressive wheat growers over

the country are putting it into successful operation, and there is every

indication that, when it is generally carried out, the effect will be to

prevent much of the enormous losses that now occur.

IN SPRING-WHEAT REGIONS.

Recent investigations have shown that the problem of Hessian fly

control in spring-wheat regions is an entirely different one from that

^\' fall wheat. Formerly it was not supposed that the pest could exist

in excessive abundance where fall wheat was not grown. But it did

so nevertheless. It was then thought to be necessarily single-brooded,

but an agent of this Bureau has determined by a long series of careful

experiments that there are actually two broods during the short

northern summer, wThile flies continue to emerge from the old stubble

of the previous year nearly up to the time of harvest. This wholly

unexpected state of affairs has been determined by studying the Hes-

sian fly under confinement in the fields in a long and extensive seri s < f

breeding-cage experiments that are illustrated in Plate LV. In these

cages the flies were carried through their different transformations

from ^gvr to adult during the entire summer, the data thus obtained

being checked by held observations. As a result, we find that the

farmer of the Northwest will be obliged to adopt different methods of

controlling the pest from those carried out where fall wheat only is

grown. Whatever these methods are. they will have to be cultural

or such a- can be applied in some phase of farm management.

OONCLT 8ION.

It i- the farmer himself who raises the insect pests that ravage his

fields and thereby -teal from him the profitsof his labors. By reason
<>t his large areas of cultivation, he is unable to manage these pests
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after be ha sd tnem. The fact that he does not see them or pr<>|>-

rrl\ estimate their capacity for destruction does not in the least alter

the case or the amount of loss they cause him. In view of their great

numbers and variety, he can not hope to cope with each kind singly,

but must adopt a system of farming that will include genera] prevent-

ive measures. The best proof of the practicability of this plan is the

fact that individual farmers, and among them the most successful, are

putting it into practice.
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I'.\ BEBNABD 1 1. Smith,

Of the Bureau of Chemistry.

INTRODUCTION.

During the past few years we have heard much of bacteria

—

"germs," which endanger life, and "fungi," of which our forefathers

never heard—that prey upon the crops. Bacteria, however, are either

good or bad. An illustration of the first class is the kind that grows
upon the roots of clover, peas, and similar plants, having the power
of obtaining for the plant from the air that expensive plant food,

nitrogen. Illustrations of the second class are unfortunately so com-
mon that an example is hardly necessary; the germ that causes con-

sumption might be cited.

Various means of combating injurious bacteria have been sug-

gested, and -one of the most valuable chemical reagents used for this

purpose is formaldehyde. Used as a gas or as a watery solution, for-

maldehyde is a most valuable disinfectant, deodorant, fungicide, and

preservative.

GENERAL PROPERTIES.

ISOMERISM.

In order that the action and usefulness of formaldehyde, as well as

its limitations, may be better understood, a short discussion of its

characteristics and properties is necessary. Formaldelryde is a gas

having a sharp, penetrating odor, and while not poisonous in the ordi-

nary sense of the word, it has a very irritating effect upon the nose,

throat, and other mucous membranes. It has the property of com-
bining with albuminous matter, and its effectiveness as a disinfectant

is due to its entering into combination with the protoplasm of bacteria.

The aqueous solution, often called formalin, formol, etc., is supposed

to contain 40 per cent of formaldehyde.

Formaldehyde possesses the property known as "isomerism."
This word is derived from two Greek words, one meaning " equal"

and the other "apart," and is used to designate those substances

which while having the same percentage composition possess totally

different properties, i. e., it is applied to two or more different sub-

stance.-, which are composed of the same elements and of the same pro-

portion of those element-. Formaldehyde exists in three of these

isomers: Formaldehyde (CHjO), composed of one molecule; para-

formaldehyde (CH^O),, composed of two, and trioxy methylene (CII
20) 3 ,

477
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oomposed of three molecules. The clear-water solution of formal-

dehyde doubtless contains the firsl two forms, and when the solution

is subjected to very low temperatures, and from some other cs the

third variety is formed, which, being insoluble in water, orystalliz<

out as a whitish sediment.

NONOOBBOUVBNBB8.

One of the chief advantages of formaldehyde over other chemical

disinfectants is that it is noncorrosive toward all metals, with the

exception of unpolished steel and iron, which it attacks but slightly.

It does not injure the finest Fabrics, but it should be remembered that

formaldehyde is nearly always slightly acid, owing to the presence of

formic acid. Though it has a tendency to harden animal tissues, it

ems to have no effect on wool, and it is usually stated that it has do

injurious effect upon Leather, which, so far as the gas is concerned, is

undoubtedly true.

The following experiment was recently made by the author to deter-

mine this point. A high-grade piece of calfskin was cut into four

strips. No. 1 was immersed in water for an hour; No. 2 was sub-

jected to formaldehyde gas for twenty-four hours; No. 3 was immersed

in a 38 percent neutralized solution of formaldehyde for an hour; and

No. 4 was not treated at all. After two days these strips were cut

into smaller strips and several of each were given to a leather expert,

who was asked to distinguish between them. The ones which had

been wet were easily picked out, and those soaked in the formalde-

hyde solution were, in general, easily distinguished from those which

received only the water treatment, being slightly harder and more

warped. When rubbed for a few minutes both samples Nos. 1 and 3

became perfectly pliable. The strips treated with gas only and the

blanks could not be told apart. The results of the experiment indi-

cate that the gaseous treatment certainly does not injure leather and

that even the liquid treatment has but little immediate effect; but the

fact that the Leather soaked in the solution of formaldehyde warped

decidedly would justify the inference that some action in addition to

that which the water produced took place, and in all probability the

wearing quality of such leather would be injuriously affected.

COMPOSITION OF THE COMMERCIAL ARTICLE.

At the meeting of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists

in St. Louis in 1904 a it was suggested that much of the formaldehyde

on the market supposed to be of 40 per cent strength was in fact much
weaker. This disinfectant is used in large quantities in treating seed

potatoes for scab and also iu the treatment of seed oats, barley, and

wheat for the prevention of smut; and in this work it is essential that

the solution used should not be far below the standard, otherwise when
the formaldehyde is diluted in accordance with the directions obtained

«U. S. Dept. Agr., Bureau of Chemistry, Bui. 90, p. 106.
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from a State experiment station or other authentic source such a degree

of dilution may be obtained as to render the treatment unsat isfactory.

To determine the strength of the commercial article a number of

samples have been obtained from different parts of the United States

and subjected to analysis. 'Flic larger part of these samples were

purchased directly for the Bureau of Chemistry in the open market.

The Ohio samples were forwarded by the State dairy commissioner,

having been collected by his inspectors. The results of the analyses

and the sources of the samples are given in the following table:

Analyses showing percentage strength of commercial formaldehyde in samples obtained in

1905.

The results of this single investigation indicate that the amount of

formaldehyde contained in the preparations sold in the United States

averages approximately 37 per cent. Some of these samples, particu-

larly those obtained from the far western States, contained large

quantities of insoluble polymerized formaldehyde, the correspondents
from those States writing that it was very difficult to obtain samples
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not having such a precipitate. Win the Pacific coa I States have

much of this product it is difficult to explain. Iii one or two of thg

samples, particularly in the one from Pullman, Wash., the volume of

precipitate continued to increase until the contents of the bottle became

a jelly-like white mass. Formaldehyde in this condition is of little use

as a disinfectant unless used in a steam autoclave," and as a fungicide

it is valueless, for when the white precipitate has once formed it is

very insoluble and it is impossible to tell, without an analysis, what

percentage of active substance is available in the solution.

METHODS OF DISINFECTION.

Formaldehyde used as a spray or as a gas is a very effective disin-

fectant, destroying even the more resistant bacteria. To accomplish

this the amount used must be proportional to the space to be disin-

fected and the exposure must continue for a detinite length o)i time.

One pound of the commercial ww 40 per cent" solution retailing for

about 35 cents should be allowed for each 1,200 to 1,500 cubic feet of

space, and the treatment should last from twelve to twenty-four hours.

Formaldehyde is more efficient in a warm room, because under such

conditions its tendency to polymerize or form solid particles is much

less than at lower temperatures.

Bacteria at the spore stage are the most difficult to kill because of

their impervious surrounding membranes, but, as Abbot points out,

••All of our quarantinable diseases are caused by nonspore-bearing

organisms and our object is to disinfect, not sterilize." However,

considerable care is necessary in order to disinfect thoroughly, and

that this may be accomplished the room or space to be disinfected

must be tightly closed, all cracks being stuffed with cotton or strips of

cloth or covered with adhesive paper, and all objects in the room must

be freely exposed. Formaldehyde gas does not have great penetrating

power, and such articles as bedding and mattresses should be thor-

oughly wet with the solution, or if possible, it is better to treat with

formaldehyde gas and steam in a small closed space.

There are many methods of applying formaldehyde as a disinfectant,

among which may be mentioned using the liquid as a spray on the bare

surfaces of the room, or hanging sheets and applying the spray to them.

Evaporation from an open dish with or without the addition of glycerin

or calcium chlorid is effective, and this method may be altered by using

a retort and conducting the gas into the room by means of a tube,

generating the formaldehyde gas from wood alcohol by various lamps

devised for the purpose. The gas may also be generated from the

solid paraformaldehyde or formed in an autoclave, where the liquid

is heated in a closed container until a high pressure is reached, when

it is admitted to the apartment to be disinfected.

« An apparatus for heating under pressure.
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[f only a small amount of disinfecting is to be (lone a combination

of the spray and sheet methods will meet the requirements fully as

well as the others, which, though more scientific, involve the purchase

^\' special apparatus. It has been suggested, however, that such a

large quantity of the solution is polymerized upon the sheet in the

evaporation as to render this method of Little value. With a view to

determining the percentage of polymerized formaldehyde remaining

upon the sheet at ordinary room temperature under usual conditions,

the following experiment was recently conducted in the Bureau:

In a small room containing 000 cubic feet a sheet 81 by 90 inches

was suspended, upon which was sprayed 7 ounces of a (dear solution

of formaldehyde, which is about the maximum amount of the solution

that can be put upon a sheet of this size without dripping. After the

room had been (dosed eighteen hours a strip of uniform width from

the top to the bottom of the sheet was subjected to analysis. Less

than 1 per cent of the proportional amount of the formaldehyde used

was found upon the sheet. The experiment was repeated, using

another sample of formaldehyde, and the results obtained in this trial

were comparable with the first, which would indicate that there is no

great amount of loss of formaldeh3Tde by polymerization in emplo}Ting

the sheet method.

If the solution is evaporated by heat from an open dish in the room,

or from a retort outside, the addition of from 10 to 15 per cent of

glycerin is advisable. Glycerin has a very high boiling point, and its

addition tends to prevent polymerization. Calcium chlorid is added

for the same purpose and also because of its affinity for water, as it

has been thought by some that the drier the gas the more effective

would be the disinfection. It is now generally conceded, however,
that a limited amount of moisture is desirable for the best results.

The effect of small quantities of calcium chlorid in raising the boiling

point is hardly appreciable.

Many lamps have been devised for generating the gas by the slow7

combustion of methyl or wood alcohol. The majority of these, how-
ever, give but a comparatively small proportion of the formaldehyde
gas theoretically produced, and for the most part they are untrust-

worthy. If a large space is to be disinfected an autoclave of some
sort will doubtless prove most satisfactory.

USE as A DEODORANT.

Formaldehyde is a true deodorant, acting chemically upon the offen-

sive compounds and forming others without odor. The commercial
solution may be considerably diluted for this purpose, a strength of

from .") to 5 per cent being effective, while it does not vaporize so rap-

idly as to cause discomfiture on the part of the user. For use about
sinks and drains, or in vaults and cesspools, it is one of the best

deodorants known.

3 a 1905 31
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Ai-ri.n \ i n>\ as a FUNG* IDE.

The many fungi which attack crops are themselves low forma of

plants. Many of these survive the winter in the form of spores, the

larger part of which remain on the ground where the crop was grown.

Enough of these, however, stay on the seed of the crop to insure the

recurrence of the disease tin* following year, even though a new field

free from the disease be used.

The successful farmer knows that it is not profitable to grow potato >es

from scabby seed nor on ground where Last year's crop was afflicted

with scab, though he may not know the scientific reason involved,

namely, that there are scores of spores upon each scabby tuber and

that thousands lie in wait in the soil where an infected crop greM . If

the seed before planting can be subjected to some treatment which

will not injure its germinating power but will kill any spores that

may he adhering to it, the advantage is obvious; for then by using a

new tield the disease can he avoided. Treatment with formaldehyde

accomplishes this result and is not only etlicacious in the prevention

of potato seab, but is equally so in the case of oat, barley, and wheat

smut and other similar fungous diseases.

The treatment usually recommended for potatoes is to soak the seed

tubers for two hours in a solution prepared by adding 8 ounces of

formaldehyde (38 to 40 per cent) to 15 gallons nl' water. If the seed

is then planted upon a clean Held, the crop should be free from seal).

The dilution usually recommended for the treatment of seed grain

is 1 pound of commercial formaldehyde to 50 gallons of water. This

solution is sprinkled or sprayed upon the seed until the latter is moist

enough to pack in the hand. It is then shoveled into a pile, covered

over, and left for at least two hours before sowing. If desired, the seed

may be allowed to dry and be sown when convenient. This treatment

will not injure the germinating power of the seed except to a very

slight extent, which is offset many times by the benefit obtained.

GENERAL USES AS A PRESERVATIVE.

Because of its marked antiseptic properties formaldehyde is an

efficient preservative. During the last few years it has largely dis-

placed alcohol as the preservative of anatomical specimens, a dilute

solution being much used for this purpose in medicine and surgery,

in pharmaceutical preparations, and in microscopy. Sixteen years

ago, when the antiseptic properties of formaldehyde were first discov-

ered, the compound was practically unknown except to the chemists;

now its uses have so multiplied that they have extended to food

products, especially milk and cream. Under various trade names it has

been put upon the market as a
w

* harmless" preservative of food prod-

ucts, but the highest authorities consider it harmful in any quantity,

and its use in food products is prohibited in a large number of States.



WASTE IN LOGGING SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE.

By J. ( riKviN Peters,

Forest Assistant, Forest Service.

INTRODUCTION.

The total stand of southern yellow pine was recently estimated at

about 300,000,000,000 board feet. This is in excess, however, of

estimates by the host posted southern lumbermen. Therefore it is

probable that the present stand of southern yellow pine can scarcely

exceed this amount. The annual cut is practically 10,000,<

board feet, and there is every reason to believe that this will increase.

It is fairly safe, then, to conclude that within twenty-five years

southern yellow pine will have almost ceased to be an important com-

mercial commodity.

Yellow pine stumpage twenty years ago was worth not over 50 cents

a thousand; it is held to-day at from $2 to $5, the average value prob-

ably being $3. Twenty years ago timber. land in the South brought

$1.25 to $5 per acre; to-day it brings from 81<> to $30. The history

of the white pine in the Lake States is repeating itself in yellow pine

in the South.

Deductions from actual measurements have shown that the timber-

land owner in the South generally is not enforcing as full utilization

of his timber as is possible. The result is that not only is he losing

the stumpage value of the timber not utilized, but he is also hastening

the time when his timber supply shall become exhausted, a time at which
it- stumpage value would probably have greatly increased.

CONDITIONS ONDEB WHICH LOGGING IS CARRIED OX.

In general, Logging i- carried on under one of the following condi-

tion-:

(1) Land and timber owned, and the timber logged and milled, by
one and the same party.

Land and timber owned by one party, timber Logged under con-

tract by a second party, and milled by the first party.

(3) Land and timber owned by one party, stumpage bought, and

timber logged and milled by a second party.

A- a rule there is a marked increase in waste in Logging from con-

dition 1 to condition 3, because where the owner of the timber land is
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the lumberman it pays him to saw any grade of lumber thai vn ill show

a protit over the cost of manufacture; but where the buyer of the

Btumpage is the lumberman the Btumpage price is reckoned along with

the cost of manufacturing, unci upon the existence of n low or high

Btumpage price depends whether it is practicable for the lumberman

to Baw low-grade top toga or only the clear Length of a tree.

CONDITIONS STUDIED IN THE PRESENT ARTICLE.

The bulk of southern yellow pine is in Mississippi, Louisiana, and

Texas. In the latter two States material for a special study of waste

in logging was gathered by the Forest Service in the winter of 1904.

Measurements were taken on 347 sample areas on the cuttings of a

large lumber company, which furnished an excellent example of con-

ditions favorable to wasteful logging. The' aggregate of these 347

sample areas was 335.5 acres, located on 8 recent cuttings, from which

the tram spurs had been taken up. It was impossible, therefore, that

any more timber could be logged from the land.

The logging operations fall under the third of the conditions speci-

fied above. The timber was owned by a land company, which sold the

stumpage to a lumber company at $4 per thousand feet. In this region

the cost of producing lumber, including cutting and hauling of logs to

the mill, sawing and handling, depreciation of mill plant, etc., was

about $8 a thousand. The total cost of the product ready for shipment

was therefore about $12 a thousand.

The lumber company paid a very high stumpage price; the land

company exercised no supervision in the woods over the cutting of its

timber. The natural result was that practically nothing was taken

from the woods which, though merchantable, would not show a profit

over its total cost. In this case it meant a waste of the resources of

the seller, and careless logging by the buyer; waste, because a large

amount of merchantable timber was cut and left in the woods; careless

logging, because a large number of small trees were indiscriminately

cut for use in logging or were knocked down by falling timber, which

is merely another form of waste—a waste of future supply. (PL

LVI, fig: 2.)

The lack of supervision by the land company and the high stump-

age price paid by the lumber company go hand in hand as the two

great factors to which the waste may be attributed. The result of the

absence in the woods of a representative of the land company is best

illustrated by the large amount of merchantable timber left behind in

the tops of logged trees. The stumpage price has a direct bearing on

this form of waste. It will be remembered that this price was $4 per

thousand feet, and that in consequence the total cost to the lumber

company was about $12 a thousand. The value of the lumber that the

top logs would saw out would average, as shown further on, about $10
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a thousand. Although *this cosl of production Is an average price

merely, and does not indicate t ha i cadi additional thousand feel of

lumber emails an added expenditure of the full $12, since the expenses

incident to lumbering the area as a whole have been already incurred,

it is plain that the higher the eost the less the incentive to the lumber

company to utilize low-grade material. In other words, the company
would not have been out of pocket $2 per thousand in consequence of

taking lumber which would bring only $1<» per thousand, in spite of

the fact that tin 1 average cost of production, including such items as

taxes, construction of plant and railways, etc., is $12 per thousand;

l>ut the fact that for every thousand that was taken the lumber com-

pany would have to pay $1 in stumpage, and would therefore have

only *<> left to defray the expense of handling and milling this low-

grade timber, would decidedly discourage its use, since it would yield

very little profit and might involve a loss. The owner, however, loses

the stumpage price, $4, for every thousand feet in the woods. Here
is where supervision would make itself felt. It is to the interest of

the seller of the stumpage to see that all of the tree which can be con-

verted into lumber is paid for.

PART-MERCHANTABLE CULLS AND TREES DESTROYED.

A feature markedly in evidence after logging is the number of part-

merchantable culls—trees left as culls b}^ the sawyers, but which

would yield a merchantable log. Measurements on over 300 acres

show that more than 6 per cent of the trees standing after logging

consist of part-merchantable culls. These are generally big trees,

containing in the butt cut rarely less than 200 board feet of sound

timber, and being in some instances over 40 inches in diameter on the

stump, so that the lumber from even one log of such trees would
unquestionably cover the expense of handling them. Moreover, these

part-merchantable culls, if left standing, will probably be absolute

culls by the time of the next cutting. The safest plan to insure the

utilization of culls about which there is an}T doubt as to their mer-
chantable contents is to cut every one of merchantable size—10 inches

and over on the stump—and where the sawyers are paid by the thou-

sand feet cut and not by the day. to allow them at least the number of

feet in the butt cut of every cull felled. Where this plan is adhered
to it Ls a paying one.

A large number of trees arc knocked down, badly broken and splint-

ered by falling limber, or are cut lor skid poles, cut as "bed trees."

across which to fell other trees in order to obtain a good "fall" and
BO prevent the saw from pinching, or cut merely to get them out of the

way. Most of these trees are below L0 inches on the stump, and hence

unmerchantable, though measurements show 58 per cent of them to be
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fairly fast-growing sap trees, which should be the basis fora future

stand. Measurements further -how thai of the total Dumber of sap

trees which might have been left standing after Logging, 25 per cent,

or one-fourth, were broken, knocked dow n, uprooted, or in some wa\

incapacitated for future growth by careless logging.

On one of the cuttings investigated the trees are "spotted," or

marked, for removal, therel>\ insuring the cutting of every tree about

which there is any doubt as to its being above or below the diameter

limit. The value of marking timber with respect to part-merchantable

culls alone is unquestionable, since figures show that where timber is

marked practically none of this class is left standing. The conclusion-.

then, are that

—

(1) Some merchantable timber is left standing which will in all proba-

bility become cull by the next cutting, and should therefore be cut

now.

(2) A great many small, growing sap trees are destroyed by careless

logging.

(3) The best results are obtained by spotting or marking the timber

for removal.

MERCHANTABLE TIMBER LEFT ON THE GROUND.

A very large part of the waste in logging is represented by mer-

chantable timber left on the ground in tops, broken and knocked-dow n

trees, right-of-way trees, bed trees, sound logs cut but not skidded,

and windfalls with sound heart. By far the greatest part of this

waste is contained in tops. Frequently in cutting long logs for bill

stock only one log is cut from a tree where it is possible to cut a

second and even a third log. For instance, from a tree 20 inches on

the stump, a 36-foot log was cut, 12 inches in diameter at the top end.

The remainder of this tree would have yielded a merchantable log

40 feet long and 9 inches at the top, scaling, according to the Doyle

Log Rule, 62 board feet. From another tree, 21 inches on the stump,

a 34-foot log, 14 inches at the top, was cut. What was left of this

tree would have yielded a merchantable log 40 feet long and 10 inches

in diameter at the top, scaling 90 feet. (See PI. LVII.)

The estimate here given of the amount of such timber wasted is

unquestionably conservative. The practical value of such figures,

however, rests entirely upon the fact that the timber is merchantable.

Only timber which would have produced reasonably straight and

perfectly sound logs was taken into account. Red-heart timber is

exceedingly common, and, owing to the prevalence of so-called blink

punks and to the bleaching of red heart exposed to the sun, which

makes the rot difficult to detect, the woodsmen employed to take the

measurements were required, wherever there was the slightest doubt

as to the soundness of any piece of timber, to chop into the particular

piece at the spot supposedly affected. Also, only timber was taken
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Fig. 1.—Specimen Top Log Left After Logging. It will Cut a Log 40 Feet
Long and 10 Inches at the Top End, Yielding 90 Board Feet.

Fig. 2.—Merchantable Timber Left in Tops After Logging. Bill Stock was
Cut here.
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into account from which could have been cul at leasl a L2-foo1 Log

with B diameter at the small end not less than 8 inches, and then only

provided no branches were included which would exceed 5 inches in

diameter. These specifications were adopted because the smallest mer-

chantable yellow-pine log must be not less than 8 inches in diameter at

its top end, Dor less than 12 feet in length, and because a knot over 4|-

inches in diameter will make of a yellow-pine hoard a cull, and a branch

5 inches in diameter outside the bark will make about a 4^-inch knot.

The lumber company, however, practically regards 16 feet as the

shortest merchantable log length, since it handles no 12-foot and hardly

any 11-foot lengths.

To be especially conservative in estimating this waste, 16 feet has

been assumed as the shortest merchantable log length. The results

from measurements on 318.5 cut-over acres show that the average

loss per acre was equivalent to 13 logs, each 22.8 feet long and 9.8

inches in diameter at the top, containing 667 board feet by the Her-

ring rule. This figure, 667 board feet per acre, represents the amount
of timber which could have been saved to the land company by effi-

cient supervision of the logging.

Though at the time the measurements were made, in January, 1904,

the shortest merchantable length was generally regarded throughout

Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas as 16 feet, 12-foot lengths were
cut in some few localities, and they are certainty merchantable. Had
lengths as short as 12 and 11 feet been assumed as merchantable the

average waste per acre would be 962 board feet in 19 logs 19.6 feet

long and 10.1 inches in diameter at the small end; or, in other words,

with 12 and 11 foot lengths accounted for, 6 more logs could have been

gotten per acre, containing 295 board feet.

Absolute proof that this timber was merchantable could have been

had only by cutting the logs from the tops, etc., getting them to a

mill, and sawing them into lumber. This, however, was not feasible,

if for no other reason than the removal of the tramways. Therefore,

a cutting was selected on another tract in the same region, where logs

were being cut at least as far into the tops as those measured on the

land company's tract.

On this cutting the logs of 1,405 trees were scaled in the woods, and

each log was so marked that when it reached the mill it could be iden-

tified and the lumber cut from it could be graded directly from the saw.

Enough of these logs were followed through the mill and the lumber
graded to furnish complete results for 722 trees. The top logs from

185 of these 722 trees were selected as representing the lowest grade

and as being practically identical with the logs scaled as waste on the

land company's tract as to both grade and size. The amount of lum-

ber by grades which these logs sawed out and the market value of the

lumber of each grade at the prices current in March, 1904, is given in

detail below. As was to be expected, the bulk of the lumber, or
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nearly !><» per cent, graded into common boards and dimension,, the

greater part of which went into No. I common dimension.

Aiiumut ami market value of the graded long-leaf pine lumber sawedfrom 186 t"j> I

Grade.
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wasti; in HIGH sir Mi's.

The fixation of stump heights is, in any case, purely arbitrary, for

the object is simply to have the small trees as well as the large trees

cut as reasonably low as possible. It is believed that a stump height

of 24 inches for sound trees 24 inches :m<l over on the slum]) iit 2 feet

above the ground, and of 18 inches for sound trees under 24 inches on

the stump, would in this particular case have given the best results.

On this basis the waste in cutting high stumps on the land company-
tract was calculated. It appeared that the average stump height for

trees 24 inches and over on the stump was 29 inches; for trees under

24 inches on the stump, 27 inches; and that this represented a loss of

218 board feet per acre, or 1.85 per cent of the total yield.

It is significant that the largest lumber companies in the South are

now beginning to cut low stumps, usually 24 inches high, against 30

to 36 inches formerly, realizing thereby a slight profit not only in the

quantity of lumber saved, but especially in its quality. However,

where no discrimination is exercised in cutting low stumps, this profit

will decrease proportionately with the increase of trees with damaged
butts. Only sound-butted trees will yield a profit on low stumps.

What is supposed to be gained in the woods by cutting trees with

damaged butts too low is lost in the mill at the trimmer, where the

original length may be reduced by at least 2 feet. The indiscriminate

cutting of low stumps is especially impractical when a mill is sawing

bill stock, logs of specified lengths being cut in the woods to fill a

particular order. The stumps measured were separated into three

classes—(1) sound, (2) pitchy, and (3) doty or rotten. Of the stumps

on 333.5 acres, 7.4 per cent were pitchy; 4.8 per cent doty. There

were, then, 87.8 per cent of sound stumps, which could have been cut

on an average 4 to 13 inches lower, thereby saving 218 board feet per

acre to the land compan}T
.

A pitchy stump results from a scar, and fire is usually the agent

which makes the scar. In the natural healing process a copious exu-

dation of pitch from the wound takes place, in consequence of which

the wood becomes pitch-streaked to a depth proportionate with the

size of the scar. This condition produces what are ordinarily known
to the loggers as rich, fat, or pitchy stumps, so common on burned

areas. Fire- scarred timber saws out most of the pitch-streaked

lumber culled at the mill. As a prominent lumberman expressed

it, " Every tree with a defective butt is a separate proposition, about

which no hard and fast rule as to a low stump can be laid down."

The conclusion, then, is that a low stump height should be enforced

in the case of all sound-butted trees, and that this will result in an

appreciable gain to both the land company and the lumber company

—

to the one from an increase in the amount of timber, to the other more

especially from the high quality of lumber thus secured.
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USE I 'i SKID I'ol.i

A large number of young trees, 5 t<» 8 inches In diameter, are cut

for skill poles. Where logs are loaded by B cross-haul team, ground

skids are essential. For this purpose inferior and unhealthy trees

should be selected in preference to thrifty, growing trees. The basis

for a future yield must be the growing trees which remain standing

after Logging. Therefore, indiscriminate cutting of small trees will

tend to diminish the future yield. The number of skid poles \\u>

counted on several switches of varying lengths. The resull is shown in

detail in the following table, the feature of which is the high percentage

of sap poles. The terms u sap" and " heart" used in the table refer

respectively to thrifty, growing trees, and to unhealthy or matured

slow-growing trees. When standing they are distinguished entirely

by the appearance of the bark, which in the former is loose, exfoliat-

ing, and furrowed; in the latter, comparative] v smooth and tight.

"Sap" and "heart" are terms perfectly intelligible to the logger, and

have been used as the best means of distinguishing between what should

and what should not be cut for skid poles.

Skid poles cut for 8.28 miles of switches, through southern pine forest yielding about 10,000

hoard feet per acre.

Class of pole.
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Where a steam Loader operates no ground skids are necessary, for

the louder can pick up logs from the ground <>r from a skidway with

equal case. Where, however, it is impossible to load the logs until

some time after cutting, skid poles are desirable to prevent them com-

ing in contact with the ground, owing to the possible bluing of the

sapwood which might occur.

It might appear feasible to haul the poles from an old switch and

relay them on a new one, thus keeping the same skids in use continu-

ously. Such, however, is not the case, for the reason that the skid-

ways are filled with logs before the track is laid.

To conclude, in the use of skid poles, dead, dying, and deformed

trees and those trees distinguished by the loggers as heart trees,

also hardwoods where available, should be used in preference to thrifty

sap trees, which are important for the future stand.

CORDUROY.

During the rainy season in the Gulf States, beginning about Novem-
ber and continuing usually through March, the ground is more or less

soft and boggy, with the result that in many localities logging is

extremely difficult, so that corduroying is indispensable. Small trees

of about 3 to 8 inches in diameter are used for this purpose. The}T

are cut into 12-foot lengths and laid crosswise and close together on

the right of way. This gives the ties a solid floor to rest on, and so

keeps the rails above the surface of the bog.

In selecting corduroy, as in selecting small trees for skid poles,

absolutely no discretion, as a rule, is exercised. A thrifty sap tree

and a dead tree stand equal chances of being cut. The rule already

laid down concerning the use of sap and heart trees for skid poles is

equally applicable here. Moreover, since in man}r cases saw}Ters

begin felling the timber along a tramway at about the time it is being

graded, it would be entirely possible to use the tops of the trees as

corduroy, provided they were of a desirable size; and wherever hard-

woods are available, as where the right of way crosses a hardwood

bottom, conservative logging would compel their use.

For corduroy, then, available hardwoods, tops of pine cut for saw

Logs, or heart trees, as described under skid poles, should be used, and

the cutting of thrifty sap trees for the purpose should be discourage* 1.

WINDFALLS AND GIRDLED TREES.

In some instances no windfalls are taken from the forest, even

though the heartwood is perfectly sound. Windfalls, as a rule, are

fairly large trees, in which the percentage of sapwood is small. The

sapwood will probably have blued or rotted; but if the heart is sound

and at least S inches in diameter at the top of a merchantable length,

there is eertainlv no pfood reason for leaving a windfall in the woods.
•/ © ©
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There occur in clumps over some areas trees girdled and killed by

insects. The sapwood of such trees has usually blued and soured, but

the heart in iiimn cases IS BOUnd and nol bored a- \ et b\ B6C4 >nd;ti\

insects. These trees, though as a rule containing merchantable timber,

art' rarely cut. Left standing, they act as breeding places for insects

and induce further depredations. For the most part, the affected trees

are over LO inches in diameter on the stump, and consequently of

merchantable size. They should by all means be felled, provided a

merchantable log can be gotten at least 16 feet long Bhowing 8 inches

sound heart at the top end.

What has just been stated in regard to insect-killed trees applies

also to trees girdled by the guy cables of a steam skidder, compara-

tively few of which, however, are left standing after logging.

BRIDGE TIMBER.

The number of bridges in tramway construction will vary with the

topography of the country. A bridge rarely requires less than 1,000

feet B. M. of timber, and therefore some discretion in selecting the

timber is perfectly reasonable. It does not pa}r to handle logs which

have been put into bridge work, for the reason that the outlay incurred

in dislodging the upper tiers of stringers and fillers and in snaking

the logs out of difficult depressions is prohibitive. To nse cull logs,

then, is the practical alternative. The large number of trees affected

by red heart insures the availability of cull timber in almost every

locality.

Seven bridges were selected indiscriminately for investigation. The

smallest contained 468 feet of sound timber, the largest 6,455 feet.

Of the total number of logs used in constructing the seven bridges, 82

per cent were sound and clear, containing an average of 2,624 feet per

bridge.

The lumber which could be sawed from these logs would bring an

average price of at least $15 per 1,000 feet. If the total cost to pro-

duce the lumber is $12 per 1,000 feet, the net loss to the lumber com-

pany is $3 for each 1,000 board feet of sound timber in bridges where

it is possible to use cull timber; the loss to the land company is the

stumpage rate, or $4 per 1,000 feet.

CONCLUSION.

A set of rules is given below, embodying the specific conclusions

reached in this discussion of waste in logging yellow pine, the strict

enforcement of which will be essential to the success of clean logging.

These rules assume, however, that a diameter limit has been adopted

below which trees shall not be cut, and that the trees to be cut will

be " spotted," or marked, for cutting. Otherwise the cost of marking
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as specified in the rales would be prohibitive. In the past the Forest

Service has found in preparing working plans for yellow-pine lands

that, in the interest of forest management for future crop-, a diameter

limit in the neighborhood of 18 inches is usually advisable. The
subject of waste in logging, however, is one which deserves attention

on its own merits, and has been discussed in the present article entirely

independently of the question of management. Yet it must be said

that the full use even of the present forest naturally goes hand

in hand with plans for the full use of the forest as a permanently

productive resource.

KCI.ES FOR THE PREVENTION OF "WASTE IN LOGGING YELLOW PINE.

(1) The following- classes of timber to be "spotted," or marked, for

cutting:

(a) All red-heart trees 10 inches and over on the stump.

(h) All insect-killed trees which will yield a merchantable log.

(c) All trees needed for skid poles, corduroy, and bridges, the

removal of which is necessary.

(2) All trees to be cut which are marked.

(3) No sound trees below the diameter limit to be cut for u bed"
trees.

(4) The lengths of logs to be so varied that the merchantable timber

in every down tree shall be utilized up to that point in the top where
the diameter is 8 inches. Any such timber left in the woods shall be

scaled under direction of the logging superintendent and paid for by
the purchaser at double the stumpage price.

(5) Sound trees 24 inches and over in diameter on the stump at 2

feet above the ground, neither cat-faced by fire nor hollow-butted, to

be cut not higher than 24 inches from the ground; sound trees under

24 inches on the stump to be cut not higher than 18 inches from the

ground. Stumps of trees with hollow butts, or butts made pitchy or
' ;

fat
v from fire or other injuries, to be cut high ?

r»ough to avoid all

or as much of the defect as possible. It should be the duty of the

timber spotter to mark each tree at its proper stump height, that

is, 24 inches from the ground for trees 24 inches and over on the

stump, and 18 inches from the ground for trees under 24 inches on the

stump, and to mark trees with defective butts so as to avoid all or as

much of the defect as possible.

(6) No sap trees to be cut for skid poles until the nearby supply

of heart trees and culls shall have been exhausted. Hardwoods to be

cut for skid poles wherever available.

(7) No pine to be cut for ground skids where a steam loader is

operating.

(8) Available hardwoods, tops of pine, heart trees, or culls to be

used for corduroy.
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(9) Windfalls and girdled trees which will yield a merchantable log

u> be utilized.

(10) Bed-heart timber, it' available, to be used for stringers, cape,

or fillers in bridge construction.

(11) Care to be used in the felling, so thai trees below the diameter

limit will not be broken or badly injured. Stubs or snags of broken

trees to be cut where tliev will yield a merchantable log.

(12) The decision of the lo^in^ superintendent to be tinal in the

execution of these rules.
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By William A. Taylor,

Pomologwi in Charge of Field Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.

INTRODUCTION.

In a country like the United States, which embraces so wide a range

of climatic and soil conditions, the origination and dissemination of

fruit varieties is a very important phase of economic pomology.

Without the origination of varieties adapted to peculiar regional con-

ditions, there are few sections in which profitable commercial fruit

culture can be permanently maintained. A considerable degree of

adaptability to climate, resistance to particular diseases or insects, and

suitability for special uses is essential to the profitable maintenance of

fruit plantations in the open air in most of our territory. While a

few varieties of most cultivated fruits possess a high degree of endur-

ance of varying conditions, such varieties are usually of rather inferior

quality and not well suited to highly specialized uses. Until a suffi-

cient number of American-grown sorts has been accumulated our fruit

growers must continue to test such new sorts as give promise of meet-

ing their special needs. The present article of this series a calls atten-

tion to some of the more recently introduced varieties that appear to

possess distinct merit for testing in different fruit districts.

VIRGINIA BEAUTY APPLE.

[PLATE LVIII.]

This excellent winter variety appears to have originated early in the

last century as a chance seedling on the farm of the late Mr. Zachariah

Saferight, now owned by Mr. C. C. Edwards, in Carroll County, Va.,

which was then a part of Grayson Count}7
. The original tree, which

is still standing, is reported to have borne fruit in 1826. Soon after

that date the variety was disseminated throughout Carroll, Grayson,
Wythe, and Pulaski counties by Mr. Martin Stoneman, who used scion

of it for top-grafting trees in orchards on various farms.* Old men in

that region state that it was known to them as a disseminated variety in

their boyhood. It was first disseminated under the names "Zach" and

See Yearbooks of the Department of Agriculture Eor L90J (p. 381 >, L902 (p. ;

. and L904 (p. 399 .

' Letters ol K. M. Crockett, Pulaski, Va.; Prof. William B. Alwood, Blacksburg,

Va.; II. C. Wysor, Dublin, Va. ; J. W. Stoneman, Cap, Va., and 8. D. Stoneman,
Gambetta, Va., L901-6.
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Zach Red," but as neither of these appears to have been published

tlu'\ arc Dot admitted as synonyms. About L850Mr. Stoneman named

the variety "Virginia Beauty," under which name it appears to have

been first catalogued and offered for sale soon after 1*71 l>\ the

Franklin Davis Nursery Company, then of Richmond, Ya., which

began its propagation in nursery in that year." So far as known, it

has no published synonyms. The earliest published description appears

to be that contained in the Report of the Pomologist of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture for L895, page 3o\

Though apparently never extensively advertised or illustrated, the

Virginia Beauty is now quite widely distributed throughout the

mountain region of Virginia and North Carolina, and is recognized as

a promising variety for like latitudes, at least as far west as eastern

.Nebraska. Its mild flavor, which closely approximates sweetness, is

highly appreciated in southern markets, where the variety commands

a premium on this account, and accordingly it is being considerably

planted as a commercial variety in the mountain region referred to.

DKSCKIPTION.

Form quite variable, ranging from oblate to roundish oblong; size

medium to large; surface smooth, glossy; color dark }
rellow, almost

entirely covered with purplish red, showing occasional dim stripes of

darker red; dots variable, numerous, russet, some indented; cavity

irregular, of medium size and gradual slope, sometimes lipped and

usually russeted; stem short, rather stout, frequently bearing bracts;

basin regular, small, shallow, slightly furrowed and lumpy; calyx

segments thin, converging; eye medium, closed; skin moderately

thick and tenacious; flesh greenish yellow, line grained, tender, juicy;

core medium to large, conical, clasping; seeds numerous, of medium
size, short, plump, brown; flavor mild subacid, almost sweet; quality

good to very good for dessert use in the fresh state and for baking.

Season, October to February in the mountain region of North Carolina

and Virginia.

The tree is reported to be a moderately strong, rather upright

grower, becoming somewhat pendulous after reaching bearing age.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LVIII was grown near Taylors-

ville, Alexander County, N. C.

CARSON APPLE.

[PLATE LIX.]

The original tree of this variety was obtained about 1835 by a

relative of Mr. Nathan Moore, of Toledo, Ohio, from a small apple

seedling nursery in Wood County, Ohio, owned by a family named

Carson. When it came into bearing, about 1850, it was so attractive

"Letter of W. T. Hood, Richmond, Ya., March 28, 1906.
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in appearance and of such excellent quality thai Mr. Moore began its

propagation and dissemination in northern Ohio about L855 under the

name "( larson," which it has ever since borne. The curliest publical ion

of the name appears t<> have been in the report of the Kentucky State

Kniit Committee in the Proceedings of the American Pomological

Society for l
s 7.'» (p. L35), where it was recommended for planting in

the central and southern portions of Kentucky. Its excellent record

for productiveness, beauty, and quality in northern Ohio for a half

century renders it worthy of experimental planting throughout the

Lake region and the New England States, both for the home orchard

and as a commercial variety.

DESCRIPTION.

Form oblate, sometimes slightly conical; size large; surface smooth,

with occasional russet knobs and patches; color pale yellow, washed,

splashed, and narrowly striped with bright crimson; dots rather large,

conspicuous, and protruding; cavrity medium, regular, deep, russeted;

stem of medium length and rather slender; basin very large, deep,

abrupt, furrowed, and sometimes russeted; calyx segments converg-

ing: eye large, closed; skin thin, tough; flesh yellowish, with satiny

luster when fresh cut; texture fine, tender, juicy; core small, broad,

oval, clasping, nearly closed; seeds few, plump, medium, brown; flavor

subacid, pleasant; qualit}T very good. Season, November to March in

northern Ohio.

Tree vigorous and upright in habit, very productive.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LIX was grown near Toledo,

Ohio.

CROCKER PEAR.

(Synonym: Crocker Bartlett.)

[PLATE LX.]

One of the most evident needs of the American commercial pear

grower is an attractive winter variety of good dessert quality that is

at the same time productive and at least fairly resistant to blight.

Most of the European winter varieties thus far tested in this country

have Tailed in one or more of these important particulars when trans-

ferred to America, so that the supply of desirable winter sorts is

rarely equal to the demand of our dome-tie markets. One of the

most promising new varieties in this held is the "Crocker," which
appeals to have originated in a small orchard planted by gold miners

on the American River, near Loomis, Cal.. about 18,50 to lSOn. This

orchard, which consisted of about 4 acres of apples, pears, peaches, and
plums, with some grapes and figs, was purchased by Mr. L. L.

Crocker iii 1872." It then contained a thicket of some 50 young pear

° Letters of L. L. Crocker, February, 1905.

3 a1905 32
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Bprouts surrounding an older tree of an unrecognized winter variety.

Desiring to clear the ground to make way for planting other trees,

Mr. ( Irocker noticed fruit upon some of these young trees, which were

evidently suckers from the stock upon which tin- old tree had been

budded or grafted, rle therefore deferred their destruction until the

end of the season, to permit the fruit to ripen. The pears remained

on the trees until December, when they began falling, although still

hard and inedible. Specimens that were laid away ripened gradually

from January until the vwd of winter and were of such excellent

quality that Mr. Crocker transplanted five of the largest sprouts to

his orchard, where they are still bearing annual crops. Later he

began the nursery propagation of the variety, and gradually increased

his plantings of it until lie now has over ;>,000 bearing trees. It is

locally known as the *' Crocker Bartlett," and has been disseminated

under that name by Mr. Crocker since 1902. It has but recently

begun to attract attention elsewhere, but is considered worthy of

testing in eastern pear districts.

DESCRIPTION.

Form oblong, obovate, pyriform, somewhat angular; size medium
to large; surface rat 1km- smooth; color rich golden yellow, somewhat

netted and overspread with russet; dots minute, russet; stem medium
to long, rather slender, inserted obliquely, with little or no depression;

basin of medium size, regular, deep, abrupt, russeted, and furrowed;

calyx segments rather small, converging; eye small, closed; skin rather

thick, but quite tender; flesh yellowish, buttery, juicy, with some

woody granules near core; core of medium size, oval, slightly open,

meeting the eye; seeds short, plump, round, rather numerous; flavor

mild subacid to sweet and very rich; quality very good.

The tree is reported to be a vigorous grower, thus far free from

blight, and regularly productive. The fruit is somewhat subject to

scab in the locality of its origin, and therefore needs to be sprayed to

protect against this disease. Season, January to March in Placer

County, Cal.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LX was grown at Loom is, Cal.

EVEKBEARING PEACH.

[PLATE LXI.]

The so-called ''Spanish" group of peaches, which is supposed to

have been introduced into both Mexico and our own Gulf region by the

early Spanish explorers and missionaries, is in some respects our most

interesting group of peaches. It unquestionably attained wider distri-

bution in the United States during the period of exploration and col-

onization which preceded the development of commercial peach culture
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than the socalled "Persian" group, to which most, of our older

cultivated varieties belong.

Hunters and trappers, and even the Indian-, appear to have aided in

the dissemination of these peaches in many sections, 80 that the early

settlers in many parts of the Mississippi Valley and the Upper Lake

regions found the type so firmly established in certain Localities as to

appear indigenous. From the Gulf to the Great Lakes it was thor-

oughly established by the beginning of the nineteenth century, reach-

ing its northern limit of planting in orchard form, so far as known to

tin 1 writer, in the so-called " Indian peach orchard" on the Kalamazoo

River, Dear the present village of Douglas, Mich., where a bearing

orchard of 300 trees was found by the settlers when they readied

there, about 1834. In the mountain regions of southwestern Virginia,

western North Carolina, and eastern Tennessee there are numerous

seedling orchards of the type still in existence, and it is a significant

fait that in recent y
rears nurseryTrnen throughout the Northern and

Eastern States are turning to that region for sound and disease-free

seed for planting.

Notwithstanding the early introduction and wide distribution of tne

type under such names as " Indian Peach," "Indian Cling," "Squaw
Peach," etc., it has given rise to but few varieties that have been con-

sidered worthy of perpetuation by budding. The "Columbia," which

Coxe originated in New Jersey from a seed taken from Georgia, was

for many years after its description in 1817 apparently the only

described variety. At the present time there are but few varieties, and

most of these are restricted in their planting to the region in close

proximity to the Gulf of Mexico, to which they appear to be better

adapted than those of any other group. None of these has yet attained

distinct commercial importance, but several are highly esteemed for

home use. A marked characteristic of this group is that certain

individual trees have a long blossoming period and a correspondingly

long season in which the fruit matures. It is this that gives special

value to the ;i Everbearing," a variety which originated about 18S5 in

the garden of a Mrs. Page, at Cuthbert, Ga. Blossoming, as it does,

through a period of several weeks, it rarely fails to set a fair crop of

fruit, while the fruit in turn ripens through a period of from six to

twelve weeks on the same tree.

The variety was named and disseminated by the P. J. Berckmans

Company, of Augusta, Ga., in 1897. It has been found insufficiently

hardy in New Jersey, but 18 considered worthy of planting for home
use throughout the recognized peach districts of the South. It is not

recommended as a commercial peach, as the peculiar color and long

ripening season would doubtless prevent it from becoming a prolitable

market sort.
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i KIP'I ION.

Form roundish conical; size medium to large, the Inter ripening

fruits being smaller than the earlier ones; cavity large, regular, deep,

abrupt; stem rather stout; suture shallow; apex rather prominent;

surface smooth, thickly covered with long, loose, velvety down; color

greenish white, striped and mottled with purplish red; skin thick,

tenacious; llesh whitish, considerably stained and veined with red,

meaty, tender, and juicy; stone of medium size, oval, Tree;

Savor subacid, rich; quality good to very good. Season, duly 1 to

September 1 or later in southern Georgia.

Tree vigorous, compact, productive; glands reniform; flowers Large.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LXI was grown at Augusta, (Ja.

GOLDEN PLUM.

(Synonym: Gold.)

[PLATE LXII.]

Of the hybrid plums originated by Luther Burbank that have been

introduced for a sufficient time to render a forecast of their climatic

requirements possible, this variety appears adapted to the widest geo-

graphical range. The original tree was grown in 1887 or 1888, by Mr.

Burbank, from a seed of Robinson (Frunus angustifolid), which was

the result of a cross with pollen of Abundance (synonyms Botan, !'</-

low-flu sin (I Botan, Swt et Botati of Burbank, but not of others), one of

the best known and most widely grown of the Japanese plums in

America. It was named "Golden " by Mr. Burbank in 18 (

,>2, and a brief

description of the variety, based on specimens submitted by him, was

published in the Report of the Pomologist of the Department of Agri-

culture for that year." It was catalogued and illustrated by Mr. Bur-

bank under this name in his catalogue of New Creations in Fruits and

Flowers, June, 1893. About that time the original tree and the right

of introduction were purchased by the Stark Brothers Nurseries and

Orchards Company, of Louisiana, Mo., which catalogued it for dissemi-

nation in the autumn of 1894 under ihe name "Gold," which was
registered as a trade-mark in the United States Patent Office on Feb-

ruary L'G, 1895. The prior application and publication of the name
" Golden" entitles it to precedence under the code of nomenclature of

the American Pomological Society and has, therefore, been generally

adopted by pomologists.

The variety has been planted in most of our plum districts, and,

while not of the highest dessert quality, is a hardy, productive, and

excellent fruit in most of the territory where either the Japanese or

the Chickasaw plums succeed.

"Report of the Secretary of Agriculture, 1892, p. 263.
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DEMCItl ITION.

Form globular to globular oblate; size medium to large; cavity of

medium size, deep and abrupt; stem of medium Length, rather Blender;

suture shallow, except at apex, which is slightly depressed; surface

golden yellow, lightly blushed with carmine when well ripened and

covered with thin bloom; dots numerous, russet or gray; skin moder-

ately thick, tenacious, rather acid, and when picked prematurely quite

bitter; stone small to medium, oval, cling; flesh yellowish, translucent,

with yellow reins, tender and juicy, yet firm enough to endure ship-

ment well; flavor rich, subacid, pleasant; quality good to very good.

Season medium, about July 20 to 30 at Augusta, (Ja.; reported by Mr.

Burbank to ripen through a period of live or six weeks during July

and August in Sonoma County, Cal.

Tree dwarfish and compact, with small foliage, resembling its

Chickasaw rather than its Japanese parent in these respects, a good

bearer, and apparently hardy throughout all but the coldest plum

districts. It is apparently particularly well adapted to the South

Atlantic and Gulf States.

The specimens illustrated on Plate LXII were grown at Augusta, Ga.

DAMSON PLUMS.

[PLATE LXIIL]

In the effort on the part of commercial fruit growers and nursery-

men to secure plums of large size and bright color that are suitable

for dessert use in the fresh state as well as for cooking, the value of

this important group of culinary plums has been largely overlooked

in recent years. The production of damsons has lagged behind that

of other plums, so that it may well be questioned whether the total

product of this type now available in qiir markets is as large as it was

twenty-live years ago. The market demand for the fruit continues

strong in practically all city markets, so that the average wholesale

juice of damsons is considerably higher in most of them than that of the

Domestica, native, or Japanese plums. This is especially true of the

later ripening varieties, the fruit of which is available for domestic

preserving after city families return from their country outings. As
tin- damsons are adapted to a wide range of climatic conditions and

are, as a rule, quite regularly productive, the present outlook appears

to favor an increase in their commercial planting in the districts where
they are known to succeed. This is especially true of varieties and

districts that yield fruit which can be marketed after September 15 in

the larger cities.

The varieties chiefly grown in this country are the "Common,"
"Cluster," "French," and "Shropshire," the last named being by
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far the most extensively planted. Quite recently renewed Interest in

the damsons has brought to Light several promising new sorts, ot

which the three following are considered worthy of illustration at

fchis time:
Kll.KY.

This variety was discovered as : t chance seedling about L890 <>n the

grounds of Mr. J. N. Riley, at Washington C. El., Ohio. It has an

excellent record for productiveness and is reported to be especially

resistant to the black-knot. Mr. Riley began its propagation in a

small way about L890 and disseminated it locally without a name
shortly thereafter. It was named "Riley," in honor of the originator,

in L901 by Messrs. McNary & Gaines, of Xenia, Ohio, and was intro-

duced by them in L902.

DESCRIPTION.

Form globular; size medium; cavity small, shallow, abrupt; stem

slender and of medium length; suture very shallow; apex minute;

surface moderately smooth, glossy; color very dark brownish purple,

covered with a profuse bluish-white bloom; dots small, russet,

indented; skin thick, brittle, without trace of bitterness; tlesh yel-

lowish, translucent, with yellow veins, meaty and juicy; stone of

medium size, roundish oval, semiadherent; flavor subacid, rich;

quality good to very good for culinary use. Season, August 15 to

September 1 at Washington 0. H., Ohio.

The tree is reported to he a strong grower, both in nursery and in

orchard, and very productive.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LXIII was grown at Washington

C. H., Ohio.
Scioto.

This variety has been grown at Chill icothe, Ohio, formerly a noted

damson district, for nearly seventy-five years, generally under the

name "Mussel," but sometimes as "Chickasaw," the name commonly
applied to the native species Primus (mgystifolia. It was brought to

Chillicothe by Miss Palace Hill in 1831, in the form of young trees,

from Petersburg, Va. These trees were from the nursery of her

brother, Mr. Joseph C. Hill, who started a nursery on Halifax street,

in that city, in 1820. The variety had been found by him on the farm

of his brother, Mr. Thomas Hill, near Boilings Bridge, North Caro-

lina, on the Roanoke River." It is a damson of superior quality and

is highly esteemed in Ross County, Ohio. It is reputed to reproduce

itself very closely through its seedlings, though commonly propagated

by -prouts. So far as known, it has not been formally named and

« Statements of William E. Hill, Chillicothe, Ohio, January, 1906, through letters

of William B. Mills.
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introduced. It has been gratuitously disseminated in receni years

under the name "Scioto" by Mr. William B. Mills, of Chillicothe,

Ohio.
DESCRIPTION.

Form oblong to obovate; size medium to Large for a damson; cavity

small, shallow; stem medium in length, slender; suture very shallow;

apex minute; sin lace smooth; color very dark purplish brown, almost

black, covered with a profuse bluish bloom; dots minute, russet; skin

moderately thick, tenacious, without bitterness; flesh yellowish greeD

with whitish veins, meaty, firm, and moderately juicy; stone oval,

free, small; flavor rich, subacid; quality good to very good, both in

the fresh state and when cooked. Season, August 20 to 30 in Ross

County, Ohio.

Tree a vigorous, upright grower, more spreading than most of the

damsons, and very productive.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LXIII was grown at Chillicothe,

Ohio.
Pringle.

This variety was discovered as a sprout from the stock of a Lombard
plum tree in the orchard of Mr. A. C. Pringle, at Mears, Mich. The
Lombard tree had been brought from a nursery at Geneva, N. Y., in

1863. After the sprout began bearing, the lateness of its fruit attracted

attention, and the high prices received for it in the Chicago market
led to its propagation and dissemination under the name "Pringle,"

by E. Hawley & Sons, of Hart, Mich., about 1896.

DESCRIPTION.

Form roundish oval; size large for this type; cavity regular, small,

shallow; stem rather long, stout; suture shallow; apex slightly

depressed; surface very smooth and glossy; color dark blue, covered

with bright blue bloom; dots numerous, minute; skin moderatel}T

thick, tenacious, somewhat bitter; flesh translucent, greenish, with

yellow veins, meaty and juicy; stone rather large, oval, adherent;

flavor mild subacid; quality good for culinary use. Season late, Octo-
ber 1 to 15 in Oceana County, Mich.

Tree vigorous, upright, spreading, but rather slender, with very

smooth wood and few spines. Unites well with nryrobalan stock, but
not at all with peach.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LXIII was grown at Hart, Mich.

ETJLALIA LOQUAT.

[PLATE LXIV.]

The loquat continues to attract interest in subtropical districts,

especially in southern California, and several originators are now giv-

ing special attention to the development of improved varieties. One
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>f the most interesting yel introduced is the Eulalia, which wasorigi-

lated l>\ Mr. M. Payan, of Olive, Cal., as one of several seedlings

from seed of the "Advance" planted by him in L897. The Advance

jree from which the seed was secured stood beside a red-fruited seed-

ing tree, which is supposed to be the staminate parent. When the

jeedling bore its first crop in 1893 the red color of its fruit, which

extends through the flesh as a distinct pinkish tinge, attracted atten-

tion, and Mr. Payan at once began its propagation. He at first named

t "Red Eulalia," but in May, l
(.»»>4, reduced this to "Eulalia," in con-

formity with the code of nomenclature of the American Pomological

•HH'ietx . So far as known to the writer the variety has not been pre-

viously published or described. Its dissemination was begun by Mr.

Payan in 1905.
DESCRIPTION.

Form truncate pyriform to obovate pyriform, borne in large, rather

[o^sc terminal clusters on stout woolly stems inserted without depres-

sion; surface smooth, sparsely covered with light down; apex depressed;

basin irregular, abrupt, corrugated; calyx segments broad, short,

iowny, converging; eye medium, partially open; color orange yellow,

blushed, and washed with red when tree-ripened and overspread with a

thin bloom; dots numerous, aureole, light gray; skin thick, tough,

acid; flesh pinkish, translucent, orange, melting, tender, very juicy;

seeds of medium size, rather numerous; flavor subacid; quality good.

Season, February to May in Orange County, Cal.

The tree is reported to be a rather vigorous grower, spreading and

productive, and has thus far shown no blight.

The cluster illustrated on Plate LXIV was grown at Olive, Cal., and

is rather below the usual size of the variety grown at that place.

PECANS.

[PLATE LXV.]

Interest in the pecan as an orchard nut continues to increase, and a

large number of named varieties are now offered by southern nursery-

men in the form of budded and grafted trees. Aside from the ten

varieties described and illustrated in 1904* but few of these have yet

been fruited outside of the localities where they originated or on other

than their original trees. Of the numerous new sorts that have come

under the observation of the writer, the following arc considered dis-

tinctly promising and worthy of test in their respective climatic

regions.

a For an illustration of the Advance loquat, see Yearbook of the Department of

Agriculture for 1901, PL LII.

& Promising New Fruits, Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1904, pp.

405-416, Pis. LVI and LVII.
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Hollis.

(8ynontms: Hollis't Jumbo; Jumbo; Risien, through error; Port's 8eUct, In part;

Georgia Belle.

)

The original tree of this variety is a w i 1 < 1 seedling which was dis-

covered on the Colorado River bottom, on the farm of the late Thomas
Hollis, near Bend, San Saba County, Tex., now owned by Mr. P. B.

McCoury. It is reported to be from 75 to 100 years old, LOO feet

high, and 3i feet in diameter. -It has averaged about 300 pounds of

nuts per annum for several years, and yielded 540 pounds in L905. a

This original tree has long had a high local reputation in the region of

its origin, where it has been known as "Jumbo" and "Hollis's Jumbo."
It appears to have been first propagated by Mr. E. E. Risien, of San
Saba, Tex., about 1884, he having received scions of it from the late

Dr. Gregg, of that place. Its general introduction under the name
Hollis appears due to Mr. C. Falkner, of Waco, Tex., who began its

nursery propagation about 1900. Since that time it has been consid-

erably disseminated throughout central and eastern Texas by top-graft-

ing and through nursery stock. Nuts from the original tree are

reported to have been exhibited at the New Orleans Exposition in

1884-85 by Mr. F. H. Holloway, then of Burnet, but now of Fairland,

Tex. 6 Nuts from the same tree have been widely sold for seed since

about 1899 under the name "Post's Select," which had previously been

applied to the Post, an entirely distinct variety/ Specimens of the

Hollis, received from Mr. F. M. Ramsey, then of Bluffton, Tex. , in 1891,

under the name "Jumbo," were described and illustrated under that

name in 1896/' and other specimens received from Mr. E. E. Risien,

San Saba, Tex., in November, 1890, without name, appear to have
been erroneous^ described and illustrated under the name "Risien"
in the same publication. e

DESCRIPTION.

Size medium to large, averaging about 45 to 50 to the pound; form
roundish oblong, with very blunt base and apex, very regular and
symmetrical; color rather dull yellowish brown, with numerous pur-

ple splashes; shell thick, with partitions thick but soft, rendering the

cracking quality good; kernel short, plump, rather dark in color,

broadly grooved, releasing the shell easily, and of excellent form for

confectioners' use; texture firm, but rather coarse; flavor sweet; quality

good to very good.

"Letters of P. B. McCoury, Bend, Tex., January, 1906.

&Letter of Mrs. M. E. Hollis, Lometa, Tex., March, 1906.

cfiee Yearbook of the Department of Agriculture for 1904, p. 411, PL LVII.
''Nut Culture in the United States, Division of Pomology, Department of Agricul-

ture, p. 63, PL IX, fig. 7.

' Nut Culture in the Tinted States, Division of Pomology, Department of Agricul-

ture, p. 64, PI. VIII, fig. 14.
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The Hollie tree Is ;i strong, rather upright grower, with stout, light

gray wood, showing large yellowish dots. The crop is said to run

very uniform in size, and the nuts fill well. It is recommended for

testing throughout eastern and central Texas and northward toward

the limits of the range of the pecan.

The nuts Illustrated on Plate LXV were grown at Bend, Tex., by

the present owner of the original tree.

MONEYM IE Kit.

Tin' original tree of the Moneymaker variety is one of a large num-

ber of seedlings in the orchard grown by Mr. 8. H. James, Mound,
La., from nuts planted by him about 1885. The nuts planted were

purchased in New Orleans by Mr. James, and arc supposed to have

grown somewhere west of that city, between New Orleans and the

Texas boundary. The seedlings from this lot of seed are quite distinct

in habit of growth, color of bark, and foliage from the pecans of the

Mississippi Valley, resembling more closely the characteristie Texas

form of the species. The original Moneymaker tree began bearing at

an early age, and has continued to increase its yield almost without

interruption in a very satisfactory way. When examined by the writer

in October, 1902, it was a beautiful, spreading tree, and had just yielded

a crop of about 130 pounds of nuts. Mr. James began the propagation

of the variety by budding ami grafting in 1898, having catalogued it

under the name "Moneymaker" about 1890.

DESCRIPTION.

Size medium, averaging 50 to 60 nuts per pound; form roundish

oblong to roundish conical, rounded at base, usually with rather blunt

apex; color bright brownish yellow with few purple splashes; shell

rather thick, with thin partitions, cracking well; kernel roundish

oblong, plump, bright, and rather broadly grooved, releasing the shell

easily; texture moderately firm and compact, rather dry; flavor sweet;

quality good to very good. The crop runs very uniform in size and

the nuts till well.

The tree is a strong, spreading grower, with large pale-green foliage,

young wood pale green covered with light bloom, and with large dots.

The hulls are nearly round and very bright in color, giving the fruit-

ing tree an aspect quite like the Persian walnut (Juglans regia).

The thrift and productiveness of this variety in the latitude of Vicks-

burg. Miss., where it originated, render it promising for test in the

more northern pecan districts, where hardiness is likely to be an

important point.

The specimens illustrated on Plate LXV were grown at Mound, La.
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BCHLEY.

(Synonym: A 'Imi nil Schley.)

This variety is a seedling of the Stuart, grown from nuts from the

original tree of that variety at Pascagoula, Miss., planted about L881

by Mr. A. (J. Delmas, Scranton, Miss., upon whose grounds the origi-

nal tree of the Schley still stands. It is considered by the originator

the best of a large number of seedlings grown by him. He named it

"Schley" in L898, and began its propagation by top-grafting in 1.900.

In L902 Mr. D. L. Pierson, of Monticello, Fla., secured scions from the

original tree and catalogued and introduced it as "Admiral Schley,''

under which name it has been quite widely disseminated.

DESCRIPTION.

Size medium to large, quite variable, ranging from 15 to 60 per

pound; form quite variable, oblong conic to long obovate, with conical

apex; color golden brown, with few purple splashes toward apex; shell

very thin, partitions thin and brittle, cracking very easily; kernel long,

slender, bright, rather deeply and narrowly grooved, but releasing the

shell so easily that the entire kernel can readily be removed with-

out mutilation; texture line grained; flavor delicate, sweet, and rich;

quality very good.

The thinness of shell, attractive color, and fine quality of this nut

leave little to be desired in a dessert pecan, but the slenderness of the

kernel is objectionable from the confectioner's standpoint. The crop

is quite variable as to quantity, and the nuts vary considerably in size

and form.

The tree is a rather slender grower, with bright brownish-green

young wood, with numerous large, light dots. The original tree, now
25 years old, bore about 125 pounds of nuts in 1905. The variety

should be tested in all districts near the Gulf of Mexico.

The nuts illustrated on Plate LXV were grown at Scranton, Miss.

Success.

The original tree of the Success pecan ^stands on the grounds of the

late William B. Schmidt, at Ocean Springs, Miss., where it was grown
from a nut supposed to have been planted by him about 1890. The
attractiveness and superior quality of its crop were noticed by Mr.
Theodore Bechtel in 1901, who began its propagation in the spring of

1902. The variety was named and introduced by Mr. Bechtel in 1903.

DESCRIPTION.

Size Large, running about 15 to 50 nuts per pound; form oblong,

with rather sharply conical base and blunt apex; color grayish brown,
with rather heavy purple stripes, especially toward apex; shell of
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medium thickness, with moderately (hick partitions and fair cracking

quality; kernel roundish oval, plump, bright, somewhat flaky in

texture, )>ut of pleasant flavor and very good quality

.

Tree vigorous, rather upright, and regularly productive bo far as

observed. Promising for the Gulf region.

The original tree has been crowded by neighboring seedlings until

recently, so that it is smaller than most pecan trees of its age in the

same locality, but it yielded 45 pounds of nuts in L905.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LXV was grown on the original

tree at Ocean Springs, Miss.

Young.

The original tree of the Young pecan is a planted tree, probably 60

or 70 years old, in the grounds of Mr. C. B. Delahoussaye in St. Mar-

tinsville, La. The parentage and early history of the tree are at

present unknown. The large size and thinness of shell of the nuts

borne by this tree attracted the attention of Mr. B. M. Young, of

Morgan City, La., about 1891, who propagated it by top-grafting in

1895. It was named "Young" by Burnette" in 1D02, and was first cata-

logued for dissemination by J. F. Jones & Son, Monticello, Fla., in

1904.

The Young bears a striking resemblance in both tree and nut to the

Russell, and, as it is much older, is possibly the parent of that variety.

I>KSt'KIPTION.

Size medium to large, running about 50 to GO nuts to the pound;

form compressed, ovate conical, with pointed base and sharply

conical apex; color rather dark grayish brown, with a few purplish

splashes toward apex; shell very thin, cracking very easily; partitions

thin and soft; kernel bright, oblong, symmetrical, releasing the shell

easily, but not always plump at tip; texture line; flavor delicate and

rich; quality very good.

The tree is a vigorous grower, of rather pendulous habit, with

slender brownish-green wood, conspicuously dotted. It has a good

record for productiveness in recent years and is a promising fancy

table nut for the Gulf region.

The specimen illustrated on Plate LXV was grown at Morgan

City, La.
TRAPr AVOCADO.

[PLATE LXVL]

The avocado (Persea gratissima), variously known in the Tropics as

"avocado pear," "avocate," "aguacate," "alligator pear," "midship-

man's butter," "palta," "vegetable marrow," etc., has in recent years

"Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 69, second series, p. 874.
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assumed distinct commercial Importance in southern Florida. It

occupies a rather unique position among tree fruits, inasmuch as it is

chiefly used as a salad, bo that it has been very properly designated

by Collins "a salad fruit.'
3 The name "alligator pear," under which

it i- known t>> English-speaking people in Florida and the Wesl
Indie-, and which i- commonly applied to it in our market-, is a

regrettable misnomer, a- tin- species belongs t<» the laurel family, is

subtropical in its climatic requirements, and has little in common with

the pear. The form- commonly found in Florida are almost tropical.

enduring little more fro>t than the mango, though a form introduced

into the United States from Mexico by the Division of Pomology in

is proving considerably hardier both in California and in Florida

than the sorts usually grown.

While avocados have long been prized in the West Indies and

Florida for home consumption, there does not appear to have been

any considerable demand for them in northern market- until about

L887, when Mr. P. W, Keasoner notes 7
' that one firm in the New York

market handled from Si> .» to 500 West Indian fruits per week during

sod from June to November. Shipments from south Florida

to northern markets began about as soon as express transportation

available, and many -mall plantings of seedlings are now found on

the east coast, mostly below Palm Beach, and on the neisrhborincr

j. The seedlings are exceedingly variable in productiveness and
in the Bize, form, color, flavor, and time of ripening of the fruit, as

noted by Rolfs,'-' and not until its bud propagation was mastered was it

able for planters to perpetuate particular individual varieties.

The earliest commercial budding appears to have been done by Mr.
pge B. Cellon. Miami. Fla., in 1901, and since that time budded

several desirable varieties have been planted in considerable

numbers in that region. From the commercial standpoint one of the

important features is lateness of ripening, so that the fresh-picked

fruit can be marketed in the North from October to December. Of
varieties that are known to be of this character, the "Trapp" has

. :::< isi widely propagated.

is variety appears to have originated as one of a lot of seedlings

grown from seed planted about 1894 by the late Mr. S. C. Trapp in

ten at Cocoanut Grove. Fla. The fruit from which the -

taken is supposed by Mrs. Trapp to have come from Key West.
original tree is now about LOto 8 I feet in height and is in healthy

ondition. It- late ripening habit and other desirable qualities having

77, Bureau of Plant Industry, Department of Agriculture, "The A\
I Fruit from the Tropics," 1905.

... 1, Division of Pomology, Department of Agriculture, p. 40.

SI, Bureau oi Plant Industry, Department of Agriculture, "The Avocado in

Lorida," pp. 21-23, 1904.
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attracted attention, it- propagation by budding was begun in L901

t.\ Mr. Cellon, who introduced the variety under the name "Trapp"
hi the following j car.

DBSCBIPTION.

Form roundish oblate to oblate |>\ riloiin ; size medium to Large; cav-

il \ regular, small, shallow, with gradual slope, somewhat furrowed;

stem stout; apex slightly depressed*; surface smooth and undulating,

with numerous brownish dots, some of which arc indented; color pale

green, with faint and indistinct pale-yellow stripes; skin very thick and

tough, separating readily from the flesh; flesh fairly thick, firm, but

smooth and rather oily in texture, ranging from pale green near the

skin to greenish yellow next the seed cavity; flavor mild, pleasant;

seed Large, oblate, with loose seed coats, and loose in the cavity, some-

times germinating in the fruit when allowed to remain late on the

tree, though, so far as observed, without injury to either texture or

flavor of flesh; quality very good. Season, from October 1 to Janu-

ary in south Florida, occasional specimens having remained on the

tree in good condition until March.

The tree is reported to be a fairly vigorous grower and very

productive.

The striking commercial characteristic of the variety is its lateness

of ripening, which renders it marketable for the midwinter holiday

trade, when very high prices are realized. A large proportion of the

budded trees thus far planted in Florida consists of this sort.

The specimen from which the illustration on Plate LXVI was made
was from the original tree at Cocoanut Grove, Fla.



CAUSES AFFECTING FARM VALUES.

By ( rEOBGE K . I [OLMBS,

Chief of "Division of Fofeign Markets, Bureau of Statistics.

INCREASES OF LAST FIVE YEARS.

A PROSPEROUS PERIOD.

Farm real estate in the United States has gained in value in such a

degree since the census of 1900 that an examination of the causes of

this gain may be not only interesting, but instructive, to the economic

student as well as to the practical agriculturist.

Inquiries addressed to 45,000 State, county, and township crop

correspondents in the autumn of 1905 secured reports which, when
properhT tabulated, establish the conclusion that at this time, about

five 3
rears after the census, the real estate of farms, medium in quality

and equipment of buildings and improvements, has increased in value

33.5 per cent.

RATES OF INCREASE HIGHER SOUTH AND WEST.

The highest percentage of increase, 40.3 per cent, was found in the

South Central group of States, and close after that 40.2 per cent in

the Western group. Third in order is the South Atlantic group, with

36 per cent, while a close fourth place is held by the North Central

States with an increase of 35.3 per cent. The lowest increase of the

live groups of States into which the country is divided in the census

reports occurred in the North Atlantic States, where it is 13.5 per cent.

Cotton farms lead.—The grouping of farms according to princi-

pal sources of income adopted by the census was followed as nearly as

sible in this investigation, and the computation of increase in

value of medium farms per acre has been made for each group.

The rate of increase for cotton farms is highest—48.2 per cent.

Second in order are the hay and grain farms, with an increase of 35

percent; the live-stock farms increased in value per acre 34. 3 per

cent, and the farms devoted principally to sugar are found to have

increased 33.2 per cent. Rice farming follows with an increase of

32.2 per cent in value per acre, while close to this is 32.1 per cent for

tobacco farms. The farms having no special sources of income have

an increase in value per acre amounting to 30.1 per cent, below which
are the fruit farms with an increase of '27. 9 per cent, the vegetable

farms with 26.7 per cent, and, lowest of all, the dairy farms with an

increase of 25.8 per cent.
511
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, I \i;I.V RATE OF GAIN.

The foregoing percentages of increase appear extraordinarily large

when compared with the percentage of the increase <>f the average

value per acre of nil farms from L890 t<> L900, which \\;i- ~:> per

cent, an average of 2.5 per cent a year as compared with an aver-

age of 6.7 per rent per year as ascertained by the Department.

ABSOLUTE GAIN.

Although the inquiries of the Department were confined to medium
farms, there are reasons for believing that the averages derived from

the reports are applicable to the various totals of the farms of the cen-

sus, including farms below and above medium, classified according to

principal sources of income; and, with the understanding that the

application is subject to qualitications, the increases in value of all

farms during the live years have been computed.

Increase in value for ten classes of farms.—For rice farms

the increased value of the farm real estate during the five years is

$3,000,000, after which are the sugar farms, with an increase of

$20,000,000. The tobacco farms increased $57,000,000, the fruit farms

$91,000,000, and the vegetable farms $113,000,000. The dairy-farm

increase of $369,000,000 is exceeded by the increase of $160,000,000

for cotton farms, and considerably more by the increase for farms

devoted to general purposes, including a small clement of farms with

minor specialties, which was $768,000,000. The grand aggregate of

increase for all classes of farms is $6,131,000,000, more than two-thirds

of which is contributed by the increase for hay and grain farms,

$1,983,000,000, and $2, 263,000,000 for live-stock farms.

Increase in value for five geographic divisions.—Nearly

four-fifths of the National aggregate increase in value of farm real

estate during the five years is found in two groups of States—the

North Central States, with more than half of the total increase,

or $3,572,000,000, and the South Central States, with one-fifth of

that increase, or $1,201,000,000. The South Atlantic and Western
groups of States have nearly the same increases—$511,000,000 and

$500,000,000, respectively. The smallest increase is left to the North

Atlantic States, where a net gain of $311,000,000 remains after deduct-

ing some reported decreases in value.

EXPLANATIONS OF INCREASES.

From every agricultural neighborhood in the United States explana-

tions have been received of the increases and decreases in the real-

estate value per acre of medium farms during the last five years.

Subject to some qualifications, the general principle is that the farm
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land itself has become more highly capitalized by a larger amount of

Del profit per acre. Only the main features Of the analysis can be

gn en in this article.

PRK i: \NI> NET PROFIT.

In the general matter of price of farm products farming had long

been performed under disadvantages that were often discouraging

until a few years ago. With now and then a year of exception in

favor of this or the other crop it has been a general fact thai prices

of farm products, long previous to these recent years, have fallen too

near the full economic cost of production, which is considerably larger

than the immediate, cost of production and includes many items gen-

erally overlooked by farmers. Indeed, it is quite certain that the

price has at times fallen below the full economic cost of production,

of which the most conspicuous illustration was afforded seven years ago,

when the price of cotton fell to 4i cents per pound, or even lower, at

the plantation.

Land more highly capitalized.—In 1905, at the end of the five-

year period covered by this investigation, the prices of farm products

have risen out of the depths to which various causes had previously

sunk them, so that the farmer is at last getting a fair net return for

his labor and farming operations in most products. This is naturally

reflected in the higher capitalization of agricultural land. This con-

clusion is not advanced theoretically, but is amply sustained by the

reports of many thousands of correspondents in all parts of the

country and for all classes of farms for which there has been a con-

siderable increase in price of products.

EFFECT OF CHEAP PUBLIC LAND.

One can well realize how directly the availability of cheap public

land suitable for farming has depressed the value of old agricultural

land and kept from rising to its otherwise natural level the value of

the newer land taken into cultivation, upon reading the statements of

many correspondents, particularly in the agricultural margin near the

land recently acquired from nation, State, or railroad. The National

land that can be utilized agriculturally is now reduced to about

300,000,000 acres, but nearly all of this is suitable only for grazing,

since it can not be used in dry- farming nor under irrigation.

Much cultivable land, however, especially in the Southwest, has

passed into private ownership during the five years under review, and
there is striking testimony from many correspondents that until it

passed into private ownership it held down the value of the acquired

farms in near-by regions. This effect has extended backward upon
the farms farther and farther away, even to the Atlantic coast, where
the direct cause has not been as apparent as in the neighborhood where
its effect is closely associated with it.

3 A1905 33
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While the public land suitable for farming has been reaching exhaus

tion the flow of immigratioB from foreign countries and from the

olilcr parts of this country has been continuing in its direction, and

where no farming land could be obtained from nation, State, or rail-

road the influx of agricultural people was halted in regions where
farms had been established in more recent years, and the consequent

pressure of new demand upon a fixed area increased the value per

acre during- the five years often as much as 50 to 100 per cent.

LOWEB BATES OF INTEREST AS A FACTOR.

Along with the general causes that have elevated the price of farm

land during the last five years should be mentioned the diminishing

rate of interest. So great in the aggregate have been the savings of

the farmers and persons in other occupations in the North Central

States and in other sections that a large amount of these savings has

sought investment in farms, even to the extent of raising farm values

and diminishing the rate of interest, so that an advance of the price

has followed often with no increased net profit per acre.

PASSING OF THE COTTON-CROP LIEN.

In the cotton belt the abolition of the crop lien in consequence of

profitable prices of cotton has worked a greater economic revolution

than has taken place in any other part of the country or for any crop

other than cotton. When the cotton planter ceased to pay an extremely

high rate of interest for an advancement of supplies— estimated at 40

per cent fifteen years ago—and became able to sustain his plantation

with his own capital, as he did three years ago, and was often able to

retain a large portion of his cotton for sale at a time when most to his

own advantage, his land was at once converted into an economic strong-

hold and appreciated in value in a greater degree than the land devoted

to any other large crop.

CITY DEMAND FOR COUNTRY HOMES.

In the North Atlantic States, and in a less degree in other groups,

there has been some back pressure upon the land from the cities, and

in this reversion of the tide of population from country to city the

old farm lands have not been lost to agriculture, although, in so far

as they have become the diversion of wealthy men, they may have

become unprofitable. In some regions the old abandoned farms are

becoming the country homes of city families, and are passing back

into some sort of cultivation and production.
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It would by do means be fair in the explanation of increase of farm

values during the last five years to (-online it to increases in price of

products and to pressure of demand upon area. Verj large effects

bave been derived from better cultural methods; from the substitution

of profitable for unprofitable crops; by the adoption of more Intensive

culture and crop; by better applied labor; by larger and cheaper facili-

ties for reaching markets; and by some improvements in the business

features of marketing products. Bach one of these causes is of large

account and all together combine to make the net return per acre larger

than it was five years ago by an amount sufficient to raise the capital-

ization of farm lands in a considerable degree.

IMPROVEMENTS.

The values embraced in this investigation include improved and new
buildings and all improvements upon farms. In many cases corre-

spondents have reported a large percentage of increase in farm values

per acre where the increase was almost entirely due to added improve-

ments in the way of better dwellings, new barns, improvements in old

barns, new granaries, and new buildings for the protection of live

stock in winter.

Throughout extensive areas there have been great additions to land

values as the result of draining by tile and open ditches, and the latter

are sometimes so large as to be called canals. Increases have resulted

from the removal of the stumps of forest trees and the construction of

new or better boundary fences. Better and more durable roads on the

farm and between the farm and its market town or railroad station

have had a distinct effect upon the farm values.

Along with numerous improvements, not all of which can be men-

tioned here, stands forth the improvement of the soil itself. There

i- a materially increased production of live stock, with the resultant

increased acreage of forage and grain crops which in rotation produce

farm manures, humus, and rest; enrich the soil, as with nitrogen

brought by Legumes; and improve the mechanical condition of the

soil for all crops. In regions needing commercial fertilizers, nitrogen,

phosphorus, potash, and lime have been used more abundantly and

more intelligently, and on crops bringing better prices.

FABMERS NEW ECONOMIC INDEPEND]

A matter of great importance in its bearing upon the increased value

of farm lands IS the new economic independence of fanners, fundament-

ally growing out of their improved financial condition. Farmers now
occupy a strong economic position, founded upon the tendency of the

consumption of some important products to increase faster than
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population does, and upon the tendency of the desires for these prod*

ucts to increase faster than the production does, so thai nith respect

to these products consumption is close upon the heels <>t production.

Poultry. It maj seem a matter of small consequence to mention

poultry and eggs ae an instance, but it should be remembered that tlif

values o( these products now reach an annual figure of hall* a billion

dollars or more, or an amount about equal to the value of the wheat

>p. The price of eggs has been high and growing higher for several

years, because consumers have wanted more eggs than have been

produced. The exports are not worth mentioning. Apparently there

[g do limit to the consumption of fresh eggs at a moderate price.

Fruit ia in the same category. There is not enough fruit of any

kind raised in this country at the present time which is actually placed

upon the market in the grade of first quality, or better, that is pro-

duced in sufficient quantity to meet the wants of consumers at a moder-

ate price. The city family that has bought first-grade apples in

almost any recent year has paid a luxury price. This is true also of

pears, plums, peaches, and oranges, and it is true of the small fruits,

such as cherries and grapes. The assertion may easily be extended to

most, if not all, of the commercial berries—strawberries, currants,

blackberries, and raspberries.

Butter is another product that tends to underrun consumption. We
have no larger butter exports from this countiy because the price of

first-orade butter is often lower in London than in New York. The

highest priced butter in the wTorld in its home markets, taking first

and fancy grades and ignoring specialties in other countries too small

for notice, is found in this country. With regard to milk and cheese

also the economic position has become stronger.

The annual products of dairying, of fruit and vegetable raising, and

of poultry keeping aggregated nearly $2,000,000,000 in farmers' hands

in 1905, or three-tenths of the gross value of all farm products; and

these particular products belong to the class of those for which there

is a tendency of demand to be greater than supply. In the case of

none of these products is there a desired quantity satisfactory in cpiality

obtainable by consumers at moderate prices. The public is underfed

in the higher grades of these luxuries of the farm.

Meat animals, too, are establishing themselves in a stronger posi-

tion in favor of the farmer, because of the tendency of population

increase to outfoot the increase of these animals; but this statement,

although true under natural conditions, may become subverted in its

application to this country by the prohibitive legislation of importing

countries.

In wheat production also the farmers of this country are in a

position that is at least moderately strong. Canada and Argentina
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may stand in the way of a more advantageous position for a dozen

years or so, but in the meantime the increasing demand of the world

for wheal promises to the wheal grower that he shall not again suffer

from the consequences of overproduction.

Lines converging itdn higher values. The foregoing Lines of

evidence converge upon the conclusion, which is now apparent in

all parts of the United States, that in his new economic independence

the farmer is now more than ever before free to choose his crop, and

this is a matter of tremendous importance. This removes obstacles

to the rotation of crops and to intensifying culture and methods. It

gives the fanner ability to raise Leguminous crops, with their impor-

tant benefits to the soil. It enables him to multiply his domestic ani-

mals, with further consequences upon tillage and. land fertility. It

enables him to adapt himself to his best markets with the best crops.

The agricultural situation just indicated is very appreciably reflected

by increased land and improvement values.

MINOR DECREASES IN VALUE.

Yv'hile the net result of changes in the average acre-values of farms

in the last five years has been a marked increase for the whole country,

decreases have been found within small areas, and these should not be

lost to view in the grandeur of the counter movement.

FARM TO CITY.

The migration of farmers' sons to town and city, to industry, trade,

and transportation—a common fact especially apparent in the North

Atlantic and North Central States—is throwing farms upon the market

for sale, and this occurs sometimes in neighborhoods where there is no

immigration and little, if any, local demand for farm lands. The
unavoidable result is that in such neighborhoods farms have decreased

and are still decreasing in value.

SCARCITY OF FARM LABOR.

Probably no cause of depreciation of farm values is so frequently

mentioned in nearty all parts of the country as the scarcity and dete-

rioration of farm labor. The reports on which this statement is based

generally refer to wage labor, but the scarcity is found, though [ess

prevalently, in the supply of tenant labor also, particularly that of a

trustworthy sort.

I AK.MKKS "IX A RUT."

A cause of depression in farm values in many places in the North
Atlantic States is the continuance of crop production which meets the
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competition of t ho prairie farms. There is a considerable fraction

of farmers who are u
in ;i rut" and seem lacking in adaptability i<>

new conditions of competition, and more particularly to new market

conditions which have grown up around them and which arc guaran

teeing a profit to the producers of such crops as can be supplied direct ly

l»y them to near l>\ consumers, or perhaps with small intervention by

middlemen.
TEMPORARILY ADVERBS WEATHER.

Another canst 4 of decrease in farm values, hut one that alternates

with causes of increase, LS unfavorable weather too much or too little

rain, devastating freshets, parching droughts, excessive or deficient

sun heat, frosts that are too late in the spring or too early in the

autumn, or severe winter freezes in a latitude not accustomed to them.

Such unfavorable weather conditions depress the value of farm real

estate, even though they have continued for no longer than one year;

and when they have continued for two or three years the depression

in values is extreme. In such cases there is an eventual recovery,

sometimes promptly within a year and sometimes within a few }
rears.

A PEW PRICE DEPRESSIONS.

Some depressions in price have been in evidence during- the live

years under review. The tobacco crop in some of its varieties has

suffered in this respect for several years and this in thefaee of station-

ary if not diminishing production. The owners of tobacco farms in

some counties assert that the value of their lands has decreased within

five years because the offers to buy tobacco have come solely or mostly

from one buyer, who would take the crop only at his own price.

In the case of the extraordinarily large rice crop of 1904 also there

was a diminished price which at once made itself felt in diminished

land values as compared with those of the preceding- year, although

during the five-year period there was some increase.

The marked drop in the price of cotton in December, 1904, from

which there was no full recovery until half a year after, diminished

the aggregate value of cotton plantations and farms by many millions

of dollars while the lower price continued. So it happens that farm-

land values are as sensitive to lower and low prices of products as they

are to higher and high prices.

DECREASES LOCALIZED AND RESTRICTED.

In preceding paragraphs are given the more frequently mentioned

causes of depression in farm values during the last five years, but these

causes are not generall}T prevalent and are often highly localized and

specifically restricted.
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In passing from & general survey <>t" the subject t<> particulars, an

itemized account of definite causes of increase and decrease in farm

real-estate values has l>ccn prepared from the statements of corre-

spondents. No attempt is made to give due weight to any of these

items; some arc very common and others rare, and any attempt at

weighting them or estimating their prevalence or importance would be

impossible with any degree of success.

(A i BBS OK INCREASE.

Improvement in cultural methods.

Immigration from Eastern States into the North Central and Western division-.

Substitution of crop rotation for one-crop farming.

Changing from grain farming to dairy farming.

Introduction of seeding to grass into cultural method where it did not exist before.

Increase of improvements.

New buildings, buildings kept in better repair, better fences.

Tile draining for land that was too wet or too wet in wet seasons.

Acquirement of irrigation rights.

Use of hand cream separators, by reason of which market for cream has been

acquired at creameries or in cities.

\V\\ or expanding manufacturing industries in near-by markets.

Increase of adjacent urban populations.

Raising sugar beets for sugar factories.

New or improved facilities for transportation.

Railroad extensions to isolated places.

Intensive agriculture in numerous directions.

Raising vegetables for neighboring canneries.

Improvement in fertility and productiveness of the land.

Improved economic conditions; general prosperity.

Increasing timber values.

Constructing levees against freshets.

Introduction of alfalfa as a live-stock feed and soil improver.

Employment of implements and machines not before in use.

Movement of city families to acquire country homes.

Increase of local loan capital, causing a decrease in the rate of interest.

Farms diminishing in size and increasing in average value per acre because <>f better

attention and improvements and more intensive methods.

Immigration of Hebrews or Poles or people of some other race or nationality in

such numbers as to Bet up a special local demand.
Higher price of w heat

In Eastern States ;i diminution of Western competition.

ImproVed facilities for marketing the crops.

Increasing demand for milk in cities.

Abandonment of " resting" land in favor of seeding to grass in rotation.

Immigration from foreign countries.

1
1 gher prices f< « products.

The construction of good roads.

-V w railroad town.-, affording new local market-.

Substitution of truck farming for extensive agriculture.

Demand for farm lands created and stimulated by extensive advertising.
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lbs ttution of u heal ing and stock raisin

Relief from the depressing influence oi sales of near-bj Government land.

More profitable marketing of products because "i cooperative shipping.

More real money in circulation.

ge farms cut up and sold to various purchasers at advanced pri

In Eastern States a substitution of products with good local markets for former

local products subject to Western competition.

Farm land now Bought as investments by farmers ami other posst surplus

for investment, not only in near-by regions, but in other stat»->.

[mmigration of Scandinavians, "everlasting workers and verj economical."

Substitution of fruit farming for extensive agriculture.

Increasing demand for corn land.

Through the efforts of industrial agents of railroad companies in securing immi-

grants from other parts of the United States and from foreign countries.

Change from grain to fruit or vegetable -

New or increased markets because of near-by lumbering operations.

Increased or more intelligent use of fertilizers.

Increase in business of keeping summer boarders.

better markets.

New or better facilities for traveling between city and country regions, whereby

the buying and maintenance of country homes is becoming more feasible.

Rural telephones.

Rural electric railways connecting with town and city.

Rural free delivery of mail.

Immigration into Southern States from North Atlanticand North Central divisions.

Irrigation applied to new rice fields in Texas and Louisiana.

Cancellation of burdensome debt (little or no value received therefor) incurred by
various counties to promote railroad building.

Maturing of fruit trer^.

Abundance of deposits in local banks, causing a decline in the rate of interest paid

by them, whereby farmers have preferred to invest in agricultural land.

Dredging ditches; bringing unimproved land into cultivation.

State officials inducing immigration from other States and from foreign countries.

Extension of wheat area by raising durum, or macaroni, wheat.

Supply of water obtained from artesian wells in arid and semiarid regions.

Clearing and reclaiming swamp lands (in southeastern Missouri).

Removing stumps; clearing land of trees and bushes; erecting barns, dwellings,

and granaries; building fences, etc, in a poor agricultural region.

A series of good crop years.

Townspeople buying farms for investment.

The doubling back of immigration; the stream of immigrants had gone beyond
into an unprofitable farming region and returned to the nearest profitable one.

Technical knowledge of agriculture supplied by bulletins, periodicals, books, lec-

tures, schools, and demonstration farms.

C.W >fc:s OF DECREASE.

Devastations of the codling moth.

Partial collapse of an unreasonable "boom" in land prices

Several successive wet seasons.

Cotton boll weevil.

More frequent tloods in lowlands than in former years.

In some parts of the East, western and southern competition.

High and increasing wages of farm labor.

No material increase in prices of certain products.
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! >i er sm< 'k»- and coke smoke.

Devastations of the San ale.

I p failure, in BOfne places 1 >r only 01

Emigration from North Central States farther treat* or to Canada, or to the South.

,'viiy oi truants and inability <>r indisposition of owner- to coltivai

Inefficient and Bcarce farm labor.

Unproductive land remaining without prospect of improvement.

Emigration from a cold climate to the warmer South.

I\ essive advance in agricultural land prices, followed by emigration to cheaper
lands in other State-.

Succession of severe winters.

terioration of farms owing to tenancy.

Drifting of fan: >m farms to towns and cities and eventual abandonment
Buch farms by parents to tenants: sometimes, and in comparatively small ar>

followed by abandonment of tenancy and of cultivation.

Diminution of supply of farm labor becaose of cotton mills.

S rcity of farm labor owing to numerous causes, among which are better wages

in town and city and in manufacturing, trade, and transportation.

Because of a new M stock law " compelling farmers to fence in.

Poor markets or entire absence of any market at all.

Lower prices of cattle and various products at various times.

Freight charges too high, especially as discriminating against complaining farmers

and in favor of competitors in other regions.

Habitual neglect, poor cultural methods, waste, laziness, ignorance.

Pollution of water of streams by sulphur water pumped from mines.

Subsidence or drainage of land surface on account of excavations in coal mini

The West Indian hurricane of September, 1900, from the effects of which several

Texas counties have not yet recovered.

De tobacco prices.

The large rice crop of 1904.

Neglect to replenish the soil, washing of fertility into streams from unprotected

land; gullies made by rains: encroachment by shrubs, sprouts, bushes, and bri>

The clearing of timber from farm woodland, leaving the land less valuable.

Exhausting the fertility of the land.

Remoteness from a railroad and depletion of population by enticements of more
exciting or remunerative places.

The hopelessness of improvements because of the absence or insufficiency of water,

r semiarid regions.

ILLUSTRATIVE LOCAL CONDITION-.

PANORAMIC VIEW OF PROMINENT FEATURES.

A panoramic view, although brief, of local conditions as affecting

farm acre-values may be derived from the abundant material supplied
by correspondents, and will be instructive. The statements apply to

medium farm- unless otherwise stated, and cover five year-.

RTH ATLANTIC STATES.

Xkw Evqlahd,—In Sagadahoc County, Me., the "inquiry for farms as country
06B or Cor in potato culture has raised values L'5 per cent in three years."

The demand for farms "has increased more than the price" in Belknap County,
2.. II.

; yet there are still many back farms with good buildings, good soil, stonewalls,
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plent) oi wood and until', and with good mads and markets, for salt- at |8 to | L2 DOT

acre, hand is "at a premium" in some parts of Cheshire County where farms are

sought |pr country homes. The business of keeping Bummer boarders has become
large in more than half of New Hampshire, with neu profit to the farmers.

Investors are buying some abandoned farms in Vermont, and in Rutland County
capital has been looking toward farm mortgages for investment. More profitable

dairying in Orleans County lias much increased the number of cows and raised the

price of farmlands. In Berkshire County, .Mass., the increased form acre-value is

due to better-known methods of cultivation, better farm machinery, better methods

of utilising crops when grown, and better ways of getting to market, with much help

derived from silos and good roads. Trolley railways in Hampden County have given

an upward tendency to the value of all land along their lines.

\ i u York.—Farms in Cortland county, with medium buildings, can be bought for

$8 per acre which a few years ago were worth $40 per acre. The demand for forms

in Dutchess County hy wealthy families in New York City has considerably raised

their price. Factories in ( renesee County have robbed the farnis of the better grade

of help, and farming Is suffering for want of labor. Many farms have been sold in

Queens and Nassau counties recently at prices ranging from £700 to, $4,000 per acre,

some being for development and others for large estates. The hop farms of Oneida

Comity have risen from $25 per acre in 1890 to £60 in 1905.

The substitution of sugar beets, potatoes, cabbages, fruits, and milk for hay and

grain in Ontario County has made farms more salable and of higher value. Improved
fruit farms in Orleans County with apple orchards of 500 to 1,000 trees have doubled

in value since 1900, and the same increase is true for pear and small-fruit farms.

Swamp lands in Steuben County that have been reclaimed for celery or lettuce

growing have risen from $8 per acre to $80 and §125. Several very prosperous years

in the cauliflower and potato section of Suffolk County, on Long Island, have stimu-

lated the demand for farms and the price of land. In some parts of Ulster County

land has advanced over 100 per cent in rive years because "the Hebrews are buying

almost everything they can get and establishing boarding houses; some places which

sold for $3,000 in 1900 are now selling for $10,000." A Yates County correspondent

writes that "no investment pays as safe and high a rate of interest to-day as a good

farm in western New York."

Pennsylvania.—" Dollar wheat and good prices for hay, eggs, butter, milk, poul-

try, and even sweet corn in Adams County have helped to raise farm prices, and

Bales of farms are more readily made than five years ago." The farmers of Butler

County are discontented because the oil wells and steel mills are attracting labor

away from the farms, with consequent depression in farm values. The fear that

farms will be drained dry through underlying coal mines in Cambria County is

decreasing their value. Farms in Chester County are gaining in value on account of

the growth of improvements.

1 1 igher tobacco and wheat prices are raising the value of farms in Lancaster County,

and in one district at least lower rates of interest are more highly capitalizing land

values. Farms in Montgomery County not accessible from electric railways and

macadamized roads are having a dull sale with low prices.

SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES.

Maryland.—Fruit land in Anne Arundel County has decreased in value on account

of the San Jose scale. People from the North and Middle West are coming to Charles

County to buy farms, and land formerly abandoned is now profitably producing corn,

vegetables, and wheat. "Owing to extensive advertising by the State board of

immigration farm lands have risen in price from 20 to 30 per cent" in Dorchester

County; "since 1900 many parts of this county have been improved rapidly with
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large farm dwellings, barns, and other buildings; miles of win- fencing have been pu<

Qp, and iniicli land cleared and improved; the growing of melons, cantaloupes, toma-

toes, and small fruits is increasing every year, and farmers are prosperous." The
abundance of capital seeking investment in Talbot County is reported to be a large

cause of increased farm values, and the investments are sustained by packing and

canning Eactorii

Virginia. ( Sooperative marketing lias much increased the profits of raising sweet

potatoes and other farm products in Accomac County and caused a great rise in farm

values. Low tobacco prices have diminished the value Of many tobacco farms in the

tobacco bell in the southern tier of counties, farm values in Augusta County are

rising on accounl of new cement works and owing to better farm fences, buildings,

and roads. Farm values are affected in Bedford County by better local markets, by

rural free delivery of mail, by better railroad conveniences, and by immigration from

the North Atlantic and North Central States.

Apples and tomatoes are raising the price of farms in Botetourt County. The
increase in the value of all farms in a section of Dinwiddie County is due largely to

higher prices of timber. Dairy farming, new and better buildings, trolley roads, and

an increased market in Washington, D. C, have raised values in Fairfax County.

The more liberal use of fertilizers has advanced values in King and Queen and other

counties.

North Carolina.—In Alamance County "the people are seeking small farms so

as to be able to do their own work, since the young men are finding work off the

farm and labor is so unreliable, especially among the young people." A corre-

spondent in Catawba County, who has been writing deeds for thirty years, reports

that he has "never seen such a rush in land matters at any period as there is

now." A Chatham County correspondent writes that "land in the new bright-

tobacco belt is worth almost anything asked."

In Currituck County " lands that will produce sweet and Irish potatoes are bring-

ing fabulous prices." In Forsyth County "the farmer is not looked upon as he

was years ago," and farm land has much increased in value. Road improvement
and ci >tton factories have increased farm-land value in Gaston County. Such farmers

in Lenoir County as have begun to "raise their own meat and bread," as have
ditched their farms and built new houses for tenants, and as have increased the use

of fertilizers have profited notably.

in Carolina.—Truck farming is "increasing in value every day" in Beaufort

County; " a few years ago lands on this island were ' butchered,' but in the last few
years a few planters have come in, and lands that have been a drug on the market
readily -ell at $10 per acre, and there are some plantations that can hardly be

boughl at any price."

In Cherokee County "the white renters are getting tired of paying rent and are

iming owners; besides this the employees of cotton mills who have saved money
enough to buy land have become so tired of mill work that they are getting out into

the country again." Owing to the increase in the price of cotton, cotton lands in

Lexington County have been fertilized better and improved to a higher state of pro-

ductiveness, while buildings have been remodeled and rebuilt, with the result that

have increased 100 per cent during the last five years.

The introduction of tobacco culture into Marion County "has worked wonders in

the financial condition of the farmers, and lands that were worth $10 per acre in 1900

an- now readily Belling for $50 to $75." The thousands of peach trees recently

planted in Oconee County have largely raised land values.

>bq] \. — From Appling County the report is thai "the increase in the value of

farm lands is because more interesl is taken in farming, better machinery is used for

cultivating and harvesting, and home seekers are coming South." "The business
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men oi Macon, in Bibb County, are buying all the burning land that i- for sale at to

investment, and much oi such land is lying idle

There is an active demand for land for fruit and general burning in Floyd County,

and many thousands oi fruit trees have been planted within a tew yean; "the

advance in the price oi cotton, horses, and mules lias been the main cause oi the

advance in the price oi burning land."

The lands oi Houston County are bought for peach growing and consequently are

going higher in value ever} year. The increase in the value of bum lands in Morgan
County "has been remarkable for several reasons—educational advantages, increase

in the value of cotton, the partitioning of large landed estates into small farms bough.1

and settled upon by thrifty white people/'

Florida.— "Generally speaking," writes a De Soto County correspon dent, "land

values have about doubled in the last live years owing to hard winters in the north-

ern counties of the State, which made De Soto the banner orange county of the State.

Vegetables are more extensively planted than formerly and are becoming more

remunerative." The largely increased farm values in Duval County are due to

increased production per acre and improved methods of culture.

NORTH CENTRAL STATES.

Ohio.—Farm land has increased $10 per acre since 1900 in Ashland County;
" farms are kept in vesy good repair, and the soil is looked after more carefully than

formerly by the use of barnyard manure and other fertilizers." From Carroll

County comes the complaint that "one of the greatest factors in lowering the value

of farm lands is the extreme scarcity of help and the high wages demanded for very

unsatisfactory labor."

Tobacco has been selling for good prices in Darke County, and "this has been the

principal cause of the boom in land prices." Land suitable for gardening has

increased more than any other kind in the neighborhood of Columbus, in Franklin

County. A new milk-condensing factory in Fulton County is said to be the chief

cause of the rise in land, and in Geauga County farms so situated as to be able to

sell milk for city consumption have been the ones to increase most in value. The

higher price of white oak has raised the value of farms in Trumbull County, and in

Wyandotte and other counties the making of good roads has added value to the

farms served by them.

Indiana.—A large part of the increased value of farms in Adams County is due to

new improvements, tile draining, and the construction of many miles of durable

roads. A Jennings County correspondent believes that "the two principal causes of

the advance in prices are improved highways and better methods of soil management."

Marsh land in Kosciusko County has been enhanced in value fourfold by drainage

and by growing onions, celery, and potatoes. Farm values are increasing in Ripley

County because farmers are coming from the higher priced land in the northern part

of the State to buy the cheaper land in this county. Farms have doubled in value in

Lake County, 45 miles from Chicago, on account of market facilities.

Illinois.—"Farms have been selling above their real value" in Bureau County

because money was plentiful and could not readily be loaned at interest; " farms are

not paying more than 3J to 4 per cent on the investment after deducting taxes and
cost of keeping up the improvements." Crawford County has large commercial

orchards just coming to maturity, which have much increased acre values. There

has been a migration of farmers from the high-priced land of the northern part of the

State into Edwards County, with consequent rise in land prices.

The bottom lands of Fayette County have increased in value threefold by drain-

ing and levee building. "All farm lands have increased 50 per cent in value in the

past live years in Henry County on account of the high prices of corn, cattle, and

hogs, because of the safe investment for money in land and farm mortgages, and the
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abundance of money at 5 and •
>' per cent." The extinguishment of an enormous

county debt by Macoupin County has removed a long-standing depression from farm

values in that county. ' A change from theold methods of farming to the more

modem practice <>t' handling soil and live stock is raising the price of land " in Massac

County.

Michigan.— Fruit lands on the shore of Lake Michigan are three or four times

more valuable now than they were four years ago. "There is now a steady flow of

people from the city to the farms, with a steady rise in tin- value of farm lands" in

Calhoun County, [farms containing some timber are the ones that have increased

in valuein Grand Traverse County. The establishment of ''several beet-sugar fac-

tories within reach oi the farmers of this [Gratiot] county has done more to enhance

the value of farms than any other cause within the last five years."

Farming in Huron County is entirely different from what it was five years ago, and

values have increased for several reasons—better highways, chicory growing, the

bean crop taking the place of wheat and rye, better buildings, more intelligent utili-

zation of land, improved breeds of horses and other live stock, higher prices for

swine, and better contact with outside markets. Grape raising has increased rapidly

in Kalamazoo County, and "choice locations for this fruit have doubled in value."

Lands in Muskegon County, as in other counties bordering on Lake Michigan,

have risen in value rapidly during the last five years on account of the summer-
resort business. A large influx of settlers into Osceola County a few years ago

mostly accounts for the advance in land values. Raising cucumbers for pickles has

coml )ined with sugar beets to make higher land values in Ottawa County.

Wisconsin.—Dairying and potatoes have rapidly enhanced the values of farm lands

in Adams County. The wild lands of Jackson County are being bought in large

tracts for stock farms; marshes are turned into cranberry bogs; and the "cut-over

lands " are rapidly settled upon—all causing largely increased values. Old log build-

ings have been taken down in Oconto County and their places taken by modern
buildings. Better buildings and a better state of cultivation have raised farm-land

values in Outagamie County; and dairying, hogs, and sheep have had their due

effects in Pierce County.

Tobacco lands have increased in value more than any other in Vernon County on

account of high prices for that crop. " Formerly we had to haul potatoes 18 miles,"

writes a Waukesha County correspondent, " but three years ago a railroad was built

6 miles from here, and that will explain much of the rise in farm values; a creamery

in the center of the town raised values to some extent."

Minnesota.—Heavy rains and too much wet weather since 1902 have depressed

the value of farm lands in Benton and several other counties. Reasons for higher

farm values in Lesueur County are thus stated: "Sugar-beet raising is booming here;

Bohemians are the principal people, and they do not mind the drudgery of farming
and have targe families; dairying is largely increasing, and half the people have hand
separators and sell or ship their cream." Illinois men have been coming to Martin
County, with a consequent sharp advance in the price of farms.

Emigration from Meeker County to the cheaper lands of northern Minnesota and

of Canada has prevented large advances in farm lands. The immigration of farmers
from low a and Illinois into Murray County raised farm prices so high three years

ago thai there has been a subsequent fall of perhaps $10 per acre. "Overspecula-

tiou and gambling by land agents in poor and worthless land" in some parts of the

Bed River Valley several years ago have been followed by a fall in the price of lands

to their sound value.

Iowa.— Lands have not recently been as salable in Blackhawk County as some
time ago, because many of the tenant farmers have gone westward or northward in

quest of cheaper lands. The low rate of interest paid by banks on deposits in Clin-

ton County is regarded as causing investors to buy farmlands, whereupon the sellers
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have moved to cheaper land in the West Many improvements are reported from

Greene County, where the farmers have been building better houses and barns and

tile-draining their land.

The general estimation of the desirability of farm ownership as an Investment if

indicated by the statement of a Polk County correspondent, who believes that "farm

land is just as good as a gold bond with diamonds in the cornel

Missoi ki. -Fruit growing in Barry County has greatly increased the value of land.

The increase in the value of Boone County farms is because of the great number of

farmers in Illinois, Iowa, and Indiana who have sold their high-priced farms and

come to this county to buy larger ones with the Bameor less capital. The rapid

growth of St. Joseph, with its stock yards and meat-packing industries, has influenced

the price of farms favorably situated in Buchanan County.

The price of land in Christian County did not change from L900 to 1904 for the

reason that many farms were for sale, the owners being about to leave for new

regions and take up Government land which was open for settlement, as in Texas,

Oklahoma, and openings farther north. The Ozark region in southwest Missouri

was BO advertised at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1904 that immigration

ensued, with consequent rise of land values. The increase of land values in Howard

County is due in part to the better financial condition of the county, which has

become U\'c from a bonded debt of $600,000 for two railroads, one of which was not

built.

The prosperous condition of the farmers of Lincoln County is such that many of

them with large bank accounts, being unable to place their deposits at interest, have

invested in farm land. Land has gradually advanced in price in the last few years

in Mississippi County, especially wet land which has been drained by dredge boat,

ditches, and canals. The stationary values of land in a portion of Ozark County

are explained by a correspondent who writes that " we are 40 miles from a railroad,

so the home seekers who have means are a little slow in locating among us." The
lead mines of St. Francois County have brought in immigrants and advanced the

market price of farm products.

Soi til Dakota.—The rise in price of land in Edmunds County is said to be mostly

due to the artesian wells, which are now guaranteed to be flowing for $300 to $500.

From Meade County the explanation is that "as long as there is Government land

to be homesteaded east of us, we can not expect any fancy prices for our land."

Unirrigated farm lands have not advanced in price in Butte County, but irrigated

lands have advanced fully 50 per cent in five years.

Nebraska.—Creameries have given an increased value to farm land in Brown

County. The demand for land in Clay County conies considerably from those well-

to-do farmers who desire to establish their sons near them and from those coming

into the State; and in Otoe County the many German farmers are especially pros-

perous, and all their surplus money is invested in land. A Richardson County cor-

respondent believes that "a dangerous condition confronts the young farmer, as he

is unable to buy at these large prices and capitalists are buying whatever they can

get." Alfalfa land in Valley and Webster counties, as everywhere else, is somewhat
higher priced than neighboring land that will not raise it.

Kansas.—Barber County was nearly depopulated in 1900 because of the Oklahoma

movement, and consequently lands have more than quadrupled in value under reset-

tlement. Prior to 1900 Comanche County was devoted entirely to grass, but since

that time land has been bought in small tracts, and under proper cultivation has

been found to be very productive for wheat and corn, with consequent remarkable

increase in price. The dairy-farm lands of Ford County have the highest values on

account of being in the alfalfa district. The land of Johnson County has about

doubled in value since 1900, being favorably situated near Kansas City and in demand
for farm homes.
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Immigration to western Kansas has raised the value of all kinds of land, and Meade
County, among others, is being rapidly developed for wheat production as well as

cattle raising, and, in addition to I he foregoing, alfalfa baa great ly increased I lie value

of land. The large wheat and corn crops of Ottawa ( lounty and many other counties

in the State are attracting many eastern farmers, who arc bidding up the price of

land.

SOI rn CENTRA i. ff] vi i 8.

Kevin ky. Sexeral millionaires have established stock farms in Lexington, in

Bourbon County, in the past five years, and the demand for stock lands has caused

the price to advance rapidly. Bracken is a tobacco county, and land for raising this

crop is becoming scarce and the demand in greater than the supply. The advance in

the price of timber has increased the value of farms to some extent in Clinton County.

There has been a marked advance in the character of farming in Hickman County;

"a younger and more skilled class of farmers are acquiring possession of the lands

and devoting more attention to raising hogs and cattle." The advance in the price

of farm lands in Lee County " would probably have been more marked if it were not

that they have been badly cared for; hillside lands have been worked and washed
in many instances until ruined, while bottom lands have been continued in one crop

until they are worn out."

Farming interests have revived in Muhlenburg County in consequence of the reduc-

tion of a debt of more than $1,000,000 to a small figure. The desire of capitalists,

merchants, and others to retire upon a good bluegrass farm in Shelby County is

raising prices of farms to a fancy figure. There has been a large migration of tobacco-

raising people from the mountain country into Spencer County, whereupon the prices

of tobacco lands have much increased.

Tennessee.—A correspondent in Bradley County accounts for advanced farm prices

by writing that "more and better farming is done than ever before; lands of all

kinds are being improved and better homes built; millions of fruit trees are being

set out and a spirit of improvement seems to be prevalent." In addition to this

there is considerable immigration from the North.

One of the reasons for the increased value of land in Lawrence County is the rais-

ing of cantaloupes and tomatoes, which are sent to Chicago and other far-away places.

From .Madison County the report is that "we have gravel roads leading out 5 miles

f re mi Jackson, and land on these roads can not be bought at a reasonable price at all."

The introduction of alfalfa has had a wonderful effect on hay and grain lands in

Montgomery County, and the farmers are quitting tobacco and resorting to hay,

fruits, vegetables, live stock, etc.

Alabama.—Possibly farms would increase in value, in the opinion of a Coosa
County correspondent, if it were not for the uncertainty of labor, which rises from
three causes: "The best of our citizens are going West; secondly, the flocking of all

our able-bodied laborers to the public works; thirdly, the tendency of labor to farm
without intelligent direction and its general demoralization." Lands devoted to

apples and pears in Dale County have probably decreased in value, owing to blight,

while peach and other crops have greatly increased the land values. Owing to the

better price of cotton during the last three years and "plenty of money" in Macon
ttty, it is rare that a planter can be induced to fix a selling price on his farm.

Mississippi.— Lands of all kinds have advanced very much in the past five years
in Alcorn ( lounty, "since people from other States are seeing the advantages in this

pari of our Southland and are coming here in great numbers." In Bolivar County
increased values are due to the protection i f land from the usual overflow of the Mis-

pi River by improved levees an. 1 to the many investments of northern men in
delta lands. "There is a new railroad in this part of Green County," writes a corre-

spondent, "and almost everyone is wanting to buy farm lands, and I can not find

anyone who wants to sell out at any price."
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Lands in Hindi County which in L900 were devoted to corn and cotton are now
for the most pari used for fruil and vegetable growing and dairy products for con-

sumption in Jackson, and the prices of these lands haveaboul doubled. Straw berry

growing has developed considerably in Holmes County and much raised the price oi

land used for the purjM

Louisiana. -Irrigating canals along the Guli coast have raised the value of rice

land. Draining ditches and levees arc much increasing the land values In Ascen-

sion Parish. In DeSoto Parish truck farming and cooperative marketing are in.

ing fanners' profits; vegetable lands along the railroads are much in demand in Easi

Feliciana Parish and all Government lands have been taken up by farmers from the

North Centra] and Eastern states. The higher price of cotton and increased immi-

gration from the Northern State's have much advanced farm-land values in Lafayette

Parish.

Rice lands unprotected by a levee in the southern portion of Saint Tammany
Parish are down in price, but protected lands are sold at fancy prices. Early vege-

tables and berries in Tangipahoa Parish grown for the Northern markets overshadow-

all other farm products and land prices have much increased. Land in Union Parish

in 1900 "was a drug on the market at $1.50 per acre; but since railroads have been

built here it sells now for §3 to $15, and is going higher."

Texas.—The cotton-boll weevil has held cotton land at a stationary price or dimin-

ished it in a considerable number of counties. "A flood of immigrants from eastern

Texas and other States" has much increased the value of land in Pay lor County.

Cameron County is fast changing from a cattle range to a farming country and values

of land have doubled in three years. White potatoes and fruit orchards combined with

immigration have increased land values in Camp County one-third above those of 1900.

The land in Chambers County that was used for stock raising in 1900 is now used

for rice growing and has increased 300 per cent without regard to buildings. The

price of land near railroads in Cherokee County for fruit and vegetable raising " has

gone out of sight," and some of it is selling at §100 per acre. Tomatoes, cantaloupes,

and cabbages bring a gross return of §50 to $300 per acre.

The Panhandle was entirely a stock range a few years ago, but its value for agri-

cultural purposes is now thoroughly established; cotton, wheat, and corn, among
other crops, are raised, and the price of lands has advanced in five years one-third

in some counties. Irrigation began within the five years under review and has

enormously increased the value of the land in various counties m western Texas and

also in rice counties along the Gulf.

Arkansas.—Newr railroads and the development of fruit growing are enhancing

land values in many counties, and higher prices for cotton and timber and the devel-

opment of vegetable ami berry growing are greatly aiding. Cheap lands are attract-

ing large numbers of immigrants, with a consequent rise in land values. New levees

have much increased land values in Mississippi County, but the Red River bottom

lands in Miller Couiity are of lower value because of overflows. Land values have

been kept down in Montgomery County because of cheap public lands elsewhere to

which residents could migrate, but this depression is now relieved.

AYESTERN GEOGRAPHIC DIVISION.

Rocky Mountain States and Territories.—In Beaverhead County, Mont., land

near a railroad that has been subjected to irrigation and will raise alfalfa and oats has

increased enormously in value. Sugar-beet growing in Colorado has been a promi-

nent cause of great increases in land values and in a large degree the same may be

said of fruit and vegetable farms. Everywhere farms on which alfalfa can enter into

rotation with other crops are greatly gaining in value. Of course, by far the largest

rates of gain in value have gone to farms with good water rights. The foregoing
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observations upon Colorado apply to this entire mountain group of States and

Territories.

The remarkable increase Id the price of la mis in eastern Colorado is, in t In- opinion

of a correspondent, partly due to tin- tact thai it has been found that farming can

be carried on successfully under the " Campbell system of soil culture." A. strong

combination to raise land values is mentioned in Larimer County, Colo. : [irrigation,

BUgar beets, lambs for Chicago, rotation of crops alfalfa followed by grain, potatoes,

and Bugar beets ground well manured from the feeding of lambs, a better knowl-

edge of the application of water, and a fine climate.

The immigrants who have come to Sun Miguel County, \. Mex., and taken up

substantially all land that has a living water supply have materially increased the

price of land. Grain is rapidly taking the place of cattle and hay in Boise County,

Idaho, and land values arc consequently gaining, Higher farm-land values in Idaho

County have followed railroad building, nearer markets, higher prices of wheat, uew
mining camps, and the advertising of county attractions to induce immigration.

Washington. —1 lop growing has multiplied the value of hop land in Clark ( Jounty;

prune orchards grow to be worth $500 per acre or more. Douglas County values have

gained much because of recent improvements, higher prices of grain, better facilities

for handling it, and the entry of all ( rovernment land.

In King County, containing Seattle, land values have been largely increased by
dairying and the growing of vegetables and berries, with the aid of better railroad

service and new electric railways. To this should be added much higher prices of

. hay. and other farm products wanted in Seattle. During the last five years

Washington land values have felt the effects of immigration more than those of the

Pacific coast southward.

Oregon.—Hop yards in Polk County have advanced in value more than other

lands. Fruit lands everywhere in the State have advanced enormously in value, par-

ticularly so in the case of the growth of orchards into bearing. Among numerous
other influences upon land values are irrigation by means of wells, new dwellings

and barns, better transportation facilities, larger profits of sheep raising, the benefits

of alfalfa, immigration, sugar beets, and the growth of local markets.

California.—Dairying, with dependence upon alfalfa, in Colusa County has
doubled the value of farms. Bottom lands subject to overflow in Contra I

County, used for dairying or growing asparagus or other vegetables, have increased

in value more than other lands. Some vegetable lands are worth as much as $500
per acre. The growth of San Francisco and suburbs and the extension of electric-

car lines have combine. 1 with the foregoing to affect land values.

The conversion of an immense cattle ranch in Fresno County since 1900 into farms
Qormously increased the land value. There is much demand for alfalfa land

in Kern County on account of the development of dairying; even fruit orchards are
displaced by alfalfa.

The remarkable extension of electric railways in Los Angeles County has much
enhanced the value of all lands within 30 miles of the city. Dairying, alfalfa, walnut,
and vegetable lands that have recently come under irrigation have increased enor-

mously in value. Some lami- with orchards, water rights, and other improvements
have - high as $1,500 to ! L,800 per acre, and even higher values can be found.

Wheat lands have responded to higher prices in Montgomery County. Vineyards
in X'apa County, worth $150 per acre in 1900, can not now be bought for less than

The introduction of celery growing into Orange County upon a large scale has
: 'he price of land so used from $20 to $1,000. Asparagus growing in Sacra-

mento County has raised the value of land $80 to $100 or m<

d alfalfa lands have advanced 7."> per cent in value in San Joaquin County in

rears; natural grape land has been raised by -rape -rowing from a few dollars
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acre within five 3 I ;h price of wool ii h to land

values where sha kept, in Sonoma County. The subdivision of large faru

Tehama County, with more intensive agriculture, has greatly enhanced values.

Sugar-beet and Lima-bean Lands of Ventura County have more than doubled in price

in five j -

THREE BROAD

it n i;i. 0ONTIN1 LIN.

Kates of advab The extraordinary advance in the value of

farm real estate, an advancement mostly in land values, hut consider-

ably In improvement values, which has appeared during the last tiv«-

years can not of course continue indefinitely at the same pace. \

gain of •""')..'> per cent in five years is so great as to suggest a cessation,

perhaps retrogression for sonic parts o( t ho country or for some
\ ears, or, more likely, on the whole, as a net result of diverse tenden-

cies, a diminution of the rate oi increase to a more steady one. which

will reflect the capitalization of farm real estate that can he sustained

mostly by the profits of production and by improvements.

Waves of depression and elevation —While, apart from new
land taken into cultivation, there has been a general advance in the

value of farm real estate from census to census (with the exception of

the disturbing effect of the civil war upon the South), it is neverthe-

less true that within areas sometimes much restricted and at other

times much enlarged the value of the farm real estate has been .sub-

ject to waves of depression and elevation, continuing sometimes no

longer than one year and sometimes during a period of considerable

Length in case of depression.

Periods of general depression have so far been retrievable, and most

Localizations o'i depressions have so far been curable. The localized

depressions of the past live years have often been of small account,

and from a national point of view are thoroughly lost in the great

gain in values in which every State has participated for every 01:

the ten classes into which the farms of the country are divided in this

investigation according to principal sources of income, with minute

options in the North Atlantic Stal

LANDLORDISM FOB INVESTMENT.

Three former glasses <>r landlordism.— A new sort of landlord-

ism—new to (his country—seems to have grown out of the great and

rapid increase in farm real-estate values in recent years. The farm land-

lordism of many years has mostly been of three general sorts: (1) The

landlordism of the cotton plantation worked mostly by tenants under

stem which, while technically constituting tenancy, ofbm has

been little more than a contract for labor at contingent wages wiph an

element of profit-sharing; ('2) the landlordism of the old farmers who
have moved to town and city or gone to live with children, and that
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which has followed thei th, with breaking up of family; (3) the

landlordism of owners temporarily hold irm titles until tenants

shall h.i uy, or until other pu

•racing a large class of landlords, aparl from the second

Niw; To these three is now added a class

of lai rho hai b as a consequen .Ing in

:d finding it
|

My in farm lands. Tl Uord

stors is more especially found in the North Central States; it is

hardly apparent in the North Atlantic Stab s, 'ait is becoming pe:

tible in the South.

Founding " estates." —There has been a marked continuance of the

founding o\' "estates" in the North Atlantic and North Central States

and Virginia, and in spots throughout the rest of the country, a move-

ment that began over half a century ago, notably in Berkshire County,

Mass.; but this movement is generally without farm Landlordism, in

place of which there is a hiring of farm managers and laborers for

wages.
GAINS WHERE MOST NEEDED.

Throughout the South.—Derived from the various degrees of

advance in the values of farm real estate during the period under
review, an observation that is particularly pleasing from the point of

? of national welfare is the common tendency of regions with land

of low values to overtake the regions with higher values. Such a

movement has stimulated the entire South in a remarkable degree,

and has accompanied a notable increase in prosperity.

Skmiarid land.—-The new lands of the semiarid regions have

acquired a value almost wholly created by means of suitable cultural

methods.

In the dep i East.—The farm-acre values of the East were
not low enough to win the high increases of the other parts of the

country during the last five years, but the long agricultural depression,

D8t which the farmers of that region have struggled for many
years, has given way on the whole to more profitable farmingoperations,
and the East has joined the regions that were backward in advances

value in an onward and upward movement to capitalize their land

with a more profitable agricultui

RELATION or FARMING TO OTHEB VOCATK

The rapid development of manufacturing, transportation, and mer-
chandising, of professional, personal, and domestic service, and of

minor vocations, with a sustained export demand, is supporting good
the farm products of this country. The n< [cultural

Vocations have made such heavy demands for labor that farm workers
are not so numerous a- t<> cause overproduction. Since the making
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of tlit» run products of food and clothing chiefly constitutes farm

industry, and since the consumption of each of these two cla

products is subject to only a limited change per capita of the total

population, high prices of lands necessarily require that there shall

not i)i' too large a percentage of total population engaged in agri-

culture, and the nonagricultural population must be prosperous

to pay profitable prices for.agricultural products.

The balance between country inhabitants and townspeople now

seems fairly well adjusted, so that there are good wages in the non-

agricultural pursuits and reasonable remuneration in farming. Good
prices for farm products and the absence of an oversupplv of hired

labor promote the continuance of the nation's homestead plan of

family-sized farms, one of the important social successes that this

Republic has placed before the world.

Free popular education, secondary schools, higher institutions of

learning and of research devoted to nonagricultural pursuits, along

with Governmental assistance in promoting marketing at home and

abroad, are building up the nonagricultural classes and thus helping

to enlarge home markets and raise their purchasing power for farm

products.

In still another encouraging wav rural schools, agricultural col-

leges, experiment stations, departments of agriculture, and inventors

an 4 enlarging and strengthening the technique of farm management,

enabling the farmer to produce more from the acre and more per

worker, and building up a class of farmers who not only pro-

duce a living, but also substantially increase their capital and its

productiveness.



PROGRESS IN DRUG-PLANT CULTIVATION.

By Rodney 1 1. True,

Physiologist in Charge of Drug-Plant Investigations, Bureau of Plant Industry.

[NTRODUOTION.

From the most ancient times mankind has turned to the plant world

not only for foods and fibers but also for medicinal substances to com-

bat his physical ailments; and, in spite of the important contributions

made by chemistry, and in later days by organ therapy, to the materia

mediea, t\u^ vegetable kingdom still forms the most important single

source to which the physician turns for disease-counteracting sub-

stances.

An examination of the official list of crude drugs of plant origin

develops the fact that a large proportion of the species represented is

found growing in the United States. Many of them are weeds, often

classed as noxious by the farmer; others are simply wild plants of the

fields and forests of different parts of the country. A very considera-

ble proportion of the crude-drug supply is of foreign origin and is

imported from many parts of the world. Of the entire list of drug
plants, those under cultivation in this country constitute but a small

portion. There has been an almost complete neglect of this phase of

plant economics in this country and certain results have followed:

(1) Many of the most valuable of our native drug plants have been

well-nigh exterminated by drug collectors; (2) several -kinds of our
most noxious weeds, instead of being utilized, have remained to encum-
ber the land and impoverish the farmer; (3) millions of dollars are sent

abroad annually to pay for crude drugs which are grown under condi-

tions of soil and climate in general similar to those of our own country.

The domestication and cultivation of those valuable wild plants

which are most seriously threatened are an obvious necessity if the

products concerned are not to disappear from the materia mediea.

The proper utilization of such weeds as possess useful properties would
not only tend to check their spread, but would make them the source

of income Sufficient at least to pay for their removal when rightly

handled. It. is even possible that the cultivation of some of the weeds

furnishing product- most in demand might prove financially profitable.

The experimental cultivation of drug plants from foreign lands with

the hope that some may be grown here with profit is the first neces-

sary step if this country is to supply its own demands for crude drugs.

533
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periraents along these lines in the Bureau of Plant Indi ave

>u for some time and pro

:is. In these im he Office of ^ved and Plant Intro-

duction has cooperated with Drug-Planl tigations.

DOMESTICATION OF WILD DR1 Q PLAN i

Golden seal. The root known as golden seal, Hydrastis canaden-

sis L., has long had a wide use in America in connection with a class

of troubles against which it has an especial efficacy. Of late \ ears this

favorable action has attracted attention abroad, with the result that,

in addition to an increasing domestic demand, a very c rable

foreign market has been built up. The search for this plant in the

forests has been carried on so persistently that it has become scarce in

commercial quantities and consequently high priced. For its pre

d, therefore, cultivation is necessary. For a number of year it

been under observation at the testing gardens, Washington, I>. ('..

and certain points essential in its cultivation have been made clear.

Shade, artificial or natural, and a rich loamy soil are necessary. The

plant reproduces readily from buds on the underground stem and by

small buds developed on the fibrous roots. It is doubtful whether it

is propagated from seed to any great extent, the seed seeming fre-

quently to be incapable of growth. It takes about two years for the

young plant grown from the divided rootstock to reach a good size for

market.

The demand for the dried root of golden seal continues good, the

([notations indicating ready sale at from $1 to $1.50 per pound. Our
experiments seem to show that the outlook for a small industry in the

growing of this plant is bright. It is to be hoped, however, that over-

production may be avoided. At present several firms are growing

golden seal in small areas.

Cascara sagbada.—The cultivation of the cascara sagrada tree.

Rhamnus purshiana DC. (PL LXVII, tig. 1), has been made a subject

of study for about two years. The tree producing this useful bark,

known as cascara sagrada, is a native of the upper Pacific coast region,

when 4 it chooses moist situations in the mountains. This usually

small tree grows readily from seed sown in rich wood soil, and makes

a fair growth the first year. It is under observation both at Washing-

ton, D. C, and at Kbenezer, S. C. In both places it seems thus far to

do well. Prof. C. S. Sargent, of Harvard University, states that at

the Arnold Arboretum, near Boston, the tree maintains an existence

for some years after transplanting, but eventually dies. So far both

the seedlings grown at Washington and the transplanted trees sent in

from the Pacific coast have made a good growth and look well. It is

very desirable that the cultivation of this tree on an experimental scale

should be taken up in the country to which it is native. The demand
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for this hark is great, Dot only in America but to an increasing" decree

in foreign Lands, and since the amount of available material when
to supply this demand Ls decreasing rapidly and considerable til

required to grow trees large enough to pe I, it is apparent thai in the

not very distant future a shortage is inevitable.

Senega snakeroot \kd pueele ooneflower. Among other wild

drug plants now rapidly disappearing to which attention is being given

by the Bureau of Plant Industry may be mentioned Seneca snakeroot,

Polygala senega L., and echinacea, or purple coneflower, Brauneria

angustifolia (DC.) Heller. (PL LXVII, fig. 2.) The latter plant is a

member oi the aster family, and grows scatteiingly over consider-

able areas of the plains in Kansas and Nebraska. This drug has come

into special prominence in the last few years, and is much in demand,

an increasing foreign consumption being noted in addition to the

quantity necessary to satisfy homo demands. Although formerly an

easy drug to obtain at reasonable prices, echinacea has become inci

ingly rare during' the last few years, with a consequent rise in pi

The transplanted plants at Washington are making a very promising

growth, and the outlook for successful cultivation is good.

UTILIZATION OF WEEDS.

There is a considerable number of kinds of plants occurring fre-

quently along roadsides, in fence corners and waste places, or e

among the crops, which furnish products used in greater or less quan-

tities as crude drugs. Among these may be mentioned a few species

which have received attention.

American wormseed.—The so-called American wormseed, used, as

its name indicates, as a vermifuge, consists of the dried fruits of

Chenapodium anthelminticum L. When drilled in rows and properly

cultivated, a yield of 500 pounds or more to the acre was obtained

under the conditions of soil and climate prevailing near Florence. S. C.

It was harvested by cutting the plants near the surface of the ground

while the fruit had still a bright-green color, the seed showing a

bright, black surface when rubbed out, and was dried in a barn having

a tight board floor. When dry the fruits were beaten off, the leave-

and other debris sifted out, and the fruits bagged for market. The
price obtained gave a better net return, acre for acre, than cotton on

the same type of land for the same season. It is necessary to remem-
ber, however, th annual demand for wormseed is limited and

that overproduction is easily possible.

JiM84 >\ weed. Another weed regarded with great hostility by farm-

illy is the well-known jimson weed, Datura stramoniu

This spreading, ungainly, and ill-smelling weed, often occupying

considerable areas of unused, usually rich lands about buildings and
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yards, supplies the drug dealers with both Leaves and seed. Although

it grows frequently to great size if lefl t<> itself, when grown under

cultivation in rows jimson weed needs good soil and some cultivation

in order to make a good growth. It then appears also t<> suffer from

insect pests, which arc seldom seen to molest it otherwise. However,

it' it has a good chance, it yields a crop of leaves which, if properly

cured and marketed, will equal or surpass the net yield, acre tor acre,

of large areas of land now growing \\ heat and other staple crops. The

curing ia best done by cutting the plant al the ground when in fullest

leaf and drying it out at from loo to 1 LO F. in a tobacco-curing barn

of the type in use in the Carolinas for curing bright tobacco. -The

plants, stems and all, are (aired, and when the leaves are dry they may
be easily stripped from the stems. After taking on enough moisture

to prevent them from being too brittle to handle without breaking to

piece-, the leaves may he bagged for storage or shipment.

Poke.—Experimental plats of pokeroot, Phytolacca americana L.,

have shown on a small scale that these roots, which are dug, sliced, and

cured at the close of the first year's growth, may be easily grown and

handled. The fleshy branch roots of older plants, before they become

too woody, are also acceptable, though less readily gotten out of the

ground.

Burdock and yellow dock.—Similar small experimental plats of

yellow dock, Rumex crispus L., and of burdock, Arctium lappa L.,

gave favorable indications. These roots are now imported in part.

None of the drugs mentioned here has an unlimited demand, and

any considerable overproduction would result in a decline in price.

CULTIVATION OF IMPORTED DRUGS.

The feasibility of cultivating foreign drug plants as a commercial

enterprise depends on a number of factors. It is necessary, first of all,

to know whether the species concerned will do well under the condi-

tions which we have to give them. Secondly, it must be ascertained

whether the resulting product has the desired properties among the

new surroundings. Thirdly, the question must be faced as to whether,

with the economic conditions prevailing in the region concerned, it is

possible for the cultivator to realize a profit sufficient to repay him for

his efforts.

To work through a
1
! these stages with a new' industry requires not

only patient investigation, but also considerable time. A series of

cultural tests is being made on a small scale at Washington, D. C,
Ebenezer, S. C, Burlington, Vt., and other points, and in some cases

the behavior of important drug-producing plants of Europe and the

Orient under our conditions has thus been determined.

Asiatic poppy.—The Asiatic poppy, Papaversomniferum L., grown
in various parts of Europe and the Orient, has made a good growth in
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Fig. 1.— Paprika Peppers. Whole Dried Fruits as they Appear when Ready
for Market.

Fig. 2.—Branch of Japanese Chilli Pepper, Showing the Clustered
Arrangement of the Fruit. Three-fifths Natural Size.

Fig. 3.—Root of a 2-year-old Belladonna Plant.
2 Feet Deep. Grown at Washington. D. C.
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the most widely separated purls of the United States. In so cold a

climate as Vermont and in the warm sections of the South it has shown

its ability to maintain a vigorous existence. Under unfavorable con

dit ions of soil drainage, especially where the land is of a claj ey nature,

a diseased condition develops with disastrous results. This seems to

be aggravated by too late planting in the spring. In July and A.ugusi

tin 1 plants bloom freely and produce in about four or five weeks a good

crop of the large capsules characteristic of this species and its variet ies.

The poppy plant is traversed by an elaborate scries of tubes carrying

a white, milky juice, which oozes out whenever these ducts are cut or

otherwise opened. The capsule after it reaches its full size contains a

very liberal supply of this juice. By incising the capsule and collect-

ing the partly dried juice a product is obtained winch on further treat-

ment becomes the commercial product from which morphine, codeine,

and related alkaloids are extracted.

Mr. W. ( ). Richtmann, of the Bureau of Plant Industry, has at present

under test on a large scale a process for separating morphine, codeine,

etc. directly from the plant, which has promised well in the laboratory.

Small experiments indicate the practicability of obtaining a high grade

of crude morphine in fair quantity from the dried capsules of poppies

grown in different parts of the country, but much further experimenta-

tion will still be necessary before the success or failure of the plan is

demonstrated.

Camphor.—At the present time the world's entire suppl}r of camphor

is derived from Japan, the annexation of the island of Formosa bring-

ing under the Japanese flag all the sources of production. This,

together with the additional fact that the supply has been already

seriously trenched upon, has raised the price of this commodity to a

high mark and placed under the exclusive control of a single govern-

ment a substance not only important medicinally, but also necessary

in various technical processes connected with the manufacture of cel-

luloid and of certain other products derived from nitrated cellulose.

( )ur importation of camphor, crude and refined, between 1897 and 1904,

has varied in value from $350,000 in 1899 to about $939,000 in L9<M.

This increase in value is due not only to a large increase in the number
of pounds of camphor purchased, but also to an increase in the value.

At various times in the past the United States Department of Agri-

culture has imported camphor trees which have been distributed

throughout various parts of the South (PI. LXVIII, fig. 1). and it lias

been practically demonstrated that over considerable areas of the

warmer portions of this country camphor will grow well. It has also

been established by experimental distillations made from a good num-
ber of trees in several localities in Florida and in different seasons

that the leaves and twigs obtained by pruning trees of various ag

will yield from 1 to H per cent of crude camphor, calculated on the
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fresh weight of the clippings. That this yield can be increased mate-

rially is probable, since a very thorough opening up of the cells oi

>e distilled isa necessary preliminary treatment. Means for

doing this most effectively were not at hand in the experiments here

referred to.

A considerable area of camphor growth of various ages has been

generously placed at the service of the Bureau of Plant Industry by

landowners in Florida, and more thoroughgoing tests arc planned.

economic possibilities of camphor growing will be experimentally

tested. The readiness with which the camphor tree is propagated

from seed and the rapid growth made, together with the yield of gum
and oil, make the outlook one of great interest.

Licorice.—The annual importation of licorice rootand licorice paste

has fallen between one and one-half and two million dollars since I

The sum paid for the paste—between $75,000 and $100,,000 shows that

the great hulk is purchased in the form of the crude root. Experi-

ments in licorice cultivation by the Bureau of Plant Industry and by

private parties show pretty clearly that although the imported article

comes chiefly from the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea, the

licorice plant is hardy as far north as Pennsylvania. It will succeed

best, however, in somewhat warmer regions. It maintains itself wild

in some parts of California in which it has escaped from cultivation.

Licorice cuttings imported from England made a good growth at

Washington until interfered with by accidental conditions. In South

Carolina an experimental planting has thus far made good growth. It

is, however, too early for a complete report.

Belladonna. Among the important minor crude-drug importations

may be mentioned belladonna and digitalis. The belladonna plant,

Atropa belladonna L., supplies the leaf and root drugs known under

this name and is the source of the important principle known as

atropine. Since these products are not itemized in the Government
reports on imports, there is no ofiicial source from which the magni-

tude of the demand in America can be accurately determined. Bella-

donna, however, is a standard drug widely used, and a very considerable

sum is paid annually for the products of this plant. Experiments with

belladonna have been in progress at the Washington gardens for about

four years. At first considerable difficulty was experienced in getting

plants from the seeds. Twocauses were operative—the bad quality of

much of the seed and the too deep planting of good seed.

Belladonna does well in a good garden soil. The area to be devoted

to it should be gotten into good tilth before seeding. The seed may
be drilled in rows about 3 feet apart and covered very lightly. The
plants if too thick may he thinned until a foot apart in the row. In the

late summer of the first year the plants will reach a good size and flower
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and fruit freely. The Leaves are collected after the plants have begun
(o fruit and are cured by drying in the shade. The plant is perennial;

and if unusual conditions do not interfere, the yield in leaves and fruit

will be considerably greater for the succeeding years than for the fir t

\ ear. A fter the first year the roots (PL LX1X, fig. 3) become valuable

and may be dug in the lute autumn or early spring. It; is desirable

that they should not be allowed to become too woody before di

They are (ail. up and cured. The cultivation of belladonna on a com-

mercial scale has been taken up successfully during the past twoy
by an American firm using this drug.

Foxglove. Foxglove, DigitaMs puf'pwrea L., furnishes a very

important drug in the shape of the leaf collected from the flowering

plant. It has been found easy to raise foxglove both at Washington
and in South Carolina. In case the soil conditions are entire]

factory and the ground, is clear of weeds, the very minute seed may be

drilled into the garden in rows about 2£ to 3 feet apart. The seedlings

are verv small and are likely to bo smothered if the soil contains many
d seeds. The plants may be more surely saved by planting in the

early spring in a seed bed or under a cold frame. They may then be

set out a foot apart in the rows. The leaf growth of the first year is

not usually collected. The flowers appear in the spring or early sum-

mer of the second year. When the plant is in flower the leaves are

collected, cured under shade, and baled for market.

Peppers.—At the present time a small but growing market exists

in this country for ground paprika pepper prepared from the pods of

a slender-fruited sort grown especially in Hungary (PI. LXVIII, fig.

2; PI. LXIX, fig. 1). This product is imported in both the whole and

the ground condition, chiefly in the latter state. This pepper is marked
by a somewhat sweet taste, a characteristic aromatic quality, and a

narrow pointed outline. During the past two seasons small experi-

mental plantings have been made at Ebenezer, S. 0. Three acres

grown during the past season have yielded between 3,000 and 3,500
pounds of dried pepper pods, for which a profitable price has been

ived. In spite of the fact that the ripe fruit was picked weekly and
(aired out in a tobacco barn over artificial heat, the profits resulting

have been very satisfactory. At the present time, in view of the small

demand for this product, the limit of overproduction could be readily

reached.

The smaller form- of hh[ peppers, known as chillies, have received
some attention at Ebenezer, S. (\, and the results with Japanese chillies

(PI. LXIX. fig. 2), while not as favorable as those just noted, still give

good ground for hope that, with the long growing season, cheap labor,

and special curing facilities of the tobacco region of South Carolina.

there is the possibility of a considerably larger industry in supplying
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this type of peppers. The importation for consumption Into the

United States of all kinds <>t" red peppers (ground and iinground) dur-

ing the fis< L908 L905 was as follow-:

Y> nr.



FEDERAL GAME PEOTECTION—i FIVE FEARS'
RETROSPECT.

By T. S. Palmer,

Assistant in Charge of Game Preservation, Biological Survey.

INTRODUCTION.

The opening year of the twentieth century marked the beginning of

a new era in game protection in the United States. The first general

Federal law for the protection of game went into effect on May 25,

L900j and inaugurated a policy which was in striking contrast with

that of tin' previous century. From colonial days the States had made
repeated efforts to protect their game, and some of them had devel-

oped their laws to a comparatively high degree of complexity. Dis-

puted points had been carried to the highest courts and in a few cases

to the Supreme Court of the United States. The Federal Government,
on the 1 other hand, had done comparatively little. In 1832 Congress

passed an act regulating the destruction of game in the Indian country;

in 1878 a game law for the District of Columbia; in 1894 one for the

Yellowstone National Park; and in 1899 a new law for the District

of Columbia and one providing against the wanton destruction of

fish and game in the Mount Rainier National Park. It also incorpo-

rated a few provisions in the tariff acts affecting the importation of

birds and mammals, and inserted in the criminal code of Alaska a

section prohibiting the destruction or export of eggs of cranes and

waterfowl. It had done nothing, however, to prevent the intro-

duction of noxious animals and birds from abroad, had never exercised

it- functions in regulating interstate commerce in game, and had
made no general provision for protecting game in national parks or

reservations.

PASSAGE OF THE LACEY ACT.

A decision rendered by the Supreme Court in 1896 in the case of

( reer y. ( Jonnecticut held that game was the property of the State; that

it could be protected in such manner as prescribed by the legislature,

ami that its export to other States could be prohibited without conflict

with tin- interstate-commerce clause of the Constitution. This decision

..•a oew impetus to game legislation throughout the country and

encouraged the States to incorporate nonexport provisions in their

law-, [ts.effecl on Federal legislation is largely a matter of specula-

tion, but it is worthy of note that within a few months three bills were
introduced in ( Songress.

541
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On July 1, L897, Bon. John F, Lacey, of Iowa, Introduced in the

House of Representatives a bill to encourage the jtion of n

or valuable birds, which was destined finally to assume much broader

pe than was then contemplated. This work, by the provisions of

the bill, was placed in charge of the United States < Commission of Fish

and Fisheries, which it authorized to introduce, propagate, and dis-

tribute game or other wild birds and to collect and publish useful

information concerning them. On the following day Hon. Henry M.

Teller, of Colorado, introduced in the Senate a bill to prevent the

illegal export of big game from the States of Colorado, Utah, and

Wvomingf. Six months later he reintroduced this bill in a form which

broadened its scope, shaping it so as to prohibit interstate commerce
in big game and certain game birds shipped in violation of local laws, to

require the proper marking of packagesof game, and to give the Inter-

state Commerce Commission jurisdiction over transportation of game
from one State to another. On March 1-i, 1SD8, a bill was introduced

in the Senate by Hon. George F. Hoar, of Massachusetts, with the

object of restricting the traffic in birds or feathers, particularly those

used for millinery purposes. This bill prohibited importation, ship-

ment from one State to another, and sale in the Territories or the

District of Columbia of birds or feathers for ornamental purposes.

All of these measures failed of passage and were reintroduced in the

next Congress. Without going into the details of the history o( th<

bills" it will be sufficient to say that the Teller 1 > 1 1 1 failed to pa--

either branch of Congress, the Hoar bill passed the Senate twice, but

failed to pass the House, and the Lacey bill passed both House and

Senate twice before it became a law. 6

PROVISIONS OF THE LACEY ACT.

Between the dates of introduction and approval of the Lacey bill

nearly three years had intervened. The measure had been introduced

at least four times, with more or less modification each time; had been

freely discussed by the press and by sportsmen and game protection-

ists, and had been under consideration simultaneously with the Hoar
and 'Feller bills. All these circumstances left their impress on its final

form. From a simple measure to authorize a new line of work in the

Fish Commission it had developed into a general bill to provide for

introduction of foreign birds, prevent importation of noxious species,

regulate interstate traffic in game, and place the supervision of Fed-

eral game protection under the direction of the Secretary of Agricul-

«See Bull. No. 12, Biological Survey, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, pp. 49-54, 1900.

&The first time it passed the House December 19, 1898, and the Senate January 6,

1899. It had, however, been amended in the Senate by the addition of the Hoar bill,

and the combined Lacey-Hoar bill was lost in conference in the closing days of the

ion. It was reintroduced on January 3, 1900, and again on January 17, passed

the House April 30, and the Senate May 18, and was approved May 25, 1900.
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ture. It was intended also to supplement State laws and to settle

vexed question as to jurisdiction over Imported game. In effect it

intended t<> forma Federal capstone resting on an uneven foun-

dation of State legislation cemented ;is I'm- as possible into one solid

structure. Ets five sections were derived from different sources and

drawn for different purposes. Section 1, relating to introduction

and propagation of game and publication of information concerning

game, was the original bill modified and enlarged. Section 2, reeru-

latino- importation of all foreign species and prohibiting introduci

of those known to he injurious, was modeled after a law passed in

Western Australia in 1893. Section 3, relating to interstate commerce
in game, incorporated the principal provisions of the revised Teller

bill. Section -i, in so far as it provided for marking of pack:

iA' game, was also modeled after the Teller bill. Section 5, making
Imported game subject to State laws, was copied from the Wilson

original-package act. Even the final provision, that the bill should

not prevent importation, transportation, or sale of plumage manu-
factured from the feathers of the barnyard fowl, mav be regarded as

an echo of the opposition to the Hoar bill, which had once prevented

the Lacey bill from becoming law. This provision had been inserted,

during the passage of the measure through the House, to insure that

the bill should not be construed as affecting- in any way the sale of

so-called fancy feathers.

IMPORTATION OF FOREIGN BIRDS AND MAMMALS.

In regulating the importation of foreign birds and mammals the

United States has undertaken a task of greater magnitude than that

attempted by- any other nation. The governments of Cape Colony,

New Zealand, and some of the States of Australia restrict the impor-

tation of species which are considered pests, but no country with such

extensive coast lines and so many ports of entry has hitherto attempted

a supervision of all imported species in order to protect its agricul-

tural interests. With the cordial cooperation of the Secretary of the

Treasury and the officers of the customs service, the Secretary of

Agriculture is now able to supervise importations which arrive at any
of the ports on the Atlantic or Pacific coast, on the Canadian or Mexi-

can borders, or in the Territory of Hawaii. Persons desiring1 to

import wild animals or birds from abroad must first make application

to the Department of Agriculture for a permit, setting forth the num-
ber and kind of each animal or bird, the port of entry, the dak

probable arrival, and the purpose for which the importation is ma
A permit is then issued which, when presented to the collector of

customs at the porl designated, authorizes tin 4 entry of the shipment.

When necessary the consignment is subjected to expert examination

in order t<> determine the identity of the species and ^«> prevent the
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entr) of certain injurious species, the importation of which is pro-

hibit. ; V-, i rule, special Inspections are made only at the ports of

*vw York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Honolulu, but they can

also be made, when required, at Boston, Baltimore, Washington, and

New Orleans.

When tin' law went into effect it was thought by some that it would

In- Impossible to enforce Its provisions; that the requirement of per-

mits would cause serious <le!a\ and loss and endless criticism; that the

placing of the work under two Departments would result in friction

and prevent the accomplishment of the desired objects. Experience,

however, has proved that such fears were groundless^ The law has

worked smoothly and effectively, without causing delay, loss, or fric-

tion. As its provisions have become better known its restrictions

have been cheerfully complied with and its inconvenience to importers

has been reduced to a minimum. Permits are obtained in advan< i

but when for any reason this is impracticable a telegraphic request for-

warded upon arrival usually secures an order for inspection or release

of the consignment with the delay of only an hour or two. Parrots are

admitted without permit or examination, and passengers bringing

with them not more than live cage birds are allowed to declare them

with their personal baggage without the formality of securing a regu-

lar permit.

Besides accomplishing the main object of preventing the importation

of dangerous pests, this simple sy stem gives a permanent record of

every importation, affords the means of collecting valuable statistics

concerning the trade in foreign birds and animals, and enables the

Department to follow intelligently the various experiments which are

made in introducing new species from abroad. It has already brought

to light many facts of interest concerning the extensive trade in cana-

ries from Germany, pheasants from Canada, and quail from China;

the history of the introduction of new game birds, like the capercailzie,

black cock, and Scandinavian ptarmigan, and numerous species of

pheasants, waterfowl, and cage birds brought in for aviary purposes.

When it is considered that one consignment of foreign birds arrives on

an average nearly every day in the year, that in busy seasons as many
as 10,000 birds have come into New York on one steamer, and that

in the course of a year the importations aggregate more than 200,000

canaries and 40,000 miscellaneous birds, some idea can be formed of

the extent of the foreign trade in live birds.

During the live years ending June 30, 1905, 1,563 permits were

issued, covering the entry of 2,841 mammals, 819,970 canaries, and

ls;..7(;:> miscellaneous birds, of which 30,837 were game birds. In

addition to these, 19 permits were issued for the entry of 7,128 eggs

of game birds brought in for propagation. The record for each iiscal

year is shown in the table following.
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repetition of such a ooeth experiment a^ the introduction of tin- Eng-

lish sparrow and from the danger of acclimatization of the mongoc
or other pests capable of doing immense damage.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE IN GAMS.

Development of cold storage and extension of railroads in tin- Wesi

in the early seventies made accessible to the markets of eastern cities

a supply of game which at first seemed inexhaustible. So rapidly did

this trade increase that some of the western States in self-defense were

compelled to take steps to restrict shipments of game beyond their

borders. Minnesota was one of the pioneers in this movement and as

early as 1871 prohibited export of game for market, while in 1877 it

prohibited export of all game birds, except pheasants, forany purpose.

Several of the States in the Southwest soon followed with laws regu-

lating- market hunting, but progress was comparatively slow. In 1896,

however, a decision of the Supreme Court of the United States ((ieer

r. Connecticut, 161 U. S., 519) finally established the right of a State

to prohibit export of game. This decision had the effect of rendering

nonexport laws more popular, and four years later they were in force

in 41 States. But, in spite of all legislative restrictions, the trade in

game continued to increase. Difficulty was experienced in detecting

consignments of game before they crossed the border, and statutory

prohibitions, while restricting, failed to prevent the growth of the

trade through which large quantities of game were annually swept

into cold storage in the larger cities.

Until recently Chicago and St. Louis were the largest game markets

in the West. The conditions in these cities illustrate clearly the diffi-

culties encountered in protecting game, and at the same time show the

progress recently made in game-law enforcement. In 1900, nonexport

laws were on the statute books of all the States of the Northwest

except Nebraska and Montana. In Missouri the local law did not

affect shipment or sale of game from other States, while in Illinois

imported game could be sold without restriction as late as February 1.

Under these conditions the oame trade in Chicago and St. Louis flour-

ished in spite of State laws, and enormous quantities of deer, grouse,

prairie chickens, quail, and ducks were handled each season. Quail

and grouse were received by the barrel and ducks and venison in larger

quantities. A single consignment of game from Nebraska received at

Chicago in 1900 contained no less than 87 barrels of prairie chickens,

and a rough estimate of the number of these birds killed in Nebraska
that year placed it at about 5 millions, of which 1 million were killed

for local consumption and -1 millions for shipment beyond the State.

The enactment of the Federal law infused new life into State laws
and made possible the enforcement of provisions which previously had
been of little effect. When its operation began to be felt the changed
conditions caused shippers to seek means by which they could continue
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their trade undisturbed. Every advantage was taken of defects in

State laws, and various devices, technical or otherwise, were adopted

to evade the provisions of the Federal law requiring marking of

packages. Quail and other game birds were, concealed in trunks,

barrels, egg cases, and similar misleading packages, and were marked

"butter," "dressed poultry," or "household goods." Special ship-

ping tags were devised for the purpose, of concealing the identity

of the shipper and minimizing the risk which he assumed in for-

warding shipments to market. But these devices have been rendered

more and more futile. All the States in the Union except Mississippi

now prohibit export (see fig. 113), and several of them have stopped

the sale of all or certain kinds of game. Stringent laws prohibiting

sale and shipment have been enacted in Missouri and Nebraska. These

Fig. 113.—States and Provinces which prohibited export of game in 1905. Ruled areas indicate those

which prohibited export of any game; dotted areas, those which prohibited export of certain kinds

of game; blank areas, those which did not prohibit export. Inclosed names indicate special excep-

tions permitting nonresident hunters to take out a limited amount of game. The letter a indicates

prohibition of export for sale only.

and the equally sweeping legislation of Michigan, Minnesota, and

Wisconsin can be and are rigidly enforced through the cooperative

influence of the Federal law and the support their enforcement

secures from the strong public sentiment that caused their adoption.

In Chicago alone thousands of birds illegally shipped have been seized,

and from the evidence thus secured many of the shippers in other

States have been brought to justice. Under the Federal law more

than 50 convictions have been secured, and in nearly half of these

< ases lines of SL ()( > or more have been imposed. In each of three cases

they amounted to $150, in two to $200, and in two others to £400.

In consequence of the impulse given to State legislation and public

sentiment by the Lacey Act, conditions in 1905 presented a marked
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bo those prevailing in 1900. Prairie chickens bad aim.

entirely disappeared from the markets of Chicago; venison, quail, and

grouse were received in greatly diminished quantities, and even duck

which formerly were shipped from Illinois, Missouri, Arkai ind

Texas by thousands, wer ed for sale in comparatively small

numbers. Cottontails and jack rabbits were almost the onh kinds

of game received in large quantities. In St. Louis the anti-sale pro-

\ ision in the Missouri law had practically driven all game, except

rabbits, from the market; the wholesale trade in game was a tiling of

the past, and game birds were no longer freely offered for sale through-

out the year in hotels and restaurants.

Even more striking are the changes which have taken place in

methods of shipment. Until recently most of the game was forwarded

to market by express, but the rigid inspection to which express mat-

ter is now subjected in Chicago and St. Louis has resulted in detection

o( many of the devices formerly resorted to with success and has

rendered the ordinary methods of evading the law unsafe. As a

result comparatively little game was received at these two cities by

express during the past year, and shippers have been driven to the

adoption of other means of transportation which, being more or less

unsatisfactory and expensive, are Likely to prevent a resumption of

the trade in violation of law. Conditions similar to those now exist-

ing in Chicago and St. Louis may be found also in Milwaukee, Min-

neapolis, St. Paul, Omaha, Kansas City, and other important points in

the West. This marked contrast between the present state of the

game trade in these cities and that of a few years ago serves to illus-

trate the progress made possible by stringent laws coupled wdth

effective and intelligent cooperation in enforcement.

INFORMATION CONCERNING GAME.

In accordance with the provision of the Lacey Act requiring the

Secretary of Agriculture to "'collect and publish useful information as

to the propagation, uses, and preservation of birds," the collection of

data has been carried on steadily and systematically. Notes and obser-

vations have been brought together from every available source on the

food habits, distribution, and migration of game birds; on methods of

hunting; on the restrictions placed on killing game (see tigs. 114, 115),

as well as on its export (see tig. 113) and sale (see tig. 110); on licenses,

game preserves, and many other topics connected with game protec-

tion. The results which have attended the wide dissemination of such

information bid fair to render this feature one of the most important

in the law and the one of most general interest. Distribution of

publications on the habits and uses of birds constitutes a promineut

educational factor and is of great service in creating a sentiment in

favor of game preservation, while the result of placing before the pub-
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lie a Bummaryof the game laws enacted in the several States each year

has had much Influence in securing greater uniformity in Slide, laws.

rYmong the bulletins issued by the Biological Survey relating to

habits and uses of birds may be mentioned two illustrated reports on

upland game one devoted to the "Bobwhite and other Quails of the

United States," the other to "Grouse and Wild Turkeys;" a third

Fig. 114.—Bag limits in 1900.

Fig. 115.—Bag limits In 190.
:

,.

Ruled up and Provinces which limit the bag of both big and small game; crossed
areas, those winch limit the number of big game only; dotted areas, those which limit the

I

small game only.

IN LEGISLATION RESTRICTING THE KILLING OF GAME.
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bulletin of the same general class deals with the "Importation of

Game Birds and Eggs for Propagation," and ;i fourth report, devoted

to tin 4 " Distribution and Migration ol Ducks, Geese, and Swans," is

now ready for publication. This last report has been prepared to aid

in an understanding of the underlying conditions which should govern

legislation for the protection of wild fowl. It should be of special

service in connection with the movement to prohibit spring shooting,

a much needed form of protection for waterfowl which has recently

made some progress (sec figs. 117, 118), and one which is destined to

receive more consideration in future.

Three series of publications on the game laws have been undertaken:

(1) A bulletin containing in full the laws relating to nongame birds,

first issued in 1900 and revised in 11)02. (2) An annual summary of

Pig. 116.—States and Provinces which prohibited sale of game throughout the year in 1905.

Ruled areas indicate those which prohibited sale (resale in Nevada) of all protected game;
.1 ureas, those which prohibited sale of all protected game taken within the State; dotted

areas, those which prohibited sale (resale in Delaware) of certain game; and blank areas, those
which had no sale prohibitions (except a few local provisions in North Carolina and Virginia).

the game laws relating to seasons, shipment, sale, and license.-, for

wide distribution to wardens, officers of transportation companies, and

other persons interested in game protection. This summary is supple-

mented each year by two sets of posters, one showing in tabular form
the close seasons for game in each State and in each of the Provinces

of Canada; the other, close seasons for game under local laws in Mary-
land and North Carolina, which have separate statutes for many of the

counties. (3) A bulletin relating to enforcement of the game laws,

which is still in course of preparation, will, when completed, contain

a history of the development of the warden system, a summary of

the provisions relating to the duties and powers of wardens, and
extracts from the statutes relating to the details of enforcing the

game laws. This series will be supplemented by an index and digest
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oi game deoisions, containing references to about 200 of the most.

important cases, and accompanied by alphabetical and chronological

Lists and a subject index, which will show at a glance the decisions

rendered in a given State, in a given year, or on a specific topic.

From time to time information on special subjects has been pub-

lished in the form of circulars and articles in the Yearbook. Among
these may be mentioned "Definitions of Close Seasons for Game,"

Fig. 117.—States and Provinces which prohibited spring shooting and sale of "waterfowl in 1900.

1'i'i. 118.—States and Provinces which prohibited sprint,'- ahooting and Bale of waterfowl in 190.">.

Ruled areas indicate prohibition of Bpring shooting: dotted areas, prohibition of sale throughout
the year.

PROGRESS IX LEGISLATION FOR THE PROTECTION OF WATERFOWL.
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*• Recommendations of State Wardens for L905,w " Relation of Audubon
to the Farmer," "Economic Value <>f the Bobwhite," and

"Sumo Benefits the Farmer may Derive from Game Protection." A

brief summary of the progress of game protection in the United Stat

IS published annually in the Yearbook of the Department; and a dirt

tory containing the names and addresses of the various State and

Provincial wardens in the United States and Canada is issued as a

special circular each year.

The license system has formed the subject of a comprehensive in\

tigation and report. Five years ago comparatively few States had

adopted the system of hunting licenses. (See fig'. 119.) Now :u\ St;i

require nonresident (see tig. 120), and 16 require resident hunters to

secure licenses. Prompt publication of information on this subject has

had much influence in hastening and shaping this progress. The adop-

tion o( the resident license system has practically solved the question of

raising funds for enforcing game laws, or at least has shown how game
protection may be made self-supporting. In nine States—Idaho,

Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, North Carolina, North Dakota, Kansas,

Washington, and Wisconsin—the game-warden department is at pres-

ent maintained without special appropriation or the cost of a dollar to

the general taxpayers of the State, and in some cases the receipts from

licenses are more than sufficient for the ordinary expenses of the

department. Thus at the close of the year 1905 the balance in the

game-protection fund of Missouri was more than $10,000, while that

of Illinois was nearly $100,000.

KECENT LEGISLATION.

Since 1900 four acts relating to game protection have been passed

by Congress: An amendment to the game law of the District of Col-

umbia, in 1901; an act regulating importation of eggs of game birds,

approved June 3, 1902; a comprehensive game law for Alaska,

approved June 7, 1902; and an act authorizing the establishment of a

game refuge on the Wichita Forest Reserve, in Oklahoma, approved

January 24, 1905. The last three may be considered as an indirect

outcome of the passage of the Lacey Act and of the interest in Federal

legislation which it aroused. The egg act was in effect an amendment
to the tariff act and authorized the importation of eggs of game birds

for propagation under regulations of the Secretary of Agriculture.

It was rendered necessary by the fact that a provision had been

incorporated in the tariff acts of 1893 and 1897 absolutely prohibiting

the importation of eggs of game birds. This was an anomalous pro-

vision, the result of an ill-advised attempt to protect game birds by

prohibiting the importation of eggs of wild ducks and other waterfowl,

which were supposed to be largely used in the manufacture of egg
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albumen. Careful Investigation failed to show the existence of such

traffic, and as the prohibition in the tariff ad prevented experiments

in the introduction of pheasants and partridges by means of imported

eggs, the provision was modified.

The main objects of the Alaska game law were to prevent the whole

sail 4 export of deer skins and to regulate the traffic in big-game heads

Fig. 110.—States and Provinces which required nonresidents to obtain hunting licenses in 19<J(.\

Fio. 120.—States and Provinces which required nonresidents to obtain bunting licenses In 1905.

Dotto Indicate States which Issued nonresidenl hunting licenses; ruled ana- those i

did not permit nonresidents to hunt. Inclosed names indicate thai special privileges were granted
for takings limited amount of gam.' out of the state Massachusetts required unnaturalized foreign-

born residi md Washington Issued nonresident alien licenses at Sou.

- marked a have no definite lee.

PROGRESS IN LICENSE LEGISLATION.
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t»\ restricting the shipment of trophies. In both of these directions

the statute has accomplished Its purpose, but its other provision- can

nut be properly enforced until available funds permit 1 1 1 * * establish-

ment o\' warden service in localities where illegal killing is most likely

to be carried on. The Wichita game refuge bill marks the first step

toward utilizing the forest reserves as game refuges. It authorized

the President to set aside such portion of the Wichita Forest Reserve

as he deemed advisable for a game preserve. The hearty cooperation

of the President in this movement was shown by his action in setting

aside the entire reserve of 57,000 acres tor the proposed game refuge.

Some idea of the volume of State game Legislation enacted during

the same period may be gained from the following rough estimate: In

l!»ol the number of ^arae laws enacted exceeded 100; in 1902 it

amounted to about 50; in L903 it exceeded 100; in 190-1 it was about

70; and in 11)05 about ISO, making a total, in round numbers, of 500

laws in five years. A large proportion of these were local laws passed

in three or four States. Thus Maryland passed 24 in 1902 and 17 in

L904, or a total of 41; and North Carolina passed 38 in 1901, 54 in

L903, and 07 in 1905, or a total of 159. On many of these statutes the

Federal law had an indirect effect, through its provision requiring

collection and publication of information. The important measures

enacted by each State thus were made available to all the other States,

and in consequence many provisions which were new or seemed to be

an improvement over those already in force were adopted.

COOPERATION WITH STATE OFFICIALS.

One of the most important features of the work under the Federal

law has been cooperating with State officials and aiding them, so far

as possible, in their efforts to secure more effective laws and solve the

numerous problems which constantly arise in game-law enforcement.

The. Department has kept in close touch with officials of the various

States (see rigs. 121, 122), has furnished information to practically every

State and Territory, and in many cases has rendered special aid. Thus

in Massachusetts the game commission has been placed in possession of

facts relating to the protection of nongame birds and the restriction of

sale of birds for millinery purposes; in Pennsylvania the secretary of

the game commission has been supplied with information on various

matters of legislation and game protection; in Delaware the State Game
Protective Association has been aided in securing more effective laws;

and in Maryland and North Carolina the State authorities have been

furnished summaries of the local laws and annual posters showing the

close seasons for game in each of the counties of these States.

In Newr York cooperation has taken the form of assistance in main-

taining the law prohibiting spring shooting of waterfowl; in West
Virginia, of aid, whereby the State warden was enabled to prevent

the export of a number of illegal consignments of ruffed grouse and
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other game; in Ohio, of aid in the enforcement of the law restricting

the sale of birds for millinery purposes by Identifying specimens and

in other ways. In Texas assistance has been rendered in frustrating

attempts (<> nullify the nonexport Law and in maintaining, with the aid

of the express companies, close supervision over game shipments,

and thus preventing wholesale export, of ducks from the State. In

California aid has been given the hoard of fish commissioners in

Fn;. 121.—.States and Provinces which had game commissioners or wardens in 1900.

PlO. 122.—States and Provinces which had game commissioners or wardens in 1905.

Ruled areas Lndical tates and Provinces which had state or Provincial wardens; dotted areas
• which had county wardens only, and blank areas those which had no special offlct

PROGRESS l\ LEGISLATION FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OP QAME LAWS.
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restricting illegal sale and , sion of Chinese quail; and in Waah
ington joint action with the local authorities at Seattle baa frequently

been necessary in matters relating to shipment of big game from

Alaska and in the enforcement of the State law,

Through the cordial cooperation of the game commissioner of Illi-

nois and of the local wardens, evidenoe has been collected in Chi<

each year which has thrown a Hood of light on illegal shipments from

tin 4 West and South, and brought about convictions in six or eight

different States. With evidence secured at this point the Department

has been enabled to detect new methods of shipment, locate centers of

unlawful market hunting, and devise means of meeting the constantly

changing problems connected with the game trade. From Chicago as

a base it has been possible to collect information which led to convic-

tion in an important case in Indiana; to place in the hands of the Stale

warden of Iowa evidence of numerous violations of the nonexport law

which he had no means of obtaining after the game had crossed the

Iowa boundary; to secure convictions in several important cases in

South Dakota, Kansas, and Oklahoma; and to obtain information which

opened the way to restricting wholesale shipments from the Indian

Territory.

In some cases it has been necessary to collect evidence under peculiar

difficulties and to bring witnesses long distances. Thus a case arose

in Minnesota in 1902 involving tin 4 shipment of a package of game
birds from St. Paul to Portland, Oreg. With the cooperation of the

game commission of Minnesota and the State warden of Oregon, the

necessary evidence was collected and a witness was brought from Port-

land to St. Paul, where a conviction was secured. More recently, in

L904, witnesses from New York were taken to Tampa, Fla., in order

to secure conviction for a violation of the Federal law which had

occurred in the southern part of Florida.

Mere enumeration of these facta conveys but a partial idea of the

numerous ways in which efforts have been made to aid State authori-

ties and through cooperation with them to insure more effective

enforcement of the Federal law. Personal conference, attendance at

gatherings of game officials, examination of conditions, constant cor-

respondence, aid in prosecutions, and various other lines of activity

have been the means of keeping in close touch with officers intrusted

with enforcement of game laws and of strengthening the hands of

those working to secure better and more efficient protection of game.

COOPERATION WITH AUDUBON SOCIETIES.

The most important factor in the protection of nongame birds in

the United States has been the work of the Audubon societies. Since

1896 local societies have been organized in 30 States, and in 1905 the

movement was given greater permanence by the incorporation of the
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National Association. In educating the general public in the economic

value of birds :m<l in creating public sentiment in favor of bird pro-

tection, these organizations have met wild remarkable success

their educational work has paved the way for still more successful

efforts iii securing the adoption and enforcement of uniform laws and

in specific measures for bird protection. In L900 comparatively few

Stales had laws protecting all nongame birds (see fig. L23), but in

the number had increased to 34, and now all the States east of

the Mississippi (except West Virginia, Maryland, and Alabama) and
1»> of those in the West have such laws (sec tig. 1'24).

However successful the Audubon societies may have been in their

efforts to secure legislation, their practical work of enforcement has

been even more effective. Through the aid of funds, raised chiefly by

popular subscription, protection has been extended to all the impor-

tant colonies of sea birds breeding- along the Atlantic coast from Maine
to Chesapeake Bay, on the coasts of North Carolina, Florida, and

Louisiana, and at certain points in Oregon. AVardens paid by the

society have patrolled these colonies during the breeding season and

insured the birds against molestation. The National Association has

also caused various localities to be examined, and has in each case

taken the initial steps which have led to the establishment of the six

Federal reservations thus far set aside by Executive proclamation

fig. 125, p. 560). In the maintenance of the warden service on
these reservations it has also taken an important part.

One of the far-reaching results of the movement for the protection

of nongame birds has been the elimination of the plumage of native

species from the millinery trade. This has been accomplished partly

by legislation prohibiting possession and sale of such plumage, and
partly by cooperation between the Audubon societies and the princi-

pal wholesale milliners of the country. In 1903, agreements were
made between the Audubon societies of several of the Eastern States

and the Merchants' Millinery Protective Association of New York,

and also between several of the societies in the West and the Western
Jobbers' Association, whereby the sale of plumage of gulls, terns,

grebes, and other native birds was discontinued. These agreements

originally ran for three years, but in 1905 those of the Western a

ciation were renewed. At the present time practically no native birds

are killed in the United States for millinery purposes, and the radical

change from the well-known conditions of a few years ago has been

brought about without serious loss to the trade.

A third line of effort with which these societies have been promi-

nently identified has been the restriction of the traffic in native cage

birds. Thousands of mockingbirds, cardinals, indigo birds, and other

bright-plumaged species were formerly trapped for sale in tin's country

and abroad, and so assiduously did the bird trappers ply their vocation
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that in gome localities these species were almost exterminated. NVw
Orleans was out' of the chief centers of shipment, but with the pa

age <>f a law in Louisiana in L904 prohibiting sale and shipment of

birds this source of supply was cut otl* and the effect of the law has

been frit in several of the larger cities of the country. How great

the progress has been can readily he understood by comparison with

conditions abroad. No other country at present extends such complete

protection to its nongame birds or has restricted the traffic in native

birds more effectively than the United States.

In this work the Department has cooperated in every way possible.

It has distributed publications in large numbers to further the educa-

tional work of the different societies, has disseminated information by

correspondence and otherwise, and has lent its assistance from time to

time in the enforcement of laws. Through the cooperation of the

Department of Justice it has caused proceedings to be instituted in

the Federal courts against dealers in remote parts of Texas and Florida

who were illegally shipping gulls, terns, and other nongame birds,

and secured convictions which haye discouraged plume-hunting in

these States. It has taken an active part in the negotiations with the

millinery trade and has maintained a close supervision over the traffic

in cage birds.

PRESERVES.

Previous to 1900 the General Government had set aside only three

reservations for the protection of animals and birds—the Yellowstone

Park in Wyoming in 1872, the National Zoological Park in the Districtof

Columbia in 1890, and Afognak Island, on the southern coast of Alaska,

in 1892. The first two were national parks established by acts of Con-

gress, and Afogriak Island, intended as a preserve for the sea otter,

was set aside by Executive proclamation and placed under the jurisdic-

tion of the Bureau of Fisheries. Other Government reservations,

such as the General Grant, Sequoia, and Yosemite national parks in

California, the Mount Rainier National Park in Washington, the naval

stations on the Dry Tortugas, Florida, and on Midway Islands in the

Pacific; the light-house reservations on the Farallone Islands, Califor-

nia, on Sand Key, near Ke}r West, Florida, and at various points

along the Atlantic coast, constitute important breeding g-rounds where

various native species are protected; but they were not set apart

especially as preserves for birds and game, and consequently the}' are

merely mentioned in this connection.

Since 1900 eight additional preserves have been established—two in

Florida, two in Michigan, and one each in Louisiana, North Dakota,

Oklahoma, and Alaska. All except those in Oklahoma and Alaska

comprise small islands of little or no agricultural value, but occupied

as breeding grounds by large colonies of birds, and hence of far greater

value than might appear from their acreage.
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Fig. 1.

—

Terns on Southwest Harbor Key in the Breton Island Reservation.

[Photograph by Frank M. Miller.]

Fig. 2. Bro/.-, Pelicans on Pelican Island Reservation.

[Photograph by Frank M. Chapman.]

Federal Bird Reservations.
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The best known of these reservations is Pelicao Island, in Indian

River, Florida, not far from Sebastian. It is little more than a mud
flat, with only a few black mangroves, one or two cabbage palms, and

Large patches of grass to conceal its expanse of something less than 4

acres. For many years it has been the home of a large colony of

brown pelicans, the only breeding grounds of the species thus far

known on the east coast of Florida (see PL LXX, fig. 1). Prior to
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Fig. 123.—Protection of nongame birds in 1900.

Fig. 124.—Protection of nongame birds in 1905.

adicate States and Provinces which protect .ill nongame birds except certain injurious
species, dotted ureas those, which protect only u. p;irt of their nongame birds.

PROGRESS IN LEGISLATION KOR THE PROTECTION OF NONGAME BIRDS.
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1901, when the State passed a comprehensive law protecting nongame
birds, their aests and eggs, and the Audubon societies placed a warden
in charge of the island, the colony was in danger of extermination.

Plume hunters could easily destroy the birds for their quills, which

were then in fashion as trimmings for ladies' hats, and egg collectors

could carry away large numbers of eggs. One collector who visited

the island in April, 18i>4, records the fact that in about an hour he

gathered some 12,"> sets," which must have represented a very con

cable proportion of the eggs then in the nests. Even tourists often

did considerable harm by shooting at the pelicans merely because they

furnished an easy mark, or drove them from their nests, thus expos-

ing the young to the scorching, often fatal, rays of the sun. All this

FIG. 125.—Federal parks and reservations for the protection of birds and game in 1905.

1, Yellowstone National Park; 2, Stump Lake Reservation; 3. Siskiwit Islands Reservation: 1, Huron
Islands Reservation; 5, Wichita Forest Reserve and Game Preserve; 6, Breton Island Reservation;
7, Passage Key Reservation; 8, Pelican Island Reservation.

is now changed. For the last four years the birds have enjoyed tne

protection of the State law. In 1903 the island was made a Govern-

ment reservation by Executive order and placed in charge of the

Departmentof Agriculture, and the warden was duly commissioned as

an officer of the Department. For several seasons the birds have bred

free from molestation, and the colony is now in flourishing condition.

The island has been visited by naturalists, who have made careful

studies of the birds; 6 data never before available are being collected

regarding their food, moulting, and nesting habits, and the reservation

oOsprey, III, p. 70.

&F. M. Chapman, Bird Studies with a Camera, pp. 191-214, 1900; the Century

Mag., Vol. LXXI, pp. 199-211, December, 1905; H. K. Job, Wild Wings, pp. 1-18,

1905.
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is fast blooming :i point of interest for visitors and students of nature,

who are attracted by the exceptional opportunities afforded for observ-

ing the birds and studying their habits.

The second reservation in Florida, Passage Key, was not established

until October, L905, but already bids fair to become an important

refuge Tor both land and sea birds. Within three months after its

establishment more than 50 species of birds were found on the island,

and among these were noted 200 common terns, 200 Cabot terns, 500

royal terns, L50 laughing gulls, 600 herring gulls, 800 brown pelicans,

and about 5,000 red- breasted mergansers.

Even more important as a breeding ground for terns are the keys

included in the Breton Island Reservation off the mouth of the Missis-

sippi, which were set aside as a Federal reserve on October 4, 1904. A
photograph taken on July 2, 1905, shows thousands of terns which

were then breeding on Southwest Harbor Key, one of the Old Harbor

Islands (see PL LXX, fig. 2). These included Cabot, common, and

ro}T
al terns. During the winter months this reservation becomes the

refuge for thousands of ducks of various species, especially mallards.

Of the northern preserves, suffice it to say that the Huron and Siski-

wit reservations, in Lake Superior, Michigan, form the largest breeding

grounds of the herring gull thus far discovered in the interior; and

that Stump Lake Reservation, in North Dakota, although small in

extent, is in the midst of the extensive breeding grounds for ducks in

that State and during the autumn forms a haven of refuge for

migratory' waterfowl on their way south.

The Wichita game preserve, in Oklahoma, was created by Executive

proclamation of June 2, 1905, under the terms of an act approved in

January of the same }
rear. It includes 57,000 acres and is the first

large game refuge of the kind in the United States. While its area is

only one-tenth that of the State game preserve established by Wyo-
ming in 1905 and but a fraction of that of the Yellowstone Park, it has

great possibilities as a preserve for the propagation of quail, prairie

chickens, and turkeys, and several kinds of big game, including deer,

elk, antelope, and bison.

In this connection reference should be made to the herd of elk

recently established in the Sequoia National Park, California. Several

years ago Miller & Lux, who own a large cattle ranch at Buttonwil-

low, Kern County, Cal., presented to the Government, through the

Biological Survey, a number of the small San Joaquin Valley elk

{Cervus nannodes) which had been protected on their ranch for some
time. These elk belong to a species which was formerly abundant

and ranged over the southern San Joaquin Valley, but which now
numbers less than 150 individuals. In 1904, upon application of the

Secretary of Agriculture to the Secretary of the Interior, permission

3 a1905 36
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was granted to place a small herd in the Sequoia National Park, and a

preserve was inclosed for them on the Kaweah River. An unsuccess-

ful attempt bo capture the animals bj driving them into a corral was*

made in November of thai year, but in the autumn of L905 aboul 20

were eaughl and safely transferred to their new quarters. Here in a

National park, where they are safe from molestation, it is hoped they

will increase, and that their transfer will thus insure the preservation

of this interesting species.

In the Yellowstone National Park a striking example is afforded of

how much can be accomplished in a comparatively short, time at mod-

erate expense under intelligent supervision. Although the park was

ablishedin 1872, it was not until several years later that a military

patrol was provided, and no law to protect the animals in the park was

enacted until 1894. In the meantime the big game had been exposed

to indiscriminate slaughter and the herd of bison reduced to a mere

handful. In L902 Congress made an appropriation of $15,000 for the

purpose of starting a new herd of bison in the park. With this fund

the necessary inclosures were built and 18 cows were purchased in

Montana and 3 bulls in Texas. One o( these bulls was turned out

with the wild bison with a view to introducing new blood in that herd.

The domesticated herd of 20 animals has increased rapidly since 1902,

and, with the addition of 3 wild calves caught in the park, numbered

•11 at the close of 1905. The wild bison still ranging near the head of

Pelican Creek now number about 30. Under the successful adminis-

tration of the present superintendent the condition of the big game in

the park is nourishing. Beaver are increasing, mountain sheep num-

ber about loo, and antelope about 1,500. Deer, elk, and black bears

are abundant. The elk are by far the most numerous of all the big-

game, hut it is difficult to tell even approximately how many there

are. During the summer they find abundant feed, but in the winter

probably half of them leave the park and pass into the neighboring

States in search of suitable range at lower altitudes. During the last

two or three years feed has been provided in winter, and this fact,

together with the complete protection afforded, has rendered the game

remarkably tame, so that several different kinds come close about the

buildings and even on the parade ground at Fort Yellowstone. The

experience of the past decade in the park demonstrates how readily

the big game of the West may be saved from extermination by proper

protection when Congress shall have authorized the utilization of

certain parts of the forest reserves as game refuges.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. "

Si:< i;i:tai;v OF A(,i:ici LTUKE, James Wilson.

The Secretary of Agriculture is charged with the supervision of all public business

relating to the agricultural industry. He makes Buch regulations for interstate

traffic in live stock as may be necessary to prevent transmission of contagious dis-

eases, and has charge of all interstate quarantine. He; directs the admission or

exclusion of live animals from foreign countries, and has charge of quarantine sta-

tions for importing cattle. He conducts the inspection and regulates the conditions

of shipment of live stock and of meat products exported from American ports, lie

exercises advisory supervision over the agricultural experiment stations deriving
support from the National Treasury.

Assistant Secretaky of Agriculture, Willet M. Hays.

The Assistant Secretary performs such duties as may be required by law or pre-

BCiibed by the Secretary, and becomes Acting Secretary of Agriculture in the
absence of the Secretary. He has charge of the Bureau of Statistics.

Chief Clerk, S. R. Burch.

The Chief Clerk has the general supervision of the clerks and employees; he is

charged with the enforcement of the internal regulations of the Department; and is,

by law, superintendent of the buildings occupied by the Department of Agriculture.

He represents the Department on the Government board of the Lewis and Clark
Centennial Exposition, Portland, Oreg.

Appointment Clerk, Joseph B. Bennett.

The Appointment Clerk prepares all papers involved in the making of appoint-
ments, transfers, promotions, reductions, details, furloughs, and removals for the
entire Department, and decides all questions relating to the civil-service regulations
affecting the same. He has charge of all correspondence of the Department with the
Civil-Service Commission, and of all certifications and communications issued by the
Commission to the Department. He keeps the personal records of all employees of

the Department, and is custodian of their oaths of office and efficiency reports. He
is also custodian of the Department seal.

Chief of Supply Division, Cyrus B. Lower.

The Supply Division has charge of purchases of supplies and materials paid for

from the general funds of the Department.

BUREAUS, divisions, AND OFFICES.

uamur* L>eii\, i^/iifj uj j-fivixtou oj luticuroKx/ictu nevisrue, *> niuiui j>. riwMiiiiu,
Chief of Publications Division, John P. Church; Chief of Telegraph Division, - !

II. Robinson; In charge of Division oj >logy, James Page; CI

Division of Supplies, Frank M. Cleaver; IAbrarian and Climalologist, Herbert II.

Kimball.

"The organization of the Department here given is in accordance with the act

approved .March:!, L905, making appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30,

. and shows changes in personnel to April 1, 1906.
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The Weather Bureau baa charge of th< weather; ti ot storm
warnings; the display oi weather and flood signals for tin- benefit of agriculture,

commerce, and navigation; the gaging and reporting of rh s; the maintenance
and operation <>t' tph lines, and the collection and transmission "i*

marine intelligence for the benefit of commerce and navigation; the reporting ot tern

perature and rainfall conditions for the cotton, rice, sugar, and other inl the
display of frost and cold-wave Bignals; the distribution of meteorological information
in the interests of agriculture and commerce; and the taking of Bucn meteorological
observations as may be necessary to establish and record the climatic conditions of

the Tinted states, or as are essentia] for the proper execution of tin- foregoing duties.

Bureau op Animal Industry.— Chief, A. D. Melvin ; Assistant Chief, A. .M. Farring-
ton; Chief Clerk, E. B. Jones; Chief of Inspection Division, Bice P. Steddom; Chief of
Quarantine Division, Richard \Y. Hickman; Chief of Pathological Division, John K.

Moldcr; Chief of Biochemic Division, M. Dorset; Chief of Dairy Division, Ed. 11.

Webster; Scientific Assistant in charge of Zoological Laboratory, r>. H. Ransom;
Superintendent of Experiment Station, E. C. Schroeder; Editor, James M. Pickens;
Animal Husbandman, George M. Rommel.

The Bureau of Animal Industry makes investigations as to the existence of dan-
gerous communicable diseases of live stock, superintends the measures for their con-
trol and extirpation, makes original investigations as to the nature and prevention
of such diseases, and reports on the condition and the means of improving the ani-

mal industries of the country. It conducts feeding and breeding experiments. It

has charge of the inspection of import and export animals, of the inspection of ves-

sels for the transportation of export cattle, and of the quarantine stations for imported
neat cattle, supervises the interstate movement of cattle, and inspects live stock and
their products when offered for food consumption; it also has supervision of the
manufacture, interstate commerce, and export of renovated butter.

Bureau of Plant Industry.—Pathologist and Physiologist and Chief, Beverly T. Gal-
loway; Pathologist and Physiologist and Assistant chief, A. F. Woods; Chief Clerk,

.lames E. Jones; Editor, J. E. Rockwell; Pathologist in charge of Laboratory of Plant
Pathology, Erwin F. Smith; Pathologist in charge of Diseases of Fruits, Merton B.
Waite; Physiologist in charge of Plant Breeding Investigations, Herbert J. Webber,
Physiologist in charge of Plant Life History Investigations, Walter T. Swingle; Physi-
ologist in charge of Soil Bacteriology and Water Purification Investigations, Karl F.
Kellerman; Bionomisi in charge of Bionomic Investigations of Tropical and Subtropical
Plaids, Orator F, Cook; Physiologist in charge of Peng and Poisonous Plant Investiga-

tions and Tea Culture Investigations, Rodney H. True; Physicist in charge of Physical
Laboratory, Lyman J. Briggs; Botanist in charge of Economic Collections, Frederick V.
Coville; Agriculturist in charge of Farm Management Investigations, William J. Spill-

man; Cerealist in charge of Cereal Investigations, Mark A. Carleton; Horticulturist in

charge of Arlington Experimental Farm, Lee C. Corbett; Pathologist in charge of
Sugar-Beet Investigations, Charles O. Townsend; Agriculturist in charge of Western
Agricultural Extension Investigations, Carl S. Scoiield; Expert i)i charge of Dry Land
Agriculture Investigations, E. Channing Chilcott; Pomologist in charge of Pomological
Collections, Gustavus B. Brackett; Pomologists i)i charge of Field Investigations in

Pomology, William A. Taylor and G. Harold Powell; Superintendent of Gardens and
Grounds, Edward M. Byrnes; Botanist, and Agricultural Explorer in charge of Seed
and Plant Introduction and Distribution, Adrian J. Pieters and David G. Fairchild;

Botanist in charge of Seed Laboratory, Edgar Brown.

The Bureau of Plant Industry studies plant life in all its relations to agriculture.

Its work is classified under the general subjects of Pathological Investigations,

Physiological Investigations, Taxonomic Investigations, Agronomic Investigations,

Horticultural Investigations, and Seed and Plant Introduction Investigations.

Forest Service (Atlantic Building, 928-930 F street, NW.).

—

Forester and Chief,

Gifford Pinchot; Associate Forester, Oveiton W. Price; In charge of Forest Manage-
ment, Thomas H. Sherrard; In charge of Dendrology, George B. Sudworth; In charge

of Forest Extension, Ernest A. Sterling; In charge of Forest Products, William L.
Hall; Special Fiscal Agent, James B. Adams.

The Forest Service has charge of the administration of the National forest reserves,
and conducts examinations on the public lands to determine the propriety of mak-
ing changes in the boundaries of existing National forest reserves and of with-
drawing other areas suitable for new reserves; gives practical assistance in the
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conservative handling of State and private forest lands: investigates methods of plant-

ing and kinds of trees for planting, and gives practical assistance to tree planters;

studies commercially valuable trees to determine the besi means of using and repro-

ducing them; tests the strength and durability of construction till i Iters, railroad ties,

and poles, and determines the besi methods of extending their Life through pre-

servative treatment; and studies foresl fires, the effects 01 grazing on Eoresl land,

turpentine orcharding, and other forest problems.

Bubeac of Chemists? (corner Fourteenth and B streets SW.).

—

Chemist and Chief

\

Harvey W. Wiley; Chief, Division of Foods, W. I). Bigelow; Sugar Laboratory!

Onder direction of Chief of Bureau; Chief, Miscellaneous Laboratory, J. K. Hay-
wood; Chief, Dairy Laboratory, G. E. Patrick; Chief, Plant Analysis Laboratory,
(

'.
(

'. Moore; Chief, Drug Laboratory, L. F. Kebler; Chief, Contracts Laboratory,

L. S. Munson; Chief, Leather and Paper Laboratory, F. P. Veitch; Chief, Micro-

chemical Laboratory, B. J. Howard; Chief Clerk, M. T. Read.

The Bureau of Chemistry investigates methods proposed for the analysis of plants,

fertilizers, and agricultural products, and makes such analyses as pertain in general

to the interests 01 agriculture. The work on foods includes the analysis of adulterated
products, experiments to determine the effect of adulterants on the human organism,
and the investigation of food products imported into the United States. The Bureau
does chemical work for some of the other Bureaus and Divisions of the Department,
and for other Departments of the Government which apply to the Secretary of

Agriculture for such assistance.

Bureau of Soils (208-214 Thirteenth street SW.).—Chief, Milton Whitney, Chief
Clerk, A. G. Rice; In charge of Soil Laboratories, Frank K. Cameron; In charge of
Soil Survey, Jay A. Bonsteel; In charge of Alkali Reclamation Investigations, Clarence
W. Dorsey; In charge of Tobacco Investigations, George T. McNess; In charge of
Soil Management, Frank D. Gardner; In charge of Fertility Investigations, Oswald
Schreiner.

The Bureau of Soils is intrusted with the investigation, survey, and mapping of

soils; the investigation of the cause and prevention of the rise of alkali in the soil,

and the drainage of soils; and the investigation of the methods of growing, curing,

and fermentation of tobacco in the different tobacco districts.

Bureau of Entomology.—Entomologist and Chief, L. O. Howard; Entomologist and
Acting Chief in absence of Chief, C. L. Marlatt; Chief Clerk, R. S. Clifton; In charge

of Breeding Experiments, F. H. Chittenden; In charge of Forest Insect Investigations,

A. D. Hopkins; In charge of Cotton Boll Weevil Investigations, W. D. Hunter; In
charge of Cereal and Forage-plant Insect Investigations, F. M. Webster; In charge of
Deciduous-fruit Insect Investigations, A. L. Quaintance; In charge of ApicuUural
Investigations, Frank Benton.

The Bureau of Entomology obtains and disseminates information regarding inju-

rious insects affecting field crops, fruits, small fruits, and truck crops, forests and
forest products, and stored products; studies insects in relation to diseases of man
and other animals and as animal parasites; experiments with the introduction of

beneficial insects and with the fungous and other diseases of insects; and conducts
experiments and tests with insecticides and insecticide machinery. It is further
charged with investigations in apiculture and sericulture. The information gained
is disseminated in the form of general reports, bulletins, and circulars. Museum
work is done in connection with the Division of Insects of the National Museum,
and insects are identified for experiment stations and other public institutions and
for private individuals.

Bureau of Biological Survey.—Biologist and Chief, C. Hart Merriam; Admin-
istrativi Assistant and Acting Chief in absence of Chief, V:- W. Henshaw; Assistant

in charge of Economic Investigations, A. K. Fisher; Assistant m charge of Game Pres-

ition, T. S. Palmer; Assistant in charge of Geographic Distribution^ Vernon Bailey.

The Division of Biological Survey studies the geographic distribution of animals
and plants, and maps the natural life zones of the country; it also investigates the
economic relations of birds and mammals, and recommends measures for the preser-

vation of beneficial and the desl ruction of injurious species. It is charged with carry-

ing into effect the provisions of the Federal law for the importation and protection

of birds and certain provisions of the law for the protection of game in Alaska.
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Division Of A.ccouNTB am> Dibbuh i and Disbursing Clerk, Prank L
Evans; Assistant Chief (in charge <>t Weather Bureau disbursement!), \. Zap] i

( baatcr, M. I'. Pagan.

The Division ol Accounts and Disbursementa audit-, adjusts, and pa) a all account!
and claims against the Department; decides questions involving the expenditure

public Hinds; prepares advertisements, schedules, contracts for annual supplies, least -,

agreements, bonds, and letters oi authority; w rites, for the signature o! the Secretary,

all letters to the Treasury Department pertaining to fiscal matters and all letters to

the Department of Justice; attends to litigation in which the Department is inter-

ested; issues requisitions for the purchase of supplies and requests for passenger and
for freight transportation; prepares the annual estimates of appropriations; and
transacts all other business relating to the financial interests of the Department

Division op Publications.— Editor and Chief, Geo. Win. Hill; Associate Editor, Joseph
A. Arnold; Assistant Editor, B. D. Stallings; Assistant in charge of Doqument Section,

li. l>. Handy; Chief Clerk, A. 1. Mudd; Assistant in charge of Indexing, Charles H.

Greathouse; Assistant in charge of Illustrations, Louis S. Williams.

The Division of Publications exercises general supervision of the Department print-

ing and illustrations, edits all publications of the Department (with the exception
of those of the Weather Bureau), has charge of* the printing and Fanners' Bulletin

funds, and distributes all Department publications with the exception of those issued

by the Weather Bureau and those turned over by law to the Superintendent Of docu-
ments for sale at the price affixed by him; it issues, in the form of press notices,

official information of interest to agriculturists, and distributes to agricultural publi-

cations and writers notices and synopses of Department publications; and has charge
of all correspondence with the Government Printing Office.

Bukkac of Statistics.—Statistician ami Chief, W. M. Hays, Assistant Secretary, in

Charge; Associate Statistician, Victor II. Olmsted; Assistant Statistician ami Assistant

Chief, C. C. Clark; Chief Clerk, E. J. Lundy; Chief, Division of Foreign Markets,

George EC. Holmes; Acting Chit/, Division of Domestic Crop Reports, C. C. Clark.

The Statistician collects information as to the condition, production, etc, of the
principal crops and the status of farm animals.through State agents, each of whom
is assisted by a corps of local reporters, through separate corps of county, township,
and cotton correspondents, through traveling agents, and through a special foreign

correspondent, assisted by consular, agricultural, and commercial authorities, lie

records, tabulates, and coordinates statistics of agricultural production, distribution,

and consumption, the authorized data of governments, institutes, societies, boards

of trade, and individual experts; prepares special statistical bulletins upon domestic
and foreign agricultural subjects, and issues a monthly crop report for the informa-

tion of producers and consumers. Special bulletins are published giving information

of domestic and foreign trade, of the conditions tinder which foreign trade may be
extended. Investigations are made of land tenures, cost of producing farm products,

country-life education, transportation, and other lines of rural economics.

Libbaby.—Librarian, Josephine A. (dark; Assistant Librarian, Claribel R. Barnett.

The Librarian has charge of the Library and supervises the arrangement and cata-

loguing of books, the preparation of bibliographies and similar publications, and the
purchase of new books. The mailing lists for the distribution of Department publi-

cations to foreign countries are under the supervision of the Librarian.

Office of Experiment Stations.— Director, A. C. True; Assistant Director and Editor

of Experiment Station Record, E. W. Allen; Chief of Editorial Division, W. H. Beal;

Chiefof Division of Insular Nations, W. II. Evans; Special Agent, Alaska, C. C.

Georgeson; Special Agent, Hawaii, Jared G. Smith; Special Agent, Porto Rico, D. W.
May; Expert in Nutrition Investigations, C. F. Langworthy; In charge of Respiration

Calorimeter Experiments, F. G. Benedict; Chief oj
f

Irrigation and Drainage Investiga-

tions, Ehvood Mead; Fanners' Institute Specialist, John Hamilton; Chief Clerk,

Mrs. 0. E. Johnston.

The Office of Experiment Stations represents the Department in its relation to the
experiment stations, which are now in operation in all the States and Territories,

and directly manages the 'experiment stations in Alaska, Porto Rico, and Hawaii.
It seeks to promote the interests of agricultural education and investigation through-
out the United States. It collects and disseminates general information regarding

agricultural schools, colleges, and stations, and publishes accounts of agricultural

investigations at home and abroad. It also indicates lines of inquiry for the stations,

aids iu the conduct of cooperative experiments, reports upon their expenditures and
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work, and in general furnishes them with such advice and assistance as will best

promote tli»> purposes for which they were established, in a similar way it- aids in

the development of the fanners' institutes throughout the United States, it is

charged with investigations on the nutritive value and economy of human foods. It

conducts investigations <>!' Mm* laws and institutions relating to irrigation in different

regions, the use of irrigation waters, the removal of seepage and surplus water.- by
drainage, and the use of different kinds of power and machinery for irrigation and
other agricull oral purposes.

Office of Public Roads.— Directory Logan Waller Page; Assistant Director, Allerton
s. Cushman; Highway Engineer. Vernon M. Peirce; Chief of Records, Maurice 0.

Eldridee; Testing Engineer, Philip L. Wbrmley, jr.; Chief Clerk, .lames Edmund
Pennybacker, jr.

The otllce of Public lu >ads collects and disseminates information concerning sys-
lemsof road management throughout the United States; conducts investigations and
experiments regarding road-building materials and methods of road construction;
makes chemical and physical tests of road materials and materials of construction

relating to agriculture; gives expert advice on road administration and road con-
struction, and demonstrates the best methods of construction; and prepares publica-
tions on these subjects.

APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR
THE FISCAL YEARS ENDING JUNE 30, 1904, 1905, AND 1906.

Object of appropriation.

Salaries, Department of Agriculture
Library, Department of Agriculture
Contingent Expenses, Department of Agriculture
Collecting Agricultural Statistics
Botanical Investigations and Experiments
Entomological Investigations

table Pathological Investigations
Grain Investigations, 1900
Kent of Quarters, Plant Bureau (deficiency act)
Biological Investigations
Pomological Investigations
Laboratory, Department of Agriculture
Fore-try Investigations

ig Timbers, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis,
Mo. (deficiency act)

Experimental Gardens and Grounds, Department of Agri-
culture

Soil Investigations
Grass and Forage Plant Investigations
Greenhouses, Department of Agriculture, 1904-1905
Agricultural Experiment Stations [for stations under Hatch

Act. $810,000, 1904; $810,000, 1905; $794,660, 1906]
Nutrition Investigations
Public Poad Enquiries
Cotton Poll Investigations
Publications. Department of Agriculture
Sugar Investigations
Purchase and Distribution of Valuable Seeds
Salaries and Expenses, Bureau of Animal Industry
Bureau of Animal Industry (deficiency act)

i ion Investigations
iilture Investigations

Arlington Experimental Farm
Foreign Market Investigations
Building, Department oi Agriculture

Total

WKATHKR BUREAU.

Salaries, Weather bureau
Fuel, Lights, and Repairs, Weather Bureau
Contingent Expenses, Weather bureau

ral Expenses Weather Bureau
Buildings, Weather bureau
Cables ami Land bine-. Weather Bureau ..

.

Total, Weather bureau.

Grand total

1901.

$471,080.00
10, 000. 00
37, 000. 00

109, 200. 00
65, 000. 00
65, 500. 00

130, 000. 00

34, 000. 00
37, 000. 00
70, 500. 00

312, 860. 00

25, 000. 00

170, 000. 00
35, 000. 00

1905.

$482, 300. 00
10, 000. 00
37, 000. 00

139, 500. 00
67, 500. 00
70, 000. 00

150, 000. 00

a 90, 000. 00
20, 000. 00
35, 000. 00

170, 000. 00
6200,000.00

5, 000. 00
290, 000. 00

1,450.000.00

2, 500. 00
34, 030. 00
43, 500. 00

135, 000. 00
388, 000. 00

10, 000. 00

25, 000. 00
170,0110,(11)

12,500.00
25, 000. 00

a 90, 000. 00
20, 000. 00
35, U00. 00

250, 000.00
^210,000.00

7, 500. 00
290, 000. 00

1,525,000.00

65, 000. 00

10, 000. 00
15, 000. 00
7, 500. 00

250,000.00

10, 000. 00
20, 000. 00

250,000.00

1906.

$814, 970. 00
8, 040. 00

37, 000. 00
98, 800. 00
63, S40. 00
68, 060. 00
155,640.00
25, 000. 00

41. 120. 66
35,640.00
130,920.00
793.180.00

20, 320. 00
170, 000. 00

60.00

74, 660. 00
20, 000. 00
37,660.00

190, 000. 00
132,

'

7,500.00
212, 920. 00

1, 456, 520. 00
63, 000. 00
74,500.00
8, 500. 00

20, 000. 00

950,0

4,179,610.00

175, I

6,000.00
8,000.00

969,080.00
50,000.00
10,000. 0(1

-00.00
|

5,719,700.00

180, 140.00
•0.00

10,000.00

1,064,
•HUH)

27.000.00

520.00 1,337,740.00 1,392.990.00

191.340.00
10,000.00
lo.ooo.uo

1,093,
000.00

35, 000. 00

5,428,160.00 5,944,540.00 7.112,690.00

ases ox Office of Experiment stations.
fcDoes not include S300.000 for Yearbook and 1185,000 in general printing fund.
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AGRICUXTUKAL COLLEGES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES HAVING COURSES IN AGRICULTURE. a

College instruction in agriculture i- given in the colleges and universities receiving
the benefits of the acts ol Congress of July 2, L862, ami August .';<>, L890, which b

now in operation in all the States and Territories, <-\<vpt Alaska, Hawaii, and Porto
Rico. The total number of these institutions is 65, of which 63 maintain con
instruction in agriculture. In 21 States the agricultural colleges are departments of
the State universities. In L5 States and Territories separate Institutions bavins
courses in agriculture are maintained for the colored race. All of the agricultural

colleges tor white persons and several of those for negroes offer four-year courses in

agriculture and its related sciences Leading to bachelors' decrees, and many provide
fur graduate study. Aboul 45 of these institutions also provide special, short, and
correspondence courses in the different branches of agriculture, including agronomy,
horticulture, animal husbandry, poultry raising, cheese making, dairying, sugar
making, rural engineering, farm mechanics, and other technical subjects. file

officers of the agricultural colleges engage quite largely in conducting farmers1

insti-

tutes and various other forms of college extension. The agricultural experiment
stations with very few exceptions are departments of the agricultural colleges. The
total number of persons engaged in the work of education and research in the land-
grant colleges and the experiment stations in 1905 was 5, 40(5; the number of students
in these colleges, 59,812; the number of students (white) in the four-year college

courses in agriculture, 2,638; in short and special courses, 3,885. There were i\ No
1,624 students in agriculture in the separate institutions for negroes. With a few
exceptions each of these colleges offers free tuition to residents of the State in which
it is located. In the excepted cast's scholarships are open to promising and ener-
getic students; and, in all, opportunities are found for some to earn part of their

expenses by their own labor. The expenses are from $125 to $300 for the school year.

Agricultural colleges and other institutions in the United States having courses in

agriculture.

state or Territory.
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Agricultural colleges and other institutions in the United States having courses in

agriculture— ( Jontinued.

state or Territory.
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AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES,
THEIR LOCATIONS, DIRECTORS, AND PRINCIPAL LINES OF
WORK.

station, location, and director.

Alabama (College), Auburn:
.1. V. Duggar ,

Alabama (Canebrake), Uniontown:
.1. M. Richesona

Alabama (Tnakegee), Tuskegee [nsti

tute:

G. w. Carver ,

ua, Tucson:
B II. Forbes

Arkansas, Payetteville:
W. G. Vincenheller

California, Berkeley:
E. W. Hilgard

Colorado, Fort Collins:

L. G. Carpenter—
Connecticut (State), Now Haven:

E. 11. Jenkins

Connecticut (Storra), Storrs:

L. a. Clinton

Delaware, Newark:
A. T. Neale

Florida, Lake City:

P. 11. Rolfs ..*
.

Georgia, Experiment:
R. J. Redding

Idaho, Moscow:
ll. T. French

.

Illinois, Drbana:
E. Davenport.

Indiana. Lafayette:
Arthur GOSS . .

.

Iowa, Ames;
C. F. Cnrtiss.

Kansas. Manhattan:
J. T. Willard ...

Kentucky, Lexington:
M. A. Seovell

Principal lines of work.

Louisiana (Sugar), New Orleans:
W. R. Dodson

Louisiana (State), Baton Rouge:
\Y. R. Dodson

Chemistry; botany; soils; anal;. and food
materials; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding
ot plants and animals; animal husbandry; dairying.

miii); horticulture; tloricult inv; ili.M-a-f, of plants and
animals.

Agronomy; horticulture; di --eases of plants; animal industry;
dairying.

chemistry; botany; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding;
animal husbandry; dairying; irrigation.

Chemistry; agronomy, horticulture; plant breeding; di»
of plants and animals; animal husbandry; dairying; ento-
mology.

Chemistry; soils; bacteriology ; fertilizer control; agronomy;
horticulture, including viticulture and zymology; botany;
meteorology; entomology; animal husbandry; dairying;
poultry experiments; irrigation and drainage; silviculture;
reclamation of alkali lands; animal and plant pathol
nutrition investigations.

Chemistry; meteorology; agronomy; horticulture; forestry;
plant breeding; diseases of plants; animal husbandry; ento-
mology; irrigation.

chemistry; inspection of fertilizers, foods, feeding Btuffs, Bab-
cock test apparatus, and nurseries; diseases of plants; plant
breeding; forestry; agronomy; entomology.

Foi,.] and nutrition of man and animals; dairy bacteriology;
agronomy; horticulture; poultry culture; dairying.

Chemistry; bacteriology; agronomy; horticulture; plant
breeding; diseases of plants and animals; animal hus-
bandry; dairying; entomology.

Chemistry; agronomy; horticulture; diseases of plants; feed-
ing experiments; veterinary science; entomology.

Agronomy; horticulture; plaid breeding; entomology; animal
husbandry; dairying.

Chemistry; physics; botany; agronomy; horticulture; plant
breeding; diseases of plants; entomology ; animal husbandry.

Chemistry; bacteriology; agronomy; horticulture; forestry;
plant breeding: diseases of plants and animals; animal
husbandry; dairying.

Chemistry; autonomy; horticulture; plant breeding; animal
husbandry; dairying: diseases of plants and animals; ento-
mology.

Chemistry; botany; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding;
forestry; diseases of plants; animal husbandry; dairying;
entomology: rural engineering; good roads investigations.

Chemistry; soils; horticulture; plant breeding; agronomy;
animal husbandry; poultry experiments; diseases of ani-
mals; dairying; entomology; extermination of prairie dogs
and gophers; irrigation.

Chemistry; soils; inspection of fertilizers, foods, feeding stuffs,

orchards, and nurseries; agronomy; horticulture; plant
breeding; animal husbandry; dairying; diseases of plants;
entomology; apiculture.

Chemistry; bacteriology; soils; agronomy; horticulture; sugar
making; drainage; irrigation.

Geology; botany; bacteriology; soils; inspection of fertilizers

and Paris green; agronomy; horticulture; animal hus-
bandry; diseases of animals; entomoL

a Assistant director.
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Agricultural experiment stations of ike United States, their locations, directors, and prin-

cipal lines of work - < lontinued.

Btation, location, and director

Louisiana I North), Calhoun:
\v. u. Dodson

Maine, Orono:
C. D. W i-

Maryland, College Park:
ii. .1 . Patterson

Principal I Inea of work.

Massachusetts, ^.ml

w. P. Brooks

Michigan. Agricultural College:

C. D. Smith

Minnesota, St. Anthony Park, St. Paul:

W. M. Liggett

Mississippi, Agricultural College:
\Y. L. Hutchinson

uri (College), Columbia:
H. .1. Waters

uri (Fruit), Mountain Grove:
Paul Evans

Montana, Bozeman:
F. B. Linfield ...

Nebraska, Lincoln:
E. A. Burnett...

Nevada, Reno:
J. E. Stubbs

New Hampshire, Durham:
W. D. Gibbs

New Jersey i State), New Brunswick :

E. B. Voorhees
NewJersey (College), New Brunswick:

E. B. Voorhees

New Mexico, Mesilla Park:
Luther Foster

New York (State), Geneva:
W. II. Jordan

fork (Cornell), Ithaca:
L. II. Bailey

North Carolina, Etali

B.W.Kilgori

North Dakota. Agricultural College
J. II. Worst

Chemistry; soils; fertilizers; agronomy; horticulture; animal
husbandry; stock raising; dairying.

Chemistry; botany; Inspection of foods, fertilizer-, commer-
cial feeding stuns, seeds, and creamery glassware; horticul
ture; plan! breeding; diseases of plants and animals; food
and nutrition of man ami animals; poultry raising, and
entomology.

Chemistry; agronomy: horticulture; diseases of plants and
animal-; breeding of plants; animal husbandry; dairying;
entomology.

Chemistry; meteorology; inspection of fertilizers, commercial
feeding stud's, creamery glassware, and nurseries; agron-
omy; horticulture; diseases of plants and animals; animal
husbandry; dairying; entomology; effect of electricity on
plant grow th.

Chemistry; analysis and control of fertilizers and feeding
stuffs; bacteriology; agronomy; horticulture; plant b.

ing; diseases of plants and animals; animal husbandry;
stable hygiene; entomology.

Chemistry; fertilizers; agronomy; horticulture; forestry; dis-

eases of plants and animals; food and nutrition investiga-
tions; animal breeding; animal husbandry; dairying; ento-
mology; farm management; farm statistics.

Soils; fertilizers; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding;
animal husbandry; diseases of animals; poultry culture;
dairying; entomology.

Chemistry; soil survey; botany; agronomy; horticulture; dis-

eases of plants and animals; animal husbandry; plant breed-
ing; dairying; entomology.

Horticulture; entomology; inspection of orchards and nurs-
eries.

Chemistry; meteorology; botany; agronomy; dry farming;
horticulture; animal husbandry; poultry experiments;
dairying; entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; botany; meteorology; soils; agronomy; horticul-
ture; plant breeding; diseases of plants and animals; for-

estry; animal husbandry; dairying; entomology; irrigation;
extermination of prairie dogs.

Chemistry; botany; soils; agronomy; horticulture; forestry;

animal diseases; animal husbandry; entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding; forestry;

animal husbandry; dairying; entomology.

}Chemistry; oyster culture: botany; analysis of fertil

foods, and commercial feeding stuffs; agronomy; horticul-
ture; plant breeding; diseases of plants and animals; dairy
husbandry; entomology; soil bacteriology; irrigation.

Chemistry; botany: agronomy; horticulture; animal hus-
bandry; entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; bacteriology; meteorology; inspection of cream-
ery glassware, feeding stuffs, fertilizers, and Paris green;
agronomy; horticulture: plant breeding: diseases of plants;
animal husbandry; poultry experiments; dairying ; ento-
mologj ; irrigation.

Chemistry; fertilizers; agronomy; horticulture: plant 1"

ing: diseases of plants "and animals; animal husbandry;
poultry experiments; dairying; entomology.

Chemistry; soils; agronomy: horticulture; animal husbandry;
diseases of animals and plants; poultry experiments; dairy-
ing; tests of farm machinery.

aistry; botany; agronomy; plant breeding; horticulture;
forestry; diseases of plant- and animal-: food analysis; ani-
mal husbandry; dairying; farm mechanics.
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Agricultural experiment station* Q$ t)u United States, their location*, diredort, and prin-

cipal line* of work—Continued.

station, location, and director.

Ohio, Wooster:
C. K. Thorne

Oklahoma, Stillwater:
John Fields

Oregon, Corvallis:
J . Withycombe

Pennsylvania Btate Coll<

H. P. Armsby

Rhode Island, Kingston:
11. .1. Wheeler

South Carolina, Clemson College
J. N. Harper

South Dakota, Brookings:
J. W. Wilson

Tennessee, Knoxville:
11. A. Morgan

Texas, College Station:
J. A. Craig

Utah, Logan:
P. A. Voder

Vermont, Burlington:
J. L. Hills

Virginia, Blaeksburg:
A. M. Soule

Washington, Pullman:
E. A. Bryan

West Virginia, Morgantown:
J. H. Stewart

Wisconsin, Madison:
W. A. Henry

Wvoming, Laramie:
B. C. Buffum

Principal lines of work.

Agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding; forestry; dl»
of plants; animal husbandry; entomology.

Chemistry; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding: forestry;
botany; bacteriology; diseases of plants and animals; animal
husbandry; entomology.

Chemistry; bacteriology; agronomy; horticulture; plants
tion; diseases of plants; animal husbandry; poultry experi-
ments; dairying; entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; meteorology; horticulture; agronomy; animal
husbandry; dairying.

Chemistry; meteorology; soils; inspection of fertilizers and
feeding Stuffs; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding;
poultry experiments.

Chemistry; inspection of fertilizers; botany; agronomy; hor-
ticulture; plant breeding; diseases of plants; animal hus-
bandry; dairying; veterinary science; entomology.

Chemistry; botany; agronomy; horticulture; plant breeding;
diseases of plants and animals; animal husbandry; ento-
mology.

Chemistry; inspection of fertilizers: agronomy; horticulture;
plant breeding; seeds; weeds; diseases of plants; animal
husbandry; dairying; entomology.

Chemistry; soils; agronomy; horticulture; animal husbandry;
diseases of animals; irrigation; seed testing; feed inspection.

Chemistry; alkali soil investigations; agronomy; horticulture;
diseases of plants; animal husbandry; dairying; poultry
experiments; entomology; irrigation; arid farming.

Chemistry; botany; bacteriology; inspection of fertilizers,

feeding stuffs, and creamery glassware; agronomy; horti-
culture; diseases of plants; animal husbandry; dairying.

Chemistry; geology; biology; agronomy; horticulture: plant
breeding; bacteriology; analysis of foods and soils; inspec-
tion of orchards; animal husbandry; veterinary science;
dairying; entomology; cider and vinegar ruakingfferments.

Chemistry; botany; bacteriology; agronomy; horticulture;
plant breeding; "diseases of plants; animal husbandry; vet-

erinary science; dairying; entomology; irrigation.

Chemistry; inspection of fertilizers, orchards, and nurseries;
agronomy; horticulture; diseases of plants; animal hus-
bandry; poultry experiments; entomology.

Chemistry; bacteriology; soils; agronomy; horticulture; plant
breeding: animal husbandry: dairying; irrigation, drainage,
and agricultural engineering.

Botany; meteorology; soils; range improvement; fertilizers;

agronomy; plant selection; food analysis; animal hus-
bandry; irrigation.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES AND
EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

President, M. II. Buckham, president of the Dnivenrity of Vermont, Burlington,
Vt.: Becretaiy-treasnrer, J. L. Bills, director Vermont Experiment 8tation, Burling-
ton, N't.

OFFICIALS IN CHARGE OF FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

Farrrn rs* Institute Sp< cicdigt, Departmt nt of Agriculture.

John Hamilton, Washington, District of Columbia.

Stale sii/n rin/< ndnit.s.

State or Territory.

Alabama

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut ..

Delaware.

Florida

.

Georgia.

Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire..
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina ...

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania :

Porto Rico
Rhode Island

i Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas '

I'lah
Vermont
Virginia

Name of official. POSt-oflire.

Washington ..

w • si Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

C. A. Cary, Alabama, Polytechnic Institute
G. W. Carver, Director Agricultural Experiment Station.
C. C. Georgeson, Agricultural Experiment Station
K. li. Forbes, Director Agricultural Experiment Station.
J. M. Tillman, President University of Arkansas
E. J. Wickson, University of California
W. L. Carlyle, State Agricultural College
J. F. Brown, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
J. G. Schwink.Sec'y Connecticut Dairymen's Association.
II. C. C. Miles, Secretary Connecticut Poniological Society

.

Wesley Webb, Director of Farmers' Institutes
A. T. Neale, Director Agricultural Experiment Station ..

C. M. Conner, University of Florida
H. C. White, President State College of Agriculture
Ilarvie Jordan, Director of Farmers' Institutes
J. G. Smith, Agricultural Experiment Station
H. T. French, Director Agricultural Experiment Station.
Frank H. Hall, Secretary Farmers' Institutes
W. C. Latta, Purdue University
J. C. Simpson, Secretary StateBoard of Agriculture
J. H. Miller, Superintendent of Farmers' Institutes
Hubert Vreeland, Commissioner of Agriculture
Charles Schuler, Commissioner of Agriculture
A. W. Gilnian, Commissioner of Agriculture
W. L. Amoss, Director of Farmers' Institutes
J. L. Ellsworth, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
L. R. Taft, Superintendent of Farmers' Institutes
O. C. Gregg, Director of Farmers' Institutes
J. C. Hardy, President Ag'l and Mechanical College
Geo. B. Ellis, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
F. B. Linfield, Director Agr. Experiment Station
E. A. Burnett, Director Agricultural Experiment Station.
J. E. Stubbs, President Nevada State University
N. J. Bachelder, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
Franklin Dye, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
Luther Foster, President Ag'l and Mechanical College...
F. E. Dawlcy, Director of Farmers' Institutes
S. L. Patterson, Commissioner of Agriculture
E. E. Kaufman, Director of Farmers' Institutes
T. L. Calvert, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
C. A. McNabb, Secretary Board of Agriculture
J.Withycombe. Director Agricultural Experiment Station.
A. L. Martin, Deputy Secretary of Agriculture
D. W. May, Agricultural Experiment Station
John G. Clarke, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
.1. N. Harper, Director Agricultural Experiment Station .

M. F. Greeley, Superintendent of Farmers' Institute-
W. W. Ogilvie, Commissioner of Agriculture
J. W. Carson. Director of Farmers' Institutes
1'. A. Yoder; Director Agr. Experiment Station

Aitken, Secretary State Board of Agriculture
<;. W. Coiner, Commissioner of Agriculture
a. M. Soule, Director Agricultural Experiment Station..
E. A . Bryan, President Agriculture College
E. ]•:. Elliott. Agricultural College
EL K. Williams. Assistant Secretary of Agriculture
< .. McKerrow, Director of Farmers' Institutes
B. C. Buffum, Director Agricultural Experiment Station.

Auburn.
Tuske^ee Institute.
Sitka.
Tucson.
Fayetteville.
Berkeley.
Fort ''oiling

N. Stonington.
Hartford.
Milford.
Dover.
Newark.
Lake City.
Athens.
Atlanta.
Honolulu.
Moscow.
Springfield.
Lafayette.
Des 5loines.
Manhattan.
Frankfort.
Baton Rouge.
Augusta.
Benson.
Boston.
Agricultural College.
Lynd.
Agricultural College,
Columbia.
Bozeman.
Lincoln.
Reno.
Concord.
Trenton.
Agricultural College.
Fayette ville.

Raleigh.
Bismarck.
Columbus.
Guthrie.
Con allis.

Harrisburg.
San Juan.
Providence.
Clemson College.
Gary.
Nashville.
College Station.
Logan.
Woodstock.
Richmond.
Blacksburg.
Pullman.

Do.
Sunlight
Madison.
Laramie.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF FARMERS' INSTITUTE WORKERS.
President, G. C. Creelman, president of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph,

Ontario; secretary-treasurer, John Hamilton, Farmers' Institute Specialist, U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Washington, 1). C
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STATE OFFICIALS IN CHAEGE OF AGRICULTURE."

( bmmissioners of Agriculture.

state or Terril

Alabama
. nsas

Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Kentucky
Louisiana

ue
Montana
New York
North Carolina . ..

North Dakota
New Mexico
Pennsylvania
Philippine Islands
Porto Rico
South Carolina . .

.

Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
\\ ashington

Name of official.

R. it. Poole
i i Bradford

\l( Lin
0. B. Ste\ ens
Allen Miller, Com'r oi immigration, etc

Hubert Vreeland
Charles Bchuler
A. \\ . liilman
.1. \. Ferguson
chas. a. Wieting
s. L. Patterson
w . c. Gilbreath
J. \v. Raynolds, Secretary of state
N. 15. Critchfield, Secretary of Agriculture
\v. C. Welborn, Chief, Bureau of Agriculture.
Wm. 11. Elliott, Commissioner of the Interior
E. J. Watson
W. W. Ogilvie
W. J. (May
Geo, W. Koiner
A. w. Prater, Deputy Secretary of State

Post-office-

Montgomery.
Little Rock.
Tallahae
Atlanta.
Boise.
Frankfort.
Baton Rouge.
Augusta.
Helena.
Albany.
Raleigh.
Bismarck.
Santa Fe.
Hnrrisburg.
Manila.
San J uan.
t lolumbia.
Nashville.
Austin.
Richmond.
Olympia.

Secretaries of Slate hoards of agriculture.

State or Territory.

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Maryland
Massachusetts . .

.

Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey
North Carolina .

.

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Vermont
West Virginia .

.

insin

Wyoming

Post-office.

Albert Lindley
a. \i. Hawley
J, F. Brown

I
Webb

('. S. Holloway
W. C. Garrard
('has. Downing
.1 . c. Simpson
F. D. Cob urn
Win. T. P. Turpin, Bupt. of Immigration.
.1. L. Ellsworth
Addison M. Drown
E. W. Randall, Sec. State .V.;'l Society...

George 15. Ellis

Robt. W. Furnas
Louis Bevier
N . .1 . Bachelder
Franklin Dye
T. K. Bruner
T. L. Calvert
C. A. McNabb
M. D. Wisdom
John (i. Clarke
Walter D. Dean
George Aitken
J. b. Garvin
John M. True
C. T. Johnston, State Engineer

Sacramento.
Fort Collins.
North Stonington.
Dover.
Honolulu.
Springfield.
Indianapolis.
Des Moines.
Topeka.
Centerville.
Boston.
Agricultural College.
st. Paul.
Columbia.
Brown ville.
Carson City.

Concord.
Trenton.
Raleigh.
Columbus.
Guthrie.
Portland.
Providence.
Yankton.
Woodstock.
Charleston.
Madison.
Cheyenne.

NATIONAL DAIRY ASSOCIATIONS.

Name of organization.
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AMERICAN NATIONAL LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION.

President, Murdo Mackenzie, Trinidad! Colo. ; secretary, W. M. Tomlinson, Denver.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LIVE STOCK HERD BOOK
SECRETARIES.

President, C. R. Thomas, [ndependence, M<>.; secretary, Charles P. Mills, Spring-

field, III.

NATIONAL WOOL GROWERS' ASSOCIATION.

President, Francis E. Warren, Cheyenne; secretary, George S. Walker, Cheyenne.

THE CORN BELT MEAT PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION.

President, A. L. Ames, Buckingham, Iowa; secretary, II. C. Wallace, Des Moines,
Iowa.

PROTECTION AGAINST CONTAGION FROM FOREIGN CATTLE.

An act of Congress of August 28, 1894, prohibits the importation of cattle and
cattle hides, but by the act oi March 2, 1895, making appropriations for the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, it is provided that the prohibition may be suspended by the
President whenever the Secretary of Agriculture shall certify to the President what
count lies or parts of countries are free from contagious or infectious diseases of

domestic animals. The President, by proclamation of November 8, 1895, lifted the
embargo with reference to Norway, Sweden, Holland, Great Britain, Ireland, the
Channel Islands, and the countries of North, Central, and South America so as to

admit cattle under sanitary regulations prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture;
also from all countries so as to admit hides under regulations prescribed by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury.

STOCK BREEDERS' ASSOCIATIONS, a

Names and addresses of stock association secretaries, with breeds and numbers of registered

live stock in United Slates, December 31, 1905.

CATTLE.

Breed.

Aberdeen Angus

Ayrshire
Devon
Dutch Belted.
Galloway

Hereford

Holstein I-

Jersey

Secretary.

Thos. McFarlane .

.

CM. Winslow.
L. P. Sisson . ..

H. 15. Richards
C.W.Gray ....

Win. II. Caldwell.
C.R.Thomas

i e r i ck L
Houghton.

J.J. Hemingway

Polled Durham Fletcher S. Hines.
rolled H. A. Martin
horn lohn W. Gro

\ < >verton Lea
wn ('.!>. Nixon .

Post-office.

Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.

Brandon, Vt
Newark, Ohio
Easton, Pa
Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.

Peterboro, N. II

225W. 12th Bt., Kan-
sas City, Mo.

Brattlebbro, Vt....

8 W. 17th st., New
Vork.N. V.

Indianapolis, End.

.

Gotham, Wis
Union stuck Yards,
Chicago, 111.

Nashville, Tens . .

.

« twego, N.Y

Number registered.

Male. Female.

38, 188

9,689
8,084

16, 620

10,683
112, 780

46, 031

71,907

6,403
l 1,601

78

2, 159

48, 604

20, 883
13,717
1,265

11,080

115,620

95, 037

6, 160

391,600

3,150

Number living.

Male. Female.

27, 496

(*)

3,500

(
b

)

8,370

6,000
45,000

14, 199

(")

3,935
5,500

50
300

34, 994

10,000
(*)

6,480

12,000
60,000

31,7.56

4.845
10, 500

100
1,500

dons of paragraph 47:> of the act of July 24, 1897, amended March 3, 1903, any ani-
mal imported specially for breeding purposes shall be admitted tree, provided that no such animal
shall be admitted free unless pure bred, of a recognized breed, and duly registered in the book of
record established for that breed. The - ryof the Treasury, upon the advice of the Secretary
of Agriculture, issued April 24 grulations for the Importation of animals under this law, and

uated the recognized breeds and the books of record established for these breeds.
6 NO data.
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Names and addresses of stock association secretaries, with breeds and numbi 4ered
livestock in United States, December 31, 1905—Continued.

IK. I:

Breed.

Cleveland Hay ...

cl\ deedale

h, French ...

Coach, German. .

.

Coach, German
(Oldenburg).

Draft, Belgian
Draft, French ....
Hackney

Morgan
Percheron

Percheron
Saddle Horse,
American.

Shetland Pony ...

Shire
Suffolk
Thoroughbred

Trotter, American

Jacks and Jennies

Secretary.

R. 1'. Stcricker...

R, B. Ogilvie

chas. c. Glenn...
j. Crouch
('. E. Stubbs

J. D. Connor, jr..

3tubba
a. II. Godfrey....

II. T. Cutts
Geo. W. Stubble

field.

Charles C. Glenn.
1. 15. Nail

Mortimer Level-
ing.

Charles Burgess..
Alex. Galbraitn..
.lames F.Wheeler

Wm. II. Knight..

J. W. Jones

Poel office.

80 Chestnut ave.,
w. Orange, N. .).

Union Stock Yards,
Chicago, ill.

Columbus, < >hio . .

.

Lafayette, Ind
Fairfield, Iowa

Wabash, Ind
Fairfield, Iowa
BOX HI, Madison
Square, N e w
York City.

Middlebury, Vt....
Onion Stock Yards,
Chicago, 111.

Columbus, Ohio ...

Louisville, Ky

Lafayette, Ind

Wenona. Ill

Janesville, Wis
571 Fifth ave., New

York, N. Y.
355 Dearborn st.,

Chicago, 111.

Columbia, Term...

Number i

Male. Female.

« 12,870

180
l , t; £
200

9,000

i.e. to

928

2,300

6,062
159
« 45, 309

4

23

6, 000
e 1,642

c 2, 800
1,460

102
3,549

3,500

2,148

42,597

1,000

o 152, 700

750

Number living.

Male. Female.

1,050

125
1,500
190

2,055

c684

19,000

913
|

(
b

)

2,000

(")

(*)

(
b

)

750

a 150

400

4

II

••Lib'.

c2,100
12,000

94

('')

2,500

(
b
)

(*)

(6)

500

SHEEP.

Cheviot
Cotewold
Dorset Horn

Hampshire Down.
Leicester
Lincoln
Merino (Delaine).
Merino (Delaine).

Merino (Delaine)

.

Merino (Delaine).

Merino (French).

Merino (German)

Merino (Spanish)
Merino (Spanish)

Merino (Spanish)
Merino (Spanish)

Merino (Spanish)
Oxford Down
Shropshire

Southdown
Suffolk

F. F. Dawley
F. W. Harding...
J. F. Wing

Comfort A. Tyler.
A. J. Temple
Bert Smith
H. c. McDowell .

George A. Henry.

R. P. Berry

J. B. Johnson

Dwight Lincoln..

F. M. Moore

E. N. Ball
Wesley Bishop ...

J. H. Earll
J. P. Ray

C. A. Chapman. .

.

W. v. Shafoi
Mortimer Lever-

ing.
Frank S. Springer
George W. Frank-

lin.

Fayetteville. N. Y
Waukesha, Wis. .

.

Mechanic sburg
Ohio.

Nottawa, Mich . ..

Cameron, ill

Charlotte, Mich ..

Canton, Ohio
R. F. D.8. Bellefon

taine, Ohio.
R. F. D. 3, Eighty

four, Pa.
248W. 1 'ike st.. Can
onsburg, Pa.

Milford Center
Ohio.

Orchard L a k e
Mich.

Ann Arbor, Mich.
R. F. D. 1, Dela
ware, Ohio.

Skaneateles, N. Y
R. F. D. 3, E. Bloom

field, N. Y.
Middlebury, Vt ..

Hamilton, Ohio ..

Lafayette, Ind

Springfield, III

Des Moines, Iowa.

a 10, 700
a 3(1, 610

1,895

5, 573

3,588
5, 754

3,703

a 9, 101

12,844
5, 437

8,246

8,000

c5,054

6,805

a 84, 07

162

12, 550

16,691

7,916
1 , 275

14,300

o 11, 259

11,599

191

37, 700

11,912
1 , 500

a217,s".0

82,798
100,000 I 134,000

a 19, 933
a 1,018

575
| 2, 650

« 14, 000
1,000

3,000
2,972
4,100

2,500

ol,500

1,500

(*)

105

400
2,842

280
100

(*)

(*)
20, 000

a 6, 900

2, 800

9,000
4,667
5,900

8,000

e 3, 000

5,000

(
b

)

175

4,300
8,035

1,875
200

(
b

)w
40, 000

« 10, 200
«550

a Total of males and females. b No data. c Estimate for 1904. d Includes geldings.
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Natnes and add ocialion secretaries, with breeds and numbers of registered

live slock in United States, D— nber 81, 7005^Continued.

HOGS.

Berkshire

Cheshire
Chester White
Chester Ohio to-
proved.

Duroc Jersej ... .

Duroc Jersey
Hampshire (Thin

Rind).
Poland China

Poland China

i'. land China
Poland China
Tamwortfa
Yorkshire

Secretary.

Prank s. Springer.

i:«i s. inn
Ernest Freigau
J.C. Hilea

in. Pearson
Robert .1. Evans . .

.

i.e. Stone

W.M. McFadden ..

A.M. Brown

F.Woodworth
II. !'. Wilson
E.N.Ball
Harry G. Krum

Posl office

.mo E. Monroe s«
.,

Springfield, ill.

Freeville, N. V ....

Columbus, ' ihio ...

Cleveland, Ohio . .

.

Thorntown, Ind . .

.

Peoria, ill

Armstong, 111

I '11 ion Stock Yards,
Chicago, ill.

Drawer 1G, Win-
chester, Ind.

Maryville, Mo
Gadsden, Tenn
Ann Arbor, Mich..
White Bear Lake,
Minn.

Number registered

Mule Female.

« 88, 080

1 , 226

8,020
21,800

294

52, 331

32,000

39, 008
691
el,

2,800

2,115
8,912
9,000

18,450
56,000

540

130,620

72,000

949

93, 234

1,030

3,040

Number living.

Male. Female.

275

600
1,800

(>>)

a 30, 000
155

27, 000

10,000

575

0, 200

08,000

2:;, 000

18,000
GOO

2,000
400
<

1 , 200
2, 000 3, 200

"Total of males and females. b No data. c Estimate for 1904.

SANITARY OFFICERS IN CHARGE OF LIVE STOCK INTERESTS.

Male or Territory.
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Sanitary officers in charge of live *(<<<[: intereeU - Continued.

siau- or Territory.
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Michigan Agricultural College, Department of Forestry, Agricultural College,

Mich. A four-year undergraduate course, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Sci-

ence. E. !•'. Bogue, Professor of Forestry.

University of Minnesota, Forest School, St. Anthony Park, Minn. A four

undergraduate course, leading t<> the degree of Bachelor of Science in Forestry.

Plrof. Samuel B. Green, in charge of school.

University of Nebraska, Forest Department, connected with the [ndustrial College,

Lincoln. Nebr.- A four-year undergraduate < ourse, l<';i<lin'_r t<> the degree of Bachelor

of Science in Forestry. Frank <;. .Miller, Professor of Forestry.

NATIONAL. BEE KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

President, J. U. Harris, Grand Junction, Colo.; secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint,

Mich.; general manager and treasurer, N. E. France, Platteville, Win.

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGISTS.

President, 11. Garman, Lexington, Ky.; secretary, H. E. Summers, Amen, Iowa.

ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTS.

President, C. G. Hopkins, Agricultural Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.; secretary,

II. \Y. Wiley, Chemist, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

NATIONAL HORTICULTURAL AND KINDRED SOCIETIES.

Name of organization.
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ORGANIZATIONS FOR PROTECTION OF BIRDS AND GAME.

ie oi organisation.

American Ornithologists' Union, Committee on
ection of North American Birds.

Bird Protective Society ol America

.<• and Crockett Club

League oi American Sportsmen

National Association oi Audubon Societies

National Association ofGame and Fish Wardens
National Game, Bird, and Fish Protective
elation.

New York Zoological Society

North American Fish andGame Protective -

elation.

star)

.

a. K. Fisher, chair-
man.

Edward C, Pease

Madison < irant

Arthur F. Rice

William Dutcher,
president.

George L. Carter Lincoln, Nebr
Do

office.

Department "f Agriculture,
Washington,

tafford Building. I

fill., v J

11 Wall Btreet, New York,
N. V.

i 16 Pennington avenue,
Passaic, N.J.

ill Broadway, New York,
N. Y.

.do

Madison Grant ..

E. I. I'. Chuinbere

11 Wall street, New York,
Y.

Quebec, Canada.

FARMERS' NATIONAL CONGRESS.

President, John M. Stahl, Chicago, 111.; first vice-president, B. Cameron, Stagville,

N, C.; Becond vice-president, Joshua Strange, Marion, Ind.; treasurer, A. 11. Judy,
Greenville, Ohio; secretary, George M. Whittaker, Boston, Ma*.; Brs1 assistant sec-

retary, A. 0. Fuller, Dows, Iowa; second assistant secretary, Luther 11. Tucker,
Albany, N. V.; third assistant secretary, John II. Kimball, Port Deposit, Md.; exec-
utive committee, W. L. Ames, Oregon, Wis.; E. W. AViekey, East Chicago, 1ml.;

Levi Morrison, Greenville, l'a.
*

PATRONS OF HUSBANDRY.

OFFICERS OF NATIONAL ORANGE.

Master, N. .T. Bachelder, Concord, N. H.; overseer, T. C. Atkeson, Morgantown,
\V. Ya.; lecturer, G, W. F. (Jaunt, Mullica Hill, N. J.; treasurer, Mrs. E. S. McDowell,
Rome, N. Y.; secretary, C. M. Freeman, Tippecanoe City, Ohio; executive commit-
tee, E. B. Norris, Bodus, N. Y.; C. J. Bell, East Hardwick, Vt.; F. A. Derthick,
Mantua, Ohio; N. J. Bachelder, ex officio, Concord, N. 11.

REVIEW OF WEATHER AND CROP CONDITIONS, SEASON OF 1905.

By James Berry, Chief, Climate and Crop Division, Weather Bureau.

The accompanying illustrations (see figs. 126-128 and Plates LXXI-LXXIII and
tables, pp. GOO to 602, ) show how the temperature and rainfall over the United States

during the crop season of 1905, from week to week, compare with normal conditions
of corresponding periods of former years. The diagrams exhibit the departure from
normal by districts, and themaps show, respectively, the departures from normal tem-
perature, the total precipitation, and the departures from normal precipitation during
the crop season.

January.

East of the Rocky Mountains the month was colder than the average, with light

precipitation in most districts. In the Rocky Mountain region and to the westward
the temperature was milder than usual, with more than the average precipitation in

the southern plateau region and southern California and much less than the average
precipitation as a whole. The most marked feature of the month was the cold wave
of the 25th t<> 28th, which carried freezing temperatures into extreme southern
Florida. Portions of the central and west Gulf districts suffered from excessive rains,

which, with the severe cold periods throughout the Southern States during the second
and third decades, made the month unfavorable for the agricultural interests in that
section.
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-m>h 1KD WINTER urn

The reports indicated thai winter wheat was generally well protected westward ol

the Mississippi River, and also in portions of the Ohio Valley and Middle Atlantic
states, but over much of the last-named district there was insufficient snow protection
during the severest weather, and in portions of Illinois and Indiana it was feared that
the crop had Buffered injury, large areas having been covered with ice. <m the
north Pacific coast the outlook was favorable, except for late sown in Washington.
In California the prospect was excellent, except along the Sacramento River, where
some damage had been caused by heavy rains.

IKI'AHY.

I of the Rocky Mountains February averaged very cold, with much more than
the average precipitation in the South Atlantic and Gulf districts, and decidedly
than the average over the greater part of the central valleys, Middle Atlantic States,

New England, and lake region. During the greater part of the month there was
ample snow covering over much of the winter-wheat belt, but much snow disap-

peared after the 20th, leaving the southern and western portions without protection.

In California the month was abnormally warm, with plentiful rains in the southern
districts. Unusually heavy precipitation occurred in New Mexico, Arizona, and por-
tions of Colorado and Utah.
In Iowa, Nebraska, and Kansas winter wheat was in good condition. In Illinois,

Indiana, and Ohio the crop had been generally well protected by enow and was still

covered, v\ hile ample protection had been the rule in the Middle Atlantic coast dis-

tricts. The condition of winter wheat on the Pacific coast was favorable except in

Washington, where it experienced severe freezing weather.

FRUIT BUDS INJURED BY COLD WEATHER.

The intensely cold weather in the States of the upper Mississippi and lower Mis-
souri valleys caused injury to fruit buds, principally peaches, but in the Atlantic
coast districts fruit buds were believed to have escaped material injury.

March.

Nearly the entire country experienced exceptionally favorable conditions for farm-
ing operations during the month of March. The temperatures were mild through-
out the month, except in the Lake region, Middle Atlantic States, and New England,
where it was cold during the first half but mild and favorable during the second
half. Portions of the Gulf States suffered from too much rain, and farm work was
considerably delayed in the central and western portions. Throughout the central

valleys and generally on the Pacific coast farm work was unusually well advanced,
and, while slow progress was made in the Middle Atlantic States and New England
during the fore part of the month, operations were active during the latter part.

CONDITION OF WHEAT SPRING FARM WORK.

Practically all reports indicated that winter wheat had come through the winter in

unusually fine condition. The outlook on the Pacific coast was promising, except
in portions of southeastern Washington, where considerable was winter-killed.

Good progress was made with sowing of spring wheat and oats, the sowing of oats

being nearly completed in Illinois and Missouri; in the States farther south the early
sown was coming up with good stands. Spring-wheat seeding was unusually well
advanced over the southern portion of the spring-wheat region, and was in progress
at the close of the month in the extreme northern portion.

Throughout the central valleys the soil was in fine condition for plowing during
most of the month and this work was well advanced. Some corn had been planted
as far north as Kansas, Missouri, Tennessee, and North Carolina, while farther south
a considerable part of the crop had been planted and some was up.

Reports indicated that peach buds had been extensively killed in the central val-

leys and central Gulf States, but in the Atlantic coast districts peaches had been but
little injured. Reports respecting other fruits were generally encouraging.

ae cotton had been planted in Texas, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida, but
practically none elsewhere, and but little land had been prepared for this crop in the
central districts.
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Tin: Cbop Season, April September, Bummaby by Webkb.

By weeks, ending with Monday, from April 10 to October 2, the crop conditions
may be summarized as follows:

April 10.—The weeh was very favorable for farming operations in the central

valleys and Rocky Mountain and Pacific coast districts, and was generally favorable
in the Atlantic coasl and easl Gulf States, where, however, the latter part of the
week was unseasonably cool, with more or less damaging frosts as far soutn as north-
ern Georgia and Alabama and the western portions of the Carolinas. Elaine of tin;

latter pari of the previous week interrupted work in the Dakotas and Minn<
but very good progress with spring work was made in these States. The 'season's

Work was well advanced in tin" States of the lower Missouri and upper Mississippi

valleys, but was much behind the average in the central Gulf States and portions of

Texas, owing principally to excessive rains in .March.

Preparations for planting corn were active under favorable soil conditions in the
central valleys and had begun in the southern portion of the Lake region. A large
part of the corn area in the Southern States had been planted and much was up with
good stands. Planting was general in Kansas and Missouri and had begun in Ken-
tucky and southern Illinois.

All reports indicated that the outlook for winter wheat throughout the country was
unusually tine. \n California the condition of the crop was excellent and the heavi-
est crop in years promised.

WEATnER FAVORABLE FOR SEEDING AND GERMINATION.

The sowing of spring wheat was well advanced over the southern part of the spring-
wheat region, having been nearly completed in Nebraska and portions of southern
Minnesota and South Dakota, and finished in Iowa, and in these States the early
sown was coming up well. In the northern portion of the spring-wheat region delay
in seeding was caused by the rains of April 1 to 3 and subsequent freezes. In Wash-
ington seeding was well advanced and the early sown in both Washington and Oregon
was coming up nicely.

Oat seeding was largely finished in the States of the lower Missouri Valley and was
well advanced in the upper Mississippi and Ohio valleys, seeding having begun in

the upper lake region. Excellent germination was generally indicated, and the situa-

tion respecting the crop was very promising.
Very little cotton had been planted in Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana, but

planting was becoming general over the southern portion of the eastern districts and
in Texas, where germination had been satisfactory. Preparations for planting were
unusually backward in the lowlands of Louisiana and Arkansas.

Frosts of the 7th and 8th lessened peach prospects in the South Atlantic States.and
in the southern portions of the Middle Atlantic States.

PLANTING, GERMINATION, AND GROWTH RETARDED BY LOW TEMPERATURE.

April 17.—Over nearly the whole of the country the week ending April 17 was
abnormally cold and unfavorable for germination and growth. In western Xorth
Dakota the temperature fell nearly to zero on the 16th, and on that and the follow-
ing date exceptionally low temperatures for the season occurred throughout the
country easl of the Rocky Mountains, with freezing temperatures as far south as the
northern portions of Alabama and Georgia and central South Carolina, and light to
heavy trusts in the central portion of the east Gulf States and light frost at Jackson-
ville. Heavy rains were unfavorable in the South Atlantic and central Gulf States,

while the need of rain was beginning to be felt in portions of the lower Missouri
Valley and on the extreme north Pacific coast. The temperature conditions on the
Pacific coast were favorable.
While corn planting continued in Kansas, Missouri, and southern Illinois, none

hail been planted farther north nor in the upper Ohio Valley and Middle Atlantic
States. Preparations for planting were active in the central valleys, where planting
was awaiting favorable temperature conditions. In the South Atlantic and east Gulf
state- planting was nearly finished ami early corn was being cultivated.
Winter wheat continued in promising condition, but was beginning to need rain

in portions of Kansas and Michigan.
Very slow progress was made with spring-wheat seeding over the northern por-

tion oi the Bpring-wheat region, as the work could be prosecuted 'only in the after-

noons, on account of low temperature. The early sown Bpring wheat appeared to
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have sustained no injury from recent cold, excepl in Nebraska, where §ome fields

were slightly damaged.
Oat seeding was delayed in th<- Dakotas, Minnesota, Lake region, and p- >rt i<

.

the Middle Atlantic States. While growth of the early sown was checked and some
injury sustained in Nebraska, tin- genera] situation respecting this crop continued
promising.
Cotton planting was much delayed in Mississippi and Louisiana, and was later

than usual in Texas and the Carolinas. Better progress was mad.- in Aiabamaand
Georgia, and in the southern portions of these states planting was nearing completion.
Fair to good stands of the early planted were reported from Alabama, Georgia, and
Florida. In Texas the early planted was reported as promising.
Tobacco plants were generally plentiful, and transplanting had begun in South

Carolina and Florida.

FBUIT PROSPEl is FUBTHBB [MPAIBKD.

Fruit necessarily sustained injury from the severe cold during the latter part of the
week in the central and southern districts, hut the damage was less serious in the
mure northerly sections to the eastward of the Mississippi River.

FAIR PROGRESS IN PLANTING.

April .",.—Generally east of the Rocky Mountains the week was unfavorable for
germination and growth. Rains interrupted work in Texas, Arkansas, northern
Mississippi, Oklahoma, Colorado, and northern Indiana, while drought was becom-
ing serious in central and eastern Missouri. Dry weather over the southern portions
of the central Gulf districts afforded needed opportunity for farming operations.

Very favorable conditions prevailed on the north Pacific coast, hut in California
cool cloudy weather retarded growth.

Rather slow progress with corn planting was made during the week, except in

Missouri and Kansas, where work advanced satisfactorily. Preparations for plant-
ing were actively carried on in Nebraska, Iowa, and Illinois, hut no planting had
been done, except in southern Illinois; farther east none had been planted north of

the Ohio River, except a little in Ohio. Much corn was killed in the South Atlantic
and east Gulf States by the frost of the 17th.

Growth of winter wheat was not rapid, owing to cool weather, but the crop contin-
ued promising.
Spring-wheat seeding advanced well in the northern portion of the spring-wheat

region and was practically finished in the central and southern portions. (Termina-
tion and growth of the early sown were very slow, and some injury resulted from
freezing m South Dakota and Nebraska. In Colorado and Utah and on the north
Pacific coast spring wheat was coming up and growing nicely.

Cotton planting was active, under favorable conditions, over most of the cotton
belt, but was delayed by rains in Oklahoma and Indian Territories, Arkansas, and
northern Texas. The frost of the 17th killed much cotton in portions of Alabama,
Georgia, and the Carolinas. Chopping had begun in southern Texas and portions of

the eastern districts, and cultivation in southern Georgia.
Fruit prospects were further lessened throughout the Ohio Valley and east Gulf

States and on the Atlantic coast south of New England, peaches suffering most. In
the States of the upper Missouri Valley and in the Lake region and New England
the fruit outlook was more promising.

TEMPERATURES MORE FAVORABLE, BUT GERMINATION AND GROWTH SLOW.

May 1.—While the temperature conditions of the week ended May 1 were much
more favorable than in the previous week, complaints of slow germination and growth
were very general in the valleys of the Missouri and Red River of the North, middle
Rocky Mountain slope, Lake region, and New England. In the Middle and South
Atlantic and Gulf States and in the Ohio Valley, very favorable temperatures pre-
vailed, but the central and west Gulf States and portions of the South Atlantic States
and the Ohio and central Mississippi valleys suffered from excessive rains, which
hindered farming operations materially. New England, North Dakota, Montana,
and Florida continued to need rain, but the portions of the lower Missouri and Ohio
valleys needing moisture in the previous week received ample rainfall. On the Pacific

coast the week was too cool for favorable growth, with frequent frosts in Washington.

_
In mast of the principal corn States corn planting made slow progress, but exten-

sive preparations for thw work had been made. Planting was generally finished in
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the Southern States and was nearly completed in the southern portions of Kansas
and Missouri. In the southern portion of the Middle Atlantic States planting was
actively carried on and had begun as far north as Pennsylvania.

Winter wheal continued In unusuall) promising condition.

Dry weather was unfavorable for the germination and growth of Bpring wheat.

in the Dakotas. The early sown in South Dakota, however, and in Minnesota was
doing well. The outlook for Bpring wheat in Iowa, Oregon, and Washington was
very promising.
The general outlook for oal - continued favorable in the most important oat 3ta

In Kansas and Nebraska the crop was recovering from the effects of previous cold.

hi the Dakotas and portions of the Lake region germination had not been satisfac-

tory. Seeding was well advanced in the more northerly sections of the central part

Of the country and had begun in the northern part of the .Middle Atlantic States.

Over the eastern portion of the cotton belt the weather conditions were favorable

for cotton planting, which was nearing completion in the more southerly districts,

good stands being generally indicated. In the central and western districts planting
was much delayed, less than half of the area having been planted in Louisiana and
in Oklahoma and Indian Territories, only about one-half in northern Mississippi,

and very little in Arkansas. In northern, central, and eastern counties of Texas,
much of the cotton area remained implanted; much cotton land in Texas and Lou-
isiana had been badly washed by rains, necessitating extensive replanting. Over the
southwestern part of the cotton area in Texas cotton was generally doing well and
chopping and cultivation were in progress.

Transplanting tobacco was nearly finished in South Carolina, and had begun in

North Carolina. Plants were generally plentiful, but were backward in Ohio and
were being damaged somewhat by insects in Kentucky, where preparations for plant-

ing were in progress.

LOCALLY EXCESSIVE RAINS—WINTER WHEAT PROMISING.

May 8.—In California, generally throughout the central and southern Rocky
Mountain districts, and in the Dakotas and Minnesota, the week ended May 8 was
abnormally cool and moist. Freezing temperatures extended southward to the cen-

tral portions of Arizona and New Mexico, with frost and snow in the central and
northern Rocky Mountain regions and the valleys of the upper Missouri and Red
River of the North. In the Gulf States, central valleys, most of the Lake region,

and the Atlantic coast districts, excepting New England, the temperature was favor-

able, but excessive rains hindered work over the northern portions of the central

and wTest Gulf States, in the lower Ohio and central Mississippi valleys, in Minnesota
and the Dakotas, and in the middle Rocky Mountain region. Drought continued
in New England and rain was needed in the Middle Atlantic States, in portions of

Kansas, and on the north Pacific coast.

Heavy rains prevented rapid progress with corn planting over a large part of

Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana, but elsewhere this work advanced satisfactorily,

planting having begun as far north as the southern portions of South Dakota, Minne-
sota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. In the Southern States the general condition of the
crop was reported as promising, but it was suffering for cultivation over a large part

of the South Atlantic and east Gulf States and in Texas.
Winter wheat was heading as far north as the southern portions of Kansas and

Missouri and in Kentucky. The general condition of this crop continued highly
favorable in the States east of the Rocky Mountains, although some reports of injury

by rust were received from Texas and from Oklahoma and Indian Territories. On
the Pacific coast winter wheat continued promising, although some unfavorable

reports respecting lowland wheat were received from Oregon, and recent heavy
rains and high winds caused some lodging in California.

The weather was not favorable for the completion of wheat BOWing over the north-

ern portions of North Dakota and Minnesota, and early Bpring wheat over the central

portion of the s
|
.ring-wheat region and in Iowa made only fair progress. In Nebraska

and Colorado and on the north Pacific coast the condition of the cropj was promig
Much cotton remained to be planted in Arkansas, northern Mississippi, portions

of Louisiana, and northern and central Texas, and planting was unfinished in the

Carolinas, northern Georgia, Tennessee, and Oklahoma. In central and northern
Texas a largo area required replanting, and thai which had come up was not in very
promising condition and needed cultivation. In southern Texas the crop was in bet-

ter i ondition, although damaged by rain. ( rood stands wen 1 reported from the cen-

tral and eastern districts of the cotton belt, where the crop was making favorable

progress, although needing cultivation in Georgia.
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The outlook for most fruits, except peacl ee, was favorable.
>ood bay crop was generally promised.

May !'>.— in the upper Mississippi and upper Missouri valleys and throughout the
Rocky Mountain ana oorth Pacific coast regions the week ended -May La wa
cool for germination and growth, and excessive rains greatly interfered with (arming
operations in the central and west Gull States and generally throughout the central
valleys and Lake region. In the Atlantic coast and east Gulf districts, with the
exception of New England and the northern portion of the Middle Atlantic States,

the temperature conditions were favorable, but there was too much rain in the Caro-
Unas and insufficient moisture in portions of the Middle Atlantic Stales and V-w
England, the fore part of the week being too cool in the two last-named districts.

In California the conditions were more favorable than in the preceding week.

CORN PLANTING DELAYED ltV HEAVY RAINS.

In consequence of continuous heavy rains, corn planting was impracticable over
nearly the whole of the corn belt, this work having now become greatly delayed.
Corn planting progressed favorably in the Middle Atlantic States, where it was
largely finished.

Reports of damage to winter wheat by rust and insects, while principally confined
to the southern petitions of the wheat belt, were more numerous than in the pre\ i«.r.s

week, but the crop, as a whole, continued in promising condition.
Over the southern portion of the spring-wheat region spring wheat grew well and

was in good condition, but in the Dakotas and Minnesota growth was very slow,
much of the early sown in North Dakota having been frozen. On the north Pacific

coast spring wdieat was in very promising condition.
An improvement in the condition of oats was reported from Iowa, Nebraska, and

Kansas, although rain was needed in portions of the last-named State. In the
Dakotas and Minnesota growth was slow, and in Texas the crop suffered from rust.

Elsewhere the outlook was promising.

GROWTH OF COTTON SATISFACTORY.

In the central and eastern districts of the cotton belt good stands and satisfactory

growth of cotton were generally reported. Considerable planting remained to be
done in Arkansas and in the northern portions of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Ala-

bama, and planting was unfinished in the Carolinas. Planting was about completed
in Georgia, where the stands were excellent and the plants healthy and growing fast.

In the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, and Arkansas many lields were foul. In central
and northern Texas planting was further delayed, and the crop, which was very
weedy, had been much damaged by heavy rains and was doing well over limited
areas only. In southern Texas the condition of cotton ranged from fair to good, and
much had been chopped and cultivated. Boll weevils and other pests were attacking
the crop in Localities.

The general outlook for hay was promising, except in the upper Missouri Valley,
where growth was very slow .

GENERALLY UNFAVORABLE WEATHER—FROSTS IN NORTHERN DISTRICTS.

May 22.—The weather conditions were generally unfavorable, except in portions
of the Middle and South Atlantic and Gulf States and the upper Mississippi and Mis-
souri valleys, the southern Rocky Mountain region, and California. Frequent, and
in some cases heavy, rains delayed work in eastern districts and on the north Pacific
coast, but improved the condition of grains and grasses, while cool nights and cloudy
weather retarded germination and growth in nearly all districts. Frosts, more or
less damaging, occurred in New England, the northern portion of the Middle Atlantic
Slates, Ohio, the northern Rocky Mountain region, Oregon, and Washington.

• Further delay in corn planting was reported from Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and
much replanting was necessary in the first and last named States, as well as in Iowa
and Nebraska. Planting was nearly completed in southern Missouri, and about three-
fourths of the area had been planted in Iowa and northern Missouri, was mostly
finished in Nebraska and central Illinois, and was being vigorously pushed in Indiana
and Kentucky. On dry, warm soils in Iowa germination was fairly good, but corn
needed warmth and sunshine to insure satisfactory growth. Cutworms were doing
damage in the Ohio Valley and portions of the Middle and South Atlantic States, and
the crop was suffering from lack of cultivation in the last-named district and in the
States of the lower Mississippi Valley.
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Winter wheat generally continued promising, although complaints of rust were
received from Kentucky, Tennessee, IViissouri, Oklahoma, and Texas, and reports ol

short Btraw from portions of the Middle Atlantic States, [llinoi i, and Missouri. The
crop was beginning to bead in southern Nebraska. Winter w heal was doing well in

California, heading nicely in Oregon, and Looking well but making slow progress in

Washington, owing to heavy frosts, which cut down some grain in low valleys.

During the latter part of the week Bpring w heat Improved rapidly, and this crop
made satisfactory progress, except on lowlands in North Dakota, where it was
slightly damaged by flooding. Spring wheat, advanced satisfactorily in Oregon, and,

though heavy frosts caused some damage in low valleys in Washington, the crop was
looking well.

COTTON NEEDING WARMTB AND rn/n vation.

While good stands of cotton were generally reported from the eastern and central

sections ol the cotton Ixjlt, cool nights checked growth, and the staple was suffering
from lack of sunshine and cultivation, complaints of grassy fields being received
from nearly every State in these two sections. Planting was finished in South
Carolina and Alabama and nearly completed in North Carolina and Mississippi, but
about 25 per cent ol the area remained to be planted in Louisiana and Arkansas.
Chopping was well advanced in the Carolinas, continued in Georgia, Alabama, and
Mississippi, and had begun in some places in Arkansas. In northern Texas, though
cotton was damaged somewhat by heavy showers and continued poor in places and
very weedy, and much planting was unfinished, the prospects were improved; with
more favorable conditions for replanting and cultivation, the crop looked better and
cultivation and chopping were progressing. Cotton was growing well in southern
Texas; chopping and cultivation were general; squares were forming, and some
cotton had been laid by. Boll weevils and other insect pests were active in some
counties.

All reports indicated a good crop of hay. Haying was in progress in California,

with a heavy crop of excellent quality.

LOW TEMPERATURES UNFAVORABLE CORN PLANTING NEARLY FINISHED.

May 29.—During the week most of the country experienced unfavorable tempera-
tures, frosts occurring in the early part in the Plateau regions, in most of the northern
tier of SUites east of the Rocky Mountains, and as far south as the interior portions
of the Middle Atlantic States. Rains interfered with farm work in portions of the
South Atlantic and east Gulf States, in Tennessee, over an area extending from cen-
tral Texas northward to South Dakota, and in portions of the Lake region. At the
close of the week rain was much needed in New England and the Middle Atlantic
States, and sunshine and warmth in the South Atlantic and east Gulf States and the
Missouri Valley. On the Pacific coast the weather was cool and cloudy, with showers
in northern California, Oregon, and Washington.
Corn planting was largely finished, except in the Lake region, Ohio Valley, and

the northern portion of the Middle Atlantic States. Throughout the principal corn
States germination and growth of corn were very slowr owing to cool weather. In the
central Gulf States part of the crop had been laid by. In this region corn suffered
c. msiderably from overflows. In northern Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and Tennes-
see coin was much in need of cultivation.

Winter wheat suffered slight deterioration in portions of the central and western
districts of the winter-wheat belt, but continued promising in the eastern districts, an
improvement being reported from < )hio.

Although freezing temperature occurred in the northern portion of the spring-
wheat region, spring wheat was reported in good condition in Minnesota; and while
frost in North Dakota proved injurious, the crop in that State was not seriously dam-
aged. Over the southern portion of the spring-wheat region the crop made more
favorable progress, although growth was slow. On the north Pacific coast Bpring
wheat was much improved in Washington, but in Oregon it advanced slowly.

In the Dakotas, Minnesota, and Nebraska oats made slow growth, and the crop
suffered deterioration in Texas and portions of the Middle Atlantic States, but
where and in the principal oat-producing States the outlook continued very promising.
Throughout nearly the whole of the cotton belt cotton was much in need of cultiva-

tion, and reports of abandoned fields were received from the Carolinas, Georgia, Ala-
bama, and Louisiana. Good stands were generally reported, but much planting
remained to be done in northern Te\:is, and planting was unfinished in Arkansas.
In southern Texas and in portions ol" the central and eastern districts the situation
was improved and the crop was doing well in localities.

The general outlook for a good crop of hay continued promising.
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Jane 5.—The wtrk ended June 5 was the most favorable of the in theRocky
Mountain region and over the western portions oi tin- central valleys. Generally
favorable conditions also prevailed in the Middle Atlantic ami Southern state-, but in

New England low temperatures, with light frosts and lack of rainfall, prevented
growth. Portionsof the Ohio Valley, Upper Lake region, Oklahoma, and .-outturn

Texas Buffered from excessive moisture.
In the States of tlu> Missouri and central Mississippi valleys corn improved greatly

and good progress was made w ith cultivation. In the upper ( >hio Valley much plant*

ing remained to be done, and in the M iddle Atlantic States cut worms had caused much
damage in fields already planted. In the Southern States early corn was. being laid

by in good condition.
BEGINNING OF WHEAT HABVJBBT.

Winter wheat advanced favorably, fewer reports of injury from rust being received
from the greater part of the area previously affected. In Ohio and Nebraska, how-
ever, although in promising condition, damage from rust and insects increased some-
what. Winter-wheat harvest was in progress in the Southern States, and was
beginning in Oklahoma and extreme southern Kansas, and wheat was ripening in the
lower Ohio and central Mississippi valleys. Harvest had also begun in California,
where wheat was maturing rapidly. On the north Pacific coast winter wheat was in

promising condition, having experienced decided improvement in Washington.
Under decidedly better temperature conditions spring wheat made good progress

and was stooling well. In portions of the Dakotas, however, the crop was thin and
weedy in localities. In Washington spring wheat was in tine condition and had made
rapid growth; and while the outlook in Oregon was favorable, low temperatures were
detrimental.

Tin' general condition of the oat crop was very promising, an improvement being
reported from the Middle Atlantic States and the Missouri Valley. Oats were head-
ing as far north as Kansas, Missouri, and central Illinois, and harvesting was in

progress in the South Atlantic and east Gulf States,

A general improvement in the condition of cotton was indicated. Except in south-
ern Texas and portions of the east Gulf and South Atlantic States, where heavy
rains fell, the weather afforded opportunity for much-needed cultivation, which was
actively carried on, although a large part of the crop was still in grass, the supply of

labor being insufficient. Cool nights over the northern portion of the central dis-

tricts checked the advance of cotton, but, as a whole, growth was satisfactory.

In New England and portions of the Middle Atlantic States the grass crop had
been materially shortened by drought, but throughout the central valleys and Lake
region a good hay crop was promised.

CULTIVATION ADVANCED—PROGRESS OF WHEAT HARVEST.

June 12.—The Lake region and a part of the upper Mississippi Valley suffered from
heavy rains, while the Southern States and the southern portion of the central val-

leys were beginning to experience the effects of drought. As a whole, however, the
weather was favorable for the cultivation of crops. There was ample warmth
throughout the central and southern portions of the country, but insufficient heat in

the extreme northern districts, especially in New England, Minnesota, and the
Dakotas. Throughout the Koeky Mountain and Pacific coast districts the week was
generally favorable.

In the bake region and upper Ohio Valley the condition of corn was not promisim:,
owing largely to unfavorable effects of low temperature and excessive moisture, but
in the States of the lower Ohio, upper Mississippi, and Missouri valleys the crop
made good progress and, as a rule, showed decided improvement.
W inter- w heat harvest had begun as far north as the central portions of Kansas and

Missouri and southern Illinois, and was in full progress in the more southerly sec-

tions, where the yields were generally disappointing. In the more northerly por-

tionsof the principal winter-wheat States the crop had generally done well, although
complaints of rust and insects continued in some sections, and heavy rains in Michi-
gan and Wisconsin caused lodging. On the Pacific coast the outlook continued
promising, exceptionally so in Washington.

COTTON GRASSY—BOLL WEEVILS IN TEXAS.

The -vreather conditions throughout nearly the whole of the cotton belt were favor-

able for the cultivation of cotton, although a considerable part of the crop continued
grassy. A general, though not decided, improvement in the condition of cotton in
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the central and western districts was indicated, but in the Carolinas and Tenne
cottoD made .--low progress, and in t h<* first-mentioned States the plant.- were Bmall

and of unhealthy color. In portions of the central and eastern district - of the cotton

bell light rains were desired, [n the northern and central counties of Texas pi

pects were Improved, though still poor in localities; in southern Texas the crop \

m good condition and an improvement in localities was reported. Boll weevils were
active over an increased area.

In the Lake region and New England the apple outlook- was more or Less promis-

ing, bul in the central valleys was nol favorable, excepl in some sections.

rBMPBBATUBBS GENERALLY. FAVORABLE RAINFALL UNEVENLY DISTRIBUTED.

June 19.— With the exception of the upper Missouri Valley, where low tempera-
tures prevailed, all districts cast, of the Rocky Mountains n-ccivcd ample heat during
the week. The rainfall was very unevenly distributed, being ample in most north-

ern districts, hut insufficient in portions of the central valleys and of the Middle
Atlantic and Southern States, although good rains fell in some parts of these districts.

The week was favorable for the cultivation of crops, and this previously hindered

WO"*k was in a very satisfactory state. Abnormally low temperatures prevailed over
most of the Plateau districts, with frosts in some places. On the Pacific coast the
weather conditions were favorable.

COKN GOOD—COTTON IMPROVED.

Except in eastern Missouri and central and southern Illinois, corn made good
progress throughout the corn belt. Cultivation was brought up to date, except in

portions of Michigan, Wisconsin, and South Dakota.
Winter wheat progressed under favorahle conditions, and harvesting was well

advanced in Kansas, Missouri, and southern Illinois, and had begun in Indiana and
Maryland.

In pi ntions of Wisconsin and Minnesota dry weather was needed for spring wTheat,

but this crop generally made very satisfactory progress throughout the spring-whi ai

region, and was beginning to head in the southern portion. Very favorable reports

respecting spring wheat also continued from the North Pacific coast.

The oat crop suffered to some extent from excessive moisture in Wisconsin and
Minnesota, rust in southern Iowa, rank growth in northern Illinois, and drought in

southern Illinois, but in these States and generally elsewhere the condition of the
crop was promising. Oat harvest was in progress as far north as Missouri.

Further improvement in the condition of cotton was very generally indicated

throughout the cotton belt. The crop was in a good state of cultivation, although
some fields continued foul in portions of the central and western districts and in

Florida. While, as a rule, good growth was reported, the plant continued small.

Lice were still prevalent in North Carolina, but were less numerous in South Caro-
lina, Georgia, and Alabama. Considerable damage by webworms was reported from
Oklahoma and Indian Territories, where some fields were being devoted to other

CD >ps. Boll weevils were spreading in northeastern Texas, but generally the damage
was not great.

EXCESSIVE RAINFALL IX LOCALITIES, INTERRUPTING CUI/TIVATION AND WHEAT HARVEST.

June 26.—The region from the upper Lakes westward to the north Pacific c

received insufficient heat, lack of sunshine beingespecially unfavorable inWashington
and ( Oregon, hut elsewhere the temperature conditions were favorahle. Excessively
heavy tains occurred in the central and west Gulf districts and in portions of the

central Missouri and Ohio valleys, lower Lake region, and New England, while por-

tions of the South Atlantic States and central and eastern Missouri continued to

Buffer from drought Sunshine was generally needed in the central Gulf states, Ten-
nessee, Ohio Valley, and lower Lake region.

Except in the valleys of the upper Missouri and Red Liver of the North, where,
;i result of low temperatures, the growth of corn was slow, this crop made good

progress, although suffering somewhat from lack of cultivation in portions of the

Ohio Valley ana Middle Atlantic states and in central and western Nebraska. In

Iowa corn made vigorous growth and was well cultivated, with Letter stands than

previous reports indicated, and the outlook in Illinois, Missouri, and Kansas was very
favorahle.

Heavy rains interrupted the harvesting of winter wheat in the Ohio Valley, Ten-
nessee, and portions of the Middle Atlantic States, but elsewhere this work progressed

favorably, and was nearing completion in Missouri and southern Kansas. Some grain

in shock was damaged by rains in Kentucky and Tennessee.
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Spring wheat on lowlands in the Dakotas and Minnesota was Buffering a
what from rust, but as a whole this crop made vigorous growth and continued in

promising condition throughout th*' spring-wheat region and also on the north Pacific

coast.

While heavy rains hindered the cultivation of cotton over a large part of the
tral Gulf districts and in central and northern Texas, where many fields were foul,

the crop as a whole experienced general improvement throughout the cotton belt.

The plants wore generally undersized, especially in the central and eastern districts.

but good growth was nearly every w here reported. Complaints of lice continued
from South Carolina and Georgia. In Texas less damage from webworms and boll

weevils was indicated; in western Louisiana, however, Borne fields were abandoned
on account of weevils, and in Oklahoma and Indian Territories webworms continued
damaging. Some picking had been done in extreme southern Texas.
The weather was unfavorable for haying in the Middle Atlantic States and Ohio

Valley and on the north Pacific coast, where considerable hay was spoiled. In por-

tions of the central Mississippi Valley meadows deteriorated, but in the Lake region,

the Dakotas, Nebraska, and Kansas a good hay crop was promised.

EXCELLENT GBOWTH OP CORN—COTTON GENERALLY FRUITING WELL.

July 3.—The northern districts of the country experienced temperatures too low
for rapid growth, but in the Southern States the temperatures were highly favorable.

Excessively heavy rains from the central and west Gulf districts northward over the
western portion of the central valleys, while relieving drought in Missouri, were inju-

rious in places and interfered extensively with cultivation. The conditions on the
Atlantic and Pacific coasts were generally favorable. Rain was much needed in the
southern Plateau region.

Corn made excellent growth over the greater part of the corn belt and, except in

the upper Missouri and lower Ohio valleys, where rains retarded cultivation, the
crop was clean and well advanced. Considerable was laid by in Illinois, Missouri,

and Kansas. Late corn in the Southern States was suffering from lack of cultivation.

Winter-wheat harvest was well advanced in the northern portion of the winter-

wheat belt and was practically finished in Illinois, Missouri, and eastern Kansas.
Rain caused injury to grain in shock in Texas, Tennessee, and Kentucky.

Spring wheat advanced rapidly throughout the spring-wheat region and continued
in promising condition. Some rust, however, w as reported from the southern por-

tion, and on lowlands in Minnesota there was a tendency to lodge. The crop also

continued in line condition on the north Pacific coast, except in the Willamette
Valley, where aphides were unusually numerous.
A line crop of oats was indicated generally in the principal oat-producing States.

Harvesting was in progress in the lower Missouri and central Mississippi valleys.

While cotton generally improved and made good growth throughout the cotton

belt, the crop was much in need of sunshine and cultivation in the central and west-

ern districts, in portions of which too rank growth was reported. Except in the
central districts, cotton was generally fruiting well. Boll weevils and other pests

were active in Texas and Louisiana.
Tobacco suffered from drought in central North Carolina and from lack of cultiva-

tion in Kentucky; elsewhere this crop was doing well.

Reports generally indicated an apple crop much below average in all sections.

Considerable hay was damaged by rains in Iowa, Nebraska, and Tennessee. In
the upper Ohio Valley and northern portion of the Middle Atlantic States and New
England an average crop of hay was being secured under favorable conditions.

LOCAL DAMAGE BY HEAVY RAINS—SOME RUST IX SPRING WHEAT.

July 10.—In the districts east of the Rocky Mountains temperature conditions

were generally favorable, though rather cool in the Missouri Valley. Over much
the greater part of the country from the South Atlantic and Gulf coasts northward
to the Lake region, Minnesota, and the Dakotas excessive rainfall greatly hindered
the cultivation of crops, caused rapid growth of weeds, and in places injured hay and
harvested grain. There was practically no rain in New England, only light showers
on the immediate Middle Atlantic coast, and none in the Rocky Mountain and Pacific

coast regions. In central and northern California and portions of Oregon and Wash-
ington intense heat prevailed during the latter part of the week.
The corn crop experienced a week of very favorable conditions for growth, except

in the upper Missouri Valley, where its progress was rather slow on account of insuf-

ficient heat and lack of sunshine. While rains interfered with cultivation to some
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extent, the crop as a whole was in a burly goo< I state of cultivation and was largely

laid by, except in the more northerly districts.

Winter-wheal harvest continued ra the more northerly districts and was largely

finished elsewhere. Rainy weather extensively interfered with thrashing and
caused damage to grain in shock in portions of the Middle Atlantic States and central

valleys. The abnormal heat on the north Pacific coast during the hit ice part of the

w eek caused but Blight damage to the wheat crop in Washington.
In portions of South Dakota and Minnesota spring wheat on low lands Buffered from

overflows, but elsem here In the spring-wheat region the crop was in promising condi-

tion. Rust continued in South Dakota and Minnesota, though not materially increas-

ing, and was beginning to appearin North Dakota. Spring wheat continued prom-
ising on the north Pacific coast, though exposed to trying heat conditions during the

latter part Of the Week.
Both standing and harvested oats suffered considerably from wet weather.

In the Carolinas, Georgia, and Florida, over the greater part of Alabama, and in

southern .Mississippi cotton generally did well. Good growth was reported from the

central and western districts, but much of the crop Buffered deterioration, largely

from lack of cultivation due to continuous heavy rains. In Tennessee, northern
Mississippi, and Louisiana, fields were abandoned to grass. Too rank growth was
mor. r less reported in all districts, except the Carolinas and Florida.

In New England and portions of the Middle Atlantic States much hay was secured

in good condition, but in the central valleys haying progressed under disadvantages,

and considerable hay was damaged.

COKX OUTLOOK VERY PROMISING—LIGHT FRUITING AND TOO RAPID GROWTH IN COTTON.

July 17.—Favorable temperatures prevailed during the week ending July 17

throughout the country. The intense heat on the Pacific coast during the latter part

of the previous week was followed by decidedly lower temperature. Heavy rains

interfered with work in the Ohio Valley and over a large part of the South Atlantic

and east Gulf States, but a very general absence of rain in the west Gulf districts,

with only light showers over much of the Missouri and upper Mississippi valleys,

afforded favorable opportunity for much-needed cultivation.

Corn made splendid progress throughout nearly the whole of the corn belt, and
improved decidedly in the States of the Missouri Valley, where its previous progress

had been retarded by cool weather. While the general outlook for this crop was
very promising, it sustained some injury on low land in Missouri and in portions of

the South Atlantic and east Gulf States, and was not in a good state of cultivation in

portions of the Ohio Valley.
Further reports of injury to harvested winter wheat were received from the central

Mississippi and Ohio valleys, the Middle Atlantic States, Texas, and Oklahoma and
Indian Territories. Harvesting, where not finished in the more northerly districts,

was well advanced.
Spring wheat experienced a week of favorable weather and continued in promising

condition.
In the central Mississippi and Ohio valleys and in portions of the Middle Atlantic

States, oat harvest was interrupted, and considerable damage to harvested and
standing oats resulted from wet weather. Harvesting was largely finished, except
in the more northerly districts.

While too rapid growth of cotton and light fruiting were very generally reported
throughout the cotton belt, an improvement was indicated in many districts. The
crop continued to suffer from lack of cultivation, especially in the central and western
portions of the belt, where, however, the weather of the week was favorable for

cleaning the fields, a work that was pushed vigorously.
Much hay was damaged in the central Mississippi and Ohio valleys and Middle

Atlantic States, but in New England and the Missouri and upper Mississippi valleys

haying progressed under favorable conditions.
Nearly all reports indicated an inferior apple crop.

WBATHSB FAVORABLE FOB GROWTH—BOMS BABVESTXO CROPS DAMAGMO BY SHOWERS.

July 2.'
f .
—Although excessively hot and dry in portions of the Middle Atlantic

State- and Kentucky and Tennessee during the forepart of the week, with similar

Conditions also prevailing in the northern plateau region and on the north Pacific

coast, as a rule temperatures were favorable. Showers delayed work and caused
some damage to crops in Virginia, West Virginia, portions of the lower Ohio and

:; a 1905 38
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central and lower Mississippi valleys, Oklahoma, and Texas, while ruin n led

in Nru England, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama, Kansas, and generally throughout
the plateau districts.

Favorable weather caused rapid growth ol corn and, with very fem exceptions, tin;

crop was in excellent condition.

winter wheat harvest was nearly completed in the principal winter-wheat St
and thrashing was well advanced. Rains caused further damage to grain in -hock
or Stack in Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri, Oklahoma, and Tei

In the principal oat-producing States harvesting of this crop was well advanced,
while in the more northerly districts oats were heading and the early sown w i

maturing rapidly. The crop generally was in promising condition, though badly
lodged in Ohio, and some complaints of lodging were received from Wisconsin.
Although improvement was indicated In parts of nearly all of the cotton Stat)

was neither general nor marked. While the staple grew rapidly, and was generally

fruiting well in portions of Georgia, Alabama, Texas, and .Missouri, complaints of

unsatisfactory fruiting were received from the Caroiinas, Mississippi, Alabama, Ten-
nessee, and Oklahoma, and of rust or shedding from all sections. Insects were caus-

ing considerable damage to cotton in localities in Texas, but generally no great injury

was reported. The crop was opening in the southern portion of the belt, and pick-

ing was under way in southern Texas.
Tobacco made rapid growth and was generally in satisfactory condition. The crop

was weedy and some was drowned out in Kentucky, damaged locally by rains in

Virginia, and was poor on light soil in Maryland. Topping was in progress in New
England and Ohio, and curing was becoming general, with good results, in North
Carolina.

Having was delayed by rains in Virginia and portions of the Ohio Valley, and con-

siderable damage to hay was reported from Oklahoma, .Missouri, and southern
Illinois. Elsewhere a good crop was being secured under favorable conditions.

CONDITION OF COTTON—GOOD HAY YIELDS GENERALLY SECURED.

July 31.—During the week the Ohio Valley and northern portions of the Middle
Atlantic States and New England experienced temperatures too low for best results,

but elsewhere the temperature conditions were favorable. Bains interfered with
farm work in the Missouri Valley, northeastern Texas, and portions of the lower
Ohio Valley and east Gulf coast districts, while rain was needed in Georgia, portions

of Florida, northern Mississippi, northern Illinois, Ohio, and northern New Jersey.

In the Ohio Valley the growth of corn was somewhat checked by cool weather,

but elsewhere in the principal corn States this cropmade excellent progress. Through-
out the Atlantic coast districts a tine crop was indicated. In Tennessee, Arkansas,
Indian territory, and northern Texas the condition of corn was not so promising.

Winter-w heat harvest was finished, except a small part of the crop in Michigan
and New York.
Spring wheat made favorable progress, no rust damage having been reported ex-

cept from scattered fields in South Dakota, where smut and blight were also preva-

lent to some extent. Late spring wheat was materially damaged in Washington by
hot winds of the preceding week, but the early crop escaped injury. Harvest was
general in Oregon, with about the average yield and quality.

Some improvement in the condition of cotton over most of Texas was indicated,

and, while too rank growth and unsatisfactory fruiting were reported from Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi, a general, but slight, improvement was also

shown in these States. In Alabama the crop generally deteriorated; in Georgia it

was fruiting rapidly where sufficient rains had occurred, but in other localities of

that State rain was badly needed, and shedding, rust, and black root were prevalent.

Too rank growth and shedding were also reported from Tennessee, the Caroiinas, and
Florida, in which States no improvement was indicated except on clay lands in South
Carolina, while on sandy lands in that State the crop deteriorated.

Haying was retarded in portions of Iowa, North Dakota, and Virginia, but reports

generally indicated that a good crop of hay had been secured.

SLIGHT INJURY TO SPRING WHEAT BY RUST—CORN GOOD—COTTON IRREGULAR.

August 7.—Texas and Oklahoma experienced very warm weather, while it was too

cool over the northern portion of the Lake region and on the California coast; other-

wise temperature conditions during the week were generally favorable. Too much
rain proved detrimental in portions of Nebraska, Kansas, and Missouri, and also in

Florida and portions of Mississippi, but in northern Alabama, Georgia, and the
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Carolinas, and over a considerable pari of the Middle Atlantic States, Ohio Valley,
ami Tennessee rain was much Deeded, the effects of drought having become serious

over the greater part <>!' Georgia. Etam was also needed on the north Pacific coast.

Over i lw centra] and western port ions of (ht- corn belt and the greater part of the

Middle Atlantic stales corn continued in excellent condition, and, while needing
rain in t ho Ohio Valley, the condition of the crop in that district was generally
promising.
While rust in Bpring wheat was more or less prevalent in the Dakotas, and to ;i

Blight extent in Nebraska, Iowa, and Minnesota, the reports generally indicated that

the crop had not sustained serious injury. Harvest was nearly finished in Iowa and
was in progress in Nebraska and the southern portions of South Dakota and Minne-
sota, Imt had not begun in North Dakota, w here the crop was generally in excellent

condition, with long heads, which were filling well. In Oregon harvesting was active;

in Washington Bpring wheat was ripening rapidly and was beyond further injury fr< »m

hot winds.
I [arresting of oats was finished, except in extreme northerly districts, where it was

well advanced.
Cotton showed some Improvement in Tennessee, western North Carolina, north-

ern Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territories, northeastern
Texas, and portions of Louisiana, hut elsewhere over the cotton belt the crop had
deteriorated. The prevalence of rust was very generally reported from the ea

districts, and also from portions of the central and western districts. Boll weevils
and bollworms were doing considerable damage in Texas and western Louisiana,

but in the first-named State they were less numerous. Picking was general in south-
ern Texas and in some central counties of that State, and had commenced over the
southern portion of the eastern districts.

SPRING WHEAT HARVEST WELL ADVANCED—HEAVY RAINS IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN
COTfON BELT.

August 14. —Very favorable temperatures prevailed in all districts east of the Rocky
Mountains, the week averaging slightly cooler than usual in the Gulf States and
warmer than usual throughout the central and northern portions of the country.
The drought prevailing in the previous week in the Middle and South Atlantic and
east Gulf States was relieved by abundant rains, which proved damaging in portions
of the Carolinas and Florida. Needed rains also occurred in portions of the upper
Mississippi and lower Missouri valleys, but parts of Nebraska, Iowa, Arkansas, and
Texas were in need of moisture. Farm work was interrupted by heavy rains in the
central Gulf district and in the lower Ohio Valley. Rain was badly needed on the
north Pacific coast.

The reports continued to indicate an excellent outlook for corn throughout the
central valleys, Lake region, and Middle Atlantic States. Rain afforded relief in the
Ohio Valley; portions of Illinois, Missouri, and Nebraska were in need of rain until
the close of the week, when good rains occurred where needed in the two first-

mentioned States. Early corn was practically made in the southern portions of

Kansas and Missouri.
Spring wheat did well, only slight injury from rust being reported. Under high

temperatures the crop ripened rapidly, some of the early sown having been harvi
in North Dakota. Cutting was well advanced in central Minnesota and northern
South Dakota, and was practically finished in the southern portions of these States,

and in Iowa and Nebraska. In Oregon spring wheat was badly shriveled in the
Willamette Valley, where the yields were disappointing.
Only a small part of the oat crop in the extreme northern districts remained

unharvested.
As in the previous week, the least favorable reports respecting cotton were received

from the eastern districts, where the prevalence of rnst and shedding continued.
During the week a large part of the central and eastern portions of the cotton belt

received-from 2 to <> inches of rain, which proved injurious. In northern Alabama
ami in portions of Mississippi, Louisiana, and Texas cotton improved, but in other
portions of these States the erop deteriorated. In < Oklahoma and Indian Territories,

Arkansas, and Missouri cotton generally improved.
The apple outlook continued unchanged, a poor erop being indicated in nearly all

the principal apple-producing Stal
The soil was in excellent condition for tall plowing throughout the central valleys,

Lake region, and Atlantic coast districts, and this work made good progree
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i fust 91.— During the week central and western I :perienced unusual beat,

w hik' unseasonably cool w eather prevailed in New England and the northern portion

of the Middle Atlantic States; elsewhere the temperature was favorable. The rain-

tall was excessh eand injurious in the Dakotasand Minnesota, and also in parts of the
Lake region, South Atlantic and central < rulf States, and in Florida. Rain was badly
needed over the greater part of Texas, in portions of Kansas, generally throughout
the central and southern Rocky Mountain districts, and in Oregon. I

i tusing

Blight damage, occurred on the ttHh in .Montana and Idaho.

The previously reported excellent condition of corn continued generally through-
out the principal corn-producing States, and also in the Atlantic coast and eastern

Gulf districts. Windstorms blew down considerable corn in Nebraska, Missouri,

Arkansas, and Ohio. In some counties in Kansas and generally throughout TeiSS
the crop was in need of rain.

The harvesting, stacking, and thrashing of Bpring wheat on low lands In the northern
part of the spring wheat region, where grain was fully ripe, were interrupted during
the forepart of the week, the fields being too wet for the reapers. Local storms in

North Dakota and northeastern South Dakota caused the Lodging of considerable
grain. Complaints of shrunken grain were general from Washington and western
< rregon.

While cotton improved in portions of the central and western districts, the crop
as a whole suffered deterioration, which was most marked in the eastern districts.

Rust and shedding were extensive throughout the belt, and dry, hot weather proved
injurious over much of Texas, where premature opening was reported, but boll

weevils in that State, as a rule, were diminishing. The crop improved in Arkansas,
some northeastern counties in Texas, in portions of Louisiana, northern Alabama,
and in a few places in South Carolina.
Wet weather proved injurious to tobacco in Ohio and Indiana, but most reports

respecting this crop were favorable, an improvement in Kentucky, the Middle Atlan-

tic States, and New England being indicated.

Much complaint of blight and rot in potatoes was received from the Lake region

and the northern part of the Middle Atlantic States, but the reports from the -Mis-

souri and central Mississippi valleys were more favorable.

WEATHER FAVORABLE FOR CORN, CUTTING BEGUN—INCREASE OF SHEDDING AND RUST
IN COTTON.

Augustus.—During the week the temperatures were highly favorable in the cen-

tral valleys and in the Gulf and Atlantic coast districts, with the exception of the

northern portion of the Middle Atlantic States and New England, where it was rather

cool. Wet weather interfered with farm work and injured crops in portions of Vir-

ginia, the Carolina?, Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee, Wisconsin, Iowa, and the
Dakotas. Rain was much needed over the southeastern Rocky Mountain slope, the

greater part of Texas, and on the north Pacific coast.

The principal corn States of the central valleys experienced a week of exceptionally

favorable weather conditions for the development ami maturity of corn. There was
everywhere ample moisture to insure satisfactory development of the crop, except in

Texas and portions of Kansas, but in the last-named State only the late planted was suf-

fering for rain. Cutting was in progress in Oklahoma and Indian Territories, southern
Missouri, and over a large part of Kansas. The reports indicated that the bulk of

the early corn would be safe from injury from frost by September 15, and most of the

late corn by October 1. Some damage from local storms was reported from portions

of Illinois and South Dakota.
Spring-wheat harvest was finished, except in the northern portions of Minnesota

and South Dakota and in North Dakota where, although well advanced, it was
delayed by rains.

In some northeastern counties of Texas, in Arkansas, and in portions of Mississippi,

Alabama, and Georgia improvement in the condition of cotton was indicated, and
in Oklahoma and Indian Territories and Missouri the crop was in fair to good con-

dition; elsewhere cotton did not make favorable progress. Complaints of shedding
were received from every State, of rust from the eastern districts, of premature
opening from Texas, Arkansas, and North Carolina, and of rotting of bolls from South
Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi. The bolls were opening rapidly gen-

erally throughout the belt and picking was in progress in all but the northerly
districts.

Tobacco suffered from wet weather in portions of Kentucky, and in Virginia and
Maryland, but in the first-mentioned State generally made good progress. A good
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crop was promised in Pennsylvania! New York, and New England. Catting was
general.
Mot favorable reports respecting apples were received from Maryland and Vir-

ginia, luit elsevt licir the (mil. .ok for this crop continued very poor.
Plowing for fall seeding was active nearly everywhere, except in Texas, where the

soil was too dry. This work was much further advanced than usual and some
Ling was done.

COTTON OPENING RAPIDLY—MUCH TOBACCO HOUSED.

September a*.—Temperatures favorable for the maturing of crops prevailed in all

districts east of the Rocky Mountains during the week, except in the northern por-
tions of the upper Missouri and upper Mississippi valleys and in northern New
England, where it was somewhat too cool. Scattered light frosts, causing slight
damage, occurred in the central and northern Rocky Mountain districts and in the
upper Missouri Valley during the latter partof the week. The greater part of Texas,
portions of Kansas and Missouri, and the north Pacific coast continued to need rain.
Under favorable temperatures corn advanced rapidly and the condition of the crop

continued excellent generally throughout the corn belt.

Considerable over-ripe spring wheat remained uncut on flooded lowlands in northern
Minnesota and eastern North Dakota and moisture injured grain in shock in portions
of South Dakota and Iowa. On the north Pacific coast high winds caused injury to
standing grain in Washington, but otherwise the weather was favorable for harvesting
and thrashing.

While there was a slight improvement in the condition of cotton in northeast Texas
and in portions of the central cotton States, the reports, as a whole, indicated
deterioration in the average condition of the crop as compared with the previous week.
Rust and shedding continued quite general, but injury from boll weevils in Texas was
somewhat diminished. Cotton opened rapidly throughout the belt, and the weather
was favorable for picking, which was generally active, having been completed in
portions of Alabama and Georgia.

Much" tobacco in the Ohio Valley and Middle Atlantic States was housed and the
remainder was maturing rapidly. A good crop was generally reported, especially in
the northern part of the Middle Atlantic States and in New England.
In Texas and portions of Kansas and Nebraska the soil was too dry for plowing,

but elsewhere this work made excellent progress.

PROGRESS IN CORN CUTTING AND COTTON PICKING BLIGHT AND DECAY IN POTATOES.

September 11.—In the lower Missouri, central Mississippi, and Ohio vallevs the
week was cool and wet, and farm work was more or less interrupted in these dis-
tricts, more particularly in the western portions. The temperature conditions in the
Atlantic coast and Gulf districts and on the Pacific coast were generally favorable.

Notwithstanding the excessive moisture and cool weather over the greater part of
the corn belt, corn generally made good progress toward maturity, having advanced
rapidly in the northern and western portions. Much of the crop was safe, and cut-
ting was general over the southern portion of the belt.

The harvesting of spring wheat was practically finished in North Dakota and Min-
nesota. Large areas, however, on flooded lowlands in the last-named State were
abandoned. In North Dakota the little thrashing done indicated disappointing
yields, considerable being smutty. In South Dakota the yield of spring wheat was
good, but the quality was variable. Thrashing was completed in Oregon and har-
vesting was progressing under favorable conditions in Washington, except in the
northwestern counties, where it was interrupted by showers.

In the Carolinas the cotton situation was not materially changed as compared with
that of the previous week. In South Carolina a slight improvement was indicated
in localities and deterioration in others, the plant having stopped growing on sandy-
lands, but continuing green and fruiting on clay soils. Slight improvement was
reported from Alabama and portions of Louisiana and Texas, but in Florida, Geor-
gia, Tennessee, Missouri, Arkansas, < Oklahoma, and Indian Territories, and the greater
partof Texas there was more or less deterioration, with slight improvement over
scattered local areas. Boll weevils and other pests were increasing in portions of
Texas. Generally the weather conditions throughout the belt were highly favorable
for picking, which work was actively carried on.
The general outlook for potatoes continued unpromising, blight and decay being

extensively reported, except in New England and portions of the Missouri Valley,
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where the prospects were more favorable, in New England a good crop was indi-

cated and in Iowa the early potatoes were good, but the late were damaged by blight.

riou ing and seeding made excellenl pi I broughout the central valli

region, and Middle Atlantic coast districts.

.:\ DAMAGED BY RAINS \M> BIGH WINDS in LOWSB MISSOURI \

September 18.— ExceptinNew England and the northern pari of the Middle Atlantic

States, where the week a\ eraged considerably co >ler than usual, the temperature was
above the normal and generally favorable, the week being decidedly warm over the

greater part of the central valleys, Gulf States, and eastern Rocky Mountain slope.

ht to heavy frosts occurred in the Rocky Mountain regions and also in North
Dakota, the l-ake region, New England, and the northern portion of the Middle
Atlantic States, but they resulted in no serious injury. A marked feature of tin-

week was the excessive precipitation, accompanied in places by high winds, in the

lower .Missouri Valley, where much damage was done, especially in central and
western Missouri and eastern Kansas. Wet weather also proved detrimental over a

Large part of the Middle Atlantic States and in portions of the South Atlantic and
i Gulf districts, while drought continued over portions of Texas. Generally

favorable weather prevailed in the central Gulf States, Tennessee, and most of the

Ohio Valley and Middle Atlantic States. Favorable weather also prevailed in Cali-

fornia, and showers relieved drought conditions to a greater or less extent in Wash-
ington and Oregon.
While corn experienced favorable conditions over a large part of the corn belt,

late corn in the upper Ohio and Missouri valleys was maturing slowly and the crop

in the lower Missouri Valley suffered seriously from excessive rains and high winds,

especially in Missouri and Kansas. In the first-mentioned State a large part of the

crop was blown down or badly lodged, much was under water, and that in shock

was beginning to mold. Over the northern part of the corn belt from two-thirds to

three-fourths of the crop was safe from frost.

While a Blight improvement in the condition of cotton was reported from Okla-

homa and Indian Territories and portions of Louisiana and northern Texas, the crop

as a whole over most of the belt experienced little or no change, with a tendency
toward deterioration. Premature opening was extensively reported in the eastern

and western districts, but only a few complaints of this character were received from
the central portion. Boll weevils were increasing in Texas and were causing injury

in western Louisiana. A poor top crop was promised, lacking was advancing rap-

idly and was Hearing completion in most fields in southern Georgia.

Except in Kentucky, where about one-third of the crop remained to be secured,

tobacco was nearly all cut and housed. Moist atmosphere was not favorable for

curing in Kentucky and New England, but in Virginia, North Carolina, and Tennes-
son the crop was curing nicely.

Blight and rot in potatoes continued to be extensively reported in the principal

potato-producing States, although fair yields were indicated in some sections.

Plowing for fall seeding was interrupted by rains in the lower Missouri and Ohio
valleys, and was prevented by drought in portions of the Southern States; elsewhere

this work was well advanced.

CONDITION OK COTTON GENERALLY UNSATISFACTORY, HIT PICKING ACTIVE.

September 95.—The temperature during the week was favorable throughout the

country, being nearly everywhere above the normal. Rains caused some damage in

t ions of the Missouri and upper Mississippi valleys, while a considerable part of the

South Atlantic and Gulf States was in need of rain. Damaging frosts occurred in i

middle Rocky Mountain regions and light frosts, with little or no injury, in portions

of the lower Lake region and interior of the Middle Atlantic States.

Except in limited portions of the Missouri Valley, corn experienced a week of con-

ditions highly favorable for maturing the crop, from 75 to 90 per cent being safe

from frost. In Nebraska considerable corn was blown down by high winds, making
harvesting more difficult, but not reducing the yield. Some corn in shock in Mis-

:ri and Kansas was damaged by moisture, due largely to rains of the previous

week.
The thrashing of spring wheat in the Dakotas and Minnesota was interrupted by

rains during the first half of the week, but shock thrashing and stacking were nearly

finished.

The reports indicated but little change in the condition of cotton in South Caro-

lina, Georgia, Alabama, and Oklahoma ami Indian Territories, a slight improvement
in North Carolina, Missouri, Arkansas, and northeastern Texas, and more or less
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deterioration in other portions oi the cotton belt, although ti i decidedly leas

(•"in plaint ol nisi and anedding in the cent ral and in portions of the eastern distrii

Picking in Texas was interrupted to some extenl by rain, bul this work was active
under generally favorable conditions in all districts, except in the aorth-central por-
tion of the belt, where it was not yet general. Picking was Hearing completion in

portions of Georgia, Louisiana, and extreme southern T<

Some injury t<> housed tobacco by moist weather was reported from portions of

the Middle Atlantic States and New England, i>ut elsewhere the reports respecting
this crop were favorable.

FAVORABLE WBATHBB— PINE CORN YIELD ASSURED— LIGHT APPLE CROP.

/.—The weather conditions of the week, as a whole, were exceptionally
favorable to agricultural interests. Ohder the influence of warm and generally dry
w rather throughout the central valleys, Lake region, and Atlantic coast districts, late

crops matured rapidly. Florida and portions 01 the central Gulf districts suffered
injury from excessive rains, while much-needed rains fell in the Rocky Mountain
and North Pacific pons. The Middle and South Atlantic States and southern
Texas w ere in need of rain. Frosts occurred in the middle Rocky Mountain disti

and in the upper Ohio Valley, lower Lake region, and northern portion of the Middle
Atlantic States, but caused no serious injury.

Highly favorable weather prevailed throughout the principal corn States. An
exceptionally large and tine yield of corn was assured over much the greater part of

the corn belt, and only a very small part of the crop in the north-central portion,

estimated at from 2 to 5 per cent of the total, remained exposed to injury from iY

and this was maturing rapidly. The crop in Missouri was extensively blown down
or lodged, but, notwithstanding this and the damage by September floods, a heavy-
yield was assured in that State.

As a whole, the reports indicated no decided change in the condition of cotton, as

compared with the previous week, a slight improvement being shown in northern
Alabama and in portions of Texas, while in other sections of the latter State there
was a slight deterioration. The crop suffered from the ravages of insects in l.< inisiana,

Arkansas, and Texas, boll weevils being numerous in the last-named State. Rains
caused slight damage in Georgia, Alabama, southwestern Mississippi, and Louisiana,
and seriously injured the crop in Florida. With the exception of heavy rains in

Louisiana, Bouthern Mississippi, and Florida, and showers in portions of Alabama
and Georgia, the weather conditions were favorable for picking.
A light apple crop was reported nearly everywhere. Only in a few unimportant

apple-producing States were satisfactory yields indicated.

Owing to the extensive prevalence of blight and rot in the principal potato-
producing States, a light crop of potatoes of inferior quality wa^ generally promised.
The fall season thus far had been exceptionally favorable for plowing and seeding

in the central valleys. Lake region, and Middle Atlantic States. In portions of the
Southern States and on the North Pacific coast dry soil conditions were not favorable
for this work.

October.

The month of October was somewhat milder than usual in the districts east of the
asissippi River, and much colder than usual from the Missouri Valley northwest-

ward to the Pacific coast The lower Ohio, central Mississippi, and lower Missouri
valleys and {tortious of the central and west Gulf States suffered from heavy rai

while droughty conditions prevailed on the South Atlantic and west Gulf coasts, in

central and western Kansas, the middle and southern plateau region, and California.

Over the south-central and southwestern portions of the corn belt wet weather
proved unfavorable for cutting and husking corn, and caused considerable mold and
decay. Good progress was made, however, with gathering corn in other portions of

the corn belt, the crop having fully matured before the occurrence of injurious frost

irable weather forgathering and husking corn prevailed throughout the Atlantic

si districts.

I leavy rains in portion- of the ( >hio, central Mississippi, and lower Missouri valleys

hindered plowing and fall seeding to a <. >nsiderable extent, but, as a whole, this work
was pn eecnted under favor . editions and at the close of the month was largi

completed, and good stands of fall-sown wheat wei rally indicated throughout
the central valleys. Lai .. and Middle Atlantic Stat 9.

At the close of the month cotton picking was from one-half to two-thirds

pleted in Oklahoma and Indian Territories, Arkansas, and northwestern Mississippi,

and a much larger proportion of the crop bad been gathered in other sections, pick-

ing being practically completed in the more southerly districts.
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NOVKMI

While the Atlantic coast districts experienced droughty conditions, and h<

rains proved detrimental in the west bulf States, the weather conditions during
November, 1905, generally were favorable for farming operations in neatly all dis-

tricts, being exceptionally bo in the central valleys. The long-continued drought in

California was relieved by generous rains near the close of the month, when a heavy
fall of snow occurred throughout the northern Rocky Mountain region and thence
eastward to the upper lakes.

The reports indicated that in the principal winter-wheat State- wheat was entering
the winter in excellent condition. In the .Middle Atlantic Stale-, however, tie

ruination of late-sown wheat was not wholly satisfactory, hut that sown early was

in promising condition. The Hessian flywas reported from scattered Localities in

Missouri and Pennsylvania, and also in Michigan, being confined principally to

the early sown in the last-mentioned State. < )n the North Pacific coast the conditions

had been favorable for seeding, but germination was not satisfactory.

Except in a small part of western Mississippi and scattered localities in Alabama,
practically all of the cotton crop in the districts east of tin- Mississippi had beep

gathered by the close of the month, the same being true of Louisiana, but in Missouri,

Arkansas, Texas, and Oklahoma and Indian Territories a small part of the crop was
still in the fields.

Average daily temperature departures (degrees Fahrenheit) for ,<<<is<>n of 1905 from normal
based upon observationsfor many years

t
by sections.
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Average daily temperature departures (degrees Fahrenheit) • n ofJ906/rom normal
based upon observationsfor muni/ years, by > Continued.

Section.

New England —2.0
Middle Atlantic States 1.8

South Atlantic States —1,

Florida Peninsula 0.3
Eastern Gulf States +0.9
\\ i stern Gulf States +1.9
Ohio Valley and Tennessee -0.2
Lower La ke region —2. 4

Upper Lake region l

North Dakota +0.3
Upper Mississippi Valley +1.2
Missouri Valley +0.5
Northern slope — o. 3
Middle slope —0.7
Southern slope 0.0
Southern plateau '• —0.8

-0.8
+4.0
+ 1.9
-2.0
-3.5

For weeks ended

Middle plateau,
Northern plateau
North Pacific coast region..
Middle Pacific eoast region.
South Pacific coast region..

Augu

14.
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Precipitation departures
(
inches and hundredths) for I m of 1906from normal ba

upon observationsfor many years, i>ij sections—Continued.

Section.

New England
Middle Atlantic States
South Atlantic States
Florida Peninsula

era Gulf States
w estern Gulf states
Ohio Valley and Tenn<
Lou er Lake region
Upper Lake region
North Dakota
Upper Mississippi Valley ...

Missouri Valley
Northern slope
Middle slope

hem slope
Southern plateau
Middle plateau
Northern plateau
North Pacific coast region..
Middle Pacific fijiOE

South Pacific coast region..

For \\>-<-k> ended—

June

—

- 0.43
o. 11

-0.29
+ 0.14
-0.25
-0.48
- it. it

0.29
4 0. o 1

- 0. t'.
l

.»

-l). 70
- 0.27
-0.10
0.76
0.02

- 0. 1

1

! 0. 13

+0. -is

-0. 1

1

-0. 05

12.

I
i). 19

0.18
-0.90

1 . 'J'.)

-1.13
0.94

l
1.11

+ 0.70
0. 1 1

I 0. il

0. 56
0. 09
0. 10

0.10

0. 12

I 0.04
(i. 40
0. H
0.04

10.

i 0. 67
0. L0
i). 18

L.29
0.08

o. 22

I 0. 29
0. 02

t
it. 10

it. L5

0.15
t 0. 27
C10
I
0. 36
0.03
0.08

- 0. 1

6

-0. 50
-0.13
-0.01

26.

1-0. II

+0. 07
0.15

0.08
+0.00

ii. 56
0.04

+0.13
+0.15

0. 02
0. OS
0. OS

+ 0.00
+ 0. 3S
0.08
0.00

July—

0.08
0.84
o. 25

0. 19

+ 0.13
0. 39
0.51
0.05
1

2 27
0.71

+ 0.80
o. 60
0. 1 1

0.07
0.05

+ 0. OS
0.04
0.00

10.

-0.70
-0.57
+•0.08

+ 0.03
+ 1 . 70

0.(11

! 0.88
0.06
0.04

0. 11

+0.10
+ 1.71
0.22
0.09

-0.14
-0.24
-0.02

0.00

17.

0.88
+ 0.01

f-0. 89
I
2.01
o. ot;

56

+0.41
0. 03

+0.11
-0.37

0. is

-0.50
0.64
0. 25

+ 0.16
-0.10

o.oo
+0. 05

24.

•

it. ll

0. 11

1

.

08
o. 22

hi. 12

-0.01

0. 57
o.ol

-0. 35
0.84

+0.18
-0.11

1. is

0.01
-0.07
-0.06
0.16
0.00
0.00

81.

I

+0.26
it. 18

it 24

+0.66
72

+ 1.10
n to

+ 0.37
0. 02

+0.11
-0.15
0.00
0.00

Section.

New England
M iddle Atlantic States
South Atlantic States
Florida Peninsula
Eastern Gulf states
\\ estern Gulf States
Ohio Valley and Tennessee
Lower Lake region
Upper Lake region
North Dakota
Upper Mississippi Valley..
Missouri Valley
Northern slope
Middle slope
Southern slope
Southern plateau
M iddle plateau
Northern plateau
North Pacific coast region..
Middle Pacific coast region
South Pacific coast region..

For weeks ended—

August—

-0.42
-0.31
-0. 69
+1.88
+ 0.015

-0.50
-0.14

ii.nl

+ 0. 30

0.37
+0.41
+0.30
+0.00
-0.23
-0. 36
-0.21
-0. 12

+ 0.03
0.08
0. 00

-0. 02

11.

+0.18
+ 1.45
+ 1.51
+0.17
+0. 55
-0. 30
+0. 52
+0.10
0.22

+0.54
+ 0.50
+0.07
+ 0.07
+0. 06
-0.86
-0.17
+0. 21
-0. 04

o. 09
0.00

-0.01

21.

+0.G7
-0.18

66
+1.37
-0.01
-0. 20
+ 0.54
+ 1.09
+ 1.12
+0. 67
-0. 03

+0. 00
-0. 27
+0.11
-0. 54
-0. 30
-0.15
-0. 05
+0. 20
-0.01
0.00

28.

-0.26
+ 1.07
-0.49
+0. 14
-0.11
-0. 72

t
0.21

0.61
-0.85
0.22

+0. 54
-0.09
-0. 22

o. 42
-0.56
+0. 09
+0.03
-0.04
-0. 26
0.02
0.00

September

—

+1.77
+0.75
-0.81
-0.04
-0.52
-0.30
+0.05
+0.05
+ 1.21
+0.31
+0.04
-0.53
0.03

0.36
-0.54
-0.14
-0.04
-0. 12
-0.14
-0.05
-0.01

11.

+0.26
-0 57
-0. 85
-0. 74
-0.43
-0.24
+0. 23
-0.09

0. 72
- o. 28
-0.15
+0.53
-0. 15

88

2. 1

1

+0. 82
- 0. (to

-0. 15
i 0. 52
0.09
0.00

18. 25

+ 0.44
+0.05
+ 0.31
-1.18

o. n;

-0.91
-0. 24

0. 14

+0.11
+0. 10
+0. 21

+ 3.03
-0.09

; o. 10

0. 15

0.21
0. 12

0. 03
-0.04
-0.15
-0.02

0.00
-0.56
-0.87
-0.78
-0.51
-0. 26
-0. 53
-0.49
-0.56
-0.30

ii. 18

-0.02
-0.11
-0.29
-0.38
+0. 08

0. 00
-0.18
-0.12
-0.18
+0.04

Octo-
ber

—

-0.77
-0.81
-0.92
+2.85

t 2.04
0. 12

+0.03

0. It

-0.28
+0.36
-0.28
+0.36
+0. 72

ii. 19

i 0.57
+ 0.93
-0.18
-0.08

PLANT DISEASES IN 1905.

By W. A. Orton, Plant Pathologist, Bureau of Plant Industry.

This resume of plant diseases in 1905 is compiled from reports of field observa-
tions by agents of this Department and officers of the several State experiment sta-

tions, whose cooperation is gratefully acknowledged. Especial assistance has been
given by the following collaborators of this Department in their respective experi-
ment stations: F. H. Blodgett, Maryland; A. 1). Selby, Ohio; J. L. Sheldon, West
Virginia; F. L. Stevens, North Carolina; L. H. Paminel, Iowa; F. D. Heald,
Nebraska; H. L. Bolley, North Dakota, and W. Paddock, Colorado. It indicates
briefly the prevalence of plant diseases in the United States in 1905 as compared with
conditions in previous years, which are recorded in the seven preceding Yearbooks.
The information at hand is comparatively incomplete, as in no case are there reports
from every State regarding the occurrence or prevalence of any given disease. The
prevalence of plant diseases in States not mentioned is therefore left in doubt.
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POMB I uiMTS.

Apple.— Black-hearl (Bacterium malt Brz. ) was reported from Lancaster, Saline,
and Platte counties, Nebr.

Black-rot and canker (Sphaeropsis malorum Pk.) were reported as occurring to a
Blight extent in Nebraska, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Bitter-rol I OhmereUarufomacularia (Berk. ) Sp. and von Schr.) was unusually severe
in Maryland, Virginia, and Wesl Virginia, especially on the Yellow Newtown in Vir-

ginia. Mr. W. M. Scott, of this Department, demonsi rated that five thorough spray-
ings with Bordeaux mixture in midsummer, when infection takes place, will control
this dreaded disease. (See Bulletin No. 93, Bureau of riant, Industry.) Hitter-rot

was Less prevalent in Ohio, Arkansas, .Missouri, and other central States on account
Of cool weather.

Illinois canker (Nummvlaria discreta (Schw.) Tul.) was occasionally observed in

Missouri, West Virginia, and adjacent. States.

Blight (Bacillus amylovoru8 (Burr.) DeToni) was unusually severe from Alabama
and Tennessee to Virginia and Pennsylvania and locally in New York; also in Ohio,
Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, and Minnesota. It did much damage in Colo-
rado and Utah.

Brown-rot (Sclerotinia fructiqena (Pers.) Schrt. ) was observed on apples in Missouri
and Nebraska, where it prevailed to a slight extent as during several previous seasons.

Crown-gall continues to injure nursery stock throughout the country, especially
from the 1 Middle States south and westward. Mr. G. G. Hedgcock, of this Depart-
ment, has shown (Bulletin 90, Part II, Bureau of Plant Industry) that apple crown-
gall is not of a contagious nature, and that it is distinct from the disease "hairy-
root," previously confused with it. His experiments have also shown that much of
this form of crown-gall can be avoided by wrapping the grafts. (See Bulletin 100,
Part II, Bureau of Plant Industry.)
Flyspeck (Leptothyrium pomi (Mont, and Fr. ) Sacc.) and sooty-blotch (Phyllachora

pomigena (Schw.) Sacc.) disfigured unsprayed fruit as usual in the Eastern and Mid-
dle States.

Leaf-spot (Phyllosticta spp. ) was reported to be generally prevalent in Maryland,
Ohio, Missouri, Nebraska, West Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina. It is

especially injurious in neglected and unsprayed orchards, where it causes premature
defoliation.

Root-rot (Clitocybe parasitica Wilcox, in part) was reported from Arkansas and
West Virginia. It causes some loss in these and other south central States.

Texas root-rot (Ozonium sp.) has done considerable damage to apples in Texas and
New Mexico.
Rot

(
Penicillium glaucum Lk.) is the principal cause of decay of fruit in Missouri

and Nebraska.
Pink-mold (Cephalothecium roseum Cda.) was reported this year only from Maine.

An apple rot due to A/lernaria sp. was described by B. O. Longyear in Colorado
Station Bulletin No. 105. It does comparatively slight damage there. Powdery
mildew

( Podosphaera leucotricha (E. and E. ) Salm. ) was reported this year only from
Nebraska.
Rust (Gymnosporangium macropus Lk., etc.) appears to be most common in West

Virginia, Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia, and in eastern Nebraska and other
Central Western States. It defoliates small orchards where cedars are allowed to
remain. Large growers combat it by removing the red cedars.
Scab i Veniuria inaegualis (Cke. ) Aderh.) was, owing to the wet and cool season,

far more destructive than usual over most of the country. Great losses were reported
from Arkansas, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Nebraska, and Ohio. In Ohio the loss is

estimated at one and a half million dollars. Scab increased in Maryland, Penn-
sylvania, ami New England, but not to such a serious extent. In New York scab
was not troublesome, but there, was unusual complaint of injury from spraying

—

russet ing of the fruit and spotting and dropping of the* leaves. Seal) has confine
to spread in California, northern Idaho, and elsewhere.

Pear.— blight (Bacillus amylovorus (Burr.) DeToni) caused much loss throughout
the country, as usual. Noteworthy demonstrations have been undertaken by this

Department in cooperation with the local authorities in Georgia, and especially in
California, to show how this disease may be controlled.

Leaf-blight ( Entomo8porium maculatum LeV. ) and leaf-spot (Septoria piricolaDeani.)
caused considerable loss, especially in New York. Ohio, Michigan, and West Vir-
ginia. The former appears to have been less abundant in the South and West

Rusl Qymno8porangium ep.). One outbreak was reported from Long Island on
Kieffer pears.
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Venturia pirina Aderh. ) was bad in California owing to weather conditi

Unusual loss, estimated a1 150,000, was reported in Ohio. The diaeaae was not

bad as expected in New York.
is root-rot {Ozonium Bp.

I

lias been injurious to pears in
I ind \f\\ Me

Quince.— Black-rot (Sphaeropsis malorum Pk.) was destructive to this fruit in Mary-
land, Ohio, and West Virginia.

Leaf-spot ( JUntomogporium maculatum L6v.) was reported From Delaware, Ohio, and
West Virginia. This ami black-rot are easily controlled by Bpraying.

Blight {Bacillus amylovorus (Burr, ) De Toni) prevailed as usual.

STONE PRUIT8,

Almond.—Shot-hole (Cercospora circumscissa Sacc.) prevailed to about the usual

extent in the roast regions of California. It is easily prevented by sprays.
Apricot.—Shot-hole

( Phyllosticta circumscissa Cke.) is causing a gradually increas-

ing loss throughout California, and treatment is rare ami rather difficult. Troub
possibly similar have done much injury to twigs of apricot and peach.

Blight (Bacillus amylovorus (Burr.) DeToni) was reported on Russian apricot from
Nebraska.

Cherr;/.—Black-knot (Plowrightia morbosa (Schw.) Bacc.) was reported from
Nebraska, Ohio, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. This is a common disease else-

where, especially on wild trees and in neglected orchards. It is easily controlled by
Bpraying and cutting out the knots.

Brown-rot (Sclerotinia fructigena (Pers. ) Schrt.) was more destructive this year in

New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Ohio, Michigan, and West Virginia than usual.

Less trouble was experienced in Rhode Island, Nebraska, and Missouri.
Leaf-spot (Qylindrosporium padi Karst. ) was serious in Nebraska, Now York, Ohio,

West Virginia, and in Florida on Prunus serotina Ehrh. The loss in Ohio is esti-

mated at $25,000. Iowa, Maryland, and Missouri reported less injury. It is readily

controlled by spraying.
Powdery •mildew (Podosphaera oxyacanthae (DC.) Pe By.) was reported to be

very common in Arkansas, doing considerable damage there late in spring. The
occurrence of this disease, with Blight loss, was reported from Iowa, Ohio, and West
Virginia.

Root-rot, due to an undetermined fungus, has done much harm in Nebraska,
especially on trees weakened by leaf-spot.

Rust (Puccinia pruni Pers.) was reported from Nebraska.
Trunk-rot (Sehtzophyllum commune Fr.). A case has been reported from Lincoln,

Nebr., where this fungus occurred as an undoubted parasite, destroying the orchard.

Peach.—Brown-rot {Sclerotinia fructigena (Pers.) Schrt.) was on the whole more
destructive than usual. In Georgia the loss was greater in the southern than in the

middle and northern peach sections of that State, and amounted to one-third of the
crop, or 800 carloads. Maryland, New Jersey, and Connecticut suffered severely.

In one instance in Pennsylvania L'O carloads were lost. The estimated damage in

Ohio was 8250,000. There was serious injury to the crop in West Virginia. In
Missouri and Nebraska the peach crop had previously been greatly reduced by cold.

Crown-gall was reported as being common on nursery stock from all sections.

Little-peach was worse than last year in Michigan, and continues spreading at about
the usual rate.

Leaf-curl (Exoascus deformans (Berk.) Fckl.), although generally prevalent, has

done less injury in the great fruit-growing districts of New York, Ohio, Georgia, and
the Pacific coast on account of the general use of preventive winter sprays. Where
peach growing is less important spraying is neglected and much loss results. Loss
was reported from Indiana, part of Ohio, South Carolina, Nebraska, Maryland, and
Michigan.
Root-knot (Heterodera radicicola (Greef. ) Mull.) has done much injury to young

orchards in the Gulf States, as in previous years.

Root-rot, due to somewhat obscure causes, was reported from Georgia, Ohio, and
Nebraska.

Rosette occurred in isolated instances in Georgia and Missouri.
Rust (Vaccinia pruni Pers.) occurred to a slight extent. Reports came from Flor-

ida, Missouri, and Ohio only.
Scab (Cladosporium carpophUum Thi'im.) was reported as causing serious injury in

Florida, Missouri, Ohio, and West Virginia, though not as great as in some years.

Texas root-rot
( Ozonium sp. ) has greatly injured peaches in Texas and New Mexico.

Yellows has prevailed to about the normal extent or somewhat more in Indiana,
Maryland, Ohio, and West Virginia. The relative loss is greatest where peach grow-
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Ing is a new or (secondary industry, and preventive measures are therefore not

practiced.

Plum.- Black-knot I
Plowrighlia morbota (Schw. woe reported from Delav

Maryland, Indiana, and Nebraska tooccur as usual, and from Ohio and West Vir-

ginia as more prevalent It docs aol appear to be a very dangerous disease to the
Watchful grower. It was most serious on the damson near wild trees.

Black-spol \ Pseudomona&pruni Erw. Sm. ). This bacterial rot of the fruil occurred

to a limited extent in Connecticut and Rhode Island.

Blight {Bacillus amylovorus (Burr.) DeToni) was reported from Furnas County,
Nel.r.

Brown-rot {Sclerotinia fructigena (Pers.) Schrt.) has done more than usual harm
from Florida to Maryland and in New r Jersey, Connecticut, Vermont, Iowa, Ohio,

West Virginia, Michigan, Indiana, Missouri, and Nehraska. The estimated loss in

Ohio was $25,000. Thorough spraying and destruction of the mummied fruit has
controlled the disease when practiced.

Leaf-curl ( Exoa&cus Bpp. ) was reported on Chickasaw plums in Iowa, but was less

prevalent than usual. It was also reported from South Dakota, especially on Miner
and sand cherry.

Leaf-spot (Qftindroaporium padi Carat.) has been most serious in New York, Mich-
igan, and Ohio. The estimated loss in Ohio was $20,000. It occurred to a consider-

able extent in Florida, Arkansas, Missouri, and West Virginia, but was not trouble-

some in Wisconsin and Nebraska. This disease is easily controlled by spraying.

Plum-pockets ( Exoascua pruni Fckl.) appears to be most common and injurious in

Wisconsin, Minnesota, and North Dakota. It was reported as of minor importance
in Arkansas, Missouri, and Nebraska, and was observed in Colorado for the first

time this year.

Rust {Puccinia pruni Fers. ) was reported on prune from California. The trouble

was not serious in any particular locality, but collectively was of some importance.
Scab [Cladosporium carpophilum Thiim.) was reported to occur to a slight extent

in Iowa and abundantly on susceptible varieties in Missouri and South Dakota.

SMALL FRUITS.

Blackberry.—Anthracnose (Gloeosporium renetum Speg. ) was less prevalent in Ohio
and Iowa.

Crown-gall was reported from Arkansas, Nebraska, Colorado, Ohio, and Indiana.

Leaf-spot (Septoria rubi Westd. ) was abundant in Florida, Missouri, Nebraska,
Ohio, West Virginia, and Wisconsin. The extent of the injury was generally small or
uncertain, but was estimated at 20 per cent in Florida and Ohio.

Rust (Gymnoconia interstitialis (Schl. ) Lagh.) was mentioned as occurring in Ala-

bama, Arkansas, Florida, Iowa, Maryland, Missouri, Ohio, and West Virginia.

Cranberry.—Anthracnose, rot, scald, and blast, diseases described by C. L. Shear
in Farmers' Bulletin No. 221, were the cause of losses ranging from 15 to 20 per cent
in New Jersey, and much less in Massachusetts and Wisconsin. The relative preva-
lence was about the same as last year. Spraying experiments made by this Depart-
ment showed that these diseases can be fullv controlled with Bordeaux mixture (see

Bulletin 100, Part I, Bureau of Plant Industry).
( 'arrant.— Leaf-spot (Septoria W6isDesm., etc. ) defoliated plants in Iowa, Nebraska,

Ohio, and West Virginia.

Powdery mildew (Sphaerotheca mors-uvae (Schw.) B. &0.) was reported only from
Ohio and Nebraska.

Gooseberry.—Leaf-spot (Septoria ribis Desin., etc. ) was reported of slight occurrence
in Nebraska, Missouri, and West Virginia, but injuring 25 per cent of the crop in

< >hio, where spraying is a necessity.

Powdery mildew {Sphaerotheca mors-uvae (Schw.) B. & C.) was mentioned from
Arkansas, Iowa. Missouri, Ohio, and West Virginia, but the disease was not serious

as a rule, since the crop is unimportant.
Gfrape.— Black-rot (Ouignardia bidwellii (EM.) Y. &R.) has been very destruc-

tive this year in the Lake Erie grape region of New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio
on account of rainy weather and failures in spraying, due to lack of thoroughness.
The less in Ohio is estimated at 30 per cent of the crop, worth $95,000. In the
remainder of the Eastern and Middle States the loss appears to have been slight.

The California vine disease is slowly destroying vineyards in the Sacramento Val-

ley. Santa Clara Valley, and southern California. The total Losses to date for several

years is estimated at $40,000,000. Mr. N. B. Pierce, of this Department, has demon-
strated the resistance of the variety Lenoir, which is replacing the others in these
sections.
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Downy mildew [JHasmopara viticola (B. AC. ) Berl. >v DeToni) was aaore destruc-

tive in Arkansas and Nm York, hut in other Connecticut, Maryland, Ohio,
Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, Wisconsin, and West Virginia) it Beems to have be

serious.

Powdery mildew (Uncinula neccUor (Schw. ) Burr.) has occurred t<» only a slight

alifornia, Michigan, .Missouri, and West Virginia.

Raspberry.— Ajithracnose ( Oloeosporium benetum Speg.) was widely reported, but
was now line unusually Berious. Spraying was generally successful.

Crown-gall was reported common in Arkansas, Colorado, Ohio, and Nebraska.
Leai'-spot (Septoria rubi WestdT.) was reported as unimportant in Missouri, Ohio, and

West Virginia.

Rust (Gymnoconia inierstitialis (Schl. ) Lagh. ) aroused complaint in Wesl Virginia, but
was reported as unimportant in Ohio and Iowa.

Strawberry.—A bud nematode was found to be injurious in one instance in South
Carolina.

Leaf-spot (Sphaerellafragariae (Tul.) Sacc. ) was reported more abundant in Missouri,

West Virginia, and Florida. This disease was common throughout the country, but
unimportant, as short rotations or Bpraying with Bordeaux mixture readily con-

trolled it.

TROPICAL PEUTTS.

Banana.—Ripe-rot (Oloeosporium muaarum Cke. &Mass. ) injured 50 per cent of

the banana crop in Hawaii, especially in fruit not properly packed; estimated Loss

$30,000.
Scab, due to an undetermined fungus, affected about 10 per cent of the Hawaiian

crop.

Mango.—Blight (Colletotrichum sp.) was less prevalent in Hawaii, owing to dry
weather. It yields to treatment with Bordeaux mixture.

Orange.—Wither-tip (< vlletotrichum gtoeoeporioides Ben/..). This and similar troubles

of citrus fruits have been more prevalent in Florida the present winter on account of

heavy rainfall.

Pineapple.—Wilt is said to have been more abundant in Florida.

VEGETABLES \N1> FIELD CBOPS.

Asparagus.—Rust (Pucchua asparagi DC.) appears to be again increasing in the
Eastern States, having been more prevalent this year from Maryland to Massachu-
setts. Reports from South Carolina, Ohio, Iowa, Nebraska, and North Dakota show
that the rust is widely scattered, but less injurious than a few years ago. On the

Pacific slope it seems to retain its virulence. Treatment with sulphur, combined
with cultural and sanitary measures, has been shown by R. E. Smith, in bulletins
111-") and 172 of the California Station, to afford a practicable means of control and has
been generally adopted by the growers.

Bean.—Antnracnose (CoUeiotrichum lindemutkianum (Sacc. & Magn.) Bri. & Cav.)
prevailed to an unusual extent along the Atlantic coast, causing heavy losses to truckers,

particularly in Florida, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. It is also

reported as worse in Maryland, Ohio, West Virginia, Iowa, Nebraska, and Wiscon-
sin, but less serious on the whole in New York, where treatment with Bordeaux
mixture was successful.

Bacteriosis (Bacillus phaseoli Erw. Sm.) was more prevalent in New York, and was
observed to be generally prevalent in the South; reported also from West Virginia
and Nebraska.
Damping-off (Khizoctonia sp. ) was locally injurious in South Carolina.

Downy mildew (Phytophihora phaseoli Thax.) was much worse in Connecticut,
where Dr. G. P. Clinton, of the Connecticut Station, discovered the oospore stage.

The disease was also reported from Delaware and doubtfully from Maryland.
Powderv mildew (Erysiphe polygoni DC.) occurred on 33 per cent of the crop in

Ohio.
Bust ( Uromyces appendiculatus (P.) Lev.) was reported more prevalent in Connec-

ticut, Ohio, West Virginia, Iowa, and New Mexico. Its occurrence was reported in

Maryland, North Carolina, and Nebraska.
Beet.—Curly-top of sugar beets was destructive in limited areas in the Western

States, but less so on the whole than in previous years.

Leaf-blight (Cercospora beticola Sacc.) occurred about as usual in New York, Ohio,
Michigan, West Virginia, and other Eastern States.

Soft-rot (Bacterium teutlium Metcalf) was reported from Nebraska.
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Cabbage,— Black-rol {Pseudomonas campestris | Pain.) Erw. Sm.) prevailed through-

out the southern trucking belt. Leading to Unusual loss on account of the weather

conditions, which favored the invasion of soft-rol bacteria and made the crop very

perishable. Black-rot was also bad in Ohio and Indiana, but less so in Iowa.

Club-rool I
Plasmodiophorabrassicae Wor.) was reported from Maryland, New Jersey,

Ohio. Wesl Virginia, and South Carolina.

Wilt (Fusarium) occurred to some extent in Maryland and North Carolina.

Caulinowi r. I '.lark-mt | Pseudomonascampestris {ram. ) Erw. 8m.) wasreported from

[owa, Maryland, and Ohio.

Cantaloupe.—AnthiacnosB (CoUetotrichum lagenarium (Pass.) Ell. & Hals.) was

amon. Thegreatesl injury reported was from Nebraska, amounting in son i

to from 60 per cent to LOO per cent of the crop.

Leaf-blight (AUernaria brassicae var. nigrescent Pegl.) was much more injurious this

year, [{prevailed along the Atlantic coast, often associated with downy mildew
(see Cucumber). In Florida nearly the whole commercial crop was destroyed just

before ripening. South Carolina, North Carolina, Maryland, New .Jersey, and Con-

necticut also Buffered much loss. The loss in Ohio was estimated at L; () per cent. In

the Central and Middle Western States it seems to have been Jess prevalent, but in

Colorado did much damage. The Colorado Station is breeding a resistant strain.

Wilt (BaciUustracheiphilus Erw. Sm.) occurred from Ohio to Nebraska, in Indiana
injuring 15 to 25 per cent of the crop.

Celery.—Leaf-blight (Cercospora apii Fres.) appears to have been injurious in

Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Delaware, and Ohio.

Leaf-spot (Septoria petroselini Desm. var. apii Br. & Cav.) was reported only from

New York, ami PhyUosticta apii Hals, only from Delaware.

Et< tot-rot and damping-off, due to Sclerotinia libertiana Fckl., Rhizoctonia, and /

Hum, caused heavy losses in Florida.

Root-knot (Heterodera ro.dicicola (Greef. ) Mull.) aroused complaint in Arkansas.

Cucumber.—Anthracnose (CoUetotrichum lagenarium (Pass.) Ell. & Hals.) was
reported as causing loss in North Carolina, West Virginia, Ohio, and Massachusetts;
also in Nebraska, where in connection with wilt it caused a loss of over $10,000 in

one county. It appears to have been more prevalent than last year.

Downy mildew (Pseudoperonospora cuhensis (B. & C. ) Host ) was again very preva-

lent along the Atlantic coast from Florida to Massachusetts, and also in Ohio and
West Virginia. Successful spraying experiments were reported and methods advised

in South Carolina Experiment Station Bulletin 116 and in Farmers' Bulletin 231.

This disease was also destructive to cucurbits in Porto Rico.

Wilt {Bacillus tracheiphilus Erw. Sm. ) was reported more prevalent in western

New York, where it caused an epidemic in greenhouses also.

Eggplant.—Fruit-rot (PhyllosHcta hortorum Speg. ) occurred at Lincoln, Nebr.

Wilt (Bacillus solanacearv in Erw. Sm.) was reported for the first time from Colorado.

Ginseng.—Leaf-blight (AUernaria sp.) was more prevalent in New York than
before.
Three new diseases, stem anthracnose (Vermicularia demalium (Pers. ) Fr. ), leaf

anthracnose (Pestalozzia funerea Desm.), and wilt (JSeocosuio^pnin vasinfecta var. nivea

Erw. Sm.), are reported by H. S. Reed in Bulletin No. 69 of the Missouri Station as

the cause of considerable injury to cultivated ginseng in Missouri.

Lettuce.—Anthracnose (Marsonia perforans Ell. & Ev.) has been very destructive

in greenhouses in Michigan.
Downy mildew (Bremia lactucae Regel.) was reported in one severe case fronr New

York.
Drop (Sch rotinia lib rtiana Fckl.) occurred in Florida to a very serious extent.

Melon.—See Cantaloupe anil Watermelon.
Onion.—Downy mildew {Peronospora schleideniana De By.) occurred generally in

New York, especially late in the season, and was reported from Vermont.
Smut ( Urocystis cepulae Frost) was reported from one locality in Iowa.
/' '. Leaf-spot (Ascochyta pisi Lib. ) was more prevalent in Ohio, injuring :><) per

cent of the crop. Spraying and rotation of crops gave good results.

Powdery mildew {Erysiphe polygoni DC. ) occurred in Ohio and West Virginia.

In < >hio 20 per cent of the Crop was injured. Bordeaux mixture controlled the dis-

ease effectually.

Potato.—Brown-rot {Bacillus solanacearum Erw. Sm.) occurred locally from Vir-

ginia to Florida and in Ohio ami Iowa.

Dry-rot (Fusarium oxysporum Schlecht.) was reported from Florida, Iowa, Ohio,
and West Virginia, the losses varying from into.")!) per cent of the crop.

Early-blight {AUernaria solani \ E. a M.
i

.1. & <>.
|
was on the whole less preva-

lent, but did considerable harm nevertheless. It was reported from Florida, New
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1 onnecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New York, Ohio, Michigan, I

\\ '-in, ami Nebrasfc

Late-blight ( Phytophthora infetUmt Oe Bj .
I
was a tremely destructive thro

out the- Northern States from Maim- to Minnesota, particularly in Vermont, \- v,

York, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, ami Minnesota. The lose in New York
mated at 50 bushels per acre, an. I the yield per acre was in many cases incn

than that by spraying. The loss in Ohio is placed al $2,000,000 and in Wis-
consin at $5,000,000. Tin' resultant rotting of the tubers was very Berious this year.

Thf disease occurred in Florida in May and did some Blight injury there.
Scab I Oospora scabu a Thax. i \\ as reported as usual from all States, with mention i A

Berious loss where soil had been limed. In Colorado, Wyoming, and Idaho the
injury appears to have been especially great, and perhaps complicated by stem-blight.

Prof. L. K. Jours, of the Vermont Station, has found formaldehyde gas generated by
the permanganate method an efficient means of disinfecting large quantities of pota-

toes in hulk without soaking them. | Report of Vermont Station for |/905

Stem-blight i Oorticium vagum B. & 0. var. aolani Burt ) appeared most injurious in

the Rocky Mountain section, but was reported from Florida. South Carolina, Virginia,

Ohio, and Iowa.

Sugar cane.—Dr. X. A. Cobb reported that the crop in Hawaii was injured up to

10 per cent by the "rind disease" and by the 'Tout disease" | Marasmiusf), and to

a lesser extent by leaf-spot [G cospora sp.?), "pineapple disease," and "top-i

Sweet potato.— Black-rot (Ceratocystis fimbriata Ell. & Hals, i was reported from
North Carolina and Maryland.

Tobacco.— Bed-rut i Rhizoctonia) caused some loss in Ohio.

Mosaic disease was more prevalent in Connecticut and Ohio, where the loss due to

the depreciation in the quality is estimated at >"><», ooo.

Tomato.—Anthracnose (CoUetotrichum phomoides (Sacc. ) Chest. ) was reported from
Massachusetts, New Jersey, and Ohio. The disease was of minor importance.

Blight ( Bacillus solanacearum Erw. Sm. ) is on the increase in Colorado and locally

worse in Maryland. It was reported also from North Carolina and Ohio.

Damping-on due to various fungi injured seedlings in California.

Downy mildew (Phytophthora infestansDeBy.) was quite common in Massachusetts
- Beason, owing to unusual weather conditions, and was reported also from

southern California, where it caused large losses to the winter crop.

Fruit-rot (cause unreported) was less injurious in Indiana. Iowa, and Maryland,
but worse in Massachusetts, North Carolina, and West Virginia.

Leaf-spot (Septoria lycopersici Speg. ), the most injurious disease of tomato, caused
B ranging from 5 to 50 percent in Delaware, Maryland, North Carolina, Ohio,

and West Virginia.

Point-rot aroused complaint in Connecticut, North Carolina, Ohio, and South
Carolina.

Western blight caused heavy losses in the Rocky Mountain States, estimated at

$40,000 in Utah. The cause remains unknown.
Wilt or summer blight ( Fu&arium sp. ) was reported by R, E. Smith in Bulletin 175

of the California Station to have been unusually prevalent, especially in southern
California, where many fields were completely ruined. The loss in other parts of

the State was from 1 to 50 per cent.

Turnip.— Black-rot ( Pteudomonas campestri* (Pam.) Erw. Sm.
) was more prevalent

in ( >hio but less so in Iowa.
Club-root ( Plasmodiophora brasaicae Vt or.) was locally prevalent in Illinois. New-

York, Ohio. West Virginia, and Vermont.
Watermelon.—Anthracnose {Colletotrichum lageruxrium (Pass.) Ell. & Hals.). A

Bevere epidemic caused much loss in Wot Virginia.

Wilt (Neocosmospora vasinfecta var. nivea Erw. Sm. ) occurred as usual in the Southern
States. It was very had on Muscatine Island, Iowa.

CEREALS.

Barley.—Smut (UstUago hordei (P.) Kell. & Sw.) increased in Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin, where it injured 7 per cent of the crop, causing

a loss of $500,000.
Broom corn.—See Sorghum.

i.—Leaf-blight (Helminthosporium inamspicuum C. <k E.) caused considerable

loss in certain localities in Delaware, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.

Rust (Puccinia sorghi Schw.) was reported from Alabama, Iowa, Michigan, Ne-

braska. North Dakota, Ohio, and West Virginia. It appears to have been unusually
prevalent, but not decidedly injurious.
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Smut
| I tfflago zeae \ Beckm. I

(Jnger) was reported from nearly all Stat

where prevalent, bul n< >t very destructive.

Oats.— lit ist
| Puccinia gramvnit P.) was common from Vermont to [ndiana, [owa, and

Wisconsin, but the loss was small, being estimated at from I to Spercenl 01 the
crop. In North Carolina and Ohio, however, the loss was set a1 from L0 to 20 per
cent.
Smut (Ustilago avenae (P.) Jens.) was everywhere present, causing small lo

which amounted in the aggregate to immense sums. In Wisconsin the injury was 5

per cent of the crop, or $1,500,000, while it was 20 percent, before see<| treatment
was Introduced. In many States thia disinfection of the Beed is -'ill too much
neglected.

ttice.—Blast lias continued to prevail in South Carolina, but mosl of the land

liable to the disease was not planted and the actual loss was therefore not great. I >r.

Eiaven Metcalf, of thia Department, has worked out a remedy which promises to be
successful. (See South Carolina Experiment Station Bulletin No. 121.)

Rust, a disease apparently physiological in nature, is common, hut the large i

it caused in previous years are now avoided by small applications of kainit.

Smut ( Tilletia horrida Tak.) has not been observed since a locally severe outbreak
in 1899 led t<> the adoption of remedial measures advised by Anderson and Walker
in South Carolina Experiment station Bulletin No. 41.

s ghum.—Blight ( BaciUus sorghi Burr. ) has been the principal disease of sorghum
and broom corn; reported from Iowa, Michigan, Nebraska, Ohio, and West Virginia.
smut (Sphacelotheca sorghi (Tul.) Clint, and *s'. reiliana (Kiihn) Clint.) was

reported to he quite common in Ohio and Nebraska.
Wheat.—Leaf-blight {Leptosphaeria tritici Pass. ) was reported by Dr. F. J). Jleald

from several counties in southeastern Nebraska. The loss was not great.

Leaf-rust t Puecinia rubigo-vera (DC.) Wint.) was widely distributed and abundant
in the Northwest. In some localities, especially in North Dakota, the loss amounted
to 30 per cent, but as a rule the injury was not more than usual.

Stem-rust ( Puccinia graminis P. ) was generally distributed, but was epidemic only
in limited districts. The great wheat-growing States of the Northwest suffered no
loss as compared with 1904. In Maryland, Ohio, West Virginia, and North Carolina,

where the wheat crop is less important, losses of 15 to 30 per cent were reported.
Rust was severe in Oklahoma, causing a loss estimated at 810,000,000. H. L. Bolley
and F. J. Pritchard, of the North Dakota station, have found that the rust fungus
may occur in the seed and possibly be spread in that manner.
Powdery mildew [Erysiphe graminis DC.) was abundant at Lincoln, Nebr., early

in the season.

Scab (Fusarium culmorum (W. G. Smith) Sacc.) was increasingly prevalent in

Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota, especially on close-headed varieties,

the loss being estimated at 1 per cent or more. In Iowa and Nebraska less trouble
was experienced. Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and Maryland also reported the dis
Smut. Loose smut [UstUago tritici (P.) Jens.) occurs to a minor degree as com-

pared with stinking smut {TUletia foctens (B. & C. ) Trek), which has been very
abundant in some northwestern districts where seed treatment had been neglected.

FORAGE CROPS.

Alfalfa.—Dodder (Cuscuta epithymum Murr., etc.) was reported injurious in Ne-
braska, Ohio, Wot Virginia, and especially in Utah, where it is widespread.

Leaf-spot (Pseudopeziza medicaginis (Lib.) Sacc.
|
has been injurious in Wyoming

and South Dakota and toa lesser extent in .Michigan. .Minnesota. Nebraska. Ohio, and
South Carolina. It is controlled by early cutting and is particularly harmful t'

crops, which are often ruined.
( 'lover.—Anthracnose (CoUetoirichum sp.) is a new fungous disease, which ap]

to be the principal cause of clover sickness in Tennessee and i- causing the loss of 25
to 75 per cent of the crops sown. It i- also prevalent in Ohio and West "Virginia.

It is being studied by B. M. Bain and S. II. Essary.
I »odder {Cuscuta sp.) has occurred in Ohio and West Virginia, though less fre-

quently than on alfalfa.

Leaf-spol {Macrosporium aarcinaeforme Cav.) was common in Tennei—e,but sub-
ordinate to anthracm ee.

Black-spot ( Phyttachora trifolii | Pen. I
Fckl. ) was reported from Iowa and Tennes-

see; a minor disease.

Bust ( Dromyces trifolii (A. A B.) Wint.) was reported as of general occurrence in

Iowa. Maryland, and Tennessee, but not very injurious.
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Cmepea,— Root-knot (Heterodera radicicola (Greet.) Mull, land wilt tmotpora
nfecta var. tracheiphxla Erw. 8m. ) are becoming more frequent in sandy soil in the

Southern States, but are controlled by the u ties.

Grasses have been attacked by ergol (Claviceps purpurea Tul.) to ;i uoticeable

extent in Minnesota and Wyoming, and numerous lesser fungous diseases have bei

reported.
pibea iM.As rs.

Cotton.—Angular leaf-spot (Pseudomonas malvacearum Krw. Sm.) was everywhere
present as a mmor trouble, la Sea Island cotton in southern Georgia and Florida
the same parasite causes a destructive di the Btem known as black-arm.

Anthracnose (Colletotrichum gossypii Southworth) occurred in numerous restricted

epidemics scattered over the cotton belt The losses were -mall in proportion to the

total crop, hut considerable in themselvi

Areolate leaf-spot (Ramularia areola Atk.) occurred in Alabama, Tennessee, and
other States, particularly in late fall, but did little harm.

Texas root-rot (
Ozonium sp. ) has again caused heavy lo>< t >s in Texas, being worst

in the black waxy lands of central and northern Texas.

Rust, a common physiological disorder, was common as usual on poor land lack-

ing humus, drainage, or potash. It causes more loss to cotton growers than all other

disea
Wilt (Neocosmospora vasinfecta (Atk.) Krw. Sm.) is slowly increasing each year,

but the use of resistant varieties promises to reduce the loss.

Flax.—Rust (Melampsora lini (DC) Tul.) did much injury in North Dakota.
Wilt (Fu8arium lini Bolley) was general in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South

Dakota, but the loss is now somewhat reduced by seed treatment and rotation of crops.

NIT, FOEEST, AND BHADE TREES.

While but few data are at hand, the following diseases have been reported as

indicated:

Ash.—Rust (Pucciniafraxinata (Lk.) Arthur], Lincoln, Nebr.; not abundant.
Leaf-spot (PhyUasticta viridis Ell. & Kell. ), Lincoln, Nebr.; very abundant.
Black walnut.—Leaf-spot (Marsonia juglandis (Lib.) Sacc), Nebraska.
Catalpa.—Powdery mildew (Microsphaera elevata Burr.), Nebraska.
Trunk-rot (Polystvctus versicolor (L. ) Fr. ), Nebraska.
Balsam fir.—Witches'-broom (Peridermium elatinum Schum. & Kunge), Michigan.
Cedar.—Rust ( Grymnosporangium macropus Lk.), Nebraska and South Dakota.

Cottonwood.—Triink-rot {Elfingia megaloma (Lev.) Murr.), a new disease in

Nebraska recently studied by Dr. F. D. lleald.

Elm.—Black-spot (Dothidellaulmi (Duv.) Wint. ), Nebraska.
Honey locust.—Black-leaf (Leptostroma hypophyUum B. ct Rav.), Nebraska.

Maple.— Black-spot (Rhytisma acerinum (Perk ) Fr. ), Long Island, New York;
Iowa, and Nebraska.

Leaf-scorch, probably due to unfavorable weather conditions, was serious in

Michigan.
Mulberry.—Leaf-spot (Cercospora pulvinulata Sacc. ex: Wint.), Nebraska.

Oak.—Leaf-spot (Marsonia martini Sacc. & Ell.), Nebraska.
Pecan.—Scab ( Fusicladium effusum Wint.) was somewhat serious in portions of the

Gulf States, but not so prevalent as last year.

Rosette, a disease not yet described, is increasing in South Carolina and Georgia.

Pine.—Knot (Peridermium sp. ) was destructive in upper South Carolina. Seed-

ling blight (Cladoaporium herbarum (Pers. ) Link.) was reported by Dr. F. D. Heald
as destroying seedlings in Nebraska.

Serious injury to pine trees has occurred in New England, associated with the

attacks of the following parasitic fungi, probably due in part also to winter injury:

Septoria sp., on Pinus Bpp., Massachusetts, Maine; Hendersonia foliicola (Berk.) Fckl.

on Pinus sp., Massachusetts; Cytospora pinastri Fr., on Pinus sp., Maine; Phoma hark-

nessii Sacc., on Pinus spp. and other genera, Massachusetts. Pestalozzia funerea
Desm. has occurred on Pinus sp. in Virginia.

Black spruce.—Knot {Peridermium abietinum A. & S. ) was reported from Michigan.

Walnut.—Blight (Pseudomonas juglandis Pierce) was less prevalent in California

during the past season.

GREENHOUSE AND ORNAMENTAL PLANTS.

Aster.—Yellows occurred as usual in Maryland, but was considerably less prevalent

in New England.
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( hrnation.—Spot ( AUernaria sp. ), a new disease, has done considerable damage '•>

tender varieties of the Lawson type.

Stem-rot, due usuall} to Rhizoctonia but Bometimea to Fusarium, has prevailed
about as usual od i><x »rl v drained Boils.

Chrysanthemum. -Leaf-spot (Septoria chrysanthemi Oav.) was reported in Delaware,
.Mai \ land, and Nebraska.

Rus1 (Puccinia chrysanthemi Roze) caused complaint in Delaware and New York.
Pansy.— Downy mildew {Peronospora violae De By.), Nebraska.
Peony.— Leaf-spot (< 'ladosporium paeoniae Pass. ), Nebraska.
Root-knot (Heteroaera raaicicola (Greef.) Mull.), Nebraska.
Rose.— Powdery mildew [Sphaerotheca pannosa (wallr.) iAv.) occurred commonly

everywhere, especially on Crimson Rammer.
Root -knot ( aeterodera radicicola [( Ireef. ) Mull. ) was very injurious in .some instances

to greenhouse rosea in Alabama, Nebraska, and other Stan-.

GAME PROTECTION IN 1905.

By T. 8. Palmer, Assistant, Biologic"/ Survey.

The record of game protection in ]905 is chiefly noteworthy for volume of legisla-

tion, more effective enforcement of laws, and experimental and practical work in

maintaining and increasing the stock of game. Several States made substantial
progress in solving the problem of restricting hunting by unnaturalized foreign-born
residents; at least two—Kansas and Missouri—were added to those which placed
their warden service on a self-sustaining basis; and Missouri, in practically closing
the game markets of Kansas City and St. Louis, exerted an important influence on
the game trade of the West. Maintenance of the stock of game by winter feeding
was conducted more extensively and systematically than ever before, importations
of foreign game birds were marked by the introduction of several important and
promising species, and a notable advance was made in establishing game preserves
and refuges under Federal, State, and private auspices.

LEGISLATION.

Of the various bills before Congress only two affecting game became laws. Cne of
these was an act creating the Wichita game preserve in Oklahoma, the other a pro-
vision in the appropriation act of the Department of Agriculture requiring officials of
the Forest Service to aid State officers in the enforcement of fish and game laws and
authorizing arrests for violation of the laws and regulations relating to forest pre-
serves and national parks. The Shiras bill (H. E. 15601) to place the protection of
migratory game under the jurisdiction of the Federal Government aroused much
interest and discussion among sportsmen, but did not pass either branch of Con-
gress, not having been reported by the House committee to which it was referred.

State laws were more numerous than usual, as 41 States and Territories held
legislative sessions, and in all but two of these changes were made in the game laws.
Exclusive of appropriation bills, about 180 laws relating to game were passed in the
United States, but of these 16 in New York and 67 in North Carolina were chiefly
local measures changing the seasons for certain kinds of game in one or more coun-
ties. Newr general game laws were enacted in 6 States—Idaho, Indiana, Kansas,
Minnesota, Missouri, and Utah, and in the Territory of Arizona—and the statutes

of North Carolina were codified for the first time since 1883. Comprehensive laws
protecting nongame birds were passed in California, Michigan, Missouri, and South
Carolina; laws prohibiting spring shooting of waterfowl in Montana, Utah, and
Wisconsin; and laws protecting shore birds in California, Colorado, Indiana, Penn-
sylvania, and Utah. Among the novel features of the year may be mentioned
a clause in the Minnesota law prohibiting the placing of game in cold storage; a
provision in the Montana law making a uniform open season for all game; an amend-
ment to the penal code of New York prohibiting aliens from carrying arms at any
time in public places; an authorization in the Wyoming law for tl

permit tor photographing big game in winter; and a requirement in the Wisconsin
law that each deputy warden must carry an identification card bearing his photo-

iph, his signature, the seal oi the department, and a miniature of his commission.
License Legislation proved to be an important feature, as several States adopted

hunting licensed for the firsl time. Arizona, Kansas, Missouri, and ( )regon established
nonresident licenses; Kansas, Missouri, Montana, Oregon, and Manitoba, resident
licenses; and Massachusetts, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, and .Manitoba alien

licensee. Numerous changes were made in license fees, among which may be men-
tioned the adoption by Tennessee Oi a uniform fee of si() in place of the former vari-

able lee; increases in the resident licenses of Michigan from 75 cents to 81.50, of
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South Dakota from $1 t • $2.50, of Wyoming from |] and in the iiMiii.-~i.icnt

licensee of Utah from $10

1

idol \<u Brunswick from $30 to $50; and reduc-
tions in the resident license of Illinois from $1 to 75 cents; in the small-game non-

tidenl license in Montana from $] 0; and in the nonresident
Indiana and \ tia from $25 to $15 and from $40 to pectively. Tin
hunting license in Hawaii, which has been in force in ( >ahu sin< e 1896, w as abolished.

Several important changes were math' in the lawa restricting trade in game. Mis-
Bouri and British Columbia extended their nonexport laws to coverall protected
game, and Maine its laws prohibiting export of a few ducks to include practically all

kinds of ducks. Arizona added ducks, New 1 lampshire birds, and I ftah Bhore biros to

the list of game which can not be shipped out of the State. In the case of Bale,

Missouri and Manitoba extended their laws to prohibit sale of all protected game;
California of doves and Bhore birds; Idaho of birds; Kansas of red squirrels, plo>

ducks, geese, and brant; Maineof practically all ducks; Massachusetts of de< r taken
in the State; New Mexico of doves and pigeons; Pennsylvania of woodcock and wild
turkeys; Utab/of quail; Wyoming of big game heads; and Manitoba of femaleand
young elk and caribou, big game heads of all kinds, blue grouse, sw ans, and dui ;

Pennsylvania fixed a season for the sale of ruffed grouse imported from other Stal

and Illinois made the season for sale of imported game, which formerly applied to

certain cities and towns, general throughout the State.

The warden system was adopted for the iirst time in Kansas, South Carolina
(county wardens only), and British Columbia, and important changes were made
elsewhere. Manitoba authorized the appointment of an assistant warden and New
Brunswick of a chief ranger, Illinois increased the number of her warden-. Michigan
authorized the selection of four deputy wardens by the Audubon Society, California
and Ontario made more liberal provision than heretofore for warden service, Min-
nesota and Missouri conferred the power of search on their game officials, Wisconsin
placed the warden service under civil-service rules, and Wyoming authorized arrest
and seizure without warrant.

DECISIONS OF THE COl'KTS.

In comparison with the record of 1904 the number of game decisions handed down
by the higher courts was small, only six decisions of importance apparently having
been rendered during the year. Of these a decision rendered by the supreme court
of Vermont construed the law relating to deer with horns (State r. St. John, 59 Atl.,

826); one by the supreme court of Minnesota sustained the law prohibiting the sale

of grouse irrespective of place where killed (State v. Shattuck, 104 N. W., 719); and
a second decision by the same court sustained the right of a person to have deer and
moose skins taken from animals lawfully kdled, and to ship them out of the State
to be tanned and returned (Allbright v. Northern Pacific Rwy. Co., 104 X. W., 827).
The question whether the general public has the right to hunt on overflowed lands
was decided by the supreme court of Illinois (Sehulte v. Warren, 75 N. E., 78o).

This decision, which upheld the right of landowners to prohibit trespassing on their

property when overflowed, was a matter of great importance to the ducking clubs
of the Suite, whose preserves were threatened with destruction if the right to invade
and hunt on overflowed lands could be exercised at will by the general public. A
decision of far-reaching importance was that rendered by the court of appeals of the
first district of California, involving the constitutionality of county ordinances fixing

seasons for game. Since 1897 the boards of county supervisors had enjoyed the

privilege of shortening the open seasons by local ordinances when necessary, but the
court held that in view of the constitutional amendment adopted in 1902, dividing
the State into game districts, and tiie failure of the legislature to enact any laws
under this amendment, an ordinance of Los Angeles County, fixing the season for

doves, was unconstitutional." The case of greatest general importance was that in

New York ( People ex rel. Silz v. Hesterberg, Sheriff) to determine whether the State

law* prohibiting sale of game in close season applied to game imported from Europe
as well as to that taken within the State. The decision was rendered in favor of the

State in the supreme court, but in favor of the dealer in the appellate branch of the
same court. The decision of the court of appeals, sustaining that of the supreme
court, was not rendered until February, 1906, and proved to be a strong vindication of

the right of the State to legislate concerning imported as well as native game.

metime after this decision was rendered, application was made by the attorney-
general for a hearing by the supreme court of the State, and the case was still pend-
ing at the close of the year.
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ADMINISTRATION \\i> INFORCEMEAT aus.

Changes in the personnel of the warden service were numerous during the year
ami included the offices of State warden in idaho, Missouri, Oklahoma, West Vir-
ginia, and Wisconsin, tho e of forest, fish, and tri 1 1 1 1

«

- commissioner and chief game
protector in New York, district warden in North Dakota, the chairmanship of the
commission of birds in Rhode Island, minister of marine and fisheries in Newfound-
land, and minister of colonization, mines, and fisheries in Quebec. Minor changes
also occurred in the boards of commissioners in Maine, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and
Ontario. Under the new laws a state warden was appointed in Kansas, a provin-
cial warden in British Columbia, an assistant warden in Manitoba, and a chief

ranger in New r.rnnsw ick.

Ordinarily the terms of Slate wardens run from two to six years. It is question-
able whether the highesl degree of efficiency can be attained under the shorter term
of office, and the action of Tennessee in extending the term of its warden to eight

has peculiar significance, not only because this is the Longest term of any warden
in the United States, but because it is a recognition of the principle that frequent
change is incompatible with the most efficient Bervice. An important step toward
raising the standard of the warden service was taken in Wisconsin in placing deputy
wardens as well as other State officers under civil-service rules. As the law did not
take effect until December L6, and the date fixed for examinations was early in Jan-
uary, 1906, the result of the experiment can not he determined for some time, hut
its importance lies in the recognition of the necessity of removing warden service as

far as possible from partisan politics. In this connection mention may he made of

the fact that applicants for the position of deputy warden in Massachusetts are
required to pass a competitive written examination, a system inaugurated by the com-
missioners of fisheries and game in 1903.

Beside special deputies paid hy part of the fines, or by the day during the time
they actually serve, about a dozen States now have, in addition to their game com-
missioners or other superior officers, chief wardens or supervising deputies employed
throughout the year, at salaries ranging from $600 to $1,200 per annum. Salaried offi-

cers of this kind employed in 1905 were as follows: Colorado, 5 chief game protectors;
Illinois, 10 game wardens; Michigan, a chief deputy and 10 deputies; Missouri, 1

or more deputy wardens for each of the 16 Congressional districts; Montana, 8 spe-

cial deputies; Nebraska, 1 chief deputy and 3 regular deputies; New Jersey, 1 pro-
tector and 24 wardens; New York, 50 protectors, including 1 chief and 3 assistants;

Pennsylvania, a chief protector, who is also secretary of the board of game commis-
sioners, and 9 protectors; Wisconsin, 2 Congressional district wardens for each of the
1 1 Congressional districts; and Wyoming, 3 assistant wardens.

It is worthy of note that 9 of the 36 States having State officers have now placed
their warden service on a self-sustaining hasis from the income derived from license

fees, thus obviating the necessity of any appropriation from the State treasury.
These States are: Idaho, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Montana, North Carolina,
North Dakota, Washington, and Wisconsin. Florida, Tennessee, and Virginia also

maintain their warden service without cost to the State. North Carolina received
from nonresident licenses nearly 610,000. Idaho collected from all sources nearly
$16,000, and at the close of the year had a balance of over §6,000. Missouri's account
showed an excess of nearly 850,000 at the end of the year; Wisconsin, besides main-
taining the warden service, devoted Si 0,000 of the license fund to the State fish

hatcheries; and Illinois, after paying all the expenses of the warden service, had a

balance of about $100,000 in the game-protection fund. On the other hand, appro-
priations for salaries and expenses of the warden service in 10 States where license
receipt- wire small or Licenses are not required were a- follows for the biennial term

to 1907: California, $26,000; Connecticut, $16,000; Massachusetts, $47,665 | 1905
only); Nebraska, 824,230; New Jersey, 827,450; New York, 875,400;" Ohio, $11,000;
Oregon, $8,400; Pennsylvania, $20,000, and West Virginia, 82,000.
The increased effectiveness of the license system is shown by the fact that nonresi-

dent licenses were required in 36 States as compared with 31 in 1904, and resident

licenses in 17 as compared with 13 in 1004. The number of nonresident lio

! in Florida, Maine, Michigan, Nebraska, New Hampshire, and Ontario showed
substantial increases, the number in Michigan andOntario being nearly twice as many,
and in New Hampshire nearly four times as many as in 1904. Large increases in

the number of resident licenses were also reported from Colorado, Indiana. Minne-
sota, Idaho, and New Brunswick, the numbers in Indiana and Minnesota being
nearly double those of the previous year, A falling off in nonresident licenses was

"For L905-6, exclusive of expense- for fish hatcheries, shell fisheries, and forestry.
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noticeable in Delaware, Maryland, Minnesota, N<u
I I tan, Vermont,

and Ncn Brunswick. Tin- was probably due in Utah and New Brunswick to the
increase in the iicei , in Minnesota to the restriction prohibiting hunters from
carrying their trophies home, and in Vermont to the reduction of the bunting season
from ten tor-i\ daya Similarly in Michigan an increase in the resident lia

from 75 cents to (1.50 resulted in a decrease of nearly 33 per cent in the numbei
persons who took out licenses. In 6 of the Northern States and 2 of the Canadian
Provinces which attract most nonresident sportsmen, the returns show some inter-

esting facts in regard to the number of persons hunting big game. These states and
Provinces, with the number of nonresident licenses issued in each, are as follows:

Maine, 2,109; New Hampshire, 469; Vermont, 28; Michigan, 105; Wisconsin, 449;
Minnesota, 84; New Brunswick, 283; Ontario, 443—a total of 3,970 licenses, of which
more than 50 per cent were issued in Maine. In Michigan, New Brunswick, and
Ontario, licenses for hunting big game were issued to residents as follows: Michigan,
14,878; New Brunswick, 3,821; Ontario, 5,825 licenses and 2,495 settlers' permits—

a

total of 27,019. In other words, about 31,000 persons were licensed to hunt big

game in the States and Provinces above mentioned, without taking into account the
residents in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, concerning
whom statistics are not available. This would average 1 licensed hunter for each 4

square miles in Michigan, 1 for each 7 square miles in New Brunswick, and a non-
resident for each 14 square miles in Maine.

Full statistics regarding the enforcement of the laws in the several States are not
available, but from facts and figures which are published from time to time it is

noticeable that the character of offenses for which convictions are secured varies

widely in different States. Thus, in Massachusetts a large proportion of convictions
are secured for hunting on Sunday; in New Jersey and Pennsylvania many are for

violations of laws peculiarly applicable to foreigners; in Illinois the offenses consist,

in large part, of hunting without license. In several cases extradition proceedings
were resorted to successfully to enforce the gJlme laws. Thus two hunters from
Pennsylvania who violated the laws of West Virginia were brought back to the latter

State for trial and were convicted, and ten residents of Kentucky who hunted in

Indiana without license were likewise brought back under extradition.

Detailed reports of convictions are published in annual reports or in sportsmen's
journals by the game commissioners of California, Illinois, Minnesota, Missouri,
Massachusetts, and New Jersey, from these and from other sources it is noticeable
that heavier lines than formerly are now secured in game cases. This fact is show n
by the following list of a few cases reported from 13 different States during the year:

In Illinois, for shipping 20 quail, two defendants, $155 each; for shipping 240 quail,

$200 and costs; in Indiana, for killing 6 meadow larks, four hunters, $140; in Iowa,
for shipping 200 prairie chickens and other birds, #400; in Massachusetts, for killing

1 deer on December 31, 2 defendants, $100 each; in Minnesota, for shipping 20 quail,

$200 and costs; in New Hampshire, for killing a deer, $100; in New Jersey, for

exporting game, $140 and costs, and for possession of 100 rail, $2,000 and costs; in

New York, for possession and sale of quail and grouse in close season, several fines

ranging from $300 to $600 each; in Oregon for killing deer, two defendants $100 each
and three defendants $125 each; in Pennsylvania, for shooting 11 robins, one hun-
dred and ten days' imprisonment; for selling grouse, $200 and costs; in Vermont,
for killing deer, three defendants, each $120.38; in West Virginia, for shipping quail,

$120; and in AVyoming, for killing elk for tusks, six months' imprisonment.

CONDITION OF GAME.

Accurate statistics of the abundance of game in the United States are not available,

and even in the case of big game figures showing approximately the number killed

can be given in only a few instances. Nevertheless, enough data are available to

throw some light on conditions in the more important regions.

r.—Deer seem to have maintained their usual numbers in most parts of the
country, and in a few sections, especially in Maine, Michigan, the Adirondacks, and
certain parts of Pennsylvania, were more abundant than usual. In Maine the num-
ber shipped through Bangor, 4,656, exceeded that of any previous year, and the
total number brought out of the State by the railroads was 6,799." In Vermont 495
were killed during the six days of the open season. In Massachusetts and Connecti-
cut deer are increasing, and in New Jersey the experiment of restocking the southern

xclusive of shipments via Portland and Bumford Falls Railway, but including
some from points in New Hampshire on the Maine Central System.
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counties of the State baa apparently been entirely successful. Reports from the
Rock} Mountain region show a slight increase in the number of deer in New Mexico
and do apparent decrease in Wyoming. In Ontario the Dumber of deer carried by
the express companies, 3,310, showed an increase of 270 over the number transported
in I'.MH.

Other big game.— Moose are increasing in Wyoming and apparently Dot de<

in Maine, 253 having been shipped from the latter State during the year, as com-
pared with 222 in L904. lie ports trom Ontario show that the number shipped was L50
and the total Dumber killed probably 200. The elk Liberated in the Adirondack*
wintered well and those in Wyoming maintained their normal abundance, notwith-
standing the fact that the record of licenses shows that, nearly 800 were; killed.

Antelope, however, are rapidly disappearing in Wyoming, and the; State; warden
reports that ahont 200 were killed during tin; year. Tin; hand on Green River, sup-
posed to he one of the largest in the United States, will soon dwindle to insignificant
proportions unless afforded better protection. In tin; Yellowstone National Park
antelope now Dumber about 1,500, mountain sheep ahout 100, and deer and elk are
abundant. The herd of wild buffalo near the head of Pelican Creek now contains
ahout 30 animals, and the tame herd, established in 1902, 44.

Quail.—Quail suffered severely during the winter of 1904-5, particularly in southern
New England and in some parts of Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. On the other hand,
in many sections of the South and West they still maintain their normal abundance.
In Massachusetts, New Jersey, Ohio, and Indiana they have become so scarce that
restocking is necessary to maintain the; supply. Massachusetts experienced much
difficulty in obtaining birds for propagation, but New Jersey obtained and liberated
8,178. Many of the birds secured for propagation in the autumn of 1905 came from
Alabama and the Southwest.

Prairie chickens and woodcock.—Prairie chickens are increasing in Illinois and
Nebraska, decreasing in South Dakota, and reported as almost exterminated in Iowa.
An unusual autumn flight of woodcock occurred along the* Atlantic coast, where in
some places in Maryland and neighboring States the birds were more numerous than
for several years past.

Wildfowl.—Ducks were remarkably abundant during the autumn throughout
almost the entire country, and this flight following that of 1904 seems to indicate that
restrictions on sale and on spring shooting are already showing some results. In
Illinois it is gratifying to note that the wood duck was specially abundant. In a few
localities, particularly in western Michigan, southern Wisconsin, and in Virginia,
ducks were reported as scarce, and on Long Island and in Currituck Sound, N. C,
although birds were abundant, the shooting was poor, chiefly on account of the mild
weather early in the season, which enabled the birds to remain out on the open
water away from the batteries and shore blinds.

FEEDING GAME.

The severity of the two winters 1903-4 and 1904-5 caused such mortality among
upland game "birds that the feeding of quail, which had been previously done in a
more or less desultory way, was taken up and carried on systematically in a num-
ber of States. In New Jersey and West Virginia the deputy game wardens were
assiduous in the work and in the District of Columbia the mounted police in the
suburbs of Washington were impressed into the service. In Pennsylvania the game
commission through the State zoologist sent 30,000 requests to farmers to feed the
birds during inclement weather, and in Massachusetts the Fish and Game Protective
Association distributed cards urging people to feed the quail, and furnished food
without charge and instructions for placing it. The sportsmen of Spokane, Wash.,
issued a plea to farmers to feed the quail, and sportsmen in Maryland and farmers in
Indiana organized associations for the purpose. \\\ Massachusetts, Missouri, Ne-
braska, Virginia, and other States, more or less regular feeding of birds was under-
taken by schools and by private individuals. In Illinois, the State game commis-
sioner authorized an expenditure of $50 in each county and a total of $3,300 was

tally expended for feeding game birds during Bevere weather. The result of this
activity has been the preservation of thousands of birds that otherwise would have
perished for lack of food, and the spread of interest in tin 1 subject and information
collected concerning Buitable food and methods of distributing it most effectively can
not fail to be of value in future.

As \«t attention has scarcely been directed to the question of systematically feed-
ing big game, but it is interesting to note that in the Yellowstone National Park,
where the deer, antelope, and mountain sheep have been fed in winter for two
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or three yean, tin- animals have become exceedingly tame. Laai season b field along
the road at the north entrance of the park near Gardiner was planted in alfalfa ;i u< 1

about LOO tonsof hay for \\ inter feeding was thus secured. The success of tins experi-
ment furnishes a useful suggestion for those states in which big apt to Buffer

for food during bard winters.

IMPORTATIONS OF LIVE MAMMALS AM) BIRDS.

During the calendar year 1,287 mammals, 316,428 birds, and 2,330 eggs of game
birds were imported into the United States under permit. Among the mammals

sou guinea pigs and 10 beaver. Of the birds 271,416 were canaries, 1,099
pheasants, 4, ssi other game birds, and 39,032 miscellaneous species, [n comparison
with the importations of 1904 these figures show an increase of about 45,000 birds,

of w hich nearly 39,000 were canaries, and a decrease of about 500 eggs.

Among tin.' game birds were 2,392 quail from Mexico, and 654 gray partridges,
117 capercailzie, 74 black game, 12 hazel grouse, and 7 willow grbuse (dalryper)
from Europe. The Mexican quail were imported as a direct result of the scar* its' of

native birds to meet the great demand for quail of any species for propagation. The
willow grouse, or dak*) per, apparently representing the first importation of this Bpe-
cies, were consigned to the game preserve of the Cleveland Cliffs Iron Company on
Grand Island, Michigan, and most of the capercailzie and black game were intended
for the same preserve. A few capercailzie and black game, however, were imported
for preserves in Massachusetts and New York. Of the partridges 450 were destined
for North Carolina, about 75 for Massachusetts, and a few for Virginia and other
States. Among the rarer pheasants were several each of the tragopans, 4 impeyan,
4 Siamese, 4 crossoptilon or Manchurian, a pair each of monaul and hoki, and 1

rufous-tailed pheasant. Several rare species of ducks and a Somali ostrich were also

imported for the New York Zoological Park.
No injurious species were introduced into the United States, but the English sparrow,

which has not yet reached all of the States, was reported for the first time from
Arizona."

PRESERVES.

Notable progress was made during the year in the establishment of game preserves,
both Federal and State. By an act of Congress approved January 24, \W~), the
President was authorized to set aside such portions of the Wichita Forest Reserve in

Oklahoma as he deemed suitable for a game refuge, and on June 7, by Executive
order, he established the entire Wichita Forest Reserve of 57,1:21) acres as a game
preserve. This preserve is specially adapted lor the propagation of deer, antelope,
wild turkeys, and quail, and is available i'oi many other kinds of game. Toward the
close of the year the New York Zoological Society offered to place a herd of bison
on the preserve if an inclosure was provided for its reception.
A part of the herd of dwarf (4k in the San Joaquin Valley, California, presented to

the Government several years ago by Miller i<; Lux, was successfully transferred to

the preserve which was established for it in 1904 on the Kaweah River in the
Sequoia National Park. About 20 animals were placed in this park, where, with
ample feed and complete protection, it is hoped they will increase and insure the

preservation of the species.

Three additional bird reservations "were created by Executive proclamation on
October 10. Two of these, the Huron and Siskiwit reservations in Lake Superior,
Michigan, contain the largest breeding grounds of the herring gull thus far discovered
in the interior; the other, Passage Key, at the mouth of Tampa Bay, Florida, is an
important breeding ground and the resort of numbers of birds during migration, 50
species having been noted on the island in less than three months after the establish-

ment of the reservation.
The attention given to preserves by several of the States shows the interest now-

taken in this feature of game protection, and marks the beginning of an important
line of work in the future. The State game commissioner of Illinois has leased for

ten years 160 acres south of Springfield, in Sangamon County, as a preserve for the
propagation of pheasants, quail, and grouse. The fish and game commission of New
Jersey, which had purchased 27 deer in 1904 and 83 in 1905, an 1 liberated them on
leased lands in the southern counties of the State, reports that its efforts have met
with success, and that the deer are rapidly increasing. In Pennsylvania the board
of game commissioners was authorized, with the consent of the commissioner of

"Auk, XXII, p. 417, Oct., 1905.
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forestry, to establish public game preserves is the State forest reservations "for the
protection and propagation of deer, wild turkey, partridge, quail, woodcock, and
w ill I pigeons," and was granted an appropriation of $6,000 tor the purpose of estab-

lishing, stocking, and maintaining these preserves
I
Laws 1905, No. 320). Washing-

ton authorized the creation of game presen es by county commissioners on islands,

and gave absolute protection to deer on all islands, and to waterfowl on the Colum-
bia ami Snake rivers in most of the counties east of the Cascades. The legislature

of Wyoming se1 aside a tract of some 576,000 acres immediately south of the Yellow-
stone National Park as a State game preserve, where the elk and other big game
might be free from pursuil and and ample protection. As the first large prea i

the kind established under State auspices, the Wyoming experiment merits Bpecial

attention and will doubtless be followed by similar action in other States.

in Maine the National Association of Auduhon Societies has secured from the State
the lease of an island on the coast, called Old Man [sland, theonly known breeding
place of the eider duck in the United States. In Louisiana the Auduhon Society ofthat
state lias leased l'2 islands, with an approximate area of 5,000 acres, and is purchasing
Battledore Island, which contains about 1,000 acres. All of these islands are impor-
tant breeding places for sea birds, and will be maintained a^ bird refuges.

That interest in private preserves continues unabated is shown by the additions
made to the long list of those already established. The fact is becoming generally

nized that tne game preserve furnishes the most promising method of main-
taining a stock of game for the future, and that refuges, whether controlled by indi-

viduals, the State, or the Federal Government, can easily he made centers from
which game of various kinds may be obtained or may overflow naturally to restock

adjoining areas.

AREAS SURVEYED AND MAPPED BY THE BUREAU OF SOILS.

By A. G. Rice, Chief Clerk, Bureau of Soils.

The following statement shows the location and extent of soil surveys made up to

December 31, 1005. Lithograph maps drawn on a scale of 1 mile to the inch, cov-

ering each area surveyed, indicate in colors the distribution of the various soil types.

The accompanying sketch map (fig. 129) gives the location of these area-.

. h .
•

. .1
* ra^ >^

Fig. 129.—Areas covered by the soil survey

The statement gives first the number of square miles in each individual area sur-

1 and then the total for the State or Territory. The total for the United States

is 109,347 square miles or 09,982,080 acres.
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Area* of ami turveys in the United States to December SI, 1906,

SqllHtr

Ahihama: mil.-..

Hi. .nut County
Dallas County
i : I Payne area
Huntsville urea 506

Lauderdale County
Macon County
Mobile area 161

Montgomery County 7*0

Perry County 762

Sumter Count v 898
6, 857

Arizona:
Buckeye sheet 48

PhoeniX sheet 248

Solomonsville area L08

1 empe sheet 168

Yuma area 340
897

Arkansas:
Miller County 626

Stuttgart area 251
877

California:
Bakersfleld area L95

Fresno area 628

Sanford area 216

imperial area 1,084
Indio area '-'31

Los Angeles area f>70

Sacramento area 924

Salinas sheet 189

San Bernardino area 755

San (iahriel area 259

San Jose area 313

Santa Ana area 275

Bolidad sheet 156

Stockton area 621

Ventura sheet 240
6,558

Colorado:
Arkansas Valley area 915

Grand Junction area L68

Greeley area 687

San Luis area 628

2, 428

Connecticut:
Connecticut Valley 505

Delaware:
Dover area 814

Florida:
Gadsden County 548

Gainesville area 485
Leon County 675

1, 708

Georgia:
Bainbridge area 364

Cohh County 346
Covington area 225

Dodge County 489
» Fort Valley area 186

Spalding County '205

1,816
Idaho:

Boise sheet 1 55

Blackfoot area 428

Caldwell sheet 244

l.ewiston area 808
1,135

Illinois:

Clay County 460

Clinton County 491

Johnson County 339

Knox County 717

Lean County 1,159
O' Fallon area 68
Sangamon Count v 866

St. Clair County 650
Tazewell County 645

Winnebago County 526
5,921

Square
Indiana: mi.

Boonville area
Madison County
Marshall County

I

New ton County
Posey County
Scott County 197

Tippecanoe County
9

Iowa:
('.•no Cordo County
Du hii. pie area Ill)

Story County
Tama County 720

2,303
Kan

Allen County
Brown County 573

Garden City area 885
Parsons area
Russell area 270
Wichita area

2,545
Kentucky:

McCracken county 212
Madison County 437
Mason County 225
Scott County 280
Union County 361

Warren Count v 533
2,078

Louisiana:
Vidia Parish 636

De Soto Parish
Fast Baton Rouge Parish 451

Lake Charles area 202
N.w Orleans area 410
Ouachita Parish I

Tangipahoa Parish 788
3,917

Maryland:
Calvert County 217

Cecil County
Harford County 418
Kent County 298
Prince George County 480
St. Mary County
Worcester County 463

2,610
Massachusetts:

Connecticut Valley 809

Michigan:
Allegan County 828
Alma area 282

M musing area 407
Oxford area 210

OWOSBO area 270
I'ontiac area 307

Saginaw area 984
3,288

Minnesota:
Carlton sheet 413

Marshall area 233
646

Mississippi:
Biloxi area 615

Crystalsprings area 231

Jackson area 737

Mayersville sheet L98

McNeill area 198

Smedes area 468

Yazoo sheet 468
2,900

Missouri:
Crawford County 747

Bowel! County 919

O' Fallon area
Saline County 748

Scotland County 440

Bhelby County 511

Webster County 605
4,522
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Areas of toil surveys in the United States to December SI, 1906—Continued.

Bquare
Montana: miles.

Billings area 107

Gallatin Valley area
i:;i

Nebraska:
Qrand Island urea 146

Cearnej area 792

Barpy County 227
stun ton area :v2:i

1,788
New Jersey:

Balem area 198

Trenton area 810
1.

New Mexico:
Carlsbad sheel 80

Roswell sheet 49
129

New York:
A

u

l Mini area 461
BigflatS area 223
Binghamton area 229
Loni,r Island area 845
Lyons area 615
Syracuse area lit;

Tompkins County 493
Vergennes area 160

Westfield area 260
3, 609

North Carolina:
Alamance County 365
Asheville area 497
Gary sheet 63
Clayton sheet 214
Craven area 897
Duplin County 824
Hickory area 988
Kinston sheet 257
Mount Mitchell sheet 497

Newbern sheet 46
New Hanover County 174
Parmele area 2:>6

Perquimans and Pasquotank
counties 461

Princeton sheet 248
Saluda a rea 190
Statesville area 78

1

6,741
North Dakota:

Cando area 283
Carrington area 720
Fargo area 406
Grand Forks area 314
Jamestown area 496

2, 219
Ohio:

Ashtabula area .• 340
Cleveland area 509
Columbus area 172

Coshocton area 551
M i mtgoniery County 480
Toledo area 403
Westerville area 476
Wboster area 469

3, 700
on:
Baker City area
Salem area 28

1

442
Pennsylvania:

Adams County .

r
):;i

Chester County
Lancaster area

tanOD area 669
khaven area

Montgomery County 196

8,006
l'orto Rico:

Arecibo to Ponce 330

Square
Rhode Island: miles.

State
I

South < larollna:
Abbeville area 1,006
< la mpi >bello area 615
Charleston area 862
Cherokee county
Darlington area
Lancai ter County
Orangeburg area 709

County 669
I

South Dakota:
Brookings area CI

Tennessee:
Clarksyille area 547
Davidson County 501

Greenville a rea 664

Henderson County 199

Law re i iee County 618
1'ikeville area 1 10

:>,, 269

Texas:
Anderson County 1,069
Austin area 706
Brazoria area
Houston County 1,192
Jacksonville area 100
Lavaca County 996
Lee County 666
Lufkin area 99
Nacogdoches area 97
Paris area 648
San Antonio area 484
Vernon area 277
Waco area 495
Willis area 215
Woodville area 100

7, 887

Utah:
Bear River Valley 331
Provo a rea 373
Salt Lake sheet 249
Sevier Valley 235
Weber County 310

1,501

Vermont:
Vergennes area 227

Virginia:
Albemarle area 1,410
Appomattox County 340
Bedford area 632
Hanover County 475
Leesburg area 419
Louisa County 505
Norfolk area/. 303
Prince Edward County 430
Yorktown area

5,112
Washington:

Island County 233
Everett area r>^.".

Sunnvside sheet 224
Walla Walla area -Jul

Yakima sheet 85

West Virginia:
Upshur County 330

Wisconsin:
Janesville area 451

Portage County
Superior area
Viroqua area

Wyoming:
Laramie area 309

Total 109,347
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PROGRESS IN FRUIT GROWING IN 1905.

l'.\ W. II. Raoan, Expert in Pomological Nomenclature.

Thirty thousand carloads oi oranges and lemons were Bhipped from California
during ihe forwarding season of 1904 5. This i^ the grand climax of a progressive
industry that had its beginning in 1876, when a single carload, consisting of on)

-. was sent forward from the same held of production. The foregoing staten

together with the fact that, during the Beason of L905, about 5,000 carloads of peaches
w ere shipped out of Georgia, as against 700 carloads ten years before, will fairly illus-

trate the rapidly growing magnitude of our fruit industry.

The Lewis and (Mark Exposition at Portland, Oreg., during the pasl season showed
the marked progress which is being made in fruit growing. In some particulars the
display of fruits at this great exposition excelled that at any of its predecee
This was especially true in regard to cherries, and largely BO in case of many others

of our leading fruits. There has perhaps never been such a magnificent Bhowing of

sweet cherries. .Many of the varieties displayed were native to that section of our
country, notably the Bing, Republican, Lambert, and Lew elling, though the Napoleon
(Royal Ami), Tartarian, and many others of the old and well-known BOrtS were to

t'li at their best and in quantities rarely, if ever, met with at eastern exhibitions.

Apparently good and satisfactory progress is being made in the development of

hardier citrus fruits by hybridization. .Many promising new varieties are now on
trial and a few—the Rusk and Willits citranges—have already been distributed for

further trial throughout the more northern sections of possible citrus fruit growing.
Much of this work with citrus fruits is being conducted under the auspices of the

United States Department of Agriculture, yet the cooperation of private individuals
is by no means wanting. As another writer has recently said, ' We who are wishing
to test or see good oranges far north of the present limit of successful citrus culture

should be patient and hopeful."
In September last (1905), the American Pomological Society held its biennial ses-

sion in Kansas City, Mo. For almost two-thirds of a century this society, founded
by Wilder, Downings, Thomas, Mannings, and others equally deserving of note, has
labored to establish a better knowledge of fruits and fruit growing among the Ameri-
can people, as well as to encourage the production of better varieties and moi
them. In this line of work no ot her organization has accomplished so much good.

The recent meeting at Kansas City was the first one (except that of 1895, which was
held in California) to be held so far west, and it very naturally brought together much
that was new in its personnel and in the fruits shown and discussed. In these par-

ticulars and in many others this meeting may properly be regarded as an important
step in the progress of fruit growing during the period now being considered.
The public interest in nut culture seems to grow with the lapse oi time. We new-

have several journals devoted to this interest, and also at least one leading society,

the National Nut-Growers' Association, which is composed of men devoted to the
building np of a special industry of this character. There are also individuals and
associations engaging in nut culture in a commercial way. Formerly our native nut-

bearing trees, with the exception of a few foreign-grown specfes, furnished a satis-

factory Bupply for the home demand, but now that the woodman's ax has laid low
much of our native forest which produced that abundant supply and the consump-
tion of nuts has become so general through a better knowledge of their food value,

this demand must be supplied from other sources. This has led to the culture and
improvement of varieties, for even among our wild species varietal differences were
very apparent, some being much better than others. Already we have many named
varieties, as well as nursery-grown trees and plants for the supply of this growing
demand. Throughout the larger portion of the Appalachian region the chestnut and
its diminutive relative, the chinquapin, are best adapted for cultivation. In a large

portion of the South, especially in the Gulf region and the valley of the lower Mis-

sissippi, the pecan takes the lead; in a large section of the Ohio Valley the shellbark
and other hickories, the butternut, and the black walnut are especially productive;

and on the Pacific coast the introduced walnuts and the almonds are already grown
in immense quantities.

It is more and more apparent to the observing fruit grower that the future apple for

the cold Northwest, if not already discovered, is to be found among the hardy seedlings

produced or yet to be produced in that region. This subject, after patient trial of

many introduced varieties, most of which have been found wanting, is now engaging
the earnest attention of some of our most intelligent, practical men. The Wealthy
still takes the lead among many others of this class that have been produced, but

which have as yet had less extensive trial. At the meeting of the American Pomo-
logical Society held in Boston in 1903, a large number of varieties of these new
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seedlings (perhaps a hundred or more) were on exhibition from Minnesota, many
of which were exceedingly promising. During that exhibition this collection

center of attraction to many practical fruit growers. This collection of new and

promising Beedling apples was awarded the Wilder silver medal by the committee.

At the recent meeting of the same Bociety, held In Kansas City in September Last,

another very interesting collection (of a very different type, however) of new and

promising Beedlings wae exhibited by a gentleman from northern Iowa. This collec-

tion \\ as alsoawarded the Wilder medaf Of course, the great and paramounl object

of all this experimental work is to secure varieties thai will withstand the severe cli-

matic conditions of thai section. The work< t production, as also the work oitesting,

requires patient, intelligent skill and years of time.

Two important publications relating to theapple have issui d from the press during

the last year. Tne State of New York, through the Geneva Experimenl Station,

has compiled and published a very interesting and useful volume on theapp
that State. In this volume there has been a successful bringing together of the

varieties that have been found growing within the limits of the State of New York.

volume Is liberally illustrated, the descriptions are full and accurate, the synon-

ymy almosl complete, and references are generous. The work is the result of several
-' arduous and painstaking labor, by Prof. S. A. Beach, assisted by Profs. X. 0.

th and 0. M. Taylor. The other publication, the " Nomenclature of the Apple,"

is a bulletin of the Bureau of Plant Industry of the United States Department of

culture, and is an approximately complete catalogue of the known varieties of this

important fruit. It gives the leading name of each variety in its alphabetic order,

with its synonyms and a brief description, and the origin of the variety and its sea -on.

where known.' together with references to the place of first publication. The list as

made up, embracing as far as known all synonyms, includes about 14,000 names,

and covers almost 400 printed pages. These publications, if properly appreciated by

ipple-growing public, will aid very materially in the untangling of the somewhat
confused nomenclature of this, our leading fruit, an end much desired by all true

nomologists. A thorough schooling in the correct nomenclature of fruits will be a

step in the direction of protecting the public against impositions so often prac-

ticed by unscrupulous venders of trees and plants who frequently offer a variety

under a wrong name, or under a synonym of its true name.

BOUNTY LEGISLATION FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF NOXIOUS
ANIMALS, 1905.

By D. E. La nt/, Assistant, Biological Survey.

Legislation designed to encourage the destruction of noxious mammals and birds,

during 1905, was of considerable importance, 14 States and Territories having amended
their bounty laws.

In New England the trend of legislation is toward the repeal of bounty laws.

Afterl wo vears' trial, resulting in serious drains upon the State treasuries, Maine,

New Hampshire, and Vermont repealed the laws providing for porcupine bounties.

In the Western States there seems to be a tendency to abandon State bounties and
institute county payments with a view of relieving the burden of State taxation.

]\\ most cases where county bounties are provided for, payment is optional with the

rning boards. The unsatisfactory results of the bounty system are best shown
by the frequency with which the laws are amended. The changes, although often

experimental in character, usually improve the conditions. A prominent exception

is the recent act of Rhode Island placing a bounty on hawks and owls without dis-

crimination as to beneficial and harmful specii

Following is a synopsis of bounty legislation for 1905. Two laws for 11*04 are

included, they being the only ones of that year.

Arizona.—Paragraphs 4_'oi) and 4211 of the Civil Code of L901 are amended. Par-

agraph 4209 providesthat boards of supervisors of counties shall pay the following

bounties: Lob..-; or timber wolves, $20 each; mountain lions, pumas, or panthers, $20

each: bears, $10 each; raccoons, 25 cents each: and jack rabbits, 5 edits each. Par-

agraph 4211 provides for methods of proof and manner of payment of the bounty.

[Chapter 29, L905.]

This ai t continues county payment, increases the bounty on timber wolves from

$5 to $20, and provides, for the first time in the Territory, a bounty on raccoons and

jack rabbits.

Connecticut.—Under the act of L901 the legislature of 1905 appropriated $6,000

for payment of the bounty on foxes for L905 and 1906. "This is an increase of $1,000

over tne sum provided tor the two preceding years, and was required by the increas-

ing number of claims. [Special Law 324.]
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Idaho. -The act of L901 providing for bounties on coyotes, lynxes, and wild-cata la

repealed, and all funds in the '

d comity bounty funa" of each county are
transferred to the currenl expense fund of the county. [House Bill 71 , L906.

]

Later an act was passed providing for the payment of a bounty
cougar, lion, or [-anther, to be paid out of current i funds of the county In

which tiie animal la killed. [House Bill No. L82, 1906.
]

K insas, A new law amende the coyote and wolf bounty ad of 1899 by making
the payment of the bounty by county commissioners optional instead of obligatory.

[Chapter 73, 1905.]
Under the original act nearly a do/en of the hoard- of county commissi-

refused to pay bounties, and in one or more cases legal proceedings were instituted
to compel payment. Although the coyote bounty is but $1 for each animal killed,

the burden was regarded as too heavy for some of the thinly Bettled counties. The
total of county payments for the State has averaged over $20,000 per year, and the
cost seems to be increasing.

Another law was enacted which permits county commissioners at their discretion
to pay a bounty of not over 5 cents each for crows. [Chapter 74, 1905.]
M wne.—Section 15, chapter 32, of the Reviaed Statutes relating to a bounty on

porcupines is repealed. [Chapter 8, 1905.]
The repealed law, passed in 19015, provided a State bounty of 25 cents each for por-

cupines killed within the State. During 1903 claims amounting to nearly $20,000
were presented for payment, and the treasurer in his report to the legislature of L905

estimated that $40,000 would be required to meet the claims. No appropriation,
how ever, was made.
The law relating to a bounty on seals was amended by a provision forbidding the

killing of them inCasco Bay, during June, July, and August, with a rifle or long-range
weapon. [Chapter 07, 1905.]
A law was passed providing for a State bounty of $5 for bears killed in Franklin

County. [Chapter 100, 1905.]
An act of 1903 had the same provisions applying to Oxford County. The general

law fixing a bounty on bears was repealed in 1901. Up to that time the State had
spent upward of * 100,000 in bounties for the destruction of bears alone.
M [CHIOAN.—The bounty of 2 cents each for killing English sparrows was restored.

The clerks of townships or cities issue certificates to the county clerk, who draws
warrants on the county treasurer for payment. [Chapter 118, 1905.]

The original act providing for sparrow bounties was passed in 1887 and repealed
JuneS, 1901.

Montana.—Sections 3070, 3071, 3072, and 3076 of the political code of Montana,
as amended by the act of 1903, are again amended.

Section 3070, as amended, fixes the State bounty on each grown wolf at $10; on
each coyote, coyote pup, or wolf pup, at §3, and on each mountain lion, at $10.

Section 3071 changes the method of proof before bounty inspectors.

Section 3072 provides for the appointment of bounty inspectors by the district

court and prescribes their duties.

Section 3076 increases the rate of assessment on live stock from 3£ to 4£ mills on
the assessed valuation, to provide a State bounty fund. [Chapter 49, 1903.]

Bach of the last four legislatures of Montana has amended the bounty law. Both
the rate of bounty and the rate of taxation have been changed by the several acts.

Governor Toole, in his message of 1903, called attention to the rapid increase of the
cost of the bounty system. Claims against the State tiled during the years 1901 a*id

1902 amounted to $450,000 of which $360,000 had been paid. He advised a reduc-

tion in the amount of bounties per head. The legislature of 190.") reduced the bounty
on coyotes and young wolves, but the law just passed increases the reward for grown
wolves and mountain lions.

Nebraska.—The State passed a general bounty law providing a State bounty on
the following: Gray wolf, $5; coyote, ^1.25; wild-cat, fl. Payment is made by the
State treasurer on certificate of the county clerk. [Chapter 4, 1905.]

A provision in chapter 226 makes an appropriation of $15,000 for payment of

bounties for 1906 and 1907.

New Hampshire.—The law of 1903 providing a bounty of 25 cents on hedgehogs ia

repealed. [Chapter 44, 1905.]
During the year ended June 30, 1904, claims paid under the act of 1903 amounted

to $9,678.25 for 38,713 hedgehogs (porcupines) killed. Up to March 8, 1905, when
the law was repealed, additional claims of $8,490.75 for 33,963 animals killed were
paid. For the two years the law w as in force $18,169 were paid in porcupine bounties.

New Mexico.—A new law repeals section 1 of chapter 80 of the laws of 1903, and
increases the rate of taxation on live stock to provide a county "wild animal bounty
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fund." For 1906 and L906 the rate is not to exceed L0 mill- on thea I valua-

tion, and thereafter not to exceed I mills annually. The bounty is fixed ae follows:

Coyote, wild-cat, or lynx, $1; gray woli or lobo, or bear, $20; panther or mountain
lion, |10. [Chapter 77, L905.

j

Chapter 1 12 carries items of denciency appropriation amounting to (623.60 to pay
outstanding county claims againsl the Territory. Like Montana, New Mexico h

enacted new county laws in L899, L901, L903, and L9i

Rhodb Island. A. State bounty of 25 cents each on "wild hawk, except fish hawk,
wiM ciMW , or \\ Lid <>wl " is established, payable from the general treasury. An appro-

priation oi $500 is made to pay the bounties for L904. [< lhapter I L60, 1904.]

South Dakota.- A genera] law changes the rate of bounty and continues Si

payment. The bounties are fixed as follows: (irown buffalo, black, or gray wolf,

te or wolf pup, $2; mountain lion, $3. The annual appropriation for payment is

increased from $5,000 to $10,000, and, if the amount of the claims for any year exceeds
the appropriation, proportional payment must be accepted in full. [Chapter 1 77,

L905.

1

The law of 1899 did not provide for proportional payment. The appropriation of

$5,000 was entirely inadequate and the legislature of L903 had to appropriate $30,000

to pay deticiences from February 8, 1899, to July 1, 1901, when the act of 1901 went
into effect. Under the law of 1901 the claims always exceeded the appropriation, so

that in 1903, for instance, the actual payment for a coyote was reduced to 61 cents.

Texas.—The legislature passed a law amending the general bounty act of 1903, by
excepting 171 counties from its provisions. [Chapter 71, 1905.]

Utah.—The legislature enacted a general law providing a State bounty of $1 each
for coyotes, lynxes, or wild-cats, and 82.50 for mountain lions, and permitting counties

to pay an additional bounty not to exceed half of the State bounty. An annual
appropriation of $10,000 is made to pay State bounties. When the appropriation for

any year is exhausted the State auditor notifies the county clerks, and no further

certificates may be issued for that year. [Chapter 114, 1905.]

Another law was passed requiring the State auditor and State board of examiners
to examine into the validity of outstanding certificates for payment of bounties under
the laws of 1901 and 1903, and authorizing the payment of such as are found to be
valid. An appropriation of $25,000 is made for their payment. [Chapter 109,

1905.]
Vermont.—The legislature repealed all existing laws for payment of bounties on

noxious animals. [Chapter 131, 1904.]

The cost of bounties in Vermont had been steadily increasing. The act of 1898

had reduced the bounty on wolves, panthers, bears, and lynxes, but that of 1902 had
increased the bounty on foxes from 60 cents to 75 cents and had added a bounty of

30 cents on porcupines. The total claims for 1903-4 were $12,714, over half of

which was for porcupines. The bounty on foxes had more than doubled in four

years and for 1903-4 was $4,652.

Washington.—In January, 1905, an act was passed over the governor's veto, pro-

viding for payment of bounties by the various counties, each county to receive a
credit on its State taxes of the amount of bounty paid bv it, the total of payment to

be limited to $50,000.
In March the legislature amended the act of January by providing for payment

from the current expense fund of each county and omitting the provision of reim-
bursement from the State taxes. The bounty is fixed as follows: Coyote or wolf, $1;

lynx or wild-cat, $2.50; cougar, $5. [Chapter 6:5, 1905.]
* This law received the approval of the governor.
Wyoming.—A new law provides a State bounty of $1 for coyotes, $3 for gray

wolves, and $5 for mountain lions. Counties may offer an additional bounty not

needing the State bounty. An appropriation of *40,000 is made to pay the boun-
ti- - for L905 and 1906. Proof may be made before the county clerk or a notary

public. Former acts are repealed. [Chapter 37, 1905.]
The great mass of testimony as to the etficacy of bounties in controlling the depre-

dations of wild animals is either neutral or against the sy<t<>m. One of the few
favorable expressions concerning the effect of bounty laws is found in the message of

, »r Richards to the legislature of Wyoming in 1903. He says: "The wisdom
of tla* legislatures of the past in appropriating money to exterminate wild animals
i- demonstrated by the well-authenticated fact, which i< vouched for by stockmen

-rally throughout the entire State, that there has been a gradual decrease in the

number of wild animals such as wolves and covotes that prcv on and devour live

stock."
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PROGRESS OF ROAD LEGISLATION AND ROAD IMPROVEMENT IN
THE DIFFERENT STATES.

Prepared in the Office of Public Roads.

In the following paragraphs a brief Bynop iven of the road laws in fort

this time in the States designated, together with a short Btatemenl of work ander
such legislation. This review has been prepared In cooperation with State officials

in each state. No reports are given from states in which no new legislation baa
been enacted nor substantial progress in road improvement made within the past

year.

California.—The legislature of L895 created the State bureau of highways, with
three commia ioners, appointed by the governor, to hold office t wo year.-, and appro-
priate 00 for carrying on State road work; in 1897, by legislative enactment,
the bureau of highways was superseded by the State department of highways, with
three commissioners to hold office for two years, these to be succeeded by one com-
missioner, appointed by the governor, tor a term of four years and every lour years
thereafter. In 1897 the legislative appropriations for State Toad work aggres

$44,900; in 1899, $74,50(5; in L901, $23,060; in 1903, $58,360; in L905, $95,310. Most
of the public roads are constructed under the direction of the hoards of supervisors

of the counties, by direct taxation for that purpose. During the twenty years,

to 1904, inclusive, an aggregate of $49,567,201.31 was expended upon the county roads

by the supervisors. There are 50,000 miles of county roads (of which 2,500 miles
are ''oiled roads'') and 147 miles of State roads in use. The roads constructed and
maintained by the State are in mountainous regions where the population is sparse

and where direct communication between more productive sections i.s desirable.

While California has no "State aid" road law, the legislature of 1905 appropriated
$32,000 lor the construction of To miles of specified county roads upon condition that

the counties in which the roads are located add 50 per cent of the amount, the roads

to revert to and be maintained by the counties after construction.

Connecticut.—The legislature of 1903 appropriated $225,000, to he expended under
the direction of the State highway commissioner during the years 1903 and 1904. In

this work the State pays two-thirds of the cost and in some cases three-fourths.

About 4-">0 miles of road have been built under the direction of the State highway
commissioner since 1895, at an average cost of $3,000 per mile for gravel roads ami
$6,500 for 16- foot macadam roads. This cost includes grading and culverts.

Delaware.—Under a law passed in 1903 the State appropriation for road building
in 1904 was $30,000. The State pays one-half the expense of building certain public

roads.

Illinois.—An act was passed by the last general assembly and approved May IS,

L905, establishing a State highway commission consisting of three persons to be
appointed by the governor, the duty of the commission being to investigate and carry

on experimental work in road building, kinds of material, systems of drainage, etc.

No compensation was provided for, but the actual expenses of the commissioners
were to he paid. The act carried an appropriation of 825,000 per annum. Another
act was passed at the same session and approved May IS, 1905, authorizingand empow-
ering the employment of convicts and prisoners in the penal and reformatory insti-

tutions of the State in the manufacture of tile and culvert pipe for road drainage, in

the manufacture of machinery, tools, and appliances for the building, maintaining,
and repairing- of the wagon roads of the State, and in preparing road building and
ballasting material upon the requisition of the State highway commission.
Iowa.—The act providing for the State highway commission became effective

April 13, 1904, the Iowa State College being designated as the highway commission.
The duties of the commission are to devise plans of highway construction and main-
tenance, to conduct demonstrations in highway construction, and to act as a bureau
of information. Another act provided the commission with 87,000 for the biennial
period July 1, 1904, to July 1, 1906.

Maine.—Legislation was enacted in 1901 providing that any city or town may receive

from the State treasury one-half the sum actually appropriated and expended on
some road within its corporate limits to be designated by the county commissioners
as State road; the work had to be done under supervision of the county commis-
sioners and to be accepted by them; and the maximum amount to be drawn by any
town was 8100. In 1903 the legislature raised this maximum to $200, and in 1905

to 8300.
The legislature in 1905 created the office of commissioner of highways, whose

duties are to act in an advisory capacity when consulted by county and municipal
authorities, and "to compile statistics relating to the public ways and make such
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Investigation relating thereto as he shall deem expedient, in order to secure better

and more Improved highways in the stale" The law also provides thai
l,
Hai<l com-

missioner shall hold each year under the auspices <>f the county commission
meeting in each county, for the open discussion of questions relating to the building
and maintaining of public ways, 01 which due notice shall be given to the towns ana
cities in each county by the said county commissioners."
Mary j \m>. Since L898 $10,000 has been appropriated each year for carryir

the work of the highway division of the state geological Burvey. A careiul and
marching inquiry into the road question of the state has been made and several

exhaustive reports issued. The highway division reports, among other things, t hat

there art' L6,000 miles of roads in the State, of which 497 miles are toll roads. There
are about 900 miles of stone, shell, and gravel roads maintained by the counties. It

mated that the counties spend for road maintenance $000,000 annually, and
that the people of the state pay about $140,000 annually in tolls. It is estimated
that the average hauling distance is <>.7 miles; thai the average amount hauled per

horse is 0.58 of a ton; that the average cost of hauling] ton per mile in Maryland is

26 cents, and that the cost of properly huilt macadam roads in Maryland, graded to

a width of 20 feet, with macadam 12 feel wide, varies from $4,000 to $6,000 per mile.

The general assembly of 1904 passed an act which provides $200,000 annuallv for

the construction of modern macadam roads. The court of appeals in February, i 905,

decided that this law is constitutional. This law provides that plans and specifica-

tions are to be prepared by the State geological survey, and that one-half of the cost

of construction is to be paid by the State and one-half by the county. The amount
received by each county from the State bears the same ratio to the total State appro-
priation as the public-road mileage of the county bears to the total public-road
mileage of the State.

Massachusetts.—Massachusetts appropriates annually $450,000 for construction
and $00,000 in 1905 for maintenance. The State pays the entire cost of the road, but
25 per cent of the cost is assessed on the counties. The Commonwealth has appro-
priated in the aggregate for the building of roads §6,000,000. The Massachusetts
highway commission, which was established in 1893, has received contributions from
towns and individuals to assist in building roads which amount to $330,000, making
a sum total of $6,330,000. The recent legislature appropriated $2,250,000 to be
expended for State highways during a period of five years. The average cost per
mile of 12 to 15-foot stone roads in Massachusetts in 1904 was $5,750, the depth vary-

ing from 3 to 12 inches. Gravel roads 15 feet wide and 6 to 8 inches deep cost from
$3,000 to $4,000 per mile. Up to October 1, 1905, 615 miles were built or under con-
tract. It is estimated by the Massachusetts highway commission that there are
20,000 miles of roads in the Commonwealth, and that 1,900 miles will ultimately be
improved by State aid.

Michigan.—The State reward road law enacted by the 1905 legislature provides
State rewards to be paid to townships and counties that build gravel or macadam
roads—$250, $500, $750, and $1,000 a mile, according to the kind of road built, when
the same has been approved by the State highway commissioner.
The functions of the State highway department are to instruct, to inspect, and to

reward.
Minnesota.—The legislature of 1905 passed an act, approved April 13, providing

for the appointment by the governor of a State highway commission whose duties it

shall be to study the best methods of road construction and improvement and to

investigate the location of road-building materials in the State, and to give such advice,

assistance, and supervision in the construction of roads as their time and opportunity
will permit. For the purpose of aiding in the construction of roads a tax of one-
twentieth of 1 mill on all taxable property is made, which is to be apportioned by
said commission among the several counties.
New Hampshire.—In 1905, the legislature enacted a law intended to secure a more

uniform system for the improvement of the main highways of the State.

The general supervision of the work so far a3 the State is concerned is committed
to the governor and council who are authorized to appoint a State engineer; and so

t;ii as municipalities are concerned the work is placed under the control of the county,
town, and city authorities.

The general plan involves two important features, the first being a provision under
which each town is required to set apart for use on the main highways a portion of

the money raised by local taxation for road purposes. The portion required to be set

apart is as follows: In towns having a total valuation of less than $2,000,000. $1 (in

eaeh $1,000 valuation; in towns having from $2,000,000 to $3, 000,000 valuation, 75

cents on each $1,000 valuation; in towns having from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 valua-

tion, 50 cents on each $1,000 valuation; iu towns having from $5,000,000 to $15,000,000
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valuation, 831 cents on M 000 valuation; and in towns having 115,000,000 and
Upward, 25 cents on each $1,000 valuation.

The second important feature in that providing for State aid, and appropriating for

this purpose $125,000 annually for six years. The local authorities of counties, cities,

or towns may apply for a share of this fund. In order to secure this State aid, the
local authorities must raise an additional sum equal to 50 per cent of the porti<

apart as indicated above. Application must be li K-< 1 with the governor and council
On or before May 1 of any year in order to secure State aid during that year.
The amount oi State aid which may be granted depends on the valuation of the

city, town, or unincorporated town or place for which the application is made. In
where the valuation is less than $100,000, State aid may be given at the; rate

of $3 for every $1 locally raised and set apart under this act. This ratio deci
as the \ aluation increases until a city or town having a valuation of $3,000,000 or more
gets only 20 cents for every $1 set apart from funds locally rail

Of the 235 cities and towns in the State, 194 have applied for State aid for the
l<>or>. All permanent improvements are to he made on such main roads as shall

eventually result in continuous lines throughout the State.

The law of 1905 also converted about 125 miles of road into State roads, to be main-
tained by the State, such roads being entirely in the summer resort regions. The
above act was passed as a result of a law of 1903, providing for the investigation of

conditions in the State, and appropriating $15,000 therefor.

New Jersey.—The total mileage of completed roads constructed under the provi-
sions of the State aid act was, on July 1, 1905, 1,065. The total cost of these roads
to that date was $5,430,000. From 1891 to December 1, 1904, the State expended
$1,70(3,595.10, and the total cost of the work was $5,745,515.28. The counties'
expenditure is more than double that of the State. This is due to the fact that all

bridges and culverts as well as engineering and supervision fees have been paid for

bv the counties without any assistance from the State. The State's appropriation
for road improvement increased from $25,000, in 1892, to $250,000 in 1902, at which
point it has since remained until this year (1905), when it was increased $20,000
to pay the salary of the supervisors of the new work. The revised State aid law
enacted by the last legislature provided: ( 1

) That a road must be at least 33 feet in

width to receive State aid; (2) that no survey shall be commenced until the consent
of the State commissioner of public roads shall have been first obtained; (3) that
within thirty days after the approval of the plans by the commissioner it shall be
the duty of the freeholders to advertise for bids; (4) that the State shall pay the
supervisors appointed by the commissioner, and not the counties, as they have here-
tofore done; (5) that the power and control over the improved roads shall be vested
in the board of chosen freeholders to the exclusion of all township, town, borough,
village, or other municipal officers; (6) that the county supervisor, upon whom
devolves the duty of keeping the roads in repair, may be summarily dismissed at any
time by the State commissioner or the board of chosen freeholders whenever in his

or their judgment such supervisor is incompetent or neglectful in performing his

duties; (7) that the county board be given full power to construct and improve all

the necessary approaches to dwellings along the line of anyroad which may have
been destroyed or damaged by any alteration in the existing grade, whether within
or without the line of such road; and (8) that any road or section of road lying

within the corporate limits of a city may be transferred by the board of freeholders
to the city authorities upon the latter entering into a written agreement to keep up
and maintain the same in good repair.

Since 1891, 700. 14 miles of stone and 247.39 miles of gravel roads have been built.

In addition to all this the local authorities have been encouraged to improve as many
more miles without waiting for the State's aid, so that at the present time New
Jersey has over 2,200 miles of improved roads.
New York.—Under the Higbie-Armstrong Act the appropriations by the State and

counties for the years 1898 to July 1, 1905, were $10,746,707.
Under the Fuller-Plank Act the appropriations by the State and towns for the years

1899 to 1905, inclusive, were about $5,540,000, making a grand total of £16,284,000
appropriated by the State, the counties, and the towns for the improvement, repair,

and maintenance of public highways within the State.

Under the Higbie-Armstrong Act there are now on file in the office of the State
engineer and surveyor petitions from the various counties of the State for nearly
5,466 miles of road.
The legislature of the State twice passed a constitutional amendment which pro-

vides that the State may bond itself for $50,000,000, $5,000,000 of which is to be
available each year for ten years, for the improvement of the public roads. This
amendment was submitted to the popular vote in 1905, and was ratified.
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The average cost of macadam roads In L901 was $7,950 per mile in 1902,18,819
per mile; ana In L903, $8,063 per mile. The usual width oi Buch highways is from
L2 to L6 feet and the usual thickness <> Inches after rolling. Theavera
miles of gravel roads in I Grange < lounty was $2, L46 per mile, the usual width L2 to 16

feet, and the average depth 8 inches after rolling. All grading, small bridges, cul-

verts, etc., are included in the cost There are 14,097 miles oi public highways in

the State.

Ohio.— Under the law establishing the highway department, enacted April, L904,

an appropriation of $10,000 was made for the expenses of the department. The law
provides that all appropriations for stale aid shall be divided equally among tl

counties of the state. The art establishing the highway department provides for

compiling statistics, investigating materials and methods, and gathering and dissem-
inating Information in regard to road building. In the construction and improve-
ment of roads under the provisions of this act, one-fourth of the expense is to be paid

by the State and three-fourths by the county; one-third of said three fourths, how-
ever, is to be paid by the township. In apportioning the 25 per cent which is to be
paid by the township, 10 per cent will be a charge upon the whole township and 15

per cent a charge upon the abutting property.
Pennsylvania.—The legislature of 1905 reenacted the State aid law of 1903, with

a number of important changes designed to facilitate the actual work of the State

highway department. The State's proportion of the expense of road construction

was changed from two-thirds, as fixed by the law of 1903, to three-fourths. Addi-
tional engineers and clerks were provided for, as the work of the department was
too heavy to be kept up by the force originally provided. The appropriation of

$6,500,000 made in 1903 was left unchanged. The legislature also passed a new law
making uniform the system of electing road supervisors, and also provided that town-
ships which abolish the "work tax" shall receive in cash from the State a sum
equal to 15 per cent of the amount of cash tax collected. Beginning with January 1,

1906, the licensing of all automobiles operated in the State will be in the hands of

the State highway department. One of the important provisions of the new State

aid law is that no street-railway tracks may be laid on any public road in the State
without the approval and consent of the State highway commissioner. The depart-
ment had under construction July 1 about 150 miles of road, with over 300 applica-
tions on file.

Rhode Island.—The general assembly of the State of Rhode Island has, during
the three years 1903, 1904, and 1905, appropriated $100,000 annually for the construc-
tion, improvement, and maintenance of the State highways. This money was to be
expended under the direction of the State board of public roads, and it has constructed
in the three years, for the above sums, about 65 miles of macadam highway 14 feet

wide. The different towns in the State have built out of their annual highway
appropriations about 30 miles in the same three years. The legislature at its last

•ii passed a bill submitting to the voters at the November election the proposi-
tion of issuing highway bonds.

Vermont.—No change was made in road legislation at the last session of the l<

lature, except that the proceeds of the automobile tax were added to the State
highway fund.
Washington.—In 1903 an act was passed providing for the collection of all road,

poll, and property taxes in cash. The legislature of 1905 created the office of highway
commissioner, and vested the appointing power in the governor. It also created a
State highway board, to be composed of the State auditor, the State treasurer, and

ate highway commissioner. There was also created a public highway fund to

be raised by the levy of one-fourth of 1 mill tax upon all the taxable property in the
State. Washington has no State aid road law, and the duties of the State road offi-

cials are at present confined to the construction of 12 State roads under specific

appropriations.

WISCONSIN.— Legislation was enacted in 1901 authorizing the levy of special high-
way taxes in addition to the taxes previously provided for, which in the aggregate
might reach \7\ mills <>n the dollar. In certain cases where a town grades a high-

way to a v, idth of J 1 feet, and wishes to cover not less than S feet in width to a depth
of 4 inches with gravel, crushed rock, or clay and gravel, the county is required to

bear one-half the expense of such covering. In 1905 the legislature took the first

toward an amendment to the constitution, which, if ratifii d by the electors, will

enable ti: £ at to appropriate money for the construction and improvement of pub-
lic highways. The sentiment in favor of read improvement has been gathering
Strength for many years and is manifest in nearly every county in the State.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN FARM PRACTICE.

By \\ . J. Bpillman, AaricuUuritt.

The most important change going on in systems of farming at tin- present time is

the very market) tendency toward diversified farming in the cotton belt. This Is doe
to a number of factors. For many years the college and experiment station author-
ities and the agricultural press of the South have urgently advocated Buch a change.

The exceedingly low price of cotton a few years ago and the depleted condition of

the Boil, due to continued cultivation in cut ton, rendered a change imperative. Most
important of all, however, in its influence on the tendency toward diversification,

has been the spread of the cotton 1><>11 weevil, since it has become evident that the

weevil will spread over all or nearly all of the cot ton area, diversified farming in the
South has become a very live topic and tonus a prominent feature of the discussions

at all farmers1 meetings. This diversification has taken three general directions:

( 1
) The production of small fruits is developing at a rapid rate', and is adding much

to the income of the South. So far markets for fruit have; been very satisfactory.

(2) The development of winter trucking has gone Eorward with very rapid stride-.

Generally Bpeaking, truck crops have been sold to advantage, hut in some instances

there has been overproduction.

(3) A very marked increase of interest in live-stock farming 13 noticeable through-
out the South. Beef cattle, dairy cattle, bogs, and poultry are receiving more atten-

tion at the present time than at any previous time since the war.

The continued and growing scarcity of farm laborers in all sections of tin- country
is becoming almost a matter of alarm to farmers. There is no section of the country
where the need of them is not urgent. In several of the Southern States systematic
efforts are being made to secure immigration of a type that will furnish competent
farm labor, and the results thus far have been encouraging.
Accompanying the development of the work in farm management in the Depart-

ment of Agriculture, there has been a marked increase in the interest in work of this

character in the agricultural colleges and experiment stations of the country. A
good many of the colleges were previously doing much work in this direction. At
the present time most of the colleges offer courses of lectures in farm management,
and nearly all of them conduct more or less demonstration work.

Another phase of farm practice receiving considerable attention in all parts of the
country is that of cover crops for orchards and wilder cover crops for bare fields in

ordinary farm-cropping systems. This interest is most noticeable in the fruit regions

of southern California, where the use of cover crops is developing rapidly. Inthecot-
ton-growing States hairy vetch, common vetch, crimson clover, bur clover, and the

various cereals are receiving attention as winter pasture, as a means of preventing

washing of soils and for the purpose of adding humus to the soil.

THE PRINCIPAL INJURIOUS INSECTS OF 1905.

Prepared in Bureau of Entomology.

In previous years it has been customary to present the records of the principal

injurious insects of the year in alphabetical order, "without relation to food plant or

host. This year the records are SO classified that at a glance the principal insect

enemies of the \ ear ofany special crop or product may be readily noted. The reports

for the subject' covered by each division or section of the 'Bureau have in each case

been prepared by the expert in charge, and cover not only the records made directly

by the Department but all the records available for the year. The report on the

insect enemies of truck crops and stored products is by F. 11. Chittenden; that on
the insect enemies of cotton and other southern iield crops is by W. 1>. Hunter; that

on the insect enemies of cereal and forage plants, by F. M. Webster; that on the

insect enemies of deciduous fruits, by A. L. Quaintance; and that on the insect ene-

mies of forests and forest products, by A. I). Hopkins. Other subjects covered are:

Insects as animal parasites and in relation to disease; insects injurious to shade trees;

insects injurious to ornamental plants; and insects which detrimentally affect the nut
industry.
The year 1905 was not marked by any noteworthy outbreak of insects destructive

to deciduc ius fruits. A few species were locally more abundant than usual, and others

which in certain sections had been especially abundant seemed to be decreasing

to more normal numbers. Many of the more important enemies of fruit trees, such
as the codling moth, apple and peach tree borers, scale insects, etc., ordinarily do
not greatly vary in numbers from one year to another, the extent of their destructive-
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iir>- depending principally upon the greater or less thoroughness with which reme-
dial work i- carried <»ut. This work, especially in the case ol insects treated by
Bpraying, is often interfered with by unfavorable weather conditions.

In the case of citrus insects there is little variation from year to year. The white
fly in Florida is there the notable pest, and seems to be increasing, at least in its

northern range. The conditions in California and elsewhere remain substantially
unchanged.

Lmong insects injurious to cereal and forage crops there were noticeable outbreaks
locally of such insects as the Hessian fly and army worm, while certain other pests

of this class, Buch as the southern grain aphis
I
ToxopU ra graminum ), were conspicu-

ous by their absence. Grasshoppers also were, unusually scarce, taking the country
as u whole. The same is true to a certain extent of insects of other classes. The
root-maggots and common stalk-borer were among the most, conspicuous insects

affecting \ egetable crops, while one harlequin cabbage bug is still rare in its northern
range. The pea aphis was reported from only two localities. One of the mosl
ous outbreaks was that of the sugar-beet leaf-hopper in the West.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO VEGETABLE AND TRUCK CROPS.

The common asparagus beetle
(
Crioceris asparagi L. ) continues its spread westward.

It was unusually destructive in new localities in the States of Michigan and Illinois,

as also in Virginia and Maryland. The reported occurrence of this species in Cali-

fornia in 1904 can not be verified, by reason of its apparent extermination in the
locality where it was supposedly established.
The harlequin cabbage bug (Murgantia histrionica llahn), though quite injurious in

the Gulf region and in California, is still rare in the North except in very limited
localities.

A leaf-beetle (Diabrotica balteata Lee.) injured vegetable crops, especially beans,
okra, and cucumber, in several localities in Texas. Although troublesome in Mexico,
this insect does not appear to have been recorded as injurious hitherto in the United
States.

Blister beetles vary somewhat in destructiveness from year to year. The common
eastern species were normally troublesome from Ohio to the Gulf region, but the
western species appeared, on the whole, much less numerous.
The cabbage aphis (Aphis brassicse L. ) has become a menace to the cabbage indus-

try of Texas. It was notably abundant in British Columbia and in a few other por-

tions of Canada.
The imported cabbage webworm (Hettula undalis Fab.) was reported injurious in

Texas for the first time. It was learned that it was generally distributed in the
southern portion of that State, where cabbages are raised on a large scale, being par-

ticularly destructive along the coast in the vicinity of Corpus Christi. It was
observed also at Beeville, 50 miles from the coast.

The variegated cutworm (Peridroma muda Hbn. ), probably the most destructive

of all cutworms, attracted attention in North Dakota and Oregon from its injuries to

various vegetable and ornamental plants.

The melon aphis (Aphis gossypii Glow) did more or less injury to melons and okra
over a considerable area in Texas and occurred abundantly elsewhere as far north as

New Hampshire. Field experiments have been carried on during the year looking
- control by tobacco fumigation.

The melon caterpillar (Diaphania hyalinata L.) and pickle worm (Diaphania
nffidalisCrsan.), always pests in the Gulf region, were both concerned in injury to

cucumbers in Florida and the former injured other cucurbits in Texas and South
Carolina.

The pea aphis
I
Neetaropho a destructor Johns.), which ravaged the pea fields of

this country a few Beasons ago, causing a total loss in two years of about $7,000,000,
was injurious during 1905 near Baltimore. Md., and Eiaverford, Pa.
The pepper weevil (Anthonomus aeneotinctus Champ.), which was only recently

introduced into this countryand which was first recorded as a peel in L904, apparently
has not increased its range. At Boerne, where it was firsl noticed in Texas, it could
do longer be found. Near San Antonio, however, it occasioned as much damage as

formerly.
Root maggots have continued as destructive as during the last three or four years.

The onion maggot
j
Pegomya cepetorum Meade) appeared to be more prevalent than

ever before in its history. It w;i< exceedingly troublesome from Massachusetts to

Wisconsin and Michigan and in New Jersey. Injury to onions in Texas was attrib-

uted to the same species. The cabbage maggot
I
Pegomya brcusics Bouche* |

has con-
tinued it- destructive work from New England to Maryland and westward. Remedial
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advised do not appear to have been generally adopted. The eed-corn
Bfgot (Pegamya fusciceps Zett. ) destroyed garlic and young cabbage in ; and
ions garden plants in Pennsylvania. injury to cabbage and cauliflo^

in Louisiana and South Carolina is attributed to this speci< i, Very serious and gen-
eral injury to root crops by maggots was reported from Alaska.

The common stalk borer (Papaipema nitela Guen.) has continued in injurious

numbers from Canada and Maine as far south as Mississippi and westward to Iowa
and Minnesota, injuring a great variety ot" crops, notably potato, tomato, sweet corn,

peppers, bush fruits, and ornamental plants. In the South it attacked cotton.

The sweet-potato weevil (Cylaaformtcariua Fab.) was more injurious in Texas than
in li>04 and appears to be extending its range.

White grubs and wireworms were decidedly destructive, at least locally— white
grubs unusually ho. In one locality in Vermont the latter destroyed I'D per cent of

the beet crops grown for market, besides other vegetables. YVireworms destn-

radish and strawberry in Pennsylvania, potatoes, corn, and oats in Ohio, and pota-

toes in Washington State. Vegetable and other crops were injured also in South
Carolina and Maine.
The sugar-beet leaf-hopper {Eutettix striata Ball), locally known as "the white

fly," and by its work called "blight," caused great damage in Utah, southern Idaho,
and western Colorado during the season of 1905. The estimated damage amounted
to :K)00,000. Late-planted beets were principally affected, the early planted being
little injured.

The sugar-beet leaf-beetle [Monoxia punrticollis Say) was injurious to young sugar
beets in Colorado.
The sugar-beet webworm (Loxostege aHcticcUis \j.), an imported beet pest in Colo-

rado, has extended its ravages to Alberta, Canada, and has done serious injury there
also.

The strawberry weevil (Anthonomus signatus Say) was quite injurious in New Jer-

sey, destroying almost entire erops in many cases. Its ravages extended into Canada,
where it did great damage in the vicinity of Toronto.
The strawberry crown girdler (Otiorhynchus ovatus L. ) was the cause of consider-

able annoyance in the North, especially in Maine, by entering dwellings, as well as

by its injury to strawberry. It was notably destructive in strawberry fields in British

Columbia and was reported in Washington State.

Few other insects injurious to strawberry and bush fruits attracted attention by
the severity of their attacks.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO STORED GRAIN AND OTHER PRODUCTS.

The occurrence of the Mediterranean flour moth (Ephestia kueknietta Zell. ) in new
localities in several States has been reported. More recent information shows that

this species is spreading still more rapidly than was believed, causing the greatest

trouble in the principal milling districts of Minnesota and Wisconsin. It was dis-

covered also at Portland, Oreg. Every known remedy for this " scourge of the flour

mill " has been tested and millers generally do what they are able toward eradicating

the insect.

The cigarette beetle (Lasiodenna serricorne Fab.), which has been gradually
increasing in destructiveuess in spite of remedial measures which are becoming
somewhat generally adopted, was the occasion of losses from its ravages in stored

tobacco, from New York to Florida, and westward to Kansas and Missouri. In the
District of Columbia and in Missouri it was complained of as a pest in upholstered
furniture coming from Baltimore, Md., Pennsylvania, and Michigan.
The tobacco seed beetle (Cutomma impressifrans Fall) was identified during the

year with injury to tobacco seed in Cuba and Texas in earlier years.

A foreign grain beetle (Ost&ma pusilla Klug) was destructive to stored rice at

Charleston, S. C, where it has apparently become established from oriental impor-
tations.

The European grain moth (Tinea granella L. ) was found in abundance in a mill in

Ontario, Canada, but there is as yet no positive evidence of its establishment as a

pest in America.

INSECTS [NJURIOUS TO COTrON AND OTHER SOUTHERN FIELD CROPS.

Damage by the cotton boll weevil (Anthonomus grandis Boh.) was, on the whole,
less noticeable than during the preceding season. Unusual conditions during the
preceding winter, as well as unfavorable climatic conditions during the fall of 1904,

caused a comparatively small number of weevils to hibernate successfully. In cer-
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tain areas in Louisiana into which the Insect did not make its advent until late in

the fall of L904, i\ Eailed to make its appearance in L905 until migrations from oi
I

ma had taken place. The comparative scarcity of weevils throughoul md
tisiana, together with Eavorable drought al the critical time, reduced thedami

11 mch below the usual amount. While ii was estimated that damage during the 3

I'.mi amounted to approximately 122,000,000, it ie not likely thatthe loss during 1005

reached |18,000,00a
The cotton bollworm [Helioihis obsolete Fab.) was somewhat more numerous than

during the preceding season, although the damage done did uot amount to nearly as

much in Texas, [ndian Territory, and Louisiana as In certain years during the t

decade. Local damage was greatest in the two northern tiers of counti< as,

although considerable injury was occasioned in Indian Territory and Oklahoma.
The cotton aphis (Aphis gossypii GIOV.) lias been very abundant. Its injury is of

far greater importance than formerly, since: now it is desired to haVe the cotton plant

produce an early fruit in order to escape the ravages of the boll weevil. The young
plants have not only been seriously retarded in growth by the cotton aphis, but in

several localities they have been entirely destroyed by it.

The tobacco thrips (Euthrips nicotianse Hinds), hitherto referred to as the straw-

berry thrips ( Thrips tritici Fitch), continued to cause very considerable injury to

shade-grown tobacco in Florida and southern Georgia. The work of the insect

causes " white veins," which greatly reduce the selling price of the leaf. In addition

to this direct loss, some trouble is caused on account of the necessity of sorting out

the damaged leaves. The insect was the subject of investigation by the Bureau of

Kntomology. Kerosene emulsion has been found a practically perfect remedy.
The conchuela (Pentatoma ligata Say), besides being destructive to cotton, has

established a reputation at Barstow, Tex., as a serious enemy of seed crops of alfalfa

and to peaches, grapes, grains, and garden vegetables. Injury to cotton at that plaee

amounted to about 5 or 6 per cent of the crop. In some fields damage was consider-

ably higher, in one case reaching as high as 15 per cent.

The rice weevil (Lissorhoptrus simplex Lee.) was reported from many localities in

the southern portion of Texas, where rice is being cultivated on a large scale. In

individual cases the damage was of such extent as to make replanting necessary.

The cotton-boll cutworm {Prodenia ornithogalli Guen.) was unusually abundant
in northern Texas and in Indian Territory during the season.

In the spring of 1905 a sow bug (Armadillidium vulgare Latr. ) was unusually

abundant in Texas and caused considerable damage to young growing cotton, to

garden vegetables, and to rose and other ornamental plants, including the palmetto.

Large numbers entered houses and caused considerable annoyance.
_
Another & >w

bug (Porcellio In vis Latr.), although very numerous, did not cause serious injury.

The cotton red spider
(
Tetranychus gloveri Bks. ) was injurious in Georgia and

South Carolina. Continued economic study was given it by the Bureau of Ento-

mology.
The cotton leaf-beetle (Luperodes varicornis Lee. [Luperus bimnneus Cr.]) was

reported from many localities in Georgia and Alabama as doing injury in the beetle

state to cotton by eating the leaves, blossoms, and forms. This species does not

appear to have been hitherto recorded as attacking cotton.

OoUocoris rapidus Say, the cotton leaf-bug, was accused of injuring cotton bolls in

North Carolina and Alabama.
The cotton leaf caterpillar (Alabama argillacea Hbn. ) was exceptionally abundant

in Louisiana and Texas, but its defoliation of cotton plants operated as a benefit in

exposing the boll weevil to the destructive effects of light and heat.

With the rotation of crops from cotton to corn and forage crops, the corn aphis

[Aphis maidis Fitch) appeared. Not only does this insect injure Indian corn, but in

many instances it prevents the fruiting of kafir corns and sorghums. Thus far the

fodder has not been materially damaged as feed, but thousands of dollars' worth of

seed has been prevented from maturing.

INSECTS AFFECTING FORESTS AND FOREST PRODUCTS.

The Black Hills beetle (Dendroctonus pond Hopk.) continued to be the most
important enemy of the Wi Stern yellow pine (or bull pine) in the eastern section of

the Rocky Mountain region. According to estimates it has killed over 1,000,000,000

feet of timber in the Black Hills Pores! Reserve of South Dakota, and it is extend-

g its ravages through Colorado and northern New Mexico. Under recommenda-
tions furnished by the Bureau of Entomology, the Forest Service is taking active

measures in the Black Hills of South Dakota and in the Pikes Peak For arve

of Colorado, and heroic measures have been adopted under private auspices in the
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vicinity of Colorado Springs and on a large estate in southern Colorado in efforti to

control the
i

The western pine-destroying barkbeetle [Dendroetomu brevicort I

- an
important enemy oi the western yellow pine and sugar pine in the northwestern
section oi the Rocky Mountain region and on the Pacific coast A special Btudy has

been made of its occurrence in centra] Idaho, and the results will soon be made public.

The destructive pint' barkbeetle | Dendroctonus frontalis Zimm. I
continued to I"- the

principal insect enemy oi living pine forests in the States Booth oi Virginia and Ken-
tucky and westward to Texas, but especially in the longleai pine helt in the Gull
Stales. It has received addit ional study, and a bulletin has been prepared giving
the results oi the investigation and recommendations tor control.

The hickory barkbeetle (Scolytu* quadrispinosua Say ) is the most destructive enemy
of living hickory trees in the States east of the Great Plains ami has received continued
attention. Many new points in its life history have been determined, and it lias

been found that \\ ith proper attention it is not a difficult pest to deal with.

The work of ambrosia beetles (Genera Xyleborus, Trypodendrori, Platypus, etc.
|
in

the Bapwood and heartwoodoi dying and felled trees and sawlogs, girdled cypress,
and crude forest products causes very great loss each year, much 01 which can be
averted by improved methods of forest management and lumbering. Notable dam-
age by this class of insects has been found in mahogany and other valuable exotic
woods imported in the form of round logs with the bark on. The insects attack the
logs before these leave the native woods, and continue the work after the logs reach

this country and until they are converted into lumber. Then, after the lumber is

cut and piled, some of our native ambrosia beetles attack and riddle it. A remedy
will be found in proper methods of handling the timber before and after it is shipped
from the tropical forest.

Timber worms (Eupsalw minuta l)ru. and Lymexylon aericeum Harr.) are by far the
most destructive enemies of the wood of living oak and chestnut, causing enormous

3 each year. They enter wounds occurring from any cause in the bark of the liv-

ing tree, and old trees which have been rendered worthless by their borings serve
as breeding places for enormous numbers. Therefore, wherever possible, the old

trees should be removed and great care should be taken to avoid ax and other
wounds in living healthy trees.

Bark weevils {Pi880des Bpp.), a class of enemies of reproduction pine, spruce, and
fir, caused serious losses both by killing trees and by causing a deformed growth.
The locust borer {QyUene robinite Forst. ), the most serious enemy of forest growth

and commercial plantations of black locust, is receiving special attention in coopera-
tive studies by the Bureau of Entomology and Forest Service, and is the subject of

a special paper now in press.

The leaf mining locust beetle (Odontota dorsalis Thunh.) continued to be a serious

enemy of locust groves in the eastern United States, causing the leaves to have a
seared, dead appearance during August and September, and apparently killing trees in

certain localities. It attracted special notice in the locust groves of the Ohio River
counties of Ohio and at Morganfield, Ky.

Powder-post beetles continued to cause enormous losses of seasoned forest products,
such as handles, spokes, ash and hickory lumber, tan bark, etc.

INSECTS INJURIOUS To DECIDUOUS FRUITS.

Achrastenus griseus Horn, hitherto not recorded as injurious, was found doing con-
siderable damage to fruit trees in the eastern portion of Texas. It was found upon
apple, peach, and pear trees, as well as upon rose bushes.
A plum aphis {A/>fti* setarise Thos.) did great injury to the plum crop in Texas.
The apple maggot {Rhagoletis pomoneUa Walsh) increased in destructiveness in New

York State.

The eye-spotted bud-moth {Tmetocera ocettana Schiff. ) was rather more destructive
than usual in western New York.
The apple leaf-hopper [JZmpoasca mali Le B.) continued to be abundant in Minne-

sota, though less so than during the previous year.
Numerous complaints of defoliation of apple and other trees by canker-worms were

made during the spring and early summer of 1905. The fall canker-worm i Alsophila
pometaria Harr.) continued troublesome in northern California and was reported as
very destructive in western Pennsylvania. The spring canker-worm {Paleacrita v&T-

nata Peck) was reported from numerous localities in western Pennsylvania, and sev-
eral orchards were completely defoliated in the neighborhood of Winchester, Va.
Canker-worms were abundant in several orchards in Ohio and continued to be inju-
rious in Kentucky.
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The chain-spotted geometer (Cingilia catenaria Cram.) \\ ns unusually abundant in

New Hampshire.
Owing to g< iM ml shortness of the apple <*»<

»i », injury from the codling moth
|
Car-

pocapsa pomoneUa L.) was more pronounced than usual, though the i loss

w;i> perhaps less than during years of full fruit crops. In some sections growers
failed to Bpray and in others ruins interfered and injury from the second generation
of larvae was especially Bevere. The insect has jusl made its appearance in Arizona.
The eight-spotted forester {Alypia octomaculata Fab.) was unusually abundant on

grape in the environs of Brooklyn, N. Y.

1 he grape-berry moth ( Polychrons vit< <ni<i ( 'Inn.
)
was reported as seriousl} d< si ruc-

tive in several localities in Ohio ami in western Pennsylvania.
The grape curculio {Oraponius iniequalis Say) was very abundant in Wesl Virginia,

and also reported from North Carolina. It was the subject of special investigation
at the Wesl Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station.

The grapevine rout-worm (Fidia viticida Walsh) was notably less injurious in

Ohio. It was said to have been generally distributed in the Chautauqua grape belt
in western New York, and was locally injurious, especially in vineyards on lighter
soils. It has become decidedly more abundant in vineyards <>n hills hack from the
lake.

The green June beetle (Allorhina nitida L. ) was reported as very destructr
Hampton, Va., and also at Baldwin, Ga.

The New York weevil (Ithycerua noveboraeensu Forst) injured fruit trees in Min-
nesota and continued to be destructive in the Gulf region.
The rose-chafer {Macrodoctylus subspinosus Fab.) was unusually abundant in por-

tions of New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and Delaware. It was also
abundant in portions of Maine and Massachusetts.

The peach twig borer (Anarsia lineatella Zell.) was more abundant than usual in

< ieorgia, attacking the young shoots of peach in spring.

The pear thripe {Euthrips pyri Daniels) became suddenly destructive in Santa
Clara Valley and other portions of California in 1904, and was even more abundant
in 1905, attacking buds, blossoms, and tender growth of most deciduous fruits. It

has been the subject of special investigation by the Santa Clara County entomologist.
The pear psylla (Psylla pyri Schmidt) was quite injurious in pear orchards in

western New York.
The plum curculio (Conotrachelus nenuphar Herbst) was very generally injurious

in the southeastern United States, though perhaps not more so than usual. Tin
the .Middle Atlantic States the curculio was very abundant, injuring stone fruits and
apple. In Massachusetts and Connecticut it is increasing in numbers. In western
New York the curculio was apparently less abundant than formerly. In Minnesota
its injuries are on the increase. Numerous reports from Texas indicate its increasing
destructiveness in that section.

The plum-leaf gall (Eriophyes padi Xal.) was reported as unusually abundant in

Minnesota.
Pomphop&a /V ana Tec, a blister beetle, was injurious to peach and plum in Clay

County, Tex.
The apple-tree tent-caterpillar (Malacosoma americana Harr.) wras abundant in

Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, and New Hampshire.
The saddle-back caterpillar (Sibine stimulea Clem.) was unusually abundant in the

environs of Washington, D. C, injuring apple and plum.
The San Jose scale [Aspidiotus pt rniciosus Comst. ), as shown by the records of the

Bureau of Entomology, has now become generally distributed eastward of the Mis-
sissippi River, except in Wisconsin, being, however, much more abundant in the
Atlantic Coast States. In the Middle West it is gaining a foothold, though it has not
yet been recorded from [owa, Nebraska, and States to the north. The lime-sulphur-
salt wash continues to be a very satisfactory treatment for stone fruits. On apple,
results have varied widely.
The trumpet Leaf-miner | Tuheria malifoliella Clem.) was unusually abundant in the

vicinity of Washington, D. C, and was reported also from localities in Maryland,
Delaware, Virginia. Pennsylvania, and Vermont

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO CEREAL AND FORAGE CROPS.

A ni"st disastrous outbreak of the Hessian fly {Mayeticla destructor Say) occurred
in western Kentucky and extreme northwestern Tennessee, where the wheat crop of

L905 was almost ruined by this insect Young wheat in late autumn suffered in that

Section but little, except where sown very early. This decrease in de-tructiveness
seems to have been due largely to late sowing and the effect of parasites. Among
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t hi' latter was Platygaster herriekii Pack., which was repeatedly observed depositing
its eggs in those of the Hessian fly. That this parasite anected the Hessian fly in this

manner lias long been suspected, but doubted by many entomologists. The H<
•ins on the increase in Virginia, Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and southern

Michigan, and on the decline elsewhere, including the Bpring-wheat regions of the
Northw<
The wheat midge (Contarinia tritici Kby.) was reared indoors during January from

bunches of young wheat sent December 21, 1904, from Guthrie, Okla., and seemed to

be quite abundant there. Larv;e, apparently of this species, were numerous : I

Lincoln, Nebr., in March. The midge was very abundant about Richmond, End.,

in June, and injuriously so in the northern part of that State, in Ohio, and in south-
ern Michigan. It was common in North Dakota in July and also on the Pacific

coast, becoming a serious pest in British Columbia. No injuries were rep
south of the Ohio and Missouri rivers.

Serious injuries by the wheat joint-worm (Isoaoma tritici Fitch) were observed in

southern Virginia, western Pennsylvania, eastern and northern Ohio, northern
Indiana, and southern Michigan. Injuries were reported also from Kansas.
The greater wheat straw-worm (Isosoma grande Riley) was abundant in young

wheat during April in North Carolina and northern Texas. As stems of wheat
attacked at this season are totally destroyed, it seems capable of doing serious injury,
especially in the South, without itself attracting much attention. In Texas the work
of this and the following species has very evidently been mistaken for that of the
1 [essian fly.

The greater wheat stem-maggot (Meromyza americana Fitch) noticeably affected

the wheat crop of the year, locally, in northern Texas, southern Iowa, southern
Indiana, and northern Ohio, especially in early sown fields.

Outbreaks of the army worm (Heliophila unipuncta Haw.) occurred in wheat fields

of western Kentucky and western Tennessee in May and later in Virginia, New York,
and Indiana; but no widespread ravages were reported.
The fall army worm (Juaphygma frugiperda S. & A.) was notably injurious at

Columbia, S. C, in August.
A serious outbreak of the southern corn leaf-beetle (Myochrous denticollis Say)

occurred in Butler County, Kans., destroying and necessitating the replanting of hun-
dreds of acres of corn. Even the second planting was seriously injured.

Hadena semicana Walk., usually classed among the rarer cutworms, occurred in

destructive abundance in Mercer County, Pa., during June. A similar outbreak
occurred in 1893 in an adjoining county in Ohio.
The glassy cutworm (Hadena devastatrix Brace) was reared from larvae found

attacking young wheat in southern Michigan in October. Lands devoted to timothy
the previous year seemed most subject to attack.

The smaller corn stalk-borer (Elaamopaipus lignosellus Zell.) occurred in serious

abundance in the neighborhood of Columbia, S. C. Sorghum planted as a fodder
crop was a total loss in some places, and a second, and even a third, planting was
destroyed. Cowpeas sown on the same land wore destroyed, as also crab grass. All
lands infested wore previously in grass. It was reported generally and was severely
injurious in Georgia to young cowpeas by eating the roots and killing the vines.

Outbreaks of the corn root-aphis (Aphis maidi-radicis Forbes) were reported from
Loretto, Va., and Sandwich, 111., the outbreak at the latter place being very serious.

The State entomologist of Illinois reports good success in combating the insect with
cultural methods, the ground being frequently stirred from time of plowing until

the plants are sufficiently advanced to cultivate.

The corn ear-worm (Ifeliothis obsoleta Fab.) was observed as injurious in North
Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Kansas, Colorado, and Texas.
The timothy joint-worm (Isosoma sp. ) was reared from grass collected from locali-

ties extending from New Hampshire to North Dakota and south to Tennessee and
Maryland. It reduces the seed crop from 5 to 20 per cent and lessens the yield of

hay. Two very important natural enemies seem to be restricting its abundance in

some localities.

The bluegrass joint-worm (Isosoma sp.) was reared from stems of this gras- in

Maine and at Richmond, Ind.
An outbreak of the cottony grass scale (EriopeUis festucae Fonsc. ) occurred in

southern Maine, and was studied by the station entomologist. Where the two
grasses Poa praiensu and Agrostis alba were severely attacked in meadows, there
appeared irregular brown areas of dead grass as a result.

MordelliMena ustuiata Lee. was reared at Richmond, Ind., from stems of timothy.
Larv;e, apparently closely allied or identical, were observed in southern Ohio and
western Tennessee infesting the same grass.
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Tlif clover root borer (Hykutinus obseurua Marshm.

)

bructively abundant
in West Virginia, Ohio, and [ndiana, especially the latter State, and the Beed
w:is seriously curtailed there. It was not abundant in New England or south of
Virginia and Kentucky.
The clover-flower midge [Dosyneura leguminicola Lint.) was reared in more 01

injurious numbers from Tyngsboro, Mass., Lincoln, Nebr., and other poinl
to the southward as red clover is grown. It seems to have been very abundant
throughout the Middle West Ct blights the blossoms so that no seed is produced.
The clover-seed chalcis ( Bruchop) agusfunebris Hoy rred generally wher< I

clover is grown, working in the seed and destroying the same, but, judging from the
numbers of parasites reared, excessive abundance was pr< v< nted.

Larvae of the clover-leaf weevil (Phytonomuspunctatus Fab.) were observed in North
Carolina in April, feeding upon the foliage of red clover. The species occurs from
Nort I) Carolina to Wisconsin and eastward, la it on account of the attacks of a fungous
disease, it seldom proves a serions menace to the clover crop.

The white-lined morning sphinx (Deilephila lineata Fab.) attacked fields of alfalfa in
New Mexico.
Anabrus simplex seriously injured meadows of alfalfa in Idaho. Grasshoppers also

were destructive to alfalfa in southeastern Kansas, and in New Mexico.
The chinch bug {Blwus leucopterw Say) has nowhere appeared in dangerous

numbers. It was encountered under stones in wheat fields in North Carolina in
April, and a farmer in Virginia complained of its migrating from his wheat field,

where it seemed to do no material injury, to his sweet corn, and though it did not
damage the Latter, the owner complained that the odor of the bugs rendered the
ears unsalable for food.

The southern grain aphis ( Toxoplera grarninum Rond. ), so destructive several years
ago, especially in Texas, seems to be kept below the danger point by its parasitic
enemies, and no serious outbreaks were reported. We have found it, however,
associated with Macrosiphum trifolii Perg. and Sijrfiocoryne avenie Fab., in fields of

young wheat about Nashville, Tenn., early in April.

INSECTS INJURIOUS TO SIIADE TREES.

The gypsy moth (Ocneria dispar L. ) and the brown-tail moth (Euproctls dirys-
orrhoea L. ) received extensive study by the Bureau of Entomology and its agent-, a
subject which is discussed in an article by Doctor Howard on pages 123-138. The
latter insect also received considerable attention by State and other official entomol-
ogists of New England, New York, and New Jersey.
The imported elm leaf-beetle (GaleruceUa luteola Mull.) defoliated English elms at

Louisville and Paris, Ky.—new western localities for the species.

Three scale insects attracted notice by their abundance on shade trees. The woolly
maple-leaf scale (Phenacoccus acericola King) was a serious pest on sugar-maple shade
trees in Connecticut towns and cities. The cottony maple scale ( Pulrinari<i innumer-
abilis Rathv.) continued its destructive work, as in 1904. The activity of its native
ladybird enemy, Hyperaspis rignata 01., gives promise of reducing the numbers of

this scale in coming years. The oyster-shell scale (Lepidosaphes u/mi L. ) was quite
abundant and destructive in western Pennsylvania, northeastern Ohio, and northern
Maryland on shade to es, especially poplar, horsechestnut, and maple.
The cottonwood leaf-beetle (Melasoma scripta Fab.), locally injurious each year,

was the cause of an outbreak in North Dakota, where it defoliated cottonwood.

in^!.< PS [NJUKIOUS TO ORNAMENTAL PLAK

A number of insects were conspicuous during the year on ornamental plains grown
in greenhouses and in gardens.
A blister beetle, OarUharis sphsericollis Bay, defoliated honeysuckle and lilac in

Washington State.

The canna leaf-roller ( Ccdpodes < thliua ( 'ram.
| appeared in numbers and did notice-

able injury to cannas in public parks ami gardens in the District of Columbia.
The Southern corn root-worm [DiabroHca 12-punctata Ol. ) was destructive in its

beet!' poiling many garden (lowers, especially canna, in the Distri

Columbia, and completely ruinio and dahlias in portions of Georgia.
i; were much injured during the year by the rose-chafer (Macrodactylus sub-

8pino8us Fab. )
and by roseslugjs. The bristly rose-worm

I
Cladiuspectinicorrm rourcr.)

neli less complained of in the East, hut the American roseslug
l
Monostegia rosse

Hair. > completely defoliated rose bushes at Manhattan, Kans., and was abundant at

Washington, D. C.
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A rose-beetle, ApoceUut tphaerieoUit Say, which was recently injurious to violets

ami Borne other plants at Washington, 1>. C, became very abundant ;it Bt. Louis,

,
in L905, destroying pansies, lilies, dahlias, ami other herbaceous plan

rhe Btrs tnrips i Euthrips tritici Fitch) was extremely injurious to climbing
and other roses from the District of Columbia to Florida, and greatly damaged carna-
tions, rhe oestrum tnrips (Heliothripsfemoralia Kent.) caused injury in Wisconsin
greenhouses, attacking chrysanthemum and smilax.
The white ant, TermesJlavipea Foil., although troublesome principally in dwellii

was the cause of considerable annoyance in gardens and in greenhouses uear New
York City by entering and tunneling the roots <>i begonia, geranium, and other
plants with semi-woody steins.

INSECTS INJURIOUS To THE NTT INDUSTBY.

During the year L905 uumerous complaints of pecan bud-worms were receive I from
Florida, ( leorgia, ami Texas. Proteopteryx deluoona Clem, was the species responsible
for most of the injury. The bulldog caterpillar {Catocala mseatosa Hulst) (lid greal

damage to pecan foliage in Florida. The pecan leaf-beetle ( Metachroma luridym 01.

)

attacked young sprouts and stripped the leaves of pecan at Tuscaloosa, Ala. The
pecan Phylloxera (Phylloxera notabUis Perg.) has begun to ravage pecan orchards,
attracting considerable attention and even becoming a serious pest in some sections.

The pecan or hickory nut weevil [Balaninvs caryse Horn) appeared to l>o compara-
tively rare on pecan except in Texas, but in North Carolina it did considerable
damage to hickory nuts.

Chestnut weevils were less complained of than in previous years, but nuts from
Maryland and Virginia for the Washington market showed no abatement of injury,

and a grower in New Jersey reported the product of cultivated chestnuts grown on
L50 acres as almost worthless, owing to weevil attack.

Acorn weevils were abundant, but in some localities were largely controlled by a
parasite.

INSECTS As ANIMAL 1'AKASITKS AND IN RELATION TO DISEASE.

The various insect parasites of man and other animals do not vary greatly from
year to year. Locally there may be an increase or decrease of mosquitoes or fleas,

or other parasites of man, and this is true also of the biting flies and ticks parasitic

on animals; but, in range of injury and annoyance the country over, the annual vari-

ation is in general slight. As conveyors of disease this holds trne also with respect
to the insects involved in the spread of malaria and typhoid fever, and, in the case of

animals, w ith the cattle tick, annually responsible for thespread of Texas or splenetic
fever in cattle throughout the whole southern section of the United States. It is

not true, however, in the case of the yellow fever mosquito, and the serious outbreak
of yellow fever in New Orleans last summer was a notable fact in this connection.

PROGRESS OF FORESTRY IN 1905.

By Quinct K. Craft, Editorial Clerk, Fores/ Service.

A large advance has been made during the year L905 in the introduction of proper
methods of using the National forest reserves and of permanently improvingthem, in

the wider adoption of conservative methods by lumber operators, in the gathering of

new and important facts concerning the forests and their best use, and in the broader
publication of results of forest work and their ready acceptance by the people.

It is now plain that the surplus timber of the country has been marketed. To
supply in sufficient quantities the wood products now being used, the present area of

woodland must not only be maintained but must be brought to much greater pro-
ductiveness. The day lias passed when the quickest method of getting lumber from
the tree to the market is the chief consideration. Care and system in cutting, log-

ging, and sawing are now requisite for the greatest advantage of all concerned, includ-
ing the lumberman. The advances in forest work have been so great in particular
lines and BO general throughout the country that forestry has obviously passed out of

the stage of preparation and propaganda into that of actual work. The year marks
an epoch in the history of American forestry.

At the Lewis and Clark Exposition the forest exhibit—the largest and most varied
ever made—was examined and studied in detail by great numbers of people eager to

know about the forest and its use. The practical observance of Arbor Day is extend-
ing, both here and in foreign lands. Twelve States issue Arbor Day annuals, some
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of which in their descriptions and Illustrations of native (ices and information con
corning their planting, protection, and use form instructive reports <>n forestry.

The variety and magnitude of the industries represented at the American Forest
Congress, held in Washington during the first week of January, L905 a Lai

ering for the discussion of iorest problems by men prominent and influential inbusi
and public life—Bhowed how widespread and vital the interest in forestry lia^-

become.

THE NATIONAL P0RES1 RESERVES.

m after the Foresl Congress, occurred the most important event in the history of

the Federal forest policy—the transfer, on February I, L905, of the administration of

the National forest reserves to the (J. S. Department of Agriculture. It was thus
placed under thai branch of the Government Berviee charged with the study, devel-
opment, and application of practical forestry. Reserve problems at once commanded
the services of foresters, trained technically and by experience to decide the details
of management which w ould best conserve and develop the large and varied National
forest interests. An efficient system of forest administration is thus being inaugu-
rated upon a hundred million acres of forest lands.

The total area of the National forest reserves at the beginning of the year was
63,045,797 acres, and the changes made during the year brought a net addition of

34,727,820 acres. These changes, resulting both from new reserves and from readjust-
ments of the boundaries of existing reserves, were based in every case upon careful
examinations of the areas by members of the Forest Service. No addition or alter-

ation was made without thorough knowledge of the actual conditions, secured by
expert examination to determine the best use to which the land can be put.

Changes in National forest-reserve areas during 1905, and areas ax they exist on
December 31, 1905.
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; and umoards of timber sold from /ureal reserves, and receipt* therefor, in

Btate or Territory.
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The promoters of the Government irrigation works are among the warmesl sup-

porters of the foresl reserve policy, asserting that the preservation and extension of

the forests on the hillsides are vitally accessary to the nig] rmaneni iisefuln

of tin* reclamation projects.

SYSTEMATIC PROTECTION and [MPBOVXMBNT OF THE REBXRV]

In general, the system of reserve patrol has proved highly effective. Destructive

tii, | greatly lessened in 1905. In regions of the Pacific States the value of

ore trails, and especially of patrol, was well illustrated by the fact that the

omparatively free from fires, though near-by private holdings si ifi • I

severely. Of the total area of the n 93,000,000 acres, exclusive of Alaska

were burned over, while in the preceding year, when
the total area was only 58,000,000 acres, 388,872 acres were burned over. This means
thai the proportion of burned-over forest to the whole was last year reduced from

30.—Relation of the forest reserves to the western streams and the reclamation projects: solid

black, forest reserves; circles, reclamation projects.

sixty-six one-hundredths to sixteen one-hundredths of one per cent. This success

shows that work is proceeding alongthe right lines, though very much remains to

lie. The installation of telephone lines in the reserves Bhould greatly help in

the prompt location of fires. The first of these is being installed in the Big Horn
Forest Reserve, in Wyoming.
Over ninety rangers' cabins were built during the year, and the construction of

roads and trails went steadily forward.
A working plan was made for 46,000 acres in theWyoming division of the Medicine

Bow Reserve, the firsl to be made for a specific area within the Federal I

under the policy adopted by the Forest Service soon after the transfer. It

insures the perpetuation of the foresl by requiring the Lumbering, ><»>u to commence
done under such regulations as will guarantee renewal. Working plans

been made for portions of the Sierra and the Santa Barbara ret

California.
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Forest planting on fhe reserves has been carried <>n in an experimental way rinoe

1902, and on a commercial basis in cooperation with the cities ol L lee and
adena to foster and protect their water supply. An attempt ii now being made

to bring the reserves to their highest productive capacity by securing forest growth
on large areas suited by nature to the production of timber, but barren or sparsely
wooded owing to tire and other causes. This result will be broughl aboul
idly as practicable by planting trees, sowing seed, and in other ways encouraging
reproduction. The success which accompanied broadcast Bowing in the Black Hills

Reserve last spring indicates that young growth may be secured by this method at

minimum expense in this region and in others where similar conditions exist.

Work in establishing nurseries or in actual planting was conducted on six reser

.

at Fort Bayard, N. Mex., Clyde and Bear Greek (near Tikes Peak), Colo., in the
Wasatch Mountains of Utah, and in the San Gabriel and Santa Barbara mountains
of California, the prime object of the planting being to improve watersheds. The
oldest and largest of the reserve planting stations is at Halsey, Nebr,, on the Dismal
River Reserve, a sand-hill country typical of a large area not well adapted to either

agriculture or grazing. Certain trees grow well in this soil, which, with effect

and cheap methods of planting, promise much to the future of this reserve and the
surrounding country. The seed beds at this station now contain over 2,000,000
seedlings, of which 360,000 will be planted On the reserve the coming spring. A
total of 350 acres have already been planted on this reserve. This season the Halsey
nursery supplied 50,000 trees for planting along the interstate irrigation canal in

Wyoming and Nebraska, 20,000 for the Pikes Peak Reserve, 30,000 tor a forest park
at Helena, Mont., and 1,000 for the Wichita Forest Reserve. Ninety thousand t

were also planted in the Garden City Forest Reserve, in Kansas, 50,000 of which
were grown at Halsey.

INCREASED TIMBER SALES PNDEB PROPER FOREST REGULATIONS.

During the year Government timber sales aggregated 170,000,000 board feet, largely

exceeding those of any previous year. It is highly encouraging that the mature
timber, selected after a careful study of the silvical needs of the forest and the.require-

ments of the region for forest cover, and removed by careful logging methods which
safeguard the young growth and utilize all usable material, brings prices which coin-

pare favorably with those from private lands subject to no restrictions. Two timber
sales of over 50,000,000 feet each have been made, one of which included a large
amount of lodgepole pine, until a few years ago almost without a market, which under
proper seasoning and preservative treatment has been found to be serviceable as tie

timber ami for other uses. A million ties to be cut in one of these sales are to be
treated with preservath

ATTITUDE OF STOCKMEN TOWARD RESTRICTION OF GRAZING.

The regulation of grazing on the forest reserves meets with almost universal
approval. Opposition to the fee is disappearing. There is no longer any doubt as

to the advantage of preventing conflict and overgrazing on the ranges. Under
restricted grazing cattle and sheep keep in better condition and yield a better profit,

and the range is not injured, but the best condition of the pasturage is maintained.
In several reserves improved conditions have been secured by temporarily reducing
the number of stock for which permits are issued. Every effort is being made to

give the stockmen the fullest practicable use of the range. Small near-by owners
have the preference, larger regular occupants come next, and owners of transient
stock come third.

COOPERATION OF STATE AND PRIVATE INTERESTS WFfll THE GOVERNMENT.

The demand for cooperative forest work between the ( rovernment, on the one hand,
and States, corporations, and private individuals, on the other, grows year by year.

A forest survey of the State of Iowa was made in cooperation with the Iowa State

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
A study of forest conditions in southern New Hampshire, to supplement the study

of the northern part of the State, made in 1903, was pushed nearly to completion.
From the data secured three forest maps will be prepared, classifying the forest and
showing forest and cleared land and the commercial range of the five principal
species. Suggestions for taxation, the prevention of fires, the management of lands,
ami the marketing of products are among the results of the work.

Several of the specific studies in cooperation with the State of California begun dur-
ing the past three years have been completed. These are a study of the lumber mar-
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ket, a forcst-tN pe map ol the state, and reports on the value of chaparral as a I

cover and on natural foresl reproduction in southern California and in the Sierras.

Among the new lines of work taken up during the past year are a study oi planted

timber throughout the State, for the purpose oi securing information to guide pros-

pective planters .it' commercial groves and windbreaks, an investigation 0! the state

Forest lands, experiments to determine the influence of forest and brush cover on
the run-off oi streams, and an investigation of the qualities of eucalyptus wood, in

which it is expected, by strength tests and experiments with the cj preserva-

tive treatment, to demonstrate that (his wood can he made to serve many purposes

for which Blower growing and more expensive woods are now demanded. Pence
posts <>f eucal) ptus have been treated successfully and at, small cost.

Arrangements have been made for eight forest experiment stations, designed to

afford information regarding new species, nursery methods, mixtures, spacing, and
cultivation, which can not be obtained from studios of existing plantations.

The Forest Service collaborates with the State foresters or those en<_ra.Lred in teach-

ing forestry in many of the States, a plan which has proved mutually advantageous
in securing more thorough study of special problems and wider publication of tin;

results.

During 1905 States and private interests contributed funds aggregating $28,250 as

their share in cooperative work with the Forest Service.

Under the Government's plan of cooperation planting plans were made for 35,569

acres in 21 different States and Territories and preliminary examinations and work-
ing plans were made for 41 large tracts and a large number of woodlots. A fire-

protection plan was prepared for one tract of 300,000 acres. In addition, special

studies, as of the tie supply in Wisconsin and Minnesota, and of methods of season-

ing railway, telephone, and telegraph timbers and mining timbers and of treating

.tl***nwith preservatives, were made in conjunction with several companies who
wish fo apply the results as soon as their business value is shown. Methods of

Boning and treating hemlock and tamarack ties in Michigan and red iir and we*
hemlock in Idaho and Washington have been investigated, and the recommendations
made by the Forest Service have been adopted by several railroads.

An exhaustive study of methods of seasoning mine props and treating them in sev-

eral ways with different preservatives is being carried on with a large coal company
at Pottsville, Pa., which uses $900,000 worth of timber annually.

Not only are lumber concerns and landowners now paying the traveling and field

expenses of Government foresters to examine their woodlands and recommend
methods of handling to insure steady and perpetual supplies of timber, but in many
cases they are securing trained foresters as permanent assistants. The lumbering
associations, in their annual conventions, are raising a fund of $150,000 to endow a

chair of lumbering in the school of forestry at Yale University.

FORESTRY A FACTOR IN THE GREAT INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOUTH.

Much capital is invested in the utilization of the timber of the South. The lesson

taught by the declining industry and dismal outlook in portions of the northern
pineries has not been lost upon the South, as is clearly indicated by the active interest

which large concerns are taking in forestry.

At Charleston, S. C, a large lumber company had a working plan made for part

of its holdings a few years ago, and this year had another plan made for new lands,

amounting to 35,000 "acres, bought upon the recommendations of the earlier plan to

provide a sustained yield—that is, an annual growth of wood equal to the yearly cut

of the mill. In this way it has provided for the permanence of its business.

.
ging is done in such a way as to insure a recurring growth of the most desirable

d young growth is protected from fire.

The desire for instruction in forestry in the South is shown in the establishment

hair of forestry in the Misssisipp] Agricultural and Mechanical College and the

endowment of a chair of forestry in the University of Georgia, as well as in the gen-

eral demand for lectures on forest topics before student bodies, boards of trade, and
farmers' institutes.

LARGE PLANTING PROJECTS UNDEBTAK]

A number of causes have recently stimulated very greatly the establishment of

forest plantations. In the Middle West many fanners are now using or selling with

profit fence posts and firewood from hedges and planted groves, and in Kansas, where
young trees are distributed in small quantities from two forestry station*, 000,000

re required in 1905 to satisfy the farmers' demand.

3 a1905 41
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Helena, Mont., and Los A.ngeles, Cal., are planting large parka in true for<

In northern Illinois, where "forest districts are created under a new law establish

ing driveways lined with trees, it is proposed to plant the trees in belts and thus
combine beauty with commercial profit. The Panhandle Forestry Association, oi
northwest IVxas, an organization ox 600 members, formed i«>r the purpose of encour-
aging systematic tree planting, reports over 2(H), 01)0 trees already planted in this arid

and naturally treeless region.

Commercial profit having been assured by the success oi smaller examples, forest

plantations are now being established on a vastly larger scale. In Wayne County,
Pa. , a tract ot* 1,500 aeres is being reforested. In the Adirondack's a railroad company
has established a large forest nursery and begun planting the blank places under a

plan for the conservative management of 20,000 acres. A railroad company has
already planted over 1,000 acres of trees in central Pennsylvania, and other railroads

have planted Large areas in Kentucky, Illinois, Kansas, and Louisiana. Two com-
panies owning lands in western Pennsylvania from which coal has been mined, leav-

ing the ground ansuited for agriculture because of altered moisture conditions, are

undertaking to reforest large areas. In eastern Pennsylvania a large enterprise IS

undertaking the reforestation of an important watershed in order to improve it-

water-conserving power and secure a revenue from lands now unproductive.
The president of the American Forestry Association emphasized the importance of

planting in a recent address, when he said: " Reforestation is the coming work of

the American forester. We are now planting thousands of acres of trees every year-.

but it is not enough. We must plant a million acres every year."

RECENT INVESTIGATIONS OP THE FOREST SERVICE.

Recent investigations of the Forest Service include the following important pro}-,

ects: A study of the hardwoods of the southern Appalachians; the value and best

means of handling tupelo; the trees composing the "Big Thicket" forest of Texas;
the tree flora of the Pacific States; the range, quantity, and characteristics of white
fir, four-leaf pine, Torrey pine, and acacias, in California; the different methods of

kiln-drying timber; the woods used in slack and in tight cooperage, in box making,
in wood paving, in the implement and vehicle industry, and in pulp manufacture, to

learn what woods can be used with the greatest economy to supply these great
demands, and the methods by which they are best prepared; and a study of the
characteristics of resins and turpentines derived from American pines. To these
must be added the attempt to secure statistical data for a first annual statement of the
lumber cut in the United States, the arrangements for which were concluded at the
close of the year.

The Forest Service has for some time been conducting a series of experiments to

secure trustworthy and comprehensive data upon the strength of woods in all sizes,

market run, and upon wood preservatives and preservative processes, and the
increasing interest not only of architects and engineers, but of business men engaged
in the manufacture or sale of structural materials, has led to cooperation between the
Government and representatives of engineering and allied societies, through which
the present and prospective tests will secure the criticism and suggestions of men
whose daily work calls for the solution of practical problems.

FOREST FIRES.

As in 1904, the East escaped large forest fires. State forest officers attribute the
improvement in this respect mainly to well-distributed rainfall, though no doubt the
campaign of education has tended to control the fires. In the West, during the dry.

seasons, fires started and, fanned by high winds, inflicted heavy damage in some
instances. In many cases fires were extinguished before they had done much
damage.

In northern California the success which attended the systematic effort to prevent
fires on the reserves, and on two tracts on which fire-protection plans had been
installed, showed clearly that the maintenance of an adequate number of fully

equipped guards, keeping in close touch with each other, is an economy in the end.
Lumbermen and landowners are giving more and more attention to the prevention

of forest fires. Vigilant patrol is general, and has proved very effective. Coopera-
tion on the part of local associations or communities has enabled individuals to

maintain a system which would otherwise be too costly. In the Moosehead Lake
region of Maine three telephone stations were established on high mountains where,
with the aid of powerful glasses, the first appearance of fires could be detected
over a large territory. The State forest commissioner reports that one of these sta-
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lions was the means of saving in is i»f thousands of acres of woodland, and that fifty

Buch signal stations In the wooded sections of the state would be of incalculable
service in the prevention of forest fires.

ST \ i i PORES? W "KK.

Fourteen states now maintain offices to guard their forest Interests. Sii of these
employ one or more technically trained foresters. In addition to these, the state of

Washington at the last session of the legislature provided fora forest commission and
a State forester! and the state of .Maryland has just enacted an excellent law pro-

viding for a State forester and granting power to purchase lands suitable forforesl

resen es.

New York planted 500,000 young 1 1 ees on open places in the State preserve, and
added about 40,000 acres by ]>urcliase, the present area aggregating about 1,500,000
acres.

Pennsylvania employed an additional forester, to conduct the training school at

Mont Alto and direct the cutting on the State reserves, which now include 700,000
acres.

The Massachusetts State forest office employs two technically trained men. Lec-
tures were begun at the State Agricultural College, 29 students electing the course.
A State forest library was established. Thirty-four plans of management were made
for an area of 6,545 acres, and a valuable report was published on the work of a
commission appointed to investigate the subject of forest taxation.
In Connecticut 80 towns appointed forest lire wardens. Seven hundred acres wen;

added to the State reserve. During the spring of 1900, 100,000 white pine and several
thousand other species are to be planted on the reserve.

The State of Michigan has increased its forest reserve to 39,000 acres, and two
permanent buildings hai'e been erected. Eighty acres were planted with 79,000
seedlings last spring, and the State nursery is now stocked with 2,000,000 seedlings.

Wisconsin made the greatest advance in the enlargement of her State reserve, the
increase being from 71,000 to 300,000 acres. A State fire-warden service was organ-
ized, and a forest survey of reserve lands undertaken.
The Indiana State forest reserve of 2,000 acres is being steadily improved by plant-

ing and by improvement thinnings and by the building of roads and reservoirs.

In Minnesota a nursery is being well stocked preparatory to planting the Pillsbury
tract of 1,000 acres in Cass County. Work is also progressing on the preparation of

working plans for the State reserve of 20,000 acres in St. Louis County.
In California a technically trained forester was appointed July 1, to whom the

forest interests of the State and the care of the California Redwood Park are intrusted.

The fire question is here in many respects the most important problem, though
several forest investigations are under way.
Under the appropriation of $10,000 for the purchase of forest-reserve lands by the

State of New Jersey, 970 acres have been secured and other purchases are pending.
In Iowa, as an encouragement to forest extension, a law has just passed providing

that a landowner is entitled to an assessed valuation of $1 per acre for land perma-
nently reserved in forest.

The Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests has set an example
worthy of imitation in the employment of a trained forester, who is actively engaged
in the preparation of plans for the management of forest lands throughout the State.

Forest work in Hawaii, under the direction of the superintendent of forestry, is

conducted along two general lines—forest reserves and the introduction of new and
important trees. While the reserve limits include 210,322 acres, only 56,757 acres

have actually been set apart; however, much of the private land IS being managed
according to conservative forest methods under the cooperative assistance of the forest

office. A public forest nursery is maintained, where forest seeds and seedlings can
be obtained at cost price.

PORBST LAW.

In 1905 many laws were passed to advance forest interests, ;i comprehensive sum-
mary of which is as follows:

United 8t \ pes.—Part of Wichita Reserve set apart as a game refuge 33 Stat., 614.)

(are of forest reserves transferred from Department of the Interior to Department of

Agriculture (33 Stat., 628). Forest officers empowered to arrest (33 Stat., 700 and
^7l' . Part of Yosemite National Park added to Sierra Reserve \'.Y.\ Stat., 702).

Reclamation Service permitted to use material from forest reserves (33 Stat. . 706).
Export of timber from foresl reserves, except from South Dakota and Idaho, per-
mitted (33 Stat., 872). President to make such part of Uintah Indian Reservation as
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be deems best into a ion tat., 1070), Lieu-selection la\t repeale*

Stat., I "J.

(
' \i i! >>km l.—Appropriation <'t $10,000 to be used with equal amount from United

States in a continued study of State forests by the Forest Sen Lee (ch. i~>7 }. Ptcn i — i «
< 1

1

for a State board oi forestry; a State forester; fire-warden service, with compu
assistance from citizens; penalties for setting Ores, lea\ Lng camp Hits unextinguished,
burning slashings during "dry season," operating engines without spark :nr<

and failure to keep railroads and county roads clear of inflammable material; civil

liability tor damages done by forest fires; and an appropriation of $1 7,000 (ch. 264 i.

Tax by counties to aid in preservation of forests (ch. 337).

COLORADO,— Authorizing State land board to exchange State lands within f(

rves for public land outside (ch. 134).

Connecticut.—.Making the State forester State fire warden; town fire wardens pro-

vided to control and extinguish forest fires; citizens compelled to assist in lighting

forest fires; amendment of sections 1218, 1222, and 12;>7 in order to increase penalties

for setting forest fires and cutting trees in trespass; and tire-warning notices to he

posted (ch. 238).
Hawaii.— Appropriation of $2,000 for immediate use in fighting forest fires (ac;

Governor, with approval of forestry board, may set aside unappropriated land for

forest purposes (act 65). Superintendent of forests made chief firewarden; district

fire wardens created; citizens compelled to assist in lighting forest fires for remunera-
tion; and penalty for setting fires (act 71).

Idaho.—Cutting of timber on State lands regulated; peace officers to act as fire

wardens with power to arrest; and railroads to use spark arresters, and to pay for

timber burned (p. 145).

Illinois.—Creation of forest-reserve districts, principally to improve roads, pleasure

driveways, etc. (p. 279).
Indiana.—Providing penalty for setting forest lires, with civil liability for .dam-

ages; road supervisors created forest fire wardens, and citizens compelled to assist in

lighting forest tires for remuneration (ch. 49).

Maine.—Providing for lire-warden service to patrol and extinguish forest tire-,

and citizens compelled to assist in lighting forest fires for remuneration (ch. 44).

Massachusetts.—Commission appointed to investigate forest taxation and recom-
mend law therefor (ch. 60).

Minnesota.—Increasing chief lire warden's salary to $1,500 (ch. 310). Accepting
grant of 20,000 acres from United States (ch. 83). Providing penalty and prosecu-

tion for timber trespass; for sale of timber on State lands at public auction, and
defining timber (ch. 204) . Appropriation for forest interests, total $32,350 (ch. 337).

Increased area for Itaska State Park (ch. 277). Establishment of Minnesota State

Park (ch. 297). Providing that county must pay one-half instead of one-third of

lire-lighting expenses (ch. 82).

New Hampshire.—Forest lire warden service established (ch. 97). Continued
appropriation for State forest survey (ch. 144).

New Jersey.—Forest park reservations established with forest commission in

charge (ch. 47). Camp-meeting grounds to be guarded to prevent the starting of

forest fires (ch. 222).

New York.—Superintendent of forests empowered to enforce timber-trespass laws,

and State officers empowered to arrest without warrant (ch. 285).

North Dakota.—Bounty of S3 per acre for tree planting and $2 per 80 rods for

hedge planting (ch. 187).

Oregon.—Creation of forest fire warden service; during "dry season, slashings to

be burned under permit only;" penalty provided for setting forest fires or oper-

ating engines without spark arresters during "dry season," and fire rangers author-

ized to arrest (ch. 227).
Pennsylvania.—Compensation for fighting forest fires increased (No. 65). Water

rights to be granted in forest reserves (No. 114). Unappropriated State lands to

become part of forest reserve (No. 50). Amendment of law for rebate of taxes upon
forest land (No. 88). Maintenance of second-growth timber encouraged (No. 179).

Philippine Islands.—Collection of revenues from forest products transferred from
bureau of forestry to bureau of internal revenue; name of chief of bureau of for-

estry changed to director of forestrv; residents given timber free for domestic use

(No. 1407).
Washington.—State board of forest commissioners with State forester and fire

warden as its secretary created; forest fire warden service provided for; slash burn-

ing in "dry season" allowed only under permit; penalty for setting forest fires and
operating engines without spark arresters, and appropriation of $25,000 for State

forest purposes (ch. 164).
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Wisconsin. State foresl law amended; board of State forest commissioners reor-
ganized as State board of forestry; State forester made State foreel Are warden, and
Stat.- fire warden service created (ch. 264). State board of forestrj to Investigate
available water power

I
ch. 95 1.

FOOD LEGISLATION AND INSPECTION.

l»v \Y. I). I>u iicLow, Chief of Division of Foods, Bureau of Chemistry.

The information In the following table was obtained from State and municipal food-
law officials, as far as the} could be reached. The inspectors whose work is reported
are usually men of good judgment and considerable experience in selecting food sam-
ples, and only \oi><\^ Buspected were sampled; also only such samples were analyzed

ined likely to SHOW violation- of law. Accordingly the table doc- not show
the ratio of adulterated foods to pure foods on the American market. The great
mass of high-grade foods is excluded from any calculation that may be made upon the
figures here erven. Unless otherwise stated, tiie report submitted is for the calendar
year 1-905. In several localities statistics are prepared on the basis of some other year
than the calendar year, however, and in some cases the records for a complete year
could not be obtained.
The time included in the report from San Francisco is for milk from July 1, 1905,

to March 1, 1906, and for other foods from February 1, 1905, to March 1, 1906. The
figures submitted by the State of Washington are for 11 months, beginning May 1,

1905, and ending April 1, 1906.

In Los Angeles, Cal., and Cambridge, Mass., the year for which statistics are
reported closed December 1, 1905. The year for which statistics are reported from
St. Louis, Mo., closed April 1, 1905.
' In the District of Columbia, the Passaic, N. J., and the South Dakota State food-
inspection work, the year closed June 30, 1905.

In Providence, R. I., the year covered by the statistics ended August 3, 1905.
But little chemical work is reported from Idaho owing to the fact that the labora-

tory was being extensively repaired, and could not be used. In Indiana the labora-
tory of the State board of health has been organized during the year, and is now in
active operation.

This information was secured as a result of a circular letter which was sent to the
officers charged with the enforcement of the food laws in all States and to the boards
of health in all cities having a population of 25,000 or over. In some few cases no
replies were received. In many cases, owing to a lack of appropriation, no attempt is

made to examine the foods on sale in the markets other than by such rough test- as

inspectors without chemical training are able to perform. In some cases no provi-
sion is made for a food inspector; in others no laboratory facilities are provided.
Hence a considerable number of responses to the circular letter merely gave the
information that no food samples had been examined.
The State and city offices making such reports are as follows: Colorado, State dairy

i-sioner; Florida, State commissioner of agriculture; Georgia, State commis-
r of agriculture; Indiana, State board of health; Iowa, State food and dairy com-

missioner; Missouri, State dairy commission; New York, State department of health;
South Carolina, State board of health; Tennessee, State board of health; Texas, State
health officer; and the health boards of the following cities: Bridgeport and Meriden,
Conn.; Kansas City and Wichita, Kans.; Newport, Ky.; Gloucester, Haverhill, Law-
rence. Maiden, New Bedford, North Adams, Quincy, and Taunton, Mass.; Kala-

>, Mich.; St. Paul, Minn.; Joplin, Mo.: Camden. Elizabeth, Hoboken, Orange,
and Trenton, N. J.; Elmira, Newburg, and Troy. \. V.; Lima and Springfield, (>hi<>:

Portland, Oreg.; Altoona, Chester, Johnstown, Newcastle, Reading, Bcranton, Wil-
liamsport, and York, Pa.; Charleston, S. C; Chattanooga and ECnoxville, Tenn.;
Fort Worth. Galveston, and San Antonio, Tex.; Tacoma, Wash. ; Wheeling, W. Va.

;

La Crosse and Superior, Wis.
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ADVANCEMENT IN THE PUBLIC CONTROL OF WATER IN 1905.

By \l. P. TflELB.

The year L906 marked a notable extension of the laws governing the use of water
for irrigation in the arid States. New codes were adopted in North Dakota and South
Dakota, Oklahoma, and NV« Mexico; the office of State engineer was created in

Oregon, while the laws of other arid States were amended to make their systems
mm tit- complete. The following table summarizes the present provisions for control-

ling the acquirement of wain- rights and the distribution of water in the arid ^ !

Provisions of law relating to public control of the use of water in irrigation.

State or Terri-
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FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

i .ii nu-is' Inetitntef were held during tin- year ended June 30, 1905, Lnallof theStatei
ami Territories excepting Alaska, Florida, Indian Territory, Porto Rico, Booth
Dakota, and Tennr
The following tai>le gives a Bummary of the work for the year:

statistics offarmers
1

institutes for season ended June SO, J

Meetings.

State or Territui>

.

Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas . .

.

California. .

.

Colorado. . .

.

Connecticut
Delaware . .

.

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts...
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina..
North Dakota. ..

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania . ..

Rhode Island ...

South Carolina..
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia . .

.

Wisconsin
Wyoming

Total
num-
ber.

24
1

30
110
20
14

20
44

4

25
100
250
60
55
17

67
44

20
115
270
105
158
104
47
150
10

13

30
1

261
61
61

281

58
is

1%
1

33

One
day.

110
15
40
35
46
63
82
1

Total 3,271

28

Two
days
or

more.

SO
87
it;

u
20
34

4

5

133
5
26

65
44
8

115
200
105
150
58
41

88
7

11
23

1

129
58
47
2

39
12
44

38

104
3

40
35
17

16

73

4

10

20
100
117
55
29
17

2

is

70

132
3

14
279
19

6
152

1

Num-
ber of

sions.

6
L2

29
47

82
1

1,842 1,429

Is

L2

60
429
52
28
23

108
8

113
635

207
144
73

208
93
73
167
827
227
311
256
100
480
20

28
111

3

967
226
140

1,399
156
54

862
6

56

Total
attend
ance.

Speak-
ers oil

State
Force.

146
40
80
70
150
199
270

7

3, 820
250

7,650
4;;, 494

2, 700

1

,

200
4,199

18, 000
350

4,000
69, 759
79, 964
is. mm
11,455
3,350
14,541
5,731
5, 741

12, 372
55, 004
52, 125

30, 000
2, 560
6, 946

67, 241
665

2,900
5, 538

87,439
11,168
12, 838
92, 593
5,500
5,500

150,932
400

7,460

8,500
8,000
7,500
8,000
7, 282
9, 450

43,000
75

9
1

4

19
12
30
9
13

4

10
114
46

Funds for Institutes.

19

15
23
21

L6

71

17

10

24

26
is

29
6

14

L0

10
60
is

8
•JO

56
12

12

9
24
15
26
9
15

22
31

3

Appropri-
ated tor

year
ended
June 30,

1905.

$600.00

400.00
8, 934. 00

Appropri-
ated for
year
ended
June 30,

1906.

M00. 00

10,555 995,192 995

12s. (10

750. 00

8, 500. 00
36.00

1,000.00
20, 060. 39
10,000.00
7,425.00
2, 000. 00
1,206.16
2, 500. 00
6, 000. 00
6,000.00
2, 700. 00
9, 300. 00

IS. OIK). 00
3, 000. 00
3.100.00
4,600.00
6,000.00

379.00
1,600.00
1,838.15

20, 000. 00
2, 150. 00
4,171.94

19, 598. 68

620. 00
20, 500. 00

100. 00
1,194.56

3,850.00
1,500.00
5, 000. 00
5, 500. 00
3, 000. 00
2, 165.26

14, 942. 75

250. 00
6, 000. 00
4,000.00

750.00
3, 500. 00

35.00
1,000.00
17,650.00
10,000.00
7,425.00
2, 000. 00
3, 000. 00
2, 000. 00
3, 000. 00
6,000.00
3, 000. 00
7, 500. 00

18, 000. 00
3, 000. 00

5, 000. 00
4,000.00
6, 000. 00

1,500.00
3, 500. 00

20, 000. 00
1,700.00
6, 000. 00
16,747.62

2, 500. 00
20,500.00
1,500.00
5, 000. 00

Repot I

•lniMs.

Pub.
lished.

Num-
ber oi

copies.

1,500.00
1,500.00
6, 000. 00
5, 500. 00

12, 000. 00
1,000.00

225, 738. 89 219, 157. 62

No...
No...
No...
Vr- .

No...
No...
Yea..
Yes..
N--..
Yes..
Yes.,
yes.
No...
No...
Yes..
Yes..
Yes..
No...
No...
Yes..
Yes..
Yes..
Yes..
Yes..
No...
Yes .

.

Yes .

.

No...
No...
Yes..
Yes.

.

Yes..
Yes .

.

No...
No...
Yes .

.

No...
No...

No...
Yes..
Yes..
No...
No...
Yes .

.

Yes..
No...

12,600

5,000
5,000

5,000
20,000
1,000

10,000
3,.

r 00
6,000

9,000
35,000

10,000
5,000

750
2,(00

25, 000
25, 000
10,000
20,000

31,600

7,000
3,000

12,000
60,000

323, 350
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LEGAL WEIGHTS PER BUSHEL.

[From Huiciui of Standards, Department of Commerce And Labor.]

Legal weights {in pounds) per bushel.
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Legal weights (inpounde) per bueheL* -Continued.
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Legal weights {in pounds) per bushel Continued.
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Legal weights (in pounds) j>fr bushel Continued.



LEGAL WKK1HTS PEE BUSHEL. CM

Commoditiesfor which legal weights per bushel have been fixed in f>ut one or two States.

|

Prom Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce and Labor.]

Article.

Apple seeds
irweed seed

Blackberries
Blueberries
Bromus Inermus
Cabbage
Canary Beed
Cantaloupe niei.ni

Cement
Cherries

Chestnuts
Chufa
Cotton .seed, staple
Cucumbers
Currants
Feed
Crapes

Guavas
Hickory nuts
Hominy
Horseradish
Italian ryegrass seed
Johnson grass
Katir corn
Kale
Land plaster
Mealf?)
Middlings, fine
Millet, Japanese barnyard
Mustard
Plums
Plums, dried
Popcorn

Prunes, dried
Quinces
Rape seed
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Sage :

Salads
Sand
Spelt or spiltz
Spinach
Strawberries
Sugar-cane seed
Velvet-grass seed
Walnuts

Rhode Island and 'I 'emu
Florida.
Iowa. '[', 18 pounds; dried, 28 pounds.
Minnesota.
N'orl h Dakota.
Tennet

Do.
Do.
Do.

low ,i. Tennessee, with sterns, 56 pound-; with-
out stems, 64 pounds.

Tennessee. Virginia, 67 pounds.
Florida.
South Carolina.
Missouri and Tennessee. Wisconsin, 50 pounds.
Iowa and Minnesota.
Massachusetts.
Iowa. Tennessee, with stems, 18pounds; with-
out stems, 60 pound-.

Florida.
Tennessee.
Ohio. Tennessee, 02 pounds.
Tennessee.

Do.
Arkansas.
Kansas.
Tennessee.

Do.
Alabama; unbolted, 48 pounds.
Indiana; coarse, 30 pounds.
Massachusetts.
Tennessee.
Florida. Tennessee, 64 pounds.
Michigan.
Indiana and Tennessee. Ohio, in the ear, 42
pounds.

Idaho; green, 45 pounds.
Florida, Iowa, and Tennessee.
Wisconsin.
Kansas. Tennessee, 48 pounds.
Tennessee.

Do.
Do.

Iowa.
North Dakota. South Dakota, 45 pound-.
Tennessee.
Iowa. Tennessee, 48 pounds.
New Jersey.
Tennessee.

Do.
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STATISTICS OF THE PRINCIPAL CHOPS."

( OEN.

Com crop of countries named, 1900-1

Country.

United States
Canada (Ontario)
Mexico

1900.

Bushels,
_', 105, 103,000

27,947,000
92,204,000

Total North America.... J -~>4,000

1901.

Bushels.
1,522,520,000

25,621,000
93, 459, 000

1902. 1903.

Bushels, belt.

2, 523, 648, 0(H) 2,241,177,000
21,159,000 30,211,000
78,099,000 ! 90,879,000

1904.

',i Is.

380,000
90,000,000

1,641, 600,000 2,622,906,000 2,365,267,000

Chile
atina

Uruguay .

Total South America.

France .

.

Spain
Portugal.
Italy

Austria
Hungary
Croatia-Slav onia

Total Austria-Hungary

Roumania
Bulgaria and Bast Roumelia .

.

Sen ia

Russia

Total Europe

Algeria
Egypt
Cape Colony.

Total Africa

Australasia

1,500,000

3,035,000

1,500,000
r-'.OOO

5, 576, 000

60,147,000
j

105,918,000

22,232.0(10

26,016.000
16,000,000
87, 969, 000

26. 393, 000
»9,000

15, 000, 000
100, 455, 000

L5, 116,000
127,656,000
18,691,000

161,793,000

85, 047, 000
18, 000, 000
18, 472, 000
34,256,000

469, 786, 000

350, 000
26, 000, 000
2,000,000

17,535,000
127, 389, 000
20, 469, 000

165,393,000

116,945,000
25,000,000
18,849,000
68,400,000

562,191,000

529,000
30, 000, 000
2,000,000

m.O.OOO
84,018,000
6,060,000

1,118,000
;s,ooo

6,289,000

89, 944, 000

24,928,000
25,272,000
16, 000, (KM)

71,028,000

13, 462, 000
104, 546, 000
15, 255, 000

133,263,000

68, 447, 000
18, 109,000
18,39* 1,000

48,647,000

424, 090, 000

556, 000
30, 000, 000
2,000,000

27, 350, 000

10, 025, 000

32,529,000 32,556,000

10, 168, 000 7,847,000

155,355,000

25, 360. uio

18,759,000
14,000,000
88, 990, 000

361,000

16,056,000
135,751,000
23. 776, 000

175, 583, 000

80,272,000
22,836,000
19, 479, ooo
60,732,000

496,011,000

435, 000
30,000,000
3,502,000

33, 937, 000

5,615,000

1,477,000
L75, 1

3, 035, 000

179,701,000

23, 000, 1 HK)

21,300,000
0,000

87,000,000

29,000
59, 1' K), 000
11,366,000

83,295,000

>,000
18,000,000
9,498,000

26, 032, 000

302, 723, 000

391,000
30, 000, 000
3, 01X), 000

33,391,000

10. 519, 000

RECAPITULATION BY CONTINENTS.

North America
South America
Europe
Africa
Australasia

Total ....

2,225,251,000
60,147,000

469, 785, 000
27,350,000
10, 025, 000

2,792,561,000

1,641,600,000
106,918,000
562,194,000
32, 529, 000
10, 168, ooo

2, 622, 906, 000
89,944,000

•121,090,000

32, 556, 000
7,847,000

2, 352, 409, 000 |3, 177, 343, 000

2, 365, 267, 000
155, 355, 000
496,011,000

' 33,937,000
5,615,000

2, 578,361
179,701,000
302,723,000
33,391,000
10, 519, 000

3, 056, 185, 000 3, 104, 695, 000

Visible supply of corn in the United Mate* and Canada, first of each month for ten years.*

Month.
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1'isiU,- supply of com in tli* United Stales and Canada, first of each monthfor ten y

( lontinued.

M..11H1.

July
August —
September.
October
Nn\ ember

.

December

.

January . .

.

February .

.

March
April
May
June

[90] L902.

hi Is.

19 I A

19, 176,000
21,216,000
19, 187,000
L6,6!

L7, 197,000
15,270,000
18,640
9,098,000
8,817,000

1902 L903.

- Is.

11,000
9,013,000

17,000

9,000
i »,000

9,84
LI, 636, 000
16, L80,l

16,901,000
9, i i

7,089,000

1908-1904.

L8, U0, 000
11,71

7,000
15,063,000
12, I I7,(K)()

9,817,000
9,64

12,807,000
1,000

16,671,000
3,000

7,672,000

L904 L905.

10,078,000
8,01 1,000

10,708,000
6, II'.), ooo

6,446,000
1,000

L9, 721, 000
16,762,000
16, 124

1 1, cm, ooo
. 1,000

/; u ht

. I, (too

10, 101. (MM)

8,08
8,79*

0,000
22,010,000
24,631

17,663,000
7,671,000
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i ige, production, mine, and distribution of corn of the I nited States in 1905, by >

Btate «>r Territory.

Maine
Nfw Hampshire .

Vermont
Massachusetts . ..

Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina ..

South Carolina ..

Georgia
Florida
Alabama

uippi
Louisiana
'Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Idaho
Washington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory.

United States ..
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ige yield per acre ol corn in the United States, 1896 1905, by States.

Maine
\. u i [ampshlre
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode [sland
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio ...."

Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Idaho

j

Washington 14.0
Oregon 22.

California 37.

Oklahoma
Indian Territory

Bush.

42.0
n .0

B.O
84.0
88.0
84.0

40.0
22.0
82.0
21.6
12.0

9. (»

11.0
10.0
12.5
13.5
LS.0
9.5
L8.5
23.0
30.0
28.

41.0
38.0
35.0
40.5
37.0
30. 5
39.0
27.0
28.0
37.5
26.

35.0
26.0
25.0
16.0
16.0

25.0

Bu h.

157.0

84.0

82. 6

81

81.0

29.0

18.0

L8.0
9.0

11.0
8.0
12.0
14.5
17.0
18.5
16.0
21.0
24.6
23.

32.5
81.5
30.0
32. 5
153.0

26.0
29.0
26.0
18.0
30.0
24.0
17.0
18.0
12.0
19.0
27.0

22.0

General average 28.2

18.0
25.0
31.5

23.8

Bush.
40.0
41.0
C5. 1)

Kl.il

84.0

83.0
:57.()

:57. o

31.0
22.

1 Id
10.0
9.0
9.0

15.0
18.0
18.0
25.

20.0
26.0
29.0
31.0
37.0
34.0
36.0
30.0
35.0
32.0
35.0
26.0
16.0
21.0
28.0
19.0
28.0
16.0
18.0
21.0

21.0

12.0
24.0
26.0

24.8

Bush.

86.0
151.

81.0
89. t)

32.0
22. o

82.0
20.0
l I

9.0
10.0
10.0
12.0
16.0
18.0
18.0
20.0
20.0
26.0
21.0
36.0
25.

38.0
36.0
35.0
33.0
31.0
26.0
27.0
28.0
26.0
23.0
23.0
22.0
17.0
20.0

20.0

23.0
22.0
27.0
19.0

25.3

L900. L901.

8m I*

87.0
10 M

82.

83

28.0
24.0
28. o

16.0
L2.0
T.(i

10.0
8.0
11.0
11.0
17.0
18.5
19.0
20.0
27.0
26.0
37.0
36.0
38.0
37.0
40.0
33.0
38.0
28.0
19.0
26.0
27.0
16.0
15.0
34.0
19.0
22.0

20.0

20.0
23.0
25.0
26.0

25.3

39 l

10.

in 6

82. 1

88.0
86. ''

30.0
84.2
22. 2

12.0

6. 9
m.(i

9.0
10.9
10. 9
13.7
11.6
8.1
14.2
23

15.6
26.1
34.5
19.8
21.4
27.4
26.3
25.0
10.1
7.8

14.1
21.0
22.6
25.0
39.5
17.1
31.6
18.0
19.4
23.0
17.5

-20.8
31.0
7.3
12.0

16.7

21.7

21.8
81.8

81. u

86. 1

82 i

22;

18.9
10.4
9.0

l

11.5
12.5
8.1

21.3
21.9
26.5
27.0
38.0
26.4
37.9
38. 7

28.2
22.8
32.0
39.0
29.9
32.3
18.9
19.4
22.0
19.8
16.5
22.0
20.2
20.1
24.7
23.0
23.4
30.5
25.8
24.9

21.0

80. I

31.2
27. 6
28.7
21.8
I 1.7

10. S
11.7
9.9

1 1.8

18. I

20.6
24.2
20. 9

23.6
22. 6

26.6
29.6
33.5
33.2
32.2
29.3
28.3
28.0
32.4
25.6
26.0
27.2
25.2
24.1
19.4
19.8
24.0
22.4
21. 1

34.5
23.1
25. 8
30.7
23.3
27.7

26. 8 25. 5

27. :5

84. 1

27.8

84.0
80. 1

83. 1

L5.2

12. )

11.9
10.7
I... (i

1'.'. 1

19.9
22.6
21.6
25.0
25. :5

26.9
82. 5

28. 6

31.5
36.5
29. 7

26.9
32.6
2(1.2

20.9
32.8
28.1
21.2
22.2
32.5
20.5
22.7
23.8
33.2
29.3
24.7
28.8
28.6
28.1
32.4

/;». a.

34.8

84.7

U. 7

86. 8

23. 1

13.9
10.9

L1.0
L0.1

1 L8
11.:;

13.7
21.:;

17.3
24.6
29. 8
29.7
37.8
34.0
40.7

37.6

:;i.8

27.7

31.8
27.5
19.4
26.9

25. 3
27.0
36.2
27. 2
24.2
23.0
32.

25.3
32.7

26.8 28.8
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1 ge vahte per acre of corn in tlt> United States, based upon farm valtu December i,

IS , by StaU

State "i Territory.
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Average/arm price of com per bushetinthe United States, December /, 1896- 1905, by States.

State or Territory

,

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

chitsel i-
.

.

Rhode [aland . .

.

Connecticut
New York
Nrw Jersey
Pennsylvania . .

.

Delau arc
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina. .

South Carolina .

.

Georgia
Florida
Alabama
M ississippj
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
Weal Virginia...
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

'iisin

Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota...
North Dakota . .

.

Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Idaho
Washington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma

1896.

Indian Territory

.

General average

i i

46
I'.t

42

86

26
82

37

46
48

45
II

41
37
28
:;i

25
21
24
19
18
22
19
14

20
18
13
18
25
60
78
36
55

61

57
56

53

21.5

Is'.'T.

r, nts.

46

47

64

19

in

84

30
80

18

19

48

46
45
45
41

40
86
40

25
27

21
21

25
24
17
21
22

17

21
32
05
50
38
58

55

55
58
56

26.3

48

46
II

19

64

48
•in

in

31

35
48
46
48
50
41
39
41
34
29
29
37
27
27

34
25
25
28
24
23
27
26
22
23
36
66
55
40
56

60

42
60
62

28.7

60
i I

17

.,1

;',o

40
41

84

86
88
47

50
50
53
47

46
44

38
39
4f)

37

30
36
27
26
30
24
23
30
25
23
26
33
52
43
43
58

59

55
64

60
20

30.3

I'.MK).

I > ill
.

64

67

47

!>

38
41
49
57
64
57

60

58
50
47

43
49
50
40
34
37
32
32
33
29
27
32
32
31

29
42
59
60
48
64

63

59
57
61
26

35.7

lyiji.

70

73

76

76

72

62
57
58

59
78
84
82

77
74
75

80
81

65
65
61
57
62
55
57
62
45
52
67
63
54
45
46
90
72

74
77

90
90
60
58
57
68
76
76

60.5

1902.

71

78

68
: i

78
71

CI

66
58

49
51

60
69
73
77

67

61

66
66
49
47

54

42
42
52
36
36
50
40
33
33
34
30
41
45
72
59
59
78

101
67
62
65
66
77
39
43

40.3

68
62
66
81

60

57

49
51

68
61

69

73
57
51

51

49
64

47
46
36
86
43

36
28
35
42
62
58
54
75
90
70
57
55
67
74
38
39

42.5

1904.

I

81

72

72

7:;

64

69
49

50

62
70
71

75
60

57

62

68

64
49
46
62
41

39
46
36

33
44
41

33
36
40
68
57
51

78
91
72

70
66
61

78
39
40

44.1

1905.

r.'j

70

71

71

61

47

48
53
64

74

70
68
64

til

49

66
50

43
43
46
38
38
42
33
34
37

32
31
36
68
75
47
69
97
70
66
60
59
7(3

32
37

28.

8
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Wholesale pr mm per bushel in leading cities of the United States, 1900 :

Date.

1900.
January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

Octotx
November ..

December...

1901.
January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July
August
September ..

October
November .

.

December..

.

1902.
January
February . .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November .

.

December...

1903.
January
February . .

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September ..

October
November ..

December. ..

1904.

January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July
August
September ..

October
November .

.

December...

New York.

Low. High

( 'tuts.

39 J

39

1

40|

45}
41

44
I"

46

44|

45i
47|
484

18

49

50J
60

61*
00*
634
69*

66
66i

65

65*

661
68}
65}

63*

67|
67j

614

55

55}
50 1

51

52}
56
56|
581
53 J

51*
491

49*

51*
53
541

52}

55*
47*
53*
55 §

56*

55J
04j
53

68*
59

56*
53*
55
60|
60
60*
59}
54

52f
53*

Baltimore.

Low. High
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Wholesale prices of corn per bushel ii\ leading cities of the United Stales, X90O-1906
( 'ontiiiiiril .

Pal..

1905.
January
February ...

March
April
May
.In no
July
August
September ..

October
ilier ..

December. ..

Nru York.
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Wheat en \med
y
mai i

< ontmoed

Country.

Roumania
aria
U

Montenegro
Turkey in Europe
Greece

ia proper
(1

Northern Caucasia
Finland

Total Russia in Europe

Total Europe

Siberia
Central Asia
rpranacaucasia

Total Russia in Asia. .

.

Turkey in Asia
Cyprus
Persia
British India
Japan

Total Asia

Algeria
Tunis
Egypt

Colony

Total Africa

Australia
South Australia
Queensland

Soutb Wales
Victoria
Tasmania

Total Australia

New Zealand

Total Australasia

1901.

Bushd$.
6,000

200,000

0, -100, 000

319,991,000
14,41

67,282,000
141

401,772,000

1,513,797,000

16, 504, 000
9, 6 i

'0,000

01,14*>,000

30, 000, 000
1 . 9 13, 000

15,200,000
264,825,000

.7,000

395,574,000

32, 244, 000
_-,ouo

12,000,000
2, 000, 000

72,000

799,000
11,608,000
1,232,000

ic>,t;s3,ooo

IS, 410, 000
1,145,000

49,877,000

f,, 733, 000

56, 610, 000

1902. 19U3.

Bush
76, 221

35, ooo, ooo
11,40

200,000

7,000

Is.

00,000
10,000

10,88
",000

26,00
0, 000

20, 349, 0(H)

77,06
79, 000

560, 756, 000

16,000
'7,000

84,718

35, 000, 000
1,181,000

13,600,000
227,3SO,000
2i>.213,000

382, 122, 000

96,000
4,12;

12, 000, 000
2,000,000

52, 02

(6,000
19,1'

77,9 11,000

150, 000

12,000

1,831,193,000

0, 000
20,99

7,000

110,102,000

33, 000, 000
812

16,0
297,601,000

9, 600, 000

467,115,000

"., 000

8,000
11,000,000
1,755,000

54,313,000

963,000

1,746,000
15,275,000
12,510,000

994,000

1,017,000
">, 000
6, 000

1,635,000
2,650,000

905, 000

42,000,000
11,700,00*/

. '.000

6, 01

'

"O,000
00,000

12,300,000

6,000,000

519,91

21,241,000
81, l

150,000

27,000

7,000
'.000

-7,000
|

34,000 I,

Z, 000
42, 000, 000

42,412,000
1,000

40, 000, 000

SO, 412, 000 107,903,000

33, 000, 000
2,241,000
16,0

359, 9
21,000,000

34,000
10,519
12,000,000
2,000,000

50, 003, 000

1,935,000
13,621

2,514,000
28, 196, 000
29,425,000

792,000

39,753,000 I 12,768,000

4,174,000 7, 693, 000

43,927,000 20,461,000

•

s, 140,000

84,628,000

33, 000, 000
1 . 969, 000

16,000,000

16,000,000

-9,000 456,135,000

20,000,000
7, 500, 000
12,000,000
2, 000, 000

41,500,000

2,077,000
12, 154,000
2,217,000

16, 983, 000
21,666,000

sis, 000

"-,000

9,411,000

J!"., 000

RECAPITULATION BY CONTINENTS.

North America
South America
Europe
Asia
Africa
Australasia

Total ....

851,905,000
87,417,000

1,513,797,000
395,574,000
50, 672, 000
56, 610, 000

2, 955, 975, 000

77s, 591, 000
74,625,000

1,795,336,000
382,122,000
52, 023, 000
43, 927, 000

732,898,000
119,013,000

1,831,193,1 -00

467,115,000
54,313,000
20.461,000

3,126,624,000 3,224,993,000

636, 234, 000
155, 185, 000

"84,000
518, 589, 000
50, 003, 000
84, 628, 000

3,170,723,000

812,001,000
171,445,000

1,790,693,000
456, 135, 000
41,500,000
65, 626, 000

3, 337, 400, 000
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II orh/'s international trade in wheat, X9O0~l

EXPORTS.

Country.
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A iitmtt' '

Month. lyoi !

October.

mber .

January .

.

lary .

March
April

June

July
!'..' 379,000

September I4i,o7i,ooo

•J, HOC
202, l(

-

200,990,000

77,000

6,000

.

1 , 000
u.ooo

191,000

10,000
',000

163, t-

149, 74*

112,963,000

420,000

17,000

132,971
-

- 'l.ooo

12,000
I 1,000

5,000

10,000
133,190. "On

TJ.OOO
103,74

144, 1

170,240,000
•1,000

10,000
171, 12

141.7

I

LI, 000

Visible supply of wheat in the United Sates and < 'mania, ji h month, for I

LST OF ROCKY MolNTAr

Month. I8y7. LS97 1900. 1901'

July
Augi.-
Son t ember.
October . .

mber.
December .

January . .

.

February .

.

Much
April
May
June

Bushds.
61.354,000

1,000
-S.OOO
\000

76.716,000
76, 133,000
73, -270. 000
68, 092. 000
61,664.000
55, 946, 000

54,000
"5.000

Bus'
•',000
•'.,000

20,362,000
31,508.000
12, 609, 000

9.000
51.173,000
51.105,000
4\ 021.000
40.577,000
31,039,000

79, 000

Busk
.',000

11,430,000
19, 000
7,000

33, 930, 000
45,914,000
51,057,000
51,648,000
51,085,000
51.747.000

-A 000
42, 092, 000

Bush*
46, .544, 000
49,155.000

60, 040, 000
77.195,000

-7,000
2,000
•,000

83, 935, 000
77,113,000

4.000
57.617,000

Busk*
59, 063, 000
60, 398, 000
69, C*

? 1 , 000

89,591,000
88,456,090

.4,000
79,300,000
73,879,000
60,298 000
47.109.000

Month. 1901-1902. 1902-1903. 1903-1 904. 1904 .

Bushels.
Jul v 37, 819, 000
August 40, 924, 000
September 42, 242, 000
October 53. 790, 000
November 64, 616, 000
December 85, 631, 000
January 94, 900, 000
February SS, 800, 000
March 82, 790, 000
April 73.576,000
May ,54,610,000
June

Bushels.
""-6.000

31,436,000
33, 579, 000
44.217,000
67.490,000

2,000
80, 769, 000
81,348,000

.000
3 1,000

85,000
36, 040, 000

Bushels.
24.142,000
21. 1M),000

24,000
33, 043, 000
49, 269, 000
59, 050, 000
55,961.000

-.0(H)

»,000

49, 639. 000
45, 307. 000

- >.000

'Bushels.

21,131,000
8,000
6,000
!0, 000

41.252.000
-7.000

2,000
54,597.000

7.000
5, 000

40.158,000
28, 532, 000

1905-1906.

Bus?
76,000

21,314,000
21,705,000
28 v»4,000

i 5,000

71.634,000
.1,000

10, 000

6,000

"The figures for Stocks east of the Rocky Mountains represent 62 principal points of accumulation,
including Manitoba elevators and stocks afloat on lakes and canals, as reported by Bradstreet'.-.
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Visible supply of wheat in the United States and Canada, first of each month, for ten

ire— ( k>ntinu<

PACIFK i OA81

Mttnili. L89C

July
August

Mil.IT.

October
mber.

December .

January . .

.

February .

.

Ifarch
April
May
June

Bustu
1,927,000
1, 917,000
8,612,000
6, I I

(i, -MS, 000
I. I^.OOO

•"-,000

7,000
1.7.10,000

1. till, (KM)

1.221,000

Bush*
I, L12.000
2,247,000

1,000
1,000

1
1 . 000

6,94 I

I. 000
:..:;]

1. 121,000
:;. liif.,000

1,000
3, 236, 000

Bushels.
.,<><>o

2, a -

1,671,000

9,000

'.(XX)

5,101,000
1 , 000
5,000

3, 635, 000

1900. 1901.

:'>. i'

1.
1--

-J.IKM)

11,08
10,6" -

9,022,000
',,000

7,207,000
7, 0.50, 000

<;,ooo

I

7, JMJ.000

10,21

.7,000

72. INK)

25,000
-

Month. 1901-1902.

Busht Is.

Julv 3,228,000
August 85, 000
September 4, 266, 000

KM 6.235,000
November 7, 262, 000

mber 7,378,000
January 7, 186, 000
February 6, 521. ooo
March .

."

5, 542, 000
April 5,428,000
May 3,685,000
June 8, 139, 000

1903-1904.

Bushels.
2, 725, 000
2,315,000
3,024,000
4,737,000
1.719,000
5, 361 , 000
4,992,000
4,373,000
3, 435, 000
3,810,000
3, 683, 000

'•..OOO

Bushels.
1,775,000
1,400,000
1,798,000

-7,000
3,447,000
3,591,000
3, 282, 000
2, 689, 000
2, 930, 000
2. 172,000
2,078,000
2, 078, 000

1901

Bushels.
1,668,000
1,351,000
1,582,000
4,106,000
3,874,000
3,733,000
3, 458, 000
3,051,000
1,673,000
2, 486, 000
1,860,000
1,461,000

1905-1906.

839,000
-!.000

1. 130.000
:

J
., 156,000

-o.ooo
5, 866, 000
5,511,000
5, 295, 000
4, 898, 000
4,947,000
3,917,000

t showing the amount of wheat in farmers' hands, visible supply of the l~nit>

and Canada, and of the world, and price, on March 1, 1892-1906.

Year.
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Condition of the wheat crop of tin I nited States, monthly, 1888- 1906,
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Acreage, production, value, and distribution >>f wheat of the United States m 1906, by States.

State or Territory

Maine
Vermon I

Ni'u York
New Jersey
Pennsj i\ ania . .

.

Deiau are
and

Virginia
North Carolina .

South Carolina .

Georgia
Alabama
M [ssissippi

Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
WYst Virginia ..

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

\\ Isconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kans. is

Nebraska
South Dakota . .

.

North Dakota. .

.

Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
Washington
( >regon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory

United States

.

Crop of 1005.

Anvils

Aen s.

i, i. . 1

490,62]
110,076

121,001
1,619

788, 180

698,826
818, II

1
.'

1,298

108,446
2,619

1,249,207
10-, 077
88 1, 760

779,642
1, 907

1,027,204
1,931,774
1,871,974

171,233
5,440,183

903.954
2, 259, 800
5, 530, 103
2, 472, 692

3, 221, 422
5,401,646

119,469
29, 468

254, 355
42, 691
14, 802

178, 417
26, 800

366, 966
1,321,807

717, 565
1,886,238
1, 434, 648

270, 2ft

Production.

Bushelf.
181,240
•27. 107

1(),3U(|,'.) 1

1

I , m II

27,860,67]
1,669,814

8, 118,672
3, 97f>, 278
1,941

2,101

L, 041, 082
2s,2s5

11, 11 7, 012

1,664,808

4, 373, 080
8,80

32,197,710
i9,oo;;, 271

35,361,464
29,951,584
7,893,381

72,434,234
13, 683, 003
28, 022, 338
77,001,104
48, 002, 603
44, 133, 481
75, 623, 044
2,843,302

748, 487
6, 358, 875

947, 740
331,565

4,710,209
723,000

10,311,532
32, 516, 810
13, 382, 585
17, 542, 013
11,764,114
2,702,010

Value.

J)dI/iii

192
21

238
300
821
•Ills

1 15

;

L56
•J.

-

. I

051
20

783
IDS

777

,
802

,
001

,402
.012

,988

260
'.I', is

,428
,714

,137

,670
,681

,
509
179
,018
538

4, 451
852
387

3,155
557

6,784
21,325
9,100

14, 384
8,117
2,081

8.

Ill

720

809

784
217

868
431

015
015
493
871

789
327
220
041
001

122
586
200
783
000
306
932
647
784
718
432
900
787
911
212
966
931
840
172
737
638
157
451

239
010

Shipped out
i. m farmers' hands
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\ge
t
production t andfarm valtu D ember 1 of ivinter and spring wheat in the I

States in 1906- ( 'ontinued.
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Average yield per acre ofwheat in the United States, 1896 1905, by States Continued.

State or i erritory

\\ '\ oming
( iolorado
\. w M. \

ma :.

(•(ah

Nevada
Idaho
Washington... .

Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory

i General average

Bush.

17.:.

21.0

80.0

L8.0
17.1)

1 1.6

L8.0

I lush.

24.0

18.0

21.0
24.8
22. ()

17.0
MM)
L9.0

12. I l:;. I

Bush.
23.7
26. ::

28. 8

81.7

81.0
24.2

'.'.
1

1 1.9

L6.8

Bush.
18.8
28. 7

L8.8

16.8
'JO. 7

L8.0
24.2
22.

7

19.2
II. I

18.8

12.3

I In h.

17.6

22. 6
i D

14.6

20 9

24.6
20.

8

28. 5
18.8
10.8
L9.0

12.3

L901.

Bush.

24. I

21.8

26. i

21.2
29. 1

21.1
18.0

L6. I

12.2

15.0

is.

17. 1

L8.7
21.2
27.1

22. 1

22. 2
20.

10.9
11. I

12.8

14.5

Bush.

26. 8

22. 6
27. 6
21. I

20.8
18.2

LI. 2
1 1.9

12.0

12. y

L904.

Bin h.

22. 1

22. 8

L2.8
26. 6

26. 2

22. «J

22. 2

L9.0
10.8
11.7

II. I

12.5

26. o

22. 2

24. 1

27.0
28. 2

24.6
18.6

9. 8

8.2
10.0

14.5

Avercge yield of wheat in certain countries, in bushels per acre, 1895—1904-

Year, United
States.

Russia.

1895
1896
1897

L898
1899
1900
1901

1902
1903
1904

Average

(«)
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; acn of wheal in the United Stab ' upon farm value December lt

I890-i (jo:>, by Slate*- Continued

State or Territory.
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Wholesale prices of wheat per bushel in leading cities of the United States, 1900 1906,

Date.

January. ..

lary .

March
April
May
June
July
AUgUSi
S< ptember
October . .

.

November
D( cember.

1901.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September ...

October
N< a embi

mber

1902.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
Augusl

ember ...

»ber
November ...

December

1903.
January. ..

February .

March
April
May
June
July
Augusl
S< ptember

>er...

mber
uber.

\cu York.

Mo. 2 red
u Inter.

Low . High

1904.
January. ..

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
Augusl

mber
October . .

.

lll'iT

mber.

.71,

.78

.80

.81

. 79|

.76

.77|

.811

.81]

.821

.90]

. 86

.82)

.81j

8l|

751

,76

vi

.80*1

84|

,86|

82
,82

.884

871
.765

741

73i
76

76!

78;

81|

,79

,81|

80J

,81|

,83*

1.01
1.04
1.06

1.00
L08

1.16

81]

82;

B4J

,84|

,79}

.801

,771

,80|

.831

891

.94$

.93;

.901

.92,1

.93?

.931

.92;
• 78§
. 77

.79

.791
• 80S

• 84|
,M
• 83|
.86*

89|
,87

,89|

,89j

.91*

921
, 99

1.01
1.15
1.11

1.10.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

20

16

251
1 .26!

Baltimore, < Ihlcago.

Southern,
No. 2, red.

High

•J."./

.7:;

.711

.72

.72

.:.;

.71

.71?

.71;

.71|

.711

. 7:1?

.76

.77?

.76.

.78?

.72

.69J

.72

• 781

.70|

.74;

.781

,81j
.80

,76
,75

,81

,76

70?
,66}
,68

,69

.71*

71}

77!
,80

77?
78;

,79

781

761
,79

781

,801

821
,85?

."I

.99

.981

.991

.82

.8*

1.03;
1. 13

L.08

1.08?

76 . 68]

Low.

. 751

.76

.781

.90

.811

.76

. 77

.77

.73?

.
7.")!

.78

.78?

.81

. 81

1

.801

. 79|

.75!

.78

. 75!

.75

.78

.85?

.87j

.85|

.85

.871

.83

.81?

.74}

.72?

.751

.83

.81

.81

.83

.82

.82

.81

. 83 s
1

.83;

.86

.87

.88?

.94
1.12
1 . 05}
1.05
1.08
1.03}
.89

i

1 . 0<>;

1.14
1.181
I.I63
1.15

,64

.641

.74

.71?

.721

.711
• 69|
.69;

.71|

72|
.73;

. 691
,70

, 651

63!
.66|

.68!
,66?

,70

,73

,74

.72*

.69?

.70

.721

,71}

.71!

,68}
,70

.67!

. 095

.714

.70?

.73?

.70}

.71|

.74?

.74}

.75

.77}

.79!

.76?

.75?
• 77?

.81}

.86

.88

.87?

.92

.94
1.02
1. 18
L. 15
L 15
1.15

.67

.67?

.67.

.871

.811

.76;

• 791

.71.

.741

Detroit.

No. 2, n d.

High

High

761
74?

,761

71

77;

71?
77

,71

711

,73?

,791

801

761
,76

,76?

,76;
,75?

,76
,95

, 7 ij

.771

.77?

.79}

.80!

.75|

.79

.80j
• 85|
.84
. 904
.93
.88
• 86!
.87

.93!
1.10

.96!
1.01
1.00
1.06
1.20
1 . 22

1.22
1.20
1.22

701
71

71?
7:;;

77!

751

75

741

St. L

2 red
\vinl< 1.

Low.

10.661

731 .69

.78

.781

.7s.'.

.74

.67?

.66!

.701

.70

.73

.79

.86

.84}

.77!

.77!

.80

.79

.72

.68!

.70?

.72

.751

.77!

.772

.79

•74}
.75;
.76
.77?
.76!

.781

.79

.84

.92

.971

.98
1.02!
1.01
.97

1.111
1.16
1.16
1.15

,7

,72?
,71

91 i

,841

,78?
HO?

,77!

,81

,821

.801

,80
.78

.77;

.77}

.74

,761

,73!
,74

. 79

1

.90!

,93J
,87!

.85?

,87;

,88

.81

,82

,73

.74

,76?

.80?

.83

,83!

,81

.79

.77?

,79!
.82

.80

,84

,84;
. 37

.90

.94

.95,

1.12
1.04
1.05
1.121
1. l:;

1.07
1.16
1.23
1.21
1 . 22
1.20

,70

,701

71

71

,69

,691

.72

.73!

.74

.71

.731

.63;

.61}

.701

.70!

.72}

.81

,86!

,83}

,76

.77;

,76!

,76

,63

,66

,67?

,69

,69

,73!

, 73.1

,70

,691

,72

,76
,77

.791

.84

.85

.891

.94

.98

.97

.98
1.00
.91
.91

1.08!
1. LSI

1.12!
1.13

72

71?

72;

72?

711

861

801

771

751

72!

71!

77

75?
75?
76,;

,76

751

7.:

,721

,731

,921

89
,86?

,83!

,841

,80

,78

681

,68!

,72

,71

,74!

.7'.

.771

. 75.',

.731

. 76!

.83;

. 82

.88

.91

.'.'7

1. 12

L.08
1.08
1.10
1. 10?
1.12

1.14!
1.21
L.21

L.18
L.181

Minneap-

No. 1, north
crn.

Low.

. 63

.( 1

•72;

. 731

• 72?

.711

.73

,73

,73

,70!

.70!

.62!

,60!
.66

.66?

,66

,68j

71?

.73|
• 72;

.701

.701

.71

• 73!
• 761
.74}
. 661
.68

.711

.72}

73|

75,

741

74J
76

791

B2

77

.90

.941

.931

1.031
1.12

1.111

1.061

1.061

San i

1

No. 1. Cali-
nia

(pei

Low. High

.66

.82!

.76

.81!

.77.

.71

.7!

• 74;

.74?

.69?

.711

.69!

.711

.77

.791

• 75|
,77

.78

.801

.79?

,71!

,74!

.74!

.781

.78

.77!

.771

.80!

.88!

.89;
1.00

.91?

.86

.91!
1.05
1.011
.98?

1 . 02

1.24J
1.21

L.22
L.19
1. 141

n.oo
loo

. 95

. 90

.90

L.021

L.08
.95
.97.'.

• '•'71

.971
,96

1.D6;

1.074
L.021
1.00

.98
1.00

.96!

. 95

.97.1

.96!

.95

l.Oi;

1.05
1.071
1.10
1.10

11!

1H

12

121

1.18?
1.321
1.37!

1.304
1. 43?
1.35
1.35
1.32
1.32!

1.321
1.45
L.37
1. 36;
1.38
1.33?

23?

1.40
1.45
1.45
1.45 I

1. 01}
.98?
1.621

L.06
l.ui;

LOO
1.00

. 97!

.98?

L01J
1.H6}

1 . 08?
1.121
1.121
1.13?
1.16!
1.13?
1.16}
1.15
1.20
1.35
1.45

1.43J

1.50
1 . 55
1.52'

1.38^
1.40
1.40
1.50
1.60
1.47!
1.414
1.414
1.40

1.40
1.431
1.43?
1.40
1.30
1.30
1.374
1.46;

1. is?

1.50
1.50
1.50

3 A. 43
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Wholesale prices of whtal per bushel in leading cities of the United States, 190

( lontinued.

Date.

1905.

January. .

.

February .

March
April
Maj
June
July
August

caber
October . .

.

November
mber.

\t u York.

I, red
winter.

Low. High

L8 81.

91 j

in

90
921 l

15

m
n:
09j
91 J

91|
99

01

Baltimore

Southern,
No. 2, red.

Low. High

11.011
i.ou

.83

.73

.76

.76i

.76

.78

19'

17*

09i
07 i

031
'.'2

84 i

86.1

87

ago.

north-
ern Bpring.

Low. High.

SI. 18

1.15
1. 12

.891

1.07|
1.12
1.03

38

.85

.82i

81.21
1.24
i. 181

1.18
1. LSI

1.20

1.20
i. I -

.95
92

.92

.90

Detroit.

No. 2, red

Low. High

•1.19
1.17.1

1.071

.97
1.00
.86
.81

.86

23i
24
21
07.'

08

09
06
M
85|

90j
'.m:

89

-i Louis,

red
winter,

Low. High

li II.

L6 I.

11.'. 1

.

.98

,95

.92

.82

,88

89

20
l'.»

17

12

LSI

06

88
90
96
96
0]

Mill!

No. i, north'
fin.

Low. High

$1,081.

1.07}
1.05
.91|

1.01

1.01J

.78?

.79

. 77?

12 J

08 i

09i
09*
11

80

84

8li

torn i,i

per cwt.).

$1.45

1...H

I I..

1. (6

L.50

1.46
1.40
1. In

1. in

1.55

l . 66

l. i:»

1.46
1.45

OATS.

Oat crop of countries named, 1901-1905.

Country.



STATISTICS or OATS. 67!

Oat crop qf countries named, 1901 1906 Continued.

Country.
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Condition <>/ thr o<it crop o/ the United States, monthly, 18



STATISTICS OP OATS. 077

''/.-, production) value
t
and distribution of oats of the United State* vn 1906

%
by States.

State or territory,

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Mm sachusetts .

Rhode Island . .

.

Connecticut
i ork

Ni'\\ Jersey
Pennsylvania. .

.

Delaw are
Marj land
Virginia
North Carolina. .

South Carolina.

.

Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
West Virginia. .

.

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota...
North Dakota. .

.

Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
Washington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory

United States .

Crop •

112,817
12, I. I

1(1,(177

I. ' >8,210

1,161, 186
I. 124

83, 160

176, 159

203,815
187,509
288
29,957

27, 7 If)

91 1. 140

192, 201

151, lot.

82, 182
223,982

1,061,260
1,009,802
[,843,706
3, 740, 275

2,527,692
2,151,192
3, 746, 148

723, 709
857, 8G8

1,880,270
720, 603

1,197,799
178.911
45, 548

137,929
11,912

879
44, 067
6,267

98, 058
164, 540
281,842
168, 755
294, 442
201, 607

28, 046, 746

Production.

Bush* u,

4,848, I 'i

3,093,924
208,904

I,, L6H

34

48,080,782
2,000,384

B0, 324

[28,669
ills,:):::'

8, I 10,970
::, [18,870
8,066,897

9, 184

8, [i

1,1.71,919

448,440
28,713, 116

::, '.'02,898

8,062,841
1,980,586
5, 487, 559

37, 993, 108
148,951

17, 132,822

132,779,762
98, 579, 988
80, 669, 700
131,115,180
19,684,885
23, 248, 223
58, 474, 370
28, 103, 517
16,594,381
7, 389, 024
1,817,365
4, 827, 515

351,404
27, 425

1,753,867
233, 132

3, 863, 485
8,227,000
6, 792, 392

4, 725, 140

9, 716, 586
7, 257, 852

Value.

Dollars.
[,86'

[71,702
I

87,679
[9,806

1 [6,016
15,921,889

710, 1 12

1 [,212,917

830,672
1,224,978
1, K

1,681,018
1,866,700

186,932
1,614,443

i,960

199,548
11,48
1,639,217
1,190,418

772, 129

1,920,646
11,777,863
10,784,685
12,806,862
37, 178, 333
26, 616, 597
19,360,728
31,467,643
5, 905, 466
6, 509, 502
14,033,849
6, 163, 809

10, 716, 708
3,177,280

745, 120
1,979,281

203, 814
17, 552

771,701
121 , 229

1,62^,664
3, 37.*, 070
2, 92 J, 729
2, 409, 821

2,817,810
2, 395, 091

ra
1 hands

:i I, 1906.

1,1,'

136,764
1, [76,691

17,920

88,487

0, 169
in, i-

89,887
266,874

1,067,930
686,041

5,460

71,897
474,836
183,911

6, 029, M 7

1,053
854,665
732,817

2, 085, 272
14,817,312
14,020,091
14,229,847
46,145, 119

44,360
37, 108, 062
57, 690, 679
6, 889, 710
8, 369, 360

25, 728, 723
14,613,829
25,626,910
3, 103, 390

C 36, 078
1,786,181

98, 393
6,582

. 561,237
46, 626

927, 236
2,139,020
2,105,642

519, 765

3, ;12, 142
2,^49,934

953, 216, 197 277, 04V, 537 379,835,154

P< ; a nl

.

84

84

88
24
l..

11

ll

81

29
:;i

22
15

16

20
16

11

12
21

27

28
37
38
39
39
30
34
45
46
44

35
36
11

52

55
42

35
37
28
24
32
20
24
26
31
11

31

31

39.

Shipped out
ol county

when-i'iou ii.

I: a. h*

172

:; 177

:,, [42,463
260,060

1,974,016
1

1 , 680
91,853

157.01S

62,367
61, 128

70, ill

10,785

11,159

451

1,129
12,91.

8, 627, 748
23,710. Ill

66,3
17,714,398
27, 127,698
41,9.

2,955

3, 952, 198
26,728
0, 163,809
8,38(

1,921,146
290, 778
51,704
7,028

175

1,120, 411

3, 043, 990
1,562,250
1,275,788
2,429,116
1,451,570

277, 132, 976

.1" rage yield per acre of oats in the United States, 1S96-1905, by States.

state or Territory.

Maine
N<-\\ Hampshire
Vermont

chusetts ..

Rhode [sland . .

.

Connecticut
N<-w York

iy

Pennsylvania ...

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina .

South Carolina .

ia

Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana

I-:-.;. 1897.

Bush.
40.0
38.0
40. 5

36.0
30.0
29.0
33.0
34.0
31.0
29.0
24.0
18.5
12.0
11.0
12.0

12.0
14.0
13.0
10.0

Bush.
31.0
35.0
33.0
32.0
32.0
29.0
31.0
25.0
28.2
22.0
24.0
12.0
13.0
15.5
14.0
9.0

13.0
14.0
18.0

1898.

Bush.
36.0
33.0
38.0
32.0
27.0
28. 2
27. 5
19.6
2:;.:;

22.0
19.5
16.1
14.3
17.2
16.6

15. 1

16.8
18.5
18.1

1899.
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!• 'age yield per a its in the United Stal S I ntinued.

Btafe



STATISTICS OF OATS. 679

alue per acn of oats in the United Stat I upon farm ruin, December /,

1896-1906, by States < lontinued.

Btate or Territory.
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; farm price of oai I in tfu 91 nber /, :
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s

.
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Barley crop of countries named, 1901—190&- Continued,

Conntry,



STATISTICS OF BARLEY. 683

Visible supply of barley in tin' United States and Canada, first of each month, for ten

years— ( 'ontinued.

Month.

July
AugtUl .

September
< October.
Ni a ember
December
January .

February .

March ..*..

April
May
June

L901 1902.

Bushels.
•8,000

i6,<

6,000
8,610,
1,818,000
5, I 1

1

i, i80,000

6,244,000

4,076,000
2, 1 16,000
1,886,000

L902 1903.

Bushels.
847,000
217,000
119,000

2, ii;o, uou
4,000

6,680,000
I (Mil)

.:. 13,000

8, ior>

2, 126,

1,498,000
1,188,000

L9oa

!,000

471,000
1,024,000
6,047,000
7,818,000
7,976,000
i;,'.mi.

5,441,001)

4,97
8,969,000
3,105,000

L904 1906.

2,046,000
1,656,000
I 694,000

1,000
9,829,000
9,620,000

lo, M)

8,801,000
6,952,000
4,674,000

4,000
2,231,000

,,000

1,000

1,868,000
1,000

8,60
10,217,000
10,667,000
8,626,0 o

7,080, 000

6,567,000
4,251,000

Condition of tlie barley crop of the United States, monthly, 1800-1905.

Year.

1890
1891

1892
1893
1894

L895
1890
1897

June.
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Acreage, production, value, prices, exports, etc., of barley of the Unit
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Average yield per acn of barley in the United Stat 1906, by States.

1
or Territory

,
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i alue />«/• aefi of barley in the United States, based upon farm value December i,

18 by States- ( lontinued.

state or rerritopy.

Tennessee. . .

.

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
[owa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South l>ukot;i .

North Dakota.
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico .

.

Arizona
Utah

tda
Idaho
Washington. ..

Oregon
California
Oklahoma

General average

§6.00
6.30
5. 92
7.68
9.37
6. 70

7.40
5.41

1.01
;;. 78
5.42
3.38
13.75

9. 20
12.35

11. 38

3.37
10.40
9.81

10.37

7. 62

$10. 75
10. 62
8.00
LI. 69

6, 12

7.60

4. 10

6.07
19.00

14. 28
17.88

13.95

14.70
19.35
14.63
12.42

9.25

$10.00
10. 0X

6.40

11.09
10.30
10.65
11.61

9. 37

7.20
7. 56
6.78
6.21
7. 66

20. 52

1900.

14.03
18.59

17. 39

16. 80
17.91
14.26
6. 82

8.93

111 B8

7.01

12.60
1 1 . 52

12.00

S.06
7. 56

6. 67

7.92
17.85

15.40

17.16

16. 10

15.40
14.00
13.00

10. 28

817.71
9. 1

1

11.61

11.23
I

i
„.

L2.03
1 1 . 22

9. 77

9. 86
7.10

2. 87
18. 62

12. 40
17.98

20. 07

16.40
13.03
12. 11

7.18

8. 32

1901.

111.88
11.76
13.77
12.70

12.31
12.95
12.99
13.87

11.61

11.09
9.08

9. 11

1 1 . 28
22.2:;

21.12
18.08
20. 61
19.52
L8.65
23. 10

21.81
17. S3
1 1.99

10.66
10.78

11.57

9. 76
ll 50
15. S3

12. F8
12.68

9. 47

6 08
L0.26
11. 10

11.88
18.87
18.80
15.78
11.43
22. 93
is. 94

27. 11

24.64
20. 10

16.59
L6.88
15. 12

13.28

L1.65
13. 10

11. 10

12. 11

13.30
9. 36

S.78
10.36
7.78

23.86
I l.7s

23.62
22. LS

29.41
17/89
18.95
19.69
1 .. 68
11.84

12. 05

I 1.08

13. 30
1 1.30

L3 25
14. 02
Hi,.

9. 09

10.01

L2.59
7.00
8 io

is.;, i

17. If.

21.15
21.24
31.25
21.83

17 05
16.93
13.62
12.04

11.40

1 1

.

79

12.69

12.60
12. j*;

7. so
10. 12

;

8.70

18. !">

17. 10

1 1 10

10.61

10.20

L6. 12

L2.68
10.40

10. .SO

Averagefarmprice ofbarleyper bushel in the United States DecemberJ, 1896-1905, by States.

State or Territoiw.
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WholesoM prices of barley, per bushel, in leading cities of the United States, 1901 IB
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rop <rf countries named, 1901

l't»UIl(I\ .
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Visible supply of rye in the United States <ni<i Canada, firti of each month, for ten yea

< lontinued.

Month.

July
AugUSl . .

September
October. .

.

tnber
December
January .

.

February .

h

April
May
June

I '.ml L902

Bushels.
747,000

L, 864, 000
2, W0, 000

3,000
8,468,000

i7,000

0,000

2,689,000
L, 910

•.'..(1,000

Bushels.
u

,000

1,862,000
3,000

'.'.
I

•

i.

1,000

2,27!

1,688,00 I

1,87!

2, 027, 000

1904.

Bush*

867,000
866,000

I SS9.000
l 509,000
1,744

1,883
1,746,000
1,717,000
I. 183,000
l. 64,000
1,180,000

tin. h< Is.

983

988,000
1, 88,000
L, 686, 000
2,065,000
2, 62

2,504,000
2, 2. i

1,961,000
1 ,

5.")
1

, oui I

L,38i

1,004,000

920, '(00

2,251,000
2,708,000
2,99
2,857,000
2,72
2. i

i, or, i, ooo

Acreage, production, value, prices, and eocports of rye of the United States, 1866-1905.
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i
,
production, <iu<l value of rye in the United State* in 1905, by >///.

Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut

York
Nrw Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Mai'> land

nia
h Carolina

South Carolina
Georgia
Alabama
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
\\ est Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
Utah
blaho
Washington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma

United states

1

,

772
•

LO, 164

I

78, 368
846,265

1,069

17,642
17,834

4,226
1 1, jut;

[,743

1,685

2, 075
10,846
11, SOS
1 1 , Sill

11, 686
134, 100

27,585
71,471

290, 682
87, 572

56, 678
17. 181

66, 815
125,611

31,812
2 1 , 28

1

1,871
428

2, 368
3, 701

L.600
2, 625

10, 690
67,402
2, 985

1,730,159

> Leld per
acre.

BuaheU.
i ,i»

15. 6
18.0

LI

17.0
10.0
I! .

lis

8.1
7.7
11.7

I I ii

12.0
12, 1

11.8
15.0
18.0
16.0
1 ... I

18.0
16.5
18.2
17.5
15.5
15.7
18.0
19.0
19.5
20.0
23.0
19.0
18.0
25.0
L8.5
15.

18.0
12.1

16.5

Production.

I ; a si,

61,039

2,16
1. 11

10,690
300, 7 1

1

208, 170

L64,673
84,281
109,386
20, 393

I

126, L87

189,334
177,915
210,348

2,11
124,089

1,286, 17s

1,791

L, 598, 810
991,865
270, 956

1,048,996
2, 200, '.".is

604, L08

115,038
37, 120

9,844
14,992
00, CIS

37, 500
48, 562

100. 350
870, 226
35, 118

28, 485, 952

Average
farm
|.i Ice,

Dec i

79
71

07

66

,,.

71

119

109
lit

77

70
71

62
59
60
60
59
53
53
62
54
is

49
50
65
62
56
65
56
70

81
77

62

Farm value
Dec. I.

DoUa
17,277

I. 1 .1,209

3,82

19

117

1 11,619

119

L26.820

180, 116

1 . 21

25

1

771

2..V29.789

844,719

167

561

1,085,279
296, 170

207,519
24,828
6, lit::

25, 196

18,802
21,000
33, 993
129,884
674,694

61.1 17, 114,138

Condition of the rye crop of the United States, monthly, 1888—1906.

Year.
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Average yield per acre of rye in the United States, 1896 1905, by 8ta

Btate ot Territoi j
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/f value per acre of rye in tin United States, based <</>"/< farm < er 1,

U by Stat

I . i iKoiy.
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Average farm price of rye per bushel in the United Statee December 1, 1896-1905, by
States Continued.
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- per htuhel in leading cities ofth > IS •"'>—
( lontinued.
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Actcom. productionf value
t
and prices of buckwheat in the United States, 1866—1906

( kmtinued.

Year.
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Id per acn 0/ buckwheat in tl>> United States, 189

Btate.
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fan price of buckwheat per bushel in the United States, December /, tS96 1905.
by Stat

Btate.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

chusetts .

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania . .

.

Delaware
Maryland

nia
North Carolina .

Tennessee
West Virginia. ..

Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
M issouri
Kansas
Nebraska
North Dakota...
Oregon

C(

General average

63

40

61

88
BO
49
47
60
62
60
43
38
61

45
38
41
46
70

60

68

39.2

•II

46

in

49
42

61

49

67
49
50
38
49
57
38
46
49
60

51

"65

42.1

17

46
61

66
46
64
II

40
53
46
48

62
49
51

42
51

62
40
49
48
60

61

45.0

( \ ill.--.

II

60

70

66
51

49

64

49
.'.7

66

55
59
58
63
52
58
61

62

"74'

55.7

49

62
60
72
65
67

66
62
57

66

69
66
58
.

r
)l

61

66
69
57

64

69

64

"77

55.8

1901.

66
:r,

62
66
66
tin

66
62

69
60
51

61

70
69

62
70
76
75
58
60

56.3

l

66

56
71

71

64
(.1

60
61

60
62
70

62

61

58
58

71

59
67
70
58
7:.

53
54

59.6

..I

56
68
71

64

64
.

r
,:>

68
61

66
66
68
65

54
70

78

71

75
78
69
58

L904.

52

66
72

61

66

62

64

71

71

72
72
61

70
78

63
60
67

85
80
91
70

60.7 62.2

71

71

66
67

62

62

56
67
70

60
63

68.7

POTATOES.

Potato crop of countries named, 1900-1904-

Country.

United States

Canada:
Ontario
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Other

Total Canada

Mexico
Newfoundland

Total North America . . .^ .

Chile

: ia-IIungary:
Austria
Hungary
Bosnia-Herzegovina

Total Austria-Hungary...

Belgium
i irk

Finland
France

nv
Italy
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Roumania

1900.

Bushels.
210, 927, 000

20,674,000
1,981,000
4,796,000

29,657,000

57, 108, 000

1901. 1902.

Bushels.
187,598,000

Bushels.
2M. 033,000

1903.

Basin Is.

247,128,000

18, 688, 000
4, 949, 000
4,206,000

a 30, 000, 000

13,350,000
3, 568, 000
4,288,000

a 30, 000, 000

17, 202, 000
4, 907, 000
4, 835, 000

a 30, 000, 000

57,843,000 51,206,000
|

56,944,000

269,000
1,354,000

336, 000
"1,350,000

347, 000
a 1,350, 000

539, 000
a 1 , 350, 000

269,668,000 217,127,000

10,000,000 10,000,000

429,974,000
1,000

2, 377, 000

611,005,000

437,110,000
176, 006, 000
2,893,000

616,009,000

NT. 913, 000
:;_\ooo

67,000
426, 122,000

1,491,2
;'.»5,000

901,000
80, 1 15. IKK)

22,924,000
8, IS2.000

101,082,000
22,002,000
16,325,000

411,055,000

1,000
91,910.000
24,320,000

11,616,000

428, 229, 000
•.'6,000

1 . 793, 000

.> l.i.lS, 000

88,1!
27,1'

16,29
441,534,000

1,696.9'
c 29, 395, 000

r.ci.ooo

91,756,000
17,735,000

•9,000

10, 349, 000

357,121,000
184, 724, 01 H)

2, 322, 000

511,167,000

19.212,000
262,000

1,576,361,000
95, 000
-,000

73,894,000
• »1,000

16,000

1904.

Bushels.
332, S30, 000

15, 967, 000
3,919,000
6, 550, 000

a 30, 000, 000

55, 436, 000

b 400, 000
a 1,350, 000

'6,000
1 305,961,000 390,016.000

6,131,000

398, 298, 000
119.712,000

0,000

520, 460, 000

24, 2

'

b 16, 500, 000
451,039,000

26, 000
I

.000
94,421,0(10

17,26
3,001,000

a Estimated from returns for census \

oAverage, 1896-1900.
''Average production.
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J'otatu crop of countries named, 1900 -1904 ( ontinued

Countrj
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I :./,
, production, value, prices, exports, etc., of potatoes of the United Stat* 1906,

Year.

1-7"..

L871...

L873...

L874...

L876...

1877...

L878...
1879...

t880...
ISM...

L884...
L885...

1890...

L891...
1892..

1891...
1895...
1896...
1897...
1898...
1899...
1900...
1901...

1902...

L90S...
1904...

1905..

Acreage.

1,089,881
1, 192, L96

1. li
1,222,250

•. 119

1,220,912
1,331,881
1 , 295, 139

1,810,041
1,610, (Ml

1,741,983
1,792,287
1,776,800
1,836,800
1,842,510
2,041,670
2,171,636
2, 289, 27.")

10,980

2, 265, 823
2,287,186
2, 357, 322
2, 533, 280
2.647,989
2,651,579
2,714,770
2,547,962
2,605,186
2, 737, 973
2, 954, 952
2. 767, 465

1,577

2, 557, 729
2,581,353
2,611,054
2, 864, 335
2, 965, 587
2, 916, 855
3, 015, 675
2, 996, 757

A Vi T

yield
pei

acre.

Bush,
KH). 2

93. 8

86. 6

98. 7

81.9
80.9
110.5
71.7
91.9
69. 9

98.9
91.0
53.5
78.7
90.9
85. 6

77.2
73.5
56.

9

79.9
77.4
55. 9

93.7
61.5
70. 3
62. 1

100.6
91.1
64.7
76.2
88. 6
80.8
66. 5
96.0
84. 7

110.4
87.0

Prmliicl inn,

Bushels.
107.200,976

783,000
090,000
886,000
775, 000
461,700
516,000
089,000
981,000
877,000
827, 000
092, 000
126,660
626, 100

659, 570
145, 494
972, 508
164, 425
642, 000
029, 000
051,000
103,000
365, 000
881,441
289, 696
423, 607
654,819
034, 203
787, 338
237, 370
234,540
015, 964
306, 338
783, 232
926, 897
598, 087
632, 787
127, 880
830, 300
741,294

'.•7

106

138
114

L20
113
km;

L05

L66
124
170
L24

181

167
109
170
208
190
175
168

134

202
204
l 18

26

1

156
183
170
297
252
164
192
228
210
187
284
247
332
260

age
l.'irin

pi Ice

pet
l.llvh

el,

( 'Is.

47.3
6 •.'.»

59. 8

42. 9

53.

5

65.

2

61.5
84. 1

61.9
43.7
58.7
43.6
48.3
91.0
55. 7

42.2
39.6
44.7
46.7
68.2
40.2
35.4
75.8
35.8
66.1
69.4
53.6
26.6
28.6
54.7
41.4
39.0
43.1
76.7
47.1
61.4
45.3
61.7

Farm
\ alue,
Dec. l.

Dollars.

50,72
64,46
62,918,660

J1.362
74,621,019
64,905, 189

60,692,129
(i'.t, 15:5,709

65,223,814
67,857,615
77,819,541
71,272,500
72,923,675
79, 163,673
81,062,214
99,291,311
95, 301, Ml
87, 849, 991
75,524,290
78,163,403
78,441,940
91,506,740
81,413,589
72,610,934
112,341.708
91, 012, 962

103, 567, 520
108,661,801
91,526,787
78, 984, 901

72, 182, 350
89, 643, 059
79,574,772
89, 328, 832
90,811,167

143, 979, 470
134,111,436
151,638,094
150,673,392
160,821,080

Chicago price p< c

bushel, Burbank,

of f'-l-

December. lowing
year.

a. Low. High

44
70

30
33
82
30

60

51

43
is

18

50

30

35
in

75
12

60
32

55

i is.

17

88
37
45

93
(0

72

60
58
24

26
62

36

46
is

82

18

66
38
66

33
65

24
30
95
30
70
61

40
10
19
60
33
27
35
58
42
95
20

50
90
85
45
60

110
50
98
88
70
23
26
87
52

39
60
100
60
116
25

Domestic Inn
• luring

fiscal

yean be-
ginning
July l.

Bushels.
512,880

508

621

497

609
7dl

529
744
626
696

40S
439
55

1

380
494
434
403
471

406
341
557
845
803
572
680
926
605
679
809
741
528
843
484

1,163

'J lit

(i70

413
642
879
650
H i;i

842
080
840
286
443
613

955
61S
189
022
720
111

957
049
646
187
833
472
183

184
07'

042
270

yean be-
ginning
July i.

But h*

96, 259
846,840

-,073

188, 757

92, lis

3,205,555

2,624, 1 19

721

2,170,372

2,362
425, 108

1,937, 116

1 , 132, 490

3, il

5,401,912
186. -71

4,317,021
3, 002

1, 341
175,240
24<

1,171,378
530, 420
155
371,911

7,656, 162

3,166
181

Acreage, jyroduction, and value of potatoes in the United Slates in 1905, by State*.

State or Territory.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

chusetts..
Rhode Island...
Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania .

.

are
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina

.

South Carolina .

ria

Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas .

Tennessee

Acreage.

Acres.
103, 317

19,728
26, 566
29, 443
6,490
31,931

428, 986
65, 391

253, 797
7,677

29,041

65, 105

1,110

5,863
9,146

84,940
21,984

_~

Average
yield

per acre.

Bushels.
175
120
98
97
125
92
<0

93
90
93
95
si

77

80
110
64

80

Production.

Bushels.
18,080, 175

2, 366, 760
2, 603, 468

2, 855, 971
811,2.50

2, 937, 652

30, 029, 020
6,081,363

; 1,730
713, 961

58, 895
4.628.820

12, 991

767,750

808,

,520
611,930

•,844

6, 160
1, 125.716

1,888,000

Average
farm
price
Dec.l.

Cents.
61
72

71
-1

89
91
70
75
65
59
58
66
68
103
112
12(1

88

91

93
73
58

Farm value
Dec. 1.

Dollar*.
1 1 .

( (29, 090
1, 704, 067
1,81-

2,899,016
\012

2,67
21,0-

61,022
14,847,124

121,237

1,600,159
2,592,139

;

628,046
,900

671,898
is, 190
2. 663

2,07
1,040,768
1,095,040
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i ?</(', production, and value of potatoes in I a
;

Continued.

State or Territory.

Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
\\ yoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
Washington ,

Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory ..

United States
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ige yield per acti ofpotatoes in the United Slates, 1896 /:«>'>, by State* ( ontinnecL

siaii- ox i erritorj

.
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i farm price of potatoes per bushel in th Stai December J, 1896

States.

State

Maine
i [ampahlre

Vermont
:husetts .

.

Rhode Island . .

.

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania - .

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
Ninth Carolina.

.

South Carolina. .

Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
\\ est Virginia. .

.

Kentucky
Ohio "

Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota...
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Ctah
Nevada
Idaho
Washington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory.

General average

Cents.

38
IT

29

if.

31
36
27

35
30
34
43

66
75
84

75
62
76

78

63
10

31

88
26
19
25
26
19
21

22
31
27

25
20
21

32
43
47
68
32
38
30
40
39
53

89
90
70
90
97
90

87

78
66
6,")

68
70
64
105
100
120
94
82

95
si

:;;

65
67

82
43
62
62
38
31

47
63
55
46
32
33
40
55
56
78
30
73
32
28
40
49

28.6 54.7

16

49
42

68

55
12

61
58
69
53

62
100
75
120
83
72

75
B6
55
67
54
46
41
•_'7

41

46
24
25
30
44

51
37
28
34
55
65
54
78
31
90
54
39
47
55

1899.

( Yitt*.

42
[<;

86

50
16

40
1

43
51

i

66
104
S3

124

87
102

81

91

71
6.')

62
61

43
82
43

41

26
26
23

40
45
26
27
27
53
61
55
68
55
90
61

50
49
63

41.4 39.0

1900.

49
53
40

70
70

53
60

i

59
65
100
77

106
82

79
88
57
58
51

50
40
26
38
41

28
30
37

35
48
49
36
49
53
68
82

114
48
56
47
47
45
53

1901.

67
79

l

93

94
71

:.;

78
77
71

72
110
106
129

109
115
101

126
86
85
87
85
68
90

93
67
07

94

106
104
106
85
49
73

100
90

118
60
91
84
61
70
77

126
124

43.1 76.7

69

81

73
•

til

57
61

-2

67

90
122
93

92

85
68
64
51
53

44
41

41

12

88
31

34
35
45
27
44

33
50
61

51
81
45
63
37
38
55
58
77
64

47.1

71

82
78

62

60
64
74

104
'.-1

126

96

91

79

64

66
68
61

19

66
72
58
61
75
76
85
65
•>1

48
44

57
60
84
47
70
46
36
50
66
98
86

61.4

4^

47

61

l

7'

i

101

107

129

91

75
62

•17

29
l

>

47

28
29
28
48
56
26
30
32
61
62
37
78
48
65
63
56
59
67
77
75

45.3

72
71

84

91

112

120

91

73

68
68

67

62
50
19

55
69
37

38
59
56
57

89

43

48
46
60
67

88
82

61.7

Wholesale prices of potatoes per bushel in leading cities of the United states, 1901-1905.
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Wholesale prices of potatoes per bushel in leading cities of tin United States^ 1901 r.«>:,

( Jontinued.

Date

L902.

January
February
March
April
nay
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1903.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

niber

1904.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1905.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
n ivember
December

Cincinnati.

Per barrel.

l.ou .

S2. 20

2. 10

2. I..

2. 25
2.10
.90
.90
. 96

1 . 26
1.60
l...

65

50
BO
.85

. 65
1.50
1.75
1 . 75

1.50
1 . 20
1.20
1.80

1.95
2.70
2.80
3.75
8. 30
2.70
2. 00
1.50
1.35
1.20
1.20
1.20

2. m
2. CO

8.00
8.00
2. lo

2.40
1.05
1.35

I. hi

1.50

3.00
2.25
1 . 95
1.80
1.80
2.10
2.10

2. 66
2. 85
4.50
4.80
4.80
4.50
3.00
1.S0
1.65
1.50
1 . 50
1.35

Per bushel.
.38
.35
.25
.

2.">

. 25

. 25

.45

. 45

. 15

.50

.60

.55

.42

.43

.10

.32

.30

.60

. 65

.50

.55

.75

.75

.80

Chicago

MorP
J..T l.i;

I.OU .

70

68

72

17

80
80
42

12

46
15

48
88
42
50

54

60
60

62
85
86

89
95

115

31

32
82

32
83
25
20
20
IS

i.;

64

55

High.

Cents.
so

76

100
loo

CO

88
11

is

IS

IS

17

17

IC

co

85

CO

70

66

95
91

102
122
116
118

10

42
88

88
87
37

29
25
25

48
72
70

66

Milwaukee.

Per bushel.

72
70

70
60
40

80
28
28

80
84
35

40
88
::.")

:;:>

16

86
40
86
15

50
65

60
78
83

90
75

75

40
80
28
25

20
20

Bigh.

87

108

108
'JO

86
50
40
40
43
43

46
40
40

40
62
'JO

75
70
CO

CO

66
65

85
85
95

120
118
120
90
60
78
33
30
30

, tllifl.

22
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i \ge, production, value, prices, and exports of hay of tht I Stai

Year.

1867

1871

L87 l

1877
l^Ts

1879

1880
1881

1882

1884
1885 .

1886

L888 .

1890 .

.

1891 ..

1892 .

.

1893 .

.

189 1 .

1895 .

.

1896 ..

1897 .

.

1898 .

.

1899 .

.

19(H) .

1901 ..

1902 .

1903 .

.

1904 ..

1903 .



STATISTICS OF HAY. Tor,

age, production, mi<l valiu of hay in tfu United States in 1906, by State* Continued.

Mllli' Of TelTlli 'I \

Kentucky
Ohio.....

Lgan
Indiana ,

Illinois
main

M Inneeota
low B

»uri

*as

tska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado

Mexico
\ ma
Utah

ida
Idaho
Washington

• >n

California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory .

.

United States



TOT. YEARBOOK OF MM. DEPAR1 I B.

,dd pei f hay in the United States, 1896 - Continued.

Stati tary.



STATISTICS OF HAT. 707

Average farm priceof hay per ton in Vie United States December I, 1896 1905, by Stales.

Stato lory.



\ i IBBOOK OF l ill. l'l PARI MEN r OF .\<;i:h ri.l i

Wholesale prices of hay (haled) per ton in leading cities of the United States, 1901 i

( ontinued.



STATISTICS OF COTTON. 7o (

.)

< i >TTON.

Cotton crop of countries named, 1900 1904'

com weight, <>r 478 pounds of lint, uet.]

Countrj



7 LO LBBOOK OF Tin: DEPAJ \<.i;i< ri.i i RE.

Cotton cn>p of countries named, 1900-1904—Continued.

Countrj

.



STATIST [08 ()K COTTON, 711

World's international trade in cotton, 1900 1905 Continued,

[MPOB i

-

t !oun i rj

.



VI 1 YEARBOOK "I CHE DEPARTMENT 0] AGRICULTURE.

tun tier, nt/,
,

hij Stad •

Virginia
Carolina..

South Carolina.

.

Georgia
Florida
Alabama

ssippi

Louisiana

Arkansas
Tennessee
M issouri
Oklahoma
Indian Territory
All other

I

30. 572

1,091,034
., 252

3,783,015
236,461

8,403,746
3,194,795
1, 180,781

7,178
1,742,787
662,612
49,604

i, -1 16

453, 500

669

25,768, 139

1901,

1,112,260
2,248
4,006, 199

I 1,964

8,193,670
6,124

7,656,312
1,482

737,837

306,750
630,928

555

27,220,414

i

I, OS

i,016

3,642

3,501,t;il

3,183
1,61*

7,640,

1,90]
751

3,391

2,489

27, 111, 103

1903.

39, 86-1

1,155

2,818, loo

1,048,912
26*

8,60
3,821
1,642,463

1,926, 191

1, 196

66,496
326,391
702,966

2, 033

28,011

1904.

47,199

•1
, 22 i

267,872
1,781

i, 191

1,185
881,841

502,021
818

2, L6]

6, IT:',

8,500
3,061

,601

1,718,751

418,

811

1,739

Prices of middling upland cotton in New Orleans, monthly, 1890-1

[In cents per pound.]

Year.

1890
L891
1- 2

L893

1894
1895

1896
1897

1900
nun
1902
1903

1904

1905

January.



BTATI8TIC8 OF COTTON.

dosing prices middling upland cotton per pound, in leading citiet of the United States,

1900 1906.

1903.
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
.luiie

July
12. 75
11.25

Oct 9.50

Dec 11.95

1901
Jan 13.10

Mar
Apr
May 1

' 75

June
July .... 10.60
Aug 10.45

in.70
.

Jan . .

.

Mar...
Apr . .

.

May...
June .

.

July...
Auk...

9.85

D<
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TOB \« <

Total tobacco crop of cow imed, 1900 19

Country,



statistics OF TOBA< i

Total tobacco crop of countries named, 1900 1904 Continued.

715

Countrj

.
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of 1900 1906.



STATISTICS HI' IIOI'S. 717

Tobacco crops of 1900 1906 Continued.



Knock OF rill. hi. I'\i; I \i I \ I 01 A.GRIC1 l.l URE.

Wholesale prices of hops per pound in leading the United States, 1901 .



STATISTICS OV FLAXSEED. 719

FLAXSEED.

Flax crop of the countries named, 190 \ i
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Wholesale prices offlaxseed per bushel in leading cities of the I nited 8taU , 1901 t90S,

Date

1901.

Januars ....

February ..

March
April

June
July
August
September .

October
N<>\ ember .

December..

1902.

January
February ..

.

March ......
April
May
June
July
August

ruber ..

October
November ..

December...

1903.
January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July
Any ust
September ..

October
November ..

December. ..

1904.
January
February. .

.

March..'....
April
May
June
July
August
September .

October
November .

December.

.

1905.
January
February ...

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

.

October
November .

.

December...

Prime.

Low.

1.50
1.50
1.41

1.32J
1.22
1.12
1.11
1.11

1.12
1.10
1.05
1 . 05
1.07

. 96

.91

.91

. 92

.86

. 86
•
ST.

06
01

96
96
97

98

08
06
07

12

1.11
1.14
1.22
1

'. 22

1.22
1.21

1.20
1.01
.90
.94
.94
.95

81. 72
1 . 72
1.00
1.52

1.67
1.68

1.65

1 . 88
I. Is

1.66
1.50
1.60
1 . 45
L.88

1.25

1.14J
1.14

1.17
1.14
1. 12

1 . 08
1.17
1.08

. 96
1.00
1.00

. 98

.8)

.90S

1.07

L.08J

1.06
L.06

. 98

151
is

IV
10

Cincinnati.

i

i

1

1

l.ll
1.16

1.15
1 . 23

1.29
1.29

1 . 20
L.20
1.20
1.30
L.30

1.26

1.26
1.30

1 . BO
1.30
1.30
1 80
L.30
1 . 26
1.80
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1 . 25

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.10
1.00
LOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1 . 00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

High.

SI. 45
1.60
1 . 50

l . SI I

L80
L.80
1.40

1.36
1

. 2 i

1.40
1.40
1.40
L.40
l. I I

1.35
1. lo

L80
1 . 26

1.25
1 . 25

1.30
1.30

1.30
L.80
1.10

1.00
1.00
LOO
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Chio

1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10

Low. High.

81.50
1.60

1.52
l.oi.

1.70
1.79
1.40

1.38
1.41

l . 40
1.3V

1.58
1.63
1.68
1.66
1 . 68
1 . 64

1.30
1.37
1.2.">.'

1. L5

1.13
1.14

1.14
1.12
1.06
1.06
1.08

. 98

. 90

.98

. 94

.89

.90

.90.'

.'.'7

1 . 09
1.07.'.

.991
1 . 00
1 . 02
1. 15 J

1.09
1.07

LOS
1. 11

81.77

1.63
1.70
1.71

L.88

L.90
1 B6

1.66

L.62J
1.61

1.73
1.71

1.71

L.80
1 . 79

1.76
1.71

1.55
1 . 46
1 . 28
1.23
1 . 26

(«)

24

22
17

12

17;

14

02|
05

09

031

00

021

1.19
1.181
1. 10'.

1. 10

1.091
l.os
1.21

L.26
1 . 28

1.18
I. V
1.20

Milwaukee.

I.i.U .

1.60

!. 1

1 .

7.'.

1.4s

1. 10

1. II

1. In

1.39

1.01

L.66

L.68
IV I

1.70
1.73
1.43
1.40
1.25
1. 19

1. is

1.20

1.21
1.10
1.00
1.09
1.11

1.011

.97

. 99

. 9
1

1

.94

• "i

0i\

,16

,18
oo
00.'.

.071
1.23

1.241
1.14,1

1.154
1.19

High.

1.7

1.70

I Bfi

L621
l.oi

1.73
1.73
1.71

L.80

1.79
1.70
1.71

1.68
l. l

l . 28
1.28

('<)

15



STATISTICS OF RIOE.

RICE.

721

Riot crop of Countries named
t
1900 1904-

it leaned rice]

Country.

United States l IncludingPhilip
pine islands and Hawaii)—

United States I
In North Amer-

ica)
".

Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico

1900.

Pounds.

'.",1.300,000

1110,00(1

8, Inn. (inn

Total North America. 307, 300, 000

British Guiana
Dutch Guiana .

24,000,000
600, 000

Total South America. •.M.i -.00, 000

I till v 1, 614, 100, 000
Spain 431, 300, 000

Total Europe
|
2,045,400,000

British India:
British Provinces 46, 312, 800, 000
Native States i

e 712, 000, 000

Total British India 47,024,800,000

Ceylon
French Indo-China

Japanese Empire:
Japan
Formosa

Total Japanese Empire...

Java and Madura.
Korea
Philippine Islands.

10, 044, 000, 000 9,203,000,000
/3, 800, 000, 000|/3, 800, 000, 000
a 677, 800, 000 g 677, 800, 000

Biam 1/3, 600, 000, 00074, 200, 000, 000
Straits Settlements e 86, 000, 000 e 80, 000, 000

<' 528, 000, 000
8, 500, 000, 000

12, 949, 100, 000
1,312,800,000

L901.

Pounds.

1,099,200,000

000,000
800,000

s, 100,000
4 1

, S00, 000

438, 200, 000

''24,000,000
800, 000

24,80(1,0110

1,511,900,000
382, 900, 000

1,894,800,000

43, 040, 900, 000
e 711, 000, 000

43,751,900,000

e 5^6, 300, 000
8, 500, 000, 000

14, 650, 400, 000
1,914,800,000

14, 291, 900, 000116, 565, 200, 000

1902.

Pound* i.

1,030,600,000

Pounds,

1,286,200,000

100,000 a626,000,000
700,000 1,000,000

o8,100,000 e8, 100,000

40,000,000 48,700,000

368,200,000 682,800,000

d 24, 000, COO ''21,000,000

800, 000 1 , 000, 000

2I,MJO,000' 25,000,000

1,443,800,000 1,644,700,000
359,800,000 417,100,000

1,803,600,000 2,061,800,000

52, 582, 300, 000 49, 199, 400, 000
e 798, 000, 000 e 888, 000, 000

53, 380, 300, 000 50, 037, 400, 000

c 550, 100, 000 e 558, 800, 000

8,500,000,000, 8,500,000,000

11,533,200,000
1,762,100,000

13, 295, 300, 000

14,512,600,000
2, 296, COO, 000

16,809,200,000

8, 703, 800, 000 10, 091, 200, 000
/3. 700, 000, 000 /3, 700, 000, 000

677, 800, 000 9 677, 800, 000
/4, 500, 000, 000 /4, 000, 000, 000

Total Asia 89, 152, 500, 000

Egypt

Fiji

Hawaii
Queensland

20, 000, 000

e 1, 000, 000
h 33, 400, 000

200, 000

Total Oceania 34, 600, 000

Total 91, 584, 400, 000

87, 304, 200, 000

20, 000, 000

el, 900, 000
h 33, 400, 000

100, 000

35, 400, 000

89, 717, 400, 000

e 92, 000, 000

93, 399, 300, 000

20, 000, 000

e 3, 500, 000
h 33, 400, 000

(<)

36, 900, 000

95, 652, 800, 000

e95,000,000

94, 469, 400, 000

1904,

Pounds.

100,000

0,000
6 1,000,000
c8, 10O.000

''48,700,000

643,800,000

d 24, 000, 000
b 1,000, 000

0,000

&1, 644, 700
' mo. 000

800,000

18,844,900,000
b 838, 000, 000

49, 682, 900, 000

&558,800,000
8, 500, 000, 000

16, 060, 600, 000
2, 598, 100, 000

18, 658, 700, 000

610,091.200,000
63, 700, 000, 000

511,000,000
/4, 600, 000, 000

b 95, 000, 000

20, 000, 000

e 3, 000, 000
h 33, 400, 000

(0

36. 400,000

96, 430, 600, 000

20, 000, 000

b 3, 000, 000
h 33, 400, 000

(*)

36, 400, 000

97, 195, 400, 000;99, 195, 100, 000

« Commercial movement.
&1903 figures used.
<• 1901 figures d
d L900 figures used.
t Estimated from official returns for acreage.

[mated from exports of this country, and from per capita consumption of Japan for 1894-1903
(300 pounds per annum).

ft Census,
i Le-s than 50,000 pounds.

3 a 1905- 46
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'•/'« international trade in rice, 1900 1906.

[Mostly cleaned i loe.]

EXPOR I

Country.



STATISTICS OF RIOE, 723

Wholesale prices of rice per pound, 1901 X906,

Date.

January. .

.

February .

March

Ma\
June
July
Augusl—
September
October ...

No\ ember
I mber.

1901.

N.-w Vmk.

Domestic
(good).

Low. High

January. ..

February .

March
April
May
June
July
Augusl

mber
October . .

.

November
December.

L902.

1903.

January
February ..

March
April
May
Juno
July
Augusl
September.
October ...".

November .

December..

January...
February .

March
April

,

May
June
July
August
September
October . ..

November
December.

1904.

January...
February .

March
April
May
June
July

31

•nber
October . .

.

November
iber.

1905.

Cents.

S

i

!

I

•u

5

5

6
i

4|

< iiu innali.

Prime.

Low. HiK'b

('< ills.

5

I

4}

4J
4 1

5

6

6

5

4|
44

3|
3

3j

31
:;;

34

84

34

4
1

Cents.

N
64

54

54

5i
6i

5i

5|

64

5i

I

I

I

6|

8

61

64

6
6

i harles.

Rough.a

High.

DoUs.
1.70
1.70

2. 00
2.00
2. 00
1 . 75

1.75
1.75

2.00
1.90
2.00
1.75

1. 75.

1.75
1.7-")

2.00
1. 75
1.60
1.50

1.50
1.50
1 . 25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1. 25
1.10
1.10
1.00

00
(III

III)

,00
no

,00

,00
2;.

,00

2.00
2.00
2.00

Dolls.

8.26

8. 50

3. 25

3.00
3.00

3.40
3.25
3.20
3.30

3.40
3.40
3.40

3.60
3.60
3. 25
3.00

3.00
2. 75

2.50
2. 25
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2. on
2. 00
2.00

New < (rleans.

no

,00

35
25

50
2.50
2. .".0

3.00
3. 25
:;. 25

luras,

cleaned.

Low. High

n
8

21

2|

24

14

2

'l\

2

2

2

2

U
H
V
14

M
II

11

14

lj

1{

l|

M
1A
if

U
14

U
11

1A

1{

l

41

II
24

2

14

14

2

2:

2

6
6

6

6]

61

6|

54

6

5?

5J
6

6

54

64
6

52

54

55

6A
6|

4|

4|
4*

4*

4f
4

4i

5i
44
5

5*

5*
4j

4|

4*
5
4*

51
54

51

54

Houston.

rice.
,

< :ieaned.

i

i

3

3

8

8

3

81

i

4

4
•1

1

4

44
4.5

4*
44

i:

44

T
4.1

1.

44
44
44

44

4J

4i
4

34
34
3j

34

3i

3i
3

3

3

3

3

3

8

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

8

3

3

34

I

5

6

6

a Per barrel of 162 pounds.
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s jar production of countries named, 1901'

Country,

Cam: Bl Q \k.

United States:
Louisiana

Porto Rico
Hawaii

Cuba
British West [ndies:

Trinidad, exports
Barbados, exports
Jamaica
Antigua and St. Kitts

French West [ndies:
Martinique, exports
Guadeloupe

Danish West indies: St. Croix
llniti and Santo Domingo

i Antilles (not named above)
Mexico
Central America:

Guatemala
Salvador

aragua
Costa Rica

South America:
British Guiana (Dementia), exports.
Dutch Guiana (Surinam)
Venezuela
1 V ru

Argentina
Brazil

Total America.

Asia:
British India t

Java
Philippine Islands.

Total Asia

Oceania:
Queensland
New South Wales
Fiji, exports

Total Oceania

Africa:
Egypt ....

Mauritius.
Reunion..

Total Africa

Europe: Spain

Total cane-sugar production

BEET SUGAR.
Europe:

Germany
Austria-Hungary
France
Russia
Belgium
Netherlands
Other countries

Total Europe

l'.HM

Tuns. <i

821,676
(>)

317,609
860, 181

52, 678
46,816
16,843
P.), (KH)

84,942
40, 687
18,000

IK, 000
103,110

8,000
5,000
1,1

3,000

128,967
L2.750
3,000

138,000
185, 000

849, 088

2,742,191

2,022, 176

767, 180

120,858
is. 000
31,000

L69,858

98,000
147,828
33, 098

278,926

28, 000

2, 305, 013
1,801,548
1,123,545
1,098,983

321,960
203, 198
393,236

Tbn*. a

829,226

891,062

12,678
88, 179

18,772
18,000

29,086
88, 198

18,000
50, 000
12,000

112,679

8,000
6,000

3,000

121,570
18,046
3,000

128, 906
130,000

187,500

7b«
21 i

1.10,000

828, 103

44,058

14,265
L9,000

47, 000
13,iiu0

107,.". 17

7,640
6, 300

3, 275

113,282
13,000
8,000

131,957
1 12

197, 000

2, 777, 530

1,906,781
842,812
90,000

2,781, «68

1, 871, 986
885, 561

84,

2,868,243 i ?,839,596 2,841,647

76, 626
21,000
85, 500

133, 126

150,349
39, 624

277, 173

91,828
21,500
50, 000

Ton

•

l 15,000

1. L6

41,600

36,000
11.0(H)

47,000

107

7,610

4,285

101,278
13,00°
3,000

150,000
128, 10 1

195,000

2, 997, 608

2,166
1,008,900

l or., 875

8,281,931

147,688
20, 000
47,000

] 63, 328

60, 000
220, 589

41, 117

321,706

28, 000

6,087,218 6,05

1 , 762, 46i

1,067,692
18,210

1,256,311
224, 090
102,411
325, 082

6,750,478
|

5,561,257

28, 000

6,086,149

1,927,681
1,167,959

804, 308
1,206,907

209, Ml
123, 551
411,116

5,881,333

21 1,688

60, 000
1 12, 101

30, 000

232,101

28,000

1,328

1,598,164
889, 373
622, 122

953,(126

176, 466

186, 551

332, 098

4,708,700

Tons. "

i.OOO

I

-•I M, (XX)

870
,000

18,000

I

50,000

105, 000

G

6, 000
I

3,000

115,000
13,000
3,000

160,000
137

275, 000

3,291,308

1,725,300
993, 900
135.625

1 . 825

160,000

46,000

223,000

65,000
200,000
80,000

295, 000

28,000

6, 692, 133

2, 125,000
1,510.000
1,085,000
1,000,000

380,000
210,000
410, 000

6, 970, 000

a European beet-sugar production, as estimated by Licht, in metric tons of 2,204.622 pounds; sugar
production of India, as officially estimated, in long tons of 2,240 pounds; and other data, as estimated
by Willett and Gray, also in long tons of 2,240 pounds.

b Not estimated.
c Official estimates for such parts of India as return agricultural statistics.
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Sugar production of countries named, 1901 * to 1906 6 Oontinued.

( lountry.

si g ib continued.

United States:
i lalifornla .

.

»r.-i « 1 » > . . .

Idaho
Illinois

Michigan...
Minnesota .

.

Nebraska . .

.

\' n Yi>rk .

.

Ohio
Oregon
riah
Washington
Wisconsin . .

Total United Stairs

Canada

Total beet-sugar production

Total cane and beel sugar .

.

1901 L902

Tone.
62, 728
19,977

46,692
2 i i

6,660
1,049
::. 126

12,748

163, 126

1903.

71, 120

84,623

9, ISO

2, 799

1, 173

L6,987

1,641
::. 163

1903 I'.hiI.

i

67,064
::, 12.

t, 179

2,009

20,670
2,213
4,911

1*M» i 1906. L905 1906.

I

11,640

46,659
8,804

1,304

2,848
25, 27

1

2, 679

209, 722

6, 696 6,710

:

13, 185

650

"2,750
I

i

1,026
1 , 596

21,337

1 1 . 950

283,717

11, 119

6,913,601 5,763,416
|

6,096,178 1,926,466 7,265,136

13,000,s22 11,819,141 12,182,327 11,680,784 13,9

a Manufactured In Michigan from beetsgrown in Minnesota, owing to the destruction of the factory
in the latter State.

World7

8 international trade in sugar, 1900-1905.

EXPORTS.

Country.
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' (iml can,- sugar in the United Stc

tr.
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Quantity and value of sugar imported into the United States from the principal soun

supply during each fiscal year, from 1901 to 1905
y
inclurivt Continued.

VAl.l I

Country from which
Imported.
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o consumption of countries named, 190&-1904.

[Gordlan, Hamburg.]

Country.

United States—
German; .

United Kingdom
Holland
Su itzerland
Spain
Belgium
Austria-Hungary
Russia
Denmark
su eden
Canada
Australia
Italy
Noru ay
Portugal
Finland

Total

Po

42,

ll.

32,

12,

20,

6,

l.

4,

1,

1.

1.

1,

1,

I IV. 1 1
^

581,778
112,595
019,924
012, 112

008,003

128, 766
221,861

246,918
103,617

Poum

L2.9H
13,241

0, l
v '.»

I, 18

1,706,377
19,704

971

1,031,763
96'

l::

,

270,046,354 281,049,622

1904.

J 'mi,.

•

15,077, HO
I

-

2,19
I,

1

.'!

1,21

1,056,01 I

1,04

13*

$47,541

BEANS,

Wholesale prices of beans per bushel in leading cities of the United States, 1901-1905.
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WhciUsaJU prieesofbecma per bushel in Uading cities of t?u United States, 1901 1906 Con.
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Wholesale pri lo the bushel), t90l

Date,

June
July
August ....

September
October . .

.

iiber

December.

.bin nary.

.

February.
u..\

.

April
May
June
Julv

1901.

August
September
October . ..

November
December.

Cincinnati

Prime i per
bushel i

Low.

5. 00
5. 25

January. .

.

February.

.

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . ..

November
December.

1906.

High.

86.00

5. 70

6. 70
5. 60
6.00

6. 90
6.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
6. 50
6. 50
6. 75

7. 50

7.00
7.00
7.00
7.75

('.. 75

6. 00
7.00
7.00
7. 50

Chi.

Poor to cl

(per l im>

pounds).

I/'H .

8. 00

8. 50

6. 00
1.00

6.00

6.00
6.00
6. 00
7. 50

6.00
6. IK)

7.00
8.00
9. 00
7.00
T.oo
7.00

High.

S11.76
12.50

12. 50
11.00
1 1 . 50
11.00

11.50
1 1 . 25
11.65
11.00
lo. 75
10. 7 ,

1 1

.

25
12.75
12. .Ml

12. 25
12.25

13.00

s no

it. 00
9.00
S. 00

8.00
8. 00
0. 00
8.50
9. 00
0. 50

10. 00
10.00

(«)

13.00
12.50
13.75
11. 10

13.50
13.00
13.00
13.00
1 2. 25

13.25
13. 25

13. 25

Toledo.

Primi
bushel)

.

Low, High.

6. io

3. 10

8.05

;;. lo

•1.00

3.00
3.00
2. 50
3.00
5. 70

3.00
8.30

1.00

3.00
8. 00

3. 50
5.50
5. 75
1.00

8.00
3.00
4.00
4.00

7. 10

7.05

Pei bushel-

Not quoted.
Not quoted.
Not quoti
Not quoted.

7. 10

8. lo

8. 15

<< Poor to prime.

TIMOTHY SEED.

]Yholesale prices of timothy seed {45 i><>inttls io the bushel), 1901-1905.
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Wholesale prioet of timothy seed 1

'/'< pound* to the bushel), 1901-1906 Continued.
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Ran rilk production of countries named, 19ft Continued.

Country.
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Live stock of countries named Continued.

Country.

Argentina

Uriii-h Guiana . .

.

Chile
Colombia
Dutch (itiiana
KmI kland islands.
Paraguay
Uruguay
Venezuela

Total Boutta america

Austria-Hungary:
Austria
Hungary ,

Bi snia-Herzegovlna

—

Total Austria-Hungary%

Year,

I '.'0 1

1902

L904
l

'.ii hi

L900
L899

lyoo
1895
L895

Belgium
;.iria

Denmark
Faroe islands.
Finland
France
Germany
Gibraltar
Greece
Iceland
Italy
Luxemburg .

.

Malta
Montenegro .

.

Netherlands .

.

Norway
Portugal
Roumania

Russia, European:
Russia proper ,

Poland
Northern Caucasus,

Total Russia ( European)

.

Servia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey and Crete

e*1905

tfl.901

1903
1903
1903

<*1905

1901
1904
1902
1903
1900
1900
1905

1904
1900

1900

1905
1905
1905

1905

1900
1905
1904
1901

United Kingdom:
Great Britain
Ireland
l-l" of Man and Channel
Islands 1906

Total United Kingdom.. 1905

Total Europe

British India 1904

1904
Cyprus 1905
Hongkong 1 904

Japam -< Km |

,

Japan <*1905

moaa dl905

Total Japanese Empire.. 41906

Cattle.

Total.

701,
I II Ml,

81,

8,

I.

827,

004,

Milch
COW8.

(Kill

100

ooo

000
039

257

1,80

104,872

86,679,376

9,511, 170 a 1,749,152
6,606,865

61, 117,341

17,533

1,820
177,687
841,000

182,789
561, lo-

in I, 079

Mules. Sheep. Swine.

27,936
257,000

188

3, 190

89, 186

I 1.1,011

1,0 B

746,000
III

702,444
•J I 1,068
-,717

176,668

12,000
. 888

2,800,000

LOO
2:5,8*7

1,618,2] I

686,234 96,861,319 4,881,716

1,716,488

239,626

20, 323
1,911

L, 782, 290 873,794
L, 596, 267
1,810, ICC. "1,089,073

3,950
1, 417, 503

14,136,869
19,331,568

a 1,052,564
a 7, 438, 464
"10, 456, 137

km;, 711

26,539
a 5, 000. 000

94,849
7,851

CO, 000
1,690,463

950, 201

817, 000
2, 545, 051

33, 773, 335
2,442,102
3, 238, 119

39, 15

956, 661
2,075. II

2

2,545 583
1, 340, 375
1,000,000

6,987,020
1,645,222

41,784

11,674,026

a 20, 000
h 973, 098
a 689, 563

380, 720

170,329

a 1,763, 170
a 739, 922
a 300, 000

246, 781

194,657
186,935

632
316,600

4,267,403
450

159, 068
46, 475

711, 7:;'.)

19,557
3, 475
3, 000

295, 277
172,999
90, 000

864, 324:

e6,915

200, 727

88, 869

327, 276
ell

3,100

2,621,026 1,6*

8,122,082 7,330,343
3,280,720 662,242

13,974,428 12,67

285, 722

7,01

91,034

17,800
7,907,17:;

59, 100
515!

4,56*
/ 486, 347
6, 900, 000

19, 689
18,529

400,000
606, 785

3,064,100
6, 655, 1 1

1

1,154,721

16
21-

7, 52

18, 92'

vl.Mi0,000
10'.'

-

8,000
861,840
165,348

1,200,000
1,709,205

21,740,474
1,316,558
1,266,262

*49, 192, 800
i 2, 835, 000
J 7, 638, 001

24,323,294 59,665,801

184, 849
498, 157
546, 943 1

124,896
600, 000

178
767, 570

3,077

k 2, 707, 392
fc 1,487, 065

fci:

k 4, 211,917

11,572, 133

1 584, 878

.' '.i, 192

12,116,798

L28,286,830 44,006,287 1,488, 161

m86,51 7,184 a25, 112, 822 1 , 128,072 55, 641
1,637,886

49, 952
1,076

l,200.i:;:'»

98, 528

219

2 1.390,017
a 39, 296 i 37;

1,298,663 1,89

3,061,759
13,025,512
1,105,903
219,438

10, 000, 000

25,257,196
3,749,313

70,229

29,07

10, 687, 918
-.428

739, 385

12,275,731

959
1,743

796,572
555, 261

i.919

1,164,322

12,424

3,601

187,693,892 68, I

n21,577,896
.

91,767 103,212
i

191,952

2,769 1,16*

a Cows.
b including bnflaloi
c Including mules and at
'/i mi December 31 of preceding year.
>• Including asses.

/ Exclusive of lam
;/ Data for 1890.
>« Including cows kept for breeding purposes.

i Data for 1904.

/Including goats.
fcCows and ueifers in milk- and with calf.
1 Used for agriculture and also unbroken.
»" Including buffalo eah
mm' which 252,763 in Alwar include goats.
Exclusive Of animals less than 1 year old.
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mini—Continued.
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/ stock of countries named Continued.

735

Country.
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STATISTICS <>F HORSES WI> MULES. ::;;

FARM ANIMALS AND THEIR PRODUCTS IN CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES.

HORSES AM' Mil

06.

Januarv 1—

1881

-

1900.

1908
1904
190-5.

1906
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Xuui' and farm value of horses and mule* in the I nited Stales Janua
1906\ by Slta



STATISTICS OF HORSES AND Ml!.

Ji'nii'ji of prices for horsi i in Omaha, monthly, 1901 I

789

i>nti

L901.

January ..

lary .

h

April
Max
Juno
July

18)

September
October ...

No> ember
I lei i mber.

L902.

January ..

February .

March
April
May
June
July
August
Beptember
October . .

.

November
mber.

1903.
January. .

.

February .

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Octol
November .

December..

1904.
January
February .

March
April .

May
June
July
August

ember
October
November .

mber.

.

1905.

January. . ..

February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August
September .

( October
aber .

mber.

.

Low. High

|90

KM)

M
'.'ii

90
1(10

•jii

LOO

90

100

LOO

LOO

90
90
90
90

100
90

100

90
95
100
LOO

110

90
90
90

100
90
100

120
120
120
125
140
135
125
120
120
125
130
130

150
150
150
150
150
185

125
130
130
110

150
150

L00
I,.,

200
200
150

L60

160
L75

L75

L60

L60

17.,

1 85
•joo

225

.•hi i

175
L75

L76

175
L60

186

175
185
200
250

200
175
175
175
180
160
185

175
175

175
200
275
250
200
175
175
200

225

200
200
200
225

225
200
200
200
200

250

i Leneral pur

Low,

10

10

10

10

10

III

I i

60
CO

60

60
m
in

Id

40
.40

If,

50
60
00

60

65
65
.'HI

17.

10

40
15

45

07,

70

75
77.

90
77,

65
7,0

00
07,

70
7n

75
85
90
77,

60
60
60
o.i

70
so

80

$85
00
'.hi

UK)
III.,

80

80
80
Ml

80

80

100
100
110
105
90
80

80
80
80
80
85

80
100
110
110
105
100
80
80
80
80
85
85

90
90
95
100
125
110
100
90
100
100
100
100

110
125
135
120
90
Vil

100
100
100
110
125
120

Southern.
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ivn i:\ \ rio\ ai. ri; \m in mi. \ r

Value of import* of meat animals and packing-house products into thirU < n European a un-
and Cuba in t904, andperct lerivedfrom the United 8taU .

[mporting country.

Imported from all countries by

—

United Kingdom
German j <' (for consumption)

norlands (lor consumption)
France (for consumption)
Belgium (for consumption)
Switzerland (for consumption)
Austria-Hungary i for consumption ).

Cuba .»

Denmark (for consumption)
Spain
Italy (ior consumption)
Russia ( for consumption ) ( 1908)

rway
Sweden (1903)

Total.

Imported from the United States by

—

United Kingdom
Germany a (for consumption)

i herlands (for consumption )

France (J'or consumption )

Belgium (for consumption)
Switzerland (for consumption)
Austria-Hungary (for consumption).
Cuba
Denmark (for consumption)
Spain
Italy (for consumption)
Russia (for consumption) (1903)
Norway
Sweden (1903)

Total.

United Kingdom
Germany a
Netherlands
France
Belgium
Switzerland
Austria-Hungary
Cuba '..

Denmark
Spain
Italy
Russia (1903)
Norway
Sweden (1903) ...

Total

' ,1 of

three fol-

low Ing col
U1I1II-.

Dollars.
•8,215

00,900
9,594

75, 069
15.V
I -si, 517

18,011,989
07,000

7,944,076
6,959,078
4,784,678
4,099, 100

• 10,869

506,715, 612

135

25,

16
207,

236,

908,

657,

683,
1ST,

(5)

486,

764,

122,

821,

887
4lK»

111

315
980
826
668

757

268
000

194,463,457

Live meat
animals.

l>n i/nra.

63,256
i,800

7,0* I

7,819,808

804, loo

3,20:

1,244,792
2,266,604

468, 100

0,646

124,313,748

87,061

CO
970, 086

1,919,460

CO
22

Ing-

bou
products.

Dollars,
223, 171. t, j.;

,..',200

12,885

3,81

5, IS

11,267

7,540

853,896,975

97,247,674
25.20'

16,236,433

4,938,229
651

1,683,826
4,261,011

186,732

1,764,965
122,268
821.000

39, 956, 136 158,429,026

Poultry.
gara<
bits,]

Dolla

2, 82 ;

501

1. 1

67,749
56.717

1,07.'. 615

8

42

(
ft

)

4. 197

CO

1,078,295

Percentage from the United states.

Per cent.

47. M
30.15
56. 75

w
37.07
4.14

12.30
47. 55

CO
6.13

25. 36
2 56

20. 03

o 4C. 38

i\ r cent.

73. 74

CO
16. 90

28.91

.CO

at.

57. 98
57.41

50. 92
17.02
85. 73

CO
12.08
31.26
4.97

22. 95

Per rent.

11.03

••34.15 e 45. 27

CO
CO

95. 49

CO

[b)

<M,30

e Not including free ports.
b Not stated.
Omitting France and Denmark.

rf Omitting France, Belgium, Denmark, and Norway.
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CATTLE AND DAIRY PRODUCTS.

Number andfarm value of milch cows and other cattle, 1880 tb06.

January I

L880
188]

I--
•

L884

188 •

1-

1888
1889

1890
1891

1892

1 89

)

1896
1897

1899

1900
1901

1902
1903
1901

1906
1906

M il<li COW8.

Number.

12,027,000
12, 8€J

12,61 1,632
18, 12

18,501,206
18,904,722

14,62
14,856,41

i

15,298,625
I

...

16,019,691
16,416,851
16,424,087
10. 187,400

16,504,629
16,187,686
16,941,727
15,810,886
15,990,115
16,292,860
16,833,057
16, 696, 802
17,105,227
17,419,817
17,572,461
19, 793, 866

Value.

1279,89
!77,0fi0

826, i

186 649
ii t,g

! >2, 173

866,2
853, i

846,397,900
:-. L32

857,29

862,601,729
363,

9

869,239,99 I

484,813,826
474,2.

614,812, L06

505, 093, 077
488,130,324
516,711,911
608,

8

11, 4 s<)

482, 272, 203
582, 788, 592

Other cattle,

Number.

21,231,000
i, 710

'.,077

29,046, loi

29,866,573
31, 21

. I,7.
r
»0

132,417
:: ;. •!'.», 021

. »,648

•1,239

14,196

36,608, 168

1,216

32,085, 109

80,608, li 18

29,264,197
27,994,225
27,610,054
45,500.213
44,727,797
4 1,059,206
43, 029, 498
43,669,443
47, 067, 656

Value.

8341

468
on

661

003
011

..II

570
:,v;

686
4S2

608
607
012
637
689
906
839
824
712
601

•

,649, 109

,382 918
,966,274
, 137,926

, 127,908
i

,928, 116

,296,634
,931, 135

,486,260
,644,003
,120,07:',

,054,902
,178,134
,571,308
,171,709

Imports and exports of live raffle, with average prices, 1892-1905.
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Xniit 1
' price, and farm value oj cattle in ih>' I nited States on January /, 1906.

State or Territory.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts .

.

Rhode Island . .

.

Connecticut . . .

.

New York
J

Pennsylvania . .

.

Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina .

South Carolina.

.

Georgia
Florida
Alabama
Mississippi
Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Tennessee
\\ est Virginia. .

.

Kentucky
Ohio
Michigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Iowa
Missouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota . ..

North Dakota...
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
Washington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma
Indian Territory

Mile 1

1

Number.

United States

191,016
'. 198

291,021
196,346

134,789
>, 972

186, h'd

1,09'

36, L81

1 IS

262

9,266
131,645
299, 179

263, 132

826, 405
186,278
964,196
300, 523
816,432
198,417
57,067

869,764
778,609
646, 149

1,045,200
1,183,531

908, 796
I. I-'

968
751

836, 668
:. 169

218
61,634
20,974
130,202
20,781
21, 156

74,430
16,988
63, 798
L67.042
141, 480
390,015
192, 332
109, 300

19, 791

lai in

price,

Jan. 1.

27. 50
39.00
42. 10

!

82. 00
29. 90

27. 10

28. 90

26. 75
25.90

25. 65
26. 70

23.50
17. 85
22. 66
30.00
26. 20
32. 70
31.50
31.45
33. 80
29. 20

28.80
29. 85
25. 15
26. 05

26. 90
26. 25
27. 80
84.05
35.75
30.85
31.50
35. 10

33.00

31.20
32. 50
28. 60
34.65
21.85
24. 20

29. 44

Farm value.

,oo;$

,017

, 157

,
152

, 002

, 026

,804
,011

, L63

, 372

, 36

1

,107

,952
, 754
,111

. 520

,321

,327

,577
. 005

,861

,500

, 09S

749
4,016

712

2, 156

009
1,990

6, 428
1. L35

I

1,202
2,010

,930
,1178

. 194

, 362
,034
, 702

,337
,792

,020

, 109

,540
, 003
, 025

, 023
, 606
,336
,185
,510
,088
, 288
. L84

. 700

,105
, 127

, 799
. 2 10

,145

,811
,78 1

. 038
,820

, 602
, 570

, 190

, 020
. 3 12

. 1 28

. 020

,512

Other cattle.

Number.

157,581
297

225, 870
93, 371

10,340
81,028
1.277

81, 191

867, (36

21,591
I

618, 192
437,210
210,339
673,179

190,702

I
1 , 993

IS I, I »75

8,679
639, 133

J8, 619
372,136
092, 535

1,151, 137

1,014,875
1,201,872
1,916,903
1,171,555
1,03
3,43
2,235, 134

2, 628, 653
2,450,862
1,323,507
604,692
964, 579
755, 217

1,302,303
903, 086
508,010
256,844
351,018
351, oso
309.5H2

587,316
1,167, 107

1,387,151
470, 093

47, IK."

farm

an. 1.

10.20

16.66
IS. 09
18.18

20. 18

17. in

18. 12

17.76
10. 98
11.30
10. 27
10.43
8. 82
v II

10. 05
L1.78
7.52
10.98
19. 53
15. 37

20.32
16. 67

20. 55
21.08
13.66
11. is

20. 77

18.02

L8.83
18. 42
17.25
16. 95
17.99
20. 12

18.00
11. si

15.90

16.00
17. 15

16.14
15.08
14.77

17.52
14. 96

14.04

15.85

Farm value.

1

3

1

1

15
1

16

2
9

I

2

6
6

4
4
4

101

4
6
7
10

23
15
24

40
15

11

71
40
49
45
22
10
17

15
21

13
9
4
6

5
4
8

20

26

71.', 127

I

::'.»7,7ll

'.•I.;, ..10

139,1158

131,822

I

026, 128

811,731

267,814

391, Nt

692, lid

108,316
997,677
887,954
299,918
265,942
510,078
1 14,87]

830, 195

249,535
352,775
191,905

101,800

110,788
019, '.'59

000, 532
050,209
071,053

751,774

710. 171.7H9
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Wholesale prices of cattle j>< r tOO potmds, 1901 1906.

January .

.

I'Vi'i uai y .

March
April
M.i-.

.lime
July
august ....

September
October ..

.

N<>\ ember
December.

January. .

.

February .

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

November
December.

January. ..

February .

March
April
May
June
July
Augu>t
September
October ...

November
December.

January...
February .

March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
< October ...

November
.December.

January. .

.

February .

March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
October ...

November
i uber.

Dale.

1901.

L902.

1903.

1904.

1905.

Chi©

i nferior i<»

prime.

Low. High.

2, 70

2. 71)

2. 70
2.20
2. 'JO

2. 20

2. L0

2. H)

2. 20

2.35
2.35
2.50
2.35
2. 25
2.40
2. 25
1.90
2.00
2.00

2.25
2.25
2.15
2.00
1.65
1.50
1.50

2.10
2.25
2.15
2.25
2.35
2.35
2.20
2.20
2.15
1.70
1.70
1.80

1.85
1.90
2. 20
2.40
2.35
2.30
2.00
2.10
2.00
2.10
2.15
2.15

6. LO

6. 25
8. lo

6. lo

6. 56

6.60
6. 85
6.90
7.00

8.60
8. 85
9.00
8.85
8.75
7.40

14. 50

6.85
6.15
5.75
5.80
5.65
5.65
5.65
6.10
6.15
6.00
5.85
8.35

90
mi

,00

,80
. 85
,70

65
,40

6.40
7.00
7.15
7.65

6.30
6.45
6.25
7.00
6. 85
6.35
6.25
6.30
6.50
6.40
6.60
7.00

Cincinnati.

Pair i" me
ilium.

Low. Sigh.

:;. 15

8.00
::. I

8.00

8. 25

3. 75
3.65
:;. 75
4. 25

4.10
3.25
3. 15

3. 25

3.15
3.10
3.35
3.75
3.25
3.00
2.85
2.50
2.25
2.50
2.35
2.2,1

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.15
3.10

00
00
65
50
50
50
26

2.65
2.65
2.50
3.50
3.15
3.00
3.00
2. 85
2.75
2.50
2.35
2.65

I. 1.,

1.25

4.25
i L5

4.60

4. 65
4.75
5. 25
5. 40
5. 85
6. 25

5. 25
5. 25
4.40
4.25
4.15
4.25

4.35
4.25
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.40
4.10
4.00
3. 75

3.40
3.75

4.00
3.75
4.00
4.00
4.25
4. 26
4.25
4.00
3.75
3.75
3.50
3.60

3.85
4.00

: '.m-.

i to choice
native Bh

Low. Bigh:

! , i

I

5.00

5.00
5.00

5. 50

6.10
6.85
6.40
6. 95
6.90
7. 50
7. 50
7.40

6. 85
5. 15

5. 25

5.10
5.10
5.10
5.10
5.00
5.10
5.15
5.25
5.60
5.40
5.15
5.10

5.15
4.90
5.00
5.25
5.05
5.75
5.90
5.60
5.75
6.05
5.15
5.75

- ,..,i,

6.00
6.00

6. lo

6. 75
7.00
8. 25

7.00
6.50
6. 75

7.10
7.50
8.00
8. 35
8. 7.')

8.00
7.10
7. 25

6.00

< Miialia.

Native i" i

High

76
25
40

60
50
25
35
55 1

70
|

55
10

00

5.35 I

5.35
5.35
5.40
5.35
6.40
6. 25
6.00
6.00
6.60
6.60
6.00

5.50
6.00
5.65

6.50
5.85
5.70
6.35
6.15
6. 15

7.10

3.40

4.00
1. 50
1.35

4. 25
5.00
5.00
4.15
4. 50
3.20
3.00

3.75
3.65
3.85
3.60
3.90
3.00
2.65

3.05
3.15
3.20
3.25
3.75
3.70
3.50
8. 25
3.40
3.10
8.60
3.05
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Bl Mil:

Wholesah prices of butter pt r i><>iin</ in tr<t</ni<j cities of the I nited Stab

Date.

1901.

January
February
March
April
Ma\
June
July
August

mber
October

mber
December

iw_>.

January
February
March
April
May
Juno
July
August
September
October
November

mber

1903.
January
February
March .".

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
No\ ember
December

1904.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1905.
January
February
March .'.

April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

New York.

I imery
extra.

Low.

Ji

22

22
1^

is

19

20
•jo

21

22j

24

23
26
27

22

22J
21 i

20J
19

19J
.)..!
-- I

25
28

281
26
27
22\
22
201
19
19
19?
20
221
23

22
23
24
22
18
17?
171
17!
19
20
23
26

28
291
25
27
20?
191

20j

20{

20}
20
17.1

24

High.

Cents.

26
24

a
is

19

19

21

22

25.

26
30
SO
S3
25
.)..!

21?

20j

25

281
SO

2S.'

28
29 i

291
23

201
19?
21?
22|
251
251

241

261

261

241
is;

18
L9j

21
23±

261
28

301

851

Sll
32
27
211

21*
22
21?
22
241
26

Cincinnati.

i

l.'.U .

is

is

19

17

17

17

17

17
18

20
22
22

22
22
23
28
19

19

18

17

17

20
21 j

25

22
22

241
191
171
18

151

161
18

191

211

191
211
22
201
171
171
17
17

19
20
23
261

28
30
24
26
201
19
19i
20
20
201

22
231

•J I

22
21

is

19

19
19
20
21

23
23

27
25
26
26

20j
21
20
is 1

,

20
20

231

221
24

24

23
21
1'.'

19

19

20
22
25
28

3C1
34
30
32

25
21

201
211
211
23
241
25

Chicago.

iiery
lit

Id

is

Hi

16

16

17

16

17
18

20

20
•jo

22
is

19

L8J

181

16
17

19
211
23

20
Jo

21

21

17

is

17

16
17
17

18

19

17
18
19
19
15

15
15
15
16.'.

17

19
20

22
•J.".

22
22
is

18
18
181

18
19

20

19

High.

28
204

18

19

20

21

22

24
29
28
31

23
22
211
20
221
241
27

28
27.'

281
22
22

20
19
21*
211

241
25

•jr.

26
2(1

241
23
18
18
181
19.'

22
241
28

icry

Low. High!

21

21

I8j

19

20

20
21

22

21

22
22

21

20
19
19
22.'

241
28

25
25
27.

22.

20
2o

is.;

IS.

19J
2<V

!

22

24

22
2:;

24]
2::

17:

it.:

17

17

19
20

23
26

30
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OHEESE.

Wholesale prices of cheese /» r pound in leading cities of tin United States, t901 I

Date.

1901.

January ,

inry

March
April
May
June
.Inly

Augusl
September
October
v>\ ember

mber

L902.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

mber

1903.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1904.
January
February
March .".

April
May
Juno
July
August
September
< ictober
November
December

1905.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
< ictober
November

mber

\. u Yoik.
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Ill EP \M> WOOL.

iber andfarm value of sheep, 18&

January I—

1^1 ..

1884. ..

ls.n...

1892...

Sheep,

Number.

15,01

7,291

50, 626, 626
60,243

48,322,831
44,759,3] I

18,54 •

12, 599, 079

14,886,072
1,186

14,988,865
-17,273,553

Value.

$104,070,

124,365,
119,902,

107,960,
92, H •,

89, 872,

89, 279,

90, 640,

100,659,
108,897,

116, 121,

125, 909,

759

706

926
369
761

117.

290
264

Jiinuai) 1

1894

1 896

1897

1900

1901

1902

1904
1905

1906

Bheep.

Number.

42,294

39, li
I

II, -Si, 065

51,630, I U
45, 17o, 123

11,619

Value.

6, no

67,0

107,69:
122. (

178,0;

164, I

I

i

Number, average price, and farm value of sheep in the United States on January 1, 1906.

State or Territory.
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Prices of sheep per tOO pounds in leading cities of the United States, X901 1905,

January. .

.

February .

tie i ch
April
May
June
July
August
September
October . .

.

mber"
tuber.

January. ..

February .

March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October ...

N<>\ ember
December.

January...
February .

March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
October ..

.

:nher
mber.

January...
February .

March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
October ..

.

November
December.

January.. .

February .

March
April
May
June
July
AUgUMl
September
October . .

.

November
mber.

Kate.

1901.

1902.

1S03.

1904.

1906.

( Ihlcago.

Interior to

choice.

l.ou
. High

12.

2.

2.

B.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

'2.00

2.00
3.00
2.50
2.25

1.50
1 . 76
1.50
1.50
1 . 50

1.50
1 . 25

1.50
2.00
2.00
2.25
1.60
2.00
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.50
1.25
1.50

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
2.00
1.75
1.50
2.00
1. 75
1.50
1 . 75

2.50

4.50
1.50
1.75

4.50
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.80
4.00
4.25

M.75
1. 76
5.00
.. I

•

5.(1(1

4.70
I. to

4.05
l.dii

I. Hi

4.30
1.5(1

1.75

5. 50
5. 75

6.50
6.50
6. 25
5. 00
4.25
4.50
4.25
4.25
4.75

5. 25
5. 75

7.00
7.00
C>. 25

6.00
5. 25

4.25
4. 25
4.25
4. 35
4.25

4. 75

I. 75
5. 50

6.00
6.00
5. 5()

5.50
4.25
4.50
4.75
5.00
5. 65

Cincinnati.

Low. Sigh.

82. 75

8.00
2. 10

2. 25

2. 15

2.15
2.40

3.00
3.50
4.25
3.75
4.35
3.50
:;. in

2. 25
2.00
2. 65
2. 50

2.75

3. 25
3. 75
4.25
4.10
3.60
3.00
2.90
2. 75

2.60
2. 75

2.60
2.60

3. 25
3.40
3.65
4.00
3. 75

3.00
2. 75
'?.. 75

2.75
2.75
2.75
3. 50

5. 85
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/ of the I '//'' for 1905, by Sta

[Estimate ol National Association of Wool Manufacture

I rritory

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

ichusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland

inia
North Carolina
Sou tli Carolina
Georgia
Florida
Alabama

Issippi

Louisiana
18

Arkansas
r

l ennessee
West Virginia
Kentucky
Ohio
M tchigan
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin
Minnesota
[owa
M issouri
Kansas
Nebraska
South Dakota
North Dakota
Montana
Wyoming
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
w ashington
Oregon
California
Oklahoma and Indian Territory

United States.
Pulled wool

Total product, 1905

I
-'lit

irink-
i

1,

190,000

26,000

26, 000

32,000
850,000

100,000
:;:; ,,000

205,000
60,000

250, (

75,000
200,000
230,000

140,000
200,000
260,000
175,000

809,226

700, 000
525,000
700,000
350, 000
500, 000
592, 250
170,000
250, 000
575,000
450,000
200, 000
500,000
400, 000
100, 000
6S0, 000
000,000
650,000
300, 000
575, 000
900,000
750, 000

tit), 000

38,621,476

J 'OH II I Is.

6

6

5.8

(i

5.

5

6

6

4.5
4.25
4

3.8
3
:', 5

4
3.7

6. 5

4

4.25
5
4.75

6.5
6.3

6.75
7

6.5
6.5
7.5
7.5
6.6
6.5
7. 25

6.5
5.5

6.5

8.5
8

7.25
6

6. 56

40
50
51

42

42

42

52

4.")

42
•l 'J

40
•in

40

42

42
67

42
40

46

50
50
45
52

48
52
50

48
(17

66
63
61

66

68
66
60

68
66
68
66

70
70

68

68

61.8
82

Wool,washed u
ami mi
w ashed.

Poundi.
1. 140,000

10,600

96

I 18,000
4,05

I7l

6,100

I 000
1 . 5

1

871,250
200,000

0,000
225,000
700,000
920, 000
678,500

9,860,000
»,000

1,105,000
2, 37

2.731,250
11,307,668
8, i (0,000

4,410,000
3,67
4.725,000
2, 450, 000
3, 250, 000
3,84
1 , 275, 000
1,875,000
3,737.51*0

2, 925, 000
87,700,000
31.50U, nun

9, 100,000
17,050,000
4,420,000

l:UHH),000
4,560,000

16,100,000
4,887,500

15, 200,000
12,687,600

860, 000

258,488,488
42,000,000

295, 488, 438

Pound$.
684

47(), loo

2.0 J

2 n

275, 000
934
505
110.000
".000

l:S,000
I2(). 000

,600

2,630
38,800
164,000

,000
1,28

1,69

4,225,000
2,425,500
1.7ti4,000

2,471,040
1.17(1,000

1,625,000
2,001,805

420,750
637,500

1,382
1,140,750
12,818,000
10,080,000
3,094,000

1,000

1,414,400
4,550,000
1,4V,, 000
5, 474, (KI0

1, 166,250
4,560,000
4, 060, 000

115,200

97, 967, 121

28, 560, 000

126,527,121
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WorlaVs international trade in \oool,* 1900

I \ I "Ml; .

Country
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Wholesale prices of wool per pound in leading cities of the I nited Statt , 1901 .
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Range ofprices of wool in Boston, monthly, 1901 /

[Cents per pound.]

Dale.

L901.

January
February
March
Apri'
Maj
June
July
Augusl
September
( kstober
N<>\ .'liitirr

December

1902.

January
February
March
April
May
Juno
July
August
September
October

tn her
December

1903.

January
February
March .'.

April
May
June
July
August

mber
October
November
December

1904.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
N( ivember
December

1905.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
< October

mber
December

I >hio fine,

unwashed.

Low.

L

Lei

17

17

it.:

L8
is

181
P.i

p.)

191
20
19

191
19

19

20
20
21

21

21
23

22

22
22

20
20
21

2;<

23

24

24

24
21

23
22
22

22
22

22
21

21

21

23
23
21

21

21

28
2:!

23
26
27

27
27

27
27

2 7

is

17

is

is

17

is

18

18J

is;

is

P.l

L9

20
20
id;

19

L9

20
20

21

21

21

22
23

23
23
23

22
22
24
21

25
2:.

25
25
25

21

24

24

23
23
23

24

25

25
25
26

25

25
25
26
21

27

80
28
28
28
28
28
28

[ndiana
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Rang* wool in Botion, monthly, 1901 t905o Continued.

I a per pound.]

1>; '
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swim:.

Number and/arm value of swine, 1880 to 1906, with < vports.
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Wholesale prices of live hogt pet loo pounds in leading cUiet <>i tlu United &
1901 i i

Date.

1901.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

mber
December

1902.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
1 1 mber

L908.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
October
November

:nber

1904.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

mber

1905.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Cincinnati.

Packing, inn

High.

$4.95

5.60

5.70
5. H5
6.75

6.80

6. 00

6.05

6. 66
6.70
7. 25
6.40
6. 90
6.50

6.06

6. 25
ti. 70
7.05
6.70
5.75
5. 70
5.15
5.40
5. 80
5. 10

4.15
4. 25

4.75

5. 35

4.90
4.50

5.20

5. 00
1.45

4. 85

4.60
1. so

5.00
5.25

5. 30
5. 45
5. 00
5.15
i. 95
4.80
4.80

ti 05
6. 20

6. 20
6. 20

7. 20

5.70
t;. in

6.50
6. 50

7.30
7.26
7.70
5. 00
7.70
7.80
7.70
6. 60

6. 95
7.80
7.75
7. 15

ti. 85
6.25
5.90

6. 85
0. 20
5. 85
4.95

0. no

5.50
5. 00
5. 55

5. 86
6. 25

6. 10

4. 90

5. 35

5. fii)

5. 65
6.20

6.25
5. 70

5.15
5.45

Mixed pat

Low.

5. t;o

5. 50
5. 70

5. 45
6.00

6.10

5. si)

6. 80
.',.70

6. 05

7.50
6. 70

7.30
0. li>

6. 06

6.15
6. 60
6.95
6.50

5. 50

5.30
5. 20
5. 55

5.30
1.50

4.20

4.65
4.70
5. 20
1 . 75

4.55
4. .">7.!

5.10
5.10
5. 30
4.90
4. 50
4. 25

1.
7">

4.97
5. 2.".

5.60
5. 40
5. 42
5. 75
o. 80
5. 60
5. 15
4.95
5.00

$5.30

6 LO

6. I
•

5. 00

ti. 20
ti. 00

7. 10

7.00
6.10
6 ,0

6.90

7.60
7.50
7. 96
s. L5

7. 90
6.90
6.70

ti. 95
7.80
7.60
7. 40
7.05
6. 20
5.95
5.90
ti. 20
ti. 25
5. 50
4.85

5. 25

5.80
5. 75
5. 671
4.90
5. 60
5. 75
5.72'

6. 25
ti. 30
5.17.'.

5. 02
5.20
5. 57

5. 70
5. 57

ti. 20
6. 35

6.00
5. 55

5. 12J

5.30

Chicago.

Low. High

$4.25
5.10

I. 1M

3.00
3.00
3.00

1. 00

1. 1(1

1. II)

4.75
6. id

5. 1"

5.65
5.70
6. 30
5.50
4.50
4. 60
4.60

5.00
5.30
6.00
6.30
5.10
5. 25

4.00
3. 75

8. 80

3.85
3. 90
4.00
3. 75

4 oo
4.70

4.60

4.40
3.65
3. 60

4.50
l. 80
5.25
4.40
4.40
4.20
4.50

6.20

6.30

6.60
7. in

7. 10

6.30
•i. 7t)

7.00
7. ,50

7.50

8.75
7. 96
8. 20
7. 'JO

6. 95

7.00
7.55
7. ^.-,

7.65
7.15
6.35
ti. 20
ti. 15

6. 45
ti. 50
5. 50
4. 00

5.20

5. 30

4.95
5. 47.'

5.90
5. 80

6.87J
ti.27.

1

5. 25
4. ST.'

5.00
5.15
5.55
5. 72'

5. 65

6. 65
6. 15

ti. 15

6.20
5.80
5. 25

5.35

Onmlm.

Low. High

5.50
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EGGS.

Whotoale prices of eggs per dozen in leading cities of (he United Stalest 1901 1906.

Date.

L901,

January
nary

M :i i'l>

A pril

May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

L902.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
AugU8t
September

ber
mber

December

1903.
January
February
March
April

June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1904.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October

mber
December

1905.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

mber
< October

mber
:n ber

New York.

fresh.

Low. High

('< ills.

19.1

17

L8

I.:'

18
11

16
18
20
22
23

26
27

15J
L5j

16
17
18
18
20
21
22
24

24

16

11.

15
16
17,

is

15,

19

21

22
28

27

20
L6

17

17

17.1

17

19

20
20
21

20

22
21
17

171

16i

is

20
21

25

27

21|
17£
1 I

144

1 1

is

20
22
28
29
31

34

87
80
is

17j

20

20j

21

24

25
26
29

28
25
21

17,

L9
1'.'

23
26
•_'s

38
45

45

17

in

21

21

21
•J I

26
30
30
38
10

40
to

40
21

21

22
25

30
36
40
m

< llnclnnal I.

LOW. High

16

L6

11

11

11

11

9
9

13J
17
17
23

22
21

l;;

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

it;;

18
19

21

20
12

12

12

i:;.

12

12i

18

19
•jo

•jo

23
19
It.

I5i

15
15.

I5j

15

16
18

21

22

22
•J I

m
15
15

N.
II

II

17

24

20
171
15

12

11
ll

10

18
• 17

17

28
25

30
32
28
15
15
n
14 i

16
18
21
23
23

26
20

164
14
1 I

11

1 1

is

19
22

28
26

32

29
20
17

17

16
16

18
19

20
26
J 7

27
30
23

16
lb

15

Hi
17

1
'

28
27

1

High.

< '< ills.

17

1 I

LH
12

104
10
10
124
13
16

19

28

18

18|
14
1!

14?
17
n;

17
20
214
20

22

18
14?
15
It

13
11

11

13

13

17

L6

is

20
ll,

N.
1 I

12

12

12

18

15

16
is

i.ollJH.

fresh.

Low. !l

2:5

17

12

13
II'.

17

L9

234
28

28
33.'.

264
16

17

18

201
22

24

25

20
20
154

154
16
19
20
23
28
30

344
33.;

20

184
18

L74

20
20.1

22

30

31

36
31
19
1-

201

224
25
80
31

M

lo.l

10

84
6
9

12
16
18
22

22
21

131

13

114
13
15
17
19
20A

17

12

11

11

12i
12

11

11

18
19
214
24

28
17?

13i

13

13
16
174

19
214
21

28
1 I

It

1".

It

164

164
19

18

L2

10

9

11*
164
is

22
25
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TRANSPORTATION RATES.

Mean freight rate* on (/rain, in cents, from £1 Louis to Liverpool, via river to Neu Orleans^
(ind > Ki rail to N< I

"//..
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Mails, packed^ Cincinnati to New York by rail; mean rates, in cents, per tOO pounds.

\ ear.
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Corn and wheat; mean rat,*, in cents, per bushel, Chicago ! York.
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Average rates
t

in cento, per passenger per mile.
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Quotation an freight rate*, in cent*, on corn, wheat, cotton, and lard from I

s porta to Liverpool, during 190

Ole and port.
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c
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I n i ) e x

I'age.

.'.(•counts and 1 tisbursements, Division, organisation and dutit a

work, review by Secretary
A .'in-. Be d, collection and care 1

Aegt ria pictipes, lesser peach borer, injuries and control

Agricultural colleges, fist of institutions with courses in agriculture 568

experiment stations. {See Experiment statioi

experimentation, cooperation 175-176
explorations
investigation, State aid : 1 76-1 77

products, exports, 1901 L905 77:;

imports 761

progress, practical demonstration L79

surplus 13

Agriculture ami horticulture, relation of meadow mice, article by D. E. Lantz. 363
Assistant Secretary, duties

Department, appropriations, L904, 1905, and 1906 567
extension of work 171

fruit productions, new, article by Herbert .1. W<
ber...;

growth and development, L897-1905 1-1

organization, chief oflBciale of several brand r-567

publications, remarks L78

relations to experiment stations, article by E. W.
Allen 107

transfer of national forest reserves »>:;,

dissemination of information, discussion 177

Secretary, appropriation for moth parasite importation 131

duties
report, 1905 U

Southern, diversified farming in cotton belt 193-

Btate hoard secretaries 574
commissioners ">74

study, aid to other school work 272, L'74

course in Kansas high school 265
village high school 262

teaching in rural schools, use of illustrative material, article hv
Kick J. Crosby 257-274

tropical, investigations 46
value of table-sirup industry

una and Mississippi, diversified farming, article by M. A. Crosby
farm land--, prices 527
soils, areas survey* 4 618

ka, biological held work, remarks v ">

experiment stations, establishment and pi 114-115
•lie law, remarks 553

protection 88
Alfalfa, d 1905

increase i >f farm land prices in Terinessi <• and ( !aIifornia 527, 52 I

s tils, study, remarks
spread of ero\* ing by experiment stations 418

j feed for ostriches
in diversified farming hi South 203

hog farming in South

S3



I i tfLTUH

li lands, reclamation, Soils Bureau work .

.

\ \. I \V. , article on u Some ways in which the Department of Agricull

and the Experiment Stations supplement each other" 16"

Alligator pear. \ lo,

)

Almond, ah I

Almonds, imports, 1901-1005 769

-pp., prevalence, 1906 I

Ambrosia beet les, damage to timber, remarks I

Anaphes conotracheli, parasite ol plum curculio 327
Anarsia lineatella, description, life history , etc 344

Angora goat industry 31

goats, use in diversified farming in South 211

Animal breeding, experiments 31

husbandry 31

stud\ by school children, visits to stables

Industry, Bureau, organization and duties
Work, discussion 24 34

nutrition, study 31

parasites, insects, remarks
production, relation to diversified farming 204-207

Animals, domestic, on farms, value 12 L3

exports, L901-19Q5 77;;

farm, increase in value L3

foreign, entry under Lacey Act *
v 7

inbreeding, practice and effects 379-381
native, preservation in Yellowstone Park r> i i li

noxious, bounty legislation, 1905 621-628
Antelope, conditions, United States, 1905 616

Anthonorriuk grandis. s Boll weevil.)

Anthracnose, prevalence, 1905 605,606,607,608
Ants, protection of aphides -. 342, 472

Aphides, damage to forest reproduction, notes 250, 251

gall, injury to spruce reproduction 255
protection by ants -172

Aphis, peach, black, care by ants 342
description, life history, remedies, etc 342-344

Apiculture, Entomology Bureau work, remarks - s2

Appendix .... 563

Apple, Carson, origin, name, and description 496
diseases in 1905
injuries by codling moth, 1905 633
injury by plum curculio beetle 327
publications, important new, remarks 621

rot, treatment 35

sauce, digestibility, remarks 317

soils, study, remarks 66
trees, damage by meadow mice
Virginia Beauty, origin, name, description, etc 495-496
weather conditions, season of 1905, noce 599

Apples, losses by injuries in handling 353

Appointment Clerk, duties 563

Appropriations, Agriculture Department, 1904, 1905, and 1906 567
statements of Secretary -

s '»

Apricot, diseases, 1905 604

18 miniatus, transmission of chicken disease 166

Arid farming, study and improvement 421

regions, soils study (>9

Arizona, soils, areas surveyed 618
winter irrigation, remarks 434

Arkansas, farm lands, prices 528

Louisiana and northeastern Texas, diversified farming, article by
D. A. Brodie 207-2 1

2

soils, areas surveyed 618
Arsenate, lead, use agaihst moths, brown-tail and gypsy 128

Arsenical poisons, use on peach against curculio 329

Artesian wells, cause of increase of farm land prices in South Dakota 526
Arthropoda, kinds, parasitic on domestic animals - 139
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I ris lumbricoidi t, transmission 160

Aacochyta pi»i
t
prevalence, L906 807

Ashes, wood, use against peach aphides 348

Asparagus, diseases, 1905 806

Aepidiotus pemiciosus. {See Ban Jose scale.)

Isses, numbers in several countries 786
i ;mt Secretary of Agriculture, duties

Atropa belladonna, use, cultivation, etc.

Auction, tobacco, relation to prices, uote 230

Audubon societies, cooperation in game law enforcement
Austrian cigar wrapper tobacco, requirements
Avocado, commercial importance, names, etc 608 509

grafting and budding, note 441

name, food value, uses, propagation, marketing, etc 440-4-44

Trapp, origin, name ana description

BactfJusspp., plant parasites, prevalence, 1905 603,604,< 1,607,608
Bacon, exports, L901-1905 77*

Bai teria, danger of infection by use of unclean fruit 322

Balsam-fir bark weevil, injuries in forest reproduction 254

Banana, diseases, L905 ,

<;< > ;
i

ripeness, relation to use 313,31

1

Bark beetle, fruit-tree, life history, habits, remedies, etc 346
hickory, study, note 632

wi evil, injuries in forest reproduction 452,453
Barley, Chevalier, introduction into United States and value

diseases, 1905
exports, 1901-1905 77-

improvements 4 14

prices, wholesale, leading markets, I 'nited States, 1901-1905
production and value 11

statistics, acreage, production, prices, exports, etc 681-4

visible supply, United States and Canada, 1896-1905 082-

1

Bean, diseases, 1 905 606
Beans, dried, composition 310

exports, L901-1905 7-1

imports, 1901-1905
prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets, 1901-1905

Beef ex i >orts, 1 901-1 905 77]
production for southern markets, peculiar conditions 1\

Beef-cattle production, relation to diversified farming for South 205
Beekeepers' Association, National, officers 579

. relation to fertilization of clovers 385
Beet, diseases, L905 606
Beetle, Black Hills, damage to timber, 1905 631

ground, Calosoma sycophanta, gypsy-moth enemy, attempted importa-
tion 132

plum curculio, injury to apples and plums 327
Beetles, damage to forest reproduction, etc., notes 250-251,632
Beets, damage by white fly in 1905 630

sugar, culture improvements, etc 417

sei d growing, work of Department
Is, remarks 66

study by Department and experiment stations in cooperation ... 173

-sugar industry, progress
Belladonna, use and cultivation
Berlese, Prof. Antonio, aid in moth-parasite importation 133, 134

Berry, James, review of weather ana crop conditions, 1905
"> s

Bigelow, \Y. i>.. review of food legislation and inspection, 1905
Bill bugs, suggestions for suppression . 469
Biological Survey, Bureau, organization and duties 565

w ork, review by Secretary
Bird tablishmenl
Bird- from poisoned bail for mice, remarks

i, entry umi y Act, remarks "7

importation regulation

3 aIQOR fifl
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Birds, iraportatii 616
live, extent oi importation
native, discontinuance of use oi plumage in millinery
protected Bpecies, breeding grounds 561

protection, 1905 61]

organizations, officers

Black peach aphis, description, Life history, remedi< s, etc 342 344
ale, parasite, Introduction 77

waxy belt, Texas, crops and conditions for diversified farming 215
Blackberry , diseases, L905 605
Black-knot, prevalence, 1905 604
Blackh g \ accine distribution, n suite, etc

Bladder-worms, danger to live stock 161

Blast, prevalence, 1905 609
Blighl diseases, prevalence, L905 60

prevalence, 1905 603,604, 606
Blissus leucopterut, injuries, 1905
Boll weevil, cotton, birds as enemy, study

control

crop season, L905, notes 588-

damage to cotton, L905 630-631
Kelep as enemy, remarks 77
losses of cotton, saving by Department work 82
Mexican, investigations 75— 7*J

Bollworm, cotton, damage to cotton, 1905 631
investigations, Entomology Bureau 70
losses of cotton, saving by Department work 82

Boophilus annulatus, lite history 145-146
Botflies, parasitic larvae 141-145
Bounty legislation tor destruction of noxious animals, 1905, review bv D. E.

Lantz . . G21-023
Braunerict angusttfolia, remarks 535
Breadstuffs. (See Grain.)
Breeders, stock, associations, secretaries, breeds, etc "»7"> 577
Breeding, animal, experiments :;i

corn, plan to prevent inbreeding 389
cotton, achievements 31

grounds, birds and mammals, remarks ">td

plant, some work of Department with citrus fruits 275
Bridges, logging, suggestions for construction 492
Broadleaf seedlings, w inter protection L92

trees, growing seedlings for forest planting 190-192
Bbodib, D. A., article on "Diversified farming in Louisiana, Arkansas, ami

northeastern Texas " 207-21

2

Brown-tail moths. (See Moths, brown-tail.)
Buckwheat, exports, 1901-1905 778

statistics, acreage, production, prices, etc 694-697
Bud moths, injuries in forest reproduction 254
Budding, avocado, method preferable 4-11

mango, remarks 446,447
sapouilla, notes 449

Buffalo, number in Yellowstone Park, L905 615
Buffaloes, numbers in several countries 730

Buildings, new, Department, remarks by Secretary 120
Bulb growing, Department work for new industry .'50-1

Bulbs, damage by meadow mice 370
Bur clover, use in improvement of cotton land 202
Bureau, Animal Industry, Weather, etc. (See Animal, Weather, etc.)

Bushel, legal weights, table 651-655
Butter, adulterated, definition, etc 397

and milk, value 11

exports, 1901-1905 773
factories, Government inspection 397
market, production, price 516
prices, wholesale, on leading United Stales markets 744
production in South, notes 195, 205
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Batter, renovated, definition

early experiments and development of pro< •

improvement o! product and prospects of indu try

legislation on manufacture and
ni iur in :iikI history, article by I -<'\ i Wells

Btudy, experiments and report

Cabbage, composition 310
diseases, 1906 607

Cacao culture, study
statistics, production and consumption 727

Calr'm ii i chlorid, use in disinfection with formaldehyde
California, biological survey, work

farm lands, prices

forest type map and re ports, note 641

fruit industry, rapid growth 349
increase of forest reserves, L905

roads, legislation 624

soils, areas surveyed 618
winter irrigation 434

OoUosoma tycophanta, enemy of gypsy moth, attempt at importation 132

Camels, nun liters in several countries 736
Camphor, Bupply, use and cultivation

Canada, Biological Survey work
Canaries, importation, notes 544
Canned meats, Btudy by ( 'hemistry Bureau, remarks
Canning, guava, notes 453
( lantaloupe, cooling before shipment

< 1 iseases, 1905
Carbon bisulphid, use against peach borer
Carnation, diseases, L905 (51 1

Oarpocapsa pomonella, injuries to apples, 1905
irs Bagrada, use, demand, and growing

Catalpa, seed, need of special care in identification 185

telephone pole use 455
Caterpillar, bro\vn-t.ail moth, habits, description, etc 126, 127

cotton-leaf, aid against boll weevil 75

gypsy mot h, description 125

Caterpillars, damage to forest reproduction, notes ~~<

( Sat8, destruction Of meadow mice
Cattle breed* -'

i jsociations, secretaries, breeds, etc

exports, L901-1905
imports, 1901-1905 761

and exports 74]

inbreeding and its results

mange, Inspection, treatment 27

numbers and values in United States 7-41, 74l'

in several countries 732-735
on farms, other t han milch cows, number and value h">

parasites, remarks 144
prices, whole-ale, on leading United State- markets
Texas fever, transmission by protozoans 164, 165

Cedar, disea* 610
telephone line construction

y, diseases, 1905
( lement work, study in 1'ublie Roads < Mfice 110
* r1 crops, insects injurious, 1905

i is, nutritive value, in\ i as 117

investigations, Chemist ry Bureau, remarks
I lis, composition 310

diseases, 1905
Ceriman, ration -I'd

subtropical fruit, description, propagation, and cultivation
1 S i Tapeworms. )

-
Chalcis fly, destruction of seed of Douglas spruce
Cheese, exports, L901-1905 773

prices, wholesale, <-n leading United states markets
study and experiment 33-34
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Chemicals, study, Chemistry Bureau 61

Chemistry Bureau, collaboration with other Department*
contracts laboratory, remarks 61
organization and duties

WOrk, review by Secretary

Chemists, Official Agricultural Association, cooperative work 61

officers

( 'hcitopodiiim (iiithchniuticiiiii, cultivation and use

Cherry, diseases, 1905 604
Chevalier barley, introduction into United siates and value
Chicken disease, transmission by ticks 165

mite, remarks MO
Chickens, gapeworms, transmission

I o

Chief Clerk, duties 563
Chillies, cultivation, etc

Chilocorus similis, parasite of Ban Jose scale 77

Chinch bug, injuries, 1905
notes 468
outbreak from old corn shocks 478

Cholera, hog, investigations 25

Chrysanthemum, diseases, L905 611
Cider, exports, 1901-1905 774

investigations, Chemistry Bureau, remarks 61

quality, relation to sugar content 318
Citrange, Morton, description, resistance to cold, uses, etc 270-277
Citrus fruit diseases, control 35

fruits, new, distribution, etc 31, 296
soils, study tit)

Climate, Southern, advantage in crop diversification, notes 201,203
Clover, bur, use in improvement of cotton Land 202

diseases, 1905
ivd, fertilization, note
root-borer, destruction by plowing 470
seed, exports 780

prices, wholesale, on Leading UnitedStates markets, 1901-1905.. 729 730

Cocoa, exports, 1901-1905 775

imports, 1901-1905 704

ions, silk, Department work si

Codling moth, injuries, 1905 633
Coffee, imports, 1901-1905 764

Porto Rico, study 40
Cold storage, usefulness iii preparing fruit for shipment 358
Colleges and Experiment Stations, Agricultural, Association, officers 573

United States Agricultural, institutions with courses in agriculture,
list 568-569

( 'oUetotrichum spp., prevalence, 1905 000, 607, 00S, 009, 610
Color, fruit, remarks 78
Colorado, dry farming, studies 429

soils, areas surveyed 018
Coneflower, purple, demand and growing
Cones, seed, handling L85

bs, appropriation for moth-parasite importation 131

Congressional seed distribution, discussion 30
Coniferous trees, growing for forest planting, etc '

18(5, 189, 190

Connecticut, roads, legislation and improvement 624

soils, area surveyed 618
tobacco, shade-grown, remarks 74

tracheitis nenuphar. (See Plum curculio.)
Contagion, foreign cattle, protection 575
Cooking, beneficial effect on green fruit 322

effect on fruit 320-321
Cooperative experiment and demonstration work, remarks 421-422
Corduroy, use in logging andselection of trees 491

Corn breeding, plan to prevent inbreeding 389
clop of prima pa I countries, 1900-1904 650
crossing, effects 386
culture, improvements by experiment stations 408
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Oom, danger from frOfits in elevated areas of Allegheny Mountains
depth of planting, illusl rat iont for rural school 271

disea i s, L905

exports, 1901 L905

fertilization, remark!
frei fht rates, i hicago to Nen STork 7"»s

Omaha, etc., to New Orleani 767

growing, weather conditions, crop season, 1906, notes —
inbreeding, detrimental effect, discnssion 388 391

meal, exports, L901 1906 778

ocean rates, United States to Liveri I 760

plowing as protection from root aphides 472
in preparation of ^ w :u 1

1

f > land * 469

prices, wholesale, in Leading United States cities 662 663

production and value I"

itworm, destruction by crop rotation 468

rotation with grass, mistake to be avoided 468

seed, grading for corn planter 410

ils, ideal, study
statistics, acreage, production, prices, exports, etc 667

varieties and recommendations 41

1

visible supply, United States and Canada, L896-1905
Cotton belt, farming, diversified, articles L9<

boll weevil. [See Boll weevil.
)

bollworm, investigations, Entomology Bureau. [See-afao Bollworm .. 76

breeding achievements
competition, foreign trade 102

compressed, freight rates 757

crop, commercial, statistics, transfer to Census Office 100

value K)

culture improvement, etc 414
d iseases, L905
ex p. >rts, 1 901-1905 13, 776
farms, prices, increase 511

value, increase

fertilization, remarks 382

growing, relation to crop diversification in the South 193-194

weather conditions, crop t, 1905, notes 58

insects injurious, 1905 030-631
land, improvement by use of bur clover 202

Loss from wilt disease, notes 294

ocean rates, United states to Liverpool 760

prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets 712-714

relation to increase in farm-land prices in cotton states 527.

rotation, for Alabama and .Mississippi farms 202

with other et«.|,s, in diversified farming 203
1. exports, 1 901- 1 905

oil cake, exports, 1901-1905 779
exports, L901-1906 780

soils, study, remarks
statistics, acreage; production, prices, exp< 709-713
trad.-, international, 1900-1905 710-71

1

wilt, control
wilt-resistant, development

city demand, relation to prices of farms -

r
>i4

Cow; as 8, 1905 610
COWS, milch, number and value, United Stales 13, 741-742

numbers in e weral countries - - . 732

Quincy li., review of progress in forestry in 1905 636-645
( Iranberry, di L905 31

Credit system, effect on southern farming
Crop conditions, weather influences, L905, review 580-602

lien lence 17

Report* r, distribute n

reporti tc., duties
99
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Crop reports, conditions, methods of making
handling, preparing, issuing 87 99
three classes 94

rotations, study and improvement 420 421

Bon, April September, L905, summary
values, in order ol production 10-11

nes, determination by Biological Burvey
Crops, damages l>y meadow mice 368

field, culture, influence of experiment station work, article l>v .1. I.

Schulte i".

principal, statistics 856
rotation in Virginia tobacco raising

I sby, Dick .!., article on "The use of illustrative material in teaching agri-

culture in rural schools" 257
M. A., article on "Diversified farming in Alabama and Mississippi ".201 207

(Yo-s fertilization, discussion

effects, Dan* in's Btudy
• nng, process used with pineapples 283
Crown-gall, prevalence, 1905 603, 806
Crows, destruction of meadow mice 371

Cucumber, diseases, L905
Culls, losses by neglect in logging 485-486
Curculio, plum. (See Plum curculio.

)

Currant, diseases, 1905 605
( Siscuta spp., prevalence, 1905 609
Gut worms, destruction by plowing 470
Cylindrosporium padi, prevalence, 1905 604
Cypress, telephone-line construction 455

Dairy associations, national, officials 574
farm, Georgia, conversion from cotton farm 194-195
farms, increase in value 20
industry, review of work 32-34
products, exports, 1901-1905 773

foreign markets 102

imports 762
value 11

Dairying, development of scientific basis, experiment-station work 1 70

relation to crop diversification in South 204

Damson plums, neglect by growers, market demand, and varieties 501-503
Date growing, need of continued attention by Department 301

palm, gardens for introduction of date growing 299
Datura stramonium, cultivation and curing
I>e. r, conditions in several States and Ontario, 1905 614-015
Delaware, roads, legislation I '2 I

soils, area surveyed 618
Dendrology, work of Forest Service, remarks by Secretary, ">7

Deodorant, use of formaldehyde 481
Department, Agriculture. (See Agriculture, Department.)
Dermanyssus gcUlinx, remarks 146
Dietary studies, supply of essential food constituents in fruits and nuts 314-316
Digestibility, food, effect of variety of materials 316

fruit, discussion 310-31S
Digitalis purpurea, cultivation 5:;:)

Dips, use in sheep scab 20

Disbursements. (See Accounts.)
Disease 1

, spread by insects, remarks 80
spreading insects, lessening of damage by Entomology Bureau work.. 83

Disinfection, use of formaldehyde 480-481
Ditches, irrigation, experiments in lining and in puddling 119

Diversified farming. (See farming, diversified:)
Division, Accounts, Publications, etc. (See Accounts, etc.)

Dock, remarks 536
1 'odder, prevalence, 1905 609
Dog, agent in transmission of disease by ticks 165

tongueworms 147
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. destruction of meadow mice
infestation with thread worms 156, L56

relation to Bpread of tapeworms 157, 160
I ><>mt Btic animals. [Set \ nimal
Douglas Bpruce, Beed dest ruction by chal< i - il\ 250

weevil, injuries in forest reproduction
Drainage and irrigation investigations, establishment and development .... II

directions for tree seed storage L86

increase of farm land prices in [llinois

1 fruit, freedom from Ban Jose Bcale 79

Drug-plant cultivation, progress, article by Rodney 11. True 533 540
investigations 49

Drug-plants, demand for product, Limited character
neglect and its consequences :,: --;

Drugs, imported, cultivation, discussion 536 540
Btudy, Chemist ry Bureau 61

Dry farming, areas of successful practice 130

crops and conditions in ( lolorado 429
hazards and losses 425
relation of irrigation, article by Elwood Mead 423-438
size an<l requirement 137

Ducks, abundance, United states, L905 615
breeding grounds 88,561

Durum wheat, introduction into United state-, and value 293

Earthworms, relation to spread of roundworms 150

Easter-lily bulbs, problem of grow ing healthy Btock
Echinacea, demand and growing
Echinococcus disease, preventive measures 161

tapeworm, danger of transmission from dogs to men 157-160
Echinorhynchu8 nirudinaceua, transmissii >n 155

Education, agricultural colleges and experiment stations, lists 568 572
promotion 113

use of illustrative material in teaching agriculture . ^ 257-274
use of Department publications by institutions

Eelworms, transmission 150

Egg, ostrich, food value, note 406
laying and incubation 401

1

Eggs, exports, 1901-1905 77:;

prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets . 5

Egyptian cotton growing, experiments
Eider duck, breeding place, lease by Audubon Society 617
Elk, conditions, 1905, United States 615

(ring, highway, instruction, importance 109
Entomologists, Economic A—, ciation, National 579
Entomology Bureau, relation to control of insects injurious to forests

work, review by Secretary 7

-ion.
| St e Soil washing.)

Erysiphe polygoni, prevalence, 1905 607
.// nigrofa&datum, description, rem< i

340-341
Euproctis chrysorrhaea. (See Moths, brown-tail.)

Eutettix striata, damage to beets in 1905
Evaporation, relation to river-stage forecasting

es, growing for forest planting 186-190
riment Station work, features 17

influence on culture of field article by J. I.

107-122

stations agricultural, United rs, work, etc.. list. . . 57<

and colleges ition, officials, list.

extension of work 172

< Office, organization and duties

publications, remarks
w i >rk, re\ iew by Secretary 112

problems of irrigation in dry-land farming
relations to Department of Agriculture, article by E. YV.

Hen " 167
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Experimentation, agricultural, cooperation 175

Exports, agricultural products, linn 779
• u products, value 13

food, inspection, remarks
Exposition, 1 ...d Clark, fon cbibit, remarks

fruit exhibit, remarks

Fallow, summer, use for suppression of mse< ti 409
Fallowing, summer, use in dry farming 420
Farm animal products, statistics, with farm animals

animals, statistics, with farm animal products 7:;
-

_' 765

also Animals.)
labor, scarcity, note 517
lands, increase of prices as result of improvements 515

price depressions
prices, illustrative local ( onditions 521-530
rates of advance in prices

neglectful practices as cause of insect outbreaks 4715

practice, control of field-crop insects, article by P. M. Webster 465-472
improvements, review by \Y. J. Bpillman 628

prices, effect of movement of population farm to city 5 1 7

increase, ten classes of farms 512
products, exports, value 13

imports 1-1

inspection in boll-weevil quarantine 76

surplus 1 .">

values, factors of influence, article by George K. Holmes 511-.r):;2

increase 1 7-20

Farmer, better seeds for 4:;

economic position, remarks by Secretary 20, 121-122

Fanners, bank deposits lt>-17

Bulletins, distribution, remarks 91

economic independence 15,515
establishment of banks 15-16

institute, aid L14

dissemination of agricultural information L80

officials in charge and association otlicials 573
statistics, 1905 650

lack of adaptability 517

National Congress, officers 580
wealth and well-being, remarks of Secretary 9 11

Farming, arid, study and improvement 421

better, effect on prices of farm lands 515

diversified, advantage of southern climate 201. 203

animal production as a factor 204-207
in cotton belt, articles 193-218
types for Alabama and Mississippi

ostrich, in Arizona, article by Watson Pickrell 399-406
relation to other vocations 531

Farm-management work 50
Farms, classification 18

diversification, aims 197

experimental, boll-weevil studies 75

general purpose, increase in value 20

price and net profit 513
wealth production 12

Fat, presence in fruits, note 312
Feathers, ostrich, classes, price, and meaning of trade names 403
Feeds, green, keeping and feeding, remarks 1 70

Fence, ostrich farm, remarks 405

po 1 3, reinforced cement, study by Roads Office 110

wire investigation 109

Fertility, soil, methods of maintenance 71

Fertilization, methods, Darwin's study 385

Fertilizer, potash from grinding rock, study by Roads Office 110

requirements, tests, Soils Bureau methods 71
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Faff*

Fertilisers, dark tobacco, Virginia 222 227

tobacco, comparison of home-mixed with factory 226
Virginia experiments, com posit ion ;in<l cost. 226 226

Fiber plants, diseases, 1905 610
Fibers, animal, exports, L90J L905 773

vegetable, imports, L901 L905

Field crops, damages by meadow mice
diseases, L905 606
insects injurious, Btudy Hi

Field mice.
I
Si i M ice.

I

Field-crop insects, farm practice in control, article by F. M. Webster 465-476
fertilization insect, introduction 77

l-\i<tr 'at immitisj transmission to dogs by mosquitoes 155

Fir, red, use for telephone cross arms
Fires, forest, review for 1905 642

Flavor, fruit, impairment in handling
remarks 308

Flax, culture improvement, new varieties, etc 415

diseases, L905 610
loss from wilt disease, note 294

Flaxseed, exports, 1901-1905 780

prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets 720

statistics, average production and prices 710-720

Fleas, parasites, life history 1 15

relation to transmission of tapeworms L61

Flies, blood-sucking, transmission of diseases 166

parasites, remarks 140
Flood and river service 23

prest nt organization 2'V.

Weather Bureau, benefits

demands of public 235
extension, article by H. 0. Frank-

enfield 231-240
Florid;;, farm lands, prices 524

s< >ils, areas surveyed 018
Flour, exports, 1001-1005." 778

freight rates, Chicago to Europe 759

Flower buds, tree, insects injurious 250
seeds, Congressional distribution 305-306

Flukes as parasites, remarks 140, 1 4 i

parasites, life history and transmission 162
Food, cane sirup, value 244-245

digestibility, effect of variety of materials 310
exports and imports, inspection, remarks 59-60
legislation and inspection, 1905, review by W. D. Bigelow 645-648
palatal >ility, relation to digestibility 308
preservatives, Btudy by Chemistry Bureau 59
standards, establishment, remarks 59
uses of fruit, article by C. F. Langworthy 307-324

1 o. ds, meat, bread, cost of nutrients, comparison with fruits 319
stored, i i. sects injurious 80

Foot-and-mouth disease, eradication 27

ge crops, culture improvements, etc 418
diseases, [905 609
Gulf ( 'oast region 200
insects injurious, 1005
introduction by Department 302

Forecasting, river-stage, subjects of study for perfecting 237
Forecasts, river, means of distribution 240

- and mammals, importation 54::

exploration, value in introduction of new crops 297
markets, n London agent L03

work, Bureau St itistics 100-103
trade, features 13-14

study, remarks by Secretary 100-103
rt exhibit, Lewis and Clark Exposition, remarks 634
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Forest, exhibits, work <>i Forest Service

exploration remark!
extension, suimnai oi Department work
fires, review for 1906 642

influences, relation to river for< i

islation, United States State and Federal, in 1908

management, remarki retary on Department \\ < trk

I
» Li 1 1 1 i n

u

r
,
growing of young trees, article bj E. a. Sterling

products, exports, 1901- 1905

foreign trade 14

imports, 1901-1905 765

insects injurious, 1905 631

studies, remarks by Secretary 57

reproduction, combat against insect enemies
insect enemies, article by A. 1). Hopkins 249 256

injuries, general character
insects injurious at several periods 250 253
natural and artificial insect injuries

reserves, National, administration by Forest Service 55
transfer to Department of Agriculture, extent,

changes, etc 637-638
protection and improvement, 1906 t>:;!)-filO

transfer to Department of Agriculture 51

resources, economy of use 54

Service, experiments in wood preservation 401-404
organization and duties 564
recent investigations - 042
work, review by Seer; uiry 51-57

trees, diseases, L905 010
work, coop 'ration ^^i State and private interests with United States Gov-
ernment 040-') 1

1

planting plans, remarks 041

State, 1905 643
Forestry associations, officers 578

progress in 1905, review by Quincy K. Craft 636-645
schools 578

scientific, present standing 52-54
Southern, factor in industrial development, remarks (Ml

Forests, insects injurious, 1905 79-SO, 631-(i.'>2

study by Entomology Bureau 79

saving by Entomology Bureau work against insects 83
Formaldehyde, characteristics and properties 477-478

commercial, composition 478
composition and uses, article by Bernard 11. Smith 477

condition of unfitness for disinfection 480
danger in use in food products 482
disinfection, methods of use 480-481

fungicide use

preservative use 482
use as deodorant 481

Foxglove, cultivation

Fbankenfield, II. i Le on " Extension of the river and flood service of

the Weather Bureau" 231-240
Freight rates, avera ton per mile 758

Chicago to New York 758

cotton, compressed 757

export, corn and wheat, western to southern points 757

grain, St. Louis to Liverpool 756

ocean, corn, wheat, cotton, and lard. United States to Liverpool. 760
packed meats, Cincinnati to New York 757
through, Chicago to European ports 759

"Frenching," definition 469
Frost, spring and fall, 1905, notes 585-589, 598
Frosts, danger to corn in elevated areas in Allegheny Mountain- 09
Fruit and its uses as food, article by C. F. Langworthy 307-324

buds, injury by cold weather 584
color and flavor, discussion 307
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Fruit, cooling for shipment, Borne advantages 360 361

time necessary 360
decayed, cause o! odor and flavor, note 32]

digestibility, discussion 316 318
dried, freedom from San Job i scale. 70

exhibit at Lewis and Clark Exposition, remarks 620
farms, increase in value 20
green, study of wholesomeness 321

growing, progress in L905, reviewed byW. II. Ragan 620 621

subtropical, new opportunities, article by I*. II. Rolfs 439 154

handling for transportation, article byG. Harold Powell 349
investigation

hygienic considerations 323
ini porta ncr on farm .">]()

indust ry, rapid growl h in recenl years 349-350
injuries in picking and handling, variation of extent 354 355
insects, Entomology Bureau studies 79

keeping quality, factors 355-356
Losses from overripeness, remarks 361

marketing, need of cleanliness and care 322
mechanical injuries in transit, extent 353-354
new productions of Department of Agriculture, article by Herbert

Wei >t>er 275-200
varieties, caution in planting 275

overripe, necessity of care in use 321

packing, looseness as cause of loss in shipment 352
place in diet 314
raw and cooked, comparison as to wholesomeness 320 321

ripening, relation to storage 48
shipping, ha/.ardous nature of business 350-35

1

storage and transportation, studies 4 7-48
studies 46-49
temperature, methods for reducing for shipment 357-360
transportation, causes of losses 351

chemical refrigeration, failure 260
cooling ears, methods 359

tree insects, Entomology Bureau study 79
trees, kinds damaged by mice, list 370

remedy for injury by held mice :;74

use as food, relation to metabolic processes '117

washing, usefulness and manner 322
weather conditions, season of 1905, notes

Fruitarians, dietary studies, discussion 314-316
Fruiting period, tree, insects injurious
Fruits, canned, composition, table 310

citrus, new varieties 39
soils 66

composition, discussion, with tables 308-313
deciduous, insects injurious
diseases in 1905 603
dried, composition, table

cost of nutrients, table 319
:ports, 1901-1905 13,777

food use, ec >n< imy as compared with other foods 318
sh, composition, table

cost of nutrients, table 318
imports, 1901-1905 767
mineral content 313
promising new, article by William A. Taylor 495-510
ripening, effect on composition 313-314

Fruit-tree bark beetle, life history, habits, remedies, etc

Fultz wheat, introduction into United States, and value
Fungicide, Use of formaldehyde .•

Fungous diseases, fruit, cause of losses inshipmenl :. .

.

n culmorum, prevalence, 1905

oxysporum, prevalence, L905 607
sp.. prevalence, 1905 608, <>io
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c Jan if, change In methods of shipment
conditions, I nited States, 1906

feeding by wardens, fanners, and others in winter
imports of leading Europ< an conntriee
information, remarks
interstate commerce, Biological Son ey work

discussion
introduction, Biological Surve) work
largest markets, notes 546
laws, enforcement, cooperation of States and societies with Federal ofli-

cials

publications
recent legislation 552

is hit ion, State, remarks. 5 'I

preserves, establishment, location, etc 558 502,616 617
State, establishment 616 617

protection, Biological Survey work
Federal, five years' retrospect 541

organizations, officers 580
L905, review by T. 8. Palmer 611-617

publications, distribution, etc

refuge, Wichita reserve, establishment 55

1

Gapeworms, chicken, transmission 150

Gardens, testing and propagating houses, Department, work 298-299
Gasoline engine, use in pumping tor irrigation 4:>1—1:>2

•ia, farm lands, prices 523
soils, areas surveyed 618

( iermany, barmlessness of American pork 29

Gid worms, danger to sheep 161

Gins, cotton, control of boll weevil 70

Ginseng, diseases, 1905 607
exports, 1901-1905 778

jy moth. (See Moths, gypsy.)
Girdled trees, use in logging 491
Gloeosporium Bpp., prevalence, 1905 605
GlomereUa rufomaculans, prevalence, 1905, prevention 603
Glucose, exports, 1901-1905 778
Glycerin, use in disinfection with formaldehyde, note 4S1

Glyptapanteles fulvipe8, gypsy-moth parasite, remarks L34, 135

( roat industry, Angora and milch, remarks •'!
1

Goats, Angora, use in diversified farming in South 211

numbers in several countries 736
< rolden seal, value, demand, and cultivation 5,">4

Gooseberry, diseases, 1905 005

Grafting, avocado and guava 441, 453
Grain and grain products, exports, decrease b'>

damage by meadow mice 369
exports, 1901-1905 778
freight rates, Chicago to Europe 759

St. Louis to Liverpool. 756
imports, 1901-1905 768
investigations, important results 4o-44

drains, new kinds, introduction 296
Grange, National, officers 80

Grape, di eases, 1905 , 005
:1s, studies, remarks 65

Grapes, vinifera, growing 47
Grass and forage plant investigations 42

soils, study, remarks 69
Grazing, forest reserve, 1905 638

restrictions, attitude of stockmen 640
Greenhouse plant diseases, control 36

plants, diseases, 1905 610
Gwnnell, Henry, article on " Prolonging the life of telephone poles" 455-464
Ground water, variation-, relation to river-stage forecasting 238
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Grabs, injuries to tores! reproduction, notes 251,2

Grubworms, destruction by plowing 470

Guava, uses, propagation, etc 451 464

Quignardia biaweuii
t
prevalence, 1905 6

Gulf coast region, agricultural division, South Atlantic States, remarks
Gull, breeding ground, note 88,561

Qymnosporangium macropus, prevalence, L905 610

Bpp 60S

< -\ pey mot li.
I
Set Mot bs, 53 psj

Hxmonchus contortus, transmission in pastures 150

Hams, exports, 1901 L905 Ti I

Hardwood tn 1 9, gro^i ing & i < i :
; i > ur for foresl planting 191

Harvest, wheat and oats, L905, notes 590 •'•''<

Hatching, ostrich egg 401, 402

I lawaii Experiment Station, establishment and progress 115

1 lay and grain farms, increase in value

crop, usefulness in diversified farming in South 202

value 10

exports, L901-1905 778

prices, \\ holesale, on Leading United States markets 707-

,

statistics, acreage, production, prices, exports, etc 703-708

weather conditions, crop season, 1905, notes 588- 6

EL< n, farm* r'a, value .• 12

I [erbivorous animal tapeworms, life-history problem, note L61

Hessian fly, damages and parasite, 1905 633-634
. notes 467,468,472

repressive measures 4 74-1 i 6

II, ! rode •<' radidcola^ injuries to peach and remedies 348

prevalence, 1905 610, 61

1

Hickory barkbeetle, study, note 632

I

I

ides, "imports, 1901-1905 763

I I

I

>g cholera, investigations 25

farming, relation to crop diversification in South 204

wine.)

Hogs, breeders' associations, secretaries, breeds, etc 577

exports, 1901-1905 77:;

inbreeding and its effects 379

live, ] trices, wholesale, on leading United States markets
transmission of roundworms 151 , L53, 1 5 1

Holmes, George K., article on " Causes affecting farm values" 511-532

11 "kworms, transmission 150

Hop growing, relation to farm land prices on Pacific coast 529

Hopkins, A. L)., article on "Insect enemies of forest reproduction" 249-256

Hops, exports, 1 901-1905 77S

imports, 1 901-1905 768

prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets, 1901-1905 718

statistics, production, and prices 717-7 is

Hornfly, parasite, remarks • 144

Horse botfly, parasite, life history 144

raisin-, use in diversified farming in South 211

Horses, breeders' associations, secretaries, breeds, etc 576
exports, 1901-1905 77:;

imports, 1901-1905 -

numbers in several countries 732 I

on farms, number and value 12

statistics, numbers, values, prices, exports, and imports, United
Btates 7:;7

vein real disease, maladie da COlt, outbreak in Nebraska
I [orticultnral societies, national, officers

Horticulture and agriculture, relation of meadow mice, article by D.

[/.

Household d< odorant, use of formaldehyde 4M
HOWARD, L. 0., article on "The gypsy and brown-tail mollis and their Eu

pean parasites" 123

iropean studies of moth-parasite problem 131

Hunting licenses, study and report
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1 1> bride, pineapple, Buperior quality, remark j
- -

maaensiSi value, demand and cultivation

Hypoderma lineata, remarks l i i

Iceland, deathi from echinocoocui tapeworms 160

Idaho, soils, ureas surveyed oih
Illinois, farm land, prices 534

i ads, legislation i

soils, areas surveyed , 618
Immigration, effect on farm prices 514
Imports, agricultural products 761-772

farm products I I

food, inspection, remarks 60

Inarching, mango propagation, method 446
Inbreeding, corn, detrimental effect 388 -391

effect on vegetative vigor and fertility of plants 384

plant, effect, article by A. 1>. Shamel 3

tobacco, beneficial effects 386-388
usefulness in improving domestic animals 379-381

Incubation, ostrich, artificial and natural 401

Indian peach orchards, remarks 499
Indiana, farm lands, prices 524

soils, areas surveyed 018
Indigo, imports, 1901-1905 768
Infectious diseases, use as remedy against meadow mice 375

Insect losses, Bavins' by Entomology Bureau 82

repression, planting time as factor 47;;

Insecticides, study by Chemistry Bureau 60
Insects, beneficial, introduction into United states 77-78

damaging to forests, study 79

disease-spreading, remarks 80

field crop, farm practice in control, article by F. M. Webster 465-476
injuries to forest reproduction, article by A. D. Hopkins 249-256
injurious, principal, 1905, review 628-636

to fruits and fruit trees, study 79

peach, injuries, remedies, etc., article by A. L. Quaintanoe 325-348
relations to human diseases, remarks 636
repression by soil preparation and timely planting 471

useful, sending abroad 78

Inspection, food, and legislation, 1905, review by W. D. Bigelow 045-048
exports, remarks 59

meat, extent, cost, and necessity 29-30
quarantine against boll weevil 76

Interest rates, relation to farm prices 514
Iowa, farm lands, prices

roads, legislation 624
seed-corn trains, use in giving instruction about corn growing 410
soils, areas surveyed 618

Ipomcea purpurea, fertilization experiments of Darwin 384
Irrigation and drainage investigations, establishment and development 118-120

I by pumping for fifty acres 433

effect on farm land prices 528
relation of foivst reserves 038

t > dry farming 4 23-438
supply of water by pumping 431-438
use of small reservoirs, crops and cost 433
value of products, and cost of fuel 4;!2

water control advance in 1905, statement by It. P, Teele 049
winter and spring, discussion 434-430

Isomerism, formaldehyde, remarks 477

Jablonowski, Josef, aid in moth-parasite importation 135

Jams, COSt of nutrients, table 319
Japanese Kiushu rice, introduction into United States and value 293
Jarring, use as remedy for plum curculio 328
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Jelly, guava, making and use 151

making, advantage of underripe fruit 313
Jimson weed, cultivation and curing
Johnaou grass, value a< hay crop, note 203
Joint-worm, timothy, repressive measures 473

Kafir corn, extension of growing 419
introduction into United States and value as crop 293

Lai nit, use against peach Bcale 343

Kansas, farm lands, prices

high school, teaching of agriculture 264

soils, areas sur\ eyed 018

Kelep, ant like insect, enemy of cotton boll weevil, remarks 77

Kentucky, farm lands, prices 527
soils, areas Burveyed ( >is

Kerosene, use against Ban Jose scale 338

tobacco thrips v. 631

Kirkland, A. II., moth control in Massachusetts, supervision L31, 137

Labor, farm, scarcity, note 517
in South _ 211

Laboratory exercises, rural school application 267-272

Lacey Act, game protection, passage and provisions 541

Lake Superior bark weevil, injuries in forest reproduction 254

Land, public, effect of cheapness on farm prices 513
Landlordism, conditions in United States 53<

Lands, farm, influences affecting prices, itemized 511

price increases, explanation 512-613
prices, illustrative local conditions 521

increase, 1900-1905 511-612
rates of advance in prices 530

L INGWOBTHY, C. F., article on " Fruit and its uses as food " ;>07-324

rrz, D. E., article on "Meadow mice in relation to agriculture and horti-

culture" 363-376
review of bounty legislation against noxious animals, 15)05... 621-623

Lard, exports, 1901-1905 774

ocean rates, United States to Liverpool 760
Law, forest, legislation, United States, State and Federal in 1905 643-645

organic, of Department, duty of Secretary in diffusion of information
printing, waste as consequence of 1,000-copies limit 92

Laws, game protection, administration and enforcement, 1905 613
decisions, 1905 612
use, notes

publications
recent legislation 552-554

legislation for protection of birds and game 611-612
Leaf spot, prevalence, 1905 003, 604, 605, 607, 608, 609, 610, 611
Lecanimn, peach, description, natural history, and treatment 340

station, food, and inspection, 1905, review by W. D. Bigelow 645-648
game protection, 1905 611-612

iimal bounty, 1905 621-623
also Laws.

)

tmes, dried, nutritive value, investigations 117

lllture improvements 41S, 419
plants, fertilization, remarks

Lemmings, devastation in Europe, remark-
Lemons, losses by injuries in packing, note .">-">4

Lettuce, disei '5

. farm, direct inn- for construction
Lewis and Clark Exposition. {See Exposition.)
Library, agricultural, at ( ioncord, Tenn., rural school

in Pennsylvania high school
.irtment, organization and duties

work, publicati "lis 103-104
Lice, parasit irks

relation to transmission of tapeworms Mil

hunting, Bystem, study and report, remarks
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Licorice, demand and cultivation
root, import*, 1901-1908 768

Life zones, determination by Biological Survey 8 I

Lime, Everglade, description, origin, etc 280

Palmetto, desci iption, origin, etc

use in tabic sirups for acidity 247

Limes, new, Department of Agriculture productions, discussion 279

Lime-sulphur-salt \\ ash, use against San .lost- scale

Liquors, alcoholic, imports, 1901-1905 768
exports, L901-1905 779

Live Btock associations, national, officers 575
farming, Southern, need of development 197

farms, increase in value 20

freight rates, Chica ew York 756

insects, study by Entomology Bureau 81

interests, sanitary officers.

numbers in several countries 732 736

Locust, black or yellow, insect injury, note
telephone line construction 455, 456,

Logging, conditions usual and variation in waste 483-485
selection and use of timber for bridges 492
skid poles, suggestions for cutting 490
stumps, height and character
waste, conditions and causes 48 1

in Southern yellow pine, article by J, Girsin Peters 483-494
yellow pine, rules for prevention of waste 493-494

Loquat, Kulalie, origin, name, and description
Louisiana, Arkansas, and northeastern Texas, diversified farming, article bv

D. A. Brodie 207
crop pest commission, cooperation in boll-weevil investigations 7-")

farm lands, prices 528
soils, areas surveyed 618

Lumber, exports, 1901-1905 77C>

imports, 1901-1905 767

Lumbering, rules for prevention of waste in logging yellow pine 493-494
waste in high stumps 489

Lungworms, transmission 150, 151

Macaroni, imports, 1903-1905 768

Maine roads, legislation 624

Maladie du coi't, horse disease, outbreak in Nebraska
Malaria, spread bj mosquito, note 80

Malt liquors, exports, 1901-1905 779
imports, 1901-1905

Mammalogy, economic, Biological Survey work 86

Mammals, breeding grounds; importations, 1905 501, 010

foreign, importation, regulation 543-^546

Mango, description, manner of eating, propagation, varieties, and mark ting. 444-448

disease, 1905 606
varieties 4',7

Manufacturing, farmers' support 14

Manure, soil requirements, Soils Bureau study 72

use against peach aphis 344
Market, avocado, remarks 443

establishment for new crops, remarks 301

guava, remarks 451, 452
mango, remarks 448
northern, for southern vegetables and fruit 211

sapodilla, remarks 449
tobacco, remarks 230

Marketing fruit, need of care in handling 322-323
Markets, game, largest, note 546

lack in South, remarks 194

perishable produce, need of improvement 190

relation to diversified farming in South 205

Marsonia martini, prevalence, 1905 010
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Maryland, farm lands, prices

roads, legislation

soils, a tea-: surveyed 618
Massachusi its. moth suppression, appropriation 131

roads, legislation and improvement
BOilS, areas BUTVe} e« I 618

MaTHHWSON, E. II., and GSORGS T. McNebS, article on "Dark fir.--.-u t«d

tobacco of Virginia and the possibilities for its improvement" 219 230

May beetle, relation to spread of thorn-headed worm 155

Mayetolia destructor, damages, and parasite, L906 634 635

McNess, George T., and E, II. Mathbwson, article on "Hark fire-cured

tobacco of Virginia and the possibilities for its improvement" 219

M bad, Mi. wool., article on "The relation of irrigation to dry farming" 423 138

Meadow mice. [See Mice.

)

Meadows, damages by meadow mice 368

Meat animals, imports into leading European countries 740
remarks 516

exports, L901-1905 771

inspection, extent, cost, and necessity 29 30

nutritive value, investigations 117

producers' association, corn belt, officers 575
Meats, dressed, freight rates, Chicago to New York 756

packed, freight rates, Cincinnati to New York 757

prepared, study by Chemistry Bureau, remarks
Melon. [Set Cantaloupe and Watermelon.)
Melopkagus Olinus, sheep parasite, remarks 1 It

Meteorology in schools 24

Mexico, Biological Survey work, remarks 85
Mice, field, historical notes on destructiveness

name, note
meadow, agriculture and horticulture, article by D. E. Lantz 363

description, distribution, and habits 365:

fecundity 367
infectious diseases as remedy .'!75

measures for destruction 373-

natural enemies 370
preventive measures, summary 376

plague, Scotland, 1892, causes 371

Michigan, farm lands, prices 525
roads, legislation

soils, areas surveyed G18
Microgaster parasites, gypsy moth, remarks 134. 1

:;">

MicrotU8, c< >minon name, note 364
spp., notes on habitats of several species 366

Milcb cows. [See ( lows.)

Mildew, prevalence, 1905 605, 606, 607
Milk, keeping quality, effect of cleanliness, school exercises 272

popular instruction in dairying
studies for rural schools 271-272

Minnesota, farm lands, prices 525
roads, legislation 625
soils, areas surveyed 618

Mississippi and Alabama, diversified farming, article by M. A. Crosby 201-207
farm lands, prices 527
soils, areas surveyed 618

uri, farm lands, prices 526
soils, areas surveyed 618

Mites, parasit. s. remarks 146-147
Molasses. (Nv Sirups.

)

Molds, damage to fruit in transit 361
Mo. it ana, soils, areas surveyed
Moose, conditions. 1905 Wyoming, Maine, and Ontario
Morning glory, effects of variation in fertilization

Morphine, extraction from poppy, experiments
Morton citrange, di scription, uses, origin, etc 276-278

3 a 1905 51
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.-, prevalence, 1905

[iiito, spread of diseases
•marks 140

i hit ion to Infestation oi dogs with thread \\

transmission of malaria 166

Moth, parasites, imported, care after reception J
''•!

i
aach borer, habits

twig borer, note :; it

tu- currence and control by parasites L36

Moths, brown-tail and gypsy, and their European parasites, article by L 0,

Howard 12

enemies, insect, in America l-s

proposed introduction
hairs as cause of rash in human skin

life history and description 126

parasite importation, from Hungary proposed 136
method
problem L2&, LSI

remedies L28
United States, introduction and spread L23

enemies, European, attempts at introduction l.">!

gypsy and brown-tail, and their European parasites, article by L. 0.
Howard 123-138

destruction by disease, pebrine 133

enemies, insect, in America 128

proposed introduction 78
life history and description 124-126
Massachusetts report, record of parasites 128

parasites, importation problem 129, 131-1:58

remedies 128

United States, introduction and spread 123-124
suppression, appropriations 131

Mounding, use against peach borer 333
Mount Weather Research Observatory 23
Mountain region, agricultural division of South Atlantic, remarks 198
Mulch, use on tree seedlings 189

Mule raising, use in diversified farming in South 211

Mules, exports, 1901-1905 x 772.

numbers in several countries 72.2-735

on farms, value 13

statistics, numbers, values, prices, exports and imports, United States. 737-739
Mutton, exports, 1901-1905 774

Naval stores, exports, 1901-1905 767
Navel oranges, Washington, introduction into United States, and value
Nebraska, area of planted timber, note

farm lands, prices 526
soils, areas surveyed (319

Nematode, parasites 140

root-gall, injuries and remedies -. 348
Nests, meadow mice, remarks 366

England, farm lands, prices 52

1

Hampshire, roads, legislation 625-626
Jersey, roads, legislation and improvement 626

soils, areas surveyed 619
Mexico, soils, areas surveyed 619
York, farm lands, prices 522

roads, legislation and improvement 026
soils, areas surveyed 619

Nitrogen fixation, work 40-41

North Carolina, farm lands, prices 523
soils, areas surveyed 619

Dakota, soils, areas surveyed 619
Noxious animals, bounty legislation, 1905, review by D. E, Lantz 621-623

destruction by poisons, note S6
Nursery, home, farmers' need 183-184
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Nursery, planting, time 186

site, forest tree planting
u, danger From insects

Nut culture, growth of business, remarks
Growers Association, National, remarks
industry, insects injurious, 1905 636

trees, diseases, 1905 610

weevils, destruction of tree seed 25]

Nutrition, animal, study 31

iu\ L16 IIS

Nuts, exports, L901 L905 779

imports, L901 L905 ^ 700

1, handling and care L85-186

( )ak, diseases, L905 610
telephone pole use 455

Oatmeal, exports, L901 L905 778

Oats, culture improvements, etc 413 ill

diseases, 1905 609
exports, L901-1905 778

foreign varieties, introduction into United States and value 294

growing, weather conditions, crop season 1905, notes 584-595

prices, wholesale, leading markets, United States, 1900-1905 680-681

] nod net ion and value 10

statistics, acreage, production, prices, exports, etc 674-681
Swedish, Sixty-day, and Schonen, introduction and production 44,294
visible supply, United States and Canada, 1896-1905 675

Obesity, relation of sugar eating 245

Ocneria dispar. (See Mollis, gypsy.)
Oestrvu oris, life history, etc 141-1 44

Ohio, farm lands, prices 524

roads, legislation 627
soils, areas surveyed
tobacco fermentation, savings by change of methods 7:)

Oil, cake and meal, exports, increase 13

exports, 1901-1903 779
( Ms, exports, 1901-1905 775

vegetable, exports, increase 13
1901-1905 780

Oleomargarin, exports, 1901-1905 7, 5

Onions, exports, 1901-1905 781

imports, 1901-1905
Oospora scabies, prevalence, 1905 608
Orange, diseases, 1905 606

Washington navel, introduction into United States, and value
Orange-, los» 9 by injuries in handling 353
Orchards, avocado, extent 444

damage by meadow mice and rabbits 373, •'174

peach, Indian, remarks 499
in, farm lands, prices

poils, areas surveyed
winter irrigation

Ornamental plants, diseases, 1905 610
insects injurious, 1 905 I

Ornithology, economic, Biological Survey work 85-86
Orton, W. a., review of plant diseases i

Ostrich, chicks, care and feeding
laying and incubation 400-402

farming in Arizona, article by Watsoa Pickrell 399-406
historical notes . 399

feathers, plucking and sorting 402
feeding and handling 404
llesh and eggs as food 405
markings at different periods of life 404
prices 406
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struetion o! meadow mice :

ria vermicularis, transmission
1 50

um spp., prevalence 608,604,610

ling, fruit, lo cause of lorn
:ing-house exports, foreign trade lm'

products, exports, 1901 1905 7?:;77»
decrease i :;

imports into leading European countries 740
Palmer, T. S., article on "Federal game protection- -a five years' retro-

spect" 541 562
review of game protection, L905 611 617

Papaw, tropical, use in aid of digestion 324
Parasites, animal, insects, remarks 636

groups L39 L40
transmission, article by B.H.Ransom L39 L66

Parasites, moth. (See Moths, gypsy.)
plum curculio 327

Paris green, use against gypsy and brown-tail moths 128
Parrots, importation without permit, note 541
Pastry, digestibility, note 320
Pasture, Southern, plants for summer and for winter 206
Pea aphis, notes on destructiveness 629

diseases, 1905 607
garden, fertilization, Darwin's experiments

Peaeh aphis, black, description, life history, remedies, etc 342-344
borer, control, suggestions 338

lesser, injuries and control 335
life history, habits, distribution, food plants, enemies and reme-

dies 330-:;:;:>

diseases, 1905 604
control 34

distribution in pioneer days by Indians, hunters, and trappers 4!)!)

Everbearing, origin, distribution, names, and description 498-500
industry, notes 196
insect enemies, principal, article by A. L. Quaintance 325 .'US

lecanium, description, natural history, and treatment 340-341
seal", West Indian, description, life history, remedies, etc 339-340
spraying with arsenicals for curculio, caution 329
twig-borer, description, life history, remedies, etc 344-346
weather conditions, season of L905, notes 584, 585, 586

Peaches, losses by injuries in handling 353
Pear, alligator. (See Avocado.)

blight, control 35
Crocker, origin, name, and description 497-498
« 1 iseases i n 1905 603
fertilization, remarks 383

Pears, cooling before shipment 358
Pebrine, silkworm disease, use possible in destruction of moths 133
Pecan, Mollis, origin, name, and description 505-506

Moneymaker, origin, name, and description 506
Schley, origin, name, and description 507
Success, origin and description 507-508
Young, origin and description 508

Pecans, varieties, remarks 504
Pelican, breeding grounds 88

Island, reservation, remarks 559
Pennsylvania, farm lands, prices 522

high school, teaching of agriculture 262-264
roads, legislation and improvement 627
soils, areas surveyed 619

Pepper, cultivation and demand 539
Perojwspora schleideniana, prevalence, 1905 607

violae, prevalence, 1905 611
Persea <jratis$ima, common names, commercial importance, etc 508-510
Peteks, J. Girvin, article on " Waste in logging southern yellow pine" 483-494
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Petroleum, crude, use against San Jose* scale

Phosphoric acid, use in tobacco fertilizers, oote 223
Phyuoeticla Bpp.. prevalence, 1905 603,604
Phytolacca americana, cultivation 536
Phytophthora ir\festans

t
prevalence, 1905 608

Pickrbll, W ITSON, article on "Ostrich fanning in Arizona" 399 106

Piedmont Bection, agricultural division of Booth Atlantic, remarks 198

Pies, digestibility, note 320
Til rERs, \. J., article on "The businee d and plant, introduction and
distribution" 291

infestation with trichina 151

Tine, diseases, L905 610
forest reproduction, injuries by weevil 252, 253, 254
mice, damage to trees, Bhrubs, and bulbs '.',70

southern yellow, togging, waste, article by J. Girvin Peters 483-494
telephone line const met ion, note • 455
wee> ils, injuries in forest reproduction 252, 253, 254
woods belt, agricultural division South Atlantic States, remarks 199
yellow, rules for prevention of waste in logging 493-494

sizes and lengths for merchantable timber i
v( '-

apple, breeding, qualities SOUghl as desirable, and met hods of work
disease, 1905
flowers, remarks 282
hybrids developed for 1 department of Agriculture 281-285
new varieties, Miami, Seminole, Eden, Matthams, and < rale, descrip-

tions, origin, name, etc 40, 285-290
use in aid of digestion 324
varieties, early, discussion 281-282

Pineapples, crossing, process and results 283 28 I

Tin worms, transmission 150

des spp., injuries to pine reprodution .. 254
Pisum sativum, fertilization, Darwins' observations
Plains and West Texas, crops and conditions for diversified farming 210

; and seed introduction and distribution, article by A. J. Pieters 291-306
breeding, cooperation of Department and experiment stations 172

some work of Department with citrus fruits 275-290
diseases, 1905, review by W.A. Orton 602-611

treatment 34-36
drug. (See Drug plant.

)

Industry Bureau, organization and duties 564
review ( >f work 34-51

introduction, miscellaneous work 296
Planting, depth, illustrative exercise for rural school 271

time, factor in insect repression 473
tree seeds for forest nursery 191

Plants, drug and poisonous, investigations 49
effect of inbreeding, article by A. I >. Shamel 377-392
inbreeding, degrees 3S1-384
moisture relations, illustrations for rural schools 270-271
relation to Soil, study in rural BChoole 269-271

Platygaster herrickii, parasite of Hessian fly, note 634
Plowing, fall, season of 1905, notes 595-599

value and methods in insect suppression 409-471
Plowrxghiia morbosa, prevalence, 1905 604,605
Plum curculio beetle, injuries to fruit .'127

control, preventive measures 328-330
damagi », 1905

origin, life history, habits, injuries, enemies, and remedies.. 325-330
diseases, 1906

Golden, origin, name, and description
Plums, damson, demand, varieties, with origin, description, etc 501

l< eses by injuries in handling 354
ned grain, use against meadow mice and rabbits 373

Poisoning, use as remedy for plum curculio :;l".i

Poisonous plant- investigations

Poke, cultivation „„ - „ . «, - 536
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l\»l. b, telephom 1- lephone poles.)

merization, formaldehyde, relation to disinfection

Pome (raits, diseases in 1905

Pomological investigations, advances 46 49

Society, American, remarks 620

Poppy, cultivation, collection of juice, etc.

n conotrachrti, plum curcuho parasite

Pork, demand in South 197

exports, 1901-1905 771

trichinae, study of American pork in ( iermany 29

Porto Rico, coffee, study
Experiment station, establishment and pn I 16

soils, areas survey e<l 619

h fertilizer, study by Roadfl Office 110

fertilizers, use on tobacco 225
Potato, d 1905 007

Potatoes, composition
culture improvement ami treatment of disease 415-410
exp« >rts, 1901-1905 7s

!

imports, 1901-1905 77l'

production and value io

prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets 702-703

scab, use of formaldehyde 482
statistics, acreage, production, prices, etc 697-703
weather conditions, crop season, 1905, notes 5*96-599

Poultry, importance 516
imports of leading European countries 7 10

products, value \t

Powell, (J. Harold, article on "The handling of fruit for transportation".. 349-362

Prairie chickens, conditions, United States, 1905 615
Preservative, use of formaldehyde 482

rvatives, use for protection of telephone poles 458-462
wood, tests of efficiency by setting 462-464

Preserves, etc., cost of nutrients, table 319
jelly, etc., composition, table 310

Printing, report of Department to Joint Committee of Congress, remarks 93

Propagating houses and testing gardens, Department, work 298-299

Propagation, avocado 441, 442
guava, remarks 453

sapodilla -149

Protozoa as parasites, remarks NO
parasitic, transmission 104 -100

Provisions, freight rates, Chicago to Europe 759
/ lomonas campestris, prevalence, 1905 807

guglandi&y prevalence, 1905 610
l^t udoperonospora cubenis, prevalence, 1905 < ;07

P&evudopeziza medicaginis, prevalence, 1905 „

Psidium gucaava, uses, propagation, etc 151-454

Public Roads, < office, organization and duties 567
work, review by Secretary 104-1 12

Publication work, Department, growth 90
Publications, agricultural, number and character from Department and experi-

ment stations 1 77-179

Department, demand from educational institutions 98
distribution, watchfulness, numbers 90,92

Division, organization and duties 566
work, review by Secretary 8

Pnccinia asparagi, prevalence, 1905 606

ckrysanthemi, prevalence, 1905 611

pnmi, prevalence, 1905 604-005

spp., prevalence, 1905 608,609
Puddings, digestibility, note 320
Pumping, use in supply of water for irrigation 431-433

Pumps, use on dry farms, in Colorado, note 432
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Quail, conditions, I nited States, L905-. 6IB
feeding by game wardens, farmers, ami othi 616

QuanrraNCR, \. I.. , article on "The principal insect enemies of the peach".. 325 348
Quarantine, use against boll weevil, oote

Rabbits, injury to on hard-, DOtSl
Rah ah, W. li.. review of progress in iruit growing in L906

Rainfall, semiarid region, variation..

Ransom, B. H., article on "Ho* pars e transmitted" L3

Raspberry, diseases, L905

Rats, relation to transmission of trichinae 1
•">•'!, 154

Refrigeration, fruit, cooling cars from cold-storage plant 859
in transportation, early devices 350

Refrigerator car. conditions of temperature, etc :;.",(;

Reindeer, numbers in se> era I countries 738
Renovated butter. (5fc< Butter, renovated.)
Rkamnius purshiana, use, demand, ami growing
Rhode Island, loads, legislation and improvement

soils, ana surveyed 619
. \. <;., statement of soils, areas surveyed and mapped to December 31,

L905 617-619
country, agricultural division of South Atlantic States, remarks L99

disease control 36
diseases, 1005
exports, increase L3

farms, increase in value
imports, 1901-1905 77o

Kiushu, introduction into United States and value !".*:;

meal, etc., exports, 1001-1005 780
prices, wholesale, on leading United States markets 723
production and value 11

encouragement I

soils, study, remarks
istics, acreage, production, prices, export- and imports 721 -723

trade, international, 1900-1905 722
Ripening, fruit, effect on composition
River and flood service, Weather Bureau, benefits 21

demands of public
extension, article by II. C. Frank-

enfield 231

present organization 233
forecasts, distribution, means and methods 240
stages, forecasting, subjects of study for perfecting 237
underflow, relation to river-stage forecasting

Roads, con\( ntions, participation of Department Ill

experimental field work 107

pslation and improvement, progress, by States i

i >n, discussion 105-107
Office. {See Public Road-

;
materials, and special investigations 100-110

Roups, P. II.. article on "New opportunities in subtropical fruit growing",. 438
Root aphis, corn, injuries, and repression by plowing 472

borer, clover, destruction by plowing 1. 470
guava

|

gall, nematode, injuries and. remedies
knot, prevalence, L905 604, Mill
miners, inj . ,i reproduction
pruning, need in transplanting broadleal Beedlinga 192

value in transplanting
I -. poach, injury by aphides 343

tn-e, injuries by insects 261

Root worm, corn, destruction by crop rotation 468
611

i, exports, L901-1905 776

Rot, prevalence, L905
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West Indian, description, life history, rem<
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x>ls, rural, agricnltnra] staid? as aid to other school work
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ilture, use of illustrative material, article by Pick
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'. ... - 274

rLTB, J. T.. B • Illustrations of the influence of experiment -
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5 revalence, 1905 I
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Seedlings, avocado, truenesa to name ill

coniferous, protection in nur.-rry 189

transplanting L90
dam son, trueness tO name 602
mango, trueness to name, and value. 445 146

Bapoaiua, remarks 449
Seeds, broadleaf, treatment i"<>r planting, and planting 1

'
(

i

coniferous, preparation and protection in planting
exports, L0Q1 [905 780
imports, L901 L905 770
germination test for- school illustration 266
tret-, collection, preparation, and care lsi

drying L86

vegetable and (lower, ( longressional distribution 306-306
Self-fertilization, pineapple, experiments 28 1

Self-pollination. [See Self-tVrtili/.ation.)

Semiarid lands, increase of yalue
region, early and present attempts at settlement 423-425

Seneca snake root, note
Shade tree, diseases, 1905 610

tree-, insects injurious, 1905
use <^i lath frame in coniferous nursery 189

Shambl, A. D., article on "The effect of inbreeding in plants" 377-392
Sheep, botfly, parasite, life history 141-144

breeders' associations, secretaries, breeds, etc 576
danger from gid worms L61

decline in numberand value 13

disease, transmission by ticks 165
ex

i
K>rts, 1901 -1905 . :::;

imports, 1901-1905 761

infestation with liver flukes L62

numbers in several countries 732-735
prices, imports and exports, 1905 746-7 17

scah. treatment, results -'>

tick, parasite, remarks 144

Shorthorn cattle, inbreeding and its results 379
Shot hole, prevalence, 1905 604
Shrikes, destruction of meadow mice 371
Shrubs, damage by meadow mice 369
Sigalphus curculionis, parasite of plum curculio larva 327
Silk culture, investigations, Entomology Bureau 81

imports, 1901-1905 762
raw, production, 1900-1904 731-

Silkworm, disease jx'hrine, note 133
Silkworms. Department work 81
Silo, development of use, work of experiment stations 170
Sirup, cane, food value 244-245

srt of production, note 244
open kettle, manufacture and quality 241, 242

Sirups, table, acidity, neutralization 247
article by B. W. Wiley 241

Chemistry Bureau, study 60
fermentation, method for prevention 246
kinds in common use 241

natural (untreated I, superiority 247
Skid poles, use in logging and BUgg« stions for cutting 190

Slaughterhouses, relation to Bpread of trichina 153, 154

Small fruits, diseases, P.»o.">

Smith, Bern \ki> II.. article on " Formaldehyde: [ts composition and uses*' . . 477
Smut, grain use ot formaldehyde as remedy 482

prevalence, 1905 I

wheat, 1905, notes 594,597
Snail, relation to transmission of flukes 162

Snakes, destruction of meadow mice
Snow, lack for winter wheat. 1905

water equivalent, remarks !
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Baowfall n to rivei

oil, use against San J ..••

S<»il fertility, maintenance and restoration 71

requirement in dry climate
requirements, manurial, Boils Bureau stadie •

survey . early work, remarks 64

surveys, practical utilization, remarks
washing, danj lit of folfc 171

prevention, remarks 196

southern, necessity i ik by diversified farming 206
Soils irveyed and mapped, i texnenl by A. €L Bin 617 619

Bureau, organization and duties

summary oi ureas surveyed 65,617 619
tobacco experiments in Virginia 220 221

work, review by Secretary 6

physical characteristics, study in rural schoeli 267-201
relations to plants, study in rural schools 269 271

ar cane 243, 244
cas, by natural agricultural divisions 213-214

tobacco of Appomatox County, Ya 221

Virginia, need of vegetable matter 224

Sorghum, diseases, 1905 609
introduction into Ignited States and value as crop 2M

South Atlantic coast, diversified Earming, article try YV. J. Spilhnan 193-200
Stall-, agricultural conditions 198

Carolina, farm lands, juices 523
soils, areas surveyed 619

Dakota, farm lands, prices 526
soils, area surveyed 619

diversified farming, difficulties 211
farm land prices, advances

Southern agriculture, diversified farming in cotton belt 1!'.

Spbaerepsis malorum, prevalence, 1905 004
SpJiaerultuca mors-tiria , prevalence, 1905 005

pan/iota, prevalence, 1905 oil
Spices, imports, 1901-1 005 771

Spillmak, W. J., article on "Diversified farming on the South Atlantic

Coast " 193-200
review of improvements in farm practice 628

Spraying, use against peach t wig-borer
Ban Jose" scale

Spring irrigation, discussion 434-436
Spruce, Douglas, seed destruction by Chalcis fly

injuries to reproduction by gall aphis
Starch, exports, 1901-1905 781

imports, 1901-1905 771
sties Bureau, development 93

organization and duties 566
work, review by Secretary 93-103

crop, principal. United States and world, production, prices, etc 650
Staves, exports, 1901-1905 777
Sterling, E. A., article on "How to grow young trees for forest planting". 1S3-192
Stockbreeder dations, secretaries, breeds, etc 575-677
Stockmen, attitude toward forest reserve restriction <>f grazing 640

lach worm, transmission 150
Stone fru 004-605
Storage, fruit, effect of handling 47

ation of cooling 48
savings from insects injurious to stored products S3

1 foods, i Is.

)

grain, etc., injurious insects, 1905 030
Strawberries, cooling before shipment 358

damage 1 >y meadow mice 369
Strawberry, diseases, 1905 006
Stream measurements, volume of water, relation to forecasting of river stages. . 239
Stream-flow changes, factors of influence 237-240
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Stamps, l;i J), waste in logging
Subtropical fruit growing, new opportunities, article by P. II. Rolfi 139 i»i

Sugar apple, subtropical fruit, description and use

beet, industry, pro 45

beets. i'
v - 1 Beets, Bugar.)

cane and Bugar beets, crop, value 1

1

cult hit improvements, new varieties, etc 418
growing for sirup making 243 2 1 \

sirup, apparatus for manufacture 248
soils, study, remark i 67

farms, increase in value
imports, L901- 1905 771

presence in fruit, remarks :;i 2

statistics, production, exports and imports 724-727
Sulphurous acid, use in table sirups 246 247
Supply Division, Chief, duties 563
Supreme Court. United States, decision in Geer p. Connecticut, relation to

game protection 541
Surra, horse disease, Philippines, repression
Bwamp laud, plowing for corn, BU&gestion

lauds. New York, uses ana prices 622
Swedish select oats, introduction into United States, and value 294
Bwine diseases, control, investigations 25

number and value in United states l:;

numbers in Beveral countries 732
prices, and exports, 1880 to 1906 !

also II"

5 >7<n:iii.< trachealis, transmission 150

Tachina larvarurn, enemy of gypsy moth, remarks 132
Tallow, exports, MO1-1905.. .'...' 77.1

Tapeworms as parasites, remarks L40

danger to man, prevention 161

herbivorous animal, problem of life history I'd

transmission to man by dogs 157-160
Tariff limitations, foreign trade
Taylor, William A., article on "Promising new fruits" 495-510
Tea, imports, 1901-1905 771

Tea-culture investigations 49
Teele, R. P., statement of advance of water control in irrigation in 19(95

Telephone, demand for poles 455
pole.-, cost at setting hole, treated with preservative and untreated. 459

durability, increase, article by Henry Grinnell 455-464
number required 456
tests of preservatives 462-464
treatment with preservatives, three methods 461-462

Temperature, relation to keeping of fruit i

Tennessee, East, consolidated school, teaching of agriculture
farm lands, prices _ 527
soils, areas surveyed

Terns, breeding grounds, notes 88,
Terraces, objections to use on farms, to prevent erosion 5

ig] icultural divisions _' 15-2 17

biological held work, completion
diversified farming, article byC. W. Warbarton 212

at, crops and conditions for diversified fanning 214
farm lands, prices
fever, investigations

parasitic protozoans in blood as 164, 165
study and experiments for su]

|

n 171

ticks, life history 145-146
rn. Louisiana, and Arkansas, diversified (arming, article by

D. A. Brodie 207-212
root n.t, prevalence, 1905 -

soils, areas surveyed
south, crops and conditions for diversified farming
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crops and coin lit ions far div< burning 217

tobacco soils, Soils Bureau studies

ind the plains, crops and conditi liversified farming
led worms, transmission

Threadworms, transmission to dogs b) mosquitoes
. chicken, transmission <>t disease 165

Ticks, parasites of animals, discussion, etc 140, in, 145

i , life hi 146-146

Tillers, relation to growth of grain 472
/>•, pre \ 1 906 I

Timber, decay, prevention
[ports, 1901-1905

imports, L901 1905 \

kinds preferred for telephone poles A

losses by leai ii.ur on ground in logging

planted, Nebraska area, note i

v "•

sales from forest i i in 1W5 638, 6 1<»

lection for bridges used in logging 492

tests, usefulness, note 54

worms, injurii b to oak and locust I

Timothy, ex

\

orts, 1901-1906 780

jointworm, danger and repressive measures 473

1, prices, wholesale, L901-1905 730-731

Tobacco, Connecticut, naed of vetch for soil improvement 295
crop, value 11

crossing, effects 386
cultivation, Virginia, opportunities for improvement 227

culture improvements, curing, etc 416-417

Curing, relation of weather 229

Virginia, discussion
dark fire-cured of Virginia, possibilities for improvements; article by

rgeT. McNessandE. II. Mathewson 219-230

diseases, 1905
dust, use against peach aphis 344

exports, 1901-1906
farms, increase in value 20

fermentation. Soils Bureau study, and savings 73

fertilization, note 385
remarks

growing, weather conditions, crop season, 1905, notes

imports, 1901-1905 771

improvement by seed-plant selection 296

inbreeding, beneficial effect 38<

marketing 230
Soils Bureau study, remarks i

surveys, remarks -
.* 64,65

Texas, Soils Bureau studies 7::

statistics, acreage, production, prices, exports and imports 714-717

stored, damages by insects, 1905

thrips, damage, study and remedy 631

types for plug wrapper and Austrian export uses 221

unmanufactured, trade, international, 1900-1905 715

Virginia types 219

water, use against peach scale 343
yield increase, relation to quality, note 224

per acn - 220,

Tomato, diseases, 1905 608

Tbngueworms, parasite-, transmission 147-148

Transportation, exports 102

facilities for fruit, need t>f improvement 357
fruit, causes of losses 351-352

risks 350

passenger rates 759
rates, statistics 756-760

Tree planting, progress 53
time 186
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i , broadli .it", growing seedlings for planting 190

damage by meadow mice
traction in careless logging

girdled, and windfalls, use in logging 491

growing for foresl planting, article by I . A. Sterling
insect injuries during Beveral Btagi m tl» -

moth injuries 126, L26, 130

Trematodes. s !...'

Trial grounds, Department, seed testing, etc

Ti ichmella nriralis, transmission and danger to man 15!

Trichinosis in Germany, American investigation

Trtfolium spp., fertilization, notes
Tropical fruits, diseases, L905

Trouvelot, Prof. I... gypsy moth introduction into United States 123

Truck crops, insects injurious. 1906 629

notes
wing, relation to diversified farming in South

;!s, surveys, remarks
True, Rodney H., article on "Progress in drag-plant cultivation"

Trvpanasomes, transmission by Hies 166

m> fly, bite, cause of fatal effect 166

Tuberculosis, animal, investigations, conclusions -

Turpentine, exports. L901-1905 776

Tussock moth, occurrence, and control by parasites 130

Twig-borer, peach, description, life history, remedies, etc 346

Two— potted pine weevil, injuries in forest reproduction 254

I ktilago spp. ,
prevalence, 1005 60f

Utah, soils, areas surveyed 619

Values, crop, in order of production 10-1

1

Vegetable diseaa n, control

farms, increase in value 20

is. Congressional distribution
trial grounds, Department

v _
•

1905

exports, 1901-1905
insects injurious, 1905 I 2

V iria spp., prevalence, 1905 603

Vermont, roads, legislation

soils, ana surveyed 619

Vetch, need for Connecticut tobacco lands
use in improvement of cotton land

rinarians, State, list 577

Vienna, moth para-it e collection and shipment 134-135

rar, exports, 1901-1906 782

quality, relation to sugar content 313

Virginia, farm lands, prices

soil- 1 619

>, dark fire-cured, possibilities of.improvement 21!

studies I Is Bureau 74

Mice, meadow.

)

Wagner, Fritz, aid in moth parasite importati< n 134

Walnut, diseases, 1905 610

"Warbles" parasites of cattle, remarks 1 -14

Warburi l W., article on "Diversified farming in 1

Wash, Mme-sulphur-salt, use against 6an J

Was! ch borer
Washington, farm lands, prices

Is, legislation and ii ment
is surveyed 818

Water contamination, work
control, advancement in 1905, statement by li. P. Teele ,; 4!»

rights, Western States, study
t

119

underground, use in irrigation 431-433
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i

ttermelon, di

itershed ;rapby, need ol study for river and flood

Waxy, black, belts crops and condi • diversified farming
!th production of farms L2

tther Bureau, increase of scientific research
[aniaation and tin tics I

river and flood servioi i, article by 11. I . I i ink-

enfleld 231

work, review by 8e 2]

crop relations, review for 1905
relation to curing of dark Virginia tobacco 229

farm priot

bkb, Heuhekt J., article on "-New fruit productions of Department
Agriculture" 27*

Wkbstbr, V. M., article on " Farm practice in control of field-crop insects". 465-476
Weeds, utilization, discussion

Weevil, b -II, cotton. (See Boll weevil.)
injuries in forest reproduction 253 25 1

white-pine, injuries in forest reproduction 252
Weights, legal, of bushel, table 651—

<

Wells, artesian, increase of farm laud prices in South Dakota
Levi, article on "Renovated butter: Its origin and history " 393
use in irrigation 431

West Indian peach scale, description, life history, remedies, etc 339-340
Virginia, soils, area surveyed 619

Wheat as a world problem ltd

culture improvements 4 11- 111*

diseases, 1905 609
durum, introduction and production 43, 293
exports, 1901-1905 778
fertilization, note
freight, Omaha and Kansas City to New Orleans 757

rates, Chicago to New York
Fultz, introduction into United States and value 29

1

wing, weather conditions, crop season, 1905, notes 5S4-596, 600
Hessian fly repression, variation in measures for winter and spring
kinds 475

improved varieties, kinds, and distribution 412-4 1

3

ocean rates, United States ro Liverpool 760
prices, wholesale, in leading United States cities, 1900-1905 673-074
production, American farmers' position 516

and value 10

statistics, acreage, production, prices, etc 663-674
trade, international, 1900-1905 665
visible supply, 1890-1905 065-607
winter, lack of snow, 1905

Whipworms, transmission 150
Whisky, exports, 1901-1905 779
Whi to beets in 1905
Wichita Reserve, establishment of garj I

Wild plants, drug, domestication, remarks 533, 534-"

Wiley, II. W., article on "Table sirups" 241-5

Wilson, James, Secretary of Agriculture, report, 1905 9 I

Wilt disease, losses in flax and cotton 294
prevalence, 1905 607, 608, 610

Windfalls, use in logging 491
Windmill, use for pumping in irrigation, notes 431
Wine investigations, Chemistry Bureau, remarks 61
Wines, exports, 1901-1905 77;)

imports, 1901-1905 769, 77i'

Winter irrigation, discussion 434-4:!0

Winter-grain area, extension 44
Wireworm, twisted, transmission in pastures 150
Wireworms, destruction by plowing 470
Wisconsin, farm lands, prices 525

roads, legislation and improvement 627
soils, areas surveyed 619
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1905 776
imports, 1901-1905 766
preservation, Btudy, notes
pree >rvative treatment, discussion

1901 1905 777

l( ck, conditions, United States,

la, cabinet, imports, 1901 1905

Wool, exports, 1901-1905 77:;

Growers1

Issociatii n, National, officers

imports, 1901-1905
pri. ston, monthly range 753

wholesale, on leading United states market.-'

production, United , by States 745
trade, internationa 749

American, cultivation and demand
Wrapper tobacco, requirements for plug and for Austrian cigars 221-222
Wyoming, soils, area Burveyed 01!)

Yearbook, Department, distribution !

Yellow ; d by mosquito
pii s and lengths, >r merchantable timber

Yellows, prevale 604,610
Yell- National Park, big game, L905

nervation of native animals
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